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223.

NOTE SUR UN THEOREME GENERAL PAR RAPPORT
A L'ELIMINATION.

[From the Annali di Scienze Mathematiche e Fisiche (Tortolini), vol. vii. (1856),

pp. 454—458.]

SOIENT

^ =(a, h, c ...){x, y)" = 0,

^ = (a, /3, 'i...){x, 2/)"=0,

deux Equations homogfenes quelconques entre les variables x, y, et reprdsentons par

R la resultante des deux fonctions <^, y^, de manifere que i?=0 sera la condition pour

que les deux equations i^ =0, <j}=0 puissent avoir lieu. On sait depuis longtemps

que les valeurs des variables x, y, qui satisfont k la fois aux deux equations ^ = 0,

<f)
= sent donn^es (') par les conditions (^quivalentes a une seule condition)

„ „ , m(m— 1) „ .
etc. = a^ : Tnx"^^y : —^-^

—

- af'-^y^ : etc.
m dR dR
da

'-

db
'

dc

dR dR dR
da

' d0
'

dy

n(n — 1)
etc. = «"

: nx'^^y :

^
x'^y^ : etc.

;

ce qui suppose cependant que les coefficients a, b, c, ... a, /8, y,..., sont des quantitds

absolument arbitraires : les conditions dont il s'agit peuvent aussi s'^criie sous la forme

dR dR dR _d^ d4 d4

da ' db ' dc ' ' da ' db ' dc '

dR dR dR _d±
_

dyjr d^
_

da ' d$ ' dy '
' da ' d$ ' dy

'

' n va sans dire que ce n'est que la valenr de x : y laquelle est d^termin^e ; mais dans la thtorie

des fonctions homogSnes les valeurs absolues n'importent rien, et on peut dire que les valeurs x, y sont

ditenuin^es, quand a: : ^ est d6termin6e : on 6vite par cctte locution des longueurs trfis-ennuyantes.

C. IV. I

S



2 NOTE SUB UN TH^ORilME G^N^IRAL PAR RAPPORT 1 L*6lIMINATI0N. [223

Or M. Schlafli dana son excellent m^moire " Ueber die Resultaute eines Systemes

mehrerer algebralscher Gleichungen," Trans, de VAcad. de Vienne, torn. iv. (1852),

a g^n^ralis«5 ce th^orfeme de la manifere que voici. En consid^raut un nombre quel-

conque d'^uations -^ = 0, <^ = 0, ^ = 0, . . . entre le meme nombre de variables x = 0,

y = 0, z = 0,... et en supposant que a, b, c, etc. soient des quantitds qui entrent d'une

maniere quelconque dans la fonction </>, sans entrer dans les autres fonctions •^, ;^, etc.

(il u'est nullement n^cessaire que le nombre des quantitds a, b, c... soit tel que la

fonction
<f>

reste absolument arbitraire, le nombre des quantit^s a, b, c, etc. pent mdme
se rdduire k 2) M. Schlafli fait voir que Ton a dans ce cas

dR dR dR dd) dd> d<b

da ' db ' dc ' ' da db ' dc
'

Voici en effet le raisonnement fort simple dont se sert M. Schlafli pour ^tablir la

proposition dont il s'agit. Les Equations yjr = 0, <f>=0, % = 0, etc. seront satisfaites par

de certaines valeurs de x : y : z, etc. en supposant seulement que les quantites,

o, b, c, etc. satisfont k la condition R=0. Done les Equations ^=0
<f>
= 0, Y = 0,

etc. seront encore satisfaites en donnant des variations infiniment petites quelconques

Ba, Bb, Be, etc. aux quantites a, b, c, etc. en supposant seulement que ces variations

soient telles que Ton ait

«„ dR » dR _, dR ».BR = ^~ Ba + -jT^ Bb + -J- Be + etc. = 0.
da db dc

Or les Equations t/r = 0, % = 0, etc. qui ne contiennent pas les quantites a, b, c, etc
suffisent seules (c'est-^-dire sans I'aide de I'dquation

<f)
= 0) k determiner les valeurs

de X : y : 2, etc. qui satisfont au systfeme ^ = 0, i|f = 0, % = 0, (on suppose toujours

I'dquation i? = 0) : done les nouvelles valeurs de x : y : z, etc. seront les memes
qu'auparavant, et Ton doit avoir

S,^ = #Sa + ^S6 + #Sc + etc.=0;
da db dc

savoir cette Equation aura lieu en vertu de I'dquation SJ? = qui est la seule con-

dition k laquelle on a assujetti les variations Ba, Bb, Be, etc., ce qui donne evidemment
les conditions

dR dR dR ^ dd) dd> dd) ,

da ' db ' dc ' ' da ' db ' dc
'

Cela ^tant, on peut encore g^n^raliser le th^orfeme de M. Schlafli: pour cela je

suppose que les quantitds a, b, c, ... entrent d'une manifere quelconque dans les

fonctions <}>, <^, j^, etc. Les Equations
(f>
= 0, >}f = 0, x = 0, etc. impliquent I'^quation

R = 0, et en donnant aux quantites a, b, c, etc. des variations infiniment petites quel-

conques Ba, Bb, Be, etc. qui satisfont k la condition BR = 0, les Equations ^ = 0, -^=0,

X = 0, etc. seront satisfaites k la fois, cependant par des nouvelles valeurs des variables

;
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on peut repr^seater par Bx, Sy, Bz, etc. les variations qu'il faut attribuer aux variables

X, y, z, etc. Les Equations (/> = 0, i/^ = 0, x~^> ^^^- seront satisfaites en y variant a la

fois les valeurs des variables x, y, z, etc. et des quantit^s a, h, c, etc. ; les variations de

4'' "^i 70 ®**- doivent done s'dvanouir : je reprdsente de la maniere que void les conditions

ainsi obtenues, savoir

dx
8^ + ^^ Bx + '^^ Sy +'^ S^ + etc. = 0,

dy dz

dz

etc.

En prenant L, M, N, etc. des fonctions absolument arbitraires, et en prenant aussi

8m = — LZx — Mhy — Nhz — etc.

on aura I'^quation identique

hi + Lhx + Mhy + Nhz + etc. = 0,

et en eliminant les variations hx, By, Bz, etc. on obtient une Equation D = ; la partie

de D qui contient le terme Bu sera dvidemment

Bu
d<i>

dx'

d<b

dy'
d<l)

dz'"'

dx'
dyfr

dy'
dyjr

dz
•

dx
dx'

dx
dy'

dx
dz'

et le determinant, facteur de cette expression, s'dvanouit en vertu des Equations

^ = 0, yjr = 0, x~^' ^*'^' Cela est en effet un thdoreme de M. Hesse, lequel se d^montre

tout de suite en remarquant que Ton a

, dd) dd) dd> ^ „
md> = x -r- + v-j^ + z^+ etc. = 0,^ dx "^ dy dz

etc.

L'expression D ne contient done pas de terme avec Bu, et I'^quation D = 0, peut

a'^rire comme suit:

B<f>,

L, M , ^ ,

d<f>

d[x'

d<f>

dy'
d,f>

dz
'

dyjr

dx '

drjr

dy'

d^fr

dz'

dx
dx'

dx
dy'

dx
dz'

=

1—2
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^uation de la forme

XB(I> + YS^Ir + ZSx + etc. =

c'est-^ire une Equation entre les seules variations Ba, Sb, Be, etc. Or il ne peut

pas y avoir entre ces variations d'autre Equation que BR = 0, on doit done avoir

identiquement

XB<f> + YB^}r + Z8x + etc. = kBR,

savoir cette ^nation sera satisfaite par les valeui-s de x : y : z, etc. qui satisfont k

if>
= 0, ^ = 0, x~^> ®*^* C'est Ik le th^orfeme qu'il s'agissait de d^montrer ; en supposant

que les quantit^s a, b, c, etc. n'entrent que dans la fonction <}>, on a B^jr = 0, Bx = 0,

etc., c'est-k-dire XB<f> = kBR, lequel est le th^or^me de M. SchlaflL

Je remarque que M. Schlafli a donn^ aussi un th^orfeme pai' rapport au discriminant

d'une fonction quelconque
(f>;

savoir, en representant par V ce discriminant, et en sup-

posant que les quantit^s a, b, c, etc. entrent d'une manifere quelconque dans la fonction

<f>,
les valeurs de x, y... qui satisfont aux equations

^=0, ^ = 0, ^^ = 0, etc.
ax ay dz

(lesquelles impliquent I'dquation V = 0) sont donndes par

dV cN dV ^ dd) d4> dd,— • — ;
—

. ; etc = —— ' —-- * —~ I etc '

da ' db ' dc ' da ' db ' dc
'

'

cela est d6jk la forme la plus gdndrale du thdorfeme.

London, 2, Stone Buildings, 12 Dec. 1856.
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224.

SUE UN THEOREME D'ABEL. NOTE.

[From the Annali di Scienze Mathematiche e Fisiche (Tortolini), vol. viii. (1857),

pp. 201—203.]

Il y a un petit mdmoii-e d'Abel qui porta le titre "Ueber die Functionen welche

der Gleichung <f){a;) + <f> (y) = i/r (a;/(2/) + y/(a;)) genugthun " {Grelle, torn. ii. (1827), pp.

386—394). La solution du problfeme est contenue dans les Equations que voici, savoir

f{,x) est une fonction ddfiuie par I'^uatiou

a2" = (/(«) - na!)"+«' (/(«) + ««;)"-«',

et on a alors

et (en reduisant un peu I'expression donn^ dans le m^moire)

+w-^'»« "»(/(:)+?)•

On a aussi pour
<f)

{x) cette autre expression en forme d'int^grale ind^finie,

dx
<l>(x) =

jf(x) + a'x'

car le facteur cm par lequel dans le m^moire I'expression h, c6t^ droit est multipli^

se r^uit (comme on voit sans peine) h, I'unit^. En comparant les deux expressions de

^ {x), on voit qu'il est permis de prendre I'int^grale depuis x = 0, pourvu qu'on derive

c = 1 ; cela donne

/„ f(x) + c^x
= tTT^' log (/(*•) + ^)'

formule trfes simple pour I'intdgration d'line expression alg^brique laquelle ne peut

pas s'exprimer a moyen de radicales.
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On obtient une autre propriety de cette fonction f(x) en substituant les valeurs

des fonctions ^ et ^ dans I'^quation originale

•^ (x) + ^ (y)

=

^ {^/(y) + y/i-'c)) ;

cela donne d'abord

et de Ik en r^uisant on obtient I'dquation fonctionnelle trfes simple

Je remai-que que Ton peut sans perte de gdn^ralit^ ^rire a = 1, et « = 1 : je mets /9

au lieu de a', et j'^cris aussi pour plus de simplicity f(x) = X, f(y) = F. On a alors

pour determiner la fonction X{=f(x)\, I'^quation

Equation dans laquelle on pourrait remplacer les exposants 1 + /3, 1-/8 par deux

quantit^s quelconques.

La formule d'int^gration devient

formule que Ton peut verifier sans peine a moyen de celle-ci,

{X + ^x)X' = x + ^X,

que Ton obtient en diffi^rentiant I'equation pour X. L'^quation fonctionnelle sera

XY + xy=f{x7+yX),

c'est-k-dire en dcrivant xY+yX =z, XY+xy = Z on doit avoir

{Z-zy+^(Z + zy-P = l

et cela se vdrifie tout de suite k moyen des Equations

Z-z = (X-x){Y-y), Z+z = {X + x)(Y+y).

Je remarque aussi qu'en prenant le quotient des d^riv^es de cette equation par rapport

k a; et y on obtient

X'-Y' (X Y\ IX Y _\
X'Y'-\~\x y) • U- ~y J'

laquelle est une propri^t^ de la fonction X et sa d^riv^e X'.

Londres, 17 Juillet, 1857.
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225.

ON A CLASS OF DYNAMICAL PROBLEMS.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. viii. (1857), pp. 506—511.]

TffEKE are a class of dynamical problems which, so far as I am aware, have not

been considered in a general manner. The problems referred to (which might be

designated as continuous-impact problems) are those in which the system is continually

taking into connexion with itself particles of infinitesimal mass (i.e. of a mass con-

taining the increment of time dt a» & factor), so as not itself to undergo any abrupt

change of velocity, but to subject to abrupt changes of velocity the particles so taken

into connexion. For instance, a problem of the sort arises when a portion of a heavy
chain hangs over the edge of a table, the remainder of the chain being coiled or

heaped up close to the edge of the table ; the part hanging over constitutes the

moving system, and in each element of time dt, the system takes into connexion with

itself, and sets in motion ^vith a finite velocity, an infinitesimal length ds of the chain

;

in fact, if v be the velocity of the part which hangs over, then the length vdt is set

in motion with the finite velocity v. The general equation of dynamics applied to the

case in hand will be

t\ (^^^-X)hx + {^^-Y)hy + {^^-z)hz'^dm + t{^uh^^.^vhv + ^w^)l^d^^O,

where the first term requires no explanation : in the second term f, r], f denote the

coordinates at the time t of the particle dft, which then comes into connexion with

the system ; Am, At), Aw are the finite increments of velocity (or, if the particle is

originally at rest, then the finite velocities) of the particle dfi the instant that it has

come into connexion with the system ; S^, 8?;, Sf are the virtual velocities of the same
particle d/i considered as having come into connexion with and forming part of the

system. The summation extends to the several particles or to the system of particles

dfi which come into connexion with the system at the time t ; of course, if there is

only a single particle d/t, the summatory sign 2 is to be omitted. The values of
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A«, Av, ^w are -^ — u, -^-v, ^ - w, if by ^ , tt , tt we understand the velocities

of dfi parallel to the axes, after it has come into connexion with the sjmtem; but it

is to be observed, that considering ^, 7;, f as the coordinates of the particle dfi which

is continually coming into connexion with the system, then if the problem were solved

and f, t), f given as functions of t (and, when there is more than one particle d/i, of

dP
the constant parameters which determine the particular particle), -^ , &c., in the sense

just explained, cannot be obtained by simple differentiation from such values of f, &c.

:

in fact, f, t), f so given as functions of t, belong at the time t to one particle, and

at the time t + dt to the next particle, but what is wanted is the increment in the

interval dt of the coordinates f, 7), f of one and the same particle.

Suppose as usual that x, y, z, and in like manner that ^, t], % are functions of a

certain number of independent variables d, <j>, &c., and of the constant parameters which

determine the particular particle dm or dfi, of which x, y, z, or f, -q, f are the coordi-

nates; parameters, that is, which vary from one particle to another, but which are

constant during the motion for one and the same particle. The summations are in

fact of the nature of definite integrations in regard to these constant parameters,

which therefore disappear altogether from the final results. The first term.

(5-x)*..(^-K)8,.(g-.)4,»,

may be reduced in the usual manner to the form

where, writing as usual &,
<l>',

&c. for t- , , , &c., we have

d dT _dT dY
~

dt de' dd'^ dd'

fp^ddT_dT dV ^^
dt d<})' d(j> d<f)

'

(this supposes that Xdx + Ydy + Zdz is an exact differential) ; only it is to be obsei-ved

that in the problems in hand, the mass of the system is variable, or what is the

same thing, the variables 6, ^, &c., are introduced into T and V through the limiting

conditions of the summation or definite integration, besides entering directly into T and
J Jrp jrp gl'\7

V in the ordinary manner. And in forming the differential coefficients :tt ^^ , j^ , -,^ ,
dt do du do

&c., it is necessary to consider the variables 9, ^, &c., in so far as they enter through

the limiting conditions 05 exempt from differentiation, so that the expressions just given

for @, ^, &&, are, in the case in hand, rather conventional representations than actual

analytical values; this will be made clearer in the sequel by the consideration of the

before-mentioned particular problem.
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Considering next the second term, or

-")»f-(l-»)^-(f-")«f}i.*.^<f
we have here

Sv = a' B0 + b' B(f> + ...,

S^=a"S0 + b"B<j) + ...,

where a, b, a', &c., are functions of the variables 0, <j), &c., and of the constant para-

meters which determine the particular particle dfi. The virtual velocities or increments

B6,
8<l>,

&c., are absolutely arbitrary, and if we replace them by d0, d<^, &c., the actual

increments of 0, </>, &c. in the interval dt during the motion, then Sf, Zr], B^ will

become jf dt, j- dt, _y dt, in the sense before attributed to -r , -^ , -^.
at at at dt dt dt

The particle dfi will contain dt as a. factor, and the other factor will contain the

differentials, or (as the case may be) products of differentials, of the constant parameters

which detennine the particular particle dfi. We have thus the means of expressing

the second line in the proper form ; and if we write

t (a' + a'"- + a"^ ) dfi = Adt,

2(6» +b'"-+b"' )d,i= Bdt,

2 (a6 + <^'b'+ a"b") d/i = Hdt,

2 (au + a'v + a"w )d/i = — Pdt,

2 (bu + b'v + b"w )dfi =- Qdt,

then the required expression of the second line will be

(A0' + H<f>' ... + P) B0 + (H0' + B<i>' ... + Q) B<f>+ ...

,

which, if we put

K = i {A0"- + B<f,'' + ... + 2H0'<I>'+... + 2P0' + 2Q</)'+ ...),

= i(A, B,...H,...P, Q,...l0', <(>'...., l)^

may be more simply represented by

only it is to be remarked that A, B,...H,...P, Q,... will in general contain not

only 0, <f>,..., but also the differential coefficients 0",
<f>',

... , and that in forming the

differential coefficients -j^ , , , , &c., the quantities 0', <}>',..., in so far as they enter

c. IV. 2
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into K, not explicitly, but through the coefficienta A, «&;c., must be considered as exempt

from differentiation, so that the preceding expression for the second line by means of

the function K is rather a conventional representation than an actual analytical value.

Uniting the two terms, and equating to zero the coefficients of hd, S<f>, &a, we

obtain finally the equations of motion in the form

d dT_dTdVdK
dt dff de'^ de^ dd'

~ •

d dT_dTdVdK^^
dt d<f>' d(f> d<f) d<f)'

where the several symbols are to be taken in the significations before explained.

In the particular problem, let z be measured vertically downwards from the plane

of the table, then Z=g, and repeating for the particular case the investigation ah initio,

the general equation of motion is

'(£-^)^^'^-+S^4'^/^=«-

Let s be the length in motion, or, what is the same thing, the z cooi-dinate of the

lower extremity ; and suppose also that the mass of a unit of length is taken equal

d^z d^s
to unity, we have Sz =Bs, j^j = ;5^. <^''* = cJ^> and the summation or integration with

respect to z is from z = to z = s, whence

dt'
- g) Bz dm =Q - g) Ss ^dz = (J

- g) sBs
;

which is of the form

if

±dT_dT dV\^^
dt ds' ds ds J '

T= ^s'\8, V=-gss,

where the bar is used to denote exemption from differentiation, but ultimately s is to

be replaced by s. Considering now the second term, here ?=0, but 8^=Bs, and thence

T^ = «'. Moreover, dfi = s'dt, and thence finally the second term is s'', which is of the

, dK .,
form -^;, if

the bar having the same signification as before, but after the differentiation s' = s'.

The resulting equation is
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which may be written in the form

''^d{sj^ = gs'ds,
ds

'dt

and the first integral is therefore

sds

where a is the length hanging over at the commencement of the motion. If a = 0,

then the equation is

/2^
3^*,

and integrating from t = 0, 2Vs = ^1^1, or finally s = ^ gV, so that the motion is the

same as that of a body falling under the influence of a constant force ^g. It is

perhaps worth noticing that the differential equation may be obtained as follows:

—

We have, in the first instance, a mass s moving with a velocity s', and after the

particle ds (= a'dt) has been set in motion, a mass s + s'dt moving say with a velocity

s' + 8s', whence neglecting for the moment the effect of gravity on the mass s, the

momentum of the mass in motion will be constant, or we shall have

88 = (s + s'dt) {s' + 8s') = ss' + s'-dt + sh',

and therefore sSs' = — s'^dt. Hence, adding on the right-hand side the term gsdt arising

d^s d?s fds\^
from gravity, and substituting t- dt for hs', we have the equation, * j," = S'*

~
( j: ) ' ^^

before.

2—2
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226.

ON PKOFESSOR MAC CULLAGH'S THEOREM OF THE POLAR

PLANE.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. vi. (1858), pp. 481—491.]

A RAY of polarized light, incident on the surface of an extraordinary medium,

may give rise to a reflected ray and a single refracted ray; but this will be the case

only for a particulai* position, or positions, of the plane of polarization of the incident

ray. According to Professor Mac Cullagh's theory, the plane of polarization, and the

relative vibrations of the three rays, are deduced from two assumed principles, which

may be referred to as

1°. The principle of equivalent vibrations.

2°. The principle of equivalent moments.

And from these principles are deduced

3°. The principle of vis viva.

4°. The theorem of the polar plane.

The directions of the vibrations ai"e completely determined by means of 4°, the

theorem of the polar plane ; and the relative magnitudes are then given by 1^, the

principle of equivalent vibmtions. The other principles, viz. :—2°, the principle of

equivalent moments, and 3°, the principle of vis viva, must therefore follow as mere

geometrical consequences from the first-mentioned two principles, or theorems ; and I have

found that the deduction depends immediately upon the following two theorems in

spherical trigonometry.
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Suppose (Fig. 1) that RR'R" is a spherical tiiangle, and let W be any point

in the base RR", and iV be the central point of the base ; then joining WR' and

Fig. 1,

producing this arc (in the direction from W to R') to a point L, such that

siri'NW
cot WL = . ^V'-"wp'

*a° ^^''
sm WR sia WR

and joining NR', then

Theorem I.

sin" R"LR' -sin' RLR'
sin^ R"LR

sin NW cos NR'
''

cos WR' sin NR cos NR '

and if we suppose also, that an arc through N, perpendicular to the base RR", cuts

LR, LR', and LR" produced in the points U, IT, U", then

Theorem II.

sin R"LR cos RU sin NUR + sin RLR cos R"U" sin NWR"
cosNW= sin R"LR

cos WR' sin NR cos R'U' sin NU'R'.

The present memoir contains the proof of the two theorems, and the application

of them to the optical theory.

To prove the first theorem, I wiite for shortness R, R", W to denote the angles

LRR", LR"R, NWR', respectively; we have then,

sJii'R'LR'- sin' RLR' _ sin {R'LR - RLE)

sin' R"LR sin R'LR

sin R"LR
[sin R'LRcos RLR- sin RLR cos R"LR'\

1 (8inJg"W 8in.R" cmRW- cos LR cos LW
'

sinR"Lr\ sinLW sin LR sin LW
sia. RW sin R cos R"W -cos LR" cos LW

sinZTT sin LR" sin LW
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1 {smR"
8in

-Ty,TT, ,Tw \ -—r-D sin -K"W (cosRW- COS LR COS LW)KLR 8in'LW (sm LR ^ '

sini2
, sin RW {cosR'W- cos LR' cos iF)l

.

sin LR' ^ """ " """''" wo^rr^i

^, • ,, ^ sin i2" sin iJ , , ^ sin R'LR ^, . .

Ubservinfif that -:

—

^n >
~—

r tv> > are each equal to . ii,ri.- , this becomes" sin LR sin LR ^
sin it it

= • »»i ,nir {sin R" TT (cos ii TT - cos LR cos L W)smRRsm'LW^ ^ '

- sin fiTr(cosie"Tr- cos LR' cos LW)\
;

and, substituting for cos LR, cos LR", the values

cosiJ TT cos ZTT- sin i? TT sinZTTcos W,

cos i?" TT cos ZF + sin R"W sin ZW cos W,

the foregoing expression becomes

= - v,"J . mr X (sin ^"^ (cosR W sin'' ZF + sin ij TT sin Z Tf cos Z W" cos W)
sin it it sin= LW '

- siiiRW (cos^"Fsin»Z>r-siniJ"Tf sinZFcosZTTcos W)\,

= -- Lrs {sin -B"F cos i2F - sin R

W

cos R"W + 2 cot ZF sin R

W

sin ^"F cos F
sin si Jtt

'

sm^^ {sin (i?"F- iJF) + 2 cot ZFsin iJF sin ii"Fcos W)}
;

and, putting ii"F— iJF= 2iVF, and substituting also for cot FZ its value, which gives

cot ZF sin iJF sin R"W = sin" iV^F tan WR, the expression becomes

= -^L, n {sin 2iV^F+ 2 sin" i^Ftan WR cos W] ;sm it it

'

but we have

^_ cos.yie'-cosiVFcos FiJ'
^°^ ~ sin i\rF sin Fie '

and therefore

sin NW
2 sin^ i\^F tan WR cos F = 2 =^r„ cos KR - sin 2iVF;

cos WR '

thus the expression becomes

1 „ smNW „D,
•
~=^

t>'/ z>
2 tjtd? cos NR

;
sin it R cos M iJ

and sin R"R = sin 2i\rjB = 2 sin iVii cos i\''ii, so that finally the expression becomes

sin iVF cos iV^E'

~ cos WR sin NR cos NR '

which proves the theorem.
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To prove the second theorem, take as before R, R", W, to denote the angles

LRR", LR'R, NWR', respectively ; and moreover, U, IT, U" to denote the angles

NUR, NITR', NU"R", respectively ; then considering, first, the function on the left-hand

side, viz.

:

sin R'LR' cos RU sin U+ sin RLR' cos R" U" sin U",

we have

rr sin NR
sm U= .—Drr>sin RU

cos RU sin U = sin NR cotRU

= sinNR cos R cot NR = cos R cos NR,

and, in like manner.

. ™, sin NR:'

«^"^=sinii"r"

cos R"U" sin U" = sin NR' cot R"U"= sin NR" cos R" cot NR"

= cos E" cos NR" = cos iJ" cos NR
;

the expression thus becomes

= cosNR (sin R'LR' cos E + sin RLR' cos ^"},

which is

fsin R"W sin W cbs TTZ - cos ^ TT cos RL„^ (sin R"W si
= cos iViJ i —D"-i

( sm it /

}

'X • siniiFsiniiZ

sin RW sin W cos IfX - cos R"

W

cos iJ"!)

siniiX • sin R"W sin R"L

or, substituting for cos RL, cos ^"Z the values

coeRW COS WL- sinRW sin WL cos W,

cos R"W cos WL + sin i2"W sin ITZ cos IT,

the expression becomes

COaNRsinW ( sin R"W, „, „ m,r Jirr • r. tit- r. wr ^l7^
.—ST • D'T 1 -—^DTiT- (cos TTZsm'iJ If +sm WLsmR WcosR Wcos W)
sm KL sin R L [ smRW

+ ^'"
^,Zr (cos TfZ sin^ iJ"W- sin TfZ sin R"W cos fl" If cos W)\

sm it W^
^

')

cosNRsmW ^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^ ^.^ ^„^ ^.^ ^^ ^.^ ^„ y^ _ ^^ c^g ^sm iti sm if i ' ^ ' '

= cos^^sin TrsinirZ ^^^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^ ^.^^ ^„^ ^ ^.^^ ^„ ^^^ _ ^ j^^ ^^^ ^x
sm it// sin R L ^

'
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Hence, putting for cot WL its value, which gives

cot WL sin RW sin R'W= sin'NW tan WR,

and putting also

sin {R'W-RW) = sin 2NW = 2 sinNW cos NW,

the expression becomes

2on9.NRsmWsmWLsm^NW
, ,„„, „„, ,_= », »,,, (tan WR + cot iV^Tf cos W).

sin itL sinML '

The right-hand side of the equation to be proved is

and we have

sin R'LR—^"f.^„p cosR TT sin V,
cos Tfit sm NR

• T>»TT> saxRR'smR . „ sinTTZsinTT
sm R LR = -.—^,--— , sin iJ = •

siniT'X '
''^""- smRL '

and consequently

• vr Jf - ^^" ^^' "^^^ ^^ ^^" ^ 2 sin iV^ cos JV^i^ sin NL sin Fsm nj.ii-
g.^ ^^ ^.^ ^„^ -

^.^ ^^_^_^_ ^

or the expression is

2 cos NR sin FZ sin F sin NW
sin RL sin R'L ' cos WR

But we have

^^"^^ ~
sin WW'

and therefore

sin iVF j^,j„ . jj, . ,T,j~,rr cos RU'
y, cos RU sm U = sm' iV^ F-

cosiJ'CT'sin U'.

cos FiJ'
""" " ----- ox^ ., „

^^^ ^^, ^.^ ^,^.

_ . cos{Wir-WR)- sm ir
^^^ ^^, ^.^ ^j^,

= sin' iVF (tan WR + cot WW).

Moreover we have cot FfT = cot iVF cos F, and the expression thus becomes

2 cos iVii sin F sin M^Zsin=iVF,, ,„„, , ,rTir -..r.=
:—TjT—:

—

rjTT, (tau WR + cot NW cos F)

:

sm itZ sm if Z ^ ^'

which is the expression previously found as the value of the left-hand side of the

equation, and the theorem is therefore proved.
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It is obvious that the point L might have been constructed by taking on B!W,

produced in the direction from R' to W, a point K such that

tan^TF:
sin=NW

s.mRWsmR"W tan WR',

and then taking the arc KL in the revei-se direction equal to 90°.

Passing now to the optical problem, it will be recollected that in Mac Cullagh's

theory the direction of vibration in an extraordinary medium is perpendicular to the

plane of the ray and wave normal, and that the polar plane of a refracted ray is by

definition a plane through the point of incidence parallel to the direction of vibration,

and also parallel to a line joining the extremity of the ray with the cori-esponding

point on the Index surface,—the last-mentioned surface being the polar reciprocal of

the refracted wave-surface, taken with respect to the reflected wave-surface, or wave-

sphere, contemporaneously generated. We have to consider a ray of polarized light

incident on the surface of an extraordinary medium, and giving rise to a reflected ray

and a single refracted ray. Let the incident ray and the reflected ray be respectively

produced within the medium, and let the three rays, viz., the incident ray produced,

the refracted ray, and the reflected ray produced, be represented in direction (see

Fig. 2) by AR, AR' and AR" ; and take AR = AR" = \ as the radius of the wave-

sphere and AR' as the radius of the wave-surface, coiTCsponding at a given instant

Fig. 2.

of time to the first or ordinary medium and the extraordinary medium respectively.

Take also AW bs the perpendicular on the tangent plane of the wave-surface at R',

or ' wave-normal,' coiTesponding to the refracted ray AR' ; and let AN represent the

normal to the plane of separation of the two media, and AH the intersection of the

last-mentioned plane with the plane of incidence. The lines AR, AR", AW, AN, AH
are of course all of them in the plane of incidence, the line AN bisects the angle

made by the lines AR, AR", and the lines AN, AH are at right angles to each other.

The length of the wave-normal .ATT is given by the equation ARsin NAW=AW sin NAR,
or putting, as above, AR = 1, and representing the two angles at A by NW, NR
respectively, then, if p denote the length of the wave-normal, we have suiNW=pBmNR.

c. IV. 3
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Take « the pole of the tangent plane of the wave-surface at ii' (or, what is the same

thing, the image of the point W), in respect of the sphere radius AR, then k will

be the point on the index-surface corresponding to the point R of the wave-surface;

and let AK he drawn through the point A parallel to H'k. Take AT perpendicular

to the plane WAR (or, what is the same thing, the plane KAR) as the direction

of the refracted vibration, the plane KAT will be the polar plane; and by 4°, the

theorem of the polai' plane, the directions of the incident and reflected vibrations are

given as the intersections of the polar plane with the wave-fronts or planes through

A normal to the directions of the incident and reflected rays respectively ; these inter-

sections are represented in the figure hy AT and AT'. The relative magnitudes of the

vibrations are then determined by 2°, the principle of equivalent vibrations, viz.,

considering these vibrations as forces acting in the given directions AT, AT, AT'
respectively, the refracted vibration will be the resultant of the incident and reflected

vibrations: the terminated lines AT', AT, AT" in the figure are taken to represent

in direction and magnitude the vibrations corresponding to the refracted ray and to

the incident and reflected rays respectively, and the lines Rt', Rt, R"t" are drawn

through the extremities R, R, R" of the three rays equal and parallel to AT, AT, and

AT' respectively. Let m', m, m" denote the masses of ether set in motion by the

three rays respectively, then, according to Mac Cullagh's hypothesis of equal densities,

we have

Ai> »Ar ^TTcosiZ'JV

cos WR

(where RN, &c., denote the angles RAN, &c.); or writing as before, AR=l, AW=p,
where sinNW = p sin RN, we have

„ „ p cosRN / sin iVTT cos RN\
' cosTf^'

[~ '^^WR sin Rn)m = m : m :: cos

This being premised, then, 3\ the principle of vis viva is that

m (Rty = m' {Rt'y + m" {R't'J ;

or, what is the same thing,

Rf-R't"^ m' sin NW cosRN
Rt'" m cos WR sin RN cos RN

'

and 2°, the piinciple of equivalent moments, is that the moment of Rt' round

the axis AH, is equal to the sum of the moments of Rt and R"t" round the same

axis. It only remains to show that these two properties are in fact contained in the

Theorems I. and II.

The point k is the image of IT in a sphere, i-adius unity. Hence, Ak = -kW =— p,

and therefore

tan WkR = ^-^"^ Z^' = tan KW.
l—p'
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but we have, as before, sinNW= p sin RN, and consequently.

tanKW= ^
sin^NW tan WB'
sin^EN-sixi'EW

sin'NW
sin RW sin R"W tan WR'.

Suppose now that the points R, R', R", W, N, H, K, of Fig. 2, are all of them

projected by radii through the centre A upon a sphere, radius unity (see Fig. 3, where

the several points are represented by the same letters as in Fig. 2); and complete

Fig. 3 by connecting the different points in question by arcs of gi-eat circles, and by

producing KW (in the direction from K to W) to a point L, such that KL = 90°,

and by joining LR, LR', and drawing the arc NU'UU" at right angles to R"R (or,

what is the same thing, with the pole H) meeting LR', LR, and LR" produced, in

the points JT, U, U" respectively. By what has preceded, the points K, L of Fig. 3

//

;r

.. T-

T

Fig. 3.

are constructed precisely in the same manner as the same points in Fig, 1, and in

fact Fig. 3 is nothing else than Fig. 1 with some additional lines and points. The

condition employed to determine the magnitude of the vibrations Rt, R't', R"t", gives

that these vibrations are as

sin TT' : sin TT' : sin TT,

or, observing that LR, LR, LR" are the great circles whose poles are T, T , T'

respectively, these vibrations are as

sin R'LR : sin RLR" : sin RLR;

and, substituting these values, the equation given by the principle of vis viva becomes

identical with that of Theorem I.

3—2
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Proceeding to the condition given by the principle of equivalent moments, we have

moment of Rt round AH
^RtxARxcos[AR, x dist. {Rt, AH)] x sin (Rt, AH)

;

and in Fig. 3, observing that the radius through U is parallel to the pei-pendicular

distance of (Rt, AH) (for LR has the pole T, and NU the pole H) then

cos [AR, X dist. (Rt, AH)] = cos RU,

aia(Rt, AH) = sin TH,

or, since T and H axe the poles of LR and NW respectively, TH= ^NUR, and, putting

AR — \, the moment is

Similarly,

and for the refi-acted i-ay,

But we have

= Ri,coBRVAnNUR.

moment of R"t" round AH
= R"t" cos R"U" sin NU"R"

;

moment of R't' round AH
=^AR'x R't' cos R' IT sin NU'R'.

AR'.
AW sin NW

cos WR' cos WR' sin NR

'

and therefore the moment is

= R'f
sinNW

iCosRlTsinNWR'.
cos WR' sin NR

Hence the vibrations Rt, R"t", R't', as before, are as

sin R"LR' : sin RLR' : sin RLR",

and thus the equation given by the principle of equivalent moments is precisely that

of Theorem II.
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227.

ON THE THEORY OF RECIPROCAL SURFACES.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. vii. (1862), pp. 20— 28.]

The present note is intended to be supplementary to Mr Salmon's memoir "On
the Degree of a Surface reciprocal to a given one " {Trans. R. Ii'ish Acad., vol. xxi.

pp. 461—488, 18.57). I find that Mr Salmon's equations admit of a transformation which

appears important in reference to the geometrical theory, and the object of the note

is to present the system of equations i under the new form.

Mr Salmon writes

:

n, the order of the surface.

a, the order of the tangent cone drawn from any point to the surface.

8, the number of the double edges of the cone.

«, the number of its cuspidal edges.

b, the order of any double curve upon the surface.

k, the number of apparent double points of the double curve.

t, the number of triple points on the double curve.

c, the order of any cuspidal curve on the surface.

h, the number of apparent double points of the cuspidal curve.

y3, the number of intersections of the double and cuspidal curves which are

stationary points on the cuspidal curve.

7, the number of intersections which are stationary points on the double curve.

i, the number of intersections which are not stationary points upon either curve.

p, the number of the points where the double curve is met by the curve of

contact of the tangent cone.

<r, the number of the points where the cuspidal curve is met by the curve of

contact.
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And the accented letters denote the corresponding singularities of the reciprocal surface,

or, if we choose that they should refer to the given surface, and its tangential or class

singularities, then we have

:

n', the class of the surface.

a', the class of the curve of intersection by any plane.

B', the number of double tangents of the curve.

k', the number of its cusps.

6', the class of the node-couple develope.

ifc', the number of apparent double planes of the node-couple develope.

<', the number of triple planes of the node-couple develope.

c', the class of the spinode develope.

h', the number of the apparent double planes of the spinode develope

^, the number of common tangent planes of the node-couple and spinode developes,

stationary planes of the spinode develope.

7', the number of common tangent planes, stationary planes of the node-couple

develope.

»', the number of the common tangent planes which are not stationary planes of

either develope.

p', the number of the common tangent planes of the node-couple develope, and

the tangent cone.

a', the number of the common tangent planes of the spinode develope, and the

tangent cone.

The terminolog}' made use of is that of my paper "On the Singularities of

Surfaces" {Gavihndge and Dxihlin Mathematical Journal, vol. vil., 1852), [106]. To ex-

plain it, I need only remark that the term node is used as synonymous with double

point, and the term spinode as synonymous with cusp; a spinode plane is a tangent

plane meeting the surface in a curve, having a spinode at the point of contact ; and a

node-couple plane is a double tangent plane, or plane meeting the surface in a curve

having two nodes; the term develope is used instead of developable surface.

To collect all the formulae, it is proper to write also:

r, the class of the cuspidal curve.

5, the class of the double curve.

r', the order of the spinode develope.

5*, the order of the node-couple develope,

where q' is what Mr Salmon, who only uses it incidentally in referring to a result of

Professor Schlatli's, calls (after him) A.
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Mr Salmon obtains, between the twenty-eight quantities,

n,a,S,K,b,k,t,c,h,^,y,i,p,a-,

n', a', S', «', b', k', t', c', h', l3', 7', i', p', a',

the twenty-one equations,

a = a,

a = n (n — 1) — 26 - 3c,

k' = 3n ()i - 2) - 66 - 8c,

B' = ^n (ft - 2) (n^ - 9) - (n,» -n-6) (26 -|- :3c) -(- 26 (6 - 1) + 66c + |c (c - 1).

a(n-2)= K+ p + 2a,

b(n-2)= p + 2^+1iy + St,

c (n - 2) = 2<7- -1- 4/3 -(- 7,

a(n-2)(n-3) = 2B + 2ab + Sac - ip - 9a,

b (ft - 2) (n - 3) = 4A -I- oi -1- 36c - 9;S - 67 - Si - 2p,

c (ft - 2) (n - 3) = Qh+ ac + 26c - 6/3 - 4.7 - 2i - 3ff,

n' = »i (ft - 1)- - n (76 + 12c) + 46* + 9c- + 86 + 15c - 8/c - I8h + 18/3 + I27 -I- 12t - 9«,

a = ft' («'-!)- 26' -3c',

K =3rt'(«'-2)-66'-8c',

•8 = in' (n' - 2) (n'' - 9) - (n'^ - n' - 6) {2b' + 3c') + 26' (6' - 1 ) + 06'c' + fc' (c' - 1 ),

a'(n'-2)= K -r p' + 2a',

6'(n'-2)= p'+2^ + fiy' + ^t',

c'(n'-2) = 2<r' + 4/3'+ 7',

a' (n' - 2) (»' - 3) = 2S' -f- 2a'6' + 3a'c' - 4/)' - 9<r',

6' (n' - 2) (n - 3) = 4i'' + a'6' + 36'c' - 9/3' - 67' - Si' - 2p',

c'(«'-2)(n'-3) = 6;t'+ a'c' + 26'c' - 6/3' - 47' - 2i' - So-',

*« = ft' (ft' -If- ft' (76' + 12c') + 46'' + 9c'' + 86' + 15c'- 8A' -18A' +18^'+1 27'+12t' - 9t!
;

to which may be joined

7 = 6» - 6 - 2i - 37 - 6«,

r = c' - c - 2/t - 3/3,

^ = 6'»-6'-2ifc'-37'-6<',

r' = c'' - c' - 2A' - Sis',
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Considering the twenty-one equations, and taking as data n, b, c, /8, 7, h, k, then,

by means of the several equations, other than the two equations marked (*), we may
express in terms of the above data a, S, k, t, t, p, a, n, a', B', k, b', c', p, a',

Sis' + 37' + 3«', 4)9' + 7', 4A;' - 3i', C/i' - 2i' ; the quantities which enter into the first of

the marked equations are then all given in terms of the above data, and it is clear

that the equation must be satisfied identically: the quantities which enter into the

second of the marked equations are given in terms of the data and of <', t", and it

is not clear, a priori, but that the equation might lead to a relation between the

data and ^, i' ; it will, however, appear in the sequel that the equation must be

satisfied identically, independently of any particular values of t', i'. Thus, Mr Salmon's

theory does not determine the values of these two quantities, nor, consequently, the

values of ^, y, h', k' ; it does, however, determine the values of the combinations

4/3' + 7', 8k'—lSh'. But the twenty-one equations between the twenty-eight quantities

may be replaced by seventeen equations between the twenty quantities

n,a,S,K,b,c,p,cr,4'^+y,8k— 18h,

n, a', B', k', h', c', p', a', 4y9' + 7', 8/fc' - 18A';

this will clearly be the case if it is only shown that the equation which gives n'

can by the other equations be transformed into one of the form in question; for a

similar transformation will, of course, apply to the equation for w, and then we have

only to reject the equation containing t, and to replace the two equations which

contain i, by the equation given by the elimination of this quantity, and in like

manner to reject the equation containing i! , and to replace the two equations con-

taining %, by the equation given by the elimination of this quantity, and the system

will be reduced to the required form.

The reduction of the equation which gives n' is effected as follows ; we have

(26 + 3c) (n - 2) (« - 3) = 8^• -1- 18A -h a (26 + 3c) -I- 126c - 36/3 - 247 - 12i - 4p - 9<r,

36(n-2) =G^+97 + 9< + 3p;

and thence

(26 + 3c) (n - 2) {n - 3) -l- 36 (« - 2)

= a {2b + 3c) -I- 126c + 8k + 18h -12i+ 9t-p-9a-- 30/8 - loy

= a(2b + 'Sc) + l2bc + 8k+l8h-12i + m-lH0-Uy-p-9a--S{i^ + y);

and consequently

-8k- 18h + 18(S -f- 127 + 12i - 9t

= {a-(H-2)(n-3)}(26 + 3c)-36(«-2) + 12^c-/3-9o--3(4;S + 7),

which (observing that the left-hand side is precisely the combination of terms which

enters into the equation for n') shows that the reduction is possible; to complete it,

putting for a its value n(n - 1) — 26 — 3c, we have

- 8A-- 18/t + 18/3-1- 127 -H2i- 9<

= 6 (ow - C) -I- c (1 2n - 18) - 46» - 9c= - p - 9ff - 3 (4/3 + 7)

;
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and substituting this value in the equation for n, we obtain

„' = n(n_l)2_6(2n-2)-3c-p-9ff-3(4/9 + 7).

Some of the other equations admit of simplification: the equation

a (n - 2) (n - 3) = 2S + a (26 + 3c) - 4/) - 9o-,

if we put for a its value n (n — 1) — 2b — 3c, becomes

(4«-6-26-3c)(n-2)(n-3) = 2S-4/3-9(r,

and the prescribed combination

(26 - 3c) (n - 2) (n -S) = 8k-18h + a (26 - 3c) - 4p + 9a,

gives in like manner, putting for a its value,

(- «2 + n + 46) (n - 2) (71 - 3) = (8k - I8h) - 4p + Oa.

The system of seventeen equations then is:

a = a',

a'= m (re -1)- 26 -3c,

«' = 3» (re - 2) - 66 - 8c,

S' = j7i(n-2)(n'-9)-(re«-re-6)(26 + 3c) + 26(6-l) + 66c + |c(c-l),

a(re-2)= « + /3 + 2<r, I

c (re - 2) = 2<r + (4/3 + 7),

(4re - 6 - 26 - 3c) (n - 2) (re - 3) = 2S - 4p - 9<x,

(- Ji' + n + 46) (re - 2) (n - 3) = (8^ - 18h) - 4/3 + 9o-,

n'= « (n-l)=-6(2H-2)-3c-p-9<r-3(4/3 + 7),

a = re'(re'-l)-26'-3c',

K = 3re' (re' - 2) - 66' - Sc',

*S = ire' (re' - 2) (re'" - 9) - («'^ - re' - 6) (26' + 3c') + 26' (6' - 1) + 66'c' + |c' (c' - 1),

a' (re' - 2) = *' + p' + 2a-',

c'(re'-2) = 2o-' + (4/3' + 7'),

(4re' - 6 - 26' - 3c') (re' - 2) (re' - 3) = 2S' - 4/^' - 9(t',

(_ „'« + „' + 46') (n' - 2) (re' - 3) = (8k' - ISA') - 4p' + 9a',

•re = n' (re' - 1)» - 6' (2re' - 2) - 3c' - p' - 9<t' - 3 (4/3' + 7').

We may here take as data re, 6, c, 4/3 + 7. 8A;— ISA, the equations exclusively of

the two marked (*), then give a, B, k, p, a, re', a, B', k, hi, d , p, a', 4^3' + 7', 8k' — 18A'

c. IV. 4
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and then, since all the quantities entering into the two excepted equations are ex-

pressed in terms of the . data, these equations are satisfied identically, and it is easy

to see that this proves what was before assumed, viz., that in the system of twenty-

one equations, the second of the equations marked (*) is satisfied identically.

Several of the other quantities may be expressed without difficulty in terms of

the data n, b, c, 40 + y, 8k — 18h: we in fact have (besides a, a', k, 8', which are

originally so expressed):

2<T = (w - 2) c - (4/3 + 7),

8/9 = (16n - 24) 6 - (1 on - 18) c - 2 (46= - 9c') + 2 (8^ -18h)-9 (4/3 + 7),

8« = 8n (n - 1) (« - 2) - (32re - 56) 6 - (I7n - 46) c

+ 2 (46= - 9c=) - 2 (8^ - I8h) + 17 (4/3 4- 7),

2S =n{n- 1) (n - 2) (n - 3) - (4ji= - 20n + 24) 6 - (6n» - 15re + 18) c

+ 126c + 18c= + (8k - 18h) - 9 (4/3 + 7),

8n' = 8n(n- 1)" - (S2n - 40) 6 - (21n - 30) c + 2 (46» - 9c") - 2 (8k - I8h) + 21 (4/3 + 7),

c' = 4n (n - 1) («-2)-(16n-28) b-(10n - 26) c + (46'' - 9c')-(8k-18h) + 10 (4/3+7),

but the expressions for the remaining quantities, viz., 6', p', or', ifi' + y', 8k' — 18h'

would be very complicated. If we suppose that 6, c, 4/3 + 7, 8k — \8h, vanish, or, what

is the same thing, attend only to the terms which contain n alone, we have

:

26' = n(n-l)(n-2)(?i^-w= + w-12),

p' = n(n-2)(n^-n' + n-12),

a' = 4» (w - 2),

4^'+ 7' = 4n=(n-2)(}i'-3«» + 3re-3),

8k' - ISA' = n (n - 2) {n'" - 6n' + 16n« - 54n' + 164n« - 288n» + 403/i^

- 482/1^ + 348/1= - 242n + 60),

which agree with the values which Mr Salmon has obtained for /3', 7', h', k' by means

of the twenty-one equations, and the additional equations Cpeculiar to the case in

question, of a surface of the degree n without singularities, and which are obtained

by him from independent considerations), i' = 0, and /S' = 2ra(n — 2)(lln — 24).

The system of seventeen equations completely accounts for the reduction of the

order of the given surface considered as the reciprocal of the reciprocal surface, but

the omitted equations are important for other purposes. We may by means of them

express i, t in terms of the data for the system of twenty-one equations, viz.,

n, 6, c, /8, 7, h, k; and, effecting this, and annexing the corresponding values of i', t',

we have the supplementary system

:

4t = (5n - 6) c - 6c- + 12/t - 57,

24< = - (8n - 8) 6 -1- (15ra - 18) c + 2 (46» - 9c=) - 16* + 36A 4- 20/3 - I57,

4i' = (5n' - 6) c' - 6c" -1- 1 2A,' - 07',

24e' = - (8n' - 8) 6' + (15»' - 18c') + 2 (46'» - 9c'') - Wk' + 36A' -|- 20/9' - I57,
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to which I annex also, without transformation, the four equations for q, r, q', /, viz.

:

q =b'' -b -2k -Sy -6t,

r =c- -c -2h -3ff,

q' = b"-b' -2k' -3y'-6f,

r' = b'- -d - 2V - .3/3,

the last two of which, neglecting singularities, give

9' = 4n (n - 2) (n - 3) (n» + 2n - 4),

/ == 2n (n - 2) (3ft - 4),

which are the values given by Mr Salmon. I remark, in conclusion, that there is

considerable difficulty in the geometrical conception of the points i and the planes i',

and the subject appears to require further examination. In the case of a surface of

the order n without multiple lines, we have not only i = (which is a matter of

course), but also i' = 0. In my paper before referred to, I showed, or attempted to

show, by geometrical reasoning, that the common tangent planes of the spinode

develope and the node-couple develope are stationary planes of the one or the other

of the two developes, that is, i' = 0, and the reasoning seems correct as far as it goes,

but it was not shown how the demonstration would (as it ought to do) fail in the

case of a surface having a double or cuspidal curve. I showed also that in the case

where the common tangent plane is a stationary plane of the spinode develope (that

is for the planes /S'), the spinode cUrve and the node-couple curve touch instead of

simply intersecting; it would seem that the tangent plane at such point is to be

counted once, and not twice, in reckoning the number /3' of such tangent planes : the

like remark applies, of couree, also to the points of intersection B of the double and

cuspidal curves.

4—2
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,228.

SUE L'INTEGRALE
iXllt'-Z^f'(a + bt-cfy+\'

Extrait d'une Lettre adress^e k M. Liouville.

[From the Journal de Mathhfiatiques pures et appliquees (Liouville), vol. ii. (1857),

pp. 49—51.]

Je suppose que le lecteur ait sous les yeux la Note de M. Liouville (tome I.

[185G] page 421). Cela dtant, en r^tablissant les valeurs de g, k et en ferivant

» — 1 au lieu de fi, la formule de M. Liouville devieut

/,

H'-iq-ty-idt ^ ^(i)^(^•-i)
(a + bt-ct^y Va + 6-cr(t)[2a + 6 + 2Vtt(a + 6-c)]'-i'

(1)

laquelle, en y posant

se transforme en celle-ci:

/
a^'dx r(^)r (i-h)

[(a +b-c)a? + (2a + b)x + a]' Va +b-c r(i) [2a + b + 2Va (a + b- c)]'"*
; (2)

et en mettant le d^nominateur de I'int^grale sous la forme

[(a + b- c) (x + X) (a; + fi)]\

la foimule devient

I ,[{x+\)(x+ij,)y r(i) (Vx+v;^)^''
^^^

formule qui se trouve dans mon M^moire : " On certain formulae for differentiation with

applications to the evaluation of definite integrals," Canih. and DM. Math. Journal,
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torn. II., page 122, (1847), [41]. La demonstration que j'y ai donnde n'est cependant

rigoureuse (a moins que Ton n'admette la thdorie de la diffdrentiation a indices

quelconques) que pour le eas de i + 1 egal a un entier positif ; en effet, en dcrivant

U'k,i = [(x + X) (x + /4)]i* (\fx + \ - V«+^)2',

je suis parti de la formule

(d \'

-j-j U^^i. Cette expression devient trfes-simple

pour le eas s = i+l; on a alors

i [dx)
^''^^^ v^+^) -

^^^^
(X ^y

t(^+x)(«+;.)]'+*'
W

formule de differentiation assez singuliere. En y dcrivant ^ — ^, au lieu de i, et en

integrant i + ^ fois par la formule

on obtient la fonnule intdgrale ci-devant mentionnde. II couvient d'ajouter que cette

fonnule, reprdsentde sous la forme *•

r x^-id^ _ r(i)r(t-i) i_ .

Jo (aaf+ bx + cy T (i) (b + 2'Jacy-i'
^^

est comprise dans une formule gdndrale donnde pai- M.. Schlomilch: "Note sur la

variation des constantes ai-bitraii-ea d'une intdgrale ddfinie (Grelle, tom. xxxili., page 268

;

1847).

Je remarque aussi que M. Donkin, en comparant ses resultats concemant les-

fonctions de Laplace avec ceux de M. Boole sur le meme sujet, a trouvd une identity,

laquelle ra'a conduit k cette autre formule de differentiation

([(x+ \)(x + ^i)l
l'
d|

»
(2x + X + fi)^+'-'

I 2X + X + IJ. dx] [{x + \)(x + fi)Y-H-^x + \-'Jx + fi.y^-^'

(2a; + \ + M)"-'+' [dxJ [(« + \) (« + /i)]* '

^'

formule que j'ai demontrde au moyen d'une analyse assez compliqude.
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229.

NOTE SUE UNE FORMULE POUR LA REVERSION DES SERIES.

[From the Jowrnal fur die reine und angewandte Matheniatik (Crelle), torn. Lll. (1856),

pp. 276—284.]

Je me propose de d^velopper dans cette note, pour le cas de trois variables

(ce qui sufBt pour faii-e voir la loi dans le cas d'un nombre quelconque de variables)

une formula qui se trouve dans le mdmoire remarquable de Jacobi, " de resolutione

aequationum per series infinitas," Crelle, t. VI. [1830] p. 257. Voici la formule dont il s'agit.

Soit /{sc, y, z) une fonction rationnelle et entiere des variables x, y, z, et mettons

u = X,v=Y,w = Z, o\x.X, Y, Z sont des fonctions rationnelles et entieres des variables

X, y, z, telles que X — x, Y — y, Z — z ne contiennent que les puissances et les produits

du deuxieme ordre et des ordres sup^rieurs des variables. Cela ^tant, on aura

/(«. y. z) 'f(
x9(x^_r^) 1

-

/^a^. y. z)
9(^^ y^ ^) • (j: _ u) {Y-'v){Z- w)J«-.»-i,-i

0^1 la notation -^^—'—r-^ denote le determinant fonctionnel ou "Jacobian" de X, Y, Z
d{x, y, z)

par rapport k x, y, z et la notation [ ]x-i»-i2-i signifie le coefficient de ar^y~^z~^ dans

le d^veloppement de la fonction en dedans des [ ] ; ce d^veloppement doit s'effectuer

d'une manifere d^termin^e, savoii- il faut d'abord d^velopper les facteurs y selon

les puissances descendantes de x, c'est-^-dire dans la forme y + y-s
"^ rs

"*" ®*^"' ®* ^^^

^crivant X = x +P (ou P est fonction des trois variables) il faut ddvelopper les

puissances de X selon les puissances descendantes du monome x, c'est-a-dire dans la

forme .X~"' = a;~^ — ma;""'^'P + ^m(m + 1)
«""'"* P" — etc., ce qui est en effet un ddvelop-

pement selon les puissances ascendantes des variables.
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La formule donne
Z)

31

Coefif. lev^W^ dans f{x, y, z)= [/(a;, y, z) g^^"^) • ;^.+. yb+i^c+ij

ou ce qui est la m^me chose

r d{-- x-\ -Jf-\ --zA]
I - - V a b c J\

x~ly—1^—

I

Coeff. ttVtt;° dans /(a;, y, z)= \f{x, y, z)

L.

Soit h, present

d{x, y, z) J a!-i»-is-»

X = x .. + Af^g^]i oa^lf:^ + etc.,

F = 2/ . . + £i, J, i xHJs^ + etc.,

Z = z . . + C,,„,„ ir'y"*^" + etc.,

/(«, y. ^) = • • • ®p, Q. « ar'y^^^ + etc.

;

dans ces expressions et partout dans ce qui suit, les etc.'s se rapportent S, des termes

que Ton obtient en affixant des accents en nombre quelconque aux symboles ind^termin^s.

En employant la notation de Gauss na = 1 .2. 3...a, on obtient pour la terms

gdn^ral de — X~',

oil

^^ nana etc.
^^•"•'^ ^^"^ ^ ^^ '

a + etc. = r, /a + etc. = F, ga + etc. = G, ha + etc. = H.

De mfime le terme gdndral de — r F"*" est

oh
;8 + etc. = 8, id + etc. = /, j0 + etc. = J, i/S + etc. = K,

et le terme general de — Z~' est

^^ ncnyetc. ^ ''"" ^*''- ^ ^
"^

ou

7 + etc. = t, ly + etc. = Z, my + etc. = if, ny + etc. = iV.

En foi-mant de Ul le terme g^n^ral du Jacobian et en multipliant par le terme

gdn^ral de /(«, y, z) on obtient pour le tenne g^n^ral de I'expression en dedans des

[ ], la valeur que voici,

/_y+,+e n (a + r-l)n(b+<-l)n(c + t- 1)
^

^ ' ria nb nc na etc. n/3 etc. n7 etc.

^'f,3,h etc. Bfiij,k etc. Oj, ,«,,. etc. ^p,q,b a + r-F, - G, —H
-I, h + s-J, -K
-L, -M, c + t-N

^,-i-r+F+i+L+p-i
_

y-bs+a+j+itf+<i-i
_

g-c-t+a+K+N+ii-i^
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efc pour trouver le terme qui contient ar'y-'^-' on n'a qu'i ^rire dans cette expression

F + 1 + L + P^a. + r, G + J+M + Q = h + s, H+K +N+R = c + t,

le coefificient de a;~'y~'z~' sera alore la valeur de I'expression [ ]j_iy_,j_, qu'il s'agissait

de trouver. En effectuant cela et en recapitulant les fomiules on obtient le thdorfeme

suivant: en posant

X = x...+A/^g^k x^y^i^ + etc. = u,

Y= y... + Bij,t a'yV + etc. =»,

Z = ^ ... + C,,„,„,x'y"'z» + etc. = w,

f{x,y,z)=- . . . + e^. g. s a^y'^z^ + etc.

on aura pour le terme general du coeff. u'l^vf dans /(x, y, z) la valeur que voici,

/_y+,+. n(a + r-l)n(b + a-l)n(c + f-l)
^ '

. Ua nb no na etc. 11/9 etc. Ily etc.

A.^t,g,h etc. B^i,j,k etc. (^l,m,„ etc. 0p,Q.ji P + I+i

-I.

-L.

L, -G, -H
Q + G + M, -K
-M, R +H+K

dans laquelle

a +etc. = r, /3 + etc. = s, y + etc. = t,

fa + etc. = F, ga + etc. = 0, ha +etc. = H,

1/3 + etc. = /, j/3 +etc. = J, k^ + etc. = K,

ly + etc. = L, nvy + etc. = M, ny + etc. = N,

P +F+I+L = a + r, Q+G +J+M= h + s, R +H+K + N=c + t.

Les demiferes Equations peuvent s'dcrire sous la forme

P + (/-l)a + etc. + i/3 + etc. + ly + etc. = a,

Q+ ga + etc. + (j - 1) /3 4 etc. + my + etc. = b,

R+ ha + etc. + k^ + etc. + (n-l)y + etc. = c,

qui sont les conditions auxquelles doivent satisfaire les valeurs de P, Q, R, a, etc.,

y3, etc., y, etc., /, g, h, etc., i, j, k, etc., I, m, n, etc. ; en ajoutant ces Equations on obtient

P + Q+ R + if+g + h-l)a + etc. + (i+j + k-l)^ + etc. + (l +m + n-l)y+ etc.

= a + b + c,

oil les nombres Z+^r + A — 1, etc. i+j + k—l, etc. l + m + n — 1, etc. sont positifs, il n'y

a done qu'un nombre fini (comme cela doit ^tre) de solutions des Equations ind^ter-

min^es.
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II y a une maniere assez simple pour calculer le determinant qui entre dans la

formule, pour cela je represente les termes P, I, etc. par les notations symboliques

X^, Xy, etc. de manifere que le determinant devient

Z^ + Xy + Xz, - Yx, - Zx

- Xy, Y^+Yx+ Yz, - Zy

- Xz, -Yz, Z^ + Zx + Zy

or ce determinant est ce que devient le produit

(X^ + Xy + Xz){Y^+ Yz + Yx) (Z^ + Zx + Zy),

en omettant du developpement tous les termes qui contiennent un cycle tel que

Xy.Yx, ou Xy.Yz.Zx. Cela donne pour le determinant la somme des seize termes

X'^.Y^.Zit+Y'ii.Zif{Xy + Xz) + Z^.X'i>{Yz+Yx) + X'^.Tii{Zx + Zy)

+ X'^{Yx.Zx+ Yx.Zy+ Yz.Zx)+ Y'^(Zy .Xy + Zy . Xz + Zx .Xy)

+ Z^(Xz.Yz + Xz.Yx + Xy. Yz);

et la meme chose est vraie quel que soit I'ordre du determinant. C'est M. Sylvester

qui m'a fait cette remarque.

Les formules de Jacobi s'appliquent aussi au cas ou u, v, w, etc. sont donn^es en

termes de x, y, z, etc. au moyen d'equations et non pas explicitement comme aupara-

vant; raais je ne chercherai pas k present ce que deviennent les formules pour ce cas

plus general.

On pent appliquer la formule au problfeme de la transformation des variables

independantes dans le calcul differentiel. En effet, soient u, v, w des fonctions quel-

coaques de x, y, z, et prenons ^, 17,
? pour les increments de x, y, z respectivement

et V, V, 10 pour les increments de u, v, w respectivement ; on aura

V {f d d d\ , / d d dy ^ )

^=\V'du^'dv + ''dw) + n''du + ''drv + ''dw)
+''']"'•

d\ , / d d dy )

o) + K"du + 'dv-^'-'d^l+'''\^-

\\ du dv dwj \ du dv dw) ']

d(x, y, z)

( — —
\ du dv dw)

Soit

V =
3 (m, V, w)

C. IV.
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le Jacobian de x, y, z par rapport k u, v, w; et mettons

( d^ d^ d_\ _
{ du dv dw) ^'

\ du dv dw) '

(

V, V, to seront des fonctions lindaii-es de p, q, r, et, en formant avec ces valeurs

du
I'expression de v ;r- + " j- + «» x:. > on trouve

dv dw

d
du dv

oil X, y, z sont des operations de la forme L^+M-^ + ^-j-, qui peuvent ^tre
du dv dw'

representees symboliquement de cette maniere,

_ 1 d d d
^=v du' dv' dw

dy dy dy

du' dv' dw

de dz dz

du' dv' dw

et de mdme pour y et z; il faut faii-e attention, qu'en operant avec ces symboles, il

faut traiter comme des constantes les fonctions de u, v, iv qui entrent dans ces

m^mes symboles.

Nous avons evidemment xx=\, yx=0, zx = 0, et de meme xy = 0, etc.; on obtient

de 1^

^=P + ^{p^ + qy + rzyx + etc.,

v = Q + ^ (p^ + 2y + ^^y y + etc.,

5"= »• + ^ {px + qy + rzf z + etc.

Soit h, present ^ une fonction quelconque de x, y, z, ou de u, v, lu; en envisageant

^ comme fonction de x, y, z, on trouve I'increment de cette fonction en operant sur ^
avec le symbole

(,. d d ^ d\ , u d d ^dy

mais en envisageant ^ comme fonction de m, v, w et en faisant attention a I'^quation

V— v— -\

du dv

le symbole

v^ + v-^ + m-j-=px + qy + rz, on ti'ouve ce meme mcrement en operant sur ^ avec

(px + qy + rz) + ^ (px + qy + rzf + etc.,
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et les deux r^sultats deviendront identiques en substituaiit pour p, q, r les valeurs de

ces quantitds en termes de ^, 17, f, valeurs qui se trouvent par la reversion des series

qui donnent ^, 7?, f en termes de p, q, r. C'est-a-dire nous aurons

{ij (I)' [ij = n^ nb no. coeff. fVr dans

ou

{{px + qy + rz) + ^ (px + qy + rzf + etc.},

^=p + \(,px + qy + rzfx + eUi.,

17 = 5 + i {px + qy + rzf y + etc.,

f= r +i^{p^ + qy -{-rzY z + eic.

C'est la le problfeme de la reversion des series qui vient d'etre traits ; et en substituant

^j^^^-'m^-'-. mwnk'^'y^'^y' nn^n^"'2^^^' iiiWffE""''^'"'^"

au lieu de

on trouve le th^oreme suivant:

^l, til, nt eP, Q, «'

Th^orIime. Le terme g^n^ral de (3-) (,-] (-r-j est

KD, (x-^ y-<' z-'' xY etc. {ar^ y-J z-'' yf etc. {x'^ y^" z-^ z)y etc. x-^y-'^z'",

expression dans laquelle

a + etc. = ?•, /9 + etc. = »,

/a + etc. = F, gi + etc. = G,

iff + etc. = /, j0 + etc. = /,

Ir/ + etc. = L, my + etc. = M,

7 + etc. = t,

ha + etc. = H,

kff + etc. = K,

my + etc. = N,

F + I-{-L + P = & + r, G-\-J+M+Q = h + s. H + K +N + R = c + t;

if = (-)'•+»+'

X

^(a + r-l)^(b^-s-l)^(c + t-l)
.

Ua etc. n/3 etc. 07 etc. (n/Tlg ilk)' etc. (Hi llj Ukf etc. (H^ Owt nn)y etc. DP HQ Hii '

n= p + z+i, -G, -i/

-/, Q + G + M, -K
-L, -M, R + H + K

et oh les nombres f+ff + h-l, etc., i+j + k — l, etc., i + m + n-1, etc. sont tous positifs

comme auparavant.

5—2
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La formiile contient les symboles x, y, z qui sont chacun une fonction lin^ire de

J- , J- , J- , on pourrait doao se proposer la question de trouver le terme general

en d^veloppant la formule de mani^re ^ ne contenir que des puissances et des produits

de ces symboles t- , -r , 3- ; c'est k quoi se rapportent les recherches trfes dtendues

que vient de faire M. Sylvester sur ce sujet, et qui embrassent aussi bien le cas oil

les nouvelles variables sont donndes explicitement que celui ofi les deux systemes de

variables sont li^ par des Equations donn^es.

II y a une autre mani^re de traiter cette question de la transformation des

vaiiables ind^pendantes, savoir en dcrivant

p =^ x+f) y+^ z,

on peut exprimer les puissances de R au moyen de p et de cette autre quantite

symbolique

A=x x+y y+z z.

En effet, en mettant p^ =j)^ + g^ + ri, on a

i2 + Ji? + iJB» + etc. = x + ix' + *X' + etc.,

oh.

^=P + ix'^ + i)^'^ + etc.,

r=r + ix'^+^X'^+etc.

En se servant de la methode des approximations successives, on trouve comme premiere

approximation

P = ^y <1 = V, r=^,

et de 1^

X = P\

comme seconde approximation

p = ^-hp^'^' q=v-y% r^K-^p-z,

et de 1^

comme troisifeme approximation

P = ^ - kip' - P^ ^p)^-h P''^'

g =v - h ip' - p^ ^p)y - ^p'y,

r = ^-Hp'-p'^'^p)^-hp%
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et de la

et ainsi de suite ; done, en substituant,

R + ^R' + iR' + etc. = p-yA + ^p^ApA - ^p'A

+ hp' -^P'^P

+ ^p" + etc. etc.

c'est-^-dire

R =P,

R? = p-- ph\,

R3 = p^- Sp^Ap - (p' - Sp'Ap) A,

etc.

formules dans lesquelles un terme tel que p^A signifie p^x . x + p^y .y + p^z.z, c'est-k-dire

I'opA'ation du symbole p- s'airete aux quantites x, y, z faisant partie du symbole A
qui vient immddiatement aprfes le p'; la meme chose a lieu dans tous les cas

semblables. L'^quation g^ndrale est

ii» = n - HA,

mais pour expliquer la forme de la fonction 11 il faudrait faire des d^veloppements

assez longs, dans lesquels je n'entrefai pas k cette occasion ; la ddcouverte de cette

^uation gen^rale est due a M. Sylvester, qui I'a dtablie d'une autre maniere.

Lundres, 2, Stone Buildings, 16 Avril, 1855.
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230.

NOTE SUE LA METHODE D'ELIMINATION DE BEZOUT.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. Liii. (1857),

pp. 366—367.]

Voici la forme la plus simple sous laquelle on peut prdseuter cette m^thode.

Pour dliminer les variables x, y entre deux e'quations du n'"'""' degr^

(a,...\x, yf = 0,

(a....\x,yT = 0,

on n'a qu'^ former I'equation identique

{a,... in rr, yY («',...'^\ ImY -{a', ...^x, y)» (a, ...][X, m)» _
fix — Xy

( 00,0 , fli.o , ...a,.-,,o J.!«, yy~'i\ f^T~'

Oo, 1 1 fli , 1 J • • • ^n—1 , 1

''^o, n—1 1 "i _ n—\ I
'•• ^71—1 , »—

1

oCi I'expression qui forme le second membre repr^sente la fonction suivante,

(a„, «"-' + a,
,

«"-= y...+ a„_,
, „ y"-') \"-'

+ (a,, 1
«»-' + Oi, 1 a;»-» y . . . + a„_,

, ,
y""') X"-' fi

+ (oo, „_, a;"-' + a,
, „_. a;»-» 2/ . . . + a„_,

, „_, y"*-') /*»"'

;
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le rdsultat de lelimination sera

'^o, > "i , » • • • O/n—i ,0 = U.

fi^o, 1 ) (^i , J > • • • fl»—
1 ,

1

89

^, n—i > (h , ji—1 > • • • Ctjv—
1 , n—

1

Par exemple on trouve

(g, b, c$a;, y^ja', b', c'$X., tif-ia'. b', c'^x, yfja, b, c^\, ^y _
fix-\y

(2 (o6' — a'b), ac' — a'c '$x, y'$}^, /*);

I

ac' — a'c , 2 (be' — b'c)
\

(a, b, c, d^x, yy(a', b', c', d'ljX, nf-ja', b', c', d''^a:, yfja, b, c, d'^X, fif _
(10) — \y

(3(ab'-a'b), S(ac'-a'c), {ad' - a'd) Ja?, xy, y%\\ Xfi, p?);

3 {ac' - a'c), {ad' - a'd) + 9 (6c' - h'c), 3 {bd' - b' d)

{ad' - a'd), 3 {bd' - b'd), 3 {cd' - c' d)

d'oi Ton tire imm^iatement les lesultats de relimination entre deux Equations quadra-

tiques on cubiqiies.

Londres, 2 Stmie Buildings, Avril, 1855.
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231.

NOTE SUR L'EQUATION x'-Df=±4:, D = b (mod. 8).

[From the Joui-nal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. Liii. (1857),

pp. 369—371.]

On salt que pour un determinant positif i) = 5 (mod. 8) le nombre des formes

quadratiques proprement primitives est dgal au nombre des formes improprement primi-

tives, quand il existe une solution en nombres impairs de I'^quation a? — Z)y = 4 ; mais

que le nombre des formes proprement primitives est egal a trois fois le nombre des

formes improprement primitives, quand il n'existe pas de solution en nombres impaii-s

de r^quation ar* — Dy- = 4.

Les tables de Degen font voir imm^diatement, pour les nombres D = b (mod. 8)

qui ne sont pas plus grands que 997, s'il existe ou non une solution en nombres

impairs de I'^quation a? — Dy'^ =4. A savoir si le nombre 4 se trouve dans la s^rie

des denominateurs des quotients complets (la seeonde ligne dans les tables), il existe

une solution de I'^quation ; si non, il n'en existe pas. De plus, si la place ou se trouve

le nombre 4 est d'ordre pair il existe une solution tant de I'equation a? — Dy^ = + 4

que de I'equation a? — Dy'^ = — 4, mais si cette place est d'ordre impair il existe seule-

ment une solution de I'equation x- — Dy- = 4. On trouve la plus petite solution de ces

Equations au moyen de la s4ne des quotients (la premiere ligne des tables), en s'arretant

au nombre qui precede le nombre place au-dessus du nombre 4, et en calculant la

fraction continue determin^e par cette suite; par exemple, pour le nombre 61 on

trouve dans les tables

61

7, 1, 4, 3, 1 (2. 2)

1, 12, 3, 4, 9 (5> 5)

226153980

1766319049
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Cela fait voir qu'il existe une solution de I'^quation a? — Dy' = — 4, solution que Ton

obtient au moyen de la fraction continue 7 + - 7 ' ~ T ^"^ faisant x = 39, y= 5. La

plus petite solution de I'^quation of — Dy' = 4 se deduit tres facilement de la plus petite

solution de I'^quation r' — Dir' = — 4 au moyen de la formule x + y/D — ^(r + v '/By, ce

qui donne x = -r+2, y = tv.

On obtient pareillement la plus petite solution de lequation a^ — Dy- = — 1 au

moyen de la formule (x+ y V-D) = ^ (t + u is/Df, ce qui donne

x = ^(t' + St), 2/ = i(T-"+l)v.

De meme la plus petite solution de I'^quation of — Dy^ = 1 se deduit de la plus

petite solution de I'^quation T'' — DU- = 4> au moyen de la formule x + y\JD = ^{T+U\/Df,

ce qui donne x^\{T'-ZT), y=\{T^-l)U.

Je fais observer a cette occasion que suivant une remarque de Gopel ("Notiz iiber

A. Gopel," t. XXXV. [1847] p. 315 de ce Journal) si dans I'^quation (̂
^

j
= P + VQ,

ou X, y, p, n, P, Q sent des entiers, le ddnominateur p est plus grand que I'unitd et

X, y, p n'ont pas de d^nominateur commun, on aura ndcessairement p = 2, m = 3 ou

egal k un multiple de 3, x impair, et y de la forme 8n + 5.

J'ai calculi au moyen des tables de Degen la table suivante des plus petites

solutions en nombres impairs de I'dquation x' — Dy^ = — 4 ou, si cette equation n'en

admet pas, de I'^quation ar* — By^ = 4 ; en d'autres termes, une table des plus petites

solutions impaires de I'^uation of — Dy' = + 4, D=5 (mod. 8).

Londres, 2 Stcme Buildings, 10 Mars, 18.55.

C. IV,
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-

D}/ = ± 4, D^b (mod. 8). [231

Table dks plus petites solutions impaires de l'^quation a? - Dy'^= ±A:, D=h (mod. 8).

D ± X y D k. X <J
D ± X V

5 1 1 341 + 277 15 677 imposs.

13 — 3 1 349 imposs. 685 - 759 29
21 + 5 1 357 -f 19 1 693 + 79 3
29 - 5 1 365 - 19 1 701 imposs.

37 imposs. 373 imposs. 709 imposs.

45 + 7 1 381 imposs. 717 + 241 9
53 — 7 1 389 imposs. 725 + 27 1

61 — 39 5 397 — 3447
1

173 733 — 27 1

69 + 25 3 405 imposs. 741 + 245 9
77 + 9 1 413 + 61 3 749 + 12945 473
85 — 9 1 421 — 444939 21685 757 imposs.

93 + 29 3 429 + 145 7 765 + 83 3

101 imposs. 437 + 21 1 773 - 139 5

109 — 261 25 445 — 21 1 781 imposs.

117 + 11 1 453 + 149 7 789 + 31825 1133
125 — 11 1 461 — 365 17 797 — 367 13
133 + 173 15 469 + 65 3 805 + 1447 51
141 imposs. 477 + 2599 119 813 imposs.

149 — 61 5 485 imposs. 821 — 16189
1

565
157 - 213 17 493 - Ill 5 829 imposs.

165 •4- 13 1 501 + 28225 1261 837 + 29 1

173 — 13 1 509 — 925 41 845 — 29 1

181 1305 97 517 + 10573 465 853 — 27483 941
189 imposs. 525 + 23 1 861 + 1027 35
197 imposs. 533 - 23 1 869 + 49377 1675
205 + 43 3 541 - 1396425 60037 877 imposs.

213 + 73 5 549 + 1523 65 885 imposs.

221 + 15 1 557 imposs. 893 + 2301
1

77
229 - 15 1 565 - 309

1
13 901 imposs.

237 + 77 5 573 imposs. 909 imposs.
245 -;- 47 3 581 + 6725 279 917 + 1181

1
31

253 + 1177 74 589 + 4359377 179625 925 imposs.
261 + 727 45 597 + 7949 399 933 imposs.
269 imposs. 605 + 123 5 941 — 1135 37
277 — 2613 157 613 — 98763 3989 949 — 32685 1061
285 + 17 1 621 + 25 1 957 + 31 1

293 17 1 629 — 25 1 965 _ 31 1

301 + 22745 1311 637 + 14159 561 973 imposs.

309 + 5045 287 645 + 203 8 981 + 68123 2175
317 — 89 5 653 — 1661 65 989 + 103245 3283
325 imposs. 661 _ 1789539 69605 997 imposs.

333 imp OSS. 669 + 305285 11803
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232.

MEMOIRE SUE LA FORME CANONIQUE DES FONCTIONS

BINAIRES.

• [From the Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Maihematik, (Crelle), torn. Liv. (1857),

pp. 48—58.]

L'iDEE de la forme canonique d'une fonction binaire de degr^ impair et la thdorie

de la r^uction d'une pareille fonction a la forme canonique sont dues a M. Sylvester('),

qui a, en outre, etendu sa thdorie aux fonctions binaires des degr^s pairs 4 et 6. Mais

il n'a ^tabli nulle part I'id^e gdn^rale de la forme canonique d'une fonction binaire

d'un degre pair quelconque. Je me propose de reprendre cette thdorie en considdrant

d'abord les fonctions binaires de degi-^ impair et ensuite les fonctions binaires de

degrd pair.

Soit done proposee la fonction de degrd impair

(a, 6, ...a'$x, y)"»-;

en d^signant par le symbole 2 une somme de m termes, on voit qu'on pourra ^crire

(a, 6, ... a'^x, y)™-' = 2-4 (« + ay)'""-',

I'expression qui forme le second membre de cette Equation est appelde la forme

canonique de la fonction donnde, et il s'agit de trouver les valeurs des quantitds A, a.

En supposant que le produit des facteurs lindaii'es x + ay soit ^gal, a un facteur

constant pres, k
(a, b, ...a''^x, y)™

' Les recberches de M. Sylvester sont contennes dans le mfimoire intitule " Sketch of a Memoir on

Elimination, Transformation, and Canonical Forms," Camb. and Dublin MathetiuUical Journal, t. vi. [1851]

p. 186, dans nn supplement publie conjointement aveo oe m^moire et intitule "Essay on Canonical Forms by

J. J. Sylvester," London, Bell, 1851, et dans le m^moire intitule, " On a remarkable discovery in the Theory of

Canonical Forms and of Hyperdeterminants," Phil. Mag. Nov. 1851.

6—2
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la question peut s'^noncer sous la forme suivante: trouver une fonction de degv6 vi,

telle qu'en reprdsentant x + ay un facteur lindaire quelconque de cette fonctiou, la

fonction donn^e de degr^ 2to — 1 se r^duise k la forme 2^1 (x + ay)""^'. La fonction

de degr^ m contiendra un facteur constant dont la valeur peut etre prise h, volont^.

Mais k ce facteur prfes la fonction de degr^ m sera complfetement d^termin^e.

Pour fixer les id^es je suppose que la fonction donn^e soit la fonction cubique

(a, h, c, d^x, yf,

dans ce cas il s'agira de trouver une fonction quadratique

(a, b, c\x, yf

telle qu'en posant (a, b, c\x, yf = a {x+ ay) {x -\- fiy) on ait identiquement

(a, h, c, d\x, yy = A{x+ayy>+Bix + ffyy.

Cela se fait trfes-facilement par les m^thodes ordinaires. En effet, on a

A +B =a,

Aa +Bfi = b.

AaJ' + B^-^-c,

Aa' + B^ = d,

d'oti il suit

a^-b(^+v) + c=^A (^-a)(r,-a) + B (f- y9)(»7 -/9).

b^V-c(^+ v) + d = Aai^-a)(r,-a) + Bfi(^-0)(v-^).

^ et 1? etant des quantit^s quelconques ; done, en prenant | = a, »? = yS, on obtient

aa/3-6(a + /3)+ c = 0,

6a/3-c(a + /9)+d = 0.

Mais r^quation (a, b, c^x, yf = a,(x + ay){x + ^y) donne

a/3 : a + /3 : l = c : 2b : a,

on a done

cue — 26b + ca = 0,

6c - 2cb + da = 0,

syst^me qui donne les rapports a : b : c. Mais pour completer la solution de la

manifere la plus ^l^gante, il faut ajouter k ces Equations, I'^quation (a, b, c^x, yy = 0,

mise sous la forme (c, b, ajy, a;)» = 0, ou ce qui est la meme chose

y^c + 2yxh +x^=0;
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en ^liminant a, b, c on obtient iine equation de laquelle on ddduit

(a, b, c$_x, 2/)== y\ -yx, a?

a , b , c

b , c , d

Mais on pent trouver ce resultat d'une manifere encore plus facile. Consid^rant I'dquation

(a, b, c, d'^x, yy = A{x + ayy + B{x + ^y)\

on n'a qu'k operer sur cette equation en se servant du symbols

(a, b, cT§^dy, -d^Y;

le second membre se reduit a zero a cause des Equations (a, b, c]J^a, — 1)*=0, (a,b, c^J^/S, — 1)-=0

que donne I'equation (a, b, c\x, yf = a,(x+ ay\x + ^y). Par consequent on a identique-

ment
(a, b. c\dy, - dxY (a, b, c, d^x, yf = 0,

c'est-k-dire

X (ac — 26b + ca) + y (be — 2cb + da) = 0,

ou enfin

ac — 26b + ca = 0,

6c - 2cb + da = 0,

et de la on tire comme auparavant la valeur de la fonction (a, b, c^x, yf.

Les valeurs des coefficients A, B s'expriment alors en fonctions lindaires des

coefficients de la fonction cubique, et des quantitds a, y9 qui sont pour ainsi dire les

i-acines de la fonction quadratique (a, b, c^x, yY.

II est Evident que le procddd suivi dans ce qui prdcfede est tout h, fait g^n^ral,

et que Ton obtient toujours explicitement la fonction du degre m: par exemple pour

la fonction du cinquifeme degre

(a, 6, c, d, e, fjx, yY
la fonction dont il s'agit sera

f, -f-x, yx", -a?

a, b , c , d

b, c ,
d, e

e, d , e
, f

et de meme dans tous les autres cas. Cette fonction du degrd m (laquelle est uu

covariant de la fonction donnde) pent ^tre appelde le canonisant. Pour la fonction du

cinqui^me degrd le canonisant pent etre mis sous cette autre forme

ax + by, bx + cy, ex + dy

bx + cy, cx + dy, dx + ey

ex + dy, dx + e y, ex +fy

et on ddmontre facilement qu'il existe toujours une transformation semblable.
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Consid^rous mainteuant une fonctioa de degv4 pair

(a, 6, ... a'Jix, y)"»,

et posons

(a, b,...a''$^so, y)"» = 2^ (a; + ay)"'' + A(a, h,...B:^x, y)«(a„ h„...a,'^x, y)™

oh Ton suppose (a, b, ... a'Ja;, y)'" = a (a; + ay) . . . et ou (a,, 6,, ...ai'Ja;, j/)™ repr^sente

un certain covariant parfaitement d^tennin^ de (a, b, ... a'$a;, y)*". L'expression qui

forme le second membre de I'^uation propos^e s'appellera la forme canonique de la

fonction de degre pair.

Pour fixer les id^es je suppose que la fonction donn^e soit la fonction du quatri^me

degr^

(a, b, c, d, e\x, yf;

dans ce cas, en prenant la fonction quadratique (a, b, c\x, y)- = a (a;+ ay) (x + /3y) et

en repr^sentant par (ai, b,, c^x, y)" un covariant determine de (a, b, c\x, yY on a

(a, b, c, d, e\x, y)' = A{x + ay)* + B {x + ^yY + A.{a., b, c^x, yf(&i, b„ c,){x, yf.

Cela pos^, la condition qui sert k determiner le covariant (aj, bi, <h){x, yY est la

suivante

i(a, b, c\dy, -8;j)=.(a, b, c^x, yY{a„ \, c^Jx, yY = K(&, b, c3[a!, yY,

oil K est un facteur constant dont la valeur est arbitraire.

Le premier membre sera

(( 7ac-6b=, -2ab , a» , $ai, b., Ci))(a;, y)»

2bc , 12ac-16b^ 2ab
,

c'' , -2bc , 7ac-6b=

en repr^sentant par cette notation l'expression

[(7ac-6b')ai -2abbi +a=Cj]a!=

+ [ 2bca, + (12ac - 16b=) bi + 2abc,] xy

+ [ (ftk, -2bcbi +(7ac-6b»)c,]y=.

On a done

(7ac - 6b») ai - 2abbi + a'Cj = K a,

2bcai + (12ac - 16b=) b, + 2abci = K2h,

c^ - 2bcbi + (Tac - 6b=) Ci =K c,

et en ajoutant a ces Equations la suivante

a% + Ixyhi +y- c, = u,
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on obtient, en dliminant Oj, b,, Cj, I'tJquation

47

u , a?
) 2xy , xf = 0,

K&, 7ac-6b^ -2ab , a^

2Kb, 2bc , 12ac-16b^ 2ab

Kc, c' , -2bc , 7ac-6b=

uelle peut s'ecrire aussi comme il suit

7ac-Gb-, -2ab , a^ + K a? , 2xy
, f

2bc , 12ac-16b^ 2ab a, 7ac-6b^ - 2ab , ar

c» , -2bc , 7ac-6b= 2b, 2bc , 12ac-16bS 2ab

c, c^ , -2bc , 7ac - 6b=

= 0;

done, en r^tablissant la valeur de u, savoir « = (a,, \, c,][a;, yf, et en prenant

K = 7ac-6b^ -2ab , a?

2bc , 12ac - 16b^ 2ab

c^ . -2bc , 7ac-6b=

on obtient

(a,, bi, Cij^a;, yf = - i

ar' , 2xy
,

a, 7ac — 6b-, — 2ab ,

2b, 2bc , 12ac-16b^

c, c" , -2bc ,

a^

2ab

7ac - 6b'

Ces valeurs se r^duisent h, des expressions trfes simples. En effet, on a ^ = 576(ac— b')',

(a,, b,, Ci\x, y)» = -72(ac-b-)2(a, b, c\x, y)\ de sorte qu'en supprimant le facteur con-

stant — 72 (^ — b'y on peut prendre

(a,, b,, Cijx, yy=(a„ b, c'^x, yf.

C'est ce que Ton aurait pu prevoir dfes le commencement; car le proce'de' par lequel on

obtient (aj, b,, c^x, yf fait voir que cette fonction est un covaiiant de (a, b, c\x, y)",

du second degr^ par rapport aux variables et du cinquifeme degr^ par rapport aux
coefficients ; done cette fonction sera, k un facteur num^rique pr^s, identique avec

(ac — b')' (a, b, c^x, yf. Une circonstance pareille se pr^sente dans la reduction d'une

fonction du sixifeme degr^ a la forme canonique. En efifet le covariant (a,, bj, Ci, d,][a!, yf
sera une fonction du troisieme degr6 par rapport aux variables et du septifeme degi-d

par rapport aux coefficients, done a un facteur num^rique pres, cette fonction sera identique

avec le discriminant (a'd'+etc.) multipli^ par le cubicovariant (a'd — 3abc + 2b^)ar'+ etc.,

on, en supprimant le facteur constant, le covariant cherch^ sera tout simplement le

cubicovariant de (a, b, c, d^x, yf. De m^me pour la fonction du huiti^me degre on
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trouve que le covariant (a,, b,, c,, d„ e^'^x, yf sera tout simplement (a, b, c, d, e$a;, y)*.

Mais rien ne nous autorise k supposer qu'une reduction de cette espfece ait lieu dans

le cas gdndral, et il parait qu'en g^n^ral le covariant (a,, bj, ... ai'][a;, y)"' sera une

fonction ind^omposable du degrd 2to + 1 par rapport aux coeflScients ; k savoir, en posant

(a, h,...a:idy, -a^rCa, b,...a'$a;, y^Ca,, \...a^^x,yr = K(&, h,...B:\x, y^

le premier membre sera une fonction de la forme

(( 21, S3 ...$a„ h„...s^')){x,yT

81', S3'...

oh 21, S3, ...21', S3',... etc. sont des fonctions donnees du second degrd par rapport aux

coefficients (a, b, . . . a') ; cela ^tant, on aura

£= 21, 33,...

^\ 58', ...

et

(ai, b,,...a,'5;a;, y)'» = - a;'", mx™~^y

a, 21, 33 ..

mb, 21', 33'

ce qui fait voir que le covariant dont il s'agit est une fonction du degr^ 2m + 1 par
rapport aux coefficients.

Je reviens au cas particulier, le cas g^n^ral pouvant etre traits prdcisdment de
la meme mani^re. On a

(a, b, c, d, e^x, yy = A(x + ayy + B(x + /3yy + A(a, b, c$a;, yy(&i, b., c,$a;, yy.

J'opfere sur cette Equation en me servant du symbole (a, b, cjdy, -B,)' et j'obtiens

(a, b, c$dy, -d^y(a, b, c, d, e^x, yy=2AK(a., h, e'^x, yy,

c'est-^-dire

a(ca/' + 2dxy + ey'')'

- 2b {ba^ + 2cxy+ dy-) [• = JAK {&a? + 2ba;y + cy-)
;

+ c {ax^ + 2ba>y +cy")

,

en posant, pour abr^ger, ^AK = \, on aura

a? [ca - 2b6 + a (c - \)]
')

+ 2xy[eb -2h(c + ^X) + sd ]\ = 0;

+ y"-[c(c-X)-2hd +ae ]j
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ce qui donne

CO - 2b 6 + a (c - \) = 0,

c6 -2h(c + ^\) + a,d =0,

c (c - X) - 2b d + a e =0,

et de la on tire I'^quation

a , b , c — X. =

49

b , c + iX,

c — X, d ,

d

e

qui servira a la determination de la quantity X. Les coefiBcients des diffdrentes puis-

sances de X seront des invariants ; en effet, si on developpe le determinant, I'^quation

devient 2 (ace + 2bcd — ad" — fr'e + c*) + X (ae — ibd + Scf) — X' = 0. La quantity X etant

connue, on pent au moyen de deux quelconques des trois Equations trouver les

rapports a : b : c, ou ce qui revient a la meme chose, on peut se servir des trois

Equations en introduisant les quantity arbitraires L, M, N, et Ton trouve

(a, b, c\x, yy-= y-
,

-yx

,

a?

L ,
' a , b , c—\

M, 6 , c + iX, d

N, c — \, d , e

expression qui, en r^alit^, ne contient rien drnddtermind. La quantity K est une

fonction connue de (a, b, c) done A = -r? sera pareillement connu, et les coeflScients

A, B s'expriment en fonctions lindaires des coeflScients de la fonction du quatrifeme

degrd et des quantites a, yS qui sont pour ainsi dii-e les racines de la fonction quadi-a-

tique (a, b, c$a;, y)l Comme je I'ai d^j^ fait observer, tout ce qui pr&ede s'applique

dgalement k une fonction de degi4 pair quelconque. Le determinant qui contient X

peut ^tre appel^ le Lambdaique. On voit ais^ment quelle est sa forme g^ndrale
;

par

exemple pour la fonction (a, b, c, d, e, /, g^x, y)' ce determinant est

a , 6 , c , d—\
b , c , d + ^X, e

c , d-^X, e , f
d+X, e , f , g

expression dont le ddveloppement ne contient que les puissances paires de X ; cela

arrive, comme M. Sylvester I'a remarqu^ depuis longtemps, toutes les fois que m est

impair, c'est-^-dire toutes les fois que le degr^ de la fonction dont il s'agit est uii

nombre de la forme 4p + 2.

c. IV. 7
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Revenons k la fonction du quatrieme degr4 (a, b, c, d, e^x, yY ; en ^rivant

(a,, b,, Cj$ar, y)*= (a, b, c^x, yy =&(x+tty) (x + ^y) on obtient pour la forme canonique

(a, b, c, d, e'^x, yY = A(x-\- ayY + B{x + jSyY + A (a: + ayY {x + /9y)».

Relativement k la fonction du sixi^me degr^ (a, b, c, d, e, f, g^x, yY, je fais observer

que le cubicovariant de {x + ay) (x + 0y) (x + yy) est

[(2a- ^ -y)x -(20y-yoi- aff)y] {(2^ -y - a)x- {2^(x-a^ - fiy)y}

\ {(2y -a- 13) x-{2a^-l3y-ya)y];

done en repr^sentant cette fonction par <I>, on a pour la forme canonique

(a, b, c, d, e, f, g\x, yY

= A(x + ayY + B(x + fiy)' + C(x + yyY + A(x + ay)(x + fiy)(x+ yy)'P.

Pour la fonction du huitifeme degr^ le covariant (a,, b,, Ci, d,, e,$a;, yY est tout simple-

ment ^gal a (a, b^ c, d, e^x, yY ainsi que je I'ai d4jk fait obsei-ver, et Ton a pour la

fonne canonique

(o, 6, c, d, e, f, g, h, i\x, yY

= A(x + ayY + B(x + ^yY + C(x+yyY + D{x + 8yY + A(x + ayY(x + ^yY(x+yyY(x + ByY.

Je n'ai pas cherch^ a rdduire, ou a presenter sous la forme d'un determinant, le covariant

(ai, bi, c,, di, e,, f,$a;, y)' qui entre dans la forme canonique de la fonction du dixieme

degre.

On a vu que le covariant (a^, bi, ... a,'5a;, y)"* s'obtient par le d^veloppement de

la fonction

(a, b,...a'$ay, -ax)™, (a, b, ...a,'$^, y)'»(a„ b„...a.'$a:, y)"*

et j'ai donn^ ci-dessus un exemple de ce d^veloppement ; en employant pour plus de

commodity les lettres italiques au lieu des lettres romaines, on pent ^crire la formule

dont il s'agit de la manifere suivante

(a, b, c$dy, -d^Y(a, b, c^x, yY((h, b„ c'^x, yY =

2(( 7ac-Qi^

26c

c»

-2ab

12ac-166»

-26c

a'

2a6

7 ac - 6 6"

$0,, 6„ c))(x, yY.

Les ^uations analogues pour la fonction cubique etc. sont

(a, b, c, d$9„, -d^Yia, b, c, d^x, yY(ch, 6,, d, d.'^x, yY =

6 x((-19ad + 186c

- 39 6d + 36 c=

- 3cd

- d»

+ 39 ac - 36 b'

- 18 ad + 27 6c

- 72 6d + 81 c=

+ 3cd

- 3a6

+ 72ac --816»

+ 18ad--27 6c

- 39 6d + 36 c"

+ a"

+ 3a6

+ 39ac -36 6"

+ 19ad-186c

Joi, 6„ c,, di))(x,yY
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{a, b, c, d, efdy, -d^)*{a, h, c, d, e\x, yf (a,, h^ d, d,, eC^x, yy =

51

24x((+ 71ae-U0bd + 90d'

+ 124 6e-120cd

+ 126ce-120c^-

+ ide

+ tC

-124 ad + 120 6c

+ 160 ae- 896 6d + 720 c-

+ 120 6e -144cd

+ 240 ce - 256 d'

- 4c?e

+ 126 ac - 120 6=

-120 ad + 144 6c

+ 180 ae - 1440 bd + 1296 d'

-UObe + 144 cd

+ 126ce - 120 d-

— 4a6

+ 240oc-256 6»

+ 120 ad -144 6c

+ 160 ae - 896 6d+ 720 c

-124 6e + 120cd

+ a-

+ 4a6

+ 126 ac -120 6^

+ 124 ad -120 6c

+ 71ae-1606d + 90c»

Joi, bi, <h, di, e,))(x, y)*.

(a, 6, c, d, e.f^dy, -8x)'(a, 6, c, d, e, f\x, yfia,, 6,, c^, d^, ei, f^^x, yy =

120 x(( -251a/+ 600 6e- 350 cd + 655 oe- 1700 6d + 1050 c^

- 655 6/ + 1700 ce- 1050 d' ;- 600 a/+ 2875 6e - 2250 cd

-460c/+ 450 de I

-310d/+ 300 e»

- 5e/

e=

- 460 ad + 450 6c

+ I700ae- 7750 cd+ 6000 c=

- 350 a/+ 2250 6e- 2000 cd

- 2100 6/ + 12000 ce - 10000 d»

+ 450 c/-

- 310 d/ +

500 de

300 e»

— 5a6

+ 600ac- 625 6*

+ 450 ad- 500 6c

+ 1700 ae - 11oO bd + 6000 (?

+ 600 a/- 2875 6e +2250 cd

- 655 6/+ 1700 ce -1050 d»

- 1700 6/+ 7750 ce - 6000 d»

- 450 c/+ 500 de

- 600 d/+ 625 e^

+ 5e/

+ 310 ac - 300 ¥

- 450 ad + 500 6c

+ 2100 ae - 12000 6d + 10000 <?

+ 350 a/- 2250 6e+ 2000cd

-1700 6/+ 7750 ce - 6000 d'

+ 460 c/- 450 de

Joi, 6i, Ci, dj, Ci, /))(«, yy.+ a'

+ 5ab

+ 310 ac - 300 b-

+ 460 ad- 450 6c

+ 655 ae - 1700 6d + 1050 c"

+ 251 a/- 600 6e+ 350 cd

Les r^sultats qu'ou vient d'obtenir pour les eas particuliers les- plus simples font voir

que la th^orie g^u^rale doit 6tre susceptible de d^veloppements ult^rieurs. Ainsi la

7—2
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forme canonique de la fonction cubique (a, b, c, d^x, yf sera m^ + w' si Ton pose u, v

au lieu de ^A (x + ay), 'JB (x + ^y). La m^thode 'gdnc^rale ne donne que la valeur

du produit m, i; ^ un facteur constant pres ; mais on pent trouver les valeurs de

« et t) s^parement. En eflfet en se rappelant les rdsultats obtenus dans la "Note sur

les covariants d'une fonction quadratique, cubique, ou biquadratique h, deux ind^ter-

mindes " (t. L. p. 285 de ce Journal, [135]), on reconnait que les deux fonctions

4>+ UoJ — D, <E>— UnJ — D sont I'une et I'autre des cubes pai-faits et Ton a

2crV^D = (* + crV^D) - (* - f^V^Tn )

;

on a done

u =
2V-D J' 1 2\/-D

De mfime la forme canonique de la fonction du quatrieme degr^ (a, b, c, d, e^x, yY
sera u*+v* + 66uV, = (w' - v-)"- + 2(1+ B9) uV, si Ton pose u, v au lieu de ^A (x + ay),

^B(x+0y); or IH —tSiJU, IH — zt.JIT, IH —tst^JU dtant tous les trois des can-& de

fonctions quadratiques, la fonction U peut s'exprimer a moyen de deux quelconques

de ces trois quantitds comme une somme de deux carres et on ddduit de \k les valeurs

de u et de v; on trouvera le ddveloppement de cette solution dans un mdmoire "Sur

quelques formulas pour la transformation des intdgrales elliptiques ", [235], qui paraitra

prochainement dans ce Journal. Quant a la fonction du cinquifeme degr^, on pourrait

ecrire w, v, w au lieu de tJA (x + ay), IJB {v + /Sy), ^G (x + yy), ce qui donnerait pour

forme canonique u'^ + if^ + w", mais il vaut mieux, en multipliant ces valeurs par des facteurs

convenables, dcrire u + v + w=0 et prendre pour forme canonique Au' + Bv' + (7«r> = 0,

c'est ce qu'a fait M. Sylvester dans son mdmoire ci-dessus cite. On trouve aussi des

ddveloppements sur ce sujet dans le mdmoire de M. Fak de Bruno, "Nota suUa teorica

degli invarianti", Tortolini, Annali di Scienze etc. 1855.

Pour la fonction du sixieme degrd on peut supposer que la fonction cubique

(a, b, c, d$a;, y)* soit r^uite k la forme canonique u^' + v'; cela ^tant, le cubicovariant

sera u^ — v', et en reprdsentant par p I'une des racines cubiques imaginaires de I'unitd la

forme canonique sera

A{u + v)' + B(u + pvf + G (m + p^vf + A (it« - if) ;

c'est encore ce qu'a feit voir M. Sylvester dans son m^moire.

Londres, 9 Avril, 1856.
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233.

ADDITION AU MEMOIRE SUR LA FORME CANONIQUE DES

FONCTIONS BINAIRES.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. LIV. (1857),

>
p. 292.]

Dans le m^moire " Sur la foi-me canonique des fonctions binaires " (p. 48 de ce

volume [232]) j'ai dit que M. Sylvester avait en outre ^tendu sa thdorie aux fonctions

binaires des degr^s pairs 4 et 6; j'aurais dvl dii-e, des degr^s pairs 4, 6 et 8. J'ai aussi

omis de faire observer que les tennes canonisant et lambdaique appartenaient a

M. Sylvester. Enfin en citant dans la note les me'moires de M. Sylvester qui ont

rapport h. cette thdorie j'ai omis de citer le m^moire " On the Calculus of Forms other-

wise the Theory of Invariants, § VIII. (Camb. and Dublin Math. Journal, t. IX. [1854],

p. 93) section qui porte le titre "On the Reduction of a Sextie Function of Two

Vaiiables to the Canonical Form."

Londres, 16 Juillet, 1857.
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234.

DEUXIEME NOTE SUR UNE FORMULE POUR LA REVERSION

DES SERIES.

[From the Journal fur die reine vnd angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. Liv. (1857),

pp. 156—161: Sequel to Note t. ui. (1856), 229.]

Je me propose de montrer, dans cette deuxieme note, de quelle manifere le th^orfeme

de Jacobi conduit a une formule donnde sans demonstration par M. Sylvester dans son

mdmoire intitule " On the Change of Systems of Independent Variables," Quarterly

Math. Journal, tom. i. [1857], p. 42 k 56 et 126 k 134. Pour fixer les iddes je prends

le cas de trois variables, et je suppose que /(x, y, z) soit une fonction rationnelle et

entiere de x, y, z, et que ces variables soient donndes en fonction de u, v, w au

moyen des Equations u = X, v= T, w = Z, oh X, Y, Z sont des fonctions rationnelles

et entiferes de x, y, z. Mais ces fonctions ne sont plus assujetties k la condition (admise

dans ma premiere note) d'etre telles que X — x, Y —y, Z — z ne contiennent que les

puissances et les produits du deuxifeme ordre et des ordres sup^rieurs des variables,

et il s'agit de determiner dans le cas g^n^ral le d^veloppement de f{x, y, z) en termes

de u, V, w.

Pour rfeoudre ce problfeme j'^cris

Z = ^,00 a; 4- ^010 y + -^ooi 2^ + ... + ul/,y,A a>y z* + etc.,

r = .Bioo a; + 5oio y + B^z +

Z = C^ioo X + Cow y + Cm Z +

f{x, y, z) =

. + Bij^jt x^f 2* + etc.,

• + C'i.»»,na^y"*^" + etc.,

•+0i.,«,««'2/'^" + etc.;

dans ces expressions et partout dans la suite les etc. repr^sentent des termes qu'on

obtient en donnant des accents en nombre quelcouque aux symboles ind^termin^s.

Je dois faire observer relativement au coefficient A-f,g,h et aux coefficients semblables,

que les termes qui correspondent ^/+5r + A = l sont Merits k part; on doit done prendre

pour les nombres _/J g, h seulement les valeurs qui rendent /+(7 + A> 1.
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Je pose

y' = ^loo* + Bw>y + -Booi^,

55

et en repr^sentant par

la matrice inverse de

Oooi > "001 1 Cool

-"100> -"010) -"001

•^00 ) -"010 > -Oooi

C/m Oflirt , Onr

on obtient les ^nations

a; = Oiooa^ + 6ioo2/' + Cioo^,

y = Ooio «' + two ?/ + Coio ^.

2! = 0001 x' + booi y' + Cooi ^•

II est presque superflu de faire observer qu'en representant par- V le determinant

on a

<*I00 ~ V7

^J00» -^OlOi '-'001

•OloOi -DoiO) -"ooi

Woo I C'ow > ^oti

1 dV _ 1_ dV^ ,^

A pr^nt, en supposant chacune des quantit^s u', v', w' ^gale a zero, on a le

systfeme d'^quations

u-X=0. v-Y=0, w-Z =

u'-X' = 0, v'-Y' = 0, w'-Z' =

ou
X =af

Y=y'

Z =z'

+ •B,-,j,i a:^ 2* + etc.,

+ Cj,,„,„a^y'"^" + etc.,

-&ioo2/'-Cioo^.

~ bawy — Coio'2 >

Z' =Z — aooi «' - tool y' — Cool z',
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et comme auparavant

f(x, y, «)=... + 0,, ,.
, aj'-yV + etc.

Or, en appliquant k ce nouveau systfeme la formula de Jacobi, et en remarquant qu'il

est permis de poser tout de suite v! = 0, v = 0, w' = 0, cette formule donne

/(«, y, z) =

^Ko^' y. V
9(^_ y^ ^_ ^'^ y>^ ^) (X-tt)(F-v)(-2-w)Z'F2'Jx-j/-'^-'x'-y-v->

6juation dans laquelle on doit d'abord ddvelopper le deraier facteur de I'expression

renfemife entre crochets suivant les puissances ascendantes de u, v, w, et ensuite

d^velopper les puissances de X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z suivant les puissances descendantes

de a/, y', /, X, y, z respectivement. On obtient ainsi

coeff. de u'^vf dans le d^veloppement de f{x, y, z) =

\h ; a(X, F, Z, X', T,Z') 1 -|

[/(.*. 2/.
z)

g(^^ y^ ^_ ^'^ y>^ ^') X-^^Y^-^^Z'^'X'TZ'lx-hi-H-^x-hi-h-^

ou ce qui est la meme chose

coeif. de vJ^^vf dans le ddveloppement de f{x, y, z) =

8 (- ^ Z- - i F-^ - \ Z-^, log X', log Y, log Z^
/W y, z)

a(a;, y, z, of, y', z') , x-V-'^-V-y-"/-'

Or, en posant Ha = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . a, etc., le terme general de— X~^ est
ok

(-l)^-'w5^.^^V...etc..'-"-^.-y<'^.

oil

a + etc. = r, /a + etc. = i^, goL + etc. = G', ^a + etc. = H,

de meme le terme g^n^ral de — j- Y~^ est

oil

/3 + etc. = s, i/3 + etc. = /, j^ + etc. = /, k^ + etc. =K

et le terme g^n^ral de — Z~^ est

(-^)'-'^,-ita^^'.'-^*'^-^-^^^"^^'
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ou

7 + etc. =t, ly + etc. = L, my + etc. =M, ny + etc. = iV.

Le terme general du d^veloppement de log X' est

n (r — 1) , „. - ^^ ,^, ,j. ,,,

ou
/ = a' + 8' + i'.

et je fais observer que pour tenir compte du terme log x que contient log X', il suffit

d'attribuer a a', h', i, r les valeurs a' = S' = t' = »•' = 0. En effet on n'a besoin que des

coefficients differentiels de logX', et, en gardant pour le moment r au lieu de z^ro,

le teniie dont il s'agit sera —Yi.{r' — \)x~'', ce qui differentia par rapport a x donne

Ilr' . a;"''"'. En faisant r' = cela devient - , ce qui est en effet la valeur du coefficient

diff^rentiel de log a; par rapport k x.

De mSme le terme g^ndral de log I" est

- n/y ne~n<' "™ ^''o '^'''^' "^'^ •^''
""'"

ou
s' = /3' + e' + /c',

et le terme g^n^ral de log Z' est

_ ^ (^ ~^>
„y ;,f M' 2-'' A-'»' ?/f 2''^'

ny n?' n\' *' "'»" '^i ^
x^

y
z

oil

f=7'+r+v.

Done, en formant le terme ge'n^ral du Jacobien et en multipliant par le terme general

de f{x, y, z), on obtient pour le terme g^n^ral de I'expression plac^e entre crochets la

valeur suivante

n(a + r-l)n(b + s-l)n(c + «-l) U(r'-l)U(8-l)U(t'-l)
(_ 1 y+«+t
^ ' naRbncHa etc. H^S etc. liy etc. Ha' nS'Ht' n/S'He' H/t' Oy Hf OX,'

x^"/,^,A etc. £^j,i etc. Cr,^,„,„ etc. fl^„6f»c;„<„6;;;„cj,; 03^,6^,(4;

X n
j(
^+/+i+P-»'-I yO+J+H+Q-if-l ^n+K+X+R-t-l ^'-a—r+a'+3'+y'-l ,,'-b-g+8+f +f-I ^'-c-(+i'+/e +A'-1

ou le facteur CI repr^sentc le d«5terminant num^rique suivant

n = F , G, H, — a — ?•

I
,

J , K, -b-s

L. M, X. -c-«

-r", , , a'
8' /

1

.
-«',

,
13' e K

, , -t',
1

7 r \'

C. IV.
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Pour trouver le tertne qui contient ar' y-" ^-' a/-' y'-' /"' on n'a i\n'k poser

F+I + L + P-7-' = 0, G + J+M+Q-s' = 0, H + K + N + R-t' = 0,

-a-r+a' + y3' + 7' = 0, -b-s + 8' + e' + r = 0, -c-t + 1' + k +X' = 0.

En faisant cela, et en tenant compte des formules pr^c^dentes on obtient le th^rfeme

suivant: savoir en posant

X = Ai^x + A„oy + A^iZ ... + Af^g^k a/ if z'' +etc. = ?t,

F = 5,ooa; + 5oioy + £ooi z ••• +-B,j,i x' yi 2*+etc.=v,

Z = Oioo a; + Coio 2/ + C'ooi z ... + Gi^„,n "^ y'^z'^ + etc. = w,

f{x,y,z)= ...+©'«•" «''2/«^ + etc.

on trouve pour le terme g^ndral du coeff. de u^v^vf dans le d^veloppement de /(x, y, z)

I'expression

(-1>
^,^,ii(a + r--i)n(b+s-i)n(c-H-i) n(r'-i) n(s'-i) n(<'-i)

na nb He na etc. D/S etc. n7 etc. Ho' Ui' Ui! Uff Ue Uk ny Df OX'

y-A^f^g^h etc. iJ^ij^i etc. 0,,,„,„ etc. a^oC clw «5'o ^SioC "Jn t£i cJii

formule dans laquelle les a,oo etc. sont les coefficients inverses des ^joo etc. c'est-^-dire

flioo, ^100 J Cioo = -a- 1001 -"010) ^0.1

Ooio> OoiO) Coio Oioo > Ooio J ^OOl

Oooi, "m\t Cool Cioo I ^010 ) f'OOl

le determinant num^rique fl a la valeur qui vient d'etre donn^e, en supposant seulement

que les nombres a, )9, etc. qui y entrent, satisfassent aux conditions suivantes

/8 + etc. = s ,

ga + etc. = G

,

j/S + etc.=J,

wf + etc. = M,

a 4- etc. = r

,

fa + etc. = F,

iyS + etc. = /

,

If + etc. = L,

a' + S'+ t' = r',

P + F+I+L = r',

«' + y3'-i-7' = a + ?-,

De ces equations on tire

P + Q+R + F+G + H+I + J+K + L + M+N^n+h + c + r + s + t,

7 + etc. = t
,

hi + etc. = H,

k^ + etc. = K,

ny + etc. = N,

y' + ^' + K' = t' ,

Q + G +J+M =s', R + H-\-K+N=f ,

a' + 6'+f' = b + s, i' + /c' + \' = c + «.
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ou, en substituant pour F, etc. leurs valeure,

{f+g + /( - 1) a f etc. + {i +j + i - 1) /3 + etc. + {l+ m + 7i-l)y + etc.

= a, + h + c-P-Q-R,

les nombrea f+g + h—l, i+j + k — 1, l + 7n + n — l, etc. etant positifs. II n'y a done

qu'un nombre fini de solutions des equations ind^tennindes, comme cela doit etre.

On peut encore modifier un pen la forme du determinant il ; on voit d'abord que

Ton peut changer les signes des quantites — a — ?•, — b — s, —c — t, —r', —s', —t'; en

faisant cela et en substituant pour ces quantites et aussi pour F, G, etc. les valeurs

ci-dessus donn^es, on obtient

X2 = fa + etc. , ga + etc.

,

ha + etc., a' + /3' + y ,

t)8 + etc. , j/Q + etc.

,

k0 + etc., S' + e' + r,

ly + etc. , nvy + etc.

,

ny + etc., , i' + K' + \'

o' + S' + t', , a' B' , t,'

^' + €'+«',
,

/8' e' ,

t

K

, 7 r .
X'

Ainsi se trouve ddmontr^ le th^reme general de M. Sylvester relatif k la rever-

sion des series, car il est Evident que les formules s'appliquent sans difficult^ a un

nombre quelconque de variables.

Lmidres, le 30 Septemhre, 18.56.

8—2
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235.

SUR QUELQUES FORMULES POUR LA TRANSFORMATION DES

INTEGRALES ELLIPTIQUES.

[From the Journal fwr die reine iind angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. LV. (1858),

pp. 15—24.]

I.

En posant dans les formules "Fund, nova p. 15, Tab. III.," cos^ = a;, on obtient

dy _ 2 d«

V(y-«)(y-/3)(y-7)(y-S)~V(a-7)(^-g) + V(a-;8)(7^) ^{\- a?){\^^¥^)

ou

A^ =
^/(c^::^) (^ - g) - V(a -g) (7j^) \^

V(a - 7) (^ - g) + V(a - ^) (7 - h)'

l-x^ (a-^)(^-B) (y-7)
1+aj (a-r,){y-B) i^-yY

Maintenant soit

(y-a)(2/-/3)(y-7)(2/-S) = (a, h, c, d, e$y, 1)*

et proposons-nous d'introduire dans les formules les coefficients (a, b, c, d, e) au lieu

des racines a, /3, 7, S. En renvoyant d'ailleui-s jI la Note sur les covariants d'une

fonction quadratique, cubique ou biquadratique insei'^e dans ce Journal, t. L. (1855),

p. 285, [135], je pose pour abr^ger

(a-y3)(7-S) = £,

(«-7)(5-/3) = C,

(a-B)(0-y) = n,
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de sorte que Ton a identiquement

B + C + D = 0.

Les invai-iants /, J sont des fonctions rationnelles des quantit^s B, C, D\ en effet on a

& + (? + ]>= 24/,

{B-C){C-B)iD-B) = i32J,

B'O'D- = 256 (P- 27J').

Cela etant, nous avons

^•= = i^/C-^B
+ ^/b)

ce qui donne d'abord

, ,,,, -,
,^B' + BG+

{i^G + ^By

ou, k cause de B + G + D = 0, d'ou 5= + + i> = 2(5^ + 5C + C^,

Ar'+l**, +1 (i^G + ^By

On trouve ensuite H.

(i'^G+^By

et de li

ou en multipliant le num^rateur et le d^nominateur par (t >JG + v'^)^ et posant B^ au

lieu de (B + Gf, on obtient

ioQB'G'D'

Ces ^uations donnent

ou, en posant

{ic + ut + iy 2(B' + 0'+D'y

On trouve aussi

^ = ^'--^'
^ i^

^'(l-^'y 1
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ce qui doune

2 _ VFTuF+l
i>JC+>JB~V 12/

et la formule de transformation devient ainsi

dy ^ y¥+lW+l dx

V(a, b, c, d, e$y, 1)*~V 12/ ^/(l -af)(r^¥^)'

le module A; ^tant d^termin^ par I'^quation

(i-« + 14it= + l)' 16iV'

^ P

Cela revient a une formule que j'ai donnee dans le m^moire intitule, " On the

Reduction of dii -t- i^U when [/" is a Function of the Fourth Order," Camb. and Dublin

Math. Journal, t. i. (1846), p. 70, [33], et de laquelle j'ai deduit des consequences

que je vais reproduire ici. En effet I'equation en k pent s'^ciire sous la forme

{k* + Uk" +\f- UNk^ (A-' - 1)^ = 0,

c'est-k-dire

^A;. + ^ + 14j-16i\r(^-iy = 0;

en ^crivant

k- 1

k''

4

V«^-i'

on obtient pour ^ I'equation trfes-simple

-N (^-1)=^0,

et on a ensuite

,. 7+S> + 4V'3T^^=—^^n—

'

ce qui doune aussi

^^^
2+V3Ta-

Soit k =^ I'une des valeurs de k, I'equation en k devient

(k* + 14^ 1)» ^ (/3»+ 14/3^ + 1)'
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/I

—

By
^uation a laquelle on satisfait, en outre, par la valeur ^= (^—^ 1 • En eifet cette

valeur donne

expressions qui rendent I'^uation identique. Cela fait voii- que I'^quation pent s'^ciii'e

sous la fonne

et les i"acines de I'^quation en k" sont

fa 1 (^jzPv il±^\' a-^iy /I

^' ^' \l+fij' V1-/3/' \l+Bi)' U
1 +BiY

Bi)
'

ce qui s'accorde avec un resultat obtenu pai- Abel (voir les ceuvres d'Abel t. i. p. 310

[Ed. 2, ]). 4.59]).

Je fais observer k present qu'en^ dcrivant

- 27iV"
on obtient pour ht I'Ajuation (27 — 4iV)«r'+27JV(w — 1) = 0, (jui, en posant M=^—-r^,

ou ce qui est la m^me chose

devient

vr>-M{<s-\)=().

Cette ^nation est prdcisdment la meme que celle k laquelle je suis parvenu dans la

Note sur les covariants etc. ci-dessus citde. La quantity is est lide au module k pai- la

relation

3 -Jw-l + 2 V2^^ 3
k =

Vt!r + 3

On peut introduire M au lieu de N dans I'^quation en k, et en combinant les foiinules

prdc^emment obtenues, on trouve

dy */F+TiF+l dxdy Vjb^ + UAr' + l

•J{a, b, c, d, eJiV, 1)«~V 12/ 'J{\-af){\-l<^af)

ou

27(1 + 14^' + Py ^ P
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ou ce qui revient k la meme chose,

. 3 V^^^l + 2V2tir-3
k= , , w'- JW(ra--l) = 0.

Vtar + 3

De r^quation entre A- et ^ on d^duit facileraent la relation

k" + 14^ +

1

_ - ^
t-34>k^ + l~2^-3'

et en substituant dans cette Equation pour ^ sa valeur on obtient

l-34jfc' +^ I

- 3 (l + UAr* + /&*)""»'

ce qui est encore une forme de la relation entre k et bt.

II

On pent obtenir les rdsultats qui viennent d'etre deduits de la formule de Jacobi,

en prenant pour point de d(^part la transformation d'une fonction du quatrifeme ordre

dans sa forme canonique. Je suppose d'abord que Ton a identiquement

(a, b, c, d, e^x, yY = (Xx + /j-y)* + (K'x + /j,'yy + 66 {\x + fiyy {X'x + /lyf,

= X,* + 2/1* + 6ex,^y,-.

Cela etant, je pose X/x' — \'/i = A, et je forme les covariants des deux expressions ; on

obtient par la propridtd fondamentale de ces fonctions

I = A*{l + W),

J = A'{e-&%

U = Xj* + y,* + 66 Xi-yi",

H^A'\6x* + 6y,* + (l-S6')x,''y,^},

^=A'(96'-l)x,y,{x,*-y,*).

De ces relations on tire

de sorte qu'en posant

/ 1+3^'''

J^^ (6-6'y

I'

^= 4S--
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on aura pour ddterminer 6, I'^quation

(d-e'y-
-*^'

et pour determiner x^, y^ les Equations

Je fais observer qu'en d^signant par \ un coefficient tel que U+ 6\H soit un carrd

parfait, on obtient pour X I'dquation

l-9\''/-54X'J"=0.

En effet le cubicovariant ^ d'une fonction qui est un carrd parfait est identiquement

^gal k z6to, et le cubicovariant de la fonction U+Q\H est (1 — 9V/ — 54\'J) <1>, on

a done pour X I'Ajuation qui vient d'etre propos^e ; cela posd, en observant que

I 1-^ H-_ 9g'-l , J

on aura pour une des valeurs de A,'

X = -
6/1 + 3^'

et en efifet cette valeur donne

p {0-n _
./» (1 + 3^)» '

ce qui est I'^quation en 0. Cela ^tant, je pose

6J OTa

alors Wj sera une racine de I'^juation

iir,-Jlf(sr-l) = 0,

on obtient

_l+3^

et de Ul

a.,
^3- 1

Soient bti, Uj les deux autres racines de I'dquation en •or, on aura

tn*! + '072 =^ — ^3)

w
Wa —

1

C. IV.
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ce qui donne

/ N, q^s' (wa + 3) CT,"

On poun-a done ^rire

e =
-w,

et au moyen des valeurs de U, H on obtient, par une trfes-simple r^uction, les trois

^uations suivantes

IH-wJU= (sr, - w,) Jix," + yi'Y,

IH-j!r,JU=- (w, - 1:^3) J (x,» - y^y,

IH- ^,JU= - (^^-^3) (^3-1^.) J _ 4^^,^^,^
flTj — tD'2

dont deux quelconques donnent les valeurs de a;,, 3/1 ; ainsi on a obtenu la solution

complete du problfeme de la reduction de la fonction (a, b, c, d, e^x, yY a la forme

canonique.

Je fais observer que ces equations montrent a posteriori que les expressions

IH-WiJU, IH-istiJU, IH-1B3JU sont toutes les trois des carr^s de fonctions quadra-

tiquea Je fais observer, en outre, que si Ton forme la valeur de 1'expression

en posant pour un moment isrj — bts = a, •sj-j — w, = /3, oti — ib-o = 7, I'expression dont il

s'agit sera ^gale, h, un facteur constant pres, a

Va (a^' + 3/,'') + i V/3 («;,= - y^O + » V7 • "^V^

ou, ce qui est la mSme chose, k

Or, cette fonction doit ^tre un carr^ parfait, ce qu'on reconnait en effet, en se

rappelant que
(Va + i \/y3) (\/a - i V/S) - (i V7? = a + /3 + 7 = 0-

Sa racine carr^ sera, k un facteur constant pres, (»Ja + i>\/^)a:i + i 'Jyyj, et cette

derui^re fonction sera un des facteurs lineaires de a;/ + y,* + ^dx^^y^. Pour verifier cela

je pose ooj* + y* + Gdxi'yi^ = 0, ce qui donne

aji" + (3^ + V9^-l) y,> = 0,

/ /SdTl
,

/3d -1\ n r. oa -3^3 , -3cr, + srs-Wi

^ -2^3 + 2^.- (^. + ^,+ ^3) ^ 2^,-2^3 ^ 2a
^

^.^^..^.^j^^
/sTTl ^ Va

^ ^, ^^ ^^^^
Bj-j — ST, cTa — tj-s — 7 V a tV7

a/'—Q— = . , le facteur lindaire sera done i >J<y .Xj—{i\/a +i >i/8)yi ou, ce qui revient

k la mSme chose, Wfii + i ^0)xi + i njyyi, ce qu'il s'agissait de ddmontrer.
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m.

Pour obtenir la fonnule qui sert k la transformation d'une intdgrale elliptique, il

faut presenter les rdsultats prdc^emment obtenus sous une forme un peu difil^rente.

J'^cris

(a, b, c. d, ejy, iy= (\+ ^^yY-il + k')i\ + ^Lyy(\' + ^,'yy + k>(\' + ^,'yy

= {X + ^iyy.il-a^){l-ifa^),

oil

\ + /iy

Cela pos^, en rempla^ant comme auparavant Xfi' — X'fi par A, et en formant les

covariants, on obtient

/= ^A^il + Uk' + k^),

U= (\ + /iyy{l-{l + k')x'+/e'x*},

H = - -}^A^\ + ^iyy {2(1 + if)- (l -lOkf + k') a? + 2li!>(l + if) x'},

4> = J A' (X + fiyy {l-ifyxil- k'a*).

On a d'abord

27(l + U}<- + ty
{l+kyil-M/tf + k^y

'

J*
en posant comme auparavant M = v-^^ ; on obtient ensuite

12/

l + Uk' + k''

et en remarquant que r6][uation entre a; et y donne

, ^ (V - XV) dy ^ Ady

on trouve

dy ^_ 1 dx

V(a, b, c, d, e\y, 1)«~A V(l - a;") (1 - ifaf)
'

c'est-^-dire

dy VFTuFTI dx

V(o, b, c, d, ely, 1>
~ V 12/ V(l - a;«) (1 - *»«;»)

'

ce qui s'accorde avec la formule ci-dessus trouv^e; pour completer la solution, je pose

\-^W+k* 1

-3(1+14A:» + A;*) m^'

9—2

h
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vTj sera une des racines de I'dquation

en repr&entant par «,, wt les deux autres racines, on obtient

1 + 6ifc + A»
2u,--^,

l + /fc»

et ensuite

IH - vr^JV =J(\ + ixAjf (ct3 - isr^) (1 - kdff.

Done en posant wa — or, = a, tn-g — ra-j = /3, •or, — ito = 7, on a

= J(\ + fiy)* '^a/S (Va + i V/3 + 1 V7« ^/A•)^

de meme

= /(X + ^y)«V^ (s/a + i^//3- i ^yx ^Jkf,

et de la enfin, en rempla9ant a, /3, 7 par leurs valeurs,

{V7„ - CT3) V/if-^,JU+ (CT3 - ijrQ V/^ - CT,/tr + (cti - CT,) V/^- m,JU
(^2 - CT3) '/IH--ST,JU + (or, - -ST,) 'JlH-ST^JU - (or. - w,) •JlH^vr^U

f^iiT., — VT, + i V oTa — Wj + i V CTi — Wj a; VM'_ /V ora — Br3 + 1 V arj — Wj + 1 V CTi — Wj a; v k\'

VV CTj — •Br3 + t V oTa — Wi — i V nr, —VT„x \lc'

equation dont le premier membre est le carrd d'une fraction rationnelle de la forme

A + Bx
G + Dx'

IV.

Je terminerai ces recherches en demontrant le thdoreme de M. Hermite dont j'ai

pai'l^ dans la Note sur les covaiiants etc. ci-dessus cit^e. L'identit^
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peut etre raise sous la forme

u m \w
Posons maintenant

H

formule dans laquelle je suppose qu'on ait fait y = 1, de maniere que U, H soient des

fonctions rationnelles et entiferes de la seule variable x, savoir

U=(a, b, c, d, e'$x, 1)*,

H=(ac-b\ ^(ad-bc), ^ (ae + 2bd - S(?), ^{be-cd), ce-d'^Jx, 1)\

alors on aura

^ — J+ zI— 4^* =-prj V(a, b, c, d, e$a;, 1)*,

et

UdH-HdU
dz = - m

En vertu de la thdorie de Jacobi, UdH — HdU est de la forme M^dx, oh M est un

facteur constant; on trouve en effet tres-facilement UdH — HdU = 2^ dx, d'oil Ton

d^duit la formule

dz 2dx

'^-J + zI—iz' V(a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)*'

et je fais observer que I'int^grale du premier membre se ramfene imm^diatement h, une

forme qui nc contient que la seule constante M, = 7-7^ •

Londres, 9 Avril, 1856.

L
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236.

NOTE SUR LA COMPOSITION DU NOMBRE 47 PAR RAPPORT

AUX VINGT-TROISIEMES RACINES DE L'UNITE.

[From the Journal filr die reine und angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. LV.

(1858), p. 192.]

M. KuMMER a trouv^ {Journal de Liouville, t. xii. [1847] p. 208) que le nombre 47

peut etre ddcomposd en onze facteurs qui se d^duisent du suivant a"'+ a"+ o^+ a^+a'+a",

a d^signant une racine 23^'"" de I'unit^, et on salt par la theorie g^n^rale qu'il doit y
avoir une puissance 47'-^ qui se decompose en vingt-deux facteurs. Le nombre 47' peut

se decomposer en deux facteurs formes avec les demi-p^riodes des racines ; il ^tait done

naturel d'essayer si le facteur (a" + a" + a* + a" + «' + a^")' pourrait se decomposer de

m^me en deux facteurs, ce qui donnerait la decomposition de 47' en vingt-deux facteurs.

Mais on demontre trfes-facilement que cette decomposition n'est pas possible. En efifet

en posant a* = 1 (X etant un nombre premier) et en faisant

A + Ba + ... Ka'^-' =(a + ba+ ... ^-a*-') (a + 6a*-» + ... ^a),

on aura A = a^ + b'' + ...Id'. Le nombre qui forme le premier membre peut se reduire

au moyen de I'dquation 1 + a + . . . a^-' = a la forme B'a + G'a? ... + K'a^~' et Ton aura

Ra + C'a^... + K'a.*'-^ = {a + ha+ ... fci*-') {a + h(^-' + ...ka) - (a'+ 6"+ ... ^-») (1 + a + ... o^-),

Equation qui subsiste lorsqu'on y fait a=l, ce qui donne

F+C' + ...K' = {a + h+ ...ky-\{a^-\-h'-+...k^);

or, la fonction qui forme le second membre, prise avec le signe ndgatif peut se mettre

sous la forme {a — by + (a — c)" + (b — d')+ etc.; done la decomposition n'existe pas k moins
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que R + C + ... K' ne soit n^gatif. Mais, en reduisant seulement au moyen de

I'equation a" — 1 = 0, on trouve la suivante

(a}o + a" + 08 + a" + a' + a^'f=

6 + 7a + 7a= + 3ce + 6a< + 9a» + 6a« + 16a' + loa' + 9o» + IStf" + 9a"

)

+ 7a^ + 7a?^ + 3a«> + 6a?' + 9a'« + 6a" + 16a" + 15a" + 9a" + 18o" + 9ai-^

)

'

laquelle, en vertu de 1 + a + . . . a^ = 0, se r^uit k

a + ci' - 30= + 3a» + 10a' + 9a« + 3a» + 12a" + 3a"|

+ a»» + a'^" - 30=" + 3a'8 + 10a" + 9a» + 3a" 4- 12a" + 3a"J

ou la somme des coefficients est positive ; done la decomposition ne peut pas s'efifectuer.

On pourrait sans beaucoup de peine essayer de la meme maniere les nombres /= 2

ou /= 3, mais je ne sais pas si Ton a une idee quelconque de la grandeur du nombre /.

Londrea, le 10 Mai, 1857.
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237.

THEOREME SUR LES DETERMINANTS GAUCHES.

[From the Journal fii/r die reine und angewandte Matheniatik, (Crelle), torn. LV. (1858),

pp. 277—278.]

Dans le memoire intituld "Recherches ult^rieures sur les ddtermmants gauches,"

ce journal t. L. pp. 299—313 (1855), [137], j'ai donn^ une formule pour le ddveloppe-

ment d'un determinant gauche bordd ; mais j'ai omis de remarquer un cas particulier

assez important. La formule g^n^rale se rapporte a un determinant tel que

:

al23
I

/3123 = a^S, al, a2, a3

ly9, 11, 12, 13

2^, 21, 22, 23

3A 31, 32, 33

que Ton obtient en bordant d'une mani^re quelconque la matrice gauche

( 11, 12, 13 ),

21, 22, 23

31, 32, 33

On a par exemple

:

al23 1/3123= a,S . 11 . 22 . 33

+ OiS . 12 . 12 . 33

+ a/3 . 13 . 13 . 22

+ a^S . 23 . 23 . 11

+ al . /SI . 22 . 33

+ a2 . /32 . 11 . 33

+ a3 . ;93 . 11 . 22

+ al23.(8123.
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al234
I

;S1234 = a^ . 11 . 22 . 33 . 44

+ a/S . 12 . 12 . 33 . 44

+
+ a;S1234 . 1234

+ al . ;S1 . 22 . 33 . 44

+
+ al23 . /3123 . 44

+
+ a234 . /3234 . 11

ou les expressions a^l2, a/313 etc. sont des PfafiSens. Cela etant, le determinant

form^ en bordant d'une maniere quelconque une matrice gauche et symdtrique pent

se nommer determinant gauche et symetrique borde, et la formule fait voir qu'un

determinant de cette esp^ce se r^duit toujours au produit de deux Pfaffiens. En effet,

en ferivant dans les examples 11=22 = 33 = 44 = 0, on obtient:

al23
I
/9123 = al23 . /3123,

al234
I

yS1234 = ay31234 . 1234,

et de meme pour un determinant gauche et symetrique borde quelconque, suivant que

I'ordre du determinant est pair on impair. Je remarque a propos de cela, que

dans le cas d'un determinant d'ordre pair, le terme a/3 est multiplie par un mineur

premier lequel (comme determinant gauche et symetrique d'ordre impair) se reduit a

zero ; le determinant ne contient done pas ce terme a/3, et sera par consequent fonction

lineo-lineaire des quantites al, a2, etc. et 1/3, 2/8, etc. ; de manifere qu'on ne saurait

dtre surpris de voir ce determinant se presenter sous la forme d'un produit de deux

facteurs dont I'un est fonction lineaire de al, a2, etc. et I'autre fonction lineaire de

1/8, 2/3, etc. Mais pour un determinant d'ordre impair, le coefficient du terme a/8 ne

se reduit pas a zero ; en supposant done que le determinant puisse s'exprimer comme

produit de deux facteurs, il est necessaire que I'un de ces facteurs soit (comme le

determinant meme) fonction lineaire de a^ et lineo-lineaire de al, a2, etc. et 1/8, 2/3,

etc. ; de cette maniere on se rend compte de la difference de la forme des facteurs,

qui a lieu dans les deux cas dont il s'agit.

En ecrivant /3 = a (ce qui implique aa = 0, car on suppose toujours a/8 = — /8a) le

determinant gauche et symetricjue borde se reduit k un determinant gauche et syme-

trique ordinaire, de plus le Pfaffien a/31234 se reduit k zero, et les equations deviennent

:

al23
I

al23 = (al23)^

al234
I

al234 = 0;

savoir, quand I'ordre est pair, le determinant se reduit au can-e d'un Pfaffien, et quand

I'ordre est impair, le determinant s'evanouit ; ce qui est en effet la propriete fonda-

mentale des determinants gauches et symetriques.

2 Stone Buildings, Londres, le 16 Nov. 1857.

c. IV. 10

h
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V.

238.

NOTE SUR LES NORMALES D'UNE CONIQUE.

[From the Journal filr die reine und angeiuandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. LVI. (1859),

pp. 182—185.]

On eonnait les recherches trfes dlegantes de M. Joachimsthal sur les normales d'une

coni(jue [voir le M^moire " Ueber die Normalen der Ellipse und des Ellipsoids," Crelle,

t. XXVI. (1843) pp. 172—180] ; en particulier I'auteur a obtenu le thdorfeme suivant : en

supposant que 1, 2, 3, 4 soient des points d'une conique tels que les quatre normales se

rencontrent dans un mSme point, on prend le p61e de la droite (1, 2) par rapport h, la

conique et on mfene par ce p61e des pei-pendiculaires aux diametres de la conique ; ce\k

^tant, en prenant sur chaque diamfetre dans le sens oppose un point dont la distance du

centre est ^gale k la distance du pied de la perpendiculaire sur ce mfime diametre, la

droite ment^e par ces deux points passe par les deux points 3 et 4. Mais cette propridt^

peut s'^noncer d'une manifere beaucoup plus simple ; la droite dont il s'agit est la

polaire (ou auti-ement dit Tharmonicale)—par rapport au triangle form^ par les deux

diamfetres et la droite situde k I'infini—du pole de la droite (1, 2) par rapport k la

conique. Or on sait que I'idde de la perpendiculaire peut etre gt^n^ralis^e. Savoii- en

prenant une conique quelconque que nous appelons la conique ahsolue, deux droites

hai-moniques par rapport k cette conique peuvent 6tre appel^es peiyendiculaires (et

de m^me deux points harmoniques par rapport k la conique absolue peuvent ^tre

appel^s perpendiculaires). Cela pos^, on peut parler dans un sens plus gdn^ral des

normales, etc. d'une courbe quelconque. En effet, que Ton s'imagine comme auparavant

(outre la conique absolue) une conique donuee quelconque et quatre points 1, 2, 3 et 4

de cette conique tels que les normales se rencontrent dans un meme point. Au lieu

du triangle ci-dessus mentionn^ on a le triangle form^ par les trois axes harmoniques

(ou autrement dit, conjuguAs) communs aux deux coniques, et le thdorfeme peut s'dnoncer

comme suit : En prenant le pole de la droite (1, 2) par rapport k la conique donn^e

et puis la polaiie (I'harmonicale) de ce p61e par rapport aux axes conjuguds de la

conique donnde et de la conique absolue, cette polaire passe par les deux points
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3 et 4. Ou (ce qui revient a la meme chose) on peut considerer les points 1, 2, 3, 4

comme les angles d'un quadrilatere inscrit dans la conique donnde, les quatre tangentes

a cette conique aux points dont il s'agit seront les cotds d'un quadrilatere circonscrit

k la conique donnde ; cela etant, les six cotds du quadrilatere inscrit seront les polaires

(les harmonicales)—par rapport aux trois axes conjuguds de la conique donn^e et de la

conique absolue—des six sommets du quadiilatfere circonscrit.

Pour ddmontrer cela, je fais observer qu'il est permis de rapporter la conique

absolue et la conique donn^e aux trois axes conjugu^s communs, c'est-^-dire de prendre

a.^ + y-+ 2- = 0,

pour Equation de la conique absolue, et

ax^ + by-+ cz" = 0,

pour Equation de la conique donnde: cela pos^ (et en observant que, d'apres la

definition, deux droites Ax + By + Cz = 0, A'x + B'y + C'z = seront pei-pendiculaires si

AA' + BB' + CC = 0) on obtient sans peine

x(b-c)
^

y{c-a)
^

g(«-^) ^Q
a;, yi ^,

A.

pour Equation de la normale au point 1, en ddsignant par {x^, y^, z^) les coordonndes

de ce point. On a de meme, en designant par (x^, y^, Z2) et (x^, 3/3, z,) les coordonn^es

des points 2 et 3,

a!(b-c)
^

y(c-a)
^

^(<t-6) ^Q
X, y., z.i

x{h-c) ^ y(c-a)
_^
z(a-b) ^ ^

ar, 2/3 ^3

pour les Equations des normales aux points 2 et 3 ; et la condition qui exprime que

ces trois normales se rencontrent dans un meme point sera evidemment

aussi

1 1 1

^.' y.' Zi

1 1 1

x^' y^' z..

1 1 1

^.' y,' ^3

satisfont k 1

«i', yi', z,"

«a" . y2\
'

z,"

1x3
, y^

,

Z3^

Mais les coordonn^es (x^, y,, z^ etc. satisfont k I'^quation aa?-\-hy^-\- cz- = Q, on a done

=

10—2
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et de ces deux equations ou d^duit la suivante

[238

'x^, Vu ^o

=

en d^signant par le symbole qui forme le premier membre la fonction

«hy-A + oc^y^Zi + a-,y^z-, + x.y^z-, + x^xj^z.;, + x^y^z^

.

C'est ce qui resulte de I'identitd

^ > 2^1 > ^1

^a> yn ^2

^,^3> 2/3) ^3/

^ X

«„ Vl. ^1

.^2. y-i. Z-2 =

ms, ya, z%

x,\ y.^ Zl"

X^; y.\ z.'

Xz\ y-A z,'

+ '^yiZiX^yiZ^x^y^Zi

1 1 1

^/ y^' ^1

1 1 1

a:,' ya' ^2

1 1 1

«:.' 2/3* Zt

X
, 2/> ^

«i, yl. z,

X.„ 2/2, Z-2

car le determinant qui forme le second facteur du premier membre de I'equation

ne s'^vanouissant pas, c'est I'autre facteur qui devra sevanouir en vertu des deux

relations donn^es.

L'^quation de la droite (1, 2) sera

= 0:

les coordonn^es du pole de cette droite par rapport a la conique donnee aa:^+by''+ cz'' = 0,

seront

- (l/iZ-2 - y^Zi) ^ (zix^ - z^,) : - (x^i - x^,)
;

mais les deux ^nations a^i' + hy^- + cz^- = 0, aa:^ + hyi + cz.^ = donnent a : h : c

= 2/iV — y^z^ : zi'x^ — z^x^ : x-cyi — x^y^-
;

par suite de cela les coordonne^s du pole

deviennent
1

.
1 . 1

yiZ. + y^i
'

ZiXt + z^ '

Xiy^ + aj^y,

'

done I'equation de la polaire (I'harmonicale) de ce pole par rapport aux trois droites

(a; = 0, y = 0, z = 0) sera

X iyiZi + y^i) + y (zix^ + z^,) + z {x^^ + x^,) = 0,

laquelle pent Stre representee comme suit

{ ^ > y , z ^

^ '"a, y-ii z^
^
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et, en substituant {x^, y^, z^ au lieu de {x,y, z), on voit que la droite dont, il s'agit

contient le point 3. De meme cette droite contient le point 4, de sorte que le

theoreme se trouve demontr4

Observons encore que dans la geometric de la sphere on peut prendre pour la

conique absolue la conique imaginaire qui est I'intersection de la surface sph^rique avec

la surface conique imaginaire x^ + y- + z'^ = 0. Le mot pei'pendiculaire aura alors la

signification ordinaire, et on aura pour les coniques spheriques ce theoreme trfes simple,

savoir que les six cot^s du quadrilatere inscrit seront les polaires (les harmonicales)

—

par rapport aux trois axes de la conique sph^rique donnee—des six sommets du

quadrilatere circonscrit. C'est ce que Ton reconnait aussi par I'analyse que je viens de

donner, laquelle en effet est precis^ment celle dont on se servirait naturellement pour

les coniques spheriques.

Londres, le 10 Mars, 1857.
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239.

ADDITION A LA NOTE SUR LA COMPOSITION DU NOMBRE
47 PAR RAPPORT AUX VINGT-TROISIEMES RACINES DE
L'UNITE.

[From the Journal filr die reine und angewandte Mathematik, (Crelle), torn. lvi. (1859),

pp. 186—187: Sequel to 236.]

M. KuMMER a bien voulu mecrire una lettre oti il remarque que le cube du

facteur complexe du nombre 47, multiplie par Vunit4 complexe convenable, peut effective-

ment se decomposer en deux facteurs r^ciproques; c'est-k-dire qu'il existe une unit6

complexe E (a) telle que

E (a) (a"> + a" + a^ + a" + o' + a'«)' = F{a)F (a"').

Pour F(a) M. Kummer a trouve la valeur

F{a)=a^+a'^ + a?+ a" + a" - a" + a^,

fonction qui par consequent est I'un des 22 facteurs complexes de 47'. Daus un

postscriptum M. Kronecker m'a communique I'expression suivante de cette unite complexe

E(a)= »" + «"

(a» + a") (a» + a") (a'« + a")' (o" + a")

4quivalente k I'expression en fonction entifere:

- 20a» - 21o» - 3a' - 17a' - 4a« - 14a» - 8a>« - 12a"

20a-^ - 21a"» - 3a" - 17a'« - 4a" - 14a" - 8a" - 12a".

r- 23a + 2o»
E(a) =

\
[- iSa" + 2a"

En supposant que cette valeur de E{a) soit connue, on trouve sans peine une condition

k laquelle F(a) doit satisfaire. La valeur que j'ai donnee pour (a" + a" + a*+ a" + a' + a'")'
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contient le terme constant + 6 ; en y ajoutant la quantite evanouissante — G (1 + a + ... + a^)

elle se reduit a
a + a^ - 3a' + .3a' + 10a' + 9a« + Sa" 4- 12ai» + 3a"

i cP + a^ - 3a» + 3ai« + 10a'« + 9a" + 3a" + 12a" + 3a'''

et en multipliant cette valeur par E (a), le terme constant sera + 808 ; done en y
ajoutant la quantite evanouissante — 808(l + a+... + a^) on obtieut

E{a) (a}' + o" + a« + o" + a' + a'')^

r- 5a - 8a- - 7a' - 7a^ - 4a' - 3a« - 7a' - 80^ - la? - 70'" - 5a"

~
[_ 5a« - Sa*" - 7a*' - 7a" - 4a'« - 3a" - Ta'" - 8a" - 7a» - 7a" - otf^

En representant cette expression par B'a + G'a^+ ... + K'a^, j'^cris

Fa + C"a= + ... + ^V-

= (a + ba + ... +Jcar'}(a+bu'^+... +ia) -(a= + 6^ + ... +A^)(1 +a+...+a^),

equation qui subsiste pour a = 1. On a done

F + C'+...+K' = {a + b-\-...+ky-2S(a' + b-+...+Jc'),

ou, d'apr^ les valeurs de R, C, ... K',

_ 136 = C& + 6 + ... +ky- 23 (a= + ¥ + ... + kF),

ce qui donne
(a+b+... + ky>=-im (mod. 23).

On pent ajouter k (a + ba+ ...+ka~) un multiple quelconque de (1 + a4- ... + a*-) et

changer le signe ; il est done permis de prendre (a + b+ ... +k) positif et plus petit

<|ue ^. Cela ^tant la congruence donne

a +b + ... +k =0
et on obtient alors

a» + fr'+... +A-= = 7.

Au moyen de cette valeur I'^uation k laquelle il faut satisfaire devient

7 + 2a -a^ + 3a'> + 4a'' - a« + 2a"

+ 2a== - a"» + 3a" + 4a" - a'» + 2a}''

= (a + b(x...+ ka-) (a + ta** . . . + ka).

A cause des coefiBcients numeriques n^gatifs, les coefficients cherchds a, b,...k ne

peuvent pas etre tons k la fois positifs; et cela 6tant il n'y a (ju'une seule maniere

de satisfaire aux deux conditions ci-dessus t^crites, savoir il faut donner k sept des

coefficients a, b, ... k les valeurs 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, — 1, et aux autres coefficients la valeur

zero ; I'expression

J^(a) = a^ +a' + a" + ^"-1- a'" - a* + a*^

s'accorde en eflfet avec cette conclusion.

Londres, le 6 Octobre, 1858.
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240.

NOTE ON A THEOEEM IN SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xvii. (1859), p. 151.]

I AM not aware that the following theorem has been noticed : viz., in any

spherical triangle, if as usual a, b, c are the sides, and A, B, C the opposite angles,

then
sin b sin c + cos b cos c cos A = sin B sin C — cos B cos G cos a,

sin c sin a + cos c cos a cos B = sin G sin A — cos G cos -4 cos b,

sin a sin b + cos a cos b cos = sin AsinB — cos 4 cos £ cos c.

The demonstration is very simple; in fact we have

sin 6 sin c + cos b cos c cos A
= sin b sin c (siu^ A + cos- .4 ) + cos b cos c cos jd.

= sin b sin c sitf .4 + cos J. (cos 6 cos c + sin b sin c cos .4 )

= sin B sin G sin- a + cos A cos a

= sin B sin 0(1— cos' a) + cos A cos a

= sin BsinG + cos a (cos ^ — sin jB sin G cos a)

= sin J? sin G — cos S cos G cos a,

which proves the theorem.

2, Sto/ie Buildings, W.G., January 5, 1859.

A geometrical proof and interpretation are given, G. B. Airy, " Remarks on Mr Cayley's Trigonometrical

Theorem, etc.." Phil. Mag. same volume, p. 176. I transfer to this place the concluding sentence of the

subsequent paper 243. "I take the opportunity of noticing that the theorem in spherical trigonometry, which I

gave in the February Number, is not new, but, as pointed out by Prof. Chauvenet in the Mathematical Monthly

(Cambridge, U.S.), is to be found in Cagnoli's 'Trigonometry' (1808)."
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241.

ON POINSOT'S FOUR NEW REGULAR SOLIDS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xvii. (1859), pp. 123—128.]

It is shown by Poinsot, in thte "M<5moire sur les Polygones et les Polyedres,"

Jour. Ecole Polyt. vol. iv. pp. 16 to 48 (1810), that, besides the regular polyhedrons of

ordinary geometry, there are (of course in an extended signification of the term) four

new regular polyhedrons, viz. an icosahedron, which I will call the great ico.sahedron

(No. 33 of the Memoir), and three dodecahedrons, which I will call the great

dodecahedron (No. 37), the great stellated dodecahedron (No. 38), and the small

stellated dodecahedron (No. 39). The nature of Poinsot's generalization will be best

understood by conceiving, as he does, that the polyhedron is projected on a concentric

sphere, so that the faces become spherical polygons. Then for the ordinary polyhedrons

of geometry, the sum of the angles at a vertex = 4 right angles ; but it may,

according to the more general notion, be = e times 4 right angles. In like manner

for the ordinary polyhedrons, the sides of a face subtend at the centre angles the

sum of which is = 4 right angles ; but according to the more general notion, this sum
may be (viz. if the polygons are stellated) = e' times four right angles. And finally,

the sum of the spherical polygons is ordinarily equal to the entire spherical surface;

but according to the more general notion, it may be = Z) times the spherical surface,

(e is Poinsot's e ; e does not occur in Poinsot ; and, for a reason which will appear,

I have written D for Poinsot's E.)

The new polyhedra are constructed, as follows

:

1. The great Icosahedron.—Each face is made up of seven faces, or rather four

faces and six half faces of the ordinary icosahedron, in the manner shown by fig. 1.

There are, as in the ordinary icosahedron, five angles at each vertex ; but these make

up together, not four, but eight right angles, or e = 2 ; but, as in the ordinary poly-

C. IV. 11
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hedra, e* = 1 ; and the sum of all the faces is obviously seven times the spherical

surface, or 2) = 7. (Also E = 7.)

Fig. 1.

2. The great Dodecahedron.—Each face is made up of five faces of the ordinary

icosahedron in the manner shown by the figure 2. There are five angles at each

vertex, and these make up together eight right angles, or e = 2 ; but, as in ordinary

polyhedra, e' = 1 ; and the sum of all the faces is obviously 12 x ^, that is three

times the spherical surface, or i> = 8. (Also E = 3.)

Fig. 2.

3. The great stellated Dodecahedron.—Each face is formed by stellating a face of

the great dodecahedron in the manner shown by fig. 3. There are, as in the ordinary

Fig. 3.
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dodecahedron, three angles at each vertex, and the sum of these is simply four right

angles, or e=l. On account of the stellation, e' = 2. Each of the projecting parts of

the face is equal ^ of the face of the ordinary icosahedron; and if we reckon the

area of the stellated pentagon to be that of the interior pentagon plus the projecting

parts, the area of the face will be 5 + f, or ^ of the face of the ordinary icosahedron

;

and the sum of the faces will be four times the spherical surface, and accordingly

Poinsot writes E=4i. If, however, what seems preferable, we reckon the area of the

stellated pentagon as five times the triangle having for its vertex the centre of the

face and standing upon a side (or what is the same thing, reckon the stellated

pentagon as twice the interior pentagon plus the projecting parts), then the area of

the face will be 10 + | or ^ of the face of the ordinary icosahedron, and the sum

of the faces will be seven times the spherical surface, or D = 7.

4. The small stellated Dodecahedron.—Each face is formed by stellating a face of

the ordinary dodecahedron, as shown by fig. 4. There are five angles at each vertex

;

and the sum of these is four right angles, or e = 1. On account of the stellation,

e' = 2. The area of each of the projecting parts is ^ of the interior pentagon or face

of the ordinary dodecahedron; and, accoi-ding to the first mode of measurement, the

Fig. 4.

area of the stellated face is twice that of the face of the ordinary dodecahedron, and

the sum of the faces is twice the spherical surface, and accordingly Poinsot writes

E = 2. But according to the second mode of measurement, the area of the stellated

pentagon is three times that of the face of the ordinary dodecahedron, and the sum of

the faces is three times the spherical surface, or we have D = 3.

I form now the following Table, comprising as well the ordinary five figures as

the new ones of Poinsot, and where we have

H, the number of faces.

S, the number of vertices.

A, the number of edges.

71, the number of sides to a face.

n', the number of sides (angles) at a vertex.

e, viz. the angles at a vertex make together e times four right angles.

e', viz. the angles which the sides of a face subtend at the centre of the face

make together e' times four right angles.

11—2
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E, viz. the faces make together E times the spherical surface, the area of a

stellated face being reckoned (as by Poinsot), each portion being taken once only.

D, viz. the faces make together D times the spherical surface, the area of a

stellated face being reckoned as the sum of the triangles having their vertices at the

centre of the face and standing on the sides.

The Table is

Designation. H. S. A. n. n'. e. e'. D. E.

Tetrahedron 4 4 6 3 3 1 1 1

^'Hexahedron 6 8 12 4 3 1 1 1

(^Octahedron 8 6 12 3 4 1 1 1

''Dodecahedron 12 20 30 5 3 1 1 1

^^Icosahedron 20 12 30 3 5 1 1 1

1

i

('Great stellated dodecahedron ... 12 20 30 5 3 1 2 7 4

l^Great icosahedron 20 12 30 3 5 2 1 7 7

/'Small stellated dodecahedron . .

.

12 12 30 5 5 1 2 3 2

l^Great dodecahedron 12 12 30 5 5 2 1 3 3

where the figures which are polar reciprocals of each other are written in pairs : viz.

as is well known, the tetrahedron is its own reciprocal, the hexahedron and octahedron

are reciprocals, and the dodecahedron and icosahedron are reciprocals ; moreover the

great stellated dodecahedron and the great icosahedron are reciprocals, and the small

stellated dodecahedron and the great dodecahedron are reciprocals. The number which

I have called D is reciprocal to itself; this is not the case for Poinsot's E; and I

have not been able to define E in such a manner as to enable me to form the

definition of a reciprocal number E' : this may be possible, but in the mean time it

seems better to discard E altogether, and use instead of it the number D.

Euler's well-known relation applying to ordinary polyhedra is

Poinsot in his memoir has (by an extension of Legendre's demonstration of Euler's

theorem) obtained the more general relation,

eS + H = A + 2E,
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which, however, does not apply to the two stellated figures where e' is different from

unity; the general form is

eS + e'H^A + 2I),

which applies to all the nine figures. This applies to all polyhedra, regular or not,

which are such that e has the same value for each vertex, and e the same value

for each face. To prove it, we have only to further extend Legendre's demonstration.

If for any face, stellated or not, the sum of the angles is s, and the number of sides

n, then, according to the foregoing mode of reckoning, the area of the face (measured

in right angles) is

s + ie' — 2n.

Now the sura of all the faces is D times the spherical surface, = 8D. But the sum

of the term s is equal to the sum of the angles about each vertex, = 4e<S ; the sum

of the term 4e' is = ie'H, the sum of the term 2n is four times the number of

edges, = 4A. Hence 4eS + 4eH -4A= 8D, or eS + e'H= 2D.

I remark that the small stellated dodecahedi-on and the great dodecahedron are

descriptively the same figures, and that, if we represent the vertices by a, h, c, d, e,

f. g, h, i, j, p, q, and the faces by A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, P, Q, then the

relations of the vertices and faces is shown by either of the following Tables

:

a b c d e = P,

p b i h e = A,

p e j i a = B,

pdf j b^C,

p e g f c = D,

p a k g d = E,

j c d g q = F,

/ d e h q = G,

g e a i q = H,

h a b j q = I,

i b c / q = J,

f g h i j = q,

A C E B D=p,

P I E B H=a,

P J A G I =b,

P F B D J =c,

P G G E F =d.

P H D A G=e,

J D Q C G=f,

F E Q D H=g,

G A Q E I =h,

H B Q A J =i,

I C Q B F =j,

F H J G I =q.

where it is to be noticed that in either Table each non-consecutive duad of any

pentad occurs once, and only once, as a non-consecutive duad of another pentad. The

restriction that a non-consecutive duad of any multiplet is not to occur as a duad,

consecutive or non-consecutive, of any other multiplet (see my note appended to

Mr Kirkman's paper "On Autopolar Polyhedra," Phil. Trans. 1857, p. 183 [2.59]), applies

only to ordinary polyhedra, and not to the class here considered.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., January 13, 1859.
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242.

SECOND NOTE ON POINSOT'S FOUR NEW REGULAR
POLYHEDRA.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xvii. (1859), pp. 209—210.]

The Note on Poinsot's four new regular Polyhedra (February Number, p. 123),

[241], was written without my being acquainted with Cauchy's fii-st memoir, " Recherches

sur les Poly^dres" (Jour. Polyt. vol. IX. pp. 68—86, 1813), the former pai-t of which

(pp. 68—76) relates to Poinsot's polyhedra. Cauchy considers the polyhedra, not as

projected on the sphere, but in solido ; and he shows, very elegantly, that all such

polyhedra must be derived from the ordinary regular polyhedra by producing their

sides or faces. The reciprocal method would be to produce the sides or join the

vertices; and, adopting this reciprocal method, and projecting the figure on the sphere,

we have the method employed by Poinsot, and explained and developed in my fonner

Note. Cauchy does not at all consider Poinsot's generalized equation, eS +H= A-\-2E,

nor of course my further generalization, eS+e'H — A+2D; but the latter part of the

memoir relates to a generalization, in a different direction, of Euler's original formula,

S +H=A + 2: viz. Cauchy's theorem is
—"If a polyhedron is partitioned into any

number of polyhedra by taking at pleasure, in the interior of it, any number of new

vertices, and if P be the total number of polyhedra thus formed, S the total number

of vertices (including those of the original polyhedron), and A the total number of

edges, then S + H = A+P+1; that is, the sum of the number of vertices and the

number of faces exceeds by unity the sum of the number of edges and of the number

of polyhedra."

For P — l, we have Euler's equation S^H=A + 2; and for P = 0, we have a

theorem relating to the pai'tition of a polygon; viz. if the polygon is divided into H
polygons, and if S be the number of vertices, and A the number of sides, then

S +H = A + 1; from which it is easy to pass to Euler's equation, 8+ H = A + 2, for
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polyhedra. I remark that, in the equation S +H = A +1, H should, in analogy with

Cauchy's notation for polyhedra, be replaced by P ; so that we have for a single polygon,

A=S;

and for the partitions of a polygon,

A=S + P-l:

corresponding respectively to Euler's theorem for a single polyhedron, viz.

8+H=A+2;

and to Cauchy's theorem for the partitions of a polyhedron, viz.

S +H=A + 2-\-{P-\).

Cauchy's second memoir (pp. 87—98) contains a veiy beautiful demonstration of

the theorem implied in the ninth definition of the eleventh book of Euclid, viz. that

two convex polyhedra are equal when they are bounded by the same number of faces

equal each to each.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., February 1, 1859.
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243.

ON THE THEORY OF GROUPS AS DEPENDING ON THE
SYMBOLIC EQUATION ^"=1. Third Part.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviil. (1859), pp. 34—37 : Sequel to 125 and 126.]

The following is, I believe, a complete enumeration of the groups of 8

:

I. 1, a, a-, a', a*, oc', a", aJ (a'=l).

II. 1, a, a\ a', /3, ySa, /3a=, ySa' ((r'= 1, /3»=1 , a/S = /9a).

III. 1, a, a\ a\ ^, ^a, /9a=, /8a« (a*=l, y3^= 1 , a/9 = /3a»).

IV. 1, a, a\ a\ /3, /3a, /3a=, jSa' (a* = l, fi- = a.\ a/3 = /3a').

v. 1, a, ,8, /3a, 7, 7a, 7/8, 7/3a(a2=l, /3^ = 1 , 7= = !, a/3 = /9a, 07=70, /87 = 7/8).

That the groups are really distinct is perhaps most readily seen by writing down

the indices of the different terms of each group; these are

I. 1, 8, 4, 8, 2, 8, 4, 8.

II. 1, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4.

III. 1, 4, 2, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2.

IV. 1, 4, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4.

V. 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

It will be presently seen why there is no group where the symbols a, /8 are such

that a* = l, ^-=1, 0/8 = ;8a'. A group which presents itself for consideration is

1, a, a=, 0*, y9, ffa, ySa^, /9a'(a* = l, /3« = a», o^ = /3a);
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but the indices of the different terms of this group are

1, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4,

and if we write PcL='y, then we find 'f = ^a^a=^^aaL = a* = l, ay = a/3a = /9aa = 7a

;

and the group is

1, a, 0-, a', 7, 7a, 7a=, 7a' (a* = 1, 7^ = !, 37 = 70),

which is the group II.

The group IV is a remarkable one ; it appears to arise from the circumstance

that the factors 2 and 4 of the number 8 are not prime to each other ; this can only

happen when the number which denotes the order of the group contains a square

factor. But the nature of the group in question will be better understood by presenting

it under a different form. In fact, if we write /3a' = 7, a^ = ;S* = ^, then we find

c? = ^a, fia" = ^^, ^a = ^7, and the group will be

1, a, /9, 7, ^, ^a, ^0, ^,

where the laws of combination are

^2=1, a:~0' = 'f
=%

/97 = a, y<^ = 0, 0/9=7,

7y3=a^ = «io, a7=/3^=^/3, 0a = 'y^=^y.

Observe that ^ is a symbol of operation such that S^*=l, and that ^ is con-

vertible with each of the other symbols a, /8, 7. It will be not so much a restrictive

assumption in regard to ^, as a definition of — 1 considered as a symbol of operation

if we write ^ = — 1 ; the group thus becomes

1, a, /3, 7, -1, -a, -/3, -7,

where

a = y97 = — 7/3, = ya = ay, 7 = a/3 = y3a.

Hence a, /3, 7 combine according to the laws of the quaternion symbols i, j, k ; and

it is only the point of view from which the question is here considered which obliges

us to consider the symbols as belonging to a group of 8, instead of (as in the theory

of quaternions) a group of 4.

Suppose in general that the symbols a, /3 are such that

a"'=l, /3» = 1, a;Q = y3a«,

then we find

a"/3'' = y8''a«»'';

c. IV. 12
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and therefore if » = n, a" = o"*" or 0"""""=!, whence w(s" — 1) = O(mod.m) ; or since u

is arbitrary, s" — 1 = (mod. m), an equation which, if m, n are given, determines the

admissible values of s ; thus, for example, if n = 2, and to is a prime number, then

s = l or s = m — l. The equation o"/3' = /S^o'"" shows that any combination whatever of

the symbols a, /3 can be expressed in the form ^afi (or, if we please, in the form

a^yS'). It is proper to show that the assumed law is consistent with the associative

law, viz. that the expression

can be transformed in one way only into the form /3'a^. We in fact have

and multiplying this by the remaining factor /S-^o*, we have

which is equal to

or finally to

and the result would have been precisely the same if, instead of thus combining

together the first and second factors and the product with the third factor, we had

combined the first factor with the product of the second and third factore, so that

the associative law is satisfied.

It is now easy to see that if, as before,

a'« = l, /3" = 1, a/3 = y3a»,

conditions which it has been shown imply s" = 1 (mod. to), then the symbols ^aP (or,

if we please, a^/S*), where p has the values 0, 1, 2,..., m — 1, and q the values

0, 1, 2,..., ft — 1, foi-m a group of vm terms. In pai-ticular, as already noticed, if n = 2

and m is prime, then s=l or s = to — 1; the two groups so obtained are essentially

distinct from each other. If n = 2, but m is not prime, then s has in general more

than two values: thus for to = 12, s* = 1 (mod. 12), which is satisfied by s = l, 5, 7

and 11; the group corresponding to s=l is distinct fi'om that for any other value

of s, but I have not ascertained whether the values other than unity do, or do not,

give groups distinct from each other.

For the sake of an observation to which it gives rise, I write down an example

of a group corresponding to « = 2, s = to — 1, say to =5, and therefore s = 4, so that

we have

a'>=l, ^= = 1, ay3 = /3a*,

and the group is

1, a, as a=, a*, ^, 0a, 0a\ 0a\ 0of,
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the indices of the several terms being

1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

The group is here expressed by means of the symbols a, /3, having the indices

5 and 2 respectively, but it may be expressed by means of two symbols having each

of them the index 2. Thus putting ^a = y, we find ^=1, 'f=l, (^yY — l, which is

equivalent to (y^f = 1, and the group may be represented in the form

1, /3, y, ^% 7A /87)S. 7)87. /37^7, 7/37/8, Pl^l^ = 7^7/37,

the equality of the last two symbols being an obvious consequence of the equation

{Pyf = 1. It is clear that for any even number 2p whatever, there is always a group

which can be expressed in this form.

2, Stme Buildings, W.C., Jmie 9, 1859.

12—2
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244.

ON AN ANALYTICAL THEOREM RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION

OF ELECTRICITY UPON SPHERICAL SURFACES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 119—127.]

There is contained in Plana's " Mdmoire sur la distribution de r^lectricite k la

surface de deux spheres conductrices complfetement isoldes " {Mem. de Turin, vol. Vll. 1845),

an identical relation which is remai-kable, as well in itself as because by means of

it the author corrects an en-or into which Poisson had fallen in his researches on the

same subject. The development of a certain definite integral is obtained in the form

(equation 165)

- „ M^h . „ , n 3.4.5 MJl . ,, n

Poisson had in efifect shown that il/, = ; and he thence inferred that, being small,

the function in question on sin* ^6, or what is the same thing, oc (1 — cos ^)''. In the

former part of the memoir, Plana shows that this is not the true form of the develop-

ment; the foregoing development must therefore be illusory; and Plana in fact shows,

by a laborious induction carried as far as M,, that all the coefficients M vanish

identically. The identical equation Mi = 0, where i is any positive integer whatever,

constitutes the analytical theorem above referred to. Plana's expression for the function

Mi is as follows :

Bi, Bs, Bn, &c. denote Bernoulli's numbers as given by the equation

e^i = l-i*-*-^'0-^^T70T4+^-

(Bi = ^, B}^-^, Bi—-^, Bj = ^, &c. I have, in conformity with the usual practice

written the equations so as to make these numbers all positive ; Avith Plana they ai'e
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alternately positive and negative). And in the equation 162, writing for k its value

Y
, we have, X being any positive integer,

/ isxn 1 7 /1 7N \.X-l„(l+6y

\.X-l.\-2.\-3 „ (1 + by

1.2.3.4 ' \-3

X.\-l.X-2.\-3.\-4.\-o„(l+iV
1.2.3.4.5.6 " X-5 '

+ &c.,

where the series is continued for so long as the factor in the denominator is positive.

It should be observed that this factor really divides out, and that the rule just

mentioned amounts to this, viz. that when X is odd, the finite series on the right-

hand side is to be continued to its last term ; but when X is even, the series is to

be continued only to the last term but one. And G^ being thus defined, the expression

for Mi (see equation 164, in which I have wiitten for k its value
:j

—r) is

jf,=(i +*)'-' |e,+(i + 2)iiiio,„+«+3)ji2(^)'o«

where on the right-hand side the finite series is continued up to its last term, the

value of which is obviously

• (1+ 2i -H)^j {^Y' <?«•+:. that is. 2 [~^y' (?»-+i.

But the form of this equation may be somewhat simplified. We in fact have

which is at once changed into

(] + b) Mi =

i:fl\i-i-^a+h) + B,~^-^(i + by-B,—17270— (i + ^)^ + &°-}
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+ &c.

;

or multiplying by i + 1, and then putting i — 1 in the place of i, we have

i (1 + 6) Mi_, = ®i +
J J

0<+i + ^'i1 p ^<+^ + &c. = 0,

where

&, = i-^i(i+b)+B,'^^^Ui+by-Bj-'-l-^-^^^'-^ (i + by±&c.

In this last equation the finite series on the right-hand side is, when i is even, to be

continued up to its last term, but when i is odd, then only up to the last term but

one. The equation to be proved is

i 1 _ { .i—1 1= 0i + T I ®i+i

+

^f-s- 1» ®.+s+ &c.,

where on the right-hand side the finite series is to be continued up to its last term

:

and the equation holds for any integer value of i which is > 2. This is the simplest

form of Plana's theorem.

We have

0< = i(l-h6)'-'G.--.;

or writing this equation under the form ®i = iil +b)-r^ , and comparing with Plana's

developed expressions for ^v=' (which are continued by him as far as 0„), we find

0,= - 6,

04= b^

0.= ib + ^b'-^b'-ib*,

0e= -i6»-26'-^6s
®7 = - ib-' i^- I 6'

-I- f 6*4- b'+^b',

08= f 6» + 4 6» + ^6< + 4 6»-|- § 6«,

0,= r^b + i.^b^ + i^b' + \^b*-^^b'->f^b'-^b'--^l^,

0»= - ^ b' - 12b' - 37b' -54-b^- 37b'-Ub'- f 6»,

&c..
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which are of course the results obtained by developing the foregoing expression for

©,-, in powers of b, and collecting the terms. The formulae put in evidence a remarkable

symmetry which does not exist in the original expression in powers of 1+6.

It would be now easy to verify, for modemtely small values of the suffix, the

equations

0. + |03+J,©4
= O.

&c.

This is, in fact, Plana's process, which, however, as the suffixes increase, becomes a

very laborious one, and the law of the terms which destroy each other is not in

anywise exhibited thereby.

I have succeeded in obtaining a complete demonstration, founded on Herschel's

theorem for the development of a function of e', and the expression thereby given for

Bernoulli's numbers. The theorem in question [See Herschel's Collection of Examples

in the Calculus of Finite Differences, Cambridge, 1820, p. 70, where the theorem is

given in the form / {(1 + A)"j 0^ = w*./(l + A) 0*] is, that for any function of e' which

admits of development in positive integer powers of t,

/(e«)=/(l+A)e'-»,

where the right-hand side denotes the series the general term whereof is

1.2.3
/(1+A)0»;

and /(I + A) is of course to be developed in powers of A, and the different terms

A, A^ A» ,&c, applied to the symbol 0" (viz. AO"=l''-0", A^O" = 2»-2. l''+0", &c.).

This gives

t _ log(l + A) „

e'-l A ^ '

and compaiing the development of the right-hand side with the development

we find

logO+A) _
A ~

'

l2£i^)o.=-i

M<^>o-=(-r'5-:.

'^£lLt^o-' = o, (^>i).
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It is now easy to obtain the equation

e, = l2g(^) {(1 + 0(1 + b)y - (- (1 + &))••}.

In fact, the first two terms of the development of the expression on the right-hand

side agree with those of the foregoing expression for 0,-. For any even power 2x

(except, when i is even, the power 2x = i) the term is

which agrees ; and when i is even, then for the power 2a; = i there are two equal and

opposite terms which destroy each other, and the whole term in 0,- is, as it ought to

be, zero. For any odd power 2a; — 1, {x>l), (including, when i is odd, the power

2a; — 1 = i), the term vanishes as containing an evanescent factor. The expression for

©,• is thus shown to be true.

I write for shortness,

where

X=l + 0(l+b),

Y= -0(1 + 6).

Forming the expression for i(l + 6)A/i_i,

i 1 „ i.i—1 1

i6®'+'+ir2~ p
this is

@i + ^r^ ©i+i + ^r^- ,- 0,+, + &c..

.,,,,^., = M<^){(x(,4))'-(r(:4))]^

and we have

and therefore

X =(1 + 0) (1 + 6) -6,

> +
f

-(i*o>lf',

^W /I + by
fx (i +fjj

= (1±-^)* ^(1 + 0) {(1 + 0) (1 + 6) - b}y.

Y =-0(1+6).

l+^=^-0^-~^ = -l[Oil + b)-b}.
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We see that the expression for
|X (

1 + -.-
j

1 is deduced from that of ( F f 1 + ,-

j
1

by writing therein 1 + in the place of ; we have therefore

(x(:.f))'=o.A,(r(i4))'

and consequently

(^('-f))'-0-('4'))"-(''(-[))=(^>(«!»<>-')-'o'^

whence also

i{i + b) itf,_, = (^J log (1 + A) (0 [0 (1 + 6) - b}y.

We have by the general theorem,

^ = log c' = log (1 + A)e'-»;

and consequently whenever n -^ 2,

log(l+ A)0" = 0.

But i<t2, and the function (0 {0(1 + 6) — 6})' contains only 0'' and the superior

powers; it is therefore reduced to zero by the operation log(l+A), and we have

1(1+6) Jf.-, = ^i+ll 0.+1 + '-^^ p ®.+= + &c. = ;

and the theorem in question is thus proved. The foregoing expressions for ©a, ©3, &c.

show that these functions all divide by b, and moreover that when i is even and

greater than 2, then that 8,- divides by b'. The equation

e, =M±A) {(1 + (1 + b)y -(-0(1+ b)y]

gives generally for the term in 0,- involving 6*, the expression

Wt.l2£(L±A){(i+o).-.o.-(-o)<i;

and it is to be shown, first, that the coefficient vanishes for a = 0; and next, that

when i is even and > 2, the coefficient also vanishes for a=l. Putting a = 0, the

coefficient is

i?g(^){(i+o)^_(_oy{,

which is equal to

or to

iog(i+A)o* + ii-(-yii^^^^>o.-.

c. IV. 13
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where, since t ^ 2, the former term vanishes, as above remarked ; and the latter term,

when i is even, vanishes on account of the factor 1 - (—)' 1 ; and when i is odd, on

account of the other factor. Hence the coefficient vanishes for a = 0.

Next, if i is even, and a=l, the coefficient becomes

which, writing (1 + 0) - 1 for 0, becomes

ML±A){(i + o)<-(i + ())••-- 0^1,

which, since (1 + 0)*- 0* = AO', (1 + 0)*"' = (1 + A) O*-', is equal to

log(l + A)0i_ (l + ^)I^ga + ^)
0^S

or since the fii-st term vanishes, to

(l + A)log(l + A)
Q,_.

A

But this function is to a numerical factor pres the coefficient of i'~' in , , ,^ e — 1

or (what is the same thing) in _y ; and if in the expression for -^—r we write —t in

the place of t, we find

so that, i being even and gi-eater than 2, the function in question vanishes. Hence

in the case under consideration the coefficient vanishes for a = l.

Writing /3 for i — a, or assuming a + yS = i, the symmetry of the foregoing expressions

for 0j, 0„ &c. shows that we ought to have

^°^-^^—̂
{(1 + o)-(y - (- o)«+''} = +Milt ^)

{(1 + oy o« - (- o)»+'*i,

where the upper or under sign is to be taken according as a + ^ is even or odd. Or
sepai-ating the two cases, we find

log
(^+

A)
j^^ ^ Qy Q/i - (1 + oy C) =0, a + /3even,

and
log (1+ A)

j^^ _|. 0). 03 + (1 + 0)3 Q. ^ 2 O'+^i = 0, a + /3 odd.

I have not attempted to verify d posteriori these elegant formulae.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, June 18, 18.59.
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245.

ON AN ANALYTICAL THEOREM CONNECTED WITH THE DIS-

TRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY ON SPHERICAL SURFACES.

Second Part.

[From the Philosophical Magazive, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 193—202 : continuation of 244.]

The theorem is certainly true ; but its existence gives rise to a difficulty to which

I shall advert in the sequel. I propose, in the first instance, to give a demonstration

which starts from the expression for fx given by Plana's equation (115), instead of

the deduced equation which was the basis of my former proof. It will be proper to

explain the origin and meaning of the formulae. We have two conducting spherical

surfaces, radii 1 and b, in contact with each other (so that the distance between the

centres is X + b): and then, if a; is the distance from the centre of the sphere, radius

1, of an exterior point, and /^(=cos^) the cosine of the inclination of this distance to

the line from the centre to the centre of the other sphere, the potential (f)(/i, x) of

the sphere, radius 1, at the point whose coordinates are (x, /j,) is deduced from the

potential fx of a point in the axis ; that is, if

fx= A„ + A,x + A„a? + &c.,

then

^ (/x, x) = 4,P„ + A^P^x + A^P^a? + &c.,

where P,, P,, P,, &c. are Legendre's functions, viz. the functions of ^ which are the

coefficients of the successive powers of x in the development of (1 — ijjuc + a^)~i in

ascending powers of x. And the electrical thickness y at any point of the surface

of the sphere, radius 1, is given by the formula

where, after the differentiation, x=\.
13—2
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The problem consequently depends on the determination of the potential fx for

a point on the axis ; and this is determined by the functional equation

. h _ . I 1+6-a; \. hh
J" l + 26-(l+6)a;-^ Vl+26-(l+6)J~ 1+6- X

(Plana's equation (G), in which I have written for /9, 7, H their values, and substituted

also for g its value = h). The solution of this equation is (equation (H), writing therein

g = h)

l-x^ ^h + n{\+h)-n(\+h)x "o(n + l) (1 +6)- (1 + n(H-6))a;'

where P is an arbitrary constant quoad the functional equation, viz. it is any function

whatever which has the property of remaining unaltered when x is changed into

-

—

:r-, T- pr— . Poissou, and Plana after him, arrive at the conclusion that in the
1 4- 26 - (1 + 6) a;

physical problem P = 0. It appears to me that there is ground for holding that this

P
is only true suh modo, and that ,^^^7^ for « = 1 (which, if P were retained, would

be a term occurring in the expression for the thickness at the point of contact) is

not of necessity zero. But the term, if it exists, can be replaced at the conclusion

;

and I write therefore

fx = ^f^'^n<,i,^n(l + b)-n{l+b)x ~ ^^^».>
(n + 1)(1 +b) - (1 + n{l +b))x

'

According to the process by which the solution of the functional equation was

obtained, this is the true form of the solution ; for although the series are non-convergent,

and the two sums are in fact each of them infinite, there is nothing to show a relation

between the number of terms which must be taken in each series. However, nothing

immediately turns upon this, as the expression is only used for obtaining an expression

for fx in the form of a definite integral, viz., equation (36),

fx-onj^ l_^(i+6)(i-x) '

or, equation (39),
1 bx

/*-(!+
6) (1 _,,,)]„

bh ndt(t i+»_i)«(i+*)a-')

1-t

the latter of which gives (equation (115), in which I have written for a its value ^

—

,)

•^*= (i+6)(i-^) r' ((i + 6)(i-J ~ ^'
(1+6-Jj

'

where Z' (p) is Legendre's function -1- log Tp, which is developable in the form

where Bj, B3, &c. are Bernoulli's numbers.
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This is the starting-point of the present investigation; and attending to the

equations

l2g(ktA)0-> = 0, (a.>l),

* W — dJ-2X—l )

we see that the development of Z'p becomes

_, ,
log(l + A)/0 0^ W „ \ , log(l-l-A), /, 0\

which, observing that

can be expressed under the more simple form

We deduce hence

or what is the same thing,

f'^ = {l^xfiXVb)
^^^^^^M (1 + 6 - *• + (1 - X-) (1 + 6) 0) - log (6 + (1 - *•) (I + h) 0)1,

which may be converted into

w iog(i + A) r'

•^ 1+6 A j„6 + i

rf«

« (1 - a;)

A61og(l+A)
J
n d« P t;<

1 .

A |j„l-a; + 6 + (l-«)(l+6)<0 ./„ 6 + (1 -^)(1 + 6)«0j
'

or what is the same thing,

/^
_Jib log(l+A)
~ \+h A j„ b + t-tx

/tilog(l+A)- jP M r d^
^

A "tJ„(l + 6)(l+«0)-a;(l+(l+6)<0) hh+0.+b)tO-xO-¥h)tO\'
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the object of the transformation being to express fx so that x may only enter under

the form . _ „- . The factor —— which multiplies the first of the three definite

integrals, might be reduced to unity, but it is more convenient not to make this

change.

Now if a fraction -| p- be operated upon by expanding in ascending powers

of X, and multiplying the successive terms of the development by P,. -Pi. -Pji &c., it is

converted into ^

1

{A''-1ABtux-ir]P(i?y

Hence from the foregoing expression for fx we pass at once to the expression for

^ (/i, a;) ; that is, we have

., , hh log(l + A) ^ n dt

(A^ - 2ABfix +B"^

hb]og(i + A) \ n dt p dt 1^
A \JoiA'-'--2A'B',ix + B'vy ]o(A"^-2A"B")ix + B"^x')i]''

where for shortness,

A = b + t, A' = (l + b){l + tO), A" = b + (l+b)tO,

B= t, B' = l+(l+b)tO, B"= il + b)tO;

and it may be remarked that

A' = l + b + B", B'=l+B", A" = b + B".

We thence obtain

^d^U^^) A6 log(l4-A) P (^'-^^)^^
rfa; ^ '^

' l + b A J,(A^-2ABfix + B'id>)i

^

fe;>log(l + A)Q f
n (A'^-B"'a^)dt P {A"^-E'^a?)dt

]A \h{A'^- 2A'B'^ + E^a?)^ J o (A"' - 2A"B"^m + ^V)*]
'

and writing x=\,

hb log(l + A) /•'
{A''-R-) dt

^ ~ 1 + 6 A j , (^3 _ 2AB^ + E)*

hblog ( 1 + A)
Q I

P _ (^'^ - fi'O d< _ r> (^"»-5")rf<

the integrals in the foregoing expression are of the form

P (G + Ht) dt
.

Jo{L+2Mt + m')*'
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the value of the indefinite integral is

J. (NG- MH) t+MG-LH
LN-JiP (L + 2M + M1?)!'

from which the value of the definite integral can be at once found. It is easy, by

means of the values to be presently given, to verify that, in each of the three definite

integi-als, NG —MH = ; and the expression for the definite integi-al is therefore

MG-LH 1 1\
\M+Nf iij'LN-iP ](L + 2M-

In the fii-st integral we have

G= b\ L=b\

H=2b, M = b(l-fi),

-^ = 2(1-/.),

whence
LN-M-' = 6=" (1 -/*)(! + /*), MG-LH = -b\l + fi,),

Z + 2if + iV=6» +2(1 -/*)(! + 6), L = b';

and the integral is

1-fi Wb'+ 2(1- fi) a + bj b]

For the second integral we have

G =6^ + 26, L =¥ +2 {l-fi)(l + b),

H=2b(l + b)0, M={l-ti){2 + b){l+b)0,

N = 2(l-fi)(l + by(y;

and thence

LN-M' = (l-iJi)(l+fj.)b'il+by(y, MG-LH = -{l+fi)l^(l + b)0,

L + 2M+ N=b'+ 2(1 - ^) a + b) {{I +Qy + b {0 + 0')}; L = b"-+2(\ - fi)(l + b);

and the value of the integral is

*^

I
1 - ^

]
(1 + 6) (1 - /*) 1V6» + 2(1 - /*) (1 +b)((l + Oy + b(0 + 0»)) V6« + 2 (1 - /*) (1 + b))

For the thii-d integi-al,

G = 6», L = b',

H = 2b(l+b)0, M= (\-ti)b(l+b)Q,

N=2(l-fj.) (l+byO\
and thence

LN - M'==(l - ^)(1 + fi)b!'(l +byO', MG- LH = - (1 + fi)b^l + b)0.

L + 2M + N = b'+2(l - ^,) (I +b) (0^ + 6(0 + 0^), L = b';
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and the value of the integral is

-^)0 (V6» + 2(l-/t)(l+6)(0» + 6(0 + 0')) b]
'

[245

-6
(l + i)(l

Hence the expression for y is

= -Ai' log(l+A)
^- (l-f.){l+b) A

A6« log(l + A)

(1-m)(1 + 6)

2(l-;t)(l+6)(0» + 6(0 + 0'))

IV6» + 2 (1 + /i) (1 + 6)
~ b\

'

X

1 ^
]

+ 6) ((1 + Oy + b (0 + 0')) V6> + 2 (1 - /*) (1 + 6)j
'

/tfr

(1-m)(1+6)

V6= + 2(l-^)(l + 6) ((1 + 0)^ + 6 (0 + 0'))

log(l+A)

1

6V6» + 2 (1 - /i) (1 + 6) (O' + 6 (0 + 0''))

the top line is destroyed by the second terms of the other two lines, and we have

-/^t' log(l + A) ^

h

y =
(1-m)(1 + 6)

V6-^ + 2(l-;it)(l + 6)((H-0)= + 6(0+0=)) Vfr' + 2(l-/i)(l + 6)(0^ + 6(0 + 0»))r

This expression admits of expansion in positive integer powers of 1 — /t ; and when

so expanded the result ought, according to Plana's theorem, to be identically equal to

zero. And I proceed to show that this is in fact the case. The coefficient of

(1 — /i)'"~' is to a factor prh of the form '

log(l+^)
{^^1 + 0)= - 6 (0 + O^))™ - (0» + 6 (0 + O'))™},

which is the sum of a series of terms each of the form

this is equal to

log(l + A)
j^j _^ oym.^ _ Qo,„-«.j

^0 + 0=)"

;

l0g_(l + A)
j^^ _^ Q^«„,_„ Q„ _ QJ,„^ ^J ^ Qy,|^

which is of the form

log (1 + A)
j^j ^ 0). 03 _ (1 + 0)0 0-},
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where a + ^ = 2m is even, or what is the same thing, a — /3 is even ; and, as remarked

in the first part of the present paper, such expression is in fact equal to zero. The

demonstration, which is very simple, will be given in a note ; but assuming for the

moment the truth of the proposition, the coefficient of (1 — fj,)'^-^ is the sum of a

finite number of evanescent terms, and it is therefore identically equal to zero.

I consider this demonstration as identical in principle with that given by Plana;

the same function is, by two processes, different indeed from each other, but which

cannot but lead to the same result, developed in an infinite series of positive integer

powers of 1 — /t ; and it is shown that the coefficient of each power of 1 — ^ is

equal to zero. But the difficulty I find is that the investigation proves too much, viz.

it appears to prove that y is actually equal to zero. There are undoubtedly functions

such as the function e *" (noticed by Cauchy and Sir W. R Hamilton), which in a

sense have the property in question, viz. that if we attempt to develope them in

positive integer powers of x, the coefficients are found to be all of them zero ; and

it would appear that y is, in regard to \ — fi, a function of this nature. But it

_i

cannot be asserted simpliciter that e *' and its differential coefficients do in fact

vanish for x = ; they only vanish for a; = considered as the limit of an indefinitely

small real positive or negative quantity. (This is quite consistent with a remarkable

theorem of Cauchy's, by which it appears d priori that e ^ cannot be expanded in

positive integer powers of x, because it is discontinuous for the modulus zero.) And if,

1^

instead of a direct application of Maclaurin's theorem, we first expand e *% say in

positive powers of 1 —x, and then develope the several terms in powers of x, we obtain

for the coefficient of afi, or any other power of x, an infinite series, which I apprehend

is not convergent, and which can only be equal to zero in the same conventional sense

_ 1^

in which e ^' is equal to zero for x = 0. This appears to be something very different

from finding for the coefficient of afi, or of any other power of x, an expression com-

posed of a finite number of finite terms the sum whereof is identically equal to zero.

Plana has given for the calculation of y when /i is nearly equal to 1, an expression

(equation (127)) which is deduced from the same development of Z'p which is here

made use of; but it appears to me that this expression is, for the following reason,

open to objection. The expression referred to contains explicitly positive and integer

powers of fi, and also powers of the radical '^b'' + 2(1 —fj.)(l + b) : it would be, for any-

thing that appears to the contrary, allowable to develope as well the positive and

integer powers of /x as also the powers of the radical in question, in a series of

positive and integer powers of 1 — /* ; but if this were done, we should obtain as

a mere transformation of Plana's expression (127), an expression for y developed in a

series of positive integer powers of 1 — /x. ; and for consistency with the before-

mentioned result, the coefficients of the different powers of 1 — /x must be each equal

to zero. But if this be so, it does not appeal- how the original expression (127) c^n

be anything else than zero. The difficulty is, I think, a real one ; and I do not see

c. IV. 14
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how it is to be got over: it seems to render necessary a more careful study of the

effect of the multiplication of the successive terras of the development of a function

fx by Legendre's functions P,. -Pi. -Pji ^c-. so aa to pass from fx to the function of

two variables ^(/i, oo), as well generally as when this transformation is performed upon

the as yet imperfectly studied transcendental function Z.

I remark that the original expression for fx is of the form

'Tp-qx "^p'-^x'

and this gives (Plana's equation (131))

the values of p, q, p', q' being

p=h + n{l + h), p ={n + \){\-\-b),

q= n{l+b), r/= 1+n (1 + 6);

so that

p^q = b==p'-q', and p' + q' =2 + b + 2n{l +b) =p + q + 2.

Hence, putting fi=l, we find

„ _ A6V- /£+ ? _ P!±iO\ - _ ?^ V" 1 - _ 30

which is inconsistent with the expression y =0, deduced from the definite integral. If,

P
however, it is assumed that fx contains the term ^j , then the con-esponding term

of y will be

P{\-af)

(l-2/ia;+a?)*'

which, when /i = 1, becomes ~ ~
; and if P be put equal to zero, then it is

(1 — x)

P P(l + a;)
conceivable that, for »=!, may be equal to zero, but -~ rj=, or what will be

2P
the same thing, . ^ ^ may be finite or even infinite. This is perhaps the explanation

of the apparent conti-adiction.
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Note on the demonstration of the Theorem

-^-^^±^'* {0" (1 + 0)3- 03 (l + 0)-} = 0, a-/3 even.

Consider the function

which, it is clear, admits of expansion in positive integer powers of t and z. Changing

the signs of t, z, we have

e-'{-t-z) _

or, what is the same thing,

e'it+z) = <^(-«, -z).

and thence

—^^.^_j— =
<P

(f. ^) - 9 (- t, - 2)

;

80 that the development in positive integer powers of t, z, of the function on the

right-hand side does not contain any term t°-!^ for which a — /S is even. Writing the

function under the form

^{t + z) e' jt + z)

^+'-1 e'+'-l
'

and considering the two parts separately, then by Herschel's theorem extended to two

variables, the coefficient of fz^ in the first term is

(l + A.)log{(l+A.)(l + A,)l

(1+ A,)(l+A,)-1

which is equal to

log {(1 + A.) (1 + API
(1 + A,)(I+A,)-1^'+"'^ "^'

or, what is the same thing,

l2gi^)(l+0r03;

and forming in like manner the expression for the coefficient of t'z^ in the second

term, this is

l^glLiA) 0.(1 + 0/;

the difference of the two expressions therefore vanishes when a — ^ is even, which is

the above-mentioned theorem. It would be easy to obtain a variety of similar theorems.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., June 29, 1859.

14—2
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246.

ON CONTOUR AND SLOPE LINES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 264—268.]

It is, I think, interesting as a question of topography, to consider the general con-

figuration of a system of contour lines and steepest or slope lines (lignes de niveau

and lignes de la plus grande pente). Imagine, to fix the ideas, a mountainous island,

the exterior or sea-level contour line being consequently a closed curve ; the case where

any contour line is a curve cutting itself is an important one, which will be considered
;

but disregarding it for the moment, and excluding (as I do throughout) a curve which

cuts itself from the notion of a closed curve, the eutii-e contour line corresponding to

a given elevation will be either a single closed curve, or it will consist of two or

more separate closed curves , in the latter case each of these may be considered as

being by itself a contour line, and we may therefore say that the contour line is in

general a closed curve. It may happen that the elevation of a given contour line is

a maximum or minimum ; in other words, that the consecutive curve without the

given contour line and that within it are each of them higher or each of them lower

than the given contour line; but this is a speciality which need not be particularly

attended to ; in general the consecutive curve without the given contour line will be

lower, and that within it higher than the given contour line, in which case the tract

bounded by the contour line is an elevation (hill, table-land, or mountain, as the case

may be); or else the consecutive curve without the given contour line is higher, and

that within it lower than the given contour line; in which case the tract bounded by

the contour line is a depression. But there may be within the contour line bounding

an elevation, spaces lower than the bounding line, and within the contour line bounding

a depression, spaces higher than the bounding line. A depression usually contains

water, and indeed is filled so as to overflow, in which case there is a lake with an

outlet ; if the depression is not filled to overflowing, the lake will have no outlet. The

contour line bounding an elevation may become indefinitely small and ultimately reduce
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itself to a point, which is a summit ; the contour line bounding a depression may in

like manner become indefinitely small, and ultimately reduce itself to a point, which

is what I call an immit. A summit is a point of maximum elevation (though of

course there may be summits, or even immits, which are higher); an immit is a point

of minimum elevation. But there are besides, as at the heads of passes, points where

the surface is horizontal, but where the elevation is neither a maximum nor a

minimum
;
you descend backwards and forwards, but ascend right and left : I will for

the present purpose call this kind of point a knot. And this leads to the consideration

of a contour line which cuts itself: the point where this happens is in fact a knot,

or geometrically the knot is a node or double point on the contour line. It may be

assumed that the contour line through a knot does not pass through any other knot;

for although there may be neighbouring passes of precisely the same elevation, yet the

general configuration of the country will not be altered by giving a slight difference

of elevation to such passes : the effect of this alteration is to distribute among contour

lines of slightly different elevations (one to each line) the different knots which would

otherwise occur upon one and the same contour line. The contour line through a

knot cuts itself therefore at this point only: such contour line is either a figure of

eight, or as I will term it, an ontloop cui-ve; or else it is the figure formed by the

union (so as to give rise to a node or double point) of two closed curves, one of

which lies within the other of them ; this I call an inloop curve. An outloop curve

consists of two loops ; the spaces vithin these may also be spoken of as the loops.

An inloop curve consists of an outer and an inner loop ; the space within the inner

loop may be spoken of as the inner loop, that between the two loops as the lune.

It usually happens, and to fix the ideas I will assume, that for an outloop curve each

of the loops is an elevation : this is the case of two mountain summits connected by

a ridge or col, the lowest point whereof, or head of the pass, is the knot on the

outloop contour line through this point. And in like manner, that for an inloop curve

the lune is an elevation, the inner loop a depression ; and that the outer loop, con-

sidered as a portion of the contour line, is higher than the consecutive exterior contour

line. This is the case of a lake having an outlet ; if the lake were dry, the passage

up stream into the bed of it would be over a ridge, col, or barrier, the lowest point

whereof, or point of outlet for the water of the lake, is the knot on the inloop con-

tour line passing through this point, the shore of the lake being of course the inner

loop of this contour line, and the waters being retained by means of the raised ground

within the lune between the two loops of the contour line.

The slope lines cut at right angles the contour lines; and this property applies

also to the projections of the two systems of lines; so that the two systems of lines

delineated in piano intersect at right angles. Consider the contour lines which are

closed curves surrounding a given summit or immit ; the exterior contour line is inter-

sected at each of its points by a slope line ; and all these slope lines must, it is

clear, intereect all the interior contour lines, and ultimately unite at the interior summit

or immit. In order to see more distinctly the form of the system of slope lines, it

is to be noticed that, if (as Ls in general the case) the indicatrix at the summit or

immit be an ellipse, the contour lines in the immediate neighbourhood thereof will be
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a system of similar and similarly situated concentric ellipses, the major and minor axes

whereof correspond respectively with the directions of least and greatest curvature ; the

equation of any orthogonal trajectory of the ellipses, if a, b are the semi-axes, major

and minor, of any one of them, is ^^ = Caf'' ; and unless = oo , the curve represented

by this equation touches the axis of x, which is the direction of least curvature; if

however C= cc , then the equation becomes a; = 0, and the curve touches the axis of y,

which is the direction of greatest curvature. Hence in general at a summit or immit

the slope curves all, except one (which is a limiting case) touch the line which is

the direction of least curvature. The only exception is when the summit or immit is

an umbilicus—the indicatrix is then a circle ; the contour lines in the immediate

neighbourhood of this point are concentric circles, and the slope lines pass in all

directions through the summit or immit.

The indicatrix at a knot is in general a hyperbola, and consequently the contour

lines in the neighbourhood of a knot are similar and similarly situated concentric

hyperbolas; and if a, b are the semi-axes of one of these hyperbolas, the equation of

an orthogonal trajectory is a^y*' = G : and when this passes through the knot, (7 = 0;

and therefore either x=0 or else y = 0; there are consequently through the knot only

two slope lines, which bisect the angles made by the two branches of the contour

line and interaect each other at right angles. The slope lines through a knot may be

termed ridge and course lines : and for one of these—the ridge line—the knot is a

point of minimum elevation ; for the other of them—the course line—the knot is a

point of maximum elevation. But this requires some further development. To fix the

ideas, consider the case where the contour line is an outloop curve, the loops being

each of them elevations. The slope line through the knot, and which lies within the

two loops, would be, according to the definition, a ridge line. Suppose that the

contour lines within one of the loops are closed curves surrounding a summit, the ridge

line will, it is clear, cut all these curves and ultimately arrive at the summit. But

if the contour lines within the loop are not all of them closed curves ; if, for instance,

they are first closed curves, then an outloop curve, and within each of the loops of

this, closed curves surrounding a summit, then it may happen that the above-mentioned

ridge line will pass through the knot of the inner outloop curve: and with respect to

this knot, it will be, not a ridge line, but a course line ; so that the slope line in

question cannot be spoken of simplidter either as a ridge line or as a course line,

but it is the one or the other quoad the knot in reference to which it is considered

;

and, considered by itself, it can only be spoken of as a ridge-or-course line. The case

just referred to is, however, an exceptional one ; in general the slope line in question

would not pass through the knot of the inner outloop curve, but would cut one of

the loops of this curve, and then cutting all the contour lines within such loop, anive

at last at the summit within such loop. And when the ridge line has once arrived

at a summit, there is little meaning in continuing it further, and it may be con-

sidered as ending there ; in fact there are through the summit an infinity of slope

lines, all of them (except in the case where the summit is an umbilicus) coincident

in direction with the ridge line, and consequently the ridge line may, without graphical

discontinuity, be considered as proceeding along any one of these lines inditferently

;
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and although, when the surface is a geometrical one capable of being represented by

an equation, there would be geometrically one of these slope lines which could be

identified as the continuation of the ridge line, there would be no advantage in making

this identification. Hence it may be considered that in general a ridge line passes

from summit to summit, through a single intervening knot which is a point of

minimum elevation on the ridge line ; and in like manner, that in general a course

line passes from immit to immit through a single intervening knot which is a point

of maximum elevation on the course line ; it need not be considered as an exception

when, as is frequently the case, the course line arrives at the sea-level contour line

without previously reaching an immit. It is to be noticed that a ridge line or a

course line may commence and terminate at one and the same summit or immit, and

thus form a closed cvirve.

The ridge lines, as above defined, determine the watershed. In the case of an

isolated conical or dome-shaped mountain, and in general when the contour lines are

all of them closed curves, there is no definable watershed ; but in the case of a chain

of mountain summits, the watershed runs from summit to summit through the heads

of the passes over the connecting cols, i.e. it is made up of a series of ridge lines

each extending from a summit to a summit through an intervening knot. And the

course lines are, as nearly as may be, the beds of the streams which flow from the

heads of the passes down the lateral valleys. The ridge line and the course line

respectively are, I believe, the so-called ligne de faite and ligjie de thalweg.

% Stone Buildings, W.C., July 20, 1859.
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247.

ON THE ANALYTICAL FORMS CALLED TREES. Second Part.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 374—378. Continuation of 203.]

The following class of " trees " presented itself to me in some researches relating

to functional symbols ; viz., attending only to the terminal knots, the trees with one

knot, two knots, three knots, and four knots respectively are shown in the figm-es

1, 2, 3 and 4:

Pi«. 4.

Kg. 1 Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

•AAA

and similarly for any number of knots. The trees with four knots are formed first

from those of one knot by attaching thereto in every possible way (one way only)
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four knotted branches; secondly, from those with two knots by attaching thereto in

every possible way (three different ways) four knotted branches; and thirdly, from

those with three knots by attaching thereto in every possible way (three different ways)

four knotted branches,—the original knots of the trees of one knot and two and three

knots, being no longer terminal knots, are disregarded. The total numbers of trees

with one knot and with two and three knots being respectively 1, 1, 3 ; the total

number of trees with four knots is 1.1+3.1+3.3 = 13. And in general, if the

number of trees with m knots is <f>m, then it is easy to see that we have

wt— 1,„ m — l.m — 2,„ m— 1,, ,,^ = <f>l+ -^ <t>2 + ^-^ <^3...+ ^—<j)(m-l);

or what is the same thing,

Hence if

we obtain

»i — l.c^ m — l.m — 2,„ m — 1,, ,.
2</>??i = ^1 + —J- (f>2+ =-"2 <^3...+—J

—

^(m -l) + (f>m.

M = <^l+j</,2 + ^2<^2 + ...
,

ef.u = ^1

+ 'X (<^l + </.2)

+ :j^ (,^1 + 2,^2 + ^3)

+ &c.

= 2^1-1

+ a^.2</)2

+
^U2-2*^

+ &c.;

e'u = 2tt -1,

1/ = ^—L

that is,

and thence

2-e*

which gives for <f>m the expression

</)m = 1 . 2 . 3 ... (m - 1) coeff. a;"^' in ^—^ ;

and the value of (/>m might easily be obtained in an explicit form in terms of the

differences of the powers of zero. The values of <f>m are, for

m=l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, &c.

</>m = l, 1, 3, 13, 7.5, 541, 4683, 47293.

C. IV. ^^
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In the foregoing problem, the number of branches descending from a non-terminal

knot is one, two, or more. But assume that the number of branches descending from

a non-terminal knot is always two ; so that attending, as before, only to the terminal

knots, the trees with two knots, three knots, four knots respectively are shown in the

figures, 5, 6, and 7.

Fig. 5.

A

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

This corresponds to the following problem in the theory of symbols; viz. if

A, B, C, D, &c. are symbols capable of successive binary combinations, but do not

satisfy the associative law, what is the number of the different significations of the

ambiguous expres.sions ABC, ABGD, ABODE, &c. respectively ? For instance, AB has

only one meaning ; ABC may mean either A . BC or AB . C. In like manner ABGD
may mean A{B.GD), or AB.GD, or (AB.G)D, or (A.BG)D, or A(BG.D); the

numbers, 1, 2, 5 being those of the trees in the last three figures respectively; and

similarly for any greater number of symbols.

Let (fun be the required value corresponding to the number m ; then we may in

any manner whatever separate the number m into two parts m', m", and then com-

bining inter se the m' knots (or symbols) and the m" knots (or symbols) respectively,

ultimately combine the two combinations ; hence a part of <f>m is <f>vi' . 0m". The

assumed definition of (fym does not apply to the case m = 1 ; but if we write ^1 = 1,

then the foregoing consideration shows that we have

<f>7)i= <})l<j) (m — 1)

+ (j>2<l)
(m - 2)

+ 4,{m-l)(f)l;

from which it is easy to calculate

4>1 = 1, <t>2= 1, 03 = 2, 04 = 5, 0.5 = 14, 06 = 42, 07 = 132, &c.

But to obtain the law, consider the generating function

u = 01 + a;02 + ar'03 + &c.

;

we have

which is

«'' = 01 0l4a;(01 02 + 02 01) + a^(01 03-1-02 02+03 01) + &c.,

= 02 + a;03 + a;'04 + &c.

;
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and we have therefore

XV? = u—\,

and consequently

1 - Vl - 4a;
""

Tx
•

But

= \-'2x-'ia?-^-\0a^ + &c.,

and therefore

1 — a/i — 4.r

u= —-^—^ = l+la;+2a^ + 5ic»+&c.,

the series of coefficients 1, 1, 2, 5, &c. agreeing ^vith the values already found. The

expression for the general term is at once seen to be

1.3. 5. ..2m -3
'^- 1.2.3...m ^ '

which is a remarkably simple form.

2, Stme Buildings, W.G., June 9, 1859.

15—2
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248.

SKETCH OF A PROOF OF THE THEOREM THAT EVERY
ALGEBRAIC EQUATION HAS A ROOT.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 436—439.]

I HAVE referred to the theorem as usually stated ; for it is an easy consequence

of the existence of a single root of an equation of any order, that for an equation of

the nth order there are n roots : the proof here proposed goes, however, to show

directly the existence of the n roots : it is in form a geometrical one, and was

suggested to me some months ago by a letter from Prof. De Morgan, containing the

remark made in his memoir, " A Proof of the Existence of a Root in every Algebraic

Equation," &c. (Camb. Phil. Trans, vol. x. 1858), viz. "that the curves P = 0, Q = 0,

the intersections whereof determine the root-points, are such that two branches, one

of each curve, cannot enclose a space." The pi'oof which occurred to me was in

character somewhat similar to that given by the Astronomer Royal in the paper,

" Suggestion of a Proof of the Theorem that every Algebraic Equation has a Root

"

{Camb. Phil. Trans, vol. X. 1858), and which was suggested to him by Prof De Morgan's

memoir. I have since varied my proof by considering therein cones in the place of

plane curves. It will be obvious, upon reading it, that the proof is closely connected

with Cauchy's well-known theorem for the number of roots within a given circuit;

the circuit being in this case infinity, and the number of roots included within it

consequently equal to the order of the equation.

The curve represented by an equation of the nth degree between the coordinates

(x, y) is by definition a curve of the nth order ; and a cone standing on any such

curve (taking the vertex for origin) is represented by a homogeneous equation of the

nth degree between the coordinates (x, y, z), and is by definition a cone of the ?2th

order. It is very easy to show that an equation of the nth degi-ee cannot have more

than n roots; and we have thence the geometrical theorems, that a curve of the nth
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order is not intersected by a line in more than n points, and that a cone of the

nth order is not intersected by a plane (I speak throughout of planes through the

vertex) in more than n lines. I assume that an algebraic curve is always a continuous

curve, viz. that it consists of a branch or branches, no one of which is a courbe

pointillee, or a branch terminating abruptly in a point ; an algebraic cone will be in

the like sense a continuous surface. An algebraic curve cannot be an indefinite

spiral, for in that case there would be lines meeting it in an infinity of points ; and

in like manner an algebraic cone cannot be an indefinite spiral surface: an algebraic

cone consists, therefore, of a closed sheet or sheets. An algebraic curve may indeed

have conjugate or isolated points, and an algebraic cone have conjugate or isolated

lines : this is a circumstance which will be adverted to in the sequel. It will fix the

ideas as to the general form of an algebraic cone, to remark that it may comprise

twin-pair sheets, such as the sheet of a cone of the second order (this is properly

spoken of as a twin-pair sheet, each of the two opposite portions of it being called,

for distinction, a twin-sheet) ; and of single sheets, such as one at least of the sheets

of a cone of the third or any other odd order (see the annexed " Note upon Cones

of the Third Order," [249]). The advantage of the consideration of cones instead of

plane curves, is that we have only closed sheets, and thus get rid of the distinction

which exists for plane curves between infinite branches and the branches which are

closed curves. ,

My proof depends on the following lemma, viz. " Consider two algebraic cones with

the same vertex, each of them of the order n ; then if there be some one plane

meeting the first cone in n lines, and the second cone in n lines, such that the

lines of each set occur alternately, the two cones intersect in at least n lines."

The truth of this lemma is, I conceive, a matter of intuition, depending only on

the notion of the continuity of the sheets of the surface. Thus, if we have in piano,

through a point 0, the lines A, A' and B, E , such that. A, a being opposite poiats

on the same line, and so for the other lines, the order round is A, B, A', B',

a, 0, a', /9', it is obvious that we cannot through the lines A, A' draw a cone, and

through the lines B, B' draw a cone, without making these cones intersect in at least

two lines : and in like manner for two sets, each of n lines. I have, in the enunciation

of the lemma, said that the cones are each of them of the order n; this was

necessary in order to exclude a case which might otherwise have happened, viz. a

line of intersection of the plane with either of the cones might have been a conjugate

or isolated line without any sheet through it ; and if this were so, we could not infer

the existence of the n lines of intersection of the two cones. But if a plane meet

an algebraic cone of the nth order in n lines, no one of these can be a conjugate

or isolated line ; for such line is to be considered as two or more coincident lines,

and there would be in all more than n lines of intersection of the plane and cone.

Consider now the equation
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where ^ is a rational and integral function of u with (in general) imaginary coefficients,

and write

^ (a; +y V^T) =P + Q V^,

P, Q being real functions of (a;, y), each of them of the degree n; if (x, y) are

rectangular coordinates, then P = 0, Q= are real curves each of the order n. And
to each point of intersection of the two curves there corresponds a root of the

equation. The two curves do not intersect in more than n points (for if they did,

the equation <fm = would have more than n roots) ; hence if it be shown that the

two curves intersect in at least n points, they will intersect in precisely n points, and

the equation will have n roots. Take any point as the common vertex of two cones

standing upon the curves P = 0, Q = respectively ; each point of intersection of the

two curves corresponds to a line of intersection of the two cones, and it is only

necessary to show that the two cones intersect in at least n lines Take for the

vertex a point in the perpendicular at the origin of {oc, y) to the plane of the two

curves, and at a distance unity from such origin, viz. a point such that, treating it

as the origin of the coordinates {x, y, z), the coordinates in respect thereto of the origin

{x, y) are x = Q, y = 0, z = 1. The equations of the cones aie at once deduced from

those of the cvirves by writing therein (-, ^j in the place of {x, y) and, to render

the equation integral, multiplying by 2"; or if P' = 0, Q' = are the equations of the

cones, we have

.z"^ (^+^^)=P' + Q'V^.

Consider the section by the plane through the vertex parallel to the plane of the

two curves : the equation of this plane is 2 = 0; and it is clear that, to obtain the

)

to disregard all the terms after the first. Suppose that

^u = (a + 6 V^) u" + &c.

;

then putting

(a + 6 V^) {x + y V^)» = P„' + Q: V^l,

the equations Po' = 0, Qo = determine the intei-sections of the plane z = with the

cones P = 0, Q = respectively. But writing

a + b'J -1 = A (cos a + V — 1 sin o),

x+y V - 1 = r (cos 6 + '^ -iBva 6),

we have

Ar" {cos {ne + a) +V^ sin {116 + a)} = Po' + Q,' V^^i,
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SO that

Po = Ar" cos (ne + a), Qo = Ar" sin (nd + a),

or the intersections with the cone P = are the n lines given in direction by the

equation

n0 + a = {m + ^) TT,

and the intersections with the cone Q = are the n lines given in direction by the

equation

in each of which equations m is any integer number from to n — 1. Hence the

plane z = meets the cones in two sets of lines succeeding each other alternately, as

required by the lemma, and the two cones intersect in at least n lines. And it is

thus shown that the given equation of the nth degree has n roots.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., September 26, 1859.
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249.

NOTE ON CONES OF THE THIRD ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xviii. (1859), pp. 439—442.]

The distinction adverted to in the preceding paper between the twin-pair sheets and

single sheets of an algebraic cone is made (with respect to spherical curves, which is the

same thing) by Mobius, in the interesting Memoir " Ueber die Grundformen der Linien

der dritten Ordnung," Abh. der K. Sachs. Ges. zu Leipzig, vol. i. (1849) [and WeTke,

vol. II. pp. 86—176]. Consider the generating line POP' of a cone, vertex 0, and let

pOp' be any position of this line, the points P, P', and in like manner the points p, p',

being on opposite sides of the vertex ; then if OP originally coincides with Op (and

therefore OP' with Op'), and if, in the course of the generation of the surface, OP
(without having first come to coincide with Op) comes to coincide with Op, at the same

time OP" (without having first come to coincide with Op) will come to coincide with Op',

and we have a tivin-pair sheet, viz. one twin-sheet generated by OP, and the other twin-

sheet generated by OP'. This is the ordinary case of a cone of the second order, and

requires no further explanation. It is proper to remark that, for cones of superior orders,

the conical angle of each twin-sheet is not (as for a cone of the second order) necessarily-

less than 360°. But suppose that OP, starting from the position Op, and before it

again comes to coincide therewith, comes to coincide with Op', then at the same time

OP' (without having first come again to coincide with Op') will come to coincide with

Op ; the generation is here complete, and we have a single sheet, which, if the motion

were continued until OP came to coincide with Op, would only be generated over

again. The conical angle of a single sheet is necessarily greater than 360° ; for OP
in coming to coincide with Op' must describe an angle greater than 180°, and OP"

describing an equal angle, the entire angle is therefore greater than 360° ; in the

limiting case, where the entire angle is precisely 360°, the conical surface is a plane.

It is easy to cut out in paper and join together two sectors of a circle so as to form

therewith a sector the angle whereof exceeds 360° ; such a sector can then, by joining
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together the two radial edges, be converted into a cone of a single sheet ; the gene-

rating lines being all finite lines equal in length, the curve formed by the circular

edge is, it is clear, the spherical curve which is the intersection of the cone by

a concentric sphere. It is shown by Mobius (stating his result with respect to cones

instead of spherical curves) that a cone of an odd order must have at least one single

sheet ; a cone of the third order consists (1) of a single sheet, or else (2) of a single

sheet and a twin-pair sheet. These are the two general forms of cones of the third

order. But there are two special forms and one subspecial form, making in all five

forms : viz., the two special forms are, (3) the cone has a nodal line
; (4) the cone

has an isolated line ; and the subspecial form is, (5) the cone has a cuspidal line. The

relation of the different forms may be explained as follows.

Starting from the form (1), as the constants of the equation change, the cone

gathers itself up together so as to have a nodal line ; this is the form (3). The

loops of this form then detach themselves so as to form a twin-pair sheet, the

remaining part of the surface reverting to a form similar to that of (1) ; we have

thus a single sheet and twin-pair sheet, which is the form (2). The twin-pair sheet

then dwindles away into an isolated line, giving the form (4); and lastly, the isolated

line disappears and the cone resumes the form (1) : these four forms constitute, there-

fore, a complete cycle. The constants may be such that the loop of the form (3) is

evanescent, or, what is the same thing, that the forms (3) and (4) arise simultaneously

;

there is in this case a cuspidal line, or we have the form (5). It may be added

that for the general forms (1) and (2) there are always three lines of inflexion. This

is also the case with the form (4), where there is an isolated line ; but in the form (3),

c. IV. 16
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where there is a nodal line, there is but one line of inflexion ; and in the form (5),

where there is a cuspidal line, there is not any line of inflexion : the equivalent

theorem for the spherical curves is given by Mobius('). It was remarked long ago by

Sir I. Newton, that all curves of the third order could be generated as the shadows

of the five cubical parabolas ; these are, in fact, sections in a particular manner of

the above-mentioned five forms of cones of the third order: the existence of five

essentially distinct forms of cones of the third order is noticed by M. Chasles in the

Aper^u Historique, 1837. The analytical distinction between the forms (1) and (2)

Q4,g3
depends on the sign of the function 1 ^- , where S, T ai-e the quartinvariant and

sextinvariant of the cubic form. I annex stereoscopic representations of the cones of

the third order of the general form (1), and of the form with a nodal line (3). The

generating lines are finite lines of equal length, and the curved contours shown in the

figures are consequently the spherical curves which are the intei-sections of the cones

by concentric spheres. The figures are intended to be looked at with the glasses of

a Reeves's book stereoscope.

' It is hardly necessary to mention that, aooording to the general theory of cones of the third order,

there are always nine lines of inflexion,—three real and six imaginary. Six of the lines of inflexion disappear

when there is a double line, \\z., in the case of a nodal line, two real and four imaginary lines of inflexion

;

but in the case of an isolated line, the six imaginary lines of inflexion. When there is a cnspidal line,

eight lines of inflexion, viz. two real lines and the six imaginary lines, disappear.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., September 26, 1859.
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250.

SUR LA SURFACE QUI EST L'ENVELOPPE DES PLANS CON-

DUITS PAR LES POINTS D'UN ELLIPSOIDE PERPENDICU-

LAIREMENT AUX RAYONS MENES PAR LE CENTRE.

[From the Annali di Matematida pura ed applicata (Tortolini), torn. il. (1859),

pp. 3—14.]

La consideration de la surface dont il s'agit me fut sugg^r^e, il y a quelques

anuses par le Prof. Stokes, mais il convient de remarquer que la courbe enveloppe

des droites menses par les points d'une ellipse perpendiculaires aux rayons conduits

par le centre, est mentionnee en passant dans le m^moire de M. Tortolini " Sulle

relazioni ec." Annali, torn. vi. pp. 433—446, 1855 (voir p. 461), oil il trouve que

r^uation de la courbe est

[4 (a* + b*- a'b') - 3 (aW + ty)]'

= [9a' (2lP - a^) «= + 96' (2a' - 6') f-4< (a' + 6') (2«' - 6') (26' - a')]',

Equation qui ^tait trouv^e en ^galant a zero le discriminant d'une fonction quadratique.

L'auteur remarque que cette Equation fut trouvde par lui en 1846 dans la Raccolta

Scientifica di Roma, et il remarque que la courbe est connue sous le nom de la

courbe de Talbot.

Selon raa m^thode I'dquation de la courbe est trouvde en ^galant h, z^ro le

discriminant d'une fonction cubique, et I'^quation de la surface est trouvde en dgalant

k z^ro le discriminant d'une fonction biquadratique. Comme on a besoin de la courbe

pour la discussion de la surface, je commence par la consideration de la courbe.

On voit sans peine qu'en s'imaginant un cercle passant par le centre de I'ellipse

et touchant I'ellipse h, I'un quelconque de ses points, le point correspondant de la courbe

est situd k I'extremite du diamfetre du cercle, lequel diamfetre passe par le centre de

16—2
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I'ellipse, oil ce qui est la meme chose (prenant pour origine le centre de I'ellipse) les

coordonn^es du point de la courbe sont respectivement les doubles des coordonndes du
centre du cercle. Prenez X, Y pour les coordonn6e8 du point de I'ellipse, et x, y
pour celles du point de la courbe, I'^quation de I'ellipse sera

X' P ,

et, de la construction geomdtrique dont je viens de parler, on obtient sans peine

lesquelles sont les expressions de x, y en X, Y.

Ces expressions font voir que les points selon lesquels I'ellipse est couple par le

cercle X'^ -^Y^ = la? (c'est-a-dire les points

(6^ - a") X' = a' (b" - 2a^), (¥ - a') P = a-¥,

qui sont des points imaginaires de I'ellipse) donuent pour la courbe des points doubles

sur I'axe des Y (ces points sont toujours imaginaires) et de meme les points selon

lesquels I'ellipse est coupde par le cercle X^+ F* = 2b^ (c'est-^-dire les points

(a- - b'') Z= = a'b'. (a' - b') Y^ = ¥ (a' - 2b'),

qui sont des points rdels de I'ellipse en supposant a^ > 2¥) donnent pour la courbe

des points doubles sur I'axe des X. Les coordonndes de ces points doubles sont don-

n^es par a'af' = 46= (a' - b"), y" = 0, et elles sont ainsi r^elles, soit pour a' < 26', soit pour

tt" > 26^ mais dans le premier cas les points doubles sont des points conjuguds.

En formant les Equations

dx=(2-^^(SX' + Y^)dX- ^dY=0,

dy= --|^dZ+(2-i(Z= + 3P))dF=0,

et en ^liminant dX, dY, on obtient I'^quation

(2-l(3A-+P))(2-l(Z^4-3P))-*gf^0,

laquelle au moyen de I'dquation de I'ellipse se r^duit k

-2(Z» + P)(i+j-,) + 3(Z>+P)«^^-, = 0.
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On voit que les points de I'ellipse lesquels donnent lieu a des points de rebrousse-

ment de la courbe doivent etre situds sur la courbe donn^e par I'dquation derniere-

ment mentionn^e. Cette Equation se divise en deux facteurs : I'dquation X^+Y'^ =

combin^e avec I'^uation de I'ellipse donne les points X' = f-> Y^ = r, lesquels^
a' — b' a^ — b''

sont des points imaginaires de I'ellipse; mais on pent se couvaincre sans peine que

ces points ne donnent pas lieu a des points de rebroussement de la courbe. L'autre

facteur, savoir X' = F" = § (a- + b^), combing avec I'Ajuation de I'ellipse donne les points

(a^

-

¥) X' = ia' {2a^ - b% (a^ - b') Y^ = ^¥ (a' - 2b^),

lesquels pour a^ > 2¥ sont des points r^els de I'ellipse, et qui donnent lieu a des

points de rebroussement de la courbe. On trouve alors pour les coordonndes des points

de rebroussement

(o' - 6») a'a^ =^ (2a» - by, (6" - a^) by =^ (2b^ - a^

lesquels sont aussi des points rdels pour a^ > 26l

On trouve sans peine les points dans lesquels la courbe coupe I'ellipse; en effet ces

points se d^rivent des points ou I'ellipse est couple par le cercle

lesquels sont des points reels de I'ellipse si a^ > 2¥, et les coordonndes sont donndes

par

(a* - b*) X' = a?¥ (2a- - b-), (b* - a*) P = a'b' (26^ - a%

de Ik on obtient, pour les coordonnees des points ou I'ellipse est coupee par la courbe,

(a' + b'Y (a' -¥)a? = a^b" (2a^ - b^, {d' + ¥f {¥ - a') y" = a?}}" (26^ - ajj..

lesquels sont de mSrae des points rdels si a?- > 26-'. A present il est facile d'apercevoir

la forme de la courbe ; en effet on voit d'abord que la courbe est sym^trique par

rapport h. chacune des deux axes et qu'elle touche I'ellipse aux extr^mitds des deux

axes : pendant que a^ < W^ (c'est-k-dire pendant que I'ellipse n'est pas trop excentrique)

la courbe est une ovale situde entierement en dedans de I'ellipse. Seulement il y a

deux points conjugu^s sur I'axe de x. En supposant a? = 26^ on n'a plus les deux

points conjugues, mais I'apparence de la courbe n'est pas autrement chang^e : cependant

les points aux extr^mit^s de I'axe majeur de I'ellipse sont ici des points singuliers

d'une esp^ce particulifere ; car chacun de ces points est form^ par I'union et I'amal-

gamation de deux points de rebroussement et d'un point double. Mais, pour a? > 2b^,

la forme de la courbe est entierement changde: aux extrdmitds de I'axe majeur, la

courbe est situ^e en dehors de I'ellipse, avec sa convexite dans le sens opposd k celle

de I'ellipse ; la courbe va de chaque cot^ jusqu'^ un point de rebroussement ou elle

change de direction, et puis elle coupe I'ellipse, coupe aussi I'axe majeur dans un point
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en dedans de I'ellipse (ce point est I'intersection de deux branches de la courbe, et

ainsi un point double), et enfin la courbe arrive k I'extrdrait^ de I'axe mineur oil elle

se r^unit avec la branche situde de I'autre cot^ de I'axe mineur; la construction

g6om6triquc par points donne le moyen de tracer la courbe avec exactitude ; et dans
le cas a' > 26' on pourrait aussi par les valeurs ci-devant donn^es pour les coordonnees

construire les points doubles, et les points de rebroussement. Pour trouver I'^uation

de la courbe il faut dliminer X, Y entre I'^quation de I'ellipse, et les Equations trouv^s
pour X, y; pour feire cela j'dcris X*+ ¥'^ = 6, on a

..x(2-l), .-r(2-g.

et r^uation X^+Y' = d et I'equation de I'ellipse donnent alors

6= 7i „ , 1= :; 1

entre lesquelles il faut dliminer Q; en multipliant la premiere ^nation par 2, et la

seconde Equation par — ^ et en ajoutant, on trouve

et la seconde Equation est I'dquatiou deriv^e de celle-ci par rapport &. Q\ c'est-^-dire

I'equation de la courbe sera trouvee en ^liminant Q entre cette Equation et sa d^rivee

par rapport a 0: en 6cartant les d^nominateurs, I'dquatioii devient

^ - ^ (2a= + W) + e (a:'aP + by + 4rt*n - 2a-¥ («= + f) = 0,

et le discriminant de cette fonction cubique de 0, dgale a z«^ro donne I'equation de

la courbe.

Je reprfeente la fonction cubique par

{A, B, c, B^e, ly,

de mani^re que

^ = 1,

C =i (a'x^ + by + 4a-6»),

D = -2a^l}'{af' + y'').

En reprdsentant le discriminant par D, dans le cas actuel oil A=l, il sera convenable

de se servir de la forme

A"-D=4,(AC- B'f - (SABC - A'D - 25^)^ = ;
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Ton a

AC-R- =^ (3aV + 36y - 4a^ + icv^b' - 46*),

AD-BC= ^ [(a- - 8b-) a-a? + {h- - Sa?) h-if + 4 (a^ + h") a-h%

BD-C = - ^ [aV + 2a%'x'f + 6y - 4 (a- + 36^) a'b-x' -4(6^ + Sa') a%Y + 1 Qa'b*],

et de la

3ABC-AW-2B> = 2B(AG-B')-A(AD-BC)

= -^ [9 (a= - 26=') aV + 9(¥- 2a') by - 8a' + 12a'¥ + 12a'b' - 8b''],

et I'equation de la courbe est ainsi trouvee sous la forme

(3aV + 36y - 4a* + 4a-b^ - 46*)'

+ [9 (o» - 26^ aV + 9 (6' - 2a^) 6y - 8a' + 12a*6= + 12a''6* - 86"]^ =

laquelle est en eflFet la forme ci-devant mentionnee
;

j'ajoute que Ton trouverait les

expressions dejk dounees pour les coordonn^es des points de rebroussement en dgalant

k z^ro les deux fonctions quadratiques qui entrant dans I'equation.

Je considfere k present la surfaxie qui est l'enveloppe des plans mends par les points

d'un ellipsoide perpendiculairement aux rayons conduits par le centre. En s'imaginant

une sphere qui passe par le centre de rellipsoide et touche rellipsoide dans I'un quel-

conque de ses points, le point correspondant de la surface sera k rextrdmitd d'un

diametre de la sphere, lequel diamfetre passe par le centre de rellipsoide : ou ce qui

est la m^me chose (prenant le centre de rellipsoide pour origine) les coordonndes du

point de la surface sont respectivement les doubles des coordonndes du centre de la

sphere. Prenez X, Y, Z pour les coordonndes du point de Tellipsoide, et as, y, z pour

les coordonndes du point de la surface, I'equation de I'ellipsoide sera

— + 77 + — = 1>
a' 0^ c-

et la construction qui vient d'etre mentiounde donne

x = xh-^^iX'+Y' + Z')'\, y=Fr2-i(Z^+P + Z0 , z = z\^ -'^-{X' + Y' + Z')

pour les expressions de x, y, z en fonction de X, Y, Z.

La discussion de la surface pent §tre effectude au moyen de ces expressions. II

y a un assez grand nombre de diffdrentes formes de la surface ; mais le seul cas que

je vais considdrer (lequel apparemment est celui qui presente le plus grand nombre

des singularitds rdelles) est le cas ou a^ > 26=, 6= > 2c? ; en effet dans ce cas, les courbes

du sixi^me ordre, ou sextiques, correspondantes aux sections principales de I'ellipsoide

ont chacune des points doubles et des points de rebroussement.
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Lea courbes selon lesquelles rellipsoide est coup^ par les spheres concentriques

donnent lieu dans la surface a des courbes nodales (courbes doubles) dans les plans

yz, zx, xy respectivement. La premiere de ces courbes d'intersection, et la courbe

nodale dans le plan de zy qui y correspond, sont I'une et I'autre imaginaires : les deux

autres courbes d'intersection, et les courbes nodales dans les plans de zx et xy qui y
correspondent, sont r^elles; la courbe selon laquelle Tellipsoide est coupd par la sphere

laquelle courbe est une espfece d'ovale autour de I'extr^mit^ de I'axe le plus grand

de rellipsoide (il va sans dire que les ovales dont je parle sont des courbes k double

courbure), cette courbe d'intersection, je dis, donne lieu a une courbe nodale hyperbolique

sur le plan de ZX. Pour en trouver I'dquation on a

-2x(i-^,), ,=0, .=2z(i-f;).

et de 1^, en dliminant X, Y, Z, on trouve

a'af (?z^

^(a^-¥) 46»(6=-c0
= 1

pour r^uation de la courbe nodale hyperbolique dans le plan de zx; on s'assure sans

peine que cette courbe passe par les points doubles de la courbe sextique dans le

plan de xy.

De meme la courbe selon laquelle rellipsoide est coup^ par le sphere

X2 + Y- + Z' = 2c=,

laquelle courbe est une espfece d'ovale autour de I'extr^mitd de I'axe le plus petit,

donne lieu k une courbe nodale elliptique dans le plan de xy, et Ton a d'une manifere

semblable

4c» (a» - c")
"*"

4c» (6" - c=)

~

pour I'^quation de cette courbe nodale elliptique dans le plan de xy: cette courbe

passe par les points doubles des courbes sextiques dans les plans de yz et zy respec-

tivement. La section de la surface par un plan principal de I'ellipsoide est compos^e

de la courbe sextique donn^e par la section principale de rellipsoide et de la courbe

nodale (ellipse hyperbole, ou conique imaginaire) considdree comme deux coniques coin-

cidentes; les sections principales de la surface sont ainsi des courbes de I'ordre 10, et

(ce qui sera montrt? plus complfetement dans la suite) la surface elle-mSme est de

I'ordre 10.
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A present je vais chercher la courbe sur rellipsoide laquelle donne lieu a une

courbe cusjridale (courbe de rebroussement) sur la surface. Pour cela je forme les

Equations

:

d.T=\2- ?-, (3Z^ + r= + z4 dX -'^dY ^^^
dZ=0,

a"

dy= -^ dX+ k - ^ (X-^ + 3P +^^)1 dY -^f dZ=0,

dz=^ -^ dX -^ dY+\2-\ {X' + P +Z^ dZ= 0,
cr Cr [ c- )

et en dliminant dX, dY, dZ et reduisant au moyen de I'^quation de rellipsoide on

trouve

laquelle est I'equation d'une surface du quatrieme ordre qui coupe I'ellipso'ide suivant

une courbe qui donne lieu a une courbe cuspidale sur la surface. La courbe sur

rellipsoide rencontre chacune des sections principales dans les points qui donnent lieu a

la courbe sextique qui correspond k la section principale, et dans les points selon

lesquels la section principale est coupee par la courbe qui donne lieu k une courbe

nodale : ainsi les points d'intersection de la surface du quatrieme ordre avec la section

principale

? + ? = !. r=o.
a- Cr

sont les points d'intersection de cette ellipse avec les courbes

X'+Z'=l {cC' -j- c"-) et X"- + Z"- = W,

lesquels points sont r^ls; les points d'intersection avec la section principale

^ + 1 = 1.^ = 0.

sent les points d'intersection de cette ellipse avec le cercle

lesquels points sont r^els, et avec le cercle

P + Z= = 2a=,

lesquels points sont imaginaires; les points d'intersection avec la section principale

X- P

sont les points d'intersection de cette ellipse avec le cercle

X"- + r= = f (a» + h%

c. IV. 17
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lesquels points sont rdels, et avec le cercle

Z» + F" = 2c^,

lesquels points sont imaginaires. La courbe sur I'ellipsoide qui donne lieu k la courbe

cuspidale rencontre les courbes sur rellipsoide qui donnent lieu aux courbes nodales,

seulement dans les points oh ces demiferes courbes sont rencontr^es par les sections

principales respectivement ; et les points ou cela arrive sont des points de contact des

courbes dont il s'agit; les seuls points r^els de contact sont les points ou la section

principale

§ + 1 = 1' ^=«'

est couple par le cercle X^ + Z^ = 2b\ Pour fixer les iddes je suppose a' + 6' > 36^ on a

alors 26" < § (a' + 6") et les points dont je viens de parler sont situ^ plus prfes des

extremit^s de I'axe le plus petit tjue ne sont les points ou cette meme ellipse est

couple par le cercle

X^ + Z^ = ^{a^ + d').

La courbe sur rellipsoide que donne lieu a la courbe cuspidale est composee de deux

paires d'ovales: les ovales de I'une de ces paires sont situes autour des extrdmit^s

de I'axe le plus petit, et les ovales de I'autre paire autour des extr^mit^s de I'axe

le plus grand ; et par la remarque ddja faite, les ovales de la premifei-e paii'e toachent la

courbe sur rellipsoide qui donnent lieu a la courbe hyperbolique nodale, les coordonn^es

des points de contact dtant denudes par

X^ Z^

a^ c-

les coordonndes des points correspondants sur la surface sont donnees par

4 (g' - 6^) (2b^ - <f) ^_ 4(6--c-)(a--26')

Nous avons jusqu'ici parld de la courbe nodale hyperbolique comrae etant une

hj'perbole complete, mais il convient de remarquer que la courbe rdelle entiere sur

rellipsoide ne donne lieu qu'a des parties finies de cette hyperbole, savoir les parties

finies comprises entre les points dont je viens de donner les cooi-donnees, et que pour ces

parties de I'hyperbole la courbe nodale est une courbe nodale proprement dite, savoir

il y a pour ces parties deux nappes rdelles, mais pour les autres pai'ties de I'hjrperbole

il n'y a aucune nappe i-^elle de la surface, ou autrement dit, la courbe nodale est

une courbe conjugude : les points dont il s'agit (lesquels pour plus de commodity je

vais appeler les points critiques^) seront dvidemment des points cuspidaux sur la courbe

nodale (c'est-^-dire des points oil les deux plans tangents deviennent identiques).

Mais ces points sont ici des points d'une singularity plus 4\ev4e, savoir ils sont des

1 Dans le m^moire anglais j'ai dit "points of cesser" ce qui iStait uu terme plus expressif. A. C.
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]K)ints de rebroussement sur la courbe cuspidale, et de plus la courbe nodale hyper-

bolique, la courbe cuspidale, et la courbe sextique dans le plan zx ont a chacun de

ces points une tangente commune. Car, comme je I'ai auparavant mentionne, les

courbes sur rellipsoide qui donnent lieu a la courbe nodale hyperbolique et la courbe

cuspidale respectivement, se touchent I'une I'autre aux points qui donnent lieu aux

points critiques ; de la il suit que la courbe nodale hyperbolique et la courbe cuspidale

se touchent I'une I'autre aux points critiques, et par cela seulement que la tangente

de la courbe cuspidale est, a I'un quelconque des points critiques, dans Ic plan de zx,

(puisque la courbe cuspidale est symdtrique par rapport a ce plan) on voit que le

point critique sera un point de rebroussement sur la courbe cuspidale. II ne reste

qu'a montrer que la courbe nodale hyperbolique et la courbe sextique ont une

tangente commune au point critique. La tangente de la courbe nodale hyperbolique

est donnee par I'^quation

d^x dx c-z dz _

ou

x^X 2-^,(Z=+P + Z^)l, z = Z 2-^,(X=+P + Z=)1,

et

^' + §='1. X"- + Z' = 2¥, F = 0,

c'est-k-dire que Ton a

ay 97

(t~ c

et I'Ajuation devient ainsi Xdx + Zdz = 0, ce qui fait voir que la tangente est perpen-

dicuiaire au rayon men^ par le centre de rellipsoide au point qui donne lieu au

point critique, et ainsi la tangente de la courbe nodale hyperbolique coincide avec

celle de la courbe sextique dans le plan de zx. Et Ton pent a present expliquer

plus particulierement la forme de la courbe cuspidale (le cas dont il s'agit est celui

oil Ton a non seulement a^ > 2b'\ b- > 2c^ mais aussi a' + c- > 36-) en effet la courbe

cuspidale est compos^e en premier lieu de deux ovales en forme d'ceil situ^s

symdtriquement de cha<{ue cotd du plan de xy, et qui passent par les points critiques,

et les points de rebroussement de la courbe sextique dans le plan de yz, et en second

lieu de deux ovales ordinaires situds symdtriquement de chaque c6td du plan de yz,

et qui passent par les points de rebroussement des courbes sextiques dans les plans

de xy et zx respectivement: tons les ovales dont il s'agit etant, il va sans dire, des

courbes k double courbure. Les relations des differentes courbes sur Fellipsoide seront

mieux comprises au moyen de la figure 1', oil les sections principales de I'ellipsoide

sent tracdes, non pas en perspective, mais ddveloppees sur le plan de la figure ; et les

courbes qui donnent lieu aux courbes nodales et cuspidales respectivement sent seule-

ment marquees par des courbes menses par les points dans les sections principales

par lesquels points passent respectivement les courbes dont il s'agit. On aura une

idde de la forme de la surface au moyen de la figure 2* (laquelle est dessinde en

perspective orthogonale au moyen de la premiere figure) et qui fait voir la forme des

17—2
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sections principales de la surface (y compris les courbes nodales) et la forme de la

courbe cuspidale. Les numeros et lettres dans les deux figures font voir quels points

des diff^rentes courbes sur I'ellipsoide donnent lieu respectivemeut aux points des

diff^rentes courbes sur la surface. En particulier il convient de remarquer que dans

la figure 1* le point 4 qui donne lieu a un point critique est situ^ entre les points

3 et 5 qui donnent lieu respectiveraent au point double et au point de rebrousse-

ment de la courbe sextique dans le plan de zx, et cela fait voir trfes evidemment

dans quelle partie de la courbe sextique est situe'e le point ciitique, oil cette courbe

est touch^e par la courbe nodale hyperbolique. Je n'ai pas cherchd k dessiner d'autres

sections de la surfiice, cela donnerait trop de complication k la figure, et il serait

encore plus difficile d'apercevoir la forme de la surface, laquelle pent h. peine etre

reprt^sent^e sinon pai- un modele ou au moins une st^reographie. On peut trouver

lequation de la surface de la meme maniere que celle de la courbe sextique, 4 savoir

il faut eliminer X, Y, Z entre I'dquation

Z= 72 z^

a=
"^

6^
*

(f
~

'

et les Equations

qui donnent les points de la surface.

En ecrivant = X''+Y^ + Z^ on trouve

, x' w» -^

0\-'

1 =

(-".) (-IT (-1:

6^'•

et en multipliant la seconde equation par 2, et la premifere equation par — et en

ajoutant on trouve

0= ^ + ^ + ^
2-^ 2-^ 2-^

laquelle a pour d^rivde par rapport a la seconde t^quation. Cette tkiuatiou peut

s'ecrire

0*

+ ^[-2(a-^ + 6-^ + c0]

+ &' [4 (6=c» + d'a" + a'lf) + aV + ¥y' + cV]

+ 6 [- Sa%^(? - 2 (6- + (?) a^a? - 2 (c^ + a») fry - 2 (a' + 6=') c^'^"]

+ 4tt=6=c*(ar' + ^= + 20 = 0,

i
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et requation de la surface sera trouvde en e'galant a zero le discriminant de cette

fonction de 6. En representant I'dquation par

i{A,B,C,D,E){d,iy = 0,

on aura

A= 6,

B = - ^{a? + b' + c%

C = 4 (6V + c^a^ + a^'b-) + a?a? + h-y- + c'z\

D = -\ 2a-'6V - 3 {¥ + &) a^a^ - 3 (c= + a=) bl'f-S(a- + ¥) &!i\

et I'equation de la surface sera

{AE - 4>BD + soy - 27 (AGE+ 2BGD -AD'-B'E- 0>y = 0.

II convient de remarquer que C, qui serait du douzieme ordre en x, y, z n'entre pas

dans requation, et que tous les autres termes sont au plus de I'ordre 10, la surface

est done (comme j'ai d^jk remarque) de I'ordi'e 10. II ne m'a pas paru uecessaire de

developper plus complfetement I'equation (').

I

' Mi sia lecito di richiamare qui per un' istante in Begoito alia bella ed elegante Memoria dell' illnstre

Geometra, come piii volte questa sujjerficie di deeimo ordine derivata dall' ellissoide sia stato fin da molti

anni per me il soggetto di ricerche relative al calcolo integrale per ci6 ohe riguarda specialmente la sua

qaadratnra dipendente da trascendenti ellittici di prima e seoonda specie ; coai in un breve articolo inserito

nella Raccolta Scientifica di Boma Anno 2» No. 9 in data del 2 Aprile 1846 ritrovai le coordinate della

nnova superficie in funzione delle coordinate corrispondenti dell' ellissoide, e determinai ancora 1' integrale

definite duplicate di forma razionale per la quadratura della stessa superficie : pid estesamente mi occupai

dello stesso argomento in una Memoria inserita nel torn. 34" del Sig. Crelle in data 15 Aprile 1846 : piu

completamente poi risolvei la stessa questions in altro articolo pubblicato nella citata Raccolta Scientifica

dello stesso Anno 2° Ko. 21 con la data del 23 Ottobre 1846. Infine ripresi a risolvere lo stesso problema

con altri metodi in una Memoria Sulla riduzione di alcuni integrali definiti ai traaccndenti ellittici inserita

pel mese di Agosto e Settembre 1848 nel giornale arcadico di Boma, e precisamente nel No. 18 e seguenti.

Sovente ancora nei privati miei studii tentai di giungere all' equazione algebrica della superficie, il ohe

dipendeva da un' eliminazione, ma proponendomi la questione sotto un' aspetto complicato, mi trovava arrestato

dalla longhezza dei calcoli. II maraviglioso ripiego analitico ritrovato dal Sig. Cayley riduce quest' eliminazione

ad una simplieita inaspettata, e rende inutile qualunque altra ricerca, che si volesse intraprendere suUo stesso

soggetto. Termino questa breve nota col fare i miei distinti ringraziamenti al chiarissimo Autore, che si ^

compiaciuto dietro un mio snggerimento comnnicatogli dal Sig. D. Hint fare la traduzione della Memoria per

essere inserita negli Amuili.—B. T.





a2=84, 6'= 28, c'-= 12

et ahm

(a) O^n&atrice de la courbe nodate elliptique dans le plan Ue xy

(6) O^n^ralrice dune partie de la courbe Cuspidate

(c) O^n&atrice de la courbe nodale Ai/perbolique dans le plan de zx

(rf) OMratrice dune partie de la courbe cutpidale
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251.

SUR QUELQUES FORMULES POUR LA DIFFERENTIATION.

[From the Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata (Tortolini) torn. ii. (1859),

pp. 214—230. Traduction par I'auteur d'un m^moire pr^sent^ a la Soci^te Royale

de Londres le 26 Novembre, 1^7.]

En cherchant une formule dans la theorie des intdgrales ddfinies multiples je fus

conduit il y a plusieurs anndes k chercher les coefficients differentials successifs de

I'expression (Va; + \ — Va; + /i)^', et les r<5sultats que j'ai trouv^s sent donnas dans le

Memoire "On certain formulae for differentiation with applications to the evaluation of

<lefinite integrals," Gamb. and Dublin Mathematical Journal, tom. ii. pp. 122—128 (1847),

[41]. J'ai xiepuis cherch^ les coefficients diffdrentiels successifs de I'expression plus g^ndrale

[(« + \) {x + /i)]** {yx + \ — Va; + lif', mais I'investigation n'etait pas achevde. Men atten-

tion fut rappelde k ce sujet par deux identites remarquables trouvdes par le Prof

Donkin dans son Memoire " On the equation of Laplace's functions etc." Phil. Trans.

tom. CXLVII. (1857), pp. 43—57, au moyen de la comparaison de ses rdsultats avec ceux

du Prof Boole ; identitds qui appartenaient, je raper9us, a la classe des formules

ci-dessus mentionndes : la premifere de ces deux identites se deduit en effet assez

facilement d'une formule exposde dans mon mdmoire ; la demonstration de la seconde

identite' est beaucoup plus difficile, et je n'ai rdussi a I'etablir qu'en la faisant ddpendre

de I'dtablissement de I'dgalitd des coefficients numdriques de deux expressions de la

m^me forme. Je suis depuis revenu aux investigations incompletes dont j'ai parld

ci-dessus et les rdsultats que j'ai trouvds sont donnas dans le prdsent mdmoire. Je

remajque qu'en dcrivant pour abreger

P = 2a; + X -I- /i, Q = ^{x-it-\){x + ij), R = {'^x+\ - ^/'x + ~^)\

le sujet auquel appartiennent tous les resultats est la differentiation de I'expi-ession

P'^Q^Ry : I'expression ci-dessus mentionnde [(« + \)(x + /j,)]^'' (Va; + \ — Va; + /i)-' est de la
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forme dont il s'agit, et la question qui s'y rapporte est celle d'obtenir le ddveloppe-

meut de L^F'Q^By, oil a = 0.

La question sugg^r^e par la seconde identity du Prof. Donkin est celle d'obtenir

le ddveloppement de (P-'Q^DxY P'C^Iiy, ou a^y-^. Comme la demonstration de ces

identit^s est I'un des objets de ce Mdmoire, j'ai donnd dans la premiere section la

reduction des identitds k la forme sous laquelle je les ai depuis consid^rdes. La
seconde section se rapporte au ddveloppement de I'expression D^P'Q^Rt, ou a = ; la

troisifeme section ft celui de I'expression {P~^(^D^ P'^Q^By, ou 0=7 — /3: enfin la

quatrifeme .section contient I'application des deux identites, et quelques autres appli-

cations des formules.

1. La premifere des deux identites du Prof. Donkin est

(sin eDe sin Of (tang \ef = 1 . 3 . 5 ... (2ft - 1) (sin df

laquelle est I'dquation (27) article No. 14, de son M^moireC).

En dcrivant cot = t, I'dquation devient

r_V T) »
(^rr^-O" _ 1.3.5...(2k-1)

^ ' ' ViT<= (1 + <T+* '

et en posant comme a I'ordinaire i = y —1 on obtient

Vl + f- - < = - i (-/« + i - V/! - i)\

et en ^crivant aussi

1 . 3 . .5 ... (2n - 1)= 2" . i . f . f ... (« - I) = 2" [n-i^Y,

la formule devient

^ (vm- vr^r ^ 2" [ft - \Y

Ceci est un cas particulier de

jy n (^^>- - V^+m)"' ^ (-)" JP - Mf [n - kY
' V(^ + \)(^ + ^)

[(.r + \)(a; + /.)]''+4 '

OU, en ^rivant comme auparavant

P = 2a; + \ + ^, Q = V(a; + \) (a; + /*), R = [Va;+ X - Vi +7*]%

la formule est

D,«Q-'B:" = (-)" (X - /i)» [n - i]
Q-^-'-

' Vedi la nota in fine. [TliU Note by the Editor, Profe.s8or Tortolini, relating merely to the transformation

(BinflZ), sin 9)" = (8in9)"' (8in-'9X>j)"8iu 9, is not here reproduced.]
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2. (') La coinparaison mentionn^e article No. 5 du M^moire du Prof. Donkin donne

(sin 0)-" (sin 6 Dg sin 6Y \f

oil 11 = cos 6, et aprfes les differentiations fi! = cos 6. Les parties qui contiennent les

fonctions inddtermindes f et F doivent etre egales, chacune prise k part de I'autre.

Les parties qui contiennent / seront egales, si cette ^galit^ subsiste pour fx = of, oil s

est un indice quelconque; c'est-^-dire Y4ga,\it4 subsistera si

(sin 0)-" (sin Dg sin ^)» (tang \ey

-"('v^T(--i)"<'^'-'-<rfVr

ou enfin en ^crivant /t, au lieu de fi', si

(sin ^)-» (sin d D» sin (9)» (tang i^dy = /i»-« (1 - /*=)*» (i>^.-)" /^"+' (1 + m)""',

oil ^ = cos ^ ; c'est en effet la seconde des deux identites du Prof. Donkin. L'egalite

des parties qui contiennent F depend de la meme manifere de I'dquation

{sin ey^ (sin 6 D« sin ^)» (tang \dy = (-)" (1 - fi'y" (-D*c -)" /*"+* (1 - m)"~',

laquelle se d^duit de I'autre Equation en y ^crivant 180' — au lieu de 6.

3. La seconde identity (voir article No. 16) est

(sin ey^ (sin 9 Dg sin (9)» (tang ^Oy = ^»-» (1 - ^=)i» (d^ -T fj,''+' (1 + /x)"^',

oil comme auparavant /t = cos ^. En ecrivant cot d=t, et en faisant attention que le

c6t^ gauche de I'equation peut s'dcrire sous la forme '

(sin 0)-^-' (sin= i)^)" sin (tang ^0)",

et que Ton a

8ine = -pi=-, tangA(9 = vrTf'-<, sin»^i)9 = -A,
V 1 + (=

' Le lecteur ponrrait omettre cet article, qui ne fait que montrer qu'une certaine forraule du Professeur

Donkin se r^uit k son identite seconde.

c. IV. 18
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le c6t^ gauche devient

(_)« (1 + (>)Kn+» 2)

«

(Vi -M^ ty

Le cot^ droit peut s'ecrire sous la forme

et en observant que <

t 1 n (l+<')' n

le c6t^ droit devient

<"-'+ /(I + ff
J. Y

<"+'-'
.

en comparant les deiix expressions on obtient

0"

et de \k, en ecrivant comme auparavant i = V — 1, et

vr+i^ - < = - i (Vr+i - v«^7
la fonnule devient

((l+ff
J. Y'

(20"+'-' ^ (1 + <')"+
yj „(VF+i-Vm>"

I 2< ^V (i+«T-*(Vi+i-V<^T-^ (20"-'+' ' vi+7'

laquelle est un cas particulier de

n(x + X)(x + ^)y ^ I"
(2a; + \ + M)"^'-'

L 2x + \ + fi 'j [(a; +X){x + /i)]""* (Va; + X - 'Jx + nf"-^

^ [(a; + \)(a; + M)]"-*-' n „ (V^^Tx- V^l^)"
(2a; + \ + /.)»-«+» * V(^Txy(«H^)

c'est-k-dire de

(P-l Q* Z),)» (P»+«-i Q-2«+i E-»+«) = p-n+.-l Qim+2 X)^« (Q-i ^Jo).

§n.

4. En dcrivant comme auparavant

P=2x + X + /i, Q = V(a; + \) (a; + /!,), iJ = (Va; + \) - Vx+m)'.

on a R= P— 2Q, et en Ecrivant pour abr^ger (\ — /x)^ = A,
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on obtient aussi

RA = P=-4Q^ ^ = P+2Q;

on trouve de plus

5. Les dernieres formules donnent

D^ P'(^Ry = i /3P«+' Q^--* Ry - yP' Q^-' Ry + 2aP'-' Q» Ry,

formule dont on poun-ait se servir pour chercher DjP°-Q^Ry ; on a par exemple

D^^P'^Ry = i/8 (/3 - 2) P'^^ QP-' Ry -iy{2/3-l) P'+' Q^-' Ry

+ [B (2a + 1) + 7^] P" Q^-- Ry - iayP'-^ Q^- ijr + 4 (a - 1) yP-'-' (^ Ry,

et ainsi de suite. Et de meme

P-'Q'D^ P'Q^Ry = ^BP' (^*- R^ - yP'-' Q^+' -R^ + 2aP«-= (^+* Ry,

et de la

(P-> Q*n^f P'Q^Ry = iB{^ + 2) P" Q^+* Ry-^ (2/3 + 3) 7 P«-' Q»+' Ry

+ [2a (;8 + 2) + 7^] P«-«Q^+« Er - 2 (2a -1) 7 P""' Q3+' i?>

+ 4a(a-2)P«-^Q^+»i2i',

et ainsi de suite. Mais il sei-ait difficile d'obtenir de cette manifere I'expression de la

r-i^me repetition de I'op^ration D^, ou P-^Q^Dx, sur P'Q^Ry et je ne poursuis pas la

question. 1

6. Je vais k present chercher le d^veloppement de D/ P'Q^Ry (a = 0) ou ce qui

est la meme chose D/Q^Ry. On a

D^ Q^Ry = \BPQ^-^ R^ - yQ^-' R^,

ou en substituant pour P la valeur

P = ^-2Q.

on a

Dx Q^Ry = -{B + y) Q^-' Ry - i/3 AQ»-^ Ry-K

La repetition de I'operation D^ donne evidemment une expression de la forme

D/Q^Ry= (-y Lr A"^-'- Ry

+ (-)'•-« iz,,, A^Q^-^-»Ry-'

18—2
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et on obtient pour Z^, » I'^quation aux differences

laquelle, avec les conditions particuliferes

Lr, —1 = 0) -^r, r+i = 0. -"o, o = 1)

sufiSt pour determiner les coefficients Lr,B de la formule.

7. Avant d'aller plus loin, je vais considdrer le cas particuHer yS = 0. L'dquation

aux dififerences est ici

et Ton satisfait a cette Equation en posant

ou, ce qui est la nieme chose,

_ (-y 2»7 [6 - :^]9 [r + (9 - l]'-^' [7 - g - \Y-^'

En effet on d^duit de la premifere expression

ir+i, e+i - (7 - ^ - 2^ - 2) i,., e+,

=
2«+'Fg + 1]^-^' (^ + g) [^ + ^

- 1]-^ \n-Q- 2]-'^

X [(r + ^+ 1) (7 -r)-(7-r- 2(9- 2)(r -<?-!)],

et le facteur en [ ] est 2(^ + 1) (7 — ^— 1), de maniere que I'expression devient

ce qui est

v \e-\^
{T^e)\r + e- \r \n-6- !]>-«-

L'Equation aux differences est done satisfaite ; les conditions pour les limites sont aussi

satisfaites, et la valeur qui vient d'etre donn^e est done celle de Zr, « dans le cas

particulier dont il s'agit ou /3 = 0.

8. II sera convenable decrire

(-)« _ [r + g-ir[7-g-l]^''-' _ \e -\-\»{r^6- 1]'-'^' [7 - ^- !]»-»- _ ,

2''7 ** l^{e^
'

[r-e-l]"-^^ -^r,9,

et alors en obsei-vant que i,, «, ou i',, 9 se rdduit k zdro pour 6 =r, on obtient
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9. Cela est en effet sous une forme un peu modifi(Je la formula fondamentale de

mon memoire dans le Camh. and Bub. Math. Journal; la valeur qu'on y trouve du
coefficient Kr, « (en mettant 7 au lieu de i est)

„ ^ r(r-^-g)r(2r-l-g)r(7-r--g-l )
''' Va)T(e + \)T('2.r-\-2e)V(y-r + \) ''{i)T(e + l)r(2r-l-2e)T(y-r + l)

et le coefficient X^, « (yS = 0) du present memoire est li^ avec Kr, e par I'^quation

-qe~ Xr, e = Lr,0= Kr, r-l-i-

La valeur de ZV, r-i est [r — f
]*"', et pour r = 7 + 1 le coefficient devient [7 — ^J^, et

tous les autres coefficients se r^uisent h. zdro : la formule devient done tout simpleraent

t^ 2),T+i ijy = [7 - J]r Av qr^~\

10. Dans le cas r > 7 + 1 il convient de modifier la forme de I'equation. J'dcris

r = 7 + 1 + s, puis en faisant attention que les coefficients Z'y+j+g, « se reduisent a z4.vo

poiu- ^ < 7, on peut ecrire 7 + ^ au lieu de 0, et dans la formule nouvelle dtendre 6

depuis ^ = jusqu'^ = 8. On a ainsi

7

et dans cette Equation le c6t^ gauche peut s'exprimer sous la forme

On obtient ainsi

+ L",, e A» Q-=r-'-«-« R-^

+ i\,A«Q-=r-i-^ jg-8_|

ou i"g_e = (—)*-^'t+h-», v+»~ -^T+i, T> et en substituant pour les coefficients L' leurs valeurs,

et en faisant attention que [- - 1]*~* = (-)'"* [s]*~*,

on trouve

, _ (-y [27 +5

+

ff]^+''[sy-^ ^ i-y [y+0- ^y [27 + ^ + ff]'-^ [s]'-'

^ » «

-

2*e [27]»» [7 + 0Y [s - 0]'-' '

la formule qui vient d'etre trouvde est donn^e sous une forme differente dans mon
memoire d^j^ citd
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11. Je r^ume I'^quation g^n^rale

ir+i. «+i
- (/3 + 7 - »• - 2^ - 2) i^r, »+i - (iS - r - ^) ir, « = 0,

les conditions aux limites 6tant comme auparavant

Lr, -1 = 0, Xr, r+i = tl, i/o, = 1-

On a en particulier

Lr+i,o-{fi + y-r )Lr,o =0,.

Lr+i.i-(0 + y-r-2)Lr,i-{^- r )Z,,„ = 0,

Lr+i,,-(^ + y-r-'i)Lr,,-(0- r-l)i,.i = 0.

ir+i,m -(/3-2r )Z,,., = 0.

De la on voit tout de suite que les valeurs de Z^.o, Lr, r sont

^,o=[/3 + 7]'-, U,r = W, -2]'-,

oil dans la derni^re Equation la notation au cot^ droit denote une factorielle a diffi^-

rence — 2.

12. Les autres coefficients Z,^i, Z^, 2, etc. peuvent s'obtenir successivement par une

integration directe des Equations; et quoiqu'on ne les obtienne pas de cette maniere

sous la forme la plus commode, cependant il convient de donner I'investigation. Pour

Lr 1 on peut ^crire

Lr,i=[^+y-2yMr,„
r^quation pour Mr, 1 sera

;m- _m _ (^-r)W + yr (;8-r)(;3+7)(/3 + 7-l)
'+••' "•'

[/S + 7-2]^+' '
(/3 + 7-r)(/S + 7-r-l)(^ + 7-r-2)'

laquelle peut aussi s'^crire

jiT M .., ,
-i(r+2)(r+l)(7-2) (r+l)r(7-l) -^r(r-l)7

Mr+i,,-Mr,i-l+ ^+^_^_2 + ^ +^_^_i +
/S + 7-r "

Cette Equation a une solution

^''='' + ^ + 7-r-l+/3+7-r'
cela donne en effet

et Ton doit ainsi avoir

J,+.=-K'-+2)(r-+l)(7-2), £,+,-4,=(r+l)r(7-l), -B,= -Jsr(r-l)y,

Equations qui sont satisfaites par

^,= -i(r4-l)r(7-2), Br = ir(r-l)y.

Les conditions aux limites sont aussi satisfaites, et en formant I'expression de L^+i on

obtient
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13. La valeur de L^, 2 peut s'obtenir par un procedd semblable, et Ton a

ou

Ar= Jg(r+l)r((r= + 5r-6)7^ + (-llr=-31r + 42)7 + (24r^+48r--72)).

5r = -Ar(r-l)((r^+3r-2)7^ + (-7r=-13r+6)7 + 8r= + 16r),

^r= A('--l)('--2)((r^ + r)7= + (-3r=-3r)7),

-Dr= -A (r - 2) (r - 3) ((r» - r) 7^ + (r= - r) 7),

et Ton peut reraarquer que les suites des coefficients num^riques (1, 1, 1, 1), (5,3, 1, —1),

(— 6, — 2, 0, 0) ont respectivement les premieres, secondes, et troisi^mes differences

(^gales a z^ro, les suites (-11, -7, —3, 1), (-31, -13, -3, -1) ont respectivement

les secondes, et troisifemes differences ^gales a zdro, et la suite (24, 8, 0, 0) a les

troisifemes differences ^gales h, z^ro. Je remarque que pour ?'=1, r=2 les expressions

de Lr,i, ir,2 donnent

A„ = (« + 7-2>(l-g^2),=A

lesquelles s'accordent avee les r^sultats donnas pai* I'expression gdn^rale de Z^_ r-

14. L'expression de i,, 1 peut se transformer en

ir, I
= r-/8 [/8 + 7 - 2]'-> - ir (r - 1 ) [/S + 7 - a]'-^,

et I'expression de Lr,i peut de meme, avec beaucoup plus de peine, se transformer en

( /3(/8-2)[/3 + 7-4]'^=

(r-2)y8(/3-l)[;8 + 7-4]''-=

t+i(r-2)(r-3)H^+l)y3[;8+7-4]'-^

Lr,, = \T{r-\)

et la forme de ces Equations et d'autres considerations m'ont conduit a assumer en

general

m
[^-ijo-'Ci]'

U9,,[r]<'+' [^ + 7-2^]'--''-

^ez^^y • i ^«. ^w [^ + 7 - 2^r-

^e.J*-?* [/S+7-2^]'-'''.
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15. En posant pour plus de commodity — 1 au lieu de dans I'^quation aux

differences, cette ^nation devient

Lr+,.»-W + y-r-20)L,,e = (0-r-0 + l)Lr,e-^,

et puis substituant dans cette Equation la valeur assum^e de Lr,e, et les valeurs

correspondantes de Z^+i, « et Xr, e_i, le terme general au c6t^ gauche sera

[ay [0-a]^ ¥' M'"-- Ifi^y- 2^"-*- ^"^

'

x[{r+l)(^ + y-r-0-a)-(0 + y-r-20)(r-0-<r + l)];

I'expression en [ ] est (0 + a-)(^ + <y — 20 + 1), et en substituant cette valeur le terme

g^n^ral au cotd gauche devient

[crr[0-cr]<^ ^(^+'^)[^r'-'[/3+7-2^+ir-''-'A.-

Le terme general au c6td droit est

[.yie-t-.r^-' ¥ M"'-^ [^ + 7 - 2^ + 1]-- A,_, .

x(;8-»--^ + l)(/9 + 7-2^ + 2),

dont le dernier facteur est ^gal a

(0 + y-r-0 + l + a)(0-2d+2-a)-{r-0+l-a){y + a);

et en substituant cette valeur le tenne devient

-
[<ry[0-~i-a]o-^-' ' 2' M'"' W + y-2d+ l]-»- (7 + a).l<,_,, ,.

En ^rivant dans la seconde ligne (ce qui est pemiis) a- — 1 au lieu de cr, cette ligne

devient

- [a-lp'[0-ar' • 2^" t'f"-^' W + y-20+ 1]-"-+' (7 + <^ - 1) 4.-., ^u

et les deux lignes ensemble seront

(-Y 1
L-J „ M'+'-HS + 'w — 20 + iy-^'+^

[o-]''[0-o-]»-'2''-
J '-'^^^ ^ -"

x[{0-a)(0-20 + 2-a)Ae-r,.+ 2a(y + <T-l)A,_,,^,l
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ce qui est le temie general au cot^ droit. En comparant cela avec I'expression ci-

dessus trouv^e pour le terme general au c6te gauche on obtient

(^ + (t) 4,, , = (0 - <7) (^ - 2^ + 2 - tr) 4<,_,, , + 2<7 (7 + <7 - 1) ^<,_,, ,_„

pour I'dquation aux differences a laquelle doit satisfaire le coefficient ^e, ,; en y (^crivant

on aura pour fi#, „ I'^juation

et on voit sans peine que les conditions aux limites sont

fifl, -I = ^. 5fl, «+i = 0, Bo, = 1.

16. On a en particulier

/?,, „ = (/8 - 2^ + 2) Be-,, „, Be,o = 5«_,, «_,

,

et de la

Be,o=W, -2]", Be,e = l.

Les autres fonctions Bg, „ sont des fonctions rationnelles et entieres de /3, du degr^

6— a, donnees par Tequation aux difiP^rences ; mais les coefficients numeriques des

diffi^rentes puissances de /3 n'admettent, a ce qu'il parait, aucune expression simple

;

les fonctions Bg^ sont, pour ainsi dire, une espfece de transcendantes rationnelles

propres pour exprimer la valeur de Lr,e> et il sera suffisant de tabuler les valeurs de

Be„ sans pousser plus loin la recherche de la loi de ces valeurs. On a en effet pour

^0,0. A, 0. etc....5,_, les valeurs

1, A /3(/9-2), ;8(|8-2)(/9-4), ^(^- 2)(/9- 4)(/3- 6), etc. ...

1, /3-1, ^--i^ + l 0^-Q^ + i^^-2^,

1 . ^-2 , y3»-6y8 + 7,

1 , /3 - 3,

1.

17. Puis en substituant pour Ag,^ la valeur [y + o- — 1]" Bg,^ on trouve

Lr.e=
^ly

B9.0 M» [/3 + 7-2^r-*

•^

[g-ir'W *^'''' ^'^^'^''^*^' [/3 + 7-2^]'-«-

(-)<• 1
Bg,g[y + 0-iy [7-r [/3 + 7-2^] r—29

[ey 2«

c. IV. 19
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ce qui est I'expression de Z,, « dans la formule

D/Q^By^i-y Lr,, Q^-y Ry

1

2r
Lr, r A*- Q^-^ Ry--.

§111.

18. Je passe a present au d^veloppement de

ou, ce qui est la meme chose,

(P-' Q" D^y Py-^ (^ Ry.

On a comme auparavant

P-' Q" D^ P'Q^Ry = i/S P« (y+' Ry-y P«-' Q^+' Ry + 2a P--^ Q^+'Ry,

et de la

P-' Q* D:, Py-^ (^ Ry = |;S Py-^ (^+'Ry-y Py-^-> Q3+' Ry + 2(y-0) py-^-"- (^+* Ry,

= ^B(P- 2Q) Py-f-' (y+' Ry-(y- 0} (P - 2Q)Py-P-' Q^+= Ry,

c'est-k-dire

P-'Q'D^ Py-» (^ Ry = i/9Py-P-' 0^+^ i?r+> - (7 - ;S) Py-^-- Q^+' Ry+\

On pent done eciiie

(P-' (^ D^y Py-» Q» Ry = ^ i\r,, „ Pr-^--" Q3+«- J?*+'

+ (-)'• i\^,, ,. Py-fl-i"- Q3+»- J?y+r,

et on trouve pour iV, ^ I'^quation au.x diiKrences

Nr^,,e+i-{0 + 2r+0 + l)Nr,e+,-(y-0-r-e)Nr,»^O,

laquelle avec les conditions aux limites

N'r,-,=0, iV,,,+, = 0, JVo,„ = l,

determine le coefficient Nr, «.
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On a, en particulier

-ft^r+i, = = (/8+2r + 2) Kr,, + {y-0-r-l)N-r,u

lesquelles donnent tout de suite

Nr,, =W + 2r - 2, - 2]'- Nr, r = [7 - ^, " 2]'-.

19. L'equation ressemble a celle pour Lr^^, et Ton pourrait cioire que rintdgration

s'accomplii'ait d'une manifere semblable, raais cela n'est pas ainsi ; car en considerant la

seconde equation de la suite, c'est-a-diie

iV,+,,,-(/3 + 2r+l)iV,., = (7-^-r)[,9 + 2r-2, -2]^

en y mettant

on obtient

[/3 + 2r + l, -2]'-+'(Jlf,+i,,-if,,0 = (7-y3-r)[^ + 2»--2, - 2]%

et de 1^

(7-/3-7-)[/8+2r-2. -2]'-.
-3fr+i, l-Mr,i =

[/9 + 27- + 1, - 2J'

mais les facteurs du num^rateur, et du ddnominateur ne sont pas ici (ce qui arrivait

dans r^^uation pour la quantity d^not^e auparavant par le nieine symbole Mr^ i) de la

meme forme, et il n'y a pas de simplification dans la forme de la fraction. En ^crivant

successivement r — 1, r— 2, ... 2, 1, pour r on trouve

(7-;3-r-+l)(/9+2r-4)...(^ + 2);8

(i8+2r-l)...(/S+5)(;S + 3)

et de la

(7-/3-1)^ r7-^-2)(^+2)^

)•...+

(/3 + 5)(/3 + 3)

(7-/3-r + l)(/3 + 2r--4)...(^ + 2)y9\

(;8 + 2r-l)...(^ + o)(/3 + 3)

II ne parait pas que la suite en [ ]
puisse etre additionn^e, et cela m'empeche de

pousser plus loin la recherche de la forme des coefficients iVr, «; la solution, telle que

je I'ai trouvde, est done donn^e par I'expression de {P~^ Q* DxY P^~^ Q^ B'" en termes des

coefficients num^iiques Nr, e . et par l'equation aux differences et conditions aux limites

qui d^terminent les coefficients Nr,e-

19—2
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§iv.

20. La premiere des identit^s du Pro£ Donkin eat

i),» Q-'R^ = (-)» A" [n - J]"
Q-*'-'

;

mais par une forme ci-dessus trouv^e No. 9 en y dcrivant n au lieu de 7 on a

et, en remarquant que D^R" = — nQ~^ iJ", on voit que les deux foimules sont identiques,

et la v6nt6 du thdorfeme est ainsi d^montrde.

21. La seconde des deux identity est

p-n+»-i Qm+3 ])^n Q-i J^g = (p-i Qi])^)n pn+s-i Q-M+i iJ-»+«.

On a par la formule (No. 10) en y mettant s au lieu de 7 et m + 1 au lieu de r,

/ \n+i

s

oil

r, _ [g-^]»[« + g]»-«[g- ^ - 1]"-"

22. En renversant I'ordre des termes et mettant aussi Z/'„+j, « = Vn-e, de mani^re

que

F _ [»-i-<?]"-''[2w-(9]^[s-w+g-ip

on obtient
/_\n+i

o

+ T'^* A"~* Q—Ml—i+fl Jl8~n+$

et en remarquant que D^R' = - sQ-'R', et que Ton a aussi A = P» - 4Q- et R =P- 2Q,

de manifere que AR-^ = (-P + 2Q), I'^quation peut s'^criie sous la forme

Qm+K p-n+i^i J)^n Q-i
JfJ = (_)« x F„ (P + 2Q)» p-»+'^i QiJ'

+ Fe (P + 2Q)"-» p-"+»-i Qi+» E«
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et en d^veloppant les binomiels on obtient pour Q2n+2p-7.+8-i^^nQ-i jjs
jg, valeur (-)" x

(F„) P-' QR' +
(1^

2>F„ + F,) P-^ 0= ii» + (fjj; 2^F„ + ^^j=y^' 2>F + v) P'-' QfH"

... + (2" F„ + 2'^> F, ... +2'F,^i + F„)P*-"-' Q»+'E'.

Cela devrait Stre ^gal k

(P-' Q* Da,)" P"+«-i Q-2«+i iJ-'i+s

et le d^veloppement de cette demiere expression se ddduit de celui (No. 18) de

{P-' Q" D^y Py-^ Qy HP

en y &;rivant re, — 2k + 1, —n + s au lieu de r, /9, 7; la valeur sera ainsi

= 1 i^„, , P»-^QR' -^, N„, , P*- Q'R^ + 2L ^n, ,P^'(^R'...+ (-)» N„, „ P^-' Q"«iJ«,

laquelle a la meme forme que le developpement de la fonction au c6te gauche de

r^quation, et I'identite des deux expressions depend des Equations

^ "n,o = (—)"
F),

2i,^.M = (-)"->([f}:2'F„+F),

2^ iV'n. . = (-)"-
([3

2^^« + ^-^j'J' 2-F + F,)
,

N„,n = (2"F„ + 2»-' F . . . + 2F„_, + F„)

;

mais comme on ne sait pas la forme gdn^rale des coefficients Nn, « je n'ai paa pu

verifier complfetement ces ^nations. On a cependant en mettant n, — 2re + l, -n + s

pour r, j8, 7

i^«,.= [-1, +2]" , =(-)" [2«-l, -2]", =(-!)» 2" [«-ih

J^„.. = «[-3, +2]"-, =(-)«-'« [2re - 1, -2]»-S =(-)»- 2«-'s [re - J]"-S

et les deux premieres Equations seront

[n - i]» = [re - i]» ; 8 [re - i]""' = j 2 [re - i]» + [re - f]"- (2re - 1) (s - re),

oil dans la seconde Equation I'expression au cdtd droit est

[2« + 2 (s - re)] [re - i]" = 2s [re - 1]» = s [re - i]"-,

comme cela devrait etre. La dernifere Equation de la suite est

Nn, n = 2»F„ + 2"-' F . . . + 2F,^, + Vn

et comme on a i\^„, „ = [re + s - 1, - 2]", cette derni^re Equation pent aussi se verifier.
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252.

NOTE SUR L'EQUATION DES DIFFERENCES POUR UNE

EQUATION DONNEE DE DEGRE QUELCONQUE.

[From the Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata (Tortoliui), torn. II. (1859), pp. 365, 366.]

Il s'agit de trouver I'^uatiou qui a pour racines les carr^s des differences des

racines d'une Equation donnee

(*)(v, 1)'>=0.

En repr^sentant cette Equation par (pv = 0, soient x, y deux racines differentes quel-

conques, on a non seulement ^x =0, ^y = ; mais aussi

et en ecrivant dans ces Equations

x + y = 2s, {x-yy= 4i0,

(ou ce qui est la meme chose x=8 + sf0, y = s — >Jd) on obtient deux Equations ration-

nelles en s, et 6, et en dliminant s on obtient I'equation qui donne

e = \{x-y)\

II convient de changer un peu la forme des Equations ; en effet la premiere Equation

est du degi-e n, la seconde du degr^ n — \ pour rapport a s, mais en Ecrivant les

deux Equations sous la fomie

\T Tj/ \ ^ x — y x—y
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I'une et I'autre equation sei-a du degrd n — 1 par rapport k s. La forme sous laquelle

j'ai present^ la niethode de Bezout s'applique au problfeme ; en representant les deux

6^uations par F8 = 0, Gs = j'dcris pour le moment

on a alors

et en ^crivant

on a de meme

On obtient de Ik

= (n(A+B)-

ou, en r^uisant,

<f>(s + >J0) = A, (f>(s->je) = B,

<f) is' + >J0) = A', <^ (s' - ^J6) = E,

Fs=niA'^B')y^^'-^\ Gs' =
^'-^'

*(s, s') =

8{A-B)\A'-B'

V6'

FsGs'-Fs'Os

^6

8 — S

^je
')^-(-(»M- + if)-'''<^'-^'^<'^-^>'

^Je ^d
1

s-s'

_ 2n (AB' - A'B) (A - B) {A' - B')

Done, en r^tablissant lea valeurs de A, B, A', B', on a la fonction

2n [<f> (8 + yg) ,f)
(s' -s/d)-^ js' + ^0) ^{s- V^)]

(« - «') ^/0

+ [(^ {s +^0)-<f>(8- yg)] [(}> (s' +^/e)-<f> (s' - v^)]

laquelle sera de la forme

( a„,o, «„,, , ... a,,„_, ) (8, l)''-=(s', 1)"-^,

oil les coefficients a sont des fonctions rationnelles de 0, et en ^galant k zero le deter-

minant form^ avec ces coefficients on a I'dquation qu'il s'agissait de trouver. Quoique

cette solution soit analytiquement la plus simple, j'ai une autre m^thode nouvelle

plus adapt^e au calcul, laquelle j'ai appliqufe k trouver I'dquation des differences pour

r^uation quintique

(a, b, c, d, e, f\v, If = 0.

Londres, 4 F^v. 1860.
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253.

SUR LA COURBE PARALLfiLE A L'ELLIPSE.

[From the Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata (Tortolini), torn. in. (1860),

pp. 311—316.]

Il fut remarqu^ par Cauchy (Comptes Rendus, torn. xiii. [1841], p. 1063) que I'dqua-

tion de cette courbe pourrait se trouver en 61iminant 6 entre les Equations

{6 + ay
"*"

(6* + b^y
~

' (d + aj "*"

(^ + bj
= ^,

et cette Elimination fut effectude, et le r^sultat trouve sous la forme la plus simple

par M. Catalan {Terquem, tom. in. 1844, p. 553) ; mais pour faire I'Elimination de la

maniere la plus facile je remarqne que ces deux Equations donnent

a? y' _ 1 ^ tc" y' _k"-

+ a''^0 + b'~ '^e' (0 + ary^(d + b'y~0''

dont la seconde est la dErivEe, par rapport a 6, de la premiere; or cette premiere

Equation est

(d+t) (0 + a')(e + b^)-a?e{d + b')-f e (6+ a') = 0,

et, en Egalant k zEro le discriminant de la fonction cubique, on aura I'Equation de la

courbe; en posant

A=x' + y^-lty'-a'-¥, B = 6V + ay - a=^'» - 6* - a-b% C = a^^hf',

la fonction cubique, multipli^e par 3, sera

(3,-^,-5, 3Cp, 1)»;

on aura done
4 {A^ + W) (B" + SAC) - (AB - 9Cy = 0,
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ou ce qui est la menie chose

A'-R- + ^B' + 'iA'C + 18ABC-27G- = 0,

c'est-a-dire en substituant les valeurs de A, B, C, 1'Equation de la courbe sera

(a;2 + f~ k- -a-- ¥)- {l?a? + a^ - a-t

-

6*

-

a?¥f

+ 4 (t^a? + ay - a* - ¥k' - a-b'f

+ 4a''b^k' (af + y--lc'-a^- by

+ ISa'b^'k^ {a? + f--k''-a-- b-) (b^x'- + ay- - a^k" - b-k"- - a?b^)

- 27a*b*k^ = 0,

laquelle est en effet I'dquation trouv^e par M. Catalan.

En ^crivant k=0 I'dquation devient

= (6V + ay- - a=6^) [(«= + ff - 2 (a= - 6=) («= + f) + (a^ - b'-f],

ce qui dquivaut a I'dquation de I'ellipse

b'ai' + ahf - ci'h- =

deux fois r4p^t^e, et aux Equations

{x + aef + 3/" =0,

(oil comme a I'ordinaire aV = a- — 6') lesquelles appartiennent aux droites mendes

chacune par un foyer rdel et un foyer imaginaire de I'ellipse ; ces droites sont aussi

les tangentes menees a I'ellipse par les quatre foyers. En effet en prenant sur I'ellipse

le point imaginaire dont les coordonndes sont

a;=|, y = ia^--ej, (r = V-l)

r^quation du cercle, rayon 0, ayant pour centre le point dont il s'agit, sera

= 0;y-ia\^-e

ce cercle se r^duit done a deux droites, savoir la droite

^_%i|^y_iag- = 0,

ou, ce qui est la mSme chose,

X — ae + iy = 0,

laquelle est tangente k I'ellipse, et la droite

(^._?)_i[y_,-„(l_e) = 0,

C. IV, 20
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Oil, ce qui est la nieme chose,

x — a( ej—iy — 0,

laquelle est la droite men^e par le point de contact k I'antre point circulaire k

I'infini (celui qui n'est pas situd sur la tangente x — ae + iy = 0). Le cercle, comme

courbe compos^e d'une droite tangente k I'ellipse et d'une autre droite men^e par le

point de contact, a meme avec I'ellipse une intersection k trois points r^unis. Ces

considerations font voir pourquoi au cas k = les quatre droites (x + ae)' + y^ = font

partie de la courbe.

En supposant que k est quelconque, mais que Ton a a = b, I'dquation devient

a* {a? + f-y [(«= +f- a^y - 21^ (a^ + ?/= + a') + ^•'] = 0,

ou, en dcartant le facteur (a? + y-y et le facteur constant a*, T^quation se rdduit k

{x' + f-a'y-2li^{x' + y'- + a^)+k> = 0,

c'est-a-dii-e

[af + y^-(a + ky] [«= + y* - (a - ky] = ;

ainsi la courbe se reduit k I'enserable des deux droites {x' + y-) = (chacune deux fois

repetde, et des deux cercles

a^ + f-{a + ky=0, x' + y^-ia-ky^O

comme ^videmment cela doit ^tre.

Par i-apport aux singularit^s de la courbe, la forme de I'equation niontre k pre-

mier coup d'ceil qu'il y a quatre points doubles k Tinfini; savoir les deux points cir-

culaires k I'infini (points ou I'infini est rencontr^ par les droites a^ + y' = 0), et les

deux points ou I'infini est rencontrt^ par les droites 6V + a'-?/' = 0. II y a de plus

deux points doubles sur chacun des axes : en effet en ecrivaut dans I'equation de la

courbe y = I'equation r^sultante, toute reduction faite, devient

[(x - ay - k^ [(x + ay + k?] [¥af - (a- - b-) (¥ - k')f = 0,

ce (]ui fait voir qu'il y a sur I'axe de x les deux points doubles dont les coordonnees

sont donnees par I'equation

Mais pour parvenir k cette conclusion il convient de consid^rer que I'axe de x ren-

contre la courbe dans des points tels que pour chacun la distance uormale a I'ellipse

est ^gale k k: il y a quatre distances normales k, mesur^es le long de I'axe ; et quatre

distances normales k mesure'es a des points situ^s symetriquement par mpport a I'axe,

lesquels se rencontrent deux k deux sur I'axe aux points dont les coordonnees sont

b'a^ = (a* — f) (6" — k^) ; c'est Ik I'origine des deux points doubles sur I'axe de x. On doit
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aussi remarquer que les coordonn^es des points sur I'ellipse qui correspondent a ces points

doubles sont donndes par les Equations

_ a* b- - lif „_ a?lc'-h*

on voit de la que les points sur I'ellipse qui donnent lieu aux deux points doubles sur

I'axe de x, ne seront reels a moins que k > -^, <b; les deux points doubles seront

_ b'
cependant reels pour toute valeur k>0 <b. J'ajoute que pour les valeurs k ^0, <—,

les deux points doubles seront des points conjugues ou isol^s
; pour k= — , chacun de

ces points se r^unit k la courbe, et a deux points de rebroussement, mais il n'y a

pas de singularity visible dans la forme de la courbe
;
pour k> - <b i\ y a, deux points

doubles avec des branches rdelles ; et pour k = b, ces deux points viennent se reunir

au centre de I'ellipse et il y a deux branches ayant pour tangente commune a ce point

I'axe de x
;

enfin pour k > b, les deux points doubles sur I'axe de x deviennent

imaginaires.

Des considerations pareilles s'appliquent aux points doubles sur I'axe de y; pour

a? = r^quation de la courbe se transfomie en

[iy -by- k'] [iy + by + kf\ [ay - (a= - 6=) (Ar= - a^J^ = ;

il y a done sur I'axe de y denx points doubles dont les coordonn^es sont donnees par

ay- - (a' - b") (k' - a') = 0,

ces points correspondent a des points sur I'ellipse dont les coordonnt^es sont donnees par

_ a* - b'k-
J _ b^ kF-a^

a?
les points sur I'ellipse ne seront done rdels a moins que k> ; les deux points doubles

seront cependant r^els pour toute valeur k>a. Pour k<a les deux points doubles

seront imaginaires. Pour k = a le centre est point de reunion de deux points doubles

et il y a deux branches qui ont a ce point pour tangente commune I'axe de y: pour

a'
^ = T- 1 chacun des deux • points doubles se r^unit a deux points de rebroussement

;

mais il n'y a pas de singularity visible dans la forme de la courbe ; enfin pour

k > , les deux points doubles se d^tachent de la courbe et deviennent des points

conjugues ou isoles. En resum^, il y a huit points doubles, savoir quatre points doubles

k I'infini, et quatre points doubles sur les deux axes.

II y a de plus 12 points de rebroussement; ces points sont en effet les centres

de courbure aux points de I'ellipse pour lesquels le rayon de courbure est ^gal a k;

20—2
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les douze points seront tous imaginaires k moins que k n'ait une valeur entre les

limites ~
. -r-: pour une telle valeur de k les douze points seront 4 rdels, et 8

imaginaires. Pour k = — les quatre points i-^els se r^unissent deux k deux aux deux

a'
points doubles sur I'axe de x

;
pour k= -y, ils se reunissent deux k deux aux deux

points doubles sur I'axe de y; cela s'accorde avec ce qui est dit ci-dessus par rapport

aux points doubles. On peut encore trouver que le nombre des points de rebrousse-

ment est 12 k moyen des Equations

A^ + SB = 0, B' + 3AC=:0, AB-9C = 0,

lesquelles appartiennent chacune a une courbe du quatrieme ordre qui passe par les

points de rebroussement ; la forme des equations fait voir que ces courbes ont en

commun 12 points, et seulement 12 points, d'intersection. C'est \k en effet la maniere

la plus simple de trouver les coordonn^es des points de rebroussement; car ces (Equa-

tions donnent tout de suite

A=-SC\ B = -2C^,

c'est-^dire on a les Equations

x^+ y"- = a? + 6^ + ^•= - 3 {ahkf,

¥af + ahf = a^6= + (a'' + 6^ ^ - 3 {ahk)^

qui donnent les coordonnees des douze points de rebroussement.

Pour verifier que ces points correspondent aux points de I'ellipse pour lesquels

le rayon de courbure est ^gal k A;
;
je prends a cos d, b sin pour les coordonnees d'uu

point sur I'ellipse, les coordonnees du centre de courbure seront donn<5es par

ax=(w'- ¥) cos= 0, by = - {a" - b-) sin" 0,

et en supposant que le rayon de courbure soit 4ga,\ k k, on a

k^\ (a^sm-'0 + b'cos^0f;

et de 1^

a" sin^5 + ¥ cos'^ = (abk)^.

Cela donne

(a- - b') cos=^ = a- - (a6^)^ - {ci' - b-) sin»5 = 6*^ - {abkf,

et de 1^ on d^duit

valeurs qui s'accordent en effet avec les valeurs ci-dessus trouv^s.
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La courbe parallele a I'ellipse est de I'ordi-e 8 et il y a 8 points doubles, et 12

points de rebroussement ; elle sera done de la classe 56 — 16 — 36 = 4. En efFet pour

mener d'un point donne une tangente a la courbe parallele on pent ddcrire avec ce

point comme centre un cercle rayon k, pour mener une tangente commune au cercle

et h, I'ellipse ; la droite, mende par le point donn^, parallfele a la tangente commune
sera la tangente cherch^e: on pent done par un point donn^ mener 4 tangentes a

la courbe, ou la courbe parallele est de la classe 4. Au reste on peut trouver trfes

facilement I'^quation de la courbe parallele en coordonndes tangentielles. Car en reprd-

sentant par 6 I'inclination d'une tangente quelconque de I'ellipse a I'axe de x, I'dquation

de cette tangente est

a;cos0 + .ysin^ - Va^"cos^^+"Fsin^ = 0,

et I'equation de la tangente parallele de la courbe sera ainsi

xcos6 + t/.sin 6 -k- 'Jafco^W+W^x^d = ;

done en representaut cette Equation par ^x +i)y + i^=Q on aura

f : t; : f= cos : sin ^ : ^ + ^aFco^d~+W^6, ,

et de 1^

^+k V|f+V + Va^f + 6-77^ = 0,

laquelle est I'^juation dont il s'agit ; la forme rationnelle est

(a^ - i»>'
f
* + (6» - A^y 17' + 2 (a= - k^) {¥

-

^•^) f'T -2{a? + k?)^^-'i {¥ + k^) ^Y + ^' = 0,

Equation du quatrifeme ordre comme cela devait ^tre.

J'ai cm qu'il n'dtait pas n^cessaire de faii-e voir comment on pourrait a moyen
de I'equation tracer la courbe ; en effet on trouve les diff^rentes formes assez facile-

ment par des considerations gdometriques, en considdrant la courbe comme la developpde

(le r^volute de I'ellipse : on se rend compte k ce moyen de ce qui est deja dit par

rapport aux points doubles et aux points de rebroussement.

Je remarque enfin que I'dquation d'une normale quelconque de I'ellipse est

ax sin — by cos = (a- — h-) sin 6 cos 6

(oil 6 est un param^tre arbitraire): done en considerant la trajectoire orthogonale de

oe systeme de droites, on obtient

{xdx + ydy) 'JlMaf+cMf + {a^-¥) dxdy =

comme Equation diflferentielle de la courbe parallele k I'ellipse. L'intdgrale de cette

e< (nation est done I'equation du huitieme ordre (coutenant k comme constante arbitraire)

<lu'on a ci-des.su8 trouv^e.

Londres, 2 Stone Buildings, 22 Oct. 1860.
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254.

SUE LA SURFACE PARALLELE A L'ELLIPSOIDE.

pProm the Annali di Matematica pura ed upplicata, (Tortolini), torn. III. (1860),

, pp. 345—352.]

Il y a pour la surface parallele k rellipsoi'de une solution tout h. fait semblable h,

cells pour la courbe parallele a I'ellipse. En effet soit

a'
•"

6=
*"

c-°

~

r^quation de rellipsoi'de ; k la distance de la surface parallfele, en prenant cette distance

sur la normale ext^iieure au point {X, Y, Z) et en ecrivant pour abreger

/^, p Z-_k

on trouve pour les coordonndes (x, y, z) de I'extremit^ de la normale

'-^('+i.). y'-'-i'^D- -<'+J)-
et, en substituant pour X, Y, Z les valeurs donnees par ces equations, on obtient

a^a? Vy- cV
1

^ -I = 1
(a» + X)= (6= + \)= {c- + \)-

W XY X.'.3' _.„
(a= + X)^

"^
(6" + xy "^

(c^ + \)-
~

Or ces Equations donnent

+ ,^ + .:^=1+-
a' + X 6- + X c- + X X '

iT- y 2- _ k'

{a^ +\y "^
(6=

+

\y
"^
{f+\f

~
x"

'
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et la seconde Equation est la derive'e par rapport a \ de la premifere. C'est-^-dire

en obtient I'equation de la surface parallele en dgalant k zdro le discriminant par

rapport a \ de I'dquation

a? y- ^^ _ 1
^'

ou antrement dit, la surface parallele est I'enveloppe par rapport a X de cette

equation. En multipliant par \ {a" + X) (6^ + \) (c^ + \), on aura une equation du
quatrifeme ordre, dont le discriminant dgald k zero donne I'equation de la surface: on

voit sans peine que cette Equation sera de I'ordre 10.

J'avais a peine trouve cette methode, quand j'ai appris que le problfeme dtait d^jk

resolu par MM. Salmon et W. Roberts. M. Salmon considere la surface comme

lieu des centres des sphferes, rayon k, qui touchent a rellipso'ide —3 + 77 + -j = 1, ce

qui lui donne tout de suite le thdoreme que voici ; savoir on obtient I'equation de

la surface parallele, en ^galant a zero le discriminant par rapport a \ du discriminant

par rapport k (X, Y, Z) de I'dquation

fX^ p ^2 X

cette solution est donn^e en passant dans une Note publiee dans le No. de Septembre

18CU des Nouvelles Annales (Terquem et Gerono). En formant le discriminant par

rapport k X, Y, Z on trouve I'equation en \ ci-dessus donnde.

La solution de M. W. Roberts n'avait pas et^ publiee: il a bien voulu me per-

mettre d'en faire part aux gdomfetres. En considerant une section circulaire de rellipsoi'de,

I'enveloppe des spheres, rayon k, ayant leurs centres sur cette section, sera une surface

annulaire, e,t I'enveloppe des surfaces annulaii'es qui con-espondent aux differentes

sections circulaires de rellipsoi'de sera la surface parallele. Dans la figure (qui est

cens^e situde dans le plan des axes le plus gi-and et le plus petit) soit Of la trace de

la section circulaii-e centrale, Of le diamfetre perpendiculaire, J.i} la trace d'une section

quelconque parallele k la section circulaire centrale: soit de plus AB = '2,h, et (o, 7)
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les coordonn^es du point G qui est ie centre de la section AB. En prenant pour un
moment ce point C pour origine, et I'axe de ij pai-all^le a I'axe moyen, la surface

annulaire sera I'enveloppe de la sphere

(f - S cos 4>y + (»? - S sin «^)= + f = k",

(on (^ est im parametre aibitraire) ; done I'dquation de la surface annulaire sera

4S^ (^ + »?') = (f + »;» + ?' + S— A;=)^

ou, en prenant le centre de rellipsoide pour origine, cette equation sera

4S» {^- + 7f- 2a^ + a-) = (f + r + ^'+ ^- - k" - 2af - £7?- a- - 7=)-.

Mais par les propridtds de I'ellipse on a "y = la. et 8- = rii + na^, ou I, m, n sont

des quantites constantes, fonctions des axes a, h, c de rellipsoide. L'(^quation de la

surface annulaire devient ainsi

^nation qui contient le paramfetre variable a au quatrieme degr^, et en ^galant a z^ro

le discriminant par rapport a a de cette Equation, on obtiendrait I'dquation de la

surface parall^le. A propos de cette solution je remarque qu'en considdrant la surface

annulaire, enveloppe des spheres, rayon k, ayant leurs centres sur I'ellipse

on obtient sans peine le systfeme d'^quations

«'^
,

by- _ x'^
, ^y ^,._,,

et de la I'equation de la surface annulaire s'obtient en egalant a zero le discriminant

par rapport a \ de I'equation

aF y" ^ k'-z^
J. —S. = 1-1

a?-\-\ P + X \ '

e'est-^-dire en Egalant k zero le discriminant d'une fonction cnbique de \. Mais en

supposant que I'ellipse devient un cercle, Ton n'aum qu'une fonction quadratique de

X ; c'est Ik pourquoi la surface annulaii-e consid^r^e par M. Roberts s'exprime sous

une forme assez simple pour qu'on puisse s'en servir pour trouver I'equation de la

surface parallfele. Soit k present I'ellipse, section de rellipsoide

Z" P Z= _

par un plan quelconque

lX +mY+nZ = p;
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il est clair que I'dqiiation de la surface annulaire doit se trouver de meme a moyen
d'une fonction cubique de X. Pour verifier cela, je remarque que Ton a k trouver

Fenveloppe de la sphfere {X - xf + (Y -yy + {Z - zy- = k', ou les pai'amfetres X, Y, Z
sent lids par les deux equations qui viennent d'etre mentionndes : cela donne tout de

suite pour la surface annulaire le systfeme des Equations

X — X—X—r — ld =0,
a'

Y
y-Y-\j^-lim = 0,

y
z — Z —\-— fin =0,

oil X, fi sont des parametres arbitraires : ces Equations donnent

_ a^{x- fit) b^jy-fim) H^-jm)
a^+X ' 6= + X ' c= + X '

et de la, en mettant pour abreger

la'x mb'y n(?z _ „
oNOl^ "+X

"*"

c»+ X ~-^ ~
'

+ 5-7^ + :;^^ =Q'
a' + X b^ + X c^ + X

on trouve k moyen de I'dquation lindaiie

Q/x-P = 0, ou ^ = |, •

et les deux autres Equations donnent alors

a^x-fil)' ¥{y-timf c'(z-fin)- ^
(_a;'+\y

"^ (b'+xy "^
(c'+\y

(\x + ayly (Xy + bymy (\z + c^finy _
(a= + x)=

"*
{i^ + \y

"*"

(c' + xy ~ '

p
fi est censd ddnoter la valeur y . J^ ddduis de la les Equations

a' +X^ ¥ + \ ^ c' + \^ \^ ^X'

a^ f z'

ou

{a' + xy^{bf+xy " (c'+xy

/ aHx ¥my (?nz \ /jl

'•'

V(^M- X)' + (6» + xy
''

(c^+xy) x

{{a^+xy {b'^ + xy^ (c^+xyj x^'

c. IV. 21
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Soient P", (^ les ddriv^es de P, Q par rapport ^ \, on a

_p,_ fa'ic vib^y nc-z

et de Ik aussi

A moyen de ces Equations, et en substituant pour yu. la valeur ^, les deux ^uations

ci-dessus donn^es deviennent

en diffdrentiant la premiere Equation par rapport a \ on obtient

V(a= + X)»^(62 + \)»^(c» + \)= XV^

^W + X^6^ + X^c^ + X XJ^^ X X=~ '

et cette Equation se rdduit a une identity h. moyen des deux Equations: done

r^quation de la surface annulaire s'obtient en egalant a zero le discriminant par rapport

a X de r^quation

W + x'*'6» + x + ^+x~-^~ xJ^"^ X
-"'

c'est-et-dii-e, en substituant pour P, Q leui-s valeurs, I'equation sera

[a' + X b^ + \ d' + X x)w + x'^¥ + x'^c'' + x)

1 / aHx ¥my <^nz \- .

+ - -—-—h , H p] =0.XW + X b'+ X c' + X ^J

Dans cette Equation, en r^unissant les termes

a!» a'P 1 a*l^x'

a*+ X a' + X X (a» + X)"'

on volt que ces termes se reduisent a

(a' + X) ' X(a" + X)'
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et de m^me poiir les termes semblables en y, z. Done en raultipliant par

X(a^ + \)(6= + \)(c'' + \)

les ddnominateurs disparaissent, et I'^quation est rdellement de I'ordre 3 par rapport k \.

La section sera circulaire en supposant

cela donne

a» + X 6= + \ c= + \ a'^ + x + c^ + x 6- (a^+ \) (c^ + X)
'

r^quation en \ devient ainsi

(a= + X)(c» + X)P'^V6^~a^ "'^N&'lf^^(a^+XH^+X)l . ^

X'- \ a= + X c^ + X

laquelle se rdduit a

ar" [X {a? - &) + c'' (a^ - 6=)] + y^X {pC- - c-) + ^^ [X (a= - c'') + a? {¥ - c-)]

+ 2acxz '/a'-b'. VftS^^

pj=0,

- 26p [oa; (c= + X) Va" - fr" + 63/ (a= + X) V6= - c=]

- 2 (a» - c»)(6'' + X) (c= + X) + by (a" + X) (c= + X) = 0,

Equation de I'ordre 2 par rapport ^ (a;, y, z), par rapport a X, et par rapport a p.

Done en egalant k z^ro le discriminant par rapport k X, on obtiendrait une Equation

du quatrieme ordre par rapport aux coordonn^es {x, y, z), et par rapport k p; on

aurait ainsi I'^quation de la surface annulaire de M. Roberts, rapport^e aux axes de

I'ellipsoide, et en termes des quantit^s a, h, c, k et du paramfetre p qui donne la

position du plan

^\/^-l-^^yc-'~¥~p^^
de la section circulaire.

M. Roberts a donn^ (Uomptes Rendus Nov. 14, 1859) le th^or^me que voici

qui se rapporte k une surface primitive quelconque:—"Soit B la surface semblable

k la primitive en multipliant par 2 ses rayons vecteurs, et soit P la surface parallele

ou equidistante de D par la longueUr constante k, I'^quation qui rdsulte de la sub-

stitution de Va;^ + y^ + z^ au lieu de k dans I'^quation de P, coincide avec I'^quation

21—2
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de la premifere d^riv^e negative de la surface piimitive"—ou je rappelle que dans la

th^oiie des surfaces deriv^es de M. Hirst la premiere deriv^ negative est la surface

enveloppe des plans conduits par les points de la surface pi-imitive perpendiculairement

aux i-ayons men^s par un point quelconque. Pour d^montrer le thdor^me, prenons

f(X, Y, Z) = pour r^quation de la surface primitive : en supposant que (X, Y, Z)

soient les coordonn^es d'un point de cette surface, {2X, 2Y, 2Z) seront les cooi-donn^es

d'un point de la surface D, et la surface parallfele k D sera I'enveloppe des spheres

{x-2Xy + (y-2Yy + (z-2Zy = l(^,

avec la relation f(X, Y, Z) = entre les paramfetres. Or on pent avant cCeffectuer

Vdiviination A;rire 'Ja? + y^ + z'' au lieu de k, I'^quation devient ainsi

X{x-X)+Y(i/-Y) + Z(z-Z) = 0,

avec cette meme relation / (X, Y, Z) = entre les param^tres ; or cette Equation est

celle d'un plan conduit pai- le point (X, Y, Z) perpendiculairement au rayon men^

pai- I'origine des coordonn^es

:

et ce dernier systfeme donne ainsi I'^quation de la

surface d^riv^e.

L'equation de la surface pai-allfele de I'ellipsoide est trouvde en ^galant a zero le

disciiminant par rapport a \ de I'dquation

a;^ y^ f__ *^ ,

done, en ^crivant dans cette Equation a? -^^ y^ >! z^ au lieu de h, et 4a^ 46-, 40* au

lieu de a^ 6^ <?, on doit obtenir I'dquation de la d^rivee de rellipsoide, les rayons

^tant mends par le centre. Pour me conformer k la notation de mon Mdmoire "Sur

la surface qui est I'enveloppe des plans conduits par les points d'un ellipsoide per-

pendiculairement aux rayons menes par le centre" (^Journal, torn. II. 1859 [250])

j'^ris — 26 au lieu de \ : l'equation en \ devient ainsi

4a= -20 46^-2^ 4c^- 2(9 26

laquelle se r^uit tout de suite Jl

a? ^ y'^ z'' „

2-^ 2-t 2-"-
a^ ¥ c"

et la surface ddiivee est I'enveloppe de cette Equation en 6, i-&ultat trouvd dans le

memoii'e que je viens de mentionner.

Mais je dois k M. Roberts la remarque que rdciproquement l'equation en \ pour

la surface parallele peut se ddduire des formules de ce mdmoire. En efFet en prenant

a cos a, b cos /8, c cos 7 pour les coordonndes d'un point de I'ellipsoide (on a comme a

I'ordinaire cos" a + cos' /3 + cos*7=1) l'equation du plan perpendiculaii-e au rayon par

le centre sera

ax cos a + 6y cos y8 + cz cos 7 = a" cos'' a + 6* cos* /8 + c* cos- 7,
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et I'enveloppe de cette Equation est I'enveloppe par rapport a ^ de I'equation

2-4 2-^2-^
a^ 6- c^

Done en general I'enveloppe de

I cos a + m cos /8 + ?i cos 7 =p cos^ (i+ q cos^ /8 + r cos"^ 7,

(ou comme auparavant cos-a + cos^y3 + cos^7= 1) sera I'enveloppe paa' rapport a ^ de
I'equation

22)-5"^27-5'*'2r-^~

Or la sur&ce parallfele h, rellipsoide est I'enveloppe de

{X-xf + {Y-yY + {Z-zr = l-,

ou, en dcrivant a cos a, 6cos/9, CCOS7 au lieu de X, Y, Z, cette surface est I'enveloppe de

i cos a + «i cos yS + n cos 7 = p cos^ ci + q cos^ /8 + r cos'' 7,

en posant p = a^ + y' + •^^ et

I = 2(m;, m = 2hy, n = 2c2,

Done cette sui-face sera I'enveloppe par rapport a ^ de I'equation

4a»«' ibl'f 4cV ^
1 1 _

y^

et en ^crivant {2p — kf) — = 2X cette Equation devient

c'est-a-diie

ou enfin

a'af by (fz' _ j^

a? t z" ^ ¥
L -^ 1. =1-1

i2 + \ f'+X c^ + A, X'

ce qu'il s'agissait de faii-e voir. Je reserve k une autre occasion la discussion de

la fornie, et des singularitds de la forme, et des singularitds de la surface parallfele

a rellipsoide.

2, Stme Buildings, W. C, Londres, 7 Nov. 1860.
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255.

ON A PKOBLEM OF DOUBLE PAETITIONS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xx. (1860), pp. 337—341.]

If a + b+c + ...=m, a + ^ + y+ ... =fi (the quantities being all positive integer

numbers, not excluding zero), then (a, a) + (b, ^) + (c, 7) + . . . is considered as a

partition of (m, fi): and the partible quantity (m, fi), and parts (a, a), (b, yS), &c. being

each of them composed of two elements, such partition is said to belong to the theory

of Double Partitions. The subject (so far as I am aware) has hardly been considered

except by Professor Sylvester, and it is gi-eatly to be regretted that only an outline

of his valuable researches has been published : the present paper contains the demon-

stration of a theorem, due to him, by which (subject to certain restrictions) the

question of Double Partitions is made to depend upon the ordinary theory of Single

Partitions.

Let the question be proposed, " In how many ways can (m, fi) be made up of

the given parts (a, a), {b, /8), (c, 7), &c." under the following conditions (which are, it

will be seen, necessary in the demonstration of the theorem constituting the solution),

viz.

- , --., - , &c. are unequal fractions, each in its least terms,
a P 7

and

a, /3, 7, &c., are each less than /i + 2.

The number of partitions is

= coeff. (v^r in
(^l-!^y-)(i-a^yi>)(i-afyy)...

the fraction being developed in ascending powere of x, y.
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Consideiing the fi-action as a function of y, it may be expressed as a sum of

partial fractions in the form

^ (a^. y)
I

-g(^. y)
I

Ojn:, y)
,

l-x'^y l-a^f l-afyy '

where

A (x, y) is rational in x, rational and integral of degree a — 1 in y,

B {x, y) „ „ „ 0-1 „

C (x, y) „ „ „ 7-1 „

&c.

a

To find A (x, y) we have, when y = «"«

,

^ ^^' ^^ " (l-a,*y^){l-x^yy)... '

or what is the same thing, we have

_a 1

A {x, a!~»)= —
, afi ay

{l-x''-i){l-x''-i).

I.

This in fact determines A (x, y) ; for the right-hand side of the equation may be

reduced to the form
a (a-l)a

Ao+ AjX'a ... + Aa_jX~ <>

(l_rf-6-«?)(l_-l««-«y)... '

where A„, ^, ...^a_i are rational functions of «: to do this, it is only necessary

(taking w an imaginary a-th root of unity) to multiply the numerator and denomi-

nator by
. a^ ay

n(i -ax"'- ) n (1 -««""

a

)...,

where 11 denotes the product of the factors corresponding to the a — 1 values of w

;

the denominator is thus converted into

(1 — *• °-')il —X ^ <"') ...,

which is of the form in question ; and the numerator becomes a rational function of
a a

X and x"", integral as regards a;~«, and therefore at once expressible in the form in

question. And the equation, viz.

a (a-l)a

AKX,X-)- (l_^6-a(,)(l_^,ao-ay) _,
'

a a

remains true if instead of a; « we write o)a;~a; in fact, instead of writing in the first

instance y=x~'^, it would have been allowable to write y = (ox~<^, m being any a-th
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root, real or imaginary, of unity. Hence recollecting that A (x, y) Is a rational and

integral function of the degree a — 1 in y, the equation

A(x v^-
^0+^.3/ - + ^.-xr~'

a

which is true for the a values (ox~<^ of y, must be true identically; or this equation

gives the value of A(x, y). And the values of B{x, y), C(x, y), &c. are of course of

the like form.

Now consider the term

A. {oo, y)

1 - af'y
'

where A (x, y) is a rational and integral function of the degree a — 1 in y, and -

is by hypothesis a fraction in its least terms. The coefficient therein of aj^y (the

fraction being developed in ascending powers of x, y) is

M<«. y)

= coeff. x^yi^ in _ 2^ l—x<^y

(the fraction being developed in ascending poweis of x, y). In fact the two fi-actions

only differ by a wholly irrational function of x, as is at once obvious by developing

in ascending powers of y. We have, separating the integral part,

1 —x^y
a

A(x^_ A (x, X~a)
a ~ ^ "^

a '

1 — xay 1 —x'-y

where U is a, rational and integral function of the degree a — 2 in y. But a being

by hypothesis < /t + 2, or what is the same thing, a—2<fi, U does not contain any

term of the form as^y, and therefore

coeff. a;'y in Ai^
1 — a.'«2/

_o
= do. in A (x, x «)

and this last is

1 —xo-y

= coeff. x"* in x<^ A (x , x~^),

ft-a a

= coeff. a,""" « in A(x , x'o.),

= coeff. a^™-"'' in A (a^, a;"")

;
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and from the foregoing equation

A{x, x'-^)= —^ —
(1 -a!'-T){\-x'-i)

this is

= coeff. a*™-"'' in
(1 - a,"*-"'*) (1 - *«-«>) . . .

The last-mentioned expression is thus the value of

coeff x^^r in f^'^'j'' ;" 1-a^y"'

and hence. Theorem,

coeff. af^y^ in

= coeff. .r*"*-"" in

+ coeff. a^'"-'*^ in

+ coeff. a;!""-''' in

(1 -afy'){\ -a^f){\ -afyy).

1

(1 - ir**-"^) (1 - a-""-"'') . .

.

1

(1 -a;^''-'"")(l -a'^'-'-y)...

1

(1 - .rf"-'") (1 - xy'^'^) . .

.

+ &c.,

the fraction on the left-hand side being expanded in ascending powers of x, y, and

those on the right-hand side being expanded in ascending powers of x, and the data

satisfying the above-mentioned conditions. The number of partitions of (m, n) is thus

found to be equal to the expression on the right-hand side. It is to be noticed that

on the right-hand side, when any of the indices am — afi, ffm — bfi,... is negative, the

corresponding coefficient vanishes ; and that when the index of the power of x in any

factor of a denominator is negative, e.g. if ab — a& — —p, then (in order to develope

1 1 . a;*
in ascending powers of x) we must in the place of ^g::^ = = —; write

p _ ^ <

= — ,-_ „, and develope in the form — {xp -\- af^ + a?P + ...). The right-hand side is thus

seen to be the sum of a series of positive or negative numbers, each of which taken

positively denotes the number of the single partitions of a given partible number into

given parts.

If, using a term of Professor Sylvester's, we say that

1
coeff. a;™ in

(l-««)(l-a^)...

c. IV. 22
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(where m, a, b, c ... are positive or negative integers, and the fraction is developed in

ascending powers of x) is

= Denumei-ant of m in respect to the elements (a, 6, c, ...), say

= Denumerant {m; a, b, c...),

then when m, a, b, c... are positive, but not otherwise, Denumei-ant (vi; a, b, c.)
denotes the number of ways in which m can be made up of the parts a, b, c ...;

and the foregoing result shows that the number of ways in which (m, /i) can be

made up of the parts (a, a), (b, y9), (c, 7), &c. is equal to the sum

Denumerant {am —a/j,; ab — a^, ac —a-y,.. .)

+ Denumerant (ySm — bfj,; /9a - 6a

,

^c — by,...)

+ Denumerant (7m — c/x
;

ya—cat, yb — cfi,...)

+ &c.

But, as appears from what precedes, a denumerant may be equal to zero, or may
denote a number of partitions taken negatively; and it is not allowable, in the place,

e.g., of the first denumerant, to write simpliciter, number of partitions of am — a/j. in

respect of 06 — a/3, ac — ay, &c. The notion of a Denumerant is, in fact, an important

generalization of the notion of a number of partitions.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., October 4, 1860.
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256.

ON A SYSTEM OF ALGEBEAIC EQUATIONS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xx. (1860), pp. 341, 342.]

The determination of «, h, c from the system of equations

a'+bc = \,

b' + ca = fi,

c' + ab = V,

in the case where X, fi, v have the vahies 16, 17, and 18 respectively, is the problem

known as Colonel Titus's Arithmetical Problem. See Masferes' Tracts on the Resolution

of affected Algebraic Equatimis, Lond. 1800. If for shortness we put

<T = 1/ — C",

then the third equation gives h=- \ and substituting this value of b in the two

other equations, we have

or what is the same thing,

a^^ = X,
a

a^ — Xa + <TC = 0,

ca' — fia^ +a" = ;

and from these equations, eliminating a, we have

a* - Sc'a' + (3c* - 2\fi) &' - d' {& -Xfi)a- + c*X/x - c' (X^ + fi') + X>= = 0,

22—2
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where <t = v — &. The equation in c" is thus of the fourth order ; and in like manner,

if instead of (? we take a as the unknown quantity, and substitute therefore for <?

its value v — a, the equation in <r will be also of the fourth order : and efifecting the

reduction, this equation is

8«r* - 12i/<T» + (6i/» - 2\/i) ff^ + (V + Ai' - «^ -V) o" + (vX - /*-) (vyit - V) = 0.

It may be remarked that if o- = 0, then a or h vanishes; and therefore, from the

original equations, vK— ii^ = 0, or i/^ — \^ = 0, which agiees with the result afforded by

the foregoing equation in a. Again, if a = v, then c = ; and therefore, from the

original equations, j/^ — \/i = 0. The left-hand side of the equation in o-, writing therein

<r = V, should therefore contain the factor k* — \/* ; its value in fact is r^ — 2\/ii'^ -•- V^",

or {v' - Xfif.

If in the original equations we wi'ite a = , b = -, the equations become

a? -^r cyz - Xz^ = 0,

y' + czx — fi.z- = 0,

{& - v)!? +xy = 0,

which are three homogeneous equations of the second order ; from which, if the

variables x, y, z are eliminated, we have the required equation in c. And it would

not, I think, be difficult, from the known formula for the general case, to deduce the

foregoing result corresponding to the very particular case which is here in question.

2, Stcme Buildings, W.C, September 2.5, 1860.
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257.

ON THE CUBIC CENTRES OF A LINE WITH RESPECT TO

THREE LINES AND A LINE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xx. (1860), pp. 418—423.]

Consider a line L in relation to the three lines X, F, Z and the line /: through

the point of intersection of the lines X, L, draw any line meeting the lines /, Y, Z,

and let the harmonic of the intersection with /, in relation to the intersections with

F, Z, be I; then the locus of the point ^ is a conic passing through the points

YI, ZI, YZ.

If, in like manner, through the point of intersection of the lines F, Z, there is

drawn any line meeting the lines /, Z, X, and the harmonic of the intersection

with /, in relation to the intersections with Z, X, is called i?, the locus of the point rj

is a conic passing through the points ZI, XI, ZX,

And BO, if through the point of intersection of the lines Z, L there is di-awn any

line meeting the lines /, X, Y, and the harmonic of the intersection with /, in

relation to the intersections with X, F, is called f, then the locus of f is a conic

passing through the points XI, YI, XY.

The pairs of conies, viz. the second and third, third and first, first and second

conies, have obviously in common the points XI, YI, ZI respectively. They besides

intersect all three of them in three points, which may be termed the cubic centres of

the line L in relation to the lines X, Y, Z and the line /.

The line L may be such that two of the three cubic centres coincide ; the locus

of the coincident centres is in this case a conic which touches the lines X, Y, Z
harmonically in regard to the line /; that is, it touches each of the three lines in

the point which is the hannonic of its intersection with I in relation to its inter-

sections with the other two lines.
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Except that the line / is there taken to be infinity, the foregoing theorems

occur in Plucker's System der analytischen Geometrie (Berlin, 1835), p. 177 et seq. ;

and they play an important pai-t in his classification of curves of the third order (see

p. 220 et seq.). It is, I think, an omission that he has not sought for the curve

which is the envelope of the line L in the above-mentioned case of the two

coincident centres: I find that the envelope is a curve of the fourth order, having

four-pointic contact with the lines X, Y, Z harmonically in regard to the line /; viz.,

if the equations of the lines X, Y, Z are x — 0, y=0, z = respectively, and the

equation of the line I is x + y + z = 0, then the equation of the envelope in question is

^x + x/y + \/z = 0,

a result which is also interesting as exhibiting a geometrical construction of the

curve represented by this equation.

The investigation of the series of theorems is as follows; taking

a; = for the equation of X,

y = „ T,

z=0 „ Z,

x+ y+ z =0 „ /,

'\x + iiy-\-vz = „ L,

then, first, in order to find the curve which is the locus of ^, the coordinates of

the point XL are given hy x : y : z = : v : — fi.; or if, as it is convenient to do,

we take X, Y, Z (instead of x, y, z) for current coordinates, byJT: Y : Z=0 : v : — fi.

Hence taking x, y, z diS the coordinates of f, the equation of the line through XL, f is

X, Y, Z

X
, y , z

, V , -fi

0.

viz.

X (fiy + vz)-x (/Lir+ vZ) = 0;

and at the point where this line meets the line I, the equation whereof is

X+Y + Z=0,

we have

that is

{Y+Z){iiy + vz) \-x{ilY + vZ) = 0\

Y(/juic + fiy + vz) + Z{vx + fiy + vz) = 0.

Hence this line, and the line

Yz-Zy = (i,
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with the lines

y=0, Z= 0,

are the lines which pass through the point YZ and the four harmonic points, and

they form therefore a harmonic pencil ; or we have

y (fix + fiy+vz)-z (vx + fiy -^ vz) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

{fiy - vz){x + y + z)+ 2yz{v - ii) = 0,

as the locus of the point f : the locus is therefore a conic passing through the points

YI, ZI, YZ.

The equations of the conies which are the loci of X, Y, Z respectively, are therefore

U = {fiy — vz) {x + y + z) + 2yz (v — /a) = 0,

V =(vz -\x)(x + y + z) + 2zx (X -v) = 0,

W=(\a;-ny)(x + y + z) + 2xy(fi-\) = 0;

and the identical equation,
(^

U\x+Vfji.y+Wvz = 0,

shows that these conies have three points of intersection in common. The three

equations, and a fourth one to which they give rise, may be written

z y x + y + z

V \
^

2{\-v) ^Q
X z x + y + z

'

X _ /* ^ 2(fi-\) ^ p
y X x + y + z

'

p-fi \-v At-X ^^_
X y z

'

and each of these is the equation of a conic passing through the three cubic centres.

If two of the three centres coincide, then the conies all touch at the coincident centres.

Consider the first and second conies : these intersect at the point z = x + y + z = 0;

and the line x + y + z=: 2kz, if k be properly determined, or what is the same thing,

the line a; + ?/ + ^ = i^-~^^ ^, if ^ is properly determined, will be a line passing

through the last-mentioned point and one of the other points of intersection : k or

will of course be detennined by a cubic equation ; and if this has a pair of equal
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roots, the conies will touch. But the equation of the line, combined with those of

the two conies, gives

w:y:z=.--^^ :e+\ • e + ^i e + v'

and substitutiag these values in the equation of the line, we have

1 1 12,
f e+\ d + (x e + v

which is (as it should be) a cubic equation in 0.

If the equation in has equal roots, then

1 Jl_ 1 2

(0 + \y (0 + fiy^(0 + u)- 0"

and putting in these two equations.

m m m
'^~0 + \' y e + fi'

^-0 + v'

we have

2m
X +y +z --g =0,

x- + y- + z---^ = 0;

whence eliminating m,

{x + y + zy=2(a^ + y^ + z^);

that is

aP + f + z--2i/z-2zx-2xy = 0;

or, what is the same thing,

Va; + Vy 4- V2 = 0,

for the equation of the locus of the coincident centres : such locus is therefore a

conic touching the lines a; = 0, y = 0, ^ = 0, in the points of intersection \vith

the lines y — z = 0, z — x = 0, x — y = Q respectively ; it is a conic touching the lines

X, Y, Z harmonically in regard to the line /.

To find the envelope of the line L, the most convenient eoui-se is to take the

equation in in the reduced fonn

0''-0 (fip + v\ + \/x) - 2Vj/ = ;

this will have a pair of equal roots if

(fiv + v\ + Xfif - 27\>-j/- = ;
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that is, if

fiv + vX + XfjL — 3 (Xyai") = :

or if

or finally if

which is the relation between \, fi, v in order that the line

\x + fiy + vz=0

may have two coincident centres; this gives at once for the equation of the envelope

\/x + \/y + \/z — 0,

which is the equation of a curve of the fourth order having four-pointic contact

with the lines a; = 0, y = 0, 0=0, at the points of intersection with the lines

y — = 0, — a; = 0, x — y=^ respectively, i. e. it has four-pointic contact with the lines

X, F, Z harmonically in regard to the line /.

It may be noticed that the ratioiTalized form of the equation Vx + \/y + Vz = is

a^ + 3/* + 2* — 4 {ys? +'ifz-\-Z!i? + !^x + xy^ + sxfy)

+ 6 (2/V + 0V + ii?if) - 124 {a?yz + fzx + z^xy) = 0.

If, to fix the ideas, the signs of the coordinates x, y, z are so determined that a

point within the triangle x = 0, y = 0, z = has its coordinates positive (in which case

the line x+y + z = will cut the three sides produced), the curve -^x + \/y + \/z =
will lie wholly within the triangle, and will "be of the form shown by the annexed

figure. This is, in fact, the form of the curve in the case considered by Pliicker,

where the line / is at infinity, the points of contact being the middle points of the

sides. And his five groups of curves, a, /3, 7, B, e, and two subdivisions of the group

c. IV. 23
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/S (see pp. 221—224), correspond to the following positions of the line in regard to

the triangle and curve, viz.

a The line cuts the three sides produced.

/9. It passes through an angle, (a) cutting, or (6) not cutting the curve.

7. It cuts two sides and a side produced, but does not cut or touch the curve.

B. It cuts two sides and a side produced, and touches the curve.

6. It cuts two sides and a side produced, and cuts the curve.

It is hardly necessary to remark that, in the general case, the tangential equation

of the curve is

or what is the same thing,

and that the curve is therefore of the sixth class.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., October 16, 1860.
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258.

ON A RELATION BETWEEN TWO TERNARY CUBIC FORMS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xx. 1860, pp. 512—514.]

i

The cubic form

a^ + y^ + z^ + Qlxyz

is in general linearly transformable into the form

(X + Y + Zy + 27kXYZ;

in fact, writing

X ==2lx-y-z,

Y = 2ly — z — X,

Z = llz — x — y,

we have identically

(1 - 2i + 4i') {X+Y + Zf + 24 {I - iyXYZ= 8 {21 + If (I -iy{x' + f + z' + Uxyz)
;

and the value of k consequently is

8(i-l>'
k = -

9(1-2^+4^0"

If, however, l = \ or 1 = — ^, the transformation fails. In the former case, viz. for

l=\, the equations for the linear transformation become

X = 2x — y — z,

Y = 2y — z — X,

Z =2z — X — y,

23—2
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which give X+Y+Z= 0, so that X, Y, Z are no longer independent; and the

formula of transformation becomes

(X+Y+zy = o.

It may be noticed that the invariant 8 of the form

af +f + z' + 6lxyz

is S = — l + l*, so that 1 = 1 is one of the values which make S vanish. And the

above transformation is not applicable to the cubic form a^ +y^ + z' + Qxyz, which is

a form for which S vanishes. The transformation, however, holds good for 1=0, which
is another value which makes S vanish ; or it does apply to the form a? + y^ + ^, for

which S vanishes. The transformation, in fact, is

(Z + F + Z)' + 24XFZ = - 8 (ar" + y' + 2>),

\vith the linear equations

X = -y-z,

Y=-z-x,
Z =-x-y.

The above two forms for which S vanishes, viz.

a^ + y^ + ^ + &xyz,

a? + ->/ + z',

are, notwithstanding, equivalent to each other, as appears by the identical equation

{x + y + zY+{x+<oy + arzf + (a; + w-y + oizf = ^{0? + f { z' + 6xyz),

where w is an imaginary cube root of unity. In the latter of the two cases of

failure, viz. for 1= —^, the equations for the linear transformations are

X=Y=Z=-x-y-z;

so that X, Y, Z are not only not independent, but they are connected by two linear

relations. And the formula of transformation becomes

(X + Y + Zy-27XYZ=0,

which is, in fact, true in virtue of the equations X = Y = Z.

The two forms of equation,

a? + y'^-'r z^ + QLvyz = 0,

(x + y +zy + 21kxyz = 0,

represent each of them equally well a curve of the third order without a double point.

In the first foim the three real points of inflexion ai-e given by

(x = 0, y+z = 0), (y = 0, z + x = 0), {z = 0, x + y=0);
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or what is the same thing, the points in question are the intersections of the lines

x=0, y=0, z = with the line x + i/ + z = 0; or we have x + y+z = for the equation

of the line through the three points of inflexion ; and the equations of the tangents

at the points of inflexion are

2lx-y-z = 0, 2ly-z-x = 0, 2lz-x-y=0.

For the second form it is obvious that the points of inflexion are the intersections

of the lines a; = 0, y = 0, z = with the line x + y + z=0; and, moreover, that the

lines x = 0, y = 0, z = are the tangents at the point of inflexion.

The first of the above-mentioned forms, however, cannot represent a curve with a

double point. In fact the condition for its doing so would be 1+81^ = 0; but when

this condition is satisfied, the left-hand side breaks up into linear factors, and the

equation represents, not a proper curve of the third order, but a system of three

lines. The second form can represent a curve having a double point; viz. if k = — l,

the curve will have a conjugate or isolated point at the point x = y = z. It is clear

a priori that (a; = 0, y = 0, z = being real lines) neither of the forms can represent

a curve of the third order having a double point with two real branches through it,

since in this case the curve has only one real point of inflexion.

I have elsewhere used the word "node" to denote a double point, and I take

the opportunity of suggesting the employment of the words "crunode" {crus) and

" acnode " {acus) to denote respectively a double point with two real branches through

it, and a conjugate or isolated point.

•2, Stone Buildings, W.C., October 19, 1860.
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259.

THE PROBLEM OF POLYHEDRA.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CXLVii. (for

the year 1857), pp. 183—185 : printed as a Note to Mr Kirkman's Memoir "On
Autopolar Polyhedra," pp. 183—215.]

Let a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, &c. represent the vertices of a polyhedron, then a face will

be represented, e.g. by ahcde, where the contiguous duads, viz. ah, he, cd, de, ea are the

edges of the face ; and calling the face K, we may ^vrite

K= ahcde. (1)

It is to be noticed that the letters of a face-symbol may be taken forwards or

backwards from any letter without altering the meaning of the symbol. Thus, ahcde,

bcdea, &c., edcha, &c. might any of them be taken to denote the face K. The diagonal

of a face cannot be either an edge or a diagonal of any other face, i.e. a non-contiguous

duad such as ac in a face-symbol K cannot be a duad, contiguous or non-contiguous, of

any other face-symbol. But each edge of a face must be an edge of one and only

one other face, i.e. each contiguous duad such as ah in the face-symbol K must be a

contiguous duad of one and only one other face-symbol L. And moreover two faces

cannot have more than a single edge in common, i.e. two face-symbols cannot contain

more than a single contiguous duad, the same in each symbol.

The face K contains the edges ab, ac, i.e. the edge ah is contained in the face

K; it will also be contained in one and only one other face, suppose L; this face

will contain another edge through the vertex a, suppose the edge af and so on, until

we arrive at a face containing the edge ae; we have, for example.
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K = eabcd,

L = haf. .
.

,

M=fag...,

N = gah. . .

,

P = hai. .
.

,

Q =iae...
;

and we thence derive the vertex-symbol

a = KLMNPQ, (2)

where the contiguous duads KL, LM, MM, NP, PQ, QK represent in order the edges

through the vertex a. The remarks before made with respect to the face-symbols

apply to the vertex-symbols. A non-contiguous duad such as KN of the vertex-symbol

a cannot be a duad, contiguous or non-contiguous, of any other vertex-symbol ; but each

contiguous duad such as KL of the vertex-symbol a must be a contiguous duad of one

and only one other vertex-symbol h. And the symbols of two vertices cannot contain

more than one contiguous duad, the same in each symbol.

Any edge of the polyhedron admits of a double representation ; it is the junction

of two vertices, or the intersection of two faces. Thus ah and KL will represent the

same edge, or we may write

ab = KL. (8)

It is to be remarked that in this system, to each equation ab = KL there

corresponds one and only one equation of the form ae = KQ, i.e. to an edge considered

as drawn from a given vertex in a given face there corresponds one and only one

other edge from the same vertex in the same face.

It has been shown how the system of face-symbols (1) leads to the system of

vertex-symbols (2), and the system of edge symbols (3) ; and generally, any one of the

three systems leads to the other two ; and the three systems conjointly, or each system

by itself, is a complete representation of the polyhedron. As an example, take the

hexaedron : the three systems are :

K = abed,

L = abfe,

M=bfge,

N= gcdh,

P = dhea,

Q = hefg,

(1) a = LPK, (2)

b = LMK,

c = MNK,

d = NPK,

e^LPQ,

f = LMQ,

g = MNQ,

h = NPQ,
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ab = KL,

be =KM,

cd = KN,

de = KP,

ae = PL,

t/= LM,

cfj = MN,

dh=NP,

ef=LQ, (3)

fg-MQ,

gh = NQ,

he=PQ. •

\ e

L
J/

p
h

Q
9

M

/ ^ \

Consider, now, two polyhedra having the same number of vertices and also the

same number of faces. And let the vertices and faces of the first polyhedron taken in

any order be represented by

abode. ..KLM...,

and the vertices and faces of the second polyhedron taken in a certain order be

represented by

a'b'c'd'e'...K'L'M'...;

then, foraiing the substitution symbol

a'b'c'd'e'. . .K'L'M'. . .abcde. ..KLM. . .,

which denotes that a' is to be written for a, b' for b...K' for K, &c., if operating

with this upon the symbol system of the fii-st polyhedron, we obtain the symbol system

of the second polyhedron, the second polyhedron will be syntypic with the first. It

should be noticed, that there may be several modes of arrangement of the vertices

and faces of the second polyhedron, which will render it syntypic according to the

foregoing definition with the first polyhedron, i.e. the second polyhedron may be syntypic

in several different ways with the first polyhedron. This is, in fact, the same as sajdng

that a polyhedron may be syntypic with itself in several different ways. Suppose, next,

that the number of vertices of the second polyhedron is equal to the number of faces

of the first polyhedion, and the number of faces of the second polyhedron is equal to

the number of vertices of the first polyhedron : and let the vertices and faces of the

first polyhedron in any order be represented by

abcde . . . KLM ...

,

and the faces and vertices of the second polyhedron in a certain order be represented by

A'B'C'D'E'... k'l'm'....
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Then, forming the substitution symbol

A'BC'D'E' .

.

. k'l'm' . . . abcde . . . KLM ...,

if, operating with this upon the symbol system of the first polyhedron, we obtain the

symbol system of the second polyhedron, the second polyhedron is said to be polar-

syntypic with the first; and, as in the case of syntypicism, this may happen in

several different ways.

Lastly, if there be a polyhedron having the same number of vertices and faces,

and if the vertices and faces in any order be represented by

ahcd...KLMN...,

and the faces and vertices in a certain oi"der be represented by

ABCD...klmn...;

then, forming the substitution symbol

ABGD ...klmn ... ahcd ... KLMN ...

,

if, operating with this upon the symbol system of the polyhedron, we reproduce such

symbol system, i.e. in fact, if the polyhedron be polar-syntypic with itself, the polyhedron

is said to be autopolar; and in accordance with a preceding remark, this may happen

in several different ways. It is clear that the substitution symbol, operating on the

symbol system of the vertices, must give the symbol system of the faces, and

conversely; but operating on the symbol system of the edges, it must reproduce such

symbol system of the edges: and this last condition will by itself suffice to make
the polyhedron autopolar, Le. the polyhedron will be autopolar if the substitution symbol,

operating on the symbol system of the edges, reproduces such symbol system.

C. IV. 24
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260.

ON THE DOUBLE TANGENTS OF A PLANE CURVE.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. cxLix, for tlie

year 1859, pp. 193—212. Received March 17,—Read April 14, 1859.]

It was first shown by Pliicker on geometrical principles, that the number of

the double tangents of a plane curve of the order m was ^m (m — 2) (j/i" — 9) : see the

note, "Solution d'une question fondamentale concernant la th^orie g^nerale des Courbes,"

Grelle, t. xil. pp. 105—108 (1834), and the "Theorie der algebraischen Curven" (1839).

The memoir by Hesse, "Ueber die Wendepuncte der Curven diitter Ordnung," Crelle,

t. XXVIII. pp. 97—107 (1844), contains the analytical solution of the allied easier problem

of the determination of the points of inflexion of a plane ciu-ve. In the memoir,

"Recherches sur I'elimination et sur la theorie des Courbes," Crelle, t. xxxiv. (1847),

pp. 30—45, [53], I showed how the problem of double tangents admitted of an analytical

solution, viz. if ^7=0 is the equation of the curve, L, M, iV the first derived functions

of U, and

D = a {Md^ - Nd,j) + /8 (Ndy - Ld,) + y {Ld, - Md^)

(where a, /8, y are arbitrary), then the points of contact of the double tangents ai-e

given as the intereections of the curve U= 0, with a curve the equation whereof is

in the first instance obtained under the form [y] = 0; [F] being a given function of

]>U, D>U, ... D"'U,

of the degi'ee nv'—m — Q in respect of (a, /3, 7), the degiee m^ — 2»i' — 10?w + 12 in

respect of (x, y, z), and the degi-ee vi" + m — 12 in respect of the coefficients of U.

It was necessary, in order that the points of intereection should be independent of the

arbitrary quantities (a, /3, 7), that we should have identically

[F] = A. U + N.UU,
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iV being of the degree to- - to - 6 in (a, /3, 7), and consequently 11 tT a function of

{x, y, z) without (a, yS, 7). Guided by Hesse's investigation for the points of inflexion,

I asserted that it was probable that N was of the form {ax + ^y + 75:)">*-»"-«
; which

being so, nCT would be of the degree (m — 2)(to2-9) in respect of {x, y, z), and the

degree to= + to— 12 in respect of the coefficients, and I was thus led to the theorem,

"On trouve les points de contact des tangentes doubles en combinant avec I'dquation

de la courbe une Equation TlU = 0, de I'ordre (m— 2)(to^ — 9) par rapport aux vaiiables

et de I'ordre m' +m — 12 par rapport aux coefficients—c'est-a-dire, puisqu'il correspond

deux points de contact a une tangente double, le nombre de ces tangentes est ^gal

k ^ (m — 2) (to^ — 9) : th^oreme d^montrd indu-ectement par M. Pllicker."

Hesse, in the memoir "Ueber Curven dritter Ordnung u.s.w.," Crelle, t. xxxvi. pp.

143—176 (1848), showed how the components D'U, I}>U, ... D^U of [F] could each of

them be expressed in a simplified form, and he thus effected the actual reduction of [F]

to the form A. U+ (ax + 0y + yz)*^"^^*B, where R still contained the arbitraiy quantities

(a, yS, 7) in the degree («t — 2) (to — 3). In particulai- for a quartic curve, the equation

i? = was shown to be

where the left-hand side is of the degree 2 in (a, /3, 7) and the degree 16 in (x, y, z)
;

and which should therefore by means of the equation i7=0 be reducible so as to contain

the factor (av + ^y + yz)-.

Jacobi's paper, "Beweis des Satzes, dass eine Curve n-ten Grades im allgemeineu

^(w-2)(n=-9) Doppeltangenten hat," Crelle, t. XL. pp. 237—260 (1850), did not, I

think, materially advance the solution of the question. In a letter to Jacobi, dated

the 30th December, 1849, published at the conclusion of the last-mentioned paper,

Hesse gave the equation of the curve of the 14th order for the points of contact of

the double tangents of a quartic, viz. in my notation,

(31, 33. 6. g, @, m^.U. dyH, d,Hy-H(% 33, S, g, @, ^p„ 8„ d,YH = 0,

and the demonstration is given in Hesse's paper, "Ueber die ganzen homogenen

Functionen von der dritten uud vierten Ordnung zwischen drei Vaiiabeln," Crelle, t. XLi.

pp. 28.5—292 (1851), and is reproduced in Mr Salmon's Treatise on the Higher Plane

Curves (1852). Two very interesting memoii's by Hesse and Steiner, Crelle, t. XLix.

(1855), relate to the geometrical theory of the double tangents of a quartic, and it is not

necessary to refer to them more particularly. It is to be observed that the curve

which determines the points of contact of the double tangents is not absolutely deter-

minate; for we may, it is clear, in the place of ni7=0, wi-ite UU + M. U=0, where

M is an arbitrary function of the proper degree: a very elegant transfomiation in the

case of the quartic is given in Hesse's paper, "Transfonnation der Gleichung der Curven

14ten Grades, welche eine gegebene Curve 4ten Grades in den Beriihrungspuncten

ihrer Doppeltangenten schneiden," Crelle, t. m. pp. 97—103 (1856).

Mr Salmon's work above refen-ed to, contains the fundamental theorem of the

tangential of a cubic, viz. a tangent to a cubic meets the cubic in a third point

24—2
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which lies on the second or line polar of the point of contact with respect to the

Hessian. In my "Memoir on Curves of the Third Order," Phil. Trans, vol. CXLVil.

(1857), pp. 415—446, art. No. 37, [146], I gave an identical equation relating to the

tangential of a cubic, but which is not there exhibited in its proper form ; this was

afterwards effected by Mr Salmon, in the paper " On Curves of the Third Order,"

Phil. Trails, vol. CXLViii. (1858), pp. 535—541. The equation, as given by Mr Salmon,

is in the notation of the present memoir,

-^. U + ^'Si^ . DU -IDH .l>r ^- H .T = 0,

an equation which in fact puts in evidence the last-mentioned theorem for the tangential

of a cubic.

The idea occun-ed to me of considering, in the case of the higher plane curves,

the tangentials of a given point of the curve, viz. the points in which the tangent

again meets the curve ; for by expressing that two of these tangentials were coincident,

we should have the condition that the given point is the point of contact of a

double tangent. But I was not able to complete the solution.

Finally, Mr Salmon discovered the equation of a curve of the order ?« — 2, which

by its intersections with the tangent at the given point determines the tangentials,

and by expressing that the curve in question is touched by the tangent, he was led

to a complete solution of the Double-tangent problem. Mr Salmon's result is given

in the note, "On the Double Tangents to Plane Curves," in the Philosophical Magazine

for October 1858. The discovery just referred to led me to the investigations of the

present memoir, in which it will be seen that I obtain, for a curve of any order

whatever, the identical equation con-esponding to the before-mentioned equation obtained

by Mr Salmon in the case of a cubic; which identical equation puts in evidence the

theorem as to the tangentials of the curve, and may thus be considered as containing

in itself the solution of the Double-tangent problem : the identical equation is besides

interesting for its own sake, as a part of the theory of ternary quantics.

1. Mr Salmon's solution of the problem of double tangents is based upon the

following analytical determination of the tangentials of any point of the curve.

Let
T = (*$Z, Y, Z)''=Q

be the equation of the given curve, {X, Y, Z) being current coordinates; and let

{x, y, z) be the coordinates of a point on the curve, so that we have

U^{*\x, y, ^)» = 0,

a condition satisfied by the coordinates of the point in question.

Then the tangent

V = {Xd^+Ydy^Zd,)U=0

at the point {x, y, z), meets the curve besides in (n — 2) points, which are the

tangentials of the given point {x, y, z), and which are determined as the intersections

of the tangent F= with a certain curve,

i^ = (t5a;, y, z)»-^ = 0.
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2. To express the equation of this curve, let U^, U^, ... be the successive emanants

of U, taken with the facients of emanation (x^, y^, z^), viz.

Ui= - should be
n [_ n —

Ui = —

;

TT should be

2

n{n-l)[ (n-2){n-S)

(«,9-c + y,dy + z,di) U,

{x,d^ + y,dy + z,d,yU,

where it should be noticed that the numerical determination is such, that putting

{x, y, z) for {x,, y,, z), then t/,, U^, ... become respectively equal to U. [The numerical

determination should have been and in the latter part of the memoir is assumed to

be such as to render Hy, H^, &c. equal to H, on making the substitution in question

:

the correction was made in a later memoir " On the double tangents of a curve of

the fourth order."] Suppose also that H, Hi, H„_,... are the Hessians of U, Ui, U^, ...,

viz. H is the determinant formed with the second derived functions of U with respect to

{x, y, z), H^ the like determinant with the second derived functions of Z7, with respect to

the same quantities (a-, y, z); and so on. Moreover let D^-^H, ={Xd^+ Ydy+ ZdiY-^H,

denote the (n— 2)thic emanant of H with respect to the current coordinates (X, Y, Z)

as facients of emanation; and simiWly let D^~^Hi, D^-^-H^, ... denote the (re — 2)thic

emanants of if,, H^,... in respect to the same facient of emanation—it being understood

that in all these functions, {x,, y„ z^ are after the differentiations to be replaced by

{x, y, z). It is to be observed that Ur is of the degree {n — r) in {x, y, z), and con-

sequently Hr of the degi'ee 3(n-2-r); hence D"--Hr is of the degree S(n-2 — r)—{n—2),

= 2(n — 2) — 3r, which implies that r4-§(w — 2), for otherwise D^-^Hr would be identically

equal to zero. Upon replacing («,, y„ z) by {x, y, z), D'^'-H,. (r satisfying the above

condition) becomes of the degree 2 (n — 2) in (x, y, z), and it is obviously of the degree 3

in the coefificients of U, and of the degree (n — 2) in the current coordinates (X, Y, Z).

3. This being premised, we have

= Dn-^E -^^ D"-^Hi + &c. = 0,

for the equation of the curve of the order {n — 2), which by its intersection with the

tangent gives the tangentials of the given point ; the numerical coefficients are the

binominal coefficients of the order («-l) taken with the signs + and - alternately,

and the series is continued as long as the terms do not vanish, that is, if as before

r denote the suffix of H, for so long as r4-§(«-2); but of course the value will

not be altered by continuing the series to r = n-l. In particular, for the quartic

we have

a = D'H-'inr-Hu

for the quintic

n = lyH - 4-D'H, + eD'H,,
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and 80 on. The function fl, like the several component terms, is of course of the

degree 3 in the coefficients of U, and of the degree 2 (n - 2) in {x, y, z).

4. It is to be remarked that the formula applies to a cubic; we have here

simply ft = DH, which agrees with a result already mentioned. It may be noticed

also that in the general case the formula gives at once the condition for the points

of inflexion; in fact, if the point {x, y, z) be a point of inflexion, then one of the

tangentials must coincide with this point, or the equation ft=0 will be satisfied by

writing therein {x, y, z) for (X, 7, Z); but when this is done D^-^H, D^-^H, &c.

reduce themselves (to numerical factors pres) to H, and the equation becomes simply

H = 0, which is the well-known condition for the points of inflexion.

5. If two of the tangentials coincide, or what is the same thing, if the tangent

F=0 touches the curve ft = 0, then the point (x, y, z) will be the point of contact

of a double tangent. The equation which expresses the condition in question, treating

therein (x, y, z) as current coordinates, is consequently that of a curve, intersecting

the given curve (now represented by U=0) in the points of contact of the double

tangents. The process leads to a determinate form TlU=0, of the curve in question,

but of course any curve whatever, IIU+M . U =0, will intersect the curve U=0 in

the points of contact of the double tangents.

6. I ^vrite for the moment

ft=(ii, ...\x, Y, zr--=o,

V = ^X + r,Y+^Z =0,

for the two equations: the coefficients (A, ...), as already mentioned, are of the degree

2(ri— 2) in (x, y, z) and of the degree 3 in the coefficients of U; or as we may express it,

A,...=(a,...y(x, y, zy^^-^\

In like manner f, tj, f are of the degree {n — \) in {x, y, z), and the degi-ee 1 in the

coefficients of U, or we may write

f V, ^ = (a,...y(x, y, zY-K

7. The equation which expresses that the line F = touches the curve ft = 0, is

Fft = 0, where the facients of the Reciprocant Fft are the coefficients (f, r), of the

linear function. This equation is of the form

(A,...y '"-"
(f t], f)

•»-=' "'-'> = ;

or attending to the forms of (A, ...) and (f, i], f), it is of the form

or what is the same thing, the form

(a, ...)•«+*<"-« (a;, y,
^)'»-»i !««-») = Q,
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viz. the curve through the points of contact of the double tangents is a curve of the

oixier {)i—2){n^ — 9), and its equation contains the coefficients of the equation U=0
of the given curve in the degree {n + 4)(n — 3). And since each double tangent

corresponds to two points of contact, the number of double tangents is ^n(n — 2){n' — 9).

This agrees with the before-mentioned results.

8. The whole problem is thus reduced to the demonstration of Mr Salmon's

expression for the curve fl = 0. To fix the ideas, consider the case of a quartic curve

T = (*][X, Y, Zy=0, and let the function U = {*'^x, y, z)* (or as for shortness we

may write it, U= (x, y, z)*) and certain of its emanants be represented as follows, viz.

—

a ={x, y, z)* ,

b ={x, y, znX, Y, Z),

c = {x, y, zfiX, Y, Zf,

d ={x, y. z)(X, Y, Zy,

e = (X, Y, zy,

a' ={x,y.zy (Z', F, Z')

,

h' ={x,y, zf{X, Y, Z){X\ Y', Z')

,

c' ={x, y, z){X, Y, Zy(X\ Y',Z'),

d' = {X, Y, Zy{X', F, Z'),

a"= {x, y, zy (X', Y\ZJ,

b" = {x, y, z){X, Y, Z)(X', F, ZJ,

c" = {X,Y, zy(X'. F, zy,

where {X', F, Z') are new arbitrary facients; but, as before, (X, Y, Z) are taken to

be current coordinates, and {x, y, z) the coordinates of the given point on the curve

:

e = is the equation of the curve
;

d= 0, the equation of the first or cubic polar of the point (*•, y, z)
;

i=0, the equation of the last or line polar of the point {x, y, z), or what is the

same thing (the point being on the curve), the tangent of the curve

at this point

;

a=0, the condition which expresses that the point is on the ciu-ve.

9. Imagine now an identical equation,

aI-l-6II + dni + eIV = 0;

then, since a = 0, we have

6II + dIII + eIV = 0;
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and if in this equation we write 6 = 0, e = 0, it becomes Hid = 0, that is, the points

of intersection of the curve e—0 and the tangent 6 = lie on one or other of the

curves d=0. III = 0. But the points in question do not lie on the curve d = 0,

consequently they lie on the curve III = 0.

10. To explain the law of formation of the multipliers I, II, III, IV, I form the

matrix

(a, 6, c, d; a' , V , c' )

,

6 , c , d , e ;
6' , c' , d'

a', b', c', d'; a", 6", c"

and then we have

I = -

II = -

d. c, b' +

e, d, c'

d', c', b"

d, c, a' -

e , d, b'

d', c', a"

III a
,

b,

a',

c,

b\

c' -

d'

a, h. b' +

b, c, c'

a', b'.
6"

d, b, c' ]

e, c, d'

d', b', d"

d. b, b' — d, a, c'

e, c. c' e, h. d'

d', b', b" d'. a', c"

a, c, b' I-
1

a, d, a'

b, d, c b. e. b'

a', c, b" a'. d'. a'

a, c, a'
1

b, d. b'

a', c', a"

IV =

values which, as I proceed to show, satisfy the identical equation

oI+6II + d!III + eIV=0.

11. We have in fact

1= d(db"-c'' +cc"-b'd')

+ e{b'c' -b"c+b'c'-bc")

+ d'(cc' -db' +bd'-cc'),

where the last line is = bd'^ — db'd'
;

II = d (b'c' - a"d + b'c' - b"c + a'd' - be")

+ e (ca" - a'c' + bb" - b'- + ac" - a'c')

+ d' {a'd -b'c +b'c - be' + be' -ad'),

where the last line is da'd' — ad''^
;
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Ill = a(- b'd' + cc" + c'- - h"d + h'd' - ea"

)

+ h ( be" - h'c' + h"c -h'c' + a"d - ad' )

+ a'( cc' - bd' + b'd - cc' + ae - b'd ),

where the last line is - ba'd' + ea'" ; and

IV = a{b"c-b'c' + da"-b'c')

+ b(b'- - bb" + a'c' - a"c)

+ a'{bc' - b'c + cb' - a'd\

where the last line is ba'c — a'-d.

193

These values may be expressed as follows:

1= a( )

+ b( d'"-

'

) (12)

+ d( b"d + c"c - b'd'- cc' - d'b') (13)

^e{-b"c-c"b + b'c' + c'b' ), (14)

11= a{- d"- ) (21)

+ b{ )

+ d{- a"d - b"c - c"b + a'd' + b'c' + c'b' + d'a!) (23)

+ e ( a"c + b"b+ c"a - a'c' - b'b' - c'a' ), (24)

ni= a{-b"d-c"d-^b'd'+c'c'+d'b' ) (31)

+ b{ a:'d + b"c + c"b-a'd'-b'c'-c'b'-d'a') (32)

+ d( )

\-e{-a"a + a'a' ), (34)

IV = a( b"c + c"b - b'c' - c'b' ) (41)

-irb{-a"c-b"b-c"a+a'c' + b'b' + c'a' ) (42)

+ d{ a"a-a'a' ) (43)

+ e( ).

C. IV. 25
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which are of the form

I = a +6(12) + d(13) + e(14),

II = a(21) + 6 +d(23) + e(24),

III = a (31) + 6 (32) + d +e(34),

IV = a(41) + 6(42) + d(43) + e ,

where (12)= — (21), &c., and which therefore satisfy the equation

al +bU +dlll +eIV = 0.

12. The equation of the curve which by its intersection with the tangent gives the

tangentials, is

III=- a , b

,

c'

b , c

,

d'

«' Z.' -"a, , c

a, c, V —

b. d, d

a'. c'. b"

a. d, a'

b, e. b'

a'. d'. a"

= 0,

the degrees of which are

in the coefficients of TJ, 3,

va. {x
, y , z

) 6,

in {X,Y,Z) 4,

in (Z', Y,Z') 2;

and it only remains to divest this equation of a factor which it contains,

(C
, y> z

X, Y, Z

X', Y', Z'

which being thrown out, the equation will be independent of {X\ Y', Z') and will be

of the degrees

in the coefficients of U, 3,

in (x, y, z) 4,

in (X, Y.Z) 2.

and will in fact be the before-mentioned equation d = D'H—SD^Hi — Q.

13. Write for shortness,

= A.

it is to be shown that

X, y. z

X, Y, z

X, Y, Z'

lll = -^A'(])'H-W'H,).
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14. To efifect this I remark that we have identically

a, b, a =A'H;

b, c, b'

a', b', a"

and I proceed to operate upon this equation with 1) = Xdx + Ydy + Zd^.

I notice that

a, b, c, d, e; a', b', c', d' ; a", b", c"

are in regard to (x, y, z) of the degrees

4, 3, 2, 1, 0; 3, 2, 1, 0; 2 , 1,0;

or what is the same thing, since for the case in hand w = 4, of the degrees

n, n — \, ... ; n — \,n — 2,...; n — 2, ?? — 3, . .

.
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and we have

Da = nb, Db={n—l)c,..

15. In the determinant

Da' = (jra- 1) b', Db' = (n - 2) c',. . . Da" = (n - 2) b",.

a , b, a' , = A-H,

b , c. b'

a', b', a"

the degrees of the terms (other than each top term, the degree of which is higher

by unity) in the several columns are n—1, n — 2, n — 2; if then we operate on the

determinant with D, and as regards the top terms we write

Da =b +(H-l)b,

Db =c +(«-2)c,

Da'=b' + (n-2)b',

we have in the first place a term

(n-1)

b, c, b'

b, c, b'

a'. b', a"

aext the terms

b, b , a' + (n -2) a, c, a' + («--2) a, b, b'

c, c, b' b, d, V b, c, c'

b', b', a" a', c', a" a', b', b'

25—2
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the first of which vanishes. On the light-hand side DA = identically, and therefore

D.A?H=A?DH, or we have

(1-2) a. c. a' + (n-2)

h. d, b'

a, c'. a"

a, h, V

b, c, c'

a', b'. h"

= .\?DH.

16. I repeat the operation D: we have

(n _ 2)(m - 1)

+ (n-2)(n-3)

+ {n - 2)(m - 2)

b, c , a'

c, d, b'

b', c, a"

a. d, a

b, c, b

a'. d', a"

a, c. b'

b, d, c'

a', c'. b"

+ (n-2)(m-l)

+ (w-2)(«-2)

+ (n-2)(n-3)

b, b, h'

c, c, c'

V, b', b"

a, c, b'

b. d, c'

a', c', b"

a, b. c'

b. c, d'

a', b', c"

. = A?LPH;

or, collecting the different terms,

(n-2)(n,-3) a. b, c'

b, c, d'

a', b'. c"

+ 2(n-2)= a,c, b' +(»i-2)(n-3) a ,d, a' + («-2)(«-l) b,c , a'

b,d,c' b, e,b' c,d,b'

a', c', b" a', d', a" V, c', a"

=A?D'H.

17. A little consideration will show that in this equation we may write n—\
for n, and fT, for H. In fact, putting for a moment 8 = xjdx + yjdy + zjdi, we have

con-esponding to the equation

a, b, a' =A'H,

this other equation.

b, c, b'

a', b', a"

Ba, Bb, Sa'

Bb, Be, Bb'

Ba', Sb', Ba"

= A=^.,

where ultimately (ar„ y,, z) are to be replaced by {x, y, z). We may operate upon

this equation with D, If, ... as before, the only difference being that in the first
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instance Sa, Sb, &c. are as regai-ds (x, 'y, z) of degrees lower by unity than a, b, &c.,

that is »i — 1 must be substituted throughout in the place of n ; and when at the

end of the process (cc,, y„ z^) are replaced by (x, y, z), then ha, 8b, &c. become equal

to a, b, &c., from which the truth of the asserted proposition is manifest.

18. Hence writing n = 4, we have

2
I

a,

b,

a'.

b, c' + 8

c, d'

h', c"

d, d, a' + 2

b. e , b'

a. d'. a"

a,

h,

a'.

d, a' + 6

e, V

d', a"

a,

b,

d , a'

e , h

a, d', a"

+ 2

b, c

,

a'

c, d, b'

6, c, a

b , c , a'

c, d, V

b', c', a"

= A'D'-H,

= A"-D'H,;

and hence

2-

a,

b.

b,

c,

a', b',

c

d'

c"

a, c, V +

b. d, c

a', c', b"

a, d, a'

b, e

,

b'

a'. d', a'

\ = K'{D'H- SI>H,),

which is the required equation

III = - )sA-{I)'H - WH,).

19. It is to be added, that the equation for A^DH gives IY = ^AWH; the values

of II and I are at once obtained from those of III and IV by interchanging (x, y, z)

and (X, Y, Z). Hence if we represent by ^, 3), &c. the values which H, D, &c.

assume by this interchange, we may write

I = - iA=35>&,

II = + iA=(2)^^-;33)^^,),

III = - \A^{D°-H--iiy-H,),

IV = + JA^i)^

;

and the identical equation,

aI + 6II + dIII + eIV = 0,

gives therefore

-2)^. u-\-\{'i)'^-'i'^"-^,)DU- \{i>H -wn,)'s^t + DH.r = o,

which is of itself suflBcient to put in evidence the property that the curve IPH — ^D^Hi= Q

gives by its intersections with the tangent DU=0, the tangentials of the point (x, y, z).

The last-mentioned equation is the equation for a quartic corresponding to Mr Salmon's

equation

_^ , jr + ^2)^ . DU"- ^i)^ . 2)T + /f . T =

for the cubic U= 0.
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20. It is worth while to give the investigation of the equation for the cubic;
the matiix is

( a, b, c; a', b'
)

b, c, d; b' , c'

a', b'. c'\ a", b"

and the identical equation is

where

1= c, b, b'

d, c, c'

c', b'. b"

c, b. a' — c, a, V

d, c, b' d. b, c'

c', h', a" c', a', b"

a, b, b' — a, c, a!

h. c, c' b, d, b'

a'. h'. b" a', c', a"

a, b. a'
f

h. c, b'

a', b', a"

II =

-

III = -

IV =

or, as we may express them,

1= a( )

+ b( c'= )

+ c(b"c-b'c'-c'b')

+ d(-b"b + b'b' ),

II = a( - c"^

+ 6(

+ c (- a"c - b"b + a'c + b'b' + c'a

+ d{ a"b + b"a-a'b'-b'a'

III = a(- b"c + b'c' + c'b'

+ b( a"c+b"b-a'c'-b'b'-(/a

+ c(

+ d(- aa" + a''

IV = a{b"b - b'b'

+ b(-a"b-b"a + a'b' + b'a'

+ c( a"

a

— a'
a'

+ d{

(12)

(13)

(14)

(21)

(23)

(24)

(31)

(32)

(34)

(41)

(42)

(43)
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which verify the identical equation. We have III = — A?DH, IV = A?H, and thence

II = + A-2)^5, I = — A-.^ ; hence the equation in question

-^.U+ ^3)^ . DU-IDH . !DT + ZT. T = 0.

21. One other example will be sufficient to render manifest the law of the formation

of the multipliers I, II, III, IV.

In the case of a sextic curve we have the matrix

( a, b, c, d, e, f
b, c, d, e, f, g

a', b', c, d', e', f

a', b', c, d', e'
),

b' , c' , d' , e , f
a", b", c", d", e"

the identical equation is

aT + 6II+/III+^IV =0;

and the expressions for the multipliers I, II, III, IV are :

1= /, e, b' + /, d. c' + f, c, d + /. b, e'

9, /, C ff, e. d' g, d, e g' c, r
/ e', b" f, d'. c" f, c. d" /. b', e"

1 = -;/, e, a' - /, d. b' - f. c. c' - /. b, d' - /. a, e'

9, /. h' 9' «' c' g, d, d' 9> c, e' 5'. b, f
f, e', a" f, d\ b" f, c. d" /'. &', d" /'. a', e"

I = - (t, b, e' |- 1 a, c, d' — a, d. c - a, e', b' - a, f, a'

b. c, r b, d. e' b, e, d' b, /'. c' b, 9, h'

a', b', e" 1 a', c'. e" a', d', e" 1 a, e". b" a', /'. a"

V = a, b, d' + a, c, c -' a, d, b' —
1
a, e, a' •

b, c , e' b, d. d' b, e. c' b, f> b'

a', b'. d" a, d', c" a', d', b" a', e', a"

22. We have in fact

1= a(0

+ 6(-flre" +// (12)

+/( b"f + c"e + d"d + e"c -b'f--c'e'-d'd'- e'c'--f'h' ) (13)

+ g^-b"e-c"d-d"c + b'e' + c'd'+ d'c' + e'b' /i (14)

11= o( e"g -ff (21)

+ 6(0 ) ...

+/(_ a"f- b"e - d'd - d"e - e'b + a'f + b'e' + c'd' + d'c' + e'b' +f'a') (23)

+ g{ a"e + b"d + g"c + d"b - a'e' -b'd' - c'c' - d'b' - e'd ), (24)
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111= a(-67-c"e-d"d-e"c +&'/' +(^6' + ^'^'+ eV +/6'
) (31)

+ 6 (+ a'/ + h"e + d'd + d"c + e"6 -a'f - b'e' - c'd' - d'c' - e'b' -fa') (32)

+/
+ a"-

-b'e' -c'd' -d'c -e'b'

+ a'e' + b'd' + c'c' + d'b' + da'

-a''

+g(—a a

IV = «( b"e + c"d + d"c

+ b(-a"e-b"d-c"c-d"b

+/( a"a

+ 9(0

which are of the form
I = a, +6(12)+/(13) + 5r(14).

II = o(21) + 6 +/(23)+5'(24),

III = a (31) + 6 (32)+/ +5r(34),

IV = re(41) + 6(42)+/(43) + (7 ,

where (12) = — (21) &c., and the equation

al +611 +/III +glY =
is consequently satisfied.

23. The expression

III = -

), (34)

) (41)

) (42)

) (43)

), ...

a, b, e' - a, c, d' — a, d. c' — a. /. a'

b, c, f b, d, e' b, e, d' b, 9> b'

a, b', e" a', c', d" a'. d', c" a', /'. a"

leads to

III = - A'' (D'H - bD*H, + \OI>H„),

and consequently the equation of the curve which by its intersections with the

tangent determines the taugentials of a point of a sextic, is

D'H - 5D*H, + 10I>H, = 0.

24. In the general case of a curve of the order n the matrix is

Ctfj , Cti , Cto . . . ttn—1 J ^0 » Cli ,, , d ji_2 I

Oi ) Cfr3 ) U^ • • • CC}} ) Ct^ f
Uo . . • a ji I

(Zfj , di ,
Cl^ ... d jj_i J ^0 J di ., ^ (I ji_2

where, in analogy with what precedes,

a„ =iX, Y, Z)«

a, = (X, Y, Zy^-\x, y, z)
,

a„_, = (Z, Y, Z) {x, y. ^)»-',

a„ = (ar, y, zY ,
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and similarly for the accented letters, so that

a„ = is the equation of the curve

;

a J
= is the equation of the first or (n — l)thic polar

;

«„_, = is the equation of the last or line-polar, or what is the same thing, since {x, y, z)

is a point on the curve, the tangent at this point

;

On =0, the condition which expresses that {x, y, z) is a point of the curve

;

and we have to form the identical equation

Ool + OiII + a^iIII + a„IV = 0.

25. If, for shortness, the columns of the last-mentioned matrix are represented by

1, 2, S...n, (1), (2)...(«-l),

and the determinants formed with these columns respectively by a corresponding

notation {1, 2, (1)}, {1, 2, (2)}, &c., then the expressions for the multipliers I, II, III, IV

are as follows, viz.

1= {v,n-l, (2)} + {n, »i-2, (3)} ... -H {«, 2, {n-1)]

II = -{n, n-1, (!)}-{», n-2, (2)} ... - {n, 2, (n-2)]-{n, 1, (n-1)},

III = -{1, 2, (n-l)j-{l, 3, (n-2)} ...-{1, n-l, (2)} - {1, n, (1) ),

IV = {1,2, (n-2)} + [l, 3, (n-l)]... + {l, n-1, (1)};

the truth of the identical equation being shown, as in the foregoing special cases, by

the transformation of the multipliers into the form

I = a„ +ai(12) + a^,(13) + a„(14),

II = a„(21) -f- a, +a„_,(23) + a„(24),

III = ft„(31) + a,(32) + a„_i 4-a„(.34),

IV = cio(41)-(-Oi(42) + a„_,(43) + a„ ,

where (12) = — (21), &c. : the required expressions may be written down without

diflBculty.

26. Proceeding then to reduce the equation

III^ {1, 2. (n-l)}-{l, 3, (n-2)}...-{l, n-1, (2)}-{l,n, (1)},

we have the equation

{1, 2, (i)}=A»ir,

which is to be successively operated on with D. The degrees (less unity) of the

columns

1, 2, ...n-1, n, (1) (2), ...n-1,
are

n-1, n-2,... 1, 0, n-2, n - 3, ... 0;

and the rule is to operate on each column of the determinant, multiplying by the

degree less unity, and increasing the symbolical number by unity. Thus

Dll, 2, (l)I = (n-l){2, 2, {l)]+in-2){l, 3, (1)} +(n-2){l, 2, (2)),

(n-2){l, 3, (I)j-H(n-2){1, 2, (2)},

since {2, 2, (l)j vanishes identically. The following Table shows the mode of effecting

the operations

:

c. IV. 26



H 1 = 1 \n-2J [» - 2 ]• 12(1)

DII 1

1

- 1

1

[n - 2? [« - 2

[n - 2]' [« - 2

I

> 1^?{

IfiH 1 = 1 \n-2 [n-2 1

IS1 1 2 n-2 1 n- 2 1

1 1

1

[n-2 t [n-2 14(1)

1 [»-2]' [rt-2]"' [m-1]> 23(1)

12(4)jyu 1 1 [m- 2 rn-2 3

2 1 3 n--2 ' n-2 3
13(3)

1 2 3 n--2 2 n - 2 1

14(2)
1 1

3

2

[n-2 J [n-2 15(1)

1

1

2

1

[n - 2]» [w - 2

\n - 2p [»i - 2 :}[»-!]•
23(2)

24(1)

D*II 1 = 1 r«-2 I) [n-2 4
12(5)

3 1 4 M-2 1 n- 2 3
13(4)

3 3 6 'n- 2 3 n-2 2
14(3)

1 3 4 «-2" n-2 1
15(2)

1 1 [)i - 2" 4 n-2 16(1)

3 3 6 [m-2' 1 [n-2 '1 23(3)
2 3 3 K -i - 2' 3

'h - 2" '}[n- ly 24(2)
2 1 3

2

[n-2' s [n- 2' "1 25(1)

2 [»i - 2]» [» - 2; [n-lj 34(1)

12(6)D'H 1 c° 1 [n - 21 [n - 2" 5

4 1 5 n-2 1 n-2' 4
13(5)

6 4 10 n- 2' •2 n - 2" 3
14(4)

4 6 10 n-2 :i n-2 2
15(3)

1 4 n- 2]
i n - 2^ 1

16(2)
1 1 n - 2 6 [n-2j 17(1)

23(4)6 4 10 [n - 2]
1 fn - 2]

4

8 G 6 20 'n - 2' ' a- 2
llb^- 1]'

24(3)
3 8 4 15 M - 2 3

'n - 2l 25(2)
3 1 4 \a - 2;

•f

'n - 2; 26(1)

2

2

8

3

10

5

n - 2J
'u - 2f

n-2'
n - 2;

I } [^' - 1?
34(2)

35(1)

Efill 1 = 1 n-2] 'n-2]I
12(7)

1 6 'n - 2' 1 n-2 9
13(6)

10 15 n-2 •2 n-2 4
14(5)

10 10 20 n - 2' (

'n - 2' 1

15(4)
10 15 '71 ~ 2' J 'n - 2' J

16(3)
I 6 n-2 5 n- 2 I

17(2)
1 1

15

u - 2]
6 n- 2] 18(1)

10 5 n-2] 1 n-2]«\
23(5)

20 10 10 40 n-2 2 n-2 1
24(4)

15 20 10 45 n-2' J n- 2 ' r[n- n 25(3)
4 15 o 24 n - i 4 n- 2 1

26(2)
4 1 5 n-2j 5 n -

2J J 27(1)

10 20 30 n-2] 9 u- 2]') 34(3)
10 15 30 n-2 t n- 2 >

[
[n - 1]^ 35(2)

5 4 9 n-2j 1 n-2]") 36(1)

5 5 [w - 2]» [» - 2] • [«-l]' 45(1)

D>H &c. 1
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where the first three columns show the numbers which give, by the addition of the

numbers in the same horizontal line, the numerical coefficients of the factorials which

multiply the different terms of H, DH, &c., and where in the last column 12(1), &c.

are written for shortness in the place of jl, 2, (1)], &c.

27. It is clear that we have in general

A-'ITH= 1 [n - 2]''[w - 2]'' (1, 2, {r + 1)}

+
\

[n-2]'[n-2r"{l, 3, {r)
]

+ '^^-^ [« - 2?[« - 2]'-(l, 4, (r - 1)}

+ i [H-2]'[9i-2p (1, r+2, (1)}

f+R: [«-2]' [»-2]'-= {2, 3, (7--1)}

+ [«-!]'
'+^'' ^""^^' [n--2Y-' {2, 4, (r-2))

^ + iiV_, [n - 2]'- [n - 2]« {2, r + 1 , (1))

r + R: [n - 2]= [n - iV-* {3, 4, (r - 3)}

( + i2'V_[«-2]'-[»-2]» (3, 7-, (1) }

+ U - \y ^ ^"*''
I^" ~ ^^*' ^" - 2]";i r + 1 , i r + 2 , (1)}

•^ ' I r even ; or r odd

a. r _ 1 nil-.) 1+ ^"*"'""
t" - 2]- """ t" - 2]' fK*- + 1). W + 3), (2)1

"^l-" iJ |+^^^J,.+.,[„_9Jilr+l,|-„_9]o..^(^+l)^ ^(^+5)^ (1)1.

and the general term is

[»i-l]«iJ,«[«-2p+'[«-2]'-^-''[8+l, 8+2 + s, (r-2S + l-s)],

where a extends from s = to s = r— 28, and S from 8 = to 8 = ^?' or ^(r — 1), according

as r is even or odd. The expression for the coefficients R^ is

and that of the other coefficients i2rf(8 = or< 1) is not required for the present purpose.

28. According to a remark already made, the expressions for />""-//,, I)''H«, &c. are

at once obtained from that for D^H by merely writing n-l, «— 2, &c. in the place

of 71 : it is however to be noticed, that the quantity within the [ ] must not be

negative, and that on its becoming so, the factorial is to be omitted.

2G—

2
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29. I write now

and I consider the expression

[260

H-1

X <

the general tei-m of which is

R/[B + l, B + 2 + S, (r-2B+l-s)}

[n-lf[n-2]'[n-2f

_ "-^ [„ _ 2]« [« - .3]' [n - Sy

+ Sbc

or, as this may be ^vritten, putting q = n — S — l,

iJ.*{a+l, S+2+S, (r-28 + l-s)}

[n-2]'[n-2Y''

x[n-ip- -2[,i_3]«[n-3]^ -•

. + &c.

30. I assume r>-n-2, we have then a + /3 = r-S>«-S-2, and therefore

o + /8 <q. The general term of the series in
{

} is

i-f j^l[n-2-^y[n-2-'^f,

where the terms for which n — 2 — ^ is uegative are to be excluded, or what is the

same thing, the series is not to be continued beyond ^ = n — 2. But observing that

[q]^ vanishes for ^>q, that is, ^ > 7i - S - 1, it is in fact the same thing whether the

series is continued indefinitely or only to the tenii for which ^ = n — S — l, and we

may consistently with the condition ^:lp-n—2, continue the series as fara8^ = n — S— 1,

except in the case S = 0, when by doing so we include the term con-esponding to

^ = n — l, which in virtue of the condition ought to be excluded. The expression for

the term in question is (-)""'[— !]"[- IP ; hence if the sum of the series continued

to the proper point is S, the sum continued indefinitely (in the particular case S = 0)

is /S +(—)""'[— 1]'[— 1]^, but in every other case the sum continued indefinitely is

simply S. And by a well-known theorem in finite differences, the sum continued

indefinitely is in fact zero. That is, except in the case B = 0, we have S = 0, but in the

excepted case

'S + (-)"-'[-l]-[-l]''=0;

or observing that a + /8(= r - S) is in this case = r, and transforming the factorials,

we have

or substituting for o and fi their values,

S = (-)"-'•[«]'' [r - «]'-».
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31. Hence the general term of

n-l
1

jyn-%^ iyH, + tc.

vanishes except for S = 0, but when S = 0, its value is

ii/{l, 2 + s, (r + 1 - s)l X (-)»-'•[«]•'[»• - s]'—

;

or observing that iJ," is equal to [r]''-H [s]*[r — s]'"*, the value is simply

(_)»-r[^]r[i_ 2 + s, (r+l-s)j,

that is, we have

= (-)"-'[»•? -Sf^l, 2 + s,{r + \- s)],

the summation in respect to s extending from s = to s = r. In particular, giving to

r the values n — 2 and n — 1, and attending to the expressions for III and IV, we find

A» (p^H- ^- D^-"-H, + &c. ...) = -[« - 2]"^ III,

.V (ly^-'H- ^^ Z)"-='Zf, + &c. ...) = - [n - 3]"-^ IV.

32. The equation III = belongs to the curve which by its intersections with the

tangent, gives the tangentials of a point of the curve U=0. Hence the equation of

the curve in question is

D^H-^^ D^H, + &c. = 0.

which is Mr Salmon's theorem, leading to the solution of the problem of double

tangents.

33. The expressions for I and II are obtained from those of IV and III by

interchanging (X, Y, Z) and («, y, z), and reversing the sign. Hence if, as before,

^, I), &c. denote the values which R, D, &c. assume by this interchange, we have

A> (3)»-»^ - "^ 35"-».ff, + &c. ...) = [« - 2]''-» II,

A" (3)»-»J& - ^^ D»-'i?j + &C. ...) = [»i - 3]"-a,

and the identical equation

ttol + fl,II + a„_iIII + a„IV =
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becomes therefore

[260

(d»-'H - -^^ D^H, + &c.) T

= 0,

which is the geneml identical equation referred to in the introduction to the present

memoir.

34. It is to be noticed that for v = .3, the equation is

(<& - 2JQi)U+ i'JyJQ . DU-^DH. 3)T- (fi-- 2F,)T = 0.

But we have Hi = H, and in like manner ^, = ^, and the equation thus becomes

- ^fTH- i2)^ . Z>T- pif. 'DT + Hr = 0.

And so also for n = 4, the equation is

(D^ - SDi^i) U+l(1)-'^ - S^''JQ,)DU- i,{D-H - 3j[)=F,)DT - (DH - SDH,) T = 0.

But we have in general DHi = ^^^^ DH, and therefore in the present case DH, = ^DH,

and consequently 2).^, = ^2)^, and the equation thus becomes

-2)^ . U+l{l)'Jo - nD'JQi)DU~ KD-'H -W"-Hi)<S)T + DH .T = 0,

which agree with the results previously obtained for the two particular cases.
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261.

ON THE CONIC OF FIVE-POINTIC CONTACT AT ANY POINT
OF A PLANE CURVE.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CXLIX. (for the

year 1859), pp. 371—400. Received March 1,—Read March 24, 18.59.]

The tangent is a line pasaing through two consecutive points of a plane curve,

and we may in like manner consider the conic which passes through five consecutive

points of a plane curve; and as there are certain singular points, viz. the points of

inflexion where three consecutive; points of the curve lie in a line, so there ai-e

singular points where six consecutive points of the curve lie in a conic. In the

particular case where the given curve is a cubic, the last-mentioned species of singular

points have been considered by Pliicker and Steiner, and in the same particular case,

the theory of the conic of five-pointic contact has recently been established by Mr Salmon.

But the general case, where the curve is of any order whatever, has not so far as

I am aware been hitherto considered ;—the establishment of this theory is the object

of the present memoir.

I. Investigation of the Equation of the Conic of Five-pointic Contact.

1. I take (X, F, Z) as cuirent coordinates, and I represent the equation of the

given curve by
T = (»][x, Y, zy^^o.

Let (ic, y, z) be the coordinates of a given point on the curve, and let U = {*'^x, y, ^)"'

be what T becomes when {x, y, z) are written in the place of {X, Y, Z); we have

therefore f7=0 as a condition satisfied by the coordinates of the point in question.

2. Write for shortness

DU= {Xd^^Yd,, + Zd,) U,

J>U = {Xd^+Ydy + Zd,fU,

and let Y\.=aX -^bY+ cZ=Q be the e<|uation of a line. It is easy to see that

D^U-TI.DU =
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will be the equation of a conic having an ordinary (two-pointic) contact with the curve

at the point (x, y, z). In fact the equation DU = is that of the tangent at the point

in question, and the equation i>f/^=0 is that of the penultimate polar (or polar conic)

of the point, which conic is touched by the tangent ; the assumed equation represents

therefore a conic having an ordinary (two-pointic) contact with the polar conic, and

therefore with the curve. It may be added that the two conies intersect besides in

a pair of points, and that the line joining these, or common chord of the two conies,

is the line represented by the equation 11 = ; and this being so, the constants (a, b, c)

of the line II = can be so determined as to give rise to a five-pointic contact.

3. Consider the coordinates of a point of the curve as functions of a single

variable parameter; then for the present purpose the coordinates of a point consecutive

to (x, y, z) may be taken to be

x + dx + ^ dV; + ^ of^a; +^ d^x,

y + dy + i^d'y + ^d'y + r^^d^y,

z + dz + ^ d-z + ^d^z + ^\ d*z,

values which, substituted for X, Y, Z, must satisfy the equations

T = 0, I>U-U.DU = 0.

4. I write for shortness

di = dxdx + dydy + dzdi,

ds=d'xdx+d^ydy + d'zd^,

di = d'x dx + d^y dy +d?zdi,

di = d*x dx + d*y dy + d*z dz,

then the consecutive value of T is

(Read exp. z, exponential of z, = e'), which is

x(i +^, -^^^'"nu
X(l +^3 )

x(i +M).

+M
u

+ d,u

+ i (a,' -1-39,8, +d,)U

+ A (9,-

+

Qd:% -I- 43, a, -f- 3a./ + a,) u,
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the several terms of which must respectively vanish, and we have therefore

U= 0,

a,cr=o,

dJJ=- (91* + &d^d., + 43,83 + 39^0 U-

5. Next, preparing to substitute in the equation

iyU-U.DU = 0,

the consecutive value of DU is

where

{x +dx + ^drx + ^^x + ^*x) dgU + &c.

I

Reducing by the above results, the consecutive value oi DU is

= - ia,«Cr- J (3.' + 33,9,) U-i^ (3/ + 69i''3, + 43,3, + 39^'') U.

6. Hence also writing

P = ax +hy + cz ,

diP — adx +bdy +cdz,

diP = ad?x + bdPy + cd?z,

the consecutive value of —HDU is — {P -^-d^P + ^d^P) multiplied into the consecutive

value of DU, and the product is

= p.i 3,»tr

+ P . i (3.' + 33,3,) U + 3,P . i3,=U

+ P.ii (9/ + 69,»9, + 49,93 + 39,') C+ 9,P
. J (3,» + 33,9») U + ^,P

.

^1' U.

7. The consecutive value oi D^U is

= {x-\-dx + ^d\x-ifyi^x + ^*xydx^U+kc.

= ar

+ 2a; da;

+ a;'dx+(da;)' >-9/C^+&c.,

+ ^ a; d'a; + da; d^'a;

+ ^iga; d*a;+ ^dx d'x + i (d'xf
^

C. IV. 27
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which is

ON THE CONIC OF FIVE-POINTIC

+ 2a,a,

[261

and observing that

a,' U'= m(m-1) f/;

a„a,f;'= (m-i)a,tr,

dAU= {m-l)d,U,

d,d,U=^ {m-l)d,U,

and reducing as before, the consecutive value of D* IT' is

= - {m-2)d{'U

-
J [(m - 1) a,' + 3 (m - 2) a,a,] U

-^[{m- 1) (a,* + ea.^a,) + (w - 2) (4aia3 + 3a/)] u.

8. Substituting in the equation D^U —Yl .DU=0, we obtain as the conditions of

a five-pointic contact

-I [(m - 1) a.» +

3

{m

-

2) a,a,] u+p.:^ (d^'

+

3a,a,) u+ d,p. ^,'U= o,

- ^ [(m - 1) (a," + 6a,=a,) + (m - 2) (45,3, + 3a./)] u

+p.:^[a,^+6a/aa + 4aA+3a/] cr+a,p.na,''+3aiaj u+\d,p.^d^u=Q;

or reducing
P=2(m-2),

aiP=l
d,^U'

. p_. [a.^+6a/a,]tr d,^u [a/+3a.?j?7

d;'U di'U di'U

which are the conditions of a five-pointic contact: it is to be remarked that if only

the first and second conditions are satisfied, we have a four-pointic contact, and if only

the first condition is satisfied, a three-pointic contact.

9. We have to reduce the last-mentioned equations ; suppose that A, B, C are

the first derived functions of U, then the equation diU = may be written

Ada; + Bdi/ + Cd2=^0,
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and this will be satisfied identically if

dx= Bv — Cfi

,

dy = C\ — Av

,

dz = Afi — BX

,

where \, fi, v ai-e arbitrary multipliers, which may be taken to be constants. We have

therefore 3, = D, where

D = {Bv- Cfi) d^ + {C\ - Av) dy + (Aix - B\) d,.

10. The resulting expressions for di^U, diU, d*U may be exhibited in the reduced

forms given by Hesse, viz. if 'is = \x + fiy + vz, we have

di'U^P,U-Q,'it"-,

where the values of P^, P,, P4
; Q.,, Qs, Qt are as follows, viz. if (a, b, c, f, g, h) are

the second derived functions of U, and if

H= a, h, g

h, b, f
9' /. c

be the Hessian ; if, moreover,

<!> = _ \, /x, V

\ a, h, g

/* /'. b, f
" g> f, c

be the bordered Hessian (we may also write <& = (21, S, (S, g, @, -^^X., /i, v)-, where

(21, S3, 6, %, ®, «§) are the inverse coefficients of (a, h, c, f, g, h), viz. il = {bc—f% &c.);

and finally, if for shortness we write

n = a,;<t> . aA<i> + s„* . a^* + a^o . a,*,

then we have

P.=

m — 1

m

D4>, $3 =

(m-iy

1

(m-iy

m^
ni — 1 {m — 1)'

n,
(m— 1)" (w — 1/ (m — If

27—2
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In the present case i/=0, and we have

11. Hence, substituting for Q^ and Qj theii" values, the first and second of the

equations for the five-pointic contact give

P = 2(m-2),

and observing that 11 is a linear function of {X, Y, Z), and consequently that P, 3,P

denote simply the values which U assumes when (x, y, z), (dx, dy, dz) are respectively

substituted for {X, Y, Z), we see at once that these two conditions will be satisfied if

we put

where A is an arbitrary constant, or, what is the same thing, an aibitrai-y function of

{x, y, z). We have thus the general equation of a conic of foixr-pointic contact.

12. The above value of n gives

and the third equation of the system of conditions for a five-pointic contact is thei-efore

which leads to the value of A.

13. We have in general

m—

1

(m — 1)^

(a.* + 6a,»a,) u = £^ (2a,* + d--* +^^ n) u

(rn—lf\ m-1 m—1 I
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the last two of which have not yet been demonstrated. The value of 32 3" (which,

however, is not required for the present purpose) is

_ „ - 3 (m - 3) „ - in ^

m — l m — 1

which also is not yet demonstrated.

14. Putting f = 0, we have

9/ U =-—i— H ^=,
{m — ly-

3 3 TT i nff cl2

^ ' {m — Vf\ m — \ m—\ J

and substituting,

^ H {m-iy

where the term involving d.,H disappears ; the equation may be written

,-^?l A = .33 (d^H+^a-^-^^ 3*) - 4 (D3)^
(m—iy V m-1 m-1 /

which I will represent by

9H"A' A = SIlJi,-iR,',(m-iy

the values of R^, R3, Rt being

( R, = H,

R, = -DH,

* m—

1

m-

1

15. We have R^ = H, and it will be shown that

{m-\yR^' = - 9(m-2yH'^

(m-iyR,=-l2 (m - 2y 3*
+ 4(m-2)n^
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where for shortness

^ = (% 33, g. % @, JQld^H, dyH, d,Hf,

n=(8i, s, 6, g, ®. jQ\d, ,dy ,d, ru.
and hence, writing

we have

9/f»yA = 3i?5 (m - 1)= i?4 - 4 (m - 1 )» iJ,-',

9^'A = -3n^+4^;

or replacing H, ^ by their vahies,

9Zf4+ 4 (21, ©, S, g, @, ^]18,Zr, dyH, d,Hy J

'

and A ha\'ing this value, the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D'U- U -^ DH+ ADU) DU = 0,

where it will be recollected that the cuiTent coordinates are (X, Y, Z), and that D
denotes Xdx + F9„ + Zdz-

16. I remark, in passing, that the problem of finding the circle of curvature at

a given point of a plane curve, is in fact that of determining the conic having with

the curve at the given point a three-pointic contact, and besides passing through two

given points. The equation of a conic having an ordinary contact, is

where
n=aX + bY+cZ,

and the condition of a three-pointic contact is

ux+hy-\-cz = 2 (m — 2).

Let the coordinates of the two given points be

and let (I^U)i &c. be the corresponding values of D'U, &c., then we have

aX + bY+cZ= ^^,

ax, "
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and if from the four equations we eliminate a, b, c, we find

XDU, YDU, ZDU, D'U

a: , y . z
,

2 («t - 2)

a^i , Vi . Z-i ,

x^ , y-^ . 2-2 , \DU),

=

for the equation of the conic in question ; x, y, z being the coordinates of the point

of contact, and X, Y, Z current coordinates.

n. Denumstration of Identities assumed in the preceding sectio^i.

Proof of the expressions for (d^^ + ^id.;) U and (91*4-69,^3.) U

:

17. It will be remembered that 9i, d.^ stand originally for

dxdx + dydy+ dzdz,

d:'xdx + d'ydy + d'zd;i,

and that A, B, C being the first derived functions of U, dx, dy, dz are changed into

Bv-Gfi, C\-Av, Aii-B\,

and that the resulting value of 9,, viz.

{Bv - C/i) dx + {C\-Av)dy + {A(L - B\) 9„

is also represented by D, so that 9, = D. The corresponding values of d^x, d'y, d^z are

d^x = vdB -fidC,

dhj = \dC - vdA,

d^z = (idA —\dB,

where we have

dA = ndx + hdy -^ gdz, &c.,

in which dx, dy, dz are to be replaced by the values

Bv - C% C\ -Av, A/i-BX;

and 9^ really denotes what

d^xd„ + d'ydy + d^zdi

becomes when the above values are substituted for d'x, d^y, d'z. But in the expressions

di'U, did^U &c., the symbols 9x, dy, 9j contained in 9, and 9^ operate only on U, and

not on the variable quantities A, B, G, &c. contained in 9i and 92.
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18. If now we treat 3, as an operand, that is, perform the diiferentiations on the

variable quantities A, B, C which enter into d,, we obtain

or, what is the same thing, operating on diU %vith 3,, the result is

and in like manner

It is, in fact, upon these principles that Hesse's values of d^U, d^U, &c. were obtained,

and we may by means of them obtain the other expressions assumed in the preceding

section.

19. In fact, starting from Hesse's equation.

we have

m — \ (m— 1)-

(S,' + 23,B,) U=-£^ ( UD<P + ^DU)- .^^y (DH .^- + H. 2^D^).

But we have identically D f/= 0, D^ = 0, and this equation becomes therefore

this is precisely Hesse's value of di^U, and thus we have BAU^O, and therefore

^ TO— 1 (to — 1)'

20. In like manner, starting from the expression of 9j"?7, we have

^ m — 1^ (to— 1/

or since DU and D^ vanish identically, and the values of D.D4>, D.D/T are

9j*+D=<t>, d..H + I>-H, we have

and if from the double of this equation we subtract Hesse's equation,

m— 1 V »t — 1 / (to — 1)' V m — 1 to— 1 /
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we find the required relation,

' ' ^ ' m—\\ 711-1 J

-,-i- (2a.5+ D^/f+
^_D 3(^2) ^^N

^.
(m —lyy in — l m — 1 J

Proof of the expression for 'h«ll

:

21. "We have

^.H = d^U {vdB - fidC) + d,jH {XdC - vdB) + d,H {^dA - \dB),

where
dA = adx + hdi/ + gdz,

dB = hdx + hdy +fdz,

dC = gdx +fdy + cdz,

in which dx, dy, dz are to be replaced by their values: we have therefore

d,H= a^if { v[ (bC -fB) \ + {fA- hC) fi + (hB - bA) i/]

- ^^[ifG -cB)X + {c A- gC) fji + igB -fA)v]],

+ &C.,

where the coefficient of dxH is

OX* + (gC-cA)^u' + (hB -bA)v'Ti- (2/4 -gB- hC) (iv + {bC -fB) v\ + {cB -fC) Xfi ;

or, since we have
{m — I) A = ax + hy+gz,

(vi-\)B=hx + hy+fz,

(m-l)C =gx+fy +CZ,

the coefficient, omitting the factor -^—j , which will be afterwards restored, is

+ [ g(gx+fy + cz)-c(ax + hy + gz)]fM^

+ [ h{hx+by+fz)-h{ax + hy + gz)\v'

+ [2f{ax + hy + gz)-gihx + by +fz) - h (gx +fy + cz)] fiv

+ [ bigx -^-fy + cz) -/{hx + by +/z)] v\

+ [ c {hx +fy + cz) -figx +fy + cz)]V
= 0\=

+ (- ^x + ^y)iM'

+ (- Qx + Qiz)v'

+ (- 2g.i^ + ®y + ^z) fiv

+ (_ Qix+ %z)v\

+ (- ^x + ^y )X/i,

C. IV.
28
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which is equal to

- (SMV + 93/i-' + (^i^ + 2?ifiv + 2&v\ + 2JQ\fi) X

+ (2lX + ^At + %v) {\x + fiy + vz).

The coefficients of dyH, dHi have a similar form ; and uniting the three terms,

observing that aSgH + ydyH+ zdzH is equal to 3(m — 2)^, and attending to the values

of *, D, ^, we have, restoring the omitted factor ,

m — 1 m — 1

Proof of the expressions for (JDH)- and D*^:

22. These are obtained (for the particular case in = 4, which makes but little

difference) in Mi- Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, pp. 88 and 89, and I merely reproduce

his investigation ; we have

(DH)' =
{
(Bu-Cfji)d^H+ {G\-Av)dyH+ {A,jL-BK)dMY,

or, what is the same thing,

{HHf = {\(Cdy-Bd,)H + fi{Ad,- Cd^)H+ V (Bd^ - Ad,)HY ;

and if we consider first the term which contains \-, the coefficient is

[{CSy-Ed,)HY.

Now making use of the equations

{m — \) A =cuc+ hr/+gz,

(m -1)B =hx + by +fz,

(m — l)G =gx +fy + cz

,

and
m (m — 1 ) U = aa? + by- + cz- + 2fyz + 2gzx + 21ixy = 0,

we have

(m - 1)" 0»= {gx+ fy+ czf - c (aa,^ + by- + cz- + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy)

= -'^a?+2i^xy-ny\

(in - ly EG = {lix + by -^-fz) {gx +fy + cz) -f(a^'' + by' + cz'' + 2fyz + 2gzx+ 2hxy)

= d^ - ®xy - i^xz + 'ilyz,

(m-iy-R- ={hx + by +fzy - b (aa^ + by^ -t cz^ -\- 2fyz + 2gzx + 2]ixy)

= -(5iB» + 2@a;^-2l^*;

and hence

(m - 1)^ ((Ca,, - Eb,) HY = (- 33*^ + 2^xy - 'Hf) {dyHf

+ 2{-%a?+ ®xy + ^xz - 'ilyz) dyH . d,H

+ {-(§x'-\- 2®xz - ^z") {d^Hy

ai^C^. % (^IdyH, d,Hy

+ 2 a; (ydyH+zd,H) (^dyH + ®d,H)

- ^{ydyH+zd,Hy,
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and
ydyH+ zd,n= 3 (7)1 -2)ff- zd,H,

so that the temi is

+ 2.'c{'S(m-2)H-zd,H){^dyH+@d^H)

- ^{3(m-2)H-zd^H)"-;

or. reducing, we have

(m-iy{(Cdy-Bd,)HY

a^(2l, 33, e, g, ®, ^ja^^, d,jH, d,Hf

+ Q(m-2)Hx im^H+ ^d^H + ®d^H)

-9(m-2)= 'ilH"-.

23. The other terms may be obtained in a similar manner; and it is easy to

see that, collecting all the terms, the sum will be

-(\x + ,iy + vzy(% S, g, g, ®, ^-$d^H, dyH, d,Hf

+ Q{m-2)H{\x + iJLy + vz)[{^[\ + ^IL+®v)d^H+{^\ + '^fi. + %v)dyH + {<^\+%,x+{iv)d,H]

-i){m-2yH'(n, 23, 6, g, ®, JQlX, M, vf;

or, attending to the signification of the symbols ^, <I>, D, ^, we have

(m - ly (Dhy = - 9 (/« - 2f H'^

+ 3(m-2).H'D^

24. Next

B'-H = {(Bv - Cfi) d^ + (CK - Av) dy + {Afx.-Bk) d,y H,

or, what is the same thing,

jyH= {\ (Cdy -Bd^)+H' {Ad^ -Cd^) + p (Bd^ - ^9,))-^ H
;

and if we attend first to the term which contains \\ the coefficient is

(Cdy-Bd,yH.

Now substituting for O, CB, Br as before, we have

(w-l)HCa^-59,)=if= {-^x' + 2^xy -%f)dy'H

+ 2{-%a? + ®x)j + ^xz - 'iiyz) dfi.H

+ (- e«= + 2@a;^ - iU^ ) d/H

= -x^^rd,^ldy,d,yH

+ 2xiydy + zd,)iiQd,, + &d,)H

-21 {yd„ + zd,yH,

28—2
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where it is to be (jbserved that the symbols of diflferentiation affect H only. We have

-2(a0^+yd„ + zd,)aid^H

+ i^^yn,

where H is a, homogeneous function of the degree 3m — 6 ; adxH, since the x is not

affected by the differentiation, must be treated as of the degree 3m — 7, and {x^xYH,

for the like reason, stands for a^dx^H ; we have therefore

(ydy + zd.fH = (3m - 6) (:^n -7)H

-2(3m-7)aSxH

In like manner,

(ydy + zd,) (^y + @a,) H= (xdx + ydy + zd,) i^dy + ®d,) H-oJdx (JQdy + @a,)H
= (37H - 7) (JQdy + ®9,) H-a^x (^dy + 03,)H ;

and hence

(m-iyiCdy- Bd,yH= - a? (33, % (S^dy , d,yH

+ Ix [(3m - 7) {^dy + @a,)H- xdx i^dy + ©9,) H]

-2[ [(3m-6)(3m-7)^-2(3m-7)a^^fl' + a;»a//r| .

= -^(21, 53, e, g, @, ^\dx, dy, d,yH

+ 2 (3m - 7) X (^x + ^a,, + ®d^)H

- (3m - 6) (3m - 7) 91^.

25. The other terms are formed in a similar manner; and collecting all the terms,

we have

(m-l)=D^Zf=-(3m-6)(3m-7)(2(, 93, (S g, @, ^$\, ,i, vfH

+ 2(.3m - l){\x + fiy + w)((2l\ + .&/i + ®v) dxH + (Jq\ + 33/* + g./) dyH + (@X + g/x + 6i/) d^H)

-(Xa> + ^y + vzy(% 33, g, g, @, JQ^dx, dy, d,yH,

or, attending to the signification of the symbols S-, ^, D, il, this is

(m - lyj^H = - (3m - 6) (3m - 7) H^

+ (3wi-7)^n
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Proof of the expressions for (m — iyRi', {m — l)-Ri:

26. We have
(m - ly-ii/ = (m - ly (Di/)=

= -9(7?t-2)-/f^*

+ 3(m-2)i/n^

(m- lyR, = (m - VfH^H+ (m - 1)^D - (:3m - 6) (m - 1) ^H
= -l2{m-2yH^

+ 4(m-2)n^

which are the expressions requii-ed.

Proof of con-esponding expressions for (m-iyQi^ (m-iyQi".

27. We have
{m-iyQi' = (m-iy(DHy

= -9(m-2)-/r-4>

+ 3(m-2)//na

-^%

{m - 1)% = (m - 1 yiy-'H -{m-l)'^+(Sm-6)(m-l)H^
= -6(«*-2)(m-3)//*

+ 2(m-3)n^

to which I join

{m-iyQ,= H.

28. We have consequently

(m - l)" (3(3,Q, - Q3=) = - 9 (»i - 2) (m - i) H'^

+ 3(m-4)/fn^

+ (-SnH + ^)^";

and

(wi - 1)« (3 (m - 2) Q,Q, - 2 («i - 3) Q/) = (- 3 (m - 2) Hlf+ 2 (m - 3) >I')^S

which for m = 4 becomes

729 (3Q,Q, - Q3O = (- 3n/f+ ^) ^%

29. In the case w = 4, we have Hesse's theorem, that the equation 3Q3Q4 — §3 =

gives a curve of the 14th order, which passes through the points of contact of the

double tangents, viz. substituting for fl, ^ their values, the equation of this curve is

-3^(21, S3, g, S, ®, '5Fx , dy , d,yH

+ (21, s, e, g, ®, ^$a:«/f, 9,,^, d,Hy=o.
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I have added these remarks for the sake of pointing out the striking resemblance of

the expressions which occur in the double-tangent problem for to = 4, and in the present

theory of the five-pointic conic for any value whatever of m. It has not hitherto been

shown what the expressions 3 {m - 2) 4^4 - 2 (m - 3) Q,' and - 3 (ni - 2) fl^+ 2 (m - 3) Nl'

respectively denote, except in the particular case m = 4.

III. Application of the Forviulw to the Cubic.

30. I shall apply the formula for the five-pointic conic to a cubic; to avoid

confusion as to a numerical factor, I write U', H' in the place of U, H, so that we have

1 f- 3(21, 33, e, % ®, M9x , % , d.yH'.H'

~9'^'4+4(2i, SB, e, % @, ^$a,fl', dyW, d,Hy

and then the equation of the five-pointic conic is

lyU'-^ (jr, DH' + ADU'\ DU' = 0.

I take as the equation of the cubic,

U=iv'-{-y' + z'+ Qlxyz = ;

the formulae Table No. 70 of my Third Memoir on Quantics, Phil. Trans., vol. CXLVI.

(1856), pp. 627—647, [144], putting H for HU, give

H = l^(a^ + y' + 2r')-{l + 21') xyz.

Hence writing

U' = };{oi? + y'+ 2^+&lxyz),

the first derived ftmctions are

^{3?+2lyz), iiy'' + 2lzx), i^iz' + 2lxy)

;

the second derived functions, or (a, b, c, f, g, A), are {x, y, z, Ix, ly, Iz), whence W = — U;
the inverse coefficients (81, S3, 6, 5, @, ^) are

(jfz - faf, zx - ly, ay - Pz^, Pyz - la?, Vzx - ly\ fxy - Iz")
;

and putting U' = iU&nd H' = — H, we have

_ _ J_ / - 3 (21, SB, 6, %, ®, ^$a, , d, , d,yH . H
^-~

9irH-t-4(2i. 33, e. % ®, ^\d,H, dyH, d^y

and the equation of the five-pointic conic is

D'U-Uj^DH + isADUJDU^O.
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31. We have

(2j, 33, 6, g, ®, ^F., d,j, d,yH

= (i/z — l-a? ) . 6fe

+ {zx-lhf).Qlhj

+ {xy- Pz" ) . loPz

+ 2(lhjz-lx').-{\ + 2l')x

+ 2{l'zx - If).-{!+ 21')

y

+ 2{Pxy-lz').-(l + 2l')z,

= 181'xyz - 6l*{afi + y' + z')

- 61-{1 + 2P)xxjz + 2^(1 + 2P){a? + if + z'),

= (12^^ - 12l')xyz + (21 - 2l*){a? + y + z'),

= 2{l-l*){x^ + y' + ^' + Glxyz),

(21, 33, 6, g, ®, ^$a«, dy, d,yH=-2S. u,

where S is the quartinvariant (see the Table No. 70). For the present purpose f/ = 0,

and consequently

(21, S3, 6, % @, ^$3x. a„. d,rH = 0.

32. Next, -i

(21, 33, e, g, @, ^$axff. Sv'fr. Sz^)

iyz - Pa?) [3iV - (1 + 21") yzY

+ (^a;-%»)[3iy-(H-2i=)^a;p

+ {xy- fz') [Hl^z^ - (1 + 21') xyf

+2(lr-yz- h") [Uly -(1 + 21') zx] [iiPz'- - ( 1 + 2Z») xy]

+ 2(l'zx - If) [M'z' - (1 + 2l;>)xy] [SlH^ - (1 + 21') yz]

+ 2(fxy - Iz') [W^ - (1 + 21') yz] [My - (1 + 21') zx],

the first three lines of which are

9Z* xyz (x' +f+ ^)-l8t'{l+ 21') a?y'z' + (1+ 21')' (fz' + z>x> + a?f)

-W (of+y + 2^) + (ylHl+ 21') xyz {a? + // + 2») - 3P (1 + 21'fxhfz''

;

or collecting and reducing,

(- 91' ) (a' +f +2" )

+ (l+4l'+ W ){f^ + z'a? + j?f)

+ ( \U*+\2l' ){a? +f +z' )xyz

+ (_ 2\P - 48Z' - \2P) a?fz' ;
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the second three lines are

181" (y»2» + z'x' + x'f) -I2l*(l+ IP) xyz {x^ + f-if2^)+ 6f- (1 + 2Pfa?y^z'

- bU'afyz^ + 12i» (1+ 2i») (yV + aV + ary) - 2? (1 + 2ljxyz (ar" + y + i»)

;

or collecting and reducing,

(1 2Z' + 42Z« ) {f^ + 2*55* + a;»y»)

+ (- 2i - 20/« - 32P),(-i^ +2/» +r' )a^^

+ (6f- - 30f + 24i«).r=/3=.

Hence in the first part replacing the top line by

- 9i« (a;»+ 3/» + ^f + 18^ {fz' + z'x' + .r»y»),

and uniting the two parts, we find

(St, 33, e, % ®, m^xH, dyH, dzHf

= {l + 8Pyiy>^ + ^a?-\-zY)

+ (-9i« ) {a? +f +Z' y

+ (- 21-51* -201/ ) (a^ +f +Z' )xyz

+ (- \bP - 781' + 12^0 a-'fz- ;

and referring to the Table No. 70, and writing for ®U, we have

(?l, 33, g, g. ®, ^ld,H, dyH, d,Hy = e,

where is the first of the three functions which may be chosen to represent the

octicovariant of the cubic.

33. We have thus

and thence

D'U-{i^dh-^^^du)du^o

as the equation of the five-pointic conic : the investigation has been conducted by

means of the canonical form of the equation of the cubic, but tiie form of the result

shows that it applies to the equation of the cubic in any fonn whate\er.

34. If, however, we continue to represent the cubic by the canonical equation

x'-\-if + z'+ eixyz = 0,

the result may be further reduced. We have, putting tT = 0, or writing .t* + y' + 2^ = — 6lxyz,

H= -{I +81') xyz;
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moreover, putting U=0, the Table No. 70 gives

© = (1 + 81')- (fz" + zV + a^y') - 3/''^-

;

or substituting for H the last-mentioned value, and putting for shortness

Q^fz' + z'ofi + x'if-Sl^afy^z'',

we have
= (1 + 8i-^y Q

^^+(^(r.i3w^^-^(r^4^^^)^^=''

I

and with these values of H and Q, the equation of the five-pointic conic is

^
T)TT — j. ^

(1 +m xyz ^ (1 + 8¥)
01?
f2?

'

D Cr= 3 {(ar- + llyz) X + (?/= + ^Izx) F+ (2= + %xy) Z}

iyU= 6 {{X^ + 2lYZ)x + {Y'+2lZX)y + (Z^ + 2lXY)z},

or, as it will be convenient to ^v^ite it,

= 6 (a;, y, z, Ix, ly, lz\X, Y, Zf,

DH = {ZPa? - (1 -I- n^) yz) X + (3^^ - (1 + 2P) zx) Y + (3«=2^ - (1 + 2^0 xy) Z
;

whence, finally, the equation of the five-pointic conic of the cubic

X'+Y'' + Z' + &lXYZ =
at the point {a;, y, z) is

Q{\+8l')a?f2?{x, y, z, Ix, ly, lz\X, Y, Zf

+ [{a? + 2lyz)Z + (2/= + 2lzx) Y+{z^+ 2lxy) Z} x

pa^y'z' [{Sfa? - (1 + 2/') yz) X + {Wy^ - (1+ 21?) zx) Y + (3Z^^= - (1 + 2Z») xy) ZJ\

\ -Q[( «"+ 2Z yz)X + { y^+ 21 zx)Y+{ z' + 21 xy) Z]]

'

a result which I had previously obtained by a special method.

35. But the expression may be exhibited in a different form by a transformation

suggested by a geometrical theorem of Mr Salmon's. In fact the tangent at the point

(ar, y, z) meets the cubic in the tangential of this point, and the coordinates of the

tangential are x (y^ — «'), y {s? — j?), z(a?— y^). Calling these ^, rj, f, the equation of

the tangent to the cubic at the tangential is

(p+ 2h,0 ^+ (V' + ^m F + (r^ + 21^) Z=0.

Now we have identically,

aiyz' l{Sfa? -{1 + 2P) yz) X + {My -(1+ 2P) yz) Y + (3ZV - (1 -|- 2P) zx) Z]

- Ql(a?+ 2lyz)X + {y^+ 2lzx) Y+{z"- + 2lxy) Z\

= W + 2^0 X + ('T^ + 2i?f) F + (r= + 2llri) Z\

+ U {iii?{-f - !? -ir2lyz)X -ir y^{- z? - a? +2lzx)Y+ z^{-a? -f + 2lxy) Z].

o. IV. 29
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In fact this relation will be true if only

3a?y'2» (Hfjc' -(\+2l^)yz)-Q(x' + 2lyz) - (f + 2/7;?) = Ux' {-f-2?+ 2li/z)
;

and substituting for f, rj, ^ and Q their values, the left-hand side is

^aft/'z' (3Par' - (1 + 2t->) yz)

- (ar* + 2lyz) (fz" + z^nf + afyr - St'xyz-)

- 2lyz{z'-a^)(a^-y');

and expanding and reducing, the result is

^ (- (y + ^y -af'(f + z'))+ 2lyz (- 2ar' (jr* + «") + a,') + 1 2ZVy»^*

;

whence, dividing by a?, the equation becomes

-{f + :^){a? + y>Jr!?)+ 2lxyz [a?-2{y>+ 2»)) + \2t'a?ifz-'

= (-f-^+ ilyz) (a:^ + y^ + z' + Qlxyz),

which is identically true.

36. Hence in the identical equation putting U=0, we see that the equation of

the five-pointic conic may be written

9(l+8l')x'y'z'(x, y, z, Ix, ly, W^X, Y, Zf

+ [{a? + 21yz) X + {f + 2lzx) 7 + (2' + 2lxy) Z] x

Kr+ 2lvK)X + {t+ 2^) Y+{^ + 2lir,)Z}

= 0,

where ^, ri, f stand for x (y' — 2^), y(z^ — m?), z {a? — y'), the cooi-dinates of the tangential

of the given point, and which puts in evidence the geometrical theorem above referred

to, viz.

Theorem.—The common chord of the five-pointic conic and the polar conic is the

tangent to the cubic at the tangential of the given point.

37. The five-pointic conic meets the cubic in the point of contact, considered as

five coincident points, and in a remaining sixth point or point of simple intei'section.

The process by which I originally obtained the equation of the five-pointic conic, led

also to the ecjuation of the line joining the point of contact with the point of simple

intersection : the equation of this line is

' Za; ((1+ 8i») a*\(^l^- 41 b) x'ljz -h (- 21'' -(- 2/') y^H'
)

"

daffz" - + Yy ((1 + SI") y* + (U + 41 i*) y^zx + (- 21" + 2f) si'x'
)

^ + Zz ((1 -f- SI") z*+(U + ill*) z"xy + (- 21^ + 21') x'y*)
,

- dQx'fz' {X (M'x' -(1 + 21") yz) + Y (3fy -(!-(- 21") zx) + Z {3iV - (1 -I- 2t') xy)}

+ Q" {X (x^' -t- 2lyz) + Y (y'+ 2lzx) + Z{z' + 2lxy)] = 0.
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38. If the conic meet the cubic in six coincident points, that is, if the point of

contact be a singular point of the kind already spoken of, or, as we may term it, a

sextactic point, then the last-mentioned line must coincide with the tangent at the

point. Represent for a moment the equation of the line by

AX + BY+CZ = 0,

then this line is to coincide with the line

(a^ + 2lyz) X + {y-+ 2lzx) Y+ (a- + 2lxy) Z= 0,

or we must have
B (z' + 2lxy) - C if + 2lzx) = 0,

C {a?-\- 2lyz) -A(z-' + 2lxy) = 0,

A(f + 2lzx) - iB (a^ + 2lyz) = 0,

which must be equivalent to a single condition. The terms A, B, C, which contain

a^ + 2lyz, y- 4- 2lzx, z- + 2lxy

respectively, may, it is clear, be omitted, and omitting also a factor Sa^^V-', we may

write

A = Za?yz ((1 + 8i') x* + (4/ + 41/*) a?yz + (- 21' + 2Z») fz"") - 2Q (Sl'afi - (1 + 21') yz),

B = ^xy-z ((1 + SV) y* + (4/ + MV^ fzx + (- 2i'-|- 2i») z-'x?) - 2Q(my - (1 + 21') zx),

and the like value for C. The last of the three equations is

J
{f-^2lzx)((\ + iiV')x-' + {U-\-^\l*)a?yz + {-2l'+2l'')xyH-)\

\- (jd'+ 2lyz) ((1 + 8i») 2/= + (4; + 41/*) y'zx + (- 2/= + 21') yz^x")}

- 2Q\ (y+ 2lzx) (Sl-ar - (1 + 21') yz) -(x' + 2lyz) [3l"y- - (1 + 2/^ zx)}

= 0,

where the function on the left hand is

[' ( 1 + SI') {ofiy' -ai'y'+2i {a*z - y'z))

'

= 2xyz < + {U+ 4,11*) 21 {a^yi' - a^z")

t + (- 21' + 21") (xx/z" - afyz^)

-2Q{{\+ 2P) (fz - ar>z) + 61' (ar-z - y'z)] ,

or, what is the same thing, throwing out the factor z, it is

= {3 (1 + 8/') x'y'+6l(l+ 81') xyz (a-'' + f) + 30f-' (1 + 8Z») a^yV} {x' - y')

-2Q(l + 8/»)(ar'-y^);

or throwing out the factor (1 + 8/") and substituting for Q its value, it is

=
''^3?if + 6lxyz (a:» + y ) + '^0\:'(l?y"!!' - 2 (yV + 5?!i? + ii?y' - 3ZWi^V)i (ar* - f).

29—2
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The first factor, reducing by the equation jc^+ if+ sr' + 6lxyz = 0, is

= 3a^!/' + z'(ai' + y' + z')-2(ifz' + z'a^ + ai'y»),

= {z'-a?){z>-f).

39. Hence putting for the moment

M= {xf -2?){^- a?) {a? - tf),

it appears that the last of the three equations is Afz = ; the first and second are of

course Mx=0 and My = 0, and the required condition is J/=0, that is,

{f-2?){z'-a?){a?-f)=Q,

the equation which, combined with the equation of the curve

a? +f+ 2^+ Qlxyz = 0,

gives the sextactic points. There are consequently twenty-seven such points, and it is

at once seen that these are the points of contact of the tangents to the cubic from

the points of inflexion, or, what is the same thing, that the twenty-seven sextactic

points form nine groups of three each, such that the three points of a group have

for their common tangential one of the nine points of inflexion. In fact, let « be a

cube root (real or imaginary) of unity, the three sextactic points of one of the groups

will be given by
X — (oy =0,

a^+y^ + z' + Qlxyz = 0.

Now consider the tangential of any one of these points, its coordinates ai'e

Xi = x (y^ - s^),

z^=z{oi?-f);

or, reducing by the equation x — wy = 0, Xi = toy (of' — z^), yi = — y{a? — z^), Si = 0, or, what

is the same thing, x, -|- wy, = 0, Zi = 0; that is, the point (x^, y^, z^) is one of the

points of inflexion. This is the construction of the sextactic points obtained by

Plucker and Steiner.

40. Reverting to the equation of the line joining the point of contact of the five-

pointic conic with the point of simple intersection, this meets the cubic in a third

point, and Mr Salmon has shown that this third point is in fact the second tangential

(tangential of the tangential) of the point of contact, or, what is the same thing

:

Theorem. The point of simple intersection of the cubic and the five-pointic conic

is the third point of intersection with the cubic, of the Hue joining the point of

contact with the second tangential of this point.

i
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41. I have not sought to verify this theorem by my formulse. I remark, that

combining it with the before-mentioned theorem, the five-pointic conic is completely

determined as follows ; viz.

Theorem. The five-pointic conic touches the conic at the point of contact (two

conditions); it passes through the two points in which the polar conic is intersected

by the tangent to the cubic at the tangential of the point of contact (two conditions)

;

and it passes through the point which is the third point of intersection with the

cubic of the line joining the point of contact with its second tangential.

42. The construction for the point of simple intersection leads at once to that

for the sextactic points ; in fact, consider a point having for its tangential a point

of inflexion : a point of inflexion is its own tangential, and the second tangential of

the first-mentioned point is therefore the point of inflexion: the line joining the point

with the second tangent is therefore the tangent at the point, and the point

of simple intersection coincides with the point itself, that is, the point in question is

a sextactic point.

4.3. I represent the equation of the five-pointic conic by

(a, b, c.f, g, h\X, Y, Zf = 0;
the value of a is

= 9(1 +HV)x-'y^z'

+ ^ofiy^z-" (3fV - (1 + 2P) ijz) {x^ + 2lyz)

-Q(a^42lyzy,
in which equation

Q = y'>z'+z^x' + aT>y^ - iPa?y^z^
;

or, reducing by the equation a? + if + z!' + Qlxyz = 0,

Q=f!/> + a?{-a?- Qlxyz) - SPx'fz',

that is,

-Q = af + eiafyz + Sl'^a^y'zf' - fz",
and we have

a = 9 (1 + 8i») a^ifz'

+ ^x'yH-' {^1-3* + (- 1 + 4/=) o^yz - 2i (1 + tW) y'^z-)

+ {0? + Glsc'yz + SlVy'z^ - fz') (x* + 4xl'yz + 4%V).

We have in like manner

2/=^ 18(1 + 81") b^y'z'

+ Sx'fz' {{Sfy' - (1 + 21') zx) {z-^ + 2lxy) + (Sl'z' - (1 + 2P) xt/) {y^ + 2lzx)]

-2Qiy' + 2lzx){z' + 2lxy);

the coeflScient of SaPi^z^ in the second line is

= 6lyz' + (-! + 4Z») x(f + z')-U(l + 2P) a^yz
;

or reducing by the equation of the curve,

= (1 - 4P) x*+(2l- S2l*) x'yz + Qlhfz'' ;
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and the coefficient of — 2Q is

= yV + 2lx (y* + z') + iPa?yz
;

or reducing by the etjuation of the cui-ve,

= -2la*- Hl-a?ijz + ifz\

We thus have

+ ria^fz^ ((1 - 4;») a^ + in- 32/^) a^'ijz + Qlhfz-)

+ 2 («» + Qla^yz + Zl^a?fe^ - ifz") (- 2/a:* - Si^a^y^ + y-z^).

Reducing the expressions of a and 2f, we find for the coefficients (a, h, c, /', ^r, A),

' a = «'» + lOlafyz + 401-afy-z'' + (5 + 1 20/') a^fz' - 10la^y*z* - Uyz\

2/= - 4/«'° - 4()f-A*^2 + (5 - 120i») a^/z" + 40;a;«^2^+ 8l^afy*z* - 2y'z',

which gives the completely developed form of the equation of the five-pointic conic.

44. I investigate the coordinates of the point of simple intersection of the cubic

and the five-pointic conic as follows: the equations of the two curves are

X'+T' + Z' + QIXYZ =0,

(a, b, c,f,g, h\X, Y, Zf^O;
or if we write

a = l, A=c,

^ = QIXY, B=2(gX+fY),
h=X^-\- r», C = aZ'' + 2hXY + 6P,

then the two equations are

aZ' + 7^ + a = 0,

AZ- + BZ+C =0,

and the result of the elimination of Z will be

(aZ,' + yZ, + S) (aZ," + yZ, + S) = 0,

where ^,, Z, are the roots of the equation AZ- + BZ+C = 0; that is, we have

a« €''

H-ay C{B-'-2AC)

+ aB{-B' + 2ABC)

+ 'f GA'

-yB BA^

+ B-^ A^'

= 0;
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and substituting for ^4, B, their values, but attending only to the terms which

involve X' and ¥', the result is

(«' + (^-8^ + 6acff) X'+...+ (fr' + c^' - 8/3 + 66c/) Y' = 0.

45. But the result of the elimination must obviously be

(Xy-YxnXy,-Yw,) = 0,

if (a;,, y,, Zj) are the coordinates of the point of simple intersection. Comparing the

two results, and forming the analogous third equation, we may wi-ite

afXj = b' + (f-8/' + 6bcf,

y^i = (T* + rt* — 8(7^ + Gcag,

z% =a'+¥-8h^ + 6abli,

where the value of af^Xi may also be \vritten {b + c — 2f)(b + cco — 2(o-f)(b + C(o'- — 2wf),

to being an imaginary cube root of unity, and so for the other two terms. The

factors of x^Xj might be calculated from the identical equation

67* + 2fYZ + cZ'= 9(1+ 81') a^fz> {yP + zZ'' + 2lx YZ)

+ [{y' + nzx) Y+ (^-^ + 2tei/) Z] x

J
•Aa?y-'z^ [(3iy - (1 + 2P) zx) Y+ [Wz' - (1 + 21') xy) Z] "1

I -Q [(2/^ + 2i^^) F+ {z' + 2lxy) Z]

1 remark, that putting x = 0, we have

6P + 2fYZ+ c;?-^ = - y'z^ (ifY + 2^^)»,

and hence writing 1 for Y, and —1, — <a, — w- for Z, we have

6 + c - 2/= - yV (/ - z^y, b + c(o- 2(o'f= - tfz^ (y- - io*z% b + eta- - 2q)/= - y'^ (y^ - to^'z"-)-
;

and hence the product of the three factors is — yV (y' — z-)- (y- — to-z-)- (y^ — m*z-y, which

is equal to — y'z' {y' — zr'f (y* + z'Y, which vanishes in virtue of the assumed question

x = 0. This shows that the function b' + c' — 8/^ + 6bcf contains the factor x. I have

not verified d posteriori, but I assume it to be true, that it contains in fact the

factor a,*, and consequently that the expressions for a;,, y,, 2, are rational and integral

functions of (;*•, y, z) of the degree 25, and containing respectively the factors x, y, z.

46. In the theory of the cubic, a point which depends linearly upon a given

point may be termed a derivative of such point. According to a very beautiful

theorem of Profeasor Sylvester's, the coordinates of a derivative point are necessarily

rational and integi-al functions of a square degree of the coordinates (x, y, z) of the

given point ; and moreover, there is but one derivative point having its coordinates

of any given .square degree »ft*, or, as we may express it, only one derivative point of

the degi-ee iiiK The successive tangentials are derivative points of the degrees

4, 16, 64, &c.; the third point of intersection with the cubic, of the line joining two
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derivative points of the degrees to' and n' respectively, is a derivative point of the

degree (to + n)l Thus the third point of intersection with the cubic, of the line

joining the given point with its second tangential, is a derivative point of the degree

(4 + 1)-, and it is easy to see that the degree is not 9 ; it is therefore 25. The

point of simple intersection of the five-pointic conic is a derivative point of the

degree 25 ; it is therefore, according to Professor Sylvester's general theoi-y, identical

with the point given by the former construction; this agrees with the before-

mentioned theorem of Mr Salmon.

IV. Independent investigation for the Cidnc.

47. The following is, in substance, the method by which I first obtained the

equation of the five-pointic conic, for the cubic

X^+Y^ + Z^ + QlXYZ = 0.

Write for shortness

U=a? + y''-\-z' + Qlxyz,

V ={!!?+ 2lyz) X+{if+ 2hx) Y+ (z' + 2lxy) Z,

W = {X^ + 2lYZ)x + {Y^+ 21XZ) y + (Z-' + 21XY) z,

T ^X^->rY^^-Z^^UXYZ,

P =ax + by + cz,

n =aX + bY+cZ;

then, X, Y, Z being cun-ent coordinates, and x, y, z the coordinates of a point of

the cubic (so that U= 0), the equation of the cubic vnll be

T = 0,

and the equation of a conic having with it an ordinary (two-pointic) contact at the

point (ic, y, z), will be(')

2F-nF=0.

48. Now imagine from the point of contact lines di-awn to the other four

intersections of the two curves ; in the case of the five-pointic conic, three of these

lines will coincide with the tangent F= 0, and the remaining line will be the line

joining the point of contact with the point of simple intersection. The equations of

the lines in question can be found by Joachimsthal's theorem, viz. if (x, y, z) be the

coordinates of a given point, and {X, Y, Z) current coordinates, then if in the equations

of any two curves we substitute for the coordinates, \x + fiX, Xy+fiY, \z + fiZ, and

between the equations so obtained eliminate \, fi, the resulting equation will be that

' I have introduced the factor 2, to make this correspond with the form DW-TIDU=0, in the case in

qnestion, 7n=3.
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of the lines drawn from the point {x, y, z) to the points of intersection of the two

curves. The point («, y, z) is any point whatever, and it may therefore be a point

of intersection, or, as in the present instance, a point of contact of the two curves

;

the only difference is, that in either case the degree of each equation as regards

(X, /t) is reduced by unity, and the degree of the resulting equation in X, F, Z is

also reduced by unity: in the case of a point of simple intersection this is the only

reduction ; but in the case of a point of contact, the resulting equation contains the

equation of the tangent as a factor, and rejecting this factor, the reduction in degi-ee

is two units.

49. Appljong the method to the two equations, T = 0, 217— nF=0, and sub-

stituting therein for the original current coordinates X, Y, Z the values \x 4 fxX,

Xy + fiY, \z + fiZ, the equations become

\'f7'+ 3\>F+ 3\/*''F+ /i'T = 0,

2(\=Cr-|- 2X/iF + /i,''F)-(\P + A<.n) (\f^ + /iF) = 0;

or writing U=0, and omitting from each equation the factor fi, the equations become

x\sv+\fi.sw+firr =o,

\(4-P) F + ^(2F-nF) = 0;

and putting in the first equation \ = 2W— IIF, /t = — (4— P)F, the result of the

elimination contains the factor F, rejecting which it becomes

3(2F-nF)^-3(4-P)(2F-nF) TT + (4 - P)'' FT = 0,

which is of the fourth degree in (X, Y, Z), as it should be, and represents therefore

the lines drawn from the point of contact to the other four points of intersection of

the conic and cubic.

50. The equation may be written

-3(2Tr-nF)((2-P)ir+nF) + (4-P)»FT = 0,

and we obtain at once the condition that this may contain the factor F, viz. this con-

dition is

P = 2;

and if this be satisfied the conic will have a three-pointic conic, and there will be

three other points of intersection. And ^vriting P = 2, and throwing out the factor F,

we find

3n=F-6nF-f4T =

for the equation of the lines from the point of contact to the three points of inter-

section. And we have now to determine 11 so that the function on the left hand

may divide by F-.

o. IV. 30
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51. I simplify my original method by the use of a theorem of Mr Salmon's, viz.

writing

T ^X'+Y^ + Z' + GIXYZ, ^ =l'(X'+Y' + Z')-(\ + 2l')XYZ ,

JQ: = {^I'X' - (l + 21') YZ )x + .. ,

H, = (Sl'^a^ -(l + -2l')!/z )X + .. ,

H = l^{j? + f-\- 2^)-{\ + 2i») xyz

w='\,x^ + nYZ)x + ..

U = x' + f + z^ + 6Ixi/z

we have identically

rH-U^=WH,-VJOu

and in the present case, since U = 0,

Hence, multiplying by H and substituting this value of TH, the equation becomes

SHWV- QHU W + i WH, - 4 F^. = 0,

or, as we may write it,

V {SHU- - 4^,) + 2W (2H, - SHU) = ;

and we can at once make the equation divide by V, viz. by assuming

n=f§+iAF,

where A is arbitrary : we have thus a four-pointic contact. And substituting for 11,

and throwing out the factor V, the equation becomes

3^(§f +iAFy-4^, + 2Tf(|^A) = 0;

or reducing,

lG{H{'-^HJQ,)-S6H'AW+24-HH,AV + 9H\\-V' = 0,

which is the equation of the lines drawn from the point of contact to the remaining

two points of intersection.

52. I write for gieater convenience

(S) being as yet indeterminate ; the equation is thus reduced to

9H' {H {Hi' - SHJQ,) + Tf} - 6H'H,&F + 9= F= = 0,

and we have then to determine H so that the left-hand side may divide by F; or,

what is the same thing, we must determine so that

H{H,'-SHJo,) + '^W
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may divide by V. This implies the existence of an identical equation,

which for ^7=0 would give the decomposition in question; but I have not investi-

gated the values of M and N. I assume at the outset U=0, and putting as before

and writing also

S= Xx [(1 + 8Z') »* + (4i + 41i<) a?ijz + (- 2P + 21') yV]

+ Yy [(1 + 8i') y* + {'kl+ 'ill*) y'-zx + (- IP + 21') zV]

+ Zz [(1 + %P) z* + {U-ir ^\l*) z^xy + (- 2P + 2;") a?y'^„

I remark that for f/''=0 we have

- xyzHi' + FS + ( 1 + 8/=) (QF- S^^y^^^^,) = 0,

an equation which, observing that

^= -(1+8?')^^,

and assuming also

e= (i + 8i')''Q,

may be written

U {EC- - 3.^^,) + ©F = - (1 + 8i») F£f,

which gives the required decomposition, viz., having this value, the conic will

have a five-pointic contact. Reducing by the last equation, and throwing out the

factor V, we find

- 9if» (1 + %p) V- %R"-%H, + e=r=

for the equation of the line joining the point of contact with the point of simple

intersection. And if in this equation we write J? = — (1 + W) xyz, and = (1 + ^l')- Q,

we obtain, finally, for the equation of the line in question,

9x>fir's - ex'yVQE + Q'V = 0,

which is the before-mentioned result.

53. It only remains to verify the assumed equation

- xyzH,^ -f- F<Sf + (H- SJ?) {QW- -ixY^'^,) = 0.

We may write

_ Q = a* + Qlai^yz + SPx'y'z' - yV,

and then observing that

W= xX^-ir..+ 2lxYZ+..,

^. = 3PxX' + . . - (1 + 21') xYZ -..,

30—2
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we find at once
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-(1+8^0 + {2laf + llt'afyz - Za?y'z^ - 2lxfz') YZ

Next writing

H, = {ZVa?-{\ + 2P)yz)X + ..,

V ={a?+2lyz)X + ..,

8 =x {(1 + 8^0 a* + {U+ 41^) a?yz+ (- 21^+ 2l>) y^z^] X+ .

,

and forming the expression for

-xyzHi^-irVS,

the coeflScient of X- is

which is

- xyz [ZPa? - (1 + 2P) yz]'

+ (ar" + 2lyz) x {(1 + 8i») a^ + (4i + 41/*) a^yz + (- 2P + 2P) yV},

= (1 + S¥) {a? + Qla^yz + 12l'a?yV - xfz') ;

the coefficient of YZ is

- 2xyz (Sly - (1 + 21^) zx) (3i=2= - (1 + 2P) xy)

which is

+ (2/2 + 2lzx) z[{l-\- 8P) z' + {U + 41/*) z-'xy+ (- 2P + 2P) tx?f\

+ {z^ + 2lxy)y {(1 + %¥) y* + (4i + 41^) 3/='2« + (- 2P + 2Z») a.-=j/=},

= (1 + 8?) {y^^ (y* + 2") + Stey^^^ + 1 2Pa?yz {fr^)^- 2lx {y' + z')- 2xy''z''}

;

or substituting for y'^ z^ and y' + z" the values —a^ — Glxyz and («" + Qlxyzf— 2\f:?

respectively, this is

= (1 + 8P) (2fo' + \2p3?yz - Sa^y-z" - 2Lvfz').

We have thus

-xyzHi'+VS

( («' + Uafyz +

1

2p3?yz - xxfa?) X'

= (1 + 8^0-
+ {2lx' + \2Pafyz - Sx'y^z- - 2lxtfz>) YZ

and the equation

is thus verified.

- xyzH,' + FS + (1 + SP) {QW- 3.c=yV^,) =

Addition.—The foregoing memoir was communicated to Mr Salmon, and I am
indebted to him for two notes, containing the extension to a curve of any order, of

the preceding investigation for the case of a cubic; I reproduce this extension in the

following section.
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V. Extension of the last preceding method to a curve of any order.

54. Consider the curve of the wi-th order T = 0, and in the place of the

cooi"dinates ^vrite \x-\- fiX, \i/ + fiY, \z + fiZ, where, as before, (x, y, z) ai-e the coordi-

nates of the point of the curve, and X, Y, Z current coordinates

;

the term involving

X™ vanishes, and dividing out the factor (jl the equation becomes

\'«-'jDU+ ^X'-'-'fiD'U+ ^X*"-V-0^U+ j\\"'-Yl>U+&c.=0.

Making the like substitution in D-U—IiDU=0, the assumed equation of the five-

pointic conic, the factor /* divides out and the equation becomes

or, what is the same thing,

\DU{2(m-\)-P) + ti{D'U-UDU) = 0;

and if from the two equations we eliminate X, /*, the result, throwing out the factor

DU, is

{ly-U- nDLO'""' - i (2 {m - 1) - P) ir-U(D"-U- UDU)^-"- + &c. = 0,

where all the terms after the second contain the factor DO; the condition in order

that the equation may divide by DJJ, is consequently 2(m — 1) —P = 2, or P=2(m — 2),

the condition of a three-pointic contact. Substituting this value, and dividing by DU,
the equation becomes

-U{D^U-UDU)"^- + lD^U{D^U-llDU)'^'-lD'U.DU{D'-U- UDIT)"^* + &c. = 0,

which will be divisible by DU if —Y1D^U+ ^D'U is divisible by DU, and the condition

for this is found to be, as before,

U=^^DH + ADU,

where A is ai-bitrary; we have thus the conditions of a four-pointic contact.

00. Substituting this value of IT, we see that D^U— jfDH . D-U divides by DU,

viz. there exists an identical equation,

D>U-~DH.D'U=IU + J.DU;

and hence if U=0,

±^{D^U-J^DH.D^U) = J,

where J is a quadric function of (X, Y, Z). I do not know the general form of

this function, but Mr Salmon has obtained a result which may be generalized as
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follows, viz. writing for X, Y, Z the values Bv — C/i, CX. — Av, Afi — BX. (where, as

before. A, B, C are the first derived functions of U and \, fi, v are arbitrary), the

expression for J is

Du\ H / (m — 1) {m — \)H

a formula which will be presently useful.

56. The foregoing equation may be written

(D'U)"'-' (- nD'U+ 'iD'U)

+ (D'U)"'-* DU{(m-2) WDfU- § (w - 3) UD^U-^D^V] +&c. {DUf ... = ;

and the term — IlL^U + ^IPU is equal to

l(l>>U-^DH.D'U\-ADU.LPU, ^^JDU-ADU .IfU.

Substituting this value the equation divides by DU, and throwing out this factor it

becomes

+ {D^Uy^ {(to - 2) WI>U- 1 (m - 3) UD'U-^iyU] + &c. DU=Q
;

or observing that §nZ)*t/'=n=i)=f/'+term containing DU, this may be wi-itten

(i> f7)™-= (|J- XI> U) + {I> CO™-* {Ti-D'U-^D'lPi + Sic. DU=0.

57. If the equation divides by DU we shall have a five-pointic contact ; the

condition for this is that

- A (Z)»Uy + UD'U+ WD^U-i;D*U

may divide by DU, or more simply that

-A(D'Uy' + 'iJD'U+i(^^DHjD'U-iD*U

may divide by DU, or, what is the same thing, the function in question must vanish

in virtue of the substitution of the values Bv-C/m, C\-Av, Afi-B\ in the place of

X, Y, Z. The expression for J has just been given ; we have besides

(i DhJ = ^"'~P* Q^, D*U=- ft^%

where the values of Q/, Q^ are given (ante, No. 27); we have thus
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and

whence

(m-iy

{m-iy

^(m-l)- { m-l {m-\)H )

and consequently

which agrees with the result before, obtained, and thus the present method gives the

complete solution of the problem.
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262.

ON THE EQUATION OF DIFFERENCES FOR AN EQUATION OF
ANY ORDER, AND IN PARTICULAR FOR THE EQUATIONS
OF THE ORDERS TWO, THREE, FOUR, AND FIVE.

[From the Philosophical Transactimis of the Royal Society of London, vol. CL. (for the

year 1860), pp. 93—112. Received March 2,—Read March 29, I860.]

The term, equation of differences, denotes the equation for the squared differences

of the roots of a given equation ; the equation of differences afforded a means of

determining the number of real roots, and also limits for the real roots, of a given

numerical equation, and was upon this account long ago sought for by geometers.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1763, Waring gives, but without demonstration

or indication of the mode of obtaining it, the equation of differences for an equation

of the fifth order wanting the second term : the result was probably obtained by the

method of symmetric functions. This method is employed in the Meditationes Alge-

braical (1782), where the equation of differences is given for the equations of the

third and fourth orders wanting the second terms; and in p. 85 the before-mentioned

result for the equation of the fifth order wanting the second term, is reproduced.

The formula? for obtaining by this method the equation of differences, are fully

developed by Lagrange in the Traits des Equations Numeriques (1808); and he finds

by means of them the equation of differences for the equations of the ordei-s two and

three, and for the equation of the fourth oixier wanting the second term ; and in

Note III. he gives, after Waring, the result for the equation of the fifth order wanting

the second tei-m. It occurred to me that the equation of differences could be most

easily calculated by the following method. The coefficients of the equation of differences,

qva functions of the differences of the roots of the given equation, are leading
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coefficients of covariants, or (to use a shorter expression) they are " Seminvariants ('),"

that is, each of them is a function of the coefficients which is reduced to zero by one

of the two operators which reduce an invariant to zero. In virtue of this property

they can be calculated, when their values are known for the particular case in which

one of the coefficients of the given equation is zero. To fix the ideas, let the given

equation be {*^v, 1)" = 0; then, when the last coefficient or constant term vanishes,

the equation breaks up into v = and into an equation of the degree n — 1, which

I call the reduced equation ; the equation of differences will break up into two equations,

one of which is the equation of differences for the reduced equation, the other is the

equation for the squares of the roots of the same reduced equation. This hardly

requires a proof ; let the roots of the given equation be a, /3, 7, 8, &c., those of the

equation of differences are (a-^y, (a-yy, (z-B)', &c., (^-yf, W-Sy, (y-Bf, &c.

;

but in putting the constant tenn equal to zero, we in effect put one of the roots,

say a, equal to zero ; the roots of the equation of differences thus become ^, rf^ 8^

&c., (/3 — 7/, (y3 — S)-, (7 — hy, &c. The equation for the squares of the roots can be

found without the slightest difficulty ; hence if the equation of differences for the

reduced equation of the order ?* — 1 is known, we can, by combining it with the

equation for the squares of the roots, form the equation of differences for the given

equation with the constant term put equal to zero, and thence by the above-mentioned

property of the Seminvariancy of the coefficients, find the equation of differences for

the given equation. The present memoir shows the application of the process to

equations of the orders two, three, four, and five : part of the calculation for the

equation of the fifth order was kindly performed for me by the Rev. R. Harley. It

is to be noticed that the best course is to apply the method in the first instance to

the forms (a, b, ...^v, 1)" = 0, without numerical coefficients (or, as they may be termed,

the denumerate forms), and to pass from the results so obtained to those which belong

to the forms (a, h,...\v, 1)" = 0, or standard forms. The equation of differences, for

(a— ^y, &c., the coefficients of which are seminvariants, naturally leads to the con-

sideration of a more general equation having for its roots (a — /3)- (cc — yyy (x — Syy .
.

, &c.,

the coefficients of which are covariants ; and in fact, when, as for equations of the

orders two, three, and four, all the covariants are known, such covariant equation can

be at once formed from the equation of differences ; for equations of the fifth order,

however, where the covariants are not calculated beyond a certain degree, [they are

now all calculated, see 141 and 143], only a few of the coefficients of the covariant

equation can be thus at once formed. At the conclusion of the memoir, I show how
the equation of differences for an equation of the order n can be obtained by the

elimination of a single quantity from two equations each of the order n — 1 ; and

by applying to these two equations the simplification which I have made in Bezout's

abridged method of elimination, I exhibit the equation of differences for the given

equation of the order n, in a compendious form by means of a determinant; the

first-mentioned method is, however, that which is best adapted for the actual development

of the equation of differences for the equation of a given order.

I The term "Seminvariant" seems to me preferable to M. Briosohi's term "PeninTariant."

c. IV. 31
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The et]uations successively considered are

(a, b, c ]^«, IV = 0,

(a, b, c, d \v, ly = 0,

(a, b, c, d, e \v, 1)« = 0,

(a, b, c, d, e, f\v, 1)» = 0.

The equation of diflferenccs for the ijuadric, and that for the squares of the roots,

are considered to be known, and the other results are derived from them: it will be
convenient to write down in the first instance the results for the quadiic, the cubic,

and the quartic equations, and then explain the process of obtaining them.

For the quadric equation,

Equation of differences is, :

+ 1 rtc + 4
6^ - 1

B 1).

Equation for the squares of the roots is, =

\6, If.

a'x

+ 1 rtc+ 2

6^ -1
c»+l

For the cubic equation,

Equation of differences is, =

rt^x o»x

/^ ^

+ 1 ac + 6 aV + 9 a'^ +27
6« -2 ab'^e - 6

b* +1
abed- 18

ac" +4
¥d +4
6V -1

\e, \)\

Equation for the squares of the roots is, =

a^ X

+ 1 ac + 2
6^-1

c= +1
bd--2

d^ + \
\e, \)\
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For the quartic equation,

Equation of differences is, =

a* X a* X «^ X

)i

+ 1 ac + 8 (v'e + 8 a*ce +16 aV - 112 oW -192 a»e» + 256

b^ -3 a'hd- 2 a*cP +26 a-'6c^e + 56 aWe +216 a'bde'' -192
a',- + 22 aW'e - 6 aV-e + 24 a=6V +72 aVV -128
(d>'c - 16 d'bcd - 30 a?cd^ + 48 d'bcde- 120 d'cd'e +144
6^+3 aV +28 d'b'-ce — 32 d'bd-' - 54 a^rf^ - 27

a'b^d + 8 a%^d' - 25 aVe + 32 ab^cer +144
a^ftV - 24 a%c=£^- 54 aVrf» + 18 oi^rf-^e - 6

ab'c + 8 aV + 17 ab^'de + 18 ab(^de- 80
6» - 1 ab'e + 6 aftVe — 6 o6cfP + 18

ab'cd + 38 ab^cd'+ 42 ac*e + 16

abV - 12 «6c^W - 26 ac'cZ^ — 4

b'd - 6 ac' + 4 6V - 27

bV + 2 b'd" - 9

i^cW + 6

b^c* - 1

JWe + 18

¥d' - 4

bVe - 4

J^'cW- + 1

B 1)«

Equation for (.squares of the roots is, =

a'x

+ 1 «c+2
6»-l

ne + 2

6rf-2
c» +1

c«+2
f/'-l

e'+\ F. 1)^-

The multiplication of the equation of differences and the equation of the squares

of the roots of the quadric equation, gives the equation, =

a*x o'x

+ 1

N

ac + Q aV + 9

ab^c - 6

b* +1

ar" +4
bV - 1

p, 1)',

where all the coefficients except the last are reduced to zero by the operator

Sadb + 2bdc + cda,

31—2
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and they are consequently (without any alteration) coefficients of the equation of differ-

ences of the cubic equation: the last coefficient is not reduced to zero by the

operator, and requires therefore to be completed by the adjunction of the terms in d

(the series, here and in every other case, is of course a finite one, the number of

terms might easily be calculated d priori). Let the value be Z„ + L^d + LJ? + &c., we

have Zo=+4ctc'-16V; and putting for shortness V = 3a3j, + 263^, the operator which

reduces this to zero is V + c3d j we ought therefore to have

= V'Zo + d V'A + , V'Z,+ ...

and consequently

giving

+ cL^ 2cLt ScL,

X, = -
J
V'Zo, ^ = -

2^ V'A, 4 = - 1^ V'4, &c.,

Zi = --{(- 6 + 24 =) 18a6c=' - 46^0) = - ISabc + W,
c

L, = -^^{- 54a=c + (36 - 36 =) a¥} = + 27a\

L, = 0, &c.,

and consequently for the last coefficient the value above written down ; it will be

presently seen how in more complicated cases the calculations should be arranged.

Again, multiplying together the equation of diflferences and the equation for the

squares of the roots of the cubic equation, we obtain an equation which it is not

necessary to ^vrite down, as it can be at once formed by putting e = in the equation

of differences for the quartic equation. And from the equation so obtained, by the

adjunction of the terms in e, we find the equation of differences for the quartic

equation, viz. each coefficient is of the form Lo + Lie + L^ + &c., where Z, is known,

and such coefficient is reduced to zero by the operator

or putting for shortness V = 4a36 + 369<, + 2c9<j, the operator V + ddg. We have there-

fore

Z, = -Jv'Z„ L, = -~V'L„ Z3 = -^VX, &c.

It is to be observed that the last coefficient of the equation of differences is the

discriminant, and that the above method of calculating the coefficients of the equation

of diff'erences, as applied to the last coefficient, is nothing else than the method of

calculating the discriminant given in my Fourth Memoir on Quantics, [155].
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The multiplication of the equation of differences, and the equation for the squares

of the roots of the quartic equation, gives, in like manner, the equation of differences

for the quintic equation, except as to the terms involving /; and these are obtained

as above, viz. each coefficient is of the form L„ + Lif+ L-^f^ + &c., where L^ is known

;

such coefficient is reduced to zero by the operator

hadi + 463^ + ^da + 2^9, + 63/;

or putting for shortness V' = 5a96 + 463^ + 3c9(j + 2^9^, the operator V' + e9y. We have

therefore

which give Li, L,, &c. by means of Z,. For the calculation of VL (where L is any

one of the coefficients £„, Z,, &c.), it is proper to separate the terms involving the

different powers of e, and write L = Mo + M^e + Mx"^ + &c., V = V" + 2^9^) where

V" = badb + 4Mc + 3c3d. We have then

VZ= V"J/„ +e

+ 2dJ\h

or, what is the same thing,

1

+ UM,

VJ/, + fee.

+ 4di¥.

and as an equation which should be satisfied identically, and which would therefore

.serve as a verification,

V"jJ/„ + 2di¥, = 0;

but, since a verification was obtained by other means, the equations of this kind were

not used for the purpose. It may be interesting to give the actual calculation of

one of the coefficients, say of coefficient d^ (which, with coefficient $, was calculated by

Mr Harley).
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Calculation of coefficient 0* in equation of differences for the quintic equation

(a, b, c, d, e,f\v, iy = 0.

Calculation of L,,.

2ae -2W
.

+ c» 2c« -rf* «•

^ s^ -^ N. ^

Coefl-. 6". Coeff. e\ Coeff. ^. [u eq. of diff. for qaartic.

«*«* + 512 -112 = + 400

a»We» -384 -512 + 56 -840
aVe' -256 + 256 -384 + 24 -360
a'ccPe' + 288 + 432 + 192 + 48 + 960

a'd^e - 54 -216 -270
a'b^ee' + 288 + 144 - 32 + 400

a^b'cPe' - 12 + 384 - 72 - 25 + 275

a'bAle' -160 + 256 -192 -240 - 54 -390
a^cd'e + 36 -288 -108 + 120 -240
ahdP + 54 + 54 + 108

o'cV + 32 -128 + 64 + 17 - 15

aVtPe - 8 + 144 + 36 - 32 + 140

aVd* - 27 - 18 - 45

ab'e- - 54 + 6 - 48

alPcde' + 36 -288 + 30 + 38 -178
aif'cPe, - 8 + 12 - 18 - 14

abVe^ - 8 + 144 - 12 - 12 + 112

ab^c'fPe + 2 + 160 - 6 + 84 + 6 + 246

ab'cd* - 36 - 42 - 78

abc*de - 32 - 80 - 52 -164
abcPd' + 8 + 18 + 26 + 52

acfe + 16 + 8 + 24

ac'd' - 4 - 4 - 8

Wde' + 54 - 6 + 48
b*<?^ - 27 + 2 - 25

b*cd^e - 36 - 18 - 54
b*d* + 8 + 9 + 17

bVde + 8 + 18 + 12 + 38

bVd' _ 2 - 4 - 6 - 12

6Ve - 4 2 - 6

JVrf^ + 1 + 1 + 2

L„ = A + Be + Ce- + De' + Ee*, suppose, then

-£ = -C = -D = -E =

ahP + 270 a'cd' -960 a'bd +840 a* - 400
a^bcd +240 a'Pd' - 275 aV + 360
aVrf-^ -140 a'bc'-d + 390 rt^ft'c - 400
abW + 14 aV + 15 ab* + 48
a6Vrf»-246 ab'cd + 178
abc*d +164 a6V -112
<u? - 24 b'd - 48
¥cd* + 54 6V + 25

JVrf - 38
6V + 6
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Calculation of i,.

Terms of L^f not involving e.

5rt?,j + 463, + 3ca,, U
-/{V'B + idC) VIZ. ^

- B -C

a?e<Pf + 1200 + 3240 - 3840 = + 600

a-b^cPf + 210 + 960 -1100 + 70

a^bc'd^f -2460 -1680 + 2160 + 1560 -420
aVJf + 820 - 840 + 60 + 40

ab'ccPf + 1080 - 1968 + 126 + 712 - 50

aU'(?df - 570 + 2624 -1476 - 448 + 130

abe^f + 60 - 576 + 492 - 24

Vd^f + 216 - 192 + 24

Vc'df - 456 + 324 + 100 - 32

6V/ + 120 - 114 + 6

Terms of Z,/ involving e'.

i

\

5ad,, '+ ibd^ + 3c8d M
-e/{V"C+6dD)

-0 - D

iC'bcPiif - 2750 -3840 + 5040 = - 1550

aVdef + 1950 - 5760 + 2160 - 1650

a%''cdef + 2670 + 3120 - 1650 -2400 + 1740

a'bc'pf - 1120 + 240 + 1170 + 290

ab^def - 1200 + 712 + 288 - 200

abVef + 500 - 1344 + 534 - 310

1/cef + 200 - 144 + 56

Terms of Lif involving e".

-^f{y"D+ME)
5ad, 463, 3cda 8d

-E- n

a'd^f
ai'bo?/

+ 4200
-4000
+ 960

+ 2880
- 1600

+ 2520

- 3200 = + 1000
+ 1400
- 640
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Calculation of £,.

Li = A +Be + Oe", suppose, where

-i5= -hc =

a'bd' + 775 a*d - 500
aVd + 825 a»6c - 700
a^b^cd -870 n'ft' + 320
o'6c= - 145

ab*d + 100
oiV + 155
6»c - 28

Terms of ij/" not involving e.

5(w,, 46?*, Zcda id
-p{V'^B+4d^C) y

1

-hB -\C

a*d^"- + 3875 - 2000 = + 1875

d?hcdp -8700 + 6600 + 4650 - 2800 - 250

aV/" - 725 + 2475 + 1750

aWdf' + 2000 -3480 + 1280 - 200

aW<rp + 2325 - 1740 -2610 - 2025

ab*cp - 700 + 1240 + 300 + 840

ohT - 112 - 112

Terms of Lif^ involving e'.

-e/»A"iC viz.

5aa,, 46* ^Cdt

-hG

a*cep -3500
+ 4800 -2800

- 1500 = -5000
+ 2000
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Calculation of L^ (gives X3 = 0).

L. = A+Be,

IB =

are + 1666f
- 666^

Terms of L^p.

-rv^B viz.

5m^ 46e„ Scda

-hs

a*hp - 6666f + 6666|

and the required coefficient of ^ is

L, + LJ+L.J\

All the coefficients were calculated in this manner, except the last coefficient,

which was deduced from the known value of the discriminant for the standard form.

And we have thus the complete expression of the equation of differences for the

general quintic equation under the denumerate form (a, h, c, d, e, f\v, 1)'' = 0, viz.
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Equation of differences for (a, b, e, d, e f\v, 1)'' = is

+ 1

e>

ac -t- 10
6« - 4

^

a'6rf

o6'c

6«

+ 10
- 4

+ 39
-30
+ 6

ff

a' X

a^ + 50
a*<^ + 25

a'fi'e - 20
a%cd - 50

ab*c

b"

+ 80
+ 16
-81
+ 30
- 4

aV
a'bef

a'bde

oVe

a*b'ee

a*b^(P

200
95
120
36
124
92

32
98
44

a'bc'd- 160
a*c* + 95
a'^b'e + 18
aWcrf+ 116
a»6V - 104
a^i'tZ - 20
a^iV + 45
(tb'c - 10
6« + 1

e>

a'-cPe

a*Wdf

a*b^f
a*bcde

a*bd'

a*<^e

aWc/
o'bMe

d'hVe
a!'b^cd'

a?bc>d

aV
a%>f
aWce
a'b^d'

a'bVd
a^bV
ab'e

aificd

abV
Vd
bV

+ 625
- 250
+ 400
-360
+ 260
- 110
+ 169
- 240
- 104
- 104

+ 196
+ 118
+ 150
- 10
- 180
+ 20
- 220
+ 66
- 24

+ 66
- 3

+ 192
- 66
- 8
- 66
+ 24

+ 8
- 3

d*

«V +
aVe/ -
rtV +
rt*6y» -
a*bce/ -
a*bd'/ +
a*bde' +

a*c'df +
a*(?^ -
a*c<Pe +
a'd* -

aVef +
a'b^ct? +
a?b^ed/ -
aWd^e -
a»6cy -
a'bc'de —
a!'bc(P -
aVe +
aVcP +
aWd/ +
a%*^ -

a'bV/ +
aWcde +
n%V +
(iWc'e —

a^b'<rcP +
a^bc'd -
«V +
<U)'c/ -
ab^de —
ab'cre +
ab*ed:' -
abVd +
ab^d' -

hV
b'ce

b'd"

V'c'd

bV

+

1750
950
40

700
130
380
142
240
522
708
53
128
388
394
378
144
480
156
194

52
66
84
194
330
92

152
174
140
25
70
42
32
144
100
18

8

2

22
16

3



C^^, 1)"' = 0, viz. the function in 6 is

I

^ 62 6
J

/^ —

N

x ^\

aV _ 3750 «w- _ 5000 a*dP - 6250 aV + 3125

a*hdf'' + 1500 a*d-p + 1875 a*i'f' + 5000 d'bep - 2500

a*h<^f + 1500 a'de^f + 1000 a%cP + 3750 a\dp -3750
a*<?P + 2500 a*e' + 400 a?bdef- - 250 a?ceY' + 2000

aW«/" — 2150 aVef + 2000 a^b/f - 2000 d'cPeP + 2250

«W — 80 a>bcdf — 250 aVpf - 3750 d'de'f - 1600

a^d?f + 700 a^bce'f + 1400 a'aPp + 3000 dV + 256

a*d'^ + 570 a^bd'ef - 1550 a^cdeJ'f + 200 aWdf + 2000

aWcp — 2450 a%de' - 840 a?ce* + 320 a?Ve:'P - 50

a^f^def - 40 aVf + 1750 a?cPef - 450 a^c^f + 2250

(e'bV — 118 a\hhf — 1650 aMV - 40 a^cdef -2050
a^bc-ef + 290 oVr' - 360 aWP - 1000 d-bcfff + 160

,ebc>Pf - 400 a'cd'f + 600 aWcef' +1950 a%d'f - 900

lebcde? _ 158 d'cd-e' + 960 a^b-'dT - 1150 d'bcPe'f + 1020

u^bd?e _ 596 d'd'x — 270 aWdeJ +1170 d'bde*' - 192

aVdf + 80 aWdp — 200 a?b'e* + 72 aVep - 900
o?e^ — 308 aVe-/' ^ 640 d'bc-dp - 2100 aHHJ' + 825

a'<^cPe + 612 aWc'p — 2025 a^JcV/ +1380 d'c'de'f + 560

(^cd* _ 102 arb'-cdef + 1740 a%cd'ef - 550 a^c'e* - 128

a^bT + 490 arb-ce^ + 400 a'bcde^ - 504 a^cd?ef - 630

arVcef + 180 dVd'f + 70 a^bd*f + 180 a^cd^e^ + 144

aHM'f + 112 a-'bhPe- + 275 a'bd'e' + 138 aW/ + 108

a-bhl<r + 92 d'b<?Kf + 290 aV/^ + 675 rtWe^ - 27

tt^Wlf + 86 a^bi^dPf — 420 aVdef - 330 idy\p -1600
d'bVe' + 388 a^c'd^ — 390 aW - 224 ab^deP + 160

a'lr'cd'e + 150 a^bed?e — 240 «V(^/ + 60 ab'e'f - 36

a'b^d* + 160 a%d? + 108 a'cWe' + 434 abVef + 1020

a'bc'f -- 48 a^c'df + . 40 d'cd'e - 198 ab'ccP/^ + 560
n%<?de — 504 a-c*e' - 15 a'rf" + 27 ab^cde-f - 746

aVe + 106 aVV-e + 140 ah'ef _ 240 a¥ce' + 144

aVrf* — 7 aVd* — 45 atr'cdf +1320 ab^d'ef + 24

aVef -- 68 ab'eP + 840 ah'ce'f - 1230 cdPd'e' - 6

ab*ed/ _ 86 ab'def — 200 cdPd^ef - 12 abc'df - 630

ab*ce^ _ 178 al/^ _ 48 a^de' + 18 abc'ey + 24

ab*d'e _ 54 abVef _ 310 abVp - 450 abc^cPef + 356

ab^<?de + 234 afrwy — 50 abVdef + 594 abc^de' - 80

ab>e>f + 34 afr'crfe' — 178 ah^eV + 282 abed*/ - 72

ab'cd' — 148 ab'd'e — 14 n¥cd^f - 154 ahed^e^ + 18

ab'c^e - 56 abVd/ + 130 ab^cd^e^ - 114 ae-p + 108

ab^e>(P + 112 abVe' + 112 abM*e + 6 ac*def - 72

ah<?d _ 34 ah^-'fPe + 246 abc*ef - 72 acV + 16

ar7 + 4 uVcd* _ 78 abc'd-'f + 24 ac'd'f + 16

b'df + 16 abc-f — 24 abe'de' - 186 ac'd'e^ 4

6V + 26 dbc*de. — 164 abc^d'e + 116 b'P + 256

i'cy — 6 abcW + 52 abcd> - 18 b*ceP - 192

bf'cde _ 30 ac'e + 24 «cV^ + 36 b*cPp - 128

V'd? + 28 achP — 8 ac^d'e - 24 bWf + 144

h*(?e + 8 b'f _ 112 aed' + 4 6V - 27

b*,?d} _ 24 b^cef + 56 b^df - 192 6V(^ + 144

Pc'd + 8 b'cPf + 24 6V/ + 216 6V«y 6

6V _ 1 b^de' + 48 6*cey» + 72 b'cd'ef - 80

¥c'df _ 32 b*cdef - 120 b'cde^ + 18

b*c-e' _ 25 b^ce' - 54 bVf + 16

b*c<r-e _ 54 bhPf + 32 6We' 4

b*d* + 17 ¥cPe^ + 18 bvp - 27

frv/ + 6 6»cV/ + 18 bVdef + 18

feVrf« + 38 ftVflP/ - 6 6Ve» 4

iVrf" _ 12 b^c^de^ + 42 b-'cH'f 4

6Ve — 6 Vcd^'e - 26 b\^d^^ + 1

Vc\P + 2 6W + 4

6W - 9

bVd^e + 6

WcH* - 1

\^, 1)"

32—2



252 ON THE EQUATION OF DIFFERENCES FOR AN EQUATION OF ANY ORDER. [262

It may be remarked, that if w is an imaginary cube root of unity, then the roots

of the equation (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l\v, iy=0 are -1, to, m', -w, —to"; the differences of

the roots are

— 1 — w, —l—m^, —1+0), —1+0)^, o) — ft)'-, 2ft) , ft) + ft)'-, ft)'^ + ft), 2a>^, — a + a^

= to" , ft) ,
— 1 + ft), — 1 + ft)-, ft) — ft>^ 2ft) , — 1 , — 1 , 2ft)', — ft) + ft)',

and the squares of the differences are

ft) , ft)' , — 3ft) , — 3a)- , - 3 , 4ft)^ 1 , 1 , 4ft) , — 3 ,

from which the equation of differences is found to be

(d'+e +!)(&' -se +9)(e' + id +u)(e' -2d + 1) {&' + 60 + 9)=o;

or multiplying out, it is

(1, 6, 21, 46, 108, 546, 493, -1410, -567, -540, +1296'50, 1)"' = 0;

which is what the preceding expression of the equation of differences becomes upon

writing therein a = b = c = d = e=f=l. Moreover, upon passing (as will presently be

done) to the standard form, and then writing a = b = c = d = e =f= 1, all the coefficients

(except the first coefficient, which is equal to unity) should become equal to zero;

these two tests afford a complete verification of the result.

The following corrections have to be made in Waring's result, as given by himself

and Lagrange (Waring, Phil. Trans. 1762).

Waring, Meditationes Algebraicce, p. 85 :

for+ 169 (fs read + 196 q's (in coefficient w^).

Lagrange, Equations NiimAriques, p. 108

;

for + 1200 GE read + 200 GE (in d)

for- 169 B>D read- 196 B'D (in e)

for- 25 B" read+ 25 5* (in/)

for + 27 G^B' read - 27 0*2)» (in k).

It may be noticed, that if in the coefficients of the several powers of (as they

are written down in the columns, without regarding the power of a which multiplies

the entire column), we attend only to the terms independent of a, we have the series

1, 6^-4, 6* + 6, 6"- 4, ¥ + 1, b'd + 8, b'f + 8, &c,

¥c^ - 3, ¥ce - 2

b'd' +22

b'd^d - 16

b*c* + 3,

the law of the first terms of which, up to the term + 16', is obvious ; but the term

+ 16', which is the last term of this initial series, is also the first term of a terminal

series, the terms of which are deduced from the coefficients in the equation of differences

for the quartic equation (a, 6, c, d e\v, 1)* = 0, viz. these coefficients are
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n° X a* X

+ 1 «c+ 8 a'e + 8

¥-'i a%d- 2

aV +22
aire - 16

6^ +3;
and by wiiting h, c, d, e, f in the place of a, b, c, d, e respectively, and multiplying

by ¥, we have the above-mentioned series,

¥ + 1, b'd+8, &e.

b'i^ - 3.

It is easy to see, ck priori, in the case of an equation of any order, that this property

holds good.

Passing now to the standard foi-ms:

For the quadric (a, b, c^v, 1)^ = 0, the equation of differences is, =

a^ X 4 X

+ 1 rtC + 1 K !)•

For the cubic equation («, b, c, d\v, 1)^ = 0, the equation of differences is, =

a* X 18 a'' X 81 X 27 X

+ 1
ac+ 1

b' -1
aV + 1

abh - 2

¥ + 1

dkP + 1

abed — 6

(ju? +4
b\l + 4

6V -3

\6, Xf.

For the quartic equation (a, b, c, d, e^v, 1)* = 0, the equation of differences is, =

o^x 48a* X 8a» X 32 X 16 X 1152 X 256 X

/ N

+ 1 ac + 1 a»e + 1 a*ce + 3 aV - 7 a\e^ - 1 aV + 1

6' -1 a'bd - 4 a'd' + 13 a%fe + 56 a^d^e + 3 a%de^- 12

a'c' + 99 aWe - 3 d'c'e + 54 a»6V + 1 a^cV - 18

aVc - 192 d'bcd - 90 a^cd' +288 d?bcde - 10 a^cd^e + 54

b* + 96 aV + 189 a'b^ce - 192 a%d - 12 aW - 27
a^b'd + 64 «^6W - 400 aVe + 6 a6=ce^ + 54
a^b^c" -432 a»6cW- 1944 a^c^d^ + 9 ab^d'e - 6

ab'c + 384 oV +1377 a6-'c?« + 4 abc'de - 180
6« - 128 a6'e + 96

ab'cd +3648
rt6V -2592
bd - 1536
JV +1152

aiVe - 3

ab^cd^ + 56

oic-'c^ - 78
ac- + 27
6VZ2 _ 32
6V(/ + 48
6V - 18

aicc^''' + 108
ac^e + 81

aeW - 54
6V - 27

5-We + 108
6W - 64
6Ve - 54
bVd" + 36

F. !)"•



For the quintic equation (a, b, c, d, e, f^v, iy = 0, the equation of differences is,

^»

+ 1

100 a«x

ac + 1

5» - 1

6»

50 o*

a*e + 1

a^bd- 4

aV + 78

ai«c -150
b* + 75

e'

2500 o- X

n*ce + 1

a*cP + 1

a'b^e - 1

a^bcd - 10

fflV + 32

o«6»rf + 8

d'bV - 81

a6^ + 75
-25

125 X

M/ +
oV -
a'bcf -
a'bde +
aVe +
a'cd' +
a*by +
a*b^ce —
a*b^cP -
a*bcH -
oV* +
icVe +
dVcd +
a»6V -
a^b'd -
a%*c^ +
aU^c -
b* +

16

19

48
72

496
736
32

980
880

6400
7600
450

11600
20800
5000

22500
12500
3125

«»

625 X

«•/» +
a^bef -

a^cdf +
a'cer —
a'd'e +
a*\?df -

a'ftV +
a'bc'f -

a'bcde —
a'bd' -

aVe +
aVrf* +

a'b^cf +
d'b'de -
a'bVe, —
a?b\d^ +
a'bc'd -
aV +
aVf -

a%*ce +
a%*iP -

a'l^c'd +
a^bV -
ab'e -

ab'cd —
abV +
Vd +
bV -

1

10

64
144
208
44

169
192

416
832
1568
1888

300
100

3600
800

17600
10560

120
3300
300

38400
26400
1000

33000
24000
10000
7500

e*

2500 X

<^cf^ +
a'tlef -

oV +
a'b'f -
a*bcef —
a'bd'/ +
a*bd^ +

a*c''e^ —
a*c(Pe. +
a*d* -

dVef +
aWce' +
n'b-'cdf-

dVd'e -
a'bd'f -
d'bc'de -
a'bcd' -
a'c^e +
aVd' +
n%*d/ +
d'b'e^ -
d'bV/+
d'b^cde+

d'b^(P +
aWc'e -
d'bVd^+
d'bc*d -

a^<f +
db^cf -
ab'de -
a6Ve +
ab'cd' -
abVd +
ab^if -

bV +
b^ce —
b'd' +
iVrf -

6V +

7

19

2

7

13

76
71

96

522
1416
212
32

970
394
1890
288

4800
3120
3880
2080
165
525
970

8250
4600
7600
17400
28000
10000
875

2625
4000

36000
50000
18000

250
625

13750
20000
7500

+ 1 ± 1 ± 154 ± 117 ± 46627 ± 91258 ± 125515



= {\e, ]y" = 0, viz. the function in IS

6250 X

a'bdf
a*be-f

a^cdef

a*(P/

a'b'cf

<^b^def

(^bc'ef

a?bcd'f

a%cd^
ci'bd^e

aVdf

d^Vp

aWd'f
a'b'de'

a'lr'c'd/

a'lPcd'e

a%-d*

d'be'f

d'bc^de

aVe
d'c'd'

ab'ef

ab*cd/

ab'ee'

ab*d?e

aWc'de

nb^cd'

ab^c*e

a¥<?d'

abtfd

ac'

b*df

6V
bVf
l^cde

&=<?

bVd'
b'e'd

+

3

12

30
40

172
16

112
228
98
8

59

116
320
316
2384
128

1232
4896
1632

49
180
224
460
344

3880
3000
6400

- 384
- 20160
+ 8480
- 1120
- 170
- 860
- 4450
^ 2700
+ 23400
+ 680
- 29600
- 11200
+ 44800
- 27200
+ 6400
+ 400
+ 1625
- 300
- 7500
+ 14000
+ 4000
- 24000
+ 16000
- 4000

e-

62500 X

a^ceP _ 4

a'd'p + 3

a*de'f + 4

a*e* + 4

aWef + 4

a^bcdr- — 2

d'bce'f + 28

a?bd'ef — 62
a'bd^ — 84

cv'c'f + 28

aVdef — 132
aVe' — 72

a?aPf + 96
a?cd'(? + 384
a?d'e _ 216

dVdf — 4

a'bVf — 32

a-bVf' - 81

arb'-cdfi/ + 348
d'b^ce' + 200

d'bhPf + 28

crbhfV \ 275

d'bc'ef + 116

a'hc'd'f - 336
d'be'de' - 780
a'bcd'e — 960
d'h? + 864

d'e'df + 64
oVe= —

'

60
nVrf-^e + 1120
d'c'd' — 720

ab*cf + 84
ab*de/ — 100
ab*e> — 60

abV-ef — 310

aVcd'f — 100
ah\d^ — 890
dbWe — 140

ahVdf + 520

aJti'e>? + 1120
abVd-e + 4920
ab^'cd* — 3120

aMf — 192

dbc*de — 6560
ah<?d' + 4160
wfe + 1920

(K^d? — 1280

V-P — 28

b^ef + 140

h-'d'f + 120

b<'d^ + 600

b*c'df _ 320

b*eV — 625

b*cd'e — 2700
b*d* + 1700

6V/ + 120

b'<?de + 3800

V&d? — 2400
6Ve — 1200
6V(Z» + 800

62500 X

a'dp
«V/^
d'bcP
d'bdep'

a'^b/f

a^c^ep-

d^cdp
d^cde?f

d'ce*

a?d'ef

a^d'e^

d'd'P
d'b-eef-

a^^dp-'

a^b'dep

d'b''e*

d'bi^dp

d'bcVf
d'bcd'ef

d'hcde^

d'bd'f

d'bdV
aVp
d'chlef

d'cPe^

aWPf
a-(rd'e-

ifcd^e

d'd"

a¥eP
ab-'cdp

ab^d'ef

abM(?

cd?&P
ab^(?def

ah^cd?f

db^cd'e^

abM*e

abc^ef

id)e\Pf

ah<?d^

ah(?d?e

abed'

ne'e}

ac^d'e

acM'
h'dp-

b'e^f

bVp
b'cdef

bW
b'dp
b*d'(?

bVef
bVd^f
bVde^
¥cd'e

b^d'

bVe^
bVd'e
bVd*

1

2

3

1

20
30
48
8

32
36

+ 39
- 46

+ 117

+ 18
- 168
+ 276
- 220
- 504
+ 144
+ 276
+ 108
- 264
- 448
+ 96

+ 1736
- 1584
+ 432
- 12

+ 264
- 615
- 12

+ 45
- 180
+ 1188
+ 1410
- 616
- 1140
+ 120
- 288
+ 192
-3720
+ 4640
- 1440
+ 1440
- 1920
+ 640
- 96

+ 270
72

- 600
- 675
+ 320
+ 450
+ 180
- 120
+ 2100
- 2600
+ 800
- 900
+ 1200
- 400

3125

+

a*P
d'beP
a\dp
d'cep
d'd'eP
ahlep
rtV

d'b'dp

d'b'^e'p

d'bc-'p

d'bcdep

(rbc<?f

a%dp
d-bd-e}f

d'bde*

d'e'eP

aWPp'
d'c'dep

d'c^e*

a^cd^ef

a/'cd-e'

a'd"/

aH*e'

aFcp
ab'deP
abVf
abVep
ab'cd'P
ab^cde'/

aVce*

cd^d^ef

cd>Ve^

uh&dp

oh<?d'ef

ah(?d^

abed*/

ahed'e"

(U^P
ac*def

ac*(?

acWf
ae'd'e'

bp
¥eep
¥d^P
b*de^f

b*e*

bvdp
Ve^^f
Ved?ef
Vcde'

Vd'f

Vc'P
¥c'def
bVe^

b^c-'df

bVd^e-

+ 1

20
- 120
+ 160
+ 360
- 640
+ 256
+ 160

10

+ 360
- 1640
+ 320
- 1440
+ 4080
- 1920
- 1440
+ 2640
+ 4480
- 2560
- 10080
+ 5760
+ 3456
- 2160
- 640

320
180

4080
4480

- 14920
+ 7200
+ 960
- 600
- 10080
+ 960
+ 28480
- 16000
- 11520
+ 7200
+ 3456
- 11520
+ 6400
+ 5120
- 3200
+ 256
- 1920
- 2560
+ 7200
- 3375
+ 5760
- 600
- 16000
+ 9000
+ 6400
- 4000
- 2160
+ 7200
- 4000
- 3200
+ 2000

V' ^r

± 1S9884 ± 23570 ± 18666 ± 128505
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[where in each column after the first the sum of the positive coefficients is equal

to that of the negative coefficients, and I have inserted at the foot this sum with

the sign + . A single coefficient — 7500 in place of — 3750 has been corrected.]

The coefficients in the preceding equations of differences are functions of the

seminvariants of the quantics to which they belong; for instance, in the case of the

quartic, the coefficient of 6* is

8a» (a-' (ae - 4bd + Sr') + 96 (ac - bj]

,

that of 6' is

32 [- 13a' (ace - ad^ - b"-e + 2bcd - c') + 16«= {ac - ¥) {ae - ibd + 3c^) + 128 {ac - 6-)1.

and so for the other coefficients; and by replacing each seminvariant by the covariaut

to which it belongs, we pass from the solution of the original problem of finding the

equation for 6 = (a — /S)=, to that of the problem of finding the equation for

e=- i^-^y
\x-<xyf{x-^yf

The results are as follows

:

For the quadric (w, b, c\a-, y)\ the equation in 5 is, =

(6^ 4DK 1),

where U is the quadric, D the discriminant.

For the cubic (ft, h, c, d\x, yf, the equation in ^ is, =

{U*, IHU'H, SIH"; 27a\6, If,

where U is the cubic, H the Hessian, D the discriminant.

For the quartic (a, b, c, d, e^.r, y)*, the equation in ^ is, =

4:8U'H,

32 (- 1 3 U'J + 1 6 U'HI + 1 28^0. ([<?. 1 T,

16 (- 7 U'l- - 288UHJ + ^SiH^J),

1152 (- :iUIJ + 2HP),

256 ( P -27J"-),

where U is the quartic, H the Hessian, / and J the quadrinvariant and the cubin-

variant respectively.
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For the quintic (a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yY, the equation in 6, as far as it can be

expressed in terms of known eovariants, is, =

100 U'iTah. No. 15),

50 U*[U' (Tab. No. 14) + 75 (Tab. No. 15)^],

ie, ly

3125 Discriminant (=Tab. No. 26)

where the Tables referred to are those in ray Second Memoir on Quantics, [141 ; for the

completed equation see post p. 261].

The form of the preceding results may be modified by writing 0='it-7-U'^; we have

thus the equations for

thus for example, in the case of the cubic (a, b, c, d'§x, yY,

the equation for ^ [= a' (a - /8)' (x - yyf] is

= (1, 18H, 81H% 27DU''^% 1)';

this equation may be \vritten

(S^+9i/)''^ + 27nf7^=0;

or putting t> = V&, we have

an equation the roots of which are

a(oi-^)(x-yy), a{^-y)i.v-ay), a{y- a)(x-^y),

and which leads to the formula, given in my fifth Memoir on Quantics, [156], for the

solution of a cubic equation. But this decomposition of the equation in ^ is peculiar

to the cubic.

The equation of differences for an equation of any order may be found by the

following entirely distinct method. Let the proposed equation ( ^v, 1)" = 0, be for

shortness represented by (j>v = 0, and let x, y be any two distinct roots ; we have not only

<f)X = 0, ^ = 0, but also tpx + (py = 0,
^—-- = 0. Writing = (x — yf, s = x + y, we have
X y

x = ^{8+'Je), y = ^(s-\/d),

values which are to be substituted for x, y in the equations

x-y
C. IV. 33
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We have thus two equations rational in s and 0, and the elimination between them

of the quantity « leads to the required equation in 6. But it is proper to modify

the form of the system ; in fact the two equations are, as regards s, the first of them

of the degree n, the second of the degree n — 1 ; but if we write

^ ^-^ ^ — y x — y

then each of the equations will be of the same degree h — 1 in «.

For instance, let 4>v = {a, b, c, d\v, l)^ then a; = ^(s + v'^), y = i(s + V^); the

equations <px + <f>y
= 0, ?z__t" = o, are

X y

eP.a + S^.2b + 3s(4'C + aO) + 8d+ 6b0 = 0,

3s=.a-l-.3s .46+ 12c+ad =0;

and multiplying the firet equation by 3 and the second by —s, adding and dividing

by 2, we have an equation

^.Sb+s(12c + 'iae) + l2d + 9bd = 0.

The second equation and this equation may be written

(3a, 126 I2c + ad \s, 1>' = 0,

(36, 12c + 4a^, I2d + %d^s, 1)^ = 0,

and the elimination of s from these equations gives the required equation in 0. The
result may be obtained under either of the two forms,

{ a'ff' + (loac - 2760 ^- 36 {bd - d')] \a''0 + 3 {ac - 6')} + 3 {2a6^ + S(ad- 6c))» =

and

{4a-^ + (24ac - 276^ - 36 {bd - d")] [a^0 + 12 (oc - 6^} + 3 { a6^ + 6 (ad - 6c))= = 0,

the expansions of which respectively coincide with the before-mentioned result.

In the case of the quartic equation ^v = (a, 6, c, d^v, 1)* = 0, we have

s*.a + 4>^.2b + 6^( 4c + a^) + 4s (8d + 66^) + 16e + 24 cd + a^ = 0,

4s^.a + 6s='.46 + 4s (12c + a^)+ 32d + 86^ =0,

from which we derive another cubic equation ; the two cubic equations thus ai-e

(4a, 246 , 48c + 4a(9, 32d+ 86^ ^s, 1)^ = 0,

(46, 24c+10a6', 48d + 446^, 32e + 48c^ + 2a^-5s, 1)^ = 0,

from which, if s be eliminated, we have the equation in 0.
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Similarly, for the quintic equation <f>v = (a, b, c, d, e, f^v, 1)'' = 0, we have

fi».a+ os*.'2b + 10^i 4c + a0)+lOs=( 8d + 6b9)+os(lQe + 24:ce + ae')+fi2f+80dd-¥l0be"-=0,

5s*.a + 10s'Ab + 10s'il2c+ae)+ os (32d + 8bd)+ (80e + 4<Oc0 + aO^) =0,

frota which we derive another quartic equation ; the two equations are

(5a, 406 , 120c + lOad, 160d+ 406(9 , 80e + 40061+ ae'^^s, iy = 0,

(56, 40c+20a^, UOd + UObd, 160e+ 280c^+ 12a^-, 80/+ 200cZ^ + 256(9=^s, 1)* = 0,

from which, if s be eliminated, we have the equation in 0.

But we may apply Bezout's method to the two equations each of the order ?i — 1,

which result from the equation of the nth order <j>v = (*'^v, 1)" = 0. The process is as

follows : Suppose, in general, that s is to be eliminated from the two equations

Fs = 0, Gs = 0,

each of the order n — 1 ; it is only necessary to foi-m the expression

FsGs' -Fs'Gs

s-s'

which will be a function of s, s' of the form

( a„,„ , a„,„:. a„,^,'5s, l)"-=(s', 1)"-=

<h, « >

where the coefficients are such that Oj, ,„ = a,„, i ; and by equating to zero the determinant

formed with these coefficients, we have the result of the elimination.

In the present case, writing for a moment ^^{s + '^6) = A, ^^(s—\f6) = B, and in

like manner <^i(s'+ V^) = ^', ^ ^ (s' - V^) = £', we have

„ ,.,„,« (.4 - £) ^ A-BFs=n(A+B)-^^~\ Gs =^^,

Fs =n{A +F) -^=— , Gs = ~^^,

and therefore

FsGs'-Fs'Gs = J''+''^^^'-^^-^''-''^^^''-^'^J'-'^^^-f^^'''-^y,

or reducing and dividing by s — s',

FsGs'-Fs'Gs „ AR-A'B (A-B) (A'-F)

s-s' \/d(s-s') e

33—2
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Hence, substituting for A, B, A', R these values, we have the expression

2m

which is of the form

^
e

<*1, >

and equating to zero the determinant formed with the coefBcients, we have an equation

in 6 which is the equation of differences of the given equation <^v = 0. For instance,

if the given equation is ^v = {a, b, c, d~^v, 1^ = 0, then we have

8^i(s + V^)= (a, 26 + a^e, 4r; + 46V^ + ad, U + 12c\/^ + 66^ + ad-J'S Js, If

= {A, B, C, D^s, ly,

8^i(s - V^)= ( a, 2b - a\fd, 4c - 4>b'^d + ad, 8d - 12cV^ + GbO - ad-Je \s, ly

= {A', B', C, D"^s, ly;

and the function in s, s' is

S(AB'-A'B)s's''

+ SiAC'-A'C)ss'(s + s')

6^ J
+ (Aiy-A'D){^ + ss' + s"-)

'^ 1 +9(5(7' -B'C)ss'

+ S{BD'-B'D){s + s')

+ 3 {CD' - CD)

+ ^(A-A', B-F, C-C, D-D-^s, iy(A-A', B-B', C-C, D-D'\s', \y,

which is equal to

-12a6ss' (« + «')

+ (- \2ac - a^e) {s- + ss' + s'^)

+ (36ac-726^-+9a»^)ss'

+ (24ad - 726c + 12a60) (« + s')

+ 966rf - 144c- + (- 48ac + 726-) 6 - 3a^(9=

+ 4 (Sas- + 126.S + 12c + ad) (3as'^ + 126s' + 12c + ad)
;

12
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or reducing and dividing by 32, this is

{9 (ac - 6- ) + 3a= 0] ss' + [9 (ad - be) + Gabd} (s + s') + 36 (bd - c- ) + (- 15ac + lib') 6 - a^&',

the terms in s^, s'- disappearing, as they should do. Writing this under the form

( 9 (ac - 6= ) + Sa'd, 9 (ad - be) + 6ab9 \s, 1) («', 1

)

\0(ad-bc) + Qabd, 36 (6rf - c- ) + (- 1 5ac + 276-) - a'&'
I

and equating the determinant to zero, we have the required equation in 9 : the form

is that obtained by the ordinary process of applying Bezout's method to the two equa-

tions (3a, 126, \2c+ae\s, ])-=0, (36, 12c + 4a0, 12cZ + 86^5s, l)- = 0. being in fact the

before-mentioned equation

{a-'d'- + (15ac - 276^) 6 - 36 {bd - c-)) {d'd + 3 {ac - 6-)) + 3 (2a6^ + 3 (ad - 6c))- = 0.

But, as already remarked, this elimination process is less convenient for the complete

development of the result, than the method first explained in the present memoir.

[The equation p. 257, changing the notation and inserting the omitted coefficients,

becomes =

#» . 100 X 9« . 50 X ff7 . 2500 X e« . 125 X fl' . 625 X e* . J2500 X

il» + l A'C+l A'B + 1

A^CP + 75

A'BC + 1

A'F"- +i 1

A'CP +29

A*JI + 16

A*B' - 19

A^B(?+ 450
CF-" + 800
C* + 6323

A*G + 1

A^IPC- 160
AFI + 60
AC'D- 1140
BF- + 280
B(7 + 3620

A'J - 212
A^BH - 1545
A^B' + 230
AEI + 275
BEF + 1225
E'C + 11650
(7// + 1125

e^ . i6250 X ff- . 62500 X e . 62500 x 9" . 3125 x

A^M - 336
A^BG - 27

AB'D -2400
AGJ -1520
E'C + 3200
BCH -2800
cr-G + 1625

ABJ - 20
i

5J/ - 16
!

Q' + \

ADG
B*

WG + 2

+ 24 GH
BCG + 19

B^H -36
CM - 28

DJ
1

48

where the capital letters denote the covariants of the quantic as explained 141 and 143.]
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263.

DEMONSTRATION OF A THEOREM IN FINITE DIFFERENCES.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CL. (for the

year 1800), pp. 321—323: printed as a note to Sir J. W. F. Herschel's Memoir
" On the Foi-mulae investigated by Dr Brinki.ey for the general Term in the

Development of Lagr.4.nge's Expression for the Summation of Series and for

Successive Integrations, pp. 319—321.]

The formula (B) [of Sii- J. W. F. Herschel's Memoir], substituting therein for Ax the

value (.^^""0*, becomes
[x]

[" - 1] l[a? - 1] [n + 1] [« - 2] [n + 2] J
'

or, as this may be written,

or, inserting a first term which vanishes except in the case x = 0. and which is required

in order that the formula may hold good for this particular value,

[^-l]l[0][.r]«, [l][^-l](« + l)'' + [2][«.-2](« + 2)'' ''''y '

whei-e the series on the right-hand side need only be continued up to the term con-

tiiiniug V^O* since the subsequent terms vanish. [In these fonnulce and throughout the

present paper [x] is written to denote the factorial [w]' or 11 (x), and so in other cases.]

Now V-»0*, or L— ,
,

»>. 1 O', is equal to [x] x coef. f* in f
—— 1 , and so

V»0», or (,—Tj—^Y 0*, is equal to [x] x coef t" in (^-y-)' •
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Hence, putting R = —— , the last-mentioned fonnula will be true if, as regards the
z

term which contains f, we have

the series on the right-hand side being continued up to the term in R". This formula

e' — 1
is, in fact, true if R, instead of being restricted to denote —-— , denotes any function

whatever of the form l + bt + cV + &c., and it is true not only for the term in f", but

for all the powei-s of t not higher than t". And, moreover, iJ~" may denote any positive

or negative integral or fi-actional power of R. In fact, the formula (assuming for a

moment the truth of it) shows that the expansion of any power whatever of a series

of the form in question, can be obtained by means of the expansions of the successive

positive integer powers of the same series : the existence of such a formula (at least

for negative powers) was indicated by Eisenstein, Grelle, t. xxxix. p. 181 (1850), and the

formula itself, in a slightly different fonn, was obtained in a very simple manner by

Professor Sylvester in his paper, "Development of an idea of Eisenstein," Quart. Math.

Joum. t. I. p. 199 (1855) ; the demonstration was in fact as follows, viz. writing

R- = (l+Rr-ir=l+j(R-l) + "^^^(R-iy + kc.:

if we attend only to the terms involving powers of t not higher than <*, the series on

the right-hand side needs only to be continued up to the term involving (R — iy, and

the right side being thus converted into a rational and integral function of R, it may
be developed in a series of powers of R (the highest power being of course R^), and

the coefficients of the several powers are finite series which admit of summation ; this

gives the required formula. But there is an easier method ; the process shows that

the series on the right-hand side, continued as above up to the term involving t^, is,

as regards n, a rational and integral function of the degree x; and by Lagrange's

interpolation formula, any rational and integral function of n of the degree x, can be

at once expressed in tei-ms of the values corresponding to x+l particular values

of n. The investigation will be as follows:—Let R denote a series of the form

l + bt + ct^-\- &c., and let R" denote the development of the nth power of R, continued

up to the term containing ^, the terms involving higher powers of t being rejected

:

R", R}, R?, he., and generally R', will in like manner denote the developments of

these powers up to the term involving t', or what is the same thing, they will be

the values of iJ", corresponding to »i = 0, 1, 2, ..«. By what precedes i2" is a rational

and integral fimction of n of the degree x, and it can therefore be expressed in terms

of the values -K*, R>, R', ... R", which correspond to «=0, 1, 2,..x. Let a have any one

of the last-mentioned values, then the expression

n.n — l.n—2...n — x 1

n-8 s.s-1 ...2. 1.-1.-2... -(«-«)'

which, as regards n, is a rational and integiul function of the degree x (the factor
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n — 8, which occurs in the numerator and in the denominator being of course omitted),

vanishes for each of the values »i = 0, 1, 2,..x, except only for the value n=s, in

which case it becomes equal to unity. The required formula is thus seen to be

1 n-
2 ...11 — X 1

8 s.« — 1 ... 2. 1 . — 2 ... — (a;— «)
B'

where the summation extends to the several values s = 0, 1, 2, ...a-'; or, what is the

same thing, it is

(_)»-.— 1 . n — z..n — x

s iT2...«.1.2...(a;-s)"
It'

1 n-

or changing the sign of n, it is

^_„^2|«,« + l,n + 2_,,^^ _^ (-1 rA
{

n+s 1 .2 ... s.1.2 ... x — s J

or, as this may be written,

~[n-l] \[s][x-s](n + s)^
,

or substituting for s the values 0, 1, 2,..x, the formula is

" -[n-l]][0][x]7i [l][x-l](n+l)^^[2][x-2]in+2)^ \

continued up to the term involving R^, which is the theorem in question.
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264.

ON AN EXTENSION OF ARBOGAST'S METHOD OF DERIVATIONS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

year 1861, pp. 37—43, Received October 18,—Eead December 13, I860.]

Abbogast's Method of Derivations was devised by him with a view to the

development of a function if> (a + bx + car' + . . .), but it is at least as useful for the

formation of only the literal parts ' of the coefficients, or, what is the same thing, the

combinations of a given degree and weight in the letters (a, b, c, d,...), the weights

of the successive letters being 0, 1, 2, 3, &c. Thus instead of applying the method to

finding the coefficients

a*, 4:a'b, 4.a^c + 6a^b\ &c.,

we may apply it merely to finding the sets of terms

a*, a'b, a'c, &c.

a%^

To derive any column from the one which immediately precedes it, we operate on

a letter by changing it into its immediate successor in the alphabet, and we must in

each term operate on the last letter, and also, when the last but one letter in the

term is the immediate antecessor in the alphabet of the last letter (but in this case

only), operate on the last but one letter. Thus a'c gives a^d, but a'b' gives a'bc

and oi*, and the next succeeding column is therefore

a'd

a'bc

ab".

If the series of letters is finite, and the last letter of the term is also the last

letter of the series, then it is impossible to operate on the last letter of the term,

but the last but one letter (when the foregoing rule applies to it) is still to be

operated on ; and if the rule does not apply, then the term does not give rise to a

term in the succeeding column; the operations will at length terminate, and a

C. IV. 34
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complete series of columns be obtained. Thus, if the letters are (a, 6, c, d), and the

operations are (as before) performed upon a*, the entire series of columns is

a* M o»c a*d d'bd a'ed d'dP abd* ac(P ad? b(p of c*

oV «»6c oV (ibhl abed a(?d b^cP bccP C»<P

ab'

b*

ac'

b'd

b^<?

b^cd

b(?

bc^d <^d

Nothing can be more convenient than the process when the entire series of

columns is required; but it is very desirable to have a process for the formation of

any column apart from the others ; and the object of the present memoir is to

investigate a rule for the purpose. But as Arbogast's rule, applied as above, depends upon

very similar principles, I \vill commence by showing how this rule is to be demonstrated.

If we take any combination b'd and operate backwards on the last letter (viz. by

changing it into its immediate antecessor in the alphabet), we obtain 6'c, which is a

term in the next preceding column ; b^d is therefore obtainable from a term in the

next preceding column, viz. 6'c, and the process is to operate on the last letter. If,

instead of b^d, the terra is abc' (the last letter here entering as a power), the

operation backwards on the last letter gives ab-c, which is also a term of the

preceding column ; and it is to be noticed that the last but one letter b is here

the immediate antecessor of the last letter c (and would have been so even if b

had not entered into the given term abc", thus ac- operated on backwards would have

given ahc). Hence abc^ is obtained by operating on a term in the next preceding

column, viz. the term oi'c, but in this case the operation is performed on the last

but one letter. Every term is thus obtained from the next preceding column, viz.

the terms are obtained by opei-ating on the last letter, and (when the last but one

letter is the immediate antecessor in the alphabet of the last letter) then also on

the last but one letter, of each term of the next preceding column, and the correctness

of the rule is thus demonstrated. It is to be observed that the terms are operated

upon in order, the operation on the last but one letter (when it is operated on)

being made immediately after that upon the last letter of the same term, and that

the terms of a column are thus obtained in the proper alphabetical oi'der.

I pass now to the above mentioned question of the formation of a single column

by itself; it will be convenient, by way of illustration, to write down the columns

aV ad^

abd^ bce->

iic'^ bd-e^

acdH c-'de"

ad" cd'e

b'cef' d'

¥d'e

bc-de

bed'

c*e

&d^
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which belong to the set (a, b, c, d, e), and are of the degi-ee 5 and the weights

12 and 15 respectively.

Some definitions and explanations are required. I speak of the first and last letters

of the set, simply as the first and the last letter: there is frequent occasion to speak

of the last letter; and to avoid confusion, the last letter of a term will be spoken

of as the ultimate letter; it is necessary also to consider the penultimate, ante-

penultimate, and pro-antepenultimate letters of the term. It will be convenient to

distinguish between the ultimate letter and the ultimate, which may be either the

ultimate letter or a power of such letter; and similarly for the penultimate, &c. Thus

in the term hcd?, the ultimate letter is d and the ultimate is d^, the penultimate

and the penultimate letter are each of them c ; of course the ultimate, penultimate,

&& letters are always distinct from each other. We have also to consider the pairs

of letters contained in a term ; cd'e contains the pairs (c, d), (c, e), {d, d), (d, e), and

so in other cases; the letters of a pair are taken in the natural order. A paii- not

containing either the first letter or the last letter is eocpansible ; thus the set being

as before (a, b, c, d, e), the pairs (b, c), (d, d) are expansible : they are expanded by

retreating the prior and advancing the posterior letter each one step ; thus the just

mentioned pairs (6, c), {d, d), are expanded into (a, d) and (c, e) respectively.

A pair composed of two distinct non-contiguous letters is contractible ; it is con-

tracted by advancing the prior and retreating the posterior letter each one step: thus

(a, d), (c, e) are contractible pairs, and they give by contraction the pairs (b, c), (d, d)

respectively: the processes of expansion and contraction are obviously converse to each

other.

The expression the last expansible pair of a term hardly requires explanation

;

(d, d) is the last expansible pair of the term bed", or of the term b^d^e^, (c, d) the

last expansible pair of the term c'de (the set being always (a, b, c, d, e)), and so in

all other cases. The expression the last expansion, in regard to any term, means the

expansion of the last expansible pair of such term.

The expansion or contraction of any pair of a term leaves unaltered as well the

weight as the degree, the resulting term belongs therefore to the same column as

the original one. But the effect of an expansion is to diminish, and that of a con-

traction to increase the alphabetical rank, or rank in the column, the ranks being

reckoned as the first or lowest, second, third, and so on, up to the last or highest

rank. In particular, by performing upon any term the last expansion, we diminish

the rank in the column, and by a succession of last expansions we bring the term

up to the head of the column. Such term is not susceptible of any further expansion

;

it may therefore contain the first and last letters or either of them, and it may also

contain a single intermediate letter in the first power only; thus the first and last

letters being a, e, the head term of a column is of the form a^e' or a^ce^, c being

some intermediate letter, and the powers a'", e' being both or either of them omit-

able. In like manner, by a succession of contractions of any term we obtain the term

at the foot of the column; such term is not susceptible of any further contraction,

and it must therefore be composed either of a single letter or of two contiguous

34—2
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letters, that is it must be of the form c*", or of the form c'^d', where c, d are any

two contiguous letters, not excluding the case where the single letter or each or either

of the contiguous letters is a first or a last letter.

It is to be observed that the passage up from any term to the term at the

head of the column (or top term) by means of a succession of last expansions, is a

perfectly unique one ; but as no selection has been made of a like unique process of

contraction, this is not the case with respect to the passage down from any term to

the term at the foot of the column (or bottom term) by a succession of contractions.

Every term gives by the last expansion a term above it ; it can therefore be

obtained from such term above it by means of a contraction. But the contraction of

the upper term is by hypothesis such that, performing upon the contracted term the

last expansion, we obtain the upper term ; a contraction, which, performed on any

term, gives a lower term which by performing upon it the last expansion reproduces

the first mentioned or upper term, may be called a reversible contraction. And it is

clear that if we perform on the top term all the reversible contractions, and on each

of the resulting terms all the reversible contractions, and so on as long as the process

is possible, we obtain without repetition all the terms of the column. The column

is in fact similar to a genealogical tree in the male line, each lower term issuing

from a single upper term, while each upper term generates a lower term or terms,

or does not generate any such term, and the top term being the common origin of

the entire series. It may be added that when the order of the reversible contractions

of the same term is duly fixed, the alphabetical arrangement of the terms in the

column agrees with the order as of primogeniture (an elder son and his issue male

preceding all the younger sons and their respective issue male) in the genealogical tree.

It only remains then to inquire under what conditions a contraction is reversible.

Now as regards any term, in order that a contraction performed on it may be

reversible, it is necessary and sufficient that the pair produced by the contraction

should be the last expansible pair of the contracted term. There are several cases to

be considered. First, if the contraction afiects the ultimate and penultimate letters of

the term: this implies that the ultimate and penultimate letters are not contiguous.

Let the term terminate in e^h, the contracted term will terminate in 6"^^/^, and

if' 9)> t^6 P^ir produced by the contraction, is the last expansible pair of the con-

tracted term; the contraction is in this case reversible. If, however, the term terminate

in e^A*" ( p > 1), the contracted term will terminate in e"'^'fgh''~\ and the last

expansible pair is not as before (/, g), but it is (according as p = 2 or p> 2) (g, h)

or (h, h): unless indeed h is the last letter, in which case (/, g) remains the last

expansible pair of the contracted term. In the example e"* has been written, but the

case m = 1 is not excluded ; moreover, the penultimate letter e is removed three steps

irom the ultimate letter h, but the result would have been the same if instead of e

we had had any preceding letter, or had had the letter /; by hypothesis it is not g,

the letter contiguous to the ultimate letter h. The conclusion is that a contraction

on the ultimate and penultimate letters (these being non-contiguous) is reversible if

the ultimate is a simple letter, or if, being a power, it is a power of the last letter.
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Next let the contraction affect the ultimate and antepenultimate letters. The two

lettere are here separated by the penultimate letter, and are therefore not contiguous.

Suppose that the termination is f^g'^k (/ and g contiguous), the contracted term termi-

nates in /'"' gg^'j, and (g, j) the pair arising from the contraction is the last expansible

pair of the contracted term ; the conti-action is therefore reversible. In the example

f has been written, but the case 1 = 1 is not excluded ; moreover the ultimate letter

k is taken non-contiguous to the penultimate letter g ; but if the ultimate letter had

been the contiguous letter h, the only difference is that the pair would be {g, g), and

the conclusion is not altered. But suppose the termination of the term is e^g^k

(e, g, non-contiguous), then the contracted term terminates in e^'^fg'"'], where the pair

arising from the contraction is {/, j), but the last expansible pair is (g, j) ; the con-

traction therefore is not reversible. The case 1 = 1 is not excluded ; nor is it necessary

that the ultimate letter should be non-contiguous to the penultimate ; if the ultimate

letter had been h, the pair arising from the contraction would have been (/, g), but

the last expansible pair (g, g), and the contraction is still not reversible. In each of

the cases considered the ultimate has been a simple letter; if in the first case the

ultimate had been kP(p> 1), then the contracted pair would terminate in jA^', and

(according as p = 2 or p<2) the last expansible pair would be (j, k) or (k, k), which

is not the pair (g, j) produced by the contraction; the contraction is therefore not

reversible, unless indeed k is the last letter, in which case it continues reversible. In

the second case the contraction, which is not reversible when the ultimate is the

simple letter k, remains not reversible when the ultimate is a power of such letter.

The conclusion is that a contraction on the ultimate and antepenultimate lettei-s is

reversible, if the penultimate and antepenultimate letters are contiguous, and the

ultimate is a simple letter, or if, being a power, it is a power of the last letter.

A contraction on the ultimate and pro-antepenultimate lettei-s, or on the ultimate

letter and any letter preceding the pro-antepenultimate letter, is never reversible. To

show this, it will be sufficient to consider the case where the term terminates in efgh,

the contracted term terminates in ff'gg, the pair arising from the contraction being

(/, g), and the last expansible pair being (g, g) ; and a fortiori, if the letters or any

of them occur as powers, or are non-contiguous.

Consider, next, a contraction on the penultimate and antepenultimate letters; this

assumes that these letters are non-contiguous. Such a contraction may be reversible

if only the ultimate is the last letter or a power thereof; and the condition is then

similar to that in the case of the ultimate and penultimate letters ; only as the

penultimate cannot be a power of the last letter, it must be a simple letter. And

the conditions in order that the contraction may be reversible then are that the

ultimate is the last letter or a power thereof, and the penultimate a simple letter.

The next case is that of a contraction on the penultimate and pro-antepenultimate

letters. Such contraction may be reversible if the ultimate is the last letter or a

power thereof; and the condition is then similar to that for the case of the ultimate

and antepenultimate letters ; only as the penultimate cannot be a power of the last
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letter, it must be a simple letter. The conditions, in order that the contraction may
be reversible, are that the ultimate may be the last letter or a power thereof, the

penultimate a simple letter, and the antepenultimate and pro-antepenultimate letters

contiguous.

A contraction on the penultimate letter and on any letter preceding the pro-

antepenultimate letter, or upon any two lettere preceding the penultimate letter, is

never reversible. If the ultimate, penultimate, antepenultimate and pro-antepenultimate

letters are denoted by U, P, A, P' respectively, then by what precedes, the following

contractions, viz. UP, UA, PA, PP", may be reversible, and they will be so under the

conditions shown in the annexed Table. It is to be noticed that the conditions for

UA, PA are mutually exclusive, and consequently that the number of reversible con-

tractions to be performed upon any term is at most 3. The Table is

U
U, P, non-contiguous letters.

The ultimate a simple letter,

or a power of the last letter.

P, A, contiguous letters.

The ultimate a simple letter,

or a power of the last letter.

P, A, non-contiguous letters.

Penultimate a simple letter.

Ultimate the last letter, or a

power thereof.

A, P, contiguous letters.

Penultimate a simple letter.

Ultimate the last letter, or a

power thereof.

The contractions are to be applied in the order UP, UA, PA, PP', but all the

contracted terms originating in a prior conti-action of a given term are to be exhausted

before proceeding to a posterior contraction of the same term. As an example of the

process, the set being (a, b, c, d, e), I will take the column

The top teiin abe' is given. The contractions applicable to it are UP, UA. And
UP gives acd^. The only contraction applicable to this is UA, giving ad'e. And
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there is not any contraction applicable to ad'e. We revert therefore to UA on abe',

this gives b'de^. The only applicable contraction is PA, giving fccV. The contractions

applicable to this are UP, UA. And UP gives bc(Pe. The only contraction applicable

to this is UA, giving bd*, and there is not any contraction applicable to bd*. We
revert therefore to UA on 6cV, this gives c^de, and the only contraction applicable to

this is UA, giving c-d^. There is not any contraction applicable to this, and the

process is therefore complete. It may be remarked that the example presents no

instance of the contraction PP" ; in fact the only terms having a pro-antepenultimate

are acde^, in which A, P' are not contiguous lettere, and bcd-e, in which the penultimate

is not a simple letter, so that the contraction PP' is in each case excluded. It must

be confessed that a considerable amount of practice would be required before the

process could be readily made use of
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265.

ADDITION TO THE MEMOIR ON AN EXTENSION OF ARBOGAST'S

METHOD OF DERIVATIONS.

[Now first piiblished, 1891.]

The process explained in the foregoing Memoir is not easily workable, and I have

in fact never used it. I have devised a new process theoretically less complete, and

of a somewhat mixed character consisting, as it does, in the analytical reduction of

the problem to the same problem for a smaller number of letters. I have however

found it very convenient for obtaining the literal terms in the theory of the sextic,

viz. where we have the seven letters (a, b, c, d, e, f, g) ; and T propose to explain the

process by applying it to the determination of the terms of the discriminant, degi-ee

= 6, weight =18.

Here rating a, b, c, d, e, f, g to denote the indices of these letters respectively

in a term such as a'Vc'^... (that is, writing for convenience a, b, c, ... instead of

a, /3, 7, ...) we have
a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f+ g= C,

b + 2c + 3d + 4e + 5f+6g = l8,

and thence
6a + 56+4c + 3d + 2e+ / =18.

I separate off from the others the first three letters a, b, c. The equation gives

a = 3 at most. And then

if a = 3, then 56 + 4c + 3d + 2e +/ = 18, 6 = 0, c = ;

if a = 2, 56 + 4c + 3d + 2e +/= 6, 6 = 1 at most

;

if 6 = 1, 4c + 3d + 2e+f= 1, c = 0,

„ 6 = 0, 4c + 3d + 2e +/= 6, c = 1 at most.
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if a = l, 56 + 4c + 3d + 2e +/= 12,

if 6 = 2, 4c + 3d4-2e+/= 2,

„ b=l, 4c + 3d + 26+'/= 7,

„6 = 0, 4c + 3d + 2e+/= 12,

if a = 0, 56+4c + 3d + 2e+/=18,
if 6 = 3, 4c + 3d + 2e+/= 3,

„ 6 = 2, 4c + 3rf + 2e+/= 8,

„ 6 = 1, 4c + 3rf + 2e+/= 13,

„ 6 = 0, 4c + 3d + 2e +/= 18,

Hence considering the several terms as arranged in alphabetical order and writing

down only the factors in a, b, c, we obtain col. 1 of the following diagram

;

6 = 2 at most

;

c = 0,

c = 1 at most,

c = «> „ „

6 = 3 at most

;

c = 0,

c = 2 at most,

c = o „ ,1

c = 4 „ „

Col. 1. Col. 2. Col. 3.

a' (oP)' 4>n^b {<Pf

a^b'e (d-'Y T 1

c» (d*)" ± 7
abV (d'Y 2

be' {d'f 3

&> (d*Y

4 »
afty w

c» {d>Y 3
(J {cir 4

c" w -A 11
a'bV {d'f 4"
bV i^f

c> {cPf 3

c» (dy ^ 8
fi'c* {dr 1 ^

<!» (dy 3

c" {dy 3

c" {d^Y 2

6V (d'Y 2
''

c» {d'Y 3

r" (dy 2

c' W 1

c" W -1 9

_58

We then form col. 2 by annexing to each term a term (d')* which denotes the

derivative
<f>

of d* ; the value of 6 being such that the whole term may be of the

proper degree 6, and the value of
<f>

being such that the whole term may be of the

proper weight 18. Thus

a^dy, degree is 3+3, = 6 ; weight is + 9 + 9 ,=18,
a6V(d»)-, „ 1 + 2 + 3, = 6 ; „ „ + 2 + 9 + 7, = 18,

viz. d' being of weight 9, then (d')» is of weight 9 + 9, and (d^ of weight 9 + 7.

c. IV. 35
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The derivatives of any power of d are given by those of the indefinite power d"*,

which, omitting therein the several powers of d, may be tabulated thus. I remaik that

the table is carried up to the column 21 in order that it may be applicable to the

calculation of the literal terms of the degree 15 and weight 45 which belong to the

highest invariant of the sextic.

Subsidiary Table of the Derivatives of d'".

1 1 2 3 i 5 7 8 10 12 14 16 19 21 24 27 30 33 37 40 44 48

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1 1 e / 9 eg fg it'
eg-" fg' f eg' f<f g* V fg" 9" leg' /g' g" e/ // f 1

2 «» ef p ^g ¥y rg e'sf e/g' /V ^g^ "M /y ^g* "fg" ,/y e'g' e/g' Pg" ey e/g' 2

3 1 e' «y or r <f9 oPg f'g ^ff org' fV eW epf py ePg' ePg* pg* ^ff e/y Pg' 3

i « ^f e>g op f e'cf efg rg "Y e/y Pg' ey ePf pg' e»</» epg* /y ^<f 4

5 e» eT e*g ^fg «yv f e^'ff epg' Pg eW epg" /y eVg' &y /y eVg' ^Pg' 5

6 «y eT eT ef* eV e\Pg «rg eV epf «/y ey <?Pg^ pg' ey e'Pg* ePg* 6

7 e« ^f\'^g eVg ^rg eP r <rY epg Pg eyy epf pg' epg" ePg' Pg' 7

8 ^ \eT «y» ep <?g' <^fg' e'Pg P eW «yy Pg eW ^Pg" pg' eW 8

9 «'/

10 «'

«"</ </:</ eV'g ^fg "P ey ePg-^ pg e'g* ePg' ePf e=/ <^Pg* 9

«•/» e*P ep «!/'
<^fg' ePf ePg P e\fV ^Pg' Pg eyy eyy 10

11 eV ig ^fg «V eTg ^Pg P eVf ePg' ePg <ffg' </-y e/y 11

1- e»

^g
^Pg
eT

ep
<^pf

eyy
"pg

<?Pg
eP

p̂
g*

eyy
'^Pg'

^Pf
ePg

Pg
e*/

12

13 13

14
«"» f?p eVg

<^P
^Pg
^P

^Pg
e'p

eTg
e?p

eT
ey ^Pg''

eyy
eyy

epg
eP

P"
eyj^

ey</^ 14

15 eyy 15

16 e" ^9
e'P

<>Vg

ip "Pg
eVff

^Pg
eyy
^Pg

eTg
e>P

eTg
e'P

ey
^py

eyy
eyy

eyy 16

17 eyV 17

18 «V 1
e'V ^p eP eT ««^ eVfl" ^Pg'- ey</ ep" 18

19

20

e" <?p
e"/

^fg
<?P

ey
^Pg eTg

^py
'^Pg <^Pg

eTg
e'T

ey
ef^g*

e7fg* 19

eyy 20

21 [
e'= eP

e'Pg
eT
e'y

eT
ePg'

eT
^Pf epsf

eyy
eyv

21

22 22

23 e'V e»/» ^Pg eTg ^Pg' ^Pg ^Pg ^p 23

24 e" e-^g

e"P
«y*
e^'/g

eT ^Pg
eT

ey
e'y

eT
e'ff

e'y'

eyy
24

25 25

26 e-f e'T eTg e'W eyy 'Tg' eyy 26

27 e'" e"g

e'T
eT
'^'Vg

^Pg
ey

'^Pg
ep

eTg
eT

eyv
^p

27

28 28

29 e'Y e"P e'y e'W e-y e'pg" 29

30 e"

eV
eTg e'Tg

ey
e'yv
eyv

eyy
eyv

30

31 31

32 e'y e'y<7 e'y ey eT 32

33 e" e'T
^'g

e'pg
e'T

e'!/j/'

e"Pg e'/y
33

34 34

35 e'T e'Vg e'T e'yv 35

36 e«f e'T e'y ey 36

37 «» e"g

^T
e'Tg
e'T

eTf
e'Tg

37

38 38

39 e'y e"/g e"P 39

40 e" e'T
e"g

e'y
e'Tg

40

4141

42 e'T «"/* 42

43 e'y e'y^ 43

44 e* e'y 44

45 e"g 4o

46 e'T 4fi

e"/ 47

48<?'
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This means for instance that the derivatives of d? are

1 2 3 4 5 6

(F- de

e-

dg ''9

r
fg g'

those of rf' are

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

«/> dPe cPf cPg deg rf/?/ rf<^ eqr' /r .9'

d>? def dp ^9 /v

and so on; viz. to form any cohimn we affix to the terms of the corresponding column

of the subsidiary table the proper power of d, so that the degree in all the letters

may be 2, 3, &c. as the case may be, using from each column of the subsidiary table

only the terms which are not of too high a degree ; for instance for col. 4 of the

derivatives of d», only the terms eg, /', e*/ of the complete column eg, /^ (Ff, e'.

It is to be observed that these tables of the derivatives of d^, d', &c. do not need

to be actually formed ; any column which is wanted can be written down at once,

currente calamo, from the column of the subsidiary table. And if we require only the

number of terms, then these numbers are at once taken out from the Subsidiary

Table. Thus for the numerical column of the diagmm, the Subsidiary Table, col. 9,

contains but 1 terra g' of degree 3, and thus the number set opposite to {d^f is 1

;

so col. 8 contains but 1 term fg^ of the degree 3, and so the number opposite to

{cPy is 1 ; col. 7 contains 2 terms eg^, fg of degree 3, and so the number opposite

to (d'y is 2 ; and so on : we have in this way the numbers 1, 1, 2, o, 2, 3, 4, &c.

the partial sums of which are 1, 1, 7, 9, 11, 3, 8, 9, 9 giving the total sum 58:

viz. this Is the number of the terms degree 6, weight 18, which can be formed vnih

the seven letters (a, h, c, d, e, /, g).

When the literal terms are required, it is proper in the first instance as a safe-

guard against accidental omissions in copying, to take the numbers in this manner;

and we can then take out the terms themselves, viz. these are

a' 9'

a»6 ff
a^c ef

Pv
a" d?f

defg

dp

^g

e^f\

and so on, the whole number being = 58 as just mentioned.

35—2
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266.

ON THE EQUATION FOR THE PRODUCT OF THE DIFFERENCES

OF ALL BUT ONE OF THE ROOTS OF A GIVEN EQUATION.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLI. for the

year 1861, pp. 45—59. Received November 30, I860,—Read January 10, 1861,]

It is easy to see that for an equation of the order n, the product of the

differences of all but one of the roots will be determined by an equation of the oi-der

n, the coefficients of which are alternately rational functions of the coefficients of the

original equation, and rational functions multiplied by the square root of the dis-

criminant. In fact, if the equation be <f)V = {a, ...\v, 1)" = a (?J — a)(w — yS)... , then

putting for the moment a = 1, and disregarding numerical factors, VD, the square

root of the discriminant, is equal to the product of the differences of the roots, and

<^'a is equal to (a — /3) (a — 7)..., consequently the product of the differences of the

roots, all but a, is equal to VD -;- <^'a, and the expression -7^ is the root of an

equation of the order n, the coefficients of which are rational functions of the

coefficients of the original equation. I propose in the present memoir to determine

the equation in question for equations of the orders three, four, anti five: the process

employed is similar to that in my memoir " On the Equation of Differences for an

Ecjuation of any Order, and in particular for Equations of the Orders Two, Three,

Four, and Five," Phil. Trans., vol. CL. (1860), [262], viz. the last coefficient of the given

equation is put equal to zero, so that the given equation breaks up into v = and into

an equation of the order n—\ called the reduced equation; and this being so, the

required equation breaks up into an equation of the order n—\ (which however is

not, as for the equation of differences, that which corresponds to the reduced equation)

and into a linear equation ; the equation of the order n — 1 is calculated by the method
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of symmetric functions; and combining it with the linear equation, which is known, we

have the required equation, except as regards the terms involving the last coefficient,

which terms ai"e found by the consideration that the coefficients of the required

equation are seminvariants. The solution leads immediately to that of a more general

question ; for if the product of the differences of all the roots except a, of the given

equation

<^y = (»$«, l)'^ = a(v-a){v-0)...=O

(which product is a function of the degree n—2 in regard to each of the roots

A 7, S . .), is multiplied by (x — ay)""", the function so obtained will be the root of

an equation of the order n, the coefficients of which are covariants of the quantic

(•^x, yy\ and these coefficients can be at once obtained by writing, in the place of

the seminvariants of the former result, the covariants to which they respectively

belong. In the case of the quintic equation, one of these covariants is, in regard to

the coefficients, of the degree 6, which exceeds the limit of the tabulated covariants,

[the covaiiants ai"e all tabulated, 141 and 143], the covariant in question has therefore

to be now first calculated. The covariant equations for the cubic and the quartic

might be deduced from the fonnulse Nos. 119 and 142 of my Fifth memoir on

Quantics Phil. Trans., vol. CXLViii. (18.58), [156] ; they are in fact the bases of the

methods which ai-e there given for the solution of the cubic and the quartic equations

respectively; and it was in this wfay that I was led to consider the problem which

is here treated of.

1. The notation {"(a, B, 7, • •) is used (after Professor Sylvester) to denote the

product of the squared differences of (o, yS, 7, . .), and the notation f* (a, /3, 7, . .) to

denote the product of the differences taken in a determinate order, viz.

?*(a,^, 7, 8,..) = (a-^)(a-7)(a-S)..

(;8-7)(/3-a)..

(7 - S) .

.

2. The product of the differences of the roots of an equation depends, as already

noticed, on the s<iuare root of the discriminant ; and in order to fix the numerical

factors and signs, it will be convenient, in regard to the equations

(«, b, c\v, 1)^ = 0,

(a, b, c, it^v, \f = Q,

(a, b, c, d, e\v, 1 )* = 0,

(a, b, c, d, e, f\v, 1)» = 0,
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to write as follows:

u a

r* (a, /3, 7) = ,7, '^'^lW^c^T^^'+ ..) =l^-n,

f * (a, /3, y, B) = -
^J,

V256a»e» - 27a'd« + . . = - -, VQ.

?* (a, /9, 7, 8, e) = - -^ V312.5aV* + 256a»e» + .". = - \ Vq.

where it is to be observed, for example, that writing in the last equation e = 0, and

therefore /= 0, we have f' (a, /9, 7, B, 0) = ^ V2o6a'e' + . . , which agrees with the

equation ?*(a, /9, 7, S, 0) = a|87S ?*(a, ^, 7, 3) = ^?^ (a, /9, 7, S), if for i^* (a, /3, 7, S) we

substitute the value given by the last equation but one.

For the cubic equation (a, b, c, (f$^v, 1)^ = 0;

3. We have to find the equation for = f - (a, /3) = a — /3 ; the roots are

^, = yS - 7, e., = y-a, 0,^a-0.

To apply the method above explained, write 7 = 0, and therefore also d = ; the roots

thus become

0,=^, e, = -a, ^, = a-/9,

and we have the quadric and linear equations

(^ + a)(^-/S) = 0, e-{a-^) = 0,

where (a, /8) are the roots of the equation

(a, h, c\v, 1)^ = 0.

Hence, writing

Z = 4ac - 6=,

we have

a - /3 = - V^^,

and the two equations become

or multiplying the two equations together,

e-'a' + e'0 + e (Sac -¥) + c'/-'Z=0,
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which is what the required equatiou becomes, on putting therein d = 0; the coefficients

of the complete equation are seniinvariants, and the terms in d are to be inserted

by means of this property. The coefficient 3ac — b- is reduced to zero by the operator

it is therefore a seminvaiiant, and remains unaltered. The coefficient c"^ — Z is what

V — D becomes (D being the discriminant of the cubic equation) on putting therein

d = 0, it is therefore to be changed into V— Q. Hence

4. For the cubic equation (a, b, c, d\v, ly the equation for (> (= ^^ (a, /3)) is =

10. If.

a^K V- n X

+ 1 ftc + .3

6' - 1

+ 1

o. For the quartic eijuation («, b, c, d, e\v, 1 )^ = ;

e = -^(ci, /8, 7) = -(«-y8)(a-7)(/8-7).

the roots ai'e

^.=-r*(7. s. «).

e, = -^H^, /8. 7).

the signs being in this case (and indeed for an equation of any even order) alternately

positive and negative ; in fact, if the equation is represented by <f>v = 0, then the

roots divided by 2^(a, /3, y, 8) should respectively be </)'a, ifi'ff, <}>'y, <f>'S, and this will

be the case if the signs are taken as above.

6. Putting now 8 = (and therefore e = 0) the roots become

^, = ^7(^3- 7),

ff., = 7a (7 - a),

^, = -?»(«. A 7),

where (a, /8, 7) are the roots of (a, b, c, dl^v, iy = 0. Let Z denote the discriminant

of the cubic function, then f* (a, /3, 7) = ~^ V — Z, and we have thus the lineai- equation

;

the cubic equation is

U,{d-^y(0-y)] = O,

the coefficients of which can be calculated by the method of symmetric functions (see

Annex No. 1).
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7. The cubic equation being thus obtained, we have the two equations

6» . «.* 6 . a"

+ ^ . - «" •s/'^Z + 'f^Z

n-d .- Otr-d' + 'kibcd - ¥d

+ d* 'J'^Z

= =0;

and multiplying these together, the resultant equation is

^ . rt"

+ ^.0

+ ^-
. a? (- aa^rf- + ^ahcd -M + Z)

+ 6 . (- Ha'd + 'iabc - 6'') d 'J'^Z

-d^Z=0,

where the coefficients have to be completed b}- adding the tei-ms which contain e.

We have VD in the place of d'/^Z, and D in the place of —d^Z. The coefficient

— 8a'd + 4abc — 6* is a seininvariant, and requires no alteration. The coefficient

- 9a''^-+ iabcd- Ifd + Z
is

- 9a^d^+ ^ahcd -b^d

+ 27a'd- - 18abcd + 4ac' + ^b^d - l^c'
;

that is,

a''d- +18
abed — 14

ac' + 4

b'd + 3

b-c-, - 1

and the terms in e to be added to this, in order to make it a seminvariant, are

easily found to be

a'ce -16
a¥e + 6

8. Hence, for the quartic equation (a, b, c, d\v, \)*, the equation for ^ (= f* (<"' ^> 7))

is =

a*x «- Vd X a" X Vd X D X

' N \

a«+ 1 «0 a'ce ~ 16

aW + 18

ab^'c + 6
ahcd- 14

rtc-'' + 4

IM + 3

6V - 1

aH -8
aJ}c + 4
h^ - 1

+ 1

\6, ly.

For the quintic equation {a, b, c, d, e, f\v, 1)° = ;
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9. We have 6 =f*(a, /3, 7, 8), the roots being

^1 = ?* (A 7, S , e ), which for 6 = becomes ^78?* (0, y, B ),

e,= ^iiy, 8, e,a), „ „ - yB<x^^ (y , B , a),

^3 = r*(8, 6, a,/3), „ „ 8a/3r*(8, a, yS),

^4 = ?*(6, a, /3, 7), » „ -a^y^^ia, 0,y),

e,= ^{a, 0,y,n „ „ ?* (a, A 7. S).

10. The linear equation is 0a^ + '^Z=O; the quartic equation may be written

Hi (0 — 0i) = 0, for the determination of which see Annex No. 2. The two equations are

0.0?0*. a'

+ ^ - a« VJ
+ ^. a'Me

+ 0. Nd^Z
4- e^Z

= =0;

and multipljing these together, the resulting equation is

0^ . a"

+ 0*
.

+ 0'.a'(Me-Z)

+ 0'.a^Ne + M)e'JZ

+ 0. {N + a'e)e^Z

+ e='ZVZ = 0,

where the coefficients have to be completed by the addition of the terms in / We
have ^^ in the place of e VZ, and therefore D in the place of e-Z.

11. The value of Jlfe - Z ia

aV + 96 -256 = - 160

a^bde" -60 + 192 = + 132

aVe' -40 + 128 = + 88

a'aPe + 27 - 144 = - 177

a'd* + 27- + 27

abW + 47 - 144 = - 97

ab!'cPe + 6 = + 6

ah<?de - 18 + 80 = + 62

abccP -18 = - 18

ac*e + 4 -16 = - 12

ac'cP + 4 = + 4

JV - 9 + 27 = + 18

If'cde + 4 -18 = - 14

fcP + 4 = + 4

V<>e - 1 + 4 = + 3

Vc^cP - 1 = - 1

C. IV. 36
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«nd the terms in / are found to be

[266

d'def + 300
a^beef- 130

a'bd'f- 120
fiW// + 40
aby + 28
ab^cd/+ 66
abe'/ - 24
6V/ - 16

bVf + 6

a'cf - 125

aWf + 50

12. The value of i\re+ M is

aV - 16 + 96 = + 80
a%de + 6 -60 = -54
aVe + 4 -40 = - 36
a'cd^ + 27 = + 27
ab'-ce - 5 + 47 = + 42
abcH -18 = - 18
ac' + 4 = + 4
b*e + 1 - 9 = - 8
b'cd + 4 = + 4

bV - 1 = - 1

and the terms in f to be added thereto are found to be

aPdf - 50
a^bc/+ 30
«6y- 8

13. The value of N+a'e is

a'e 15
a'bd + 6

aV + 4

ab^c — 5

b* + 1

which is a seminvariant, and requires no addition.
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14. Hence, for the qiiintic equation

(a, b, c, d, e, f\v, Vf = 0,

the equation for ^ (= ^ (a, /8, 7, S)) is =

28a

n" X n» Vn X

J.

a X D Vd X

+ 1 a^'cp - 125 aHf -50 aH - 15 + 1

v?def + 300 aV + 80 a'6(Z + 6

aV - 160 a^hcf + 30 aV + 4

a?l?p + 50 a^'firfe - 54 aU'c - 5

a^hde" + 132 a-(?e — 36 6^ + 1

a?heef - 130 a-crf' + 27

a»6<^/ - 120 afty - 8

aVrf/ + 40 oi^ce + 42

aVe^ + 88 ahc'd - 18

a\(Pe - 117 ad^ + 4

aW + 27 6«e - 8

ah\f + 28 6W + 4

oJVe' - 97 6V - 1

aft't?** + 6

abcHe + 62
oA'cfl?/" + 66
ahcd? - 18

'

<dx?f - 24
ac*e - 12

a(?(P + 4

h'df - 16

6V + 18

Vede - 14

fr'rf' + 4

6>cy + 6

6Ve + 3

fc'c't^ - 1

1^^. 1)^

15. As a verification of this result, I remark that, taking for the quintic equation

r' + i/* + v' + «*+ i'+l=(), the roots of this equation are - 1, w, ot?, —w, — w", where m
is an imaginary cube root of unity (w' + w + 1 = 0). We ought to have f* (a, /3, 7, 8, e)

= — Vn = - 36 ; and this will be the case if, for instance, a, /3, 7, h, e are respectively

— 1, Qj, m', — a>^ —ft). We have then

f*(a, /3, 7, S) = -l-a).-l-ft)•-.-l+ft)^w-ft)^ffl + a)^2&)= = 6,

f* (/9, 7 , S , e) = ft) — w'^ . ft) + ft)^ . 2(» . 2ft)- . ft)^ + ft) . — ft)'- + ft) = — 12,

?*(7,S,e,a)= 2ft)=.w- + ft).ft)''-t-l.-ft)''-(-ft).-ft)'' + l.-ft) + l = + 6 (ft)- ft)»),

?*(S, e, a,/3) = -ft)2 + ft). -ft)= + l.-ft)2-ft).-ft)4-l.-2ft).-l-ft) = -6(ft)- ft)=),

j;*(e,a,;8, 7) = -ft) + l.-2ft).-ft)-ft)-.-l-ft).-l-ft)^&)-ft)2 = g

36—2
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The equation in ^ is thus (^-6)»(^+12)(^ + 108) = 0, or multiplying out it is

(1, 0, 0, +432, -11664., +46656 3^^, 1)^ = 0,

which in fact (observing that VD = 36) is what the preceding formula becomes for

the equation (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l^v, 1)» = 0.

The analogous verifications for the cubic and the quartic equations are as follows

:

16. For the cubic, if the assumed equation is t;' + t;' + t) + l = 0, the roots whereof are

— 1, i, —i(v'= — l), then we should have f*(a, ^, y) = s/ — O = 4,i, which will be the case

if a, /8, 7= — 1, i, —i, respectively, and the roots ff — y, y — a, a — B of the equation in

d then are 2i, —i + 1, —i—1, so that the equation in ^ is (ff' + 2id — 2){0 — 2i) = O, or

(1, 0, 2, ii'^d, 1)» = 0,

which (observing that VD = 4i) is what the formula for the equation in becomes

for the equation (1, 1, 1, I'^v, 1)^ = 0.

17. For the quartic equation, taking this to be v* + v^ + v^ + v + l = 0, the roots

are «, w^ to', q>*, where a is an imaginary fifth root of unity (m* + w' + w' + <» + 1 = 0),

and putting a, ff, y, S equal to «, or', to', <o* respectively, we have

-'Jn = ^^(a, /3, 7, S) = -o(Q} + co*-o)--fo'),

giving, as it should do, D = 12.5. The equation in is therefore by the formula

(l, 0, 0, -25{eo + (o'-(o^-co'), 12o'56', 1)^ = 0.

But the roots are

01= ^H0, 7. B) = -.(o^-(oK<o--a>*.a>^-<o*= 2- w + (o^-2co'= 2-X,

02 = -^{y, S, a) = -.Q)'-o)*.o>^-(o .m'-o) =-l+3w + 2&)^+ (o' = -l + Y,

03= f*(S, a, ^)= .0)^- w .w^-w-.w -w= = -4-3a>-2a)*- a,5 = _4-F,

^4 = -?*(a, A 7) = --« -«'•« -«'•«'-«'= 3+ «- w- + 2&)»= 3 + Z,

if, for shortness,

X = CO - to' + 2a>\ F=.3a) + 2(u= + w».

The equation in ^ is therefore

(^-2 + Z)(0 + l-F)(^ + 4+7)(^-3-Z)=O,

where the left-hand side is the product of the factors

(^-2 + Z)(^-3-Z) = ^-5^ + 6- X - X' = 0' - 00 + 10-5 (to + to*)

and

i0 + l-Y){0 + 4>+Y) = 0' + 50 + i-SY-Y^ = 0> + o0 + lO-o(m' + o)»)

and the equation in is, therefore, as it should be,

(l, 0, 0, - 25(o) + w' - (o- - (0% 12.53[(9, 1)^ = 0.

Passing from the denumei-ate to the standard forms:
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18. For the cubic equation (a, b, c, d'^v, 1)' = 0, the equation for ^(=f*(a, /3))

is =

o
a X

..

' ^

+ 1

9 X v'-27nx

ac + 1

b^ - 1

+ 1 \e, If.

19. For the quartic equation (a, b, c, d, e'^v, 1)* = 0, the equation for d{=^^(ac, ^, j))
is =

a' X 96a^x 512 VBx 256 n X

''
'^ r -V

+ 1 a^ce — 1

aW + 3

aife + 1

abed -14
ac» + 9

b^d + 8

6V - 6

d'd -I
abc + 3
6' - 2

+ 1

10, ly.

20. For the quintic equation (a, b, c, d, e,f\v, 1)' = 0, the equation for (= ^ (a, /3, fy, S))

is =

o'^'x 625 «• X ' 12500 Vnff'x 15625 Dx 76125 dVd
^ "N ^ * s ,

' V
1. ^

r N

+ 1 aV - 2 o^rf/ - 1 a^« - 3 + 1

a^def + 24 aV + 4 a^bd + 12

aV - 32 a»6c/ + 3 a'c'' + 16

aW/» + 2 a'bile - 27 ab'^c - 50
o>6cZe» + 264 aVe - 36 6^ + 25

d'beef - 52 d'cd' + 54

a'6</y - 96 ab'f - 2

oVrf/ + 64 aJ'ce + 105

aVe» + 352 abc'd - 180

o^cd'e - 936 oc' + 80

aW^ + 432 ¥e - 50

af^ef + 28 b'cd + 100

ai'ce' - 970 6V - 50

aJ^d^e + 120

ab''cdf + 264
a6(r'(fe + 2480
abed? - 1440
aic-y - 192

ac*e - 960
ac'd' + 640
6^£^ - 160
l*e^ + 450
fr-'c^/e 1400
b\P + 800
6»cy + 120

6Ve + 600
V<?d? - 400

\6, 1)'.
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21. I remark, with respect to the equation iu 6, for the cubic, that it leads at

once to the equation of differences. In fact we have

a»^ + 9(ac-6')^ + V-27D = n,{^-(a-|S)},

whence changing the sign of d,

a'^ + 9(ac-6>)^-V^27D = n,{^ + (o-/3)};

or multiplying the two equations and putting u for &-,

u [ahi + 9 (ac - 6')}'' + 27D = H, {« - (a - ^f\,

that is, the equation of differences is

aV + 18 (oc - y) a'u' + 81 (ac - by m + 270 = ;

but this mode of composition is peculiar to the case of the cubic.

If in the several equations in 6 we substitute for the serainvariants the covariants

to which they respectively belong, we obtain as follows

:

22. For the cubic equation (a, b, c, d~^v, 1)' = 0, the equation for (^ = {^ — y) (x— ay)'j

18

(

.
' s

+ 1

0~^

9x
J.

H

\/-27d X

+ 1 \% 1)'=0.

23. For the quartic equation (a, b, c, d, e^v, 1)* = 0, the equation for

^{=(^-y)(y-B)(8-0)(x-ayr) is

+ 1

QQU^x 512 Vox 256DX

+ 1-3JU
+ 2m

5^, iy=o.

24. And for the quintic equation (a, b, c, d, e, f\v, 1)' = 0, [denoting the covariants

of the quintic as in 141, A the quintic itself, &c. ; and completing the expression for the

coefficient of ^'] the equation for

^(=(^-7)(/9-8)(/3-6)(7-8)(7-e)(S-6)(.r-ay)») is

' A'\ ^

,

625^" (48^1/- 80if + 1205^ - 5QC0,

12oOOV^^»{4^jS^-^^-.50ai)}, d^, 1)= = 0,

1.5625 D {.3^=5+2.5(7^},

^7612.5 DVD
where the covariant which enters into the coefficient of ^ being of the sixth degi-ee

in the coefficients, is not given in the Tables.
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Its value (completed for me, from the first term, by Mr Davis) is

287

\(^cp - 2 c^dp + 18 aV' - 30 ay - 10 d'bp' - 30 rtV" + 18 ahip - 2

ahUf + 24 aV/ - 48 a''bdp+ 210 d'beP + 30 a?ceP+ 210 a-dep - 66 a=ey^ + 2

«V - 32 a'bcP - 66 a^6ey + 60 rtVt(/'^+ 680 a^£/y^+ 180 «V/ + 48 abeP + 24
1 d-l?p + 2 a^bdef+ 348 aV/= + 180 a^ceP- 320 d'de^f- 840 abP - 48 abdep- 52

a^hd^ + 264 a^b/ + 48 aW«/+ 120 a^cf'e/-1320 nV + 480 a6ce/^+ 348 ab^f + 28

afhcef - 52 oV«/ + 624 a'ee> - 480 a^f^e' + 960 ab-'eP + 60 abdp+ 624 acV^ - 96

aPbd'/- 96 a'cd'/- 936 aW/ - 1080 ab'dp- 320 a6c(//^+ 120 oie* + 720 acd'P + 64

aVdf + 64 a^cde' - 576 ahPe' +1080 ab^e'/ + 290 abce'f- 540 abde^f- 1596 acdep+ 264

aVe= + 352 aWe + 648 a6V'- 840 oAcy^- 1320 f(6ti'«/+ 960 achip- 936 ace* - 160

a'cfiPe — 936 abp- + 48 ab'^def- 540 a6c(f«/+ 4160 aftrfe^ - 600 acV/ - 48 ad?ef - 192

aW + 432 a6Ve/-1596 oiV + 450 a6ce» -3200 acP -1080 rtcc^e/+3504 adV + 120

ab'ef + 28 ab'd^ + 210 ab(^ef + 960 abd^f + 960 ««r'£;«/+4560 ac^y -1728 vp - 32

ab^c^ - 970 ab^d'/- 48 abcdY+ 4560 aftt^'e^ - 600 acV -2400 acde"" -1920 6-'c«/^ + 264

j

al^cPe + 120 ab<^d/+ 3504 afictfe^ - 4200 a(?ef + 960 ac(Zy - 2880 a^Z'fr' +1080 b'drp + 352

ab-cdf + 264 cdxP^ + 720 ffc'rf/" -2880 acr'(Zy-2560 acd^e' + 1800 b\p + 48 v'def- 970
ahc'de + 2480 aJcePe- 2160 cu^^ +2400 oc^e^e^ + 1600 6-^(^-2 _ 480 J^cc^/^- 576 b'^e* + 450

ab<?f - 192 ac*/ -1728 6y- + 480 bd'P + 960 b'e'f + 450 b\e-f + 210 6c^(//^ - 936

abc<P - 1440 oc'efe + 960 b'cef - 600 mef -3200 6V/^ + 1080 6We/ + 720 6c(^e/" + 2480
ac'e — 960 b*e/ + 720 6'c/^/ - 2400 6V + 2250 b'cdef - 4200 6Ve' - 450 6cV/ + 120

wfd? + 640 b'cdf - 1920 ¥de' +2250 bVef - 600 b-c(? + 2250 fecy^ + 648 bcde' — 1400

hhlf - 160 6'ce^ - 450 ftVc^/" + 1800 6'c(Zy+1600 iWy +2400 6c^*/-2160 hdp - 960
h*o} + 450 b'd'e +1200 6»cV -1500 i'crfe^i - 1000 b'^d'e' -1500 b(?e'' + 1200 bd?e? + 600
l?cde - 1400 6V/ +1080 bcd?f + 960 <^P + 432

h'<?f + 120 bVde - 600
I

icrf^e- - 600 cW«/ - 1440
VcP + 800 (?<? + 800
6V« -^ 600 cvzy + 640
l^c'tP - 400 <?d?<? - 400

\x, yf.

[viz. this is =484J-80iP+120£if-50C'(? as above].

In the following two Annexes, the notation of the symmetric functions is the

same as in my "Memoir on the Sjrmmetric Functions of the Roots of an Equation,"

I'}dl. Trans, vol. CXLVII. (1857), [147] and the values of the symmetric functions are

taken from that memoir, the powers of a being restored by the principle of homogeneity.

The suflBxes of the S indicate the number of terms in the sum ; thus in the first Annex

2,7 (/3 - 7) (7 - «) = 2, (/97= - ay97 - y + ay")

;

the terms Sj (/8y + arf) are equal to SsS'/S, the complete symmetric function ; the

correct result will be obtained (though of course neither of these equations is true)

by writing ^S'f — i2«a''/9, Sjay' = ^Sja'/S, and so in similar cases ; the insertion of the

.suffix to the 2 very much facilitates the calculation, and is a check on its accuracy.

Annex No. 1, containing the calculation of the equation Ha (d — 6i) = 0, where

^,=y87(/3-7), ^. = 7a(7-a), 6*, = a/3 (a - yS),

a, /8, 7 being the roots of the cubic equation (a, b, c, cC^v, lf = 0.

We have

2A = 2/S7(^-7) = -(a-^)(yS-7)(7-«) = r*(«, A y) = a-W-Z.
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where Z = 2'Ja^d'' + &c. is the discriminant of the cubic.

2,^,^, = 1Sl (/3 - 7) 7« (7 - «) = a/372,7 (/3 - 7) (7 - «).

where tt^y = — a~'d and

2yy (/3 - 7) (7 - a) = ^3W - a/37 - 7* + ay)

= -S,a' =- ( 3) = a^ 3a^d-Sabc + W
+ 2.a=^ + (21)

-3a/37 -3(13)

+ 3a'd-labc

+ 5a'd

= a-^ (9a^d - 4a6c + 16'),

and therefore

23^,^3 = - a-' (Oa^d' - 4^abcd + Wd).

And lastly,

1A0A. or eA0, = a»/3^= (a - /3) (^ - 7) (7 - a)

= -a=/3^=r*(a, A 7)

= -a-*dW^^

so that the equation is the one given above, No. 7.

Annex No. 2, containing the calculation of the equation ITj (6 — 0^) = 0, where

^,=/37Sr*(A 7. S), e.. = -7K*(7. S, a), ^3 = Sa^?^(S, a, /3), and ^, = - a/37?* (a, /3, 7).

a, /3, 7, S being the roots of the quartic equation (a, b, c, d, e\v, 1)* = 0.

2A = (0^4/878?* (A 7, S) = -(a-/3)(a-7)(a-S)(/3-7)(/S-S)(7-S)

= -?*(«, A 7. «)

= -a-'

where ^=256a'e' + &c. is the discriminant of the quartic.

lAe, = ^AO, = SeSa/S r* (S, a, ^) X - a^y ?* (a, ^, 7)

= 2eSa;S(8-a)(S-/9)(a-^)x-ay87(a-^)(a-7)(^-7)

= - a/37S Se^/3 (a - y9)= (a - 7) (a - S) (^ - 7) (^ - S),

where 0/875 = — o~'e, and

' The signs of d,, d„ ^3, 6^ are taken account of implicitly.
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= Sea/3 (a - /3)= {a^/? - a/3 (a 4- yS) (7+ S) + (a^ + /9») 7S + a/3 (7 + 8)^ - 78 (a + ^) (7 + S) + y=S^}

= 2,a'/3'(a-/3X. viz. Si.a'^S^

- 1^'^ (at -^y(a + ^) (7+ B), viz. - 2«a»,S=7

+ 2,,a^^«7

+ a^yBl, (a - fif (a^ + ^-^ viz

+ lfi'^(a-fff(y + Bf, viz.

+ -3240'
a

a

+ 2^2,a=y8^

+ 22,2a^/3Y

-22,,(r'y8V

+ 2^2„a«^

-4-S,a''/3^

- 0/37S2, (a - /9)« (a + ^) (7 + 8), viz. - 2 - 2,^»^

+ a^yBl,(a-^yyB, viz.

+ 2-2,.,a»y97

+ - tiM'ffy
a '

-12'

- 2S6«*/3*

- S«a'^^

+ 2^a«/3=7

+ 22i5af;8V

- 22i,a»/3V

+ -3S4a^
a

-2-Si,a'/9

-2-2ea=^^
a

+ 3^2,,a'^7

-12"

(53)

- 2 (4=)

-1(521)

+ 1(431)

+ 2 (42^)

- 2 (3=2)

+ 3e(4)

- 2e (31)

- 2e (2'')

+ 3e (21^)

- 12e=.

where for a moment a is put equal to unity.

The value of the last-mentioned expression is then calculated as follows:

e> -4 - 12 - 8 - 8 -8 -8 -12 -8 -4 - 12 - 12 = -96
bde + 1 +16 + 10 +10 + 2 + 12 +2 + 4 + 3 = + 60
&e + 8+8 + 4 + 8 + 4 + 6+4 _ 2 = + 40
IPce -9-8 -11-1 -4 - 12 - 2 = -47
b*e + 3 + 3 + 3 = + 9

ccP -7-8 - 5 - 1 -4 - 2 = -27
b'cP + 3-4 + 1-2 + 2 =
he'd + 6+8 + 3+1 = + 18
b'ed -3 - 1 ^ - 4
<* -2-2 :=: - 4W + 1 = + 1

C. IV. 37
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and restoring the powers of a by the principle of homogeneity, and putting

[26(5

oV + 96
a%de- 60
aVe - 40
a^e<P + 27

ah^ce + 47

ahc'd- 18

ac* + 4

b*e - 9

¥cd + 4

b^c' - 1

we have

Next,

^e,0, = a-*Me.

lAOA = S^yS ^ (/S, 7, S) X - ySa fi (7, S, a) x Sa/3 ?* (8, a, /9)

= S^78(^-7)(y3-S)(7-S)x-78a(7-S)(7-a)(8-a)xSa/3(8-a)(S-/3)(5r-^)

= a=/3VS'(a-;8)(a-7)(a-S)(/3-7)(^-8)(7-8)2,a(a-;S)(a-7)(a-8)

= a'^^8^ f
* (a, y9, 7, 8) 2.a (2 - /3) (a - 7) (a - 8)

= - a-» 6= V^ 24a (a - /S) (a - 7) (a - 8),

and observing that

(a, b, c, d, e^v, ly = a(v-a)(v- 0)(v - 7) {v - 8),

and therefore

iav»+bv' + 2cv +d = a(v-0)(v-y)(v-B) + SiK.,

which, putting v = a, gives

4aa3 + 36a2 + 2ca + d = a (a - /3) (a - 7) (a - 8),

we have

S,a (a - ^) (a - 7) (a - 8) = ^ (4aSa* + 3&2a' + 2c2a= + dla)

= 4(4) + 36(3) + 2c(2) + d(l),

where for a moment a is put equal to 1. This is calculated by

e - 16 _ - 16

bd + 16 -9 _ 1 = + 6

I? + 8 -4 ri; + 4
bh - 16 +9 + 2 = - 5

¥ + 4-3 = + 1
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or restoring the powers of a, and putting

291

_ a?e - 16
a?bd + 6

oV + 4

ah-c — 5

b* + 1

we have

Lastly,

1A0A = a-^Ne'^Z.

lAOAO, or e,6.Ae, = or^'?>''i^{^, y, B) ^ (y, S. a) ^ (B, a, ^) ^^ (a, /3, y)

and the equation U,{6 — di) = is thus found to be the one given above. No. 10.

37—2
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267.

ON THE POKISM OF THE IN-AND-CIRCUMSCRIBED POLYGON.

[From the Philosophical Transactions -of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

yeai- 1861), pp. 225—239. Received Februaiy 20,—Read March 7, 1861.]

The Porism referred to is as follows, viz. two conies may be so related to

each other, that a polygon may be inscribed in the one, and circumscribed about the

other conic, in such manner that any point whatever of the circumscribing conic may
be taken for a vertex of the polygon. I gave in the year 1853, in the Philosophical

Magazine ('), a general formula for the relation between the two conies, viz. if f7 =
is the equation of the inscribed conic, F= that of the circumscribed conic, and if

disct. (17+ fF), where f is an arbitrary multiplier, denotes the discriminant of U+^V in

regard to the coordinates {x, y, z) (such discriminant being of course a cubic function

in regard to f, and also in regard to the coefficients of the two conies, U, V, jointly),

then if we \vrite

Vdisct. (U-\-^V) = A+B^ + C^ +D^ + E^* + F^^-G^+ &c.,

the relations for the cases of the triangle, pentagon, heptagon, &c. are

G = 0, C, D =0,

D, E
c, D, E
D, E, F
E, F, G

= 0, &c.

'See the papers—"On the Geometrical Bepresentation of the Integral jdx-i-'>/(x + a) {x + b){x + c),"

Phil. Mag., April 1853, [113].

" Note on the Porism of the in-and-oircumscribed Polygon," Phil. Hag. August 1853, [115].

"Correction of two Theorems relating to the Porism of the in-and-oircumscribed Polygon," Phil. Mag,

November 1853, [116].

" Developments of the Porism of the in-and-circumscribed Polygon," Phil. Mag. May 1854, [128].
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respectively, while those in the cases of the quadrangle, hexagon, octagon, &c, are

D = Q, D, E = 0, D, E, F
E, F E, F. G

F G, H

= 0, &c.

respectively. The demonstration of this fundamental theorem is for greater completeness

here reproduced ; but the chief object of the memoir is to direct attention to a

curious analytical theorem which is an esisy ct, priori consequence of the Porism, and

to obtain the relations for the several polygons up to the enneagon, in a new and

simple form which puts in evidence a posteriori for these cases the analytical theorem

just referred to. The analytical theorem rests upon the following considerations:—the

relation for a hexagon ought to include that for a triangle ; in fact a triangle with its

sides in order twice over is a form of hexagon ; the condition for an octagon should

in like manner include that for a quadrangle; and so in other cases. Let the cubic function,

disct. (fT+^F), be represented by 1 + /3f+ yf" + Sp, the coefficients A, B. C, D, E, &c.

are functions of /9, y, B. Write

G =(3),

= (4),

= (5),

= (6).

G, D, E j=(7),

D, E, F
E, F, G

&c.

then (3), (4), (-5) are respectively prime functions of 0, y, 8 ; that is they cannot be

decomposed into factors, rational functions of these quantities ; and it is convenient to

denote this by writing (3) = [3], (4) = [4], (5) = [5]. But by what precedes, (6) contains

the factor (3), that is [3] ; and if the other factor, which is prime, is denoted by [6],

then we have (6) = [6] [3]. The next term (7) is prime, that is we have (7) = [7]

;

but the tei-m (8) gives (8) = [8] [4] ; the term (9) Ogives (9) = [9] [3], and so on. Thus

we have (12)= [12] [6] [4] [3], the numbers in
[ ] being all the factors, the number

itself included, and as well composite as prime, of the number in ( ), the factors

2 and 1 being however excluded. To make this clearer, it may be remarked that

the last-mentioned equation has the geometrical signification that the relation for a

dodecagon is the aggregate of the relations for a proper dodecagon, a proper hexagon,

a quadrangle, and a triangle ; that is, the relation for a dodecagon implies one or

other of the last-mentioned relations. The relations for the several polygons up to the

D

a. D

D, E

D. E
E, F
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enneagon are in the memoir obtained in a form which puts in evidence the property

in question, that is, the series of equations

(3) = [3],

(4) = [4],

(5) = [5],

(6) = [6] [3],

(7) = [7],

(8) = [8] [4],

(9) = [9] [3].

To do this, the discriminant is represented, not as above in terms of the constants

)8, 7. 8, but in a somewhat different fonn, by means of the constants b [= /3], c, d, the last

two whereof are such that c = is the relation for the triangle, d = the relation for the

quadrangle; thus [3] = c, [4] = d, and for the particular cases considered, the analytical

theorem consists herein, that c is a factor of (6), and of (9), and that d is a factor

of (8). I have, for the sake of homogeneity, introduced into the formulae the quantity

a (= 1), but this is a matter of form only.

The functions [3], [4], &c. have been spoken of as prime; they are so, in fact,

so far as they are calculated ; and that they are so in general rests on the assumption

that for a polygon of a given number of sides, there is but one form of relation: if,

for instance, in the equation [12] = 0, which is the condition for a proper dodecagon,

the function [12] could be decomposed into i-ational factors, then equating each of

these factors to zero, we should have so many distinct forms of relation for a proper

dodecagon. I believe that the assumption and reasoning are valid; but without entering

further into this, I take it for granted that in the general case the functions

[3], [4], &c. are in fact prime. But the coefficients /S, 7, B, or b, c, d instead of being

so many independent arbitrary quantities, may be given as rational functions of other

quantities (if, for instance, the two conies are circles, radii R, r, and distance between

the centres a, then /9, 7, 8 will be functions of R, r, a) : and it is in a case of this

kind quite conceivable that the functions [3], [4], &c., considered as functions of these

new elements, should cease to be prime functions. In fact, in the case just referred

to of the two circles (the original case of the Porism as considered by Fliss), the

functions [4], [6], &e., which correspond to a polygon of an even number of sides,

appear to be each of them decomposable into two factors : the memoir contains some

remai'ks tending to show d priori that in the case in question this decomposition

takes place. I was led to examine the point by the elegant formulae obtained iia an

essentially different manner by M. Mention, Bidl. de I'Acad, de St Pit. t. I. pp. 15, 30,

and 507 (1860), in reference to the case of the two circles (it thereby appeai-s that

the decomposition takes place for the quadrangle and the hexagon) ; and these formulae

are reproduced in the memoir.
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I.

Demonstration of the general Formula of the Relation between the two Conies.

The equation of a conic passing through the points of intersection of the conies

U=0, V=0,
is of the form

U'+mV = 0,

where m is an arbitrary pai-ameter. Suppose that the conic touches a given line, we
have for the determination of m a quadratic equation ; and conversely, if the roots of

this quadi-atic equation are given, the line is also given ; that is, the two roots may
be considered as parameters which determine the particular line.

Let k he a. given value of m ; the parameters of any tangent of the conic

U+kV = are k, p, but as A is common to all the tangents, we may consider the

particular tangent as determined by the single parameter p. And a point of the conic

U + kV= may be considered as determined by the same parameter p which deter-

mines the tangent at that point.

As regards the conic F= 0, the common parameter for all its tangents is « , and

we may consider any other tangent of this conic as determined by the parameter 0,

and a point of the conic as determined by the same parameter 0.

Suppose, in the first instance, that the two conies are

U = ax'+bf + cz" = 0,

V= af+ y^+ £' = 0;

the equation of the tangent of U-^-kV = 0, the parameter whereof is p (in fact a

common tangent of the conies U + kV = 0, U +pV=0), is easily found to be

x'^h — c'Ja + k'Ja +p + y'Jc~a'Jb + k'Jh+p + z'^a — h>Jc + k'Jc +p = ;

and if this meet the conic V=0 in the points P, P', the pai-ameters whereof are

X , d, and X , ff, or say d and ff respectively, then the coordinates of the point P
are given by

X : y : z = "Jb^c Va+d : Vc^^ Vt + ^ : Va - 6 Vc + ^

;

and substituting these values in the foregoing equation, we have

(6 - c) Va + A; Va+^ Va + ^ + (c - a) V6TI- V6+j) V6+ + (a - b) 'Jc'+k Vc + p 'Jo+d =

as an equation connecting the parameters p and 6. This equation may be replaced by

V(a + A;) (a + p) (a + ^) = \ + /wf.

^(6 + k) (b +p) ib + e) = \ + ^b,

^(c + k) (c +p) (c + ^) = \ + /^c.
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from which \, n are to be eliminated; and squaring and reducing, we have

\* = ahc-ir kpd,

- 2\n = bc + ca + ab - (pd + kp - kd),

and thence

{hc + ca-¥ab-pd-kp-key-^(a-\-h + c + k-\-p + e){ahc + kpe)==0

as the rational form of the original equation. But the same rational equation would,

it is clear, be obtained from the system

V(/fc + a)(A; + 6)(jfc + c) = i + Mk,

'^{p + a){p + h){p-¥c) = L + Mp,

^(eTay(e+b)(0+c)=L+ Me,

by the elimination of L and M. And it follows from Abel's theorem (but the result

might be verified by means of Euler's fundamental theorem for the addition of elliptic

functions), that if

=A? + «)(? + «')(^ + c)'

then the last-mentioned system is equivalent to the transcendental equation

ue = up± uk,

in which the ai'bitrary constant which should have been inserted, and the sign of 116,

are determined by the consideration that for k = <x> (which gives Uk = 0) we ought to

have 0=p, and therefore 116= Up.

There is of course a similar equation in B", and the terms with Uk must be

taken with opposite signs, and we have thence the theorem

:

"If 6, & are the parameters of the points P, P' in which the conic F = is

intersected by the tangent, the parameter whereof is p, of the conic \J\-kV = ^, then

the equations

n^ = Djo - Wc,

n^ = IIjj + IDb,

determine the parameters 6, ff of the points in question." And again

:

" If the two variable parametei-s 6, 6' are connected by the equation

then the line PP' will be a tangent of the conic U-\-kV=0."
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The foregoing demonstration relates to the particular forms TJ = oaf + by^ + cz'',

V= cfi + y^ + z- \ but observing that the function V(f + «)(?+ b) (I + c), which enters

under the integral sign in the transcendental function Ilf, is the square root of the

discriminant of U+^V, the theory of covariants shows at once that the conclusions

apply to any forms whatever of U, V, the expression for the transcendental function

being

it
"f"l7l!Vdisct. (T7+fF)'

Consider now a triangle inscribed in the conic V=0, and with its sides touching

the conies

U+k V=0,

U+kfV=0,

then if 6, &, 6" are the parameters of the angles, we have

Y\e" - n^ = 2Uk
,

U6 -ne" = 2ui(f,

^ff -Ue = 2Uk",

and thence

Uk + Uk' + nk^' =

as the relation which must subsist between the parameters k, k', k", of the conies

touched by the sides ; and similarly for a polygon of n sides, the relation between

the parameters is

Uh-\-Uk^+ ... + Ukn = 0.

But by Abel's theorem, this transcendental equation is equivalent to an algebraical one.

In fact, calling the radical VD«, then if <j)x, ^(x are rational and integral functions

of X with arbitrary coefficients, and if

^^x — y^x ^x= A{x — k^{x — k^ ...{x — A;„),

(this implies that ^"a; is of a degree not exceeding n and )^x of a degree not exceeding

n — 3 ; that is, for n even the degrees of ^, -xfc are \n, ^ (n — 4) ; and for n odd they

are J(n — 1), J(n — 3)), then the algebraical equation is that obtained by the elimination

of the arbitrary coefficients from the system of equations

^h + xh h = 0,

<^^2 \-xki^h=o,

<\>kn + X^rJ^kn =0;

c. IV. 88
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or, what is the same thing, for n odd, =2p-\, it hs

{1, e,...ep-\ ^Ud, es/U0,..ep-^'Jue] = o,

and for n even, =2p, it is

{1, 6, ... 0p, */Ue, e^/Ud, . .
ei^ sIUo] = o,

where the expressions in
{ } denote respectively the determinants, of 2ja — 1 lines, and

2p lines, formed by substituting for 6 the values k^, Zjj, ...A;„ respectively. Thus for

« = 3, the equation is

= 0;

and for Ji = 4, it is

1. h. VD/fc,

1, Aj, ^Uh

1, K VDA;,

1, hu h% 'JDh =^'

and so on.

Suppose

1, kt, AV. VDAj

sfD^ = A + B^ + C^ + Dp + E^*+...;

then substituting the coiTCsponding expressions for VD^j, V^^2, &c., the determinant

will divide by {1, 0, ff', . . 0^~^], and it may be seen without difficulty that the re.sulting

equation on putting therein A, = Ajs . . . A:„ = 0, will, according as ?? = 3, 4, 5, 6, &c., be

= 0, &c..C = 0, Z) = 0, G, D = 0, D, E = 0, C A E
D, E E, F D. E, F

E, F, G
which is the theorem above refeiTed to.

II.

Application to the several Polygons up to the Enneagon.

If the equation of the inscribed conic is ^=0, and that of the circumscribed

conic is F = 0, and if the discriminant {U + ^V) is in the first instance represented by
1 + 4/3f + 47^ + 48^, then the square root of the discriminant is

1 + 2/9f + 2 (7 - /9=) p + 2 (S - 2,87 + 2;8--') ^ + &c.,
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80 that the condition for the triangle is

and that for the quadrangle is

7-^ = 0,

S -2/97 + 2/3' = 0.

It is obviously convenient to introduce into the formulae, in the place of 7 and B,

the quantities

d =8-2/37+2/8';

and writing also, for symmetry of notation, b in the place of /8, we have

/8 = 6,

7 = c + 6^

S =d + 2bc,

so that the discriminant will be

= l + 46f + 4(c + 60f + 4(t^ + 26c)^',

which is

= (1 + 26^ + 2cp)= + 4 (d^ - c=f*)-

But for homogeneity I introduce the quantity a = 1, and put the discriminant

= (1 + 2b^ + 2ac^y + 4a= (rff - c^f*).

The square root, divided by a\ is

" = a-» (1 + 26f + 2acf) Vl + {4a= (rfp - c'^*} ^ (1 + 26^ + 2ac^)')
;

or developing, this is

a-=(l + 26f + 2acf')

+ 2 (dp-c=^0

- 2aMdp-c»f*)'

+ 4a* (d^ - c^^*y ^ (1 + 26f+ 2ac^y

- 10a« (t?!' - c=^*)* -^ (1 + 26^ + 2acp)'

+ &c.

;

(l + 26^ + 2acf)

(l + 26f + 2acf)»

or representing this by 1 + 25^ + 2Cf^ + 2Df' + &c., we have

Cfs + 2)f.
4. ^f4 + j?'f> + Gf +^f + /f« + /f + ^f » + Zf*' + ilfp + . .

.

38—2
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(\-2bi-2ac
+ 6' -86» -24o6»c

+ 166*

^-24rt»6c=

+ 64oi'c
-326»

+ c?{-d^e+2(?d^-c*e)
+ 24 6»

^+48a6c
-80 6»

e- 8aV
+ 96a»6V
-160a6V
+ 646'

e+ 24 aV
-240a6'c
+ 240 6*

i«+ 64a'6c' ^+ 16aV
-320a'6V -320a'6=c'

+ 384 a6»c

-1286'

i*-240a''6c'

+ 960 ai?c

-672 6'

+ 960a»6'<r'

-896a6«c
+2566*

e- 160o*6c* i»+&c/
+ 1280o»6>c»

-2688o''6V
+ 2048a6'c
- 5126*

e- 80 oV
+ 1440a»6»c»
- 3360 ab*c

+ 1792 6'

^ + <fec.

"

+ aM2rf'^-6c»d»^"'+6c<df"-2c'pa-106^-10oc f+120a6c i» - &c.

\ +6062 , _280 6^
I

+ a)'(-5d*i"+ <fec.){l +&C.} + &c.;

and the values of the coefficients G, D, E, &c. thus are

c D E F G H / J K Z i/^

«->«! d bd-2 acd-2 a'd' -1 a^bd? + 6 a?cd' + 6 a*d' + 2 a*bd? - 20 a'ccf - 20 a'c?* - 5

<? -1 6W + 4 abed + 8 aVtf+ 6 aV - 5 a^cd" - 48 a^c'd' - 30 o*6=«^ + 120 a»6ccP + 240
60^+2 ac» +2 ab^cd- 24 a'6W - 24 aVcf - 20 a=6W + 240 a*bcH + 300 a^c^cP + 140

6W -8 o6c' - 8 a%<?d-3% aW(P + 80 a%(^d + 160 aV(^ + 70 a«6=(^ - 560
6V -4 b*d + 16 ab^cd +64 a»6V(i + 144 aV + 14 aWcd?~ 960 a*bVd?~ 1800

6V + 8 a6V +24
b'd - 32

6V - 16

a^c* + 30
ab'cd -160
oi'c' - 64
¥d + 64
6V + 32

a^i^cf - 240
a%'c'd - 480
a=6V - 120
a¥cd + 384
abV + 160
6'd - 128
6V - 64

a'iVcf- 800
a'bc? - 112
a*6»cP + 672
d'b^c'd+lUO
a%V + 400
ah'cd - 896
a6V - 384
bM + 256
6V + 128

a^6c*(; - 700
a*c' - 42

a»6VcZ» + 3360
a?b'e'd + 3200
aWc» + 560
a^b'dr- -1792
a'6Vti-4032
a*6V -1200
ah^cd +2048
a6»c» + 896
b^'d - 5121

6V - 256'

+ 1 +1 -3 + 4 + 4 -19 + 60 -124 + 214 -455

But in the sequel only the coefficients up to I ai-e made use of: the expressions for

J, K, L, M may however be useful, and they are given accordingly.

The sums of the numerical coefficients are given here and elsewhere, as they are

very useful for verifications; thus, putting a = 6 = c=d=l, we have, as should be,

\/l+4H8f+12f=l+ 2^+2f(l, +1, -3, +4, -3, +4,-19, +60, -124, +214, -455, kc\\, f)".

Proceeding now to form the several terms of the matrix

( C, D, E, F, G,.. ),

I D, E, F, G, H,..
I
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which may be represented by 12, 13, &c., viz.

12 =

we have, up to 45, which is all that is required.

G, D , 13 = C, E
n, E D. F

&c.,

301

12 = a-' X 13 = a-' X 14=o-'x 15 = a-' X 23 = 24 = 25 = 34 = 35 = 45 =

ad'-l abd'+2 a'cd' + 1 aW + 1 acd"- 2 aW -1 a%d? + 4 d?b6? + 2 aW -2 a<(i^ - 1

bed-

2

ac'd-1 aPd' -4 a'bcd'- 2 bc'd-i aJccP+4 aVcf+5 aVff'-S a^6W-8 a*hcd? + 4

<^ -1 b^cd + 4 oJcW + 6 aVd + 4 <* - 1 b\H +4 aft'ccf"- 8 a6c'd!-4 aVrf -2 a\^(P - 8

6(^+2 ac* +2 ab'd' + 8 6c^ +2 afic'c^ + 4 ac» -2 a6V<i+8 a'fi'ti^ + 8

b'ed -8 ab^cPd- 20 oc' +2 ah(? +4 a»iV(^+12
bV -4 abc* - 8

b^cd + 16

bV + 8

6VcZ -8
6V -4

a^6c*c; - 4

aV - 4

+ 7 -7 -5 + 9 -5 + 7

Forming in like manner the determinants of the matrix

( a, D, E, F,.. ),

A E, F, G,.

E, F, 0, H,

and representing these by 123, 124, &c., VIZ.

123 = G, D, E
D, E, F

E, F, G

, &c.,

we have, up to 234,

123=a-'x 124= a-' x 134= a-' X 234 =

a'd* +1 a'bcP - 4 a'cd* + 1 a^<^» 1

a'betP + 2 aVd' - 3 a'6^<i^ + 4 a'iccZ^ - 4

aVcP - 1 aWcd' - 8 a»6cW + 8 aVti' - 4

cdxs'd - 2 a^bc'd" - 4 aVcZ^ - 3 a'6Vd' - 4

ad' -1 a^&d - 2 a''6»crf' + 8 a?bc*d? - 6

ab^'c'd + 4 a'b^e'dP + 12 aVd - 2

ab<* + 2 aV - 2

-15 + 28 -21
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and further, the determinants of the matrix

( C, D, E, F, .

D, E, F, G

E, F, 0, H
F, G, H, I

in the present case, the single determinant

1234= G, D, E, F
D, E, F, G

E, F, G, H
F, G, H, I

we have

1234 =«- ' X
J.

^ N

a'ccP - 3

a'bc'd' - 12

a'c^d" - 4

a'b'i^d* - 16

a^bc'^d? - 14
aVd" - 3

a'bVcP - 8

a'bV(P - 12

a?b(?d - 6

a'c'o - 1

-79

The conditions for the triangle and the quadrangle are c = 0, d=0 ; those foi-

the pentagon and hexagon are 12=0, 23=0; for the heptagon and octagon, 123 = 0,

234=0; and that for the enneagon is 1234 = 0. The foregoing values show that 23

and 1234 (which belong to the hexagon and the enneagon) divide by c (which belongs

to the triangle), and that 234 (which belongs to the octagon) divides by d (which

belongs to the quadrangle). But I was not prepared for the destruction which will be
observed in the several determinants, of the terms involving the lower powers of a
(that is, the terms of the highest orders in b, c, d), and which renders these expressions

so much more simple than they would otherwise have been.

Representing the reduced equations for the several polygons, as before, by

[3] = 0,

[4] = 0,

[5] = 0,

[6] = 0,

[7] = 0,

[8] = 0,

[9] = 0,

&c.

;
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then retaining the quantity a (= 1) for homogeneity, but rejecting the powers of a

which divide out, and reversing in some cases the signs, the values of the functions

[3], [4], &c. are

[3] = w= [5] = [6] = [8] = [9] =

c+1 d+\ ad'+ 1 fl^+ 2 a?d* + 1 oW + 1 aW + 3
bcd+ 2 bcd+ 2 abed' + 2 a6c(^^ + 4 a'bedP + 12
c= + 1 c^ + 1 a<?cP - 1

bchl - 2

c" -1

acW + 4

b-c'd' + 4

6c*(i + 6

c' +2

a'cM* + 4
a6V(^^+ 16

abc^d" - 14

ocW + 3

6W + 8

6VcZ2 + 12

bc'd + 6
c» + 1

+ 1 + 4 + 5 + 21 + 79

The similarity of form for the relations corresponding to the pentagon and the hexagon,

and for those corresponding to the heptagon and the octagon, is, I am inclined to think,

accidental ; the functions are homogeneous as regards degree and weight ; and the

degrees and weights of the two consecutive functions being identical, the literal parts

must be similarly constituted. K

m.

M. Mention's Formulce for the Case of two Circles.

In the case of two circles, if, as usual, the radii of the inscribed and circum-

scribed circles are put equal to r and R respectively, and the distance of their centres

to a, then the equations of the inscribed and circumscribed circles respectively may be

taken to be

a^+y"-?-- =0,

(x-ay + f-B!' = 0;

and if, in the notation of M. Mention, we put

if-r» .

^(r* + R* + a*- 2r»iJ2 - 2rW - 2i?V) = - «/,

r*

then the quadratic radical is

V(l + 4^){[1 + (2 + -Zi) ^f + 4i/pj
;
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and comparing this with

Vl+46|+4(c + 6»)f + 4(d + 26c)f,
we have

6 =i +2,

c+ b' =i' + 6i + v + 5,

d+ 2bc = 4!(i> + 2i + V + I),

and thence
6= i +2,

c = 2i +V+1,

d = — 2iv — 2i

;

and by means of these values, or by effecting the development in a different manner,

we find

B= f i

+ 2,

=
J

1.2

D = 2{ i(-v-l)],

+ i .4(i/+l)

F=:2

y

= 2

i^ . — 41/

+ t.(«/ + l)(3i/-5)

+ 2{v + \)\

i* . 8v

H = ^

+ i'.24i/

- +i».4j/(-3v + 5)

+ i .{v + 1) (-18I/+14)

+ („ + !)= (^-7),

i» . - 8j;

+ i*.- 32^

+ i?. 4j/(5i/-11)

+ i». 16i/(3i/- 1)

+ i. (,/+l) (^-7)(-5i' + 3)

-4(i; + l)=(i;-3).
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These values give

305

C =
f

2^- = [3],

1+"+!,

D = 2{ i(-v-l), = [4],

CE-D'- = ' i\8v = [5],

-

+ i-.4(/;+l)

+ i .2(v+ ly

-(v + iy,

.}

= [3] [6],

G, D, E = '
i' . 64 V =m,

D. E, F + i'.-S2v(v+l)(v-l)

E. F, G + i\-16v(v + iy

. + i'.-8(3i>-l)(v+iy

+ i .-4(i/ + l)»

D, E, F =i.{-v-l) J16i*v = [4] [8].

E, F, G 1+ ("+!/•

F. G, H \

It will be remarked that [4], = i(— r — 1), breaks up into the factors i and v + \; and

80 [6], =(2i — J/— l)(4w' + (i' + l)'}, breaks up into the factors 2i-v—l and '^vi^ + {v+iy.

It may be added that the developed expression of [6] is

'' i\ Sv

+ i^.-4j/(i' + 1)

+ i . 2 (i/ + 1)^

-{v+iy,

so that the difiFerence between this and [5] is z^ . 4 (j/ + 1)=, which is =d-; this agiees

with a former result.

M. Mention has also given, but not in a developed form, the formuliie for the

enneagon and the endecagon, and the following formula for the decagon, viz.

[16 i*v + (i/ + l)«p + 16 i' v{v+ ly . [2 i' {\-v)-{v + lyY = 0.

C. IV. 39
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IV.

Comideratiom as to the form of relation, in the case of two circles, for Polygons of an

odd and even number of sides respectively.

The relation between the two conies, or condition for the existence of the polygon,

is the same whatever point of the circumscribed conic is taken aa an angle of the

polygon. Take for an angle, a point of intersection of the two conies. Consider first

the case of the triangle ; if a point of intersection is taken as a vertex A of the

triangle, then the sides AB, AG coincide in direction with the tangent at A to the

inscribed conic U, hence B and C coincide together at the point where this tangent

meets the circumscribed conic V, BG is therefore a tangent of V, but it is by

hypothesis a tangent of U; hence for the triangle the relation between the inscribed

conic U and the circumscribed conic F is as follows: viz. a tangent to f/" at a point

of intersection with V meets F at a point of contact of a common tangent of U and F.

In like manner for the quadrangle, if A be taken at a point of intersection, the

sides AB and AD will coincide in direction with the tangent to U at this point, con-

sequently B and D must coincide at the point where this tangent meets F; hence

also GB, GD, the two tangents to U from the point C, must coincide, or G must be

a point of intersection of the conies U, V. In other words, the pole, with respect to

the inscribed conic Cf, of a common chord AG of the two conies must lie on the

circumscribed conic F; this is therefore the condition for the quadrilateral.

In the ordinary mode of drawing the figures, with two conies which do not

intersect, the points and lines employed in the foregoing constructions are imaginary,

but the conies may be so drawn that these points and lines are all real.

In general, for a polygon of an odd number, 2n+l, of sides, then starting from a

point of intersection, the sides will coincide in pairs, viz. the fu'st and last, second and

last but one, and so on, the middle or (w + l)th side being a common tangent of the

two conies. But for a figure of an even number, 2n, of sides, then starting from a

point of intersection of the two conies, the nth side will terminate at a second point

of intersection, and then the same series of sides will be repeated in the reverse order,

so that the sides will coincide in pairs, first and last, second and last but one, nth. and

(n + l)th. For a figure of an odd number of sides, the relation involves only a single

point of intersection, but for a figure of an even number of sides, it involves two

points of intersection.

Now in the case of two circles, for a polygon of an odd number of sides, the same

relation is obtained, whether we take as the point of intersection one of the actual

points of intersection, or a circular point at infinity, and the relation [2n + 1] = does

not bi'eak up into factors. And so for a polygon of an even number of sides, then

taking for the two points of intersection, the two actual points of intei-section, or the

two circular points at infinity, we have one form of result; but taking for them an

actual point of intersection and a circular point at infinity, we have a different form

of result ; and the equation [2n] = does break up into factors.
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This is verified very simply in the case of the quadrangle. Taking for the two

points of intersection the circular points at infinity, the line joining them is the line

infinity, and its pole (with respect to the inscribed circle) is the centre of this circle

;

the relation therefore is that the centre of the inscribed circle lies on the circumscribed

cii-cle. But when this is the case, it is easy to see that the pole (with respect to

the inscribed circle) of the radical axis, lies also on the circumscribed circle ; this pole

and the centre of the inscribed circle are in fact the extremities of a diameter of the

circumscribed circle. The condition thus obtained is R' — 0.^ = (which is M. Mention's

condition i= 0). We have next to find the analytical relation when the pole (with

respect to the inscribed circle), of the line joining one of the actual points of inter-

section with a circular point at infinity is a point on the circumscribed circle. This

I effect as follows :—taking z = as the equation of line infinity, if the origin be

taken on the middle point of the radical axis, and if x = be the radical axis, then

the equations of the two circles may be taken to be

Inscribed circle, a^ + y'' — 21 xz — Vz- = 0,

Circumscribed circle, ar + y^— 2Lxz — Vz^ = 0,

a circular point at infinity is

X : y : z — 1 : i : 0, (i = V— 1),

an actual point of intersection is

X : y : z = : VV : 1.

The line joining these is

on-y+z'^V = 0,

its pole, with respect to the inscribed circle, is

X : y : z = —WV : VV —il: 1

;

and if this be a point of the circumscribed circle

_V-|-(V -2i7-f)+ 2ZtVV- V = 0,

that is

2{L-l)i^V = l^+V,

or

(p+ V)2 + 4(Z-0'^ = 0,

which is the required relation : but to express it in terms of the ordinary data R, r, a,

the equations of the circles, putting therein z=l, become

(x-ly- + y'' = V +1'

,

(x-Lf + y- = V + L',

39—2
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and therefore

a =L — l,

R'= V + L^;

[267

these equations give

and thence

and

a
= L + l,

a =L — l;

R'-r^ + a^
L =

2a

V = i2» - (—
- 2^""^T " V^

^^"''^'' "•" ^'^°^ "^ ^^'^' -R^-7-*- a*)

=
4a''''

if with M. Mention we write

1
(r' + R^ + a*- ^r'R - 2rhe - ^RaP) =-v.

The equation

thus becomes

(i2 + V)2 + 4(X-0'V=0

4a=

that is, it becomes v+\=0, which is the other factor of the complete condition t(i'+l) = 0.
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268.

ON A NEW AUXILIAKY EQUATION IN THE THEORY OF
EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

year 1861), pp. 263—276. Received February 20,—Read March 7, 1861.]

Considering the equation of the fifth order, or quintic equation,

(*^v, iy = {v-Xi)(v- x^) (v-X3){v~ Xi) (v - x^) = 0,

and putting as usual

ffo = Xi + (oXi + (o'Xs + a>*Xi + (0*0!f,

where w is an imaginary fifth root of unity, then, according to Lagrange's general

theory for ' the solution of equations, fa) is the root of au equation of the order 24,

called the Resolvent Equation, but the solution whereof depends ultimately on an

equation of the sixth order, viz.

(/«)», (fo>y, (fw% {fco*y

are the roots of an equation of the fourth order, each coefficient whereof is deter-

mined by an equation of the sixth order; and moreover the other coefficients can be

all of them rationally expressed in terms of any one coefficient assumed to be known

;

the solution thus depends on a single equation of the sixth order. In particular the

last coeflBcient, or

(/a)./a,^>)^/a>r

is determined by an equation of the sixth order ; and not only so, but its fifth root, or

/a>./oy'./<B»./a)*,

(which is a rational function of the roots, and is the function called by Mr Cockle

the Resolvent Product), is also determined by an equation of the sixth order : this
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equation may be called the Resolvent-Product Equation. But the recent researches of

Mr Cockle and Mr Harley(') show that the solution of an equation of the fifth order

may be made to depend on an equation of the sixth order, originating indeed in,

and closely connected with, the resolvent-product equation, but of a far more simple

form ; this is the auxiliary equation referred to in the title of the present memoir.

The connexion of the two equations, and the considerations which led to the new one,

will be pointed out in the sequel ; but I will here state synthetically the construction

of the auxiliary equation. Representing for shortness the roots (x^, x.^, x„ x^, x^) of

the given quintic equation by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and putting moreover

12345 = 12 + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51, &c.

(where on the right-hand side 12, 23, &c. stand for XiX^, x^^, &c.), then the auxiliary

equation, say

has for its roots

^1 = 12345-24135,

(f)^
= 13425 - 32145,

<^3 = 14235 - 43125,

and, it follows therefrom, is of the form

(1, 0, G. 0, E, F, G\4>, 1)'

<^4 = 21435 - 13245,

<^5 = 31245 - 14325,

(^6 = 41325-12435,

0,

where G, E, G are rational and integral functions of the coefficients of the given

equation, being in fact seminvariants, and F is a, mere numerical multiple of the

square root of the discriminant.

The roots of the given quintic equation are each of them rational functions of

the roots of the auxiliary equation, so that the theory of the solution of an equation

of the fifth order appears to be now carried to its extreme limit. We have in fact

0102 + 0304 + 0506 = (*$a;2, ly,

0105 + 0203 + 0406 = (*J.X,, ly,

0103 + 0»06 + 0305 = (*$a;4, ly,

0104 + 0205 + 0306 = (*$'»5. 1)*.

where (*$a;i, 1)*, &c. are the values, coiTesponding to the roots x^, &c. of the given

equation, of a given quartic function. And combining these equations respectively with

the quintic equations satisfied by the roots «,, &c. respectively, it follows that, con-

versely, the roots a;,, x.2, &c. are rational functions of the combinations 0j06 + 0a04 + 0s08,

<^i0j + 0304 + 0606, &c. respectively, of the roots of the auxiliary equation.

' Cockle, " Besearohes in the Higher Algebra," ManchesUr Memoirs, t. xv. pp. 131—142 (1858).

Harley, " On the Method of Symmetric Products, and its Application to the Finite Algebraic Solution of

Equations," Manchester Memoirs, t. xv. pp. 172—219 (1859).

Harley, " On the Theory of Quintics," Quart. Math. Jourii. t. in. pp. 343—359 (1869).
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It is proper to notice that, combining together in every possible manner the six

roots of the auxiliary equation, there are in all fifteen combinations of the form

^i<f)-, + ip3<f), + <^5</>6. But the combinations occurring in the above-mentioned equations

are a completely determinate set of five combinations: the equation of the order 15,

whereon depend the combinations ^i(^j + (f>3<p,
+ 4>s<f>s, is not rationally decomposable into

three quintic equations, but only into a quintic equation having for its roots the

above-mentioned five combinations, and into an equation of the tenth order, having

for its roots the other ten combinations, and being an iireducible equation. Suppose

that the auxiliary equation and its roots are known ; the method of ascertaining what

combinations of roots con-espond to the roots of the quintic equation would be to

find the rational quintic fector of the equation of the fifth order, and observe what

combinations of the roots of the auxiliary equation are also roots of this quintic factor.

The direct calculation of the auxiliary equation by the method of symmetric functions

would, I imagine, be very laborious. But the coefficients are seminvariants, and the

process explained in my memoir on the Equation of Diff"erences, [262], was therefore

applicable, and by means of it, the equation, it will be seen, is readily obtained. The

auxiliary equation gives rise to a corresponding covariant equation, which is given at

the conclusion of the memoir.

1. I will commence by referring to some of the results obtained by Mr Cockle

and Mr Harley.

In the paper " Researches on the Higher Algebra," Mr Cockle, dealing with the

quintic equation

tf-oQv + E = 0,

obtains for the Resolvent Product 0{=fa)fcd'^fw^fa>*) the equation

^ + 2Qi: 5» ^ + 2Q* 5' ^ -I- Q'.F^5'» 6^ - (58Q» - .£2) £:^ -I-
5" Q« = ;

and he remarks that this equation may be written

(^ -i- 5» QEO + 5' 0*)= = 5"> (108 Q'E - E*) 6,

so that V — ^ is determined by an equation of the sixth order, involving the quadratic

radical Vj&(.S'— 108Q°), which is in fact the square root of the discriminant of the

quintic equation.

2. Mr Harley, in his paper " On the Symmetric Product &c.," makes use of the

ftmctions

T = XiXi + x^, + x^t + XiX^ + x^i (= 12345),

/ = XiXt 4- x^i + x^., + x^i + XiX^ (= 24135),

and he obtains for the form v' - oQv^ + E = 0, the relation 6 = 5tt', which, since here

T -t- t' = 0, gives d = — o-r".
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Hence 'r{=J—^0) is the root of an equation of the sixth order involving the

radical -^H (E* - imQ"), and which is in fact (< = T-i-\^5 =^ V-^), the equation

t^ + oQE e + ^E{E> - 108Q») « - 5Q* = 0,

given in Mr Harley's paper " On the Theory of Quintics."

3. And in the same paper there is given a system of equations

titi + Mb + hU = «! (3-Q - «,'), &C.,

connecting the five roots of the given quintic equation with the combinations

titi + t4i + tjtt, &c.

of the roots of the equation in t.

4. I quote also, ^vith a slight change of notation, the following results from the

paper "On the Symmetric Product &c.," viz. considering the quintic equation under

the form

(a, h, c, d, e,fjv, 1)» = 0,

we have

fo>f(o* = Sar= + T (o) + 0)*) + r {(o- + co^),

fa>-fm^ = Sar" + T (w^ + <u') + t' (w + m%

^

where

2a? = «,= + x;- + x;- + x^ + x^ = - (b' - 2ac),
or

c
and thence, observing also that t +t' = -

,

a*e (= a*fa)f(o-f<o^f(o*) = oaV - oab'c + b*+ ba^rr',

or, as this equation may also be written,

4a*^ = (5ac - 26^ - 5a* (t - t')''
;

and hence the Resolvent Product ^ (=/a»/a)'/ft)'/a)*) being determined b^- an equation,

of the sixth order, this is also the case with the function (t— t')^

5. But the twelve functions ± (t — t') can be divided into two sets of six

functions each, so that each set is determined by an equation of the sixth order

involving a single quadratic radical. This was in fact suggested to me by Mr Harley's

equation in t; for in the case considered t-\-t' was =0, or 2t = t — i, and the equation

in t was presumably the particular form of the equation for \it — t') in the general

case. But it will presently appear in what manner the conclusion should have been

arrived at d priori.
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6. The preceding remarks show the connexion between the function (= t — t') to

which belongs the new auxiliary equation, and the Eesolvent Product B {=fwfw^fm^fw^
The relation was given for the denumerate form of the quintic ; but taking, instead,

the standard form (a, h, c, d, e, f^v, 1)^ = 0, it becomes

4>a'9 = 2500 (ac - b-f- - Sa*^".

7. The foregoing equation shows that ^ is a seminvariantive function of the

roots. In fact

fco, =Xi — Xs+ (o (x« — Xs) + 10^ (a?s — Xs) + ft)' (Xi — x^),

is seminvariantive, and /id-, fco^, fm*, being in like manner seminvariantive, the product

(=f(ofco''fa>^fo>*) is also seminvariantive ; ac — ¥ and a are seminvariants, and therefore

^ is a seminvariantive function.

8. But it is easy to show this directly. For representing, as before, the roots by

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we have

(1-5) (2 -5) + (2 -5) (3 -5) + (3 -5) (4 -5) = 12 + 23 + 34 -5 (1 + 22 + 23 + 4) + 352,

(2 - 5) (4 - 5) + (4 - 5) (1 - 5) + (1 - 5) (3 - 5) = 24 + 41 + 13 - 5 (2 + 24 + 2I + 3) + 30"

;

and the difference of the right-hand sides is

12j+23 + 34-5(2 + 3)

-24-41-13 + 5(4+ 1),

which is = 12345 - 24135. So that <^,

=(l-5)(2-5)+ (2-o)(3-5) + (3-5)(4-5)-[(2-5)(4-5) + (4-5)(l-5) + (l-5)(3-5)],

is a function of the differences of the roots, that is, it is a seminvariantive function.

9. To account for the division of the twelve values of + (r — t') into two sets

as above, and to explain the formation of a set, consider the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as

belonging to five points. We may with these five points form in all (^. 1 . 2 .3 .4=)12

pentagons, and the symbol 12345 of any pentagon may of course be read backwards

or forwards from any point (12345 = 23451 =&c. =15432 = &c.) without alteration of its

meaning. Now attaching to each arrangement of the five numbers a sign, + or —

,

according to the ordinary rule of signs, 12345 being as usual positive, the an-ange-

ments 12345, 23451, &c. . . 15432, &c., which belong to the same pentagon, have all of

them the same sign ; and we may consequently connect with each pentagon the sign

+ or — ; there are, in fact, six pentagons with the sign + and six with the sign —
;

and to each positive pentagon there corresponds a negative pentagon, which is derived

from it by stellation, viz. to the positive pentagon 12345 there corresponds the negative

one 24135, and so for the other positive pentagons. The above-mentioned system of

equations

<^, = 12345 - 24135, <}), = 21435 - 13245,

^, = 13425 - 32145,
<f>,
= 31245 - 14325,

^=14235-43125, ^8 = 41325 -12435,

C. IV. 40
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in fact exhibits the six positive
.
pentagons, each accompanied by its stellated negative

pentagon, and the formation of the system of equations is thus completely explained;

the order of arrangement of the pairs inter se (or, what comes to the same thing,

the order of arrangement of the suffixes of the <^'s) is wholly immaterial.

10. The six pairs of pentagons, or, what is the same thing, the <^'s, correspond

to each other in pairs in a fivefold manner, quoad the numbei-s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respec-

tively; thus, quoad 5, the pairs are <^ and <f>i, 03 and c^,, ^j and 0,, or say 1 and

4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6. The relation is best seen by means of the positive pentagons

;

thus, quoad 5, in the pentagons 12345 and 21435, the points adjacent to 5 in the

one of them are the points 2, 3, and in the other of them the complementary

points 1, 4 ; and so in the other cases. The fivefold correspondence is shovvn by the

symbolical equations
1 = 16, 24, 35,

2 = 12, 34, 56,

3 = 15, 23, 46,

4 = 13, 26, 35,

5 = 14, 25, 36,

which, in fact, indicate the combinations of the </)'s which correspond to the several

roots of the quintic.

11. It is proper to notice that the right-hand sides of the last-mentioned

equations contain all the duads formed Avith the six numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, each

duad once, and once only. There are in all six such synthemes of duads, viz.

12 . 34 . 56

13 . 25 . 46

14 . 26 . 35

15 . 24 . 36

16 . 23 . 45

12 . 34 . 56
13 . 26 . 45
14 . 25 . 36
15 . 23 . 46

16 . 24 . 35

12 . 35 . 46
13 . 24 . 56
14 . 25 . 36
15 . 26 . 34

16 . 23 . 45

12 . 35 . 46
13 . 26 . 45

14 . 23 . 56
15 . 24 . 36

16 . 25 . 34

12 . 36 . 45
13 . 25 . 46

14 . 23 . 56
15 . 26 . 34
16 . 24 . 35

12 . 36 . 45
13 . 24 . 56

14 . 26 . 35

15 . 23 . 46
16 . 25 . 34

which is in fact the theorem whereon depends the existence, for six letters, of a

6-valued function not symmetrical in respect of five letters. There is not any

peculiarity in the syntheme of duads which above presented itself; the occurrence of

this particular syntheme, instead of any other, arises merely from the arbiti-ary selection

of the suffixes of the <^'s.

12. It is hardly necessary to remark that if the pentagon 12345 had been

assumed negative instead of positive, the only difference would be that the ^'s would

have their signs reversed.
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13. I proceed now to the calculation of the Auxiliary Equation. As the working

is rather easier for that form, I shall in the first instance take for the given quintic

the denumerate form

(a, b, c, d, e, f\v, 1)» = 0.

Representing, as before, the roots Xi, x^, w^, Xt, x^ of this equation by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and writing

1234.5 = 12 + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51, &c.

(where on the right-hand side 12, 23, &e. stand for XiX^, x^^, &c.), we have to find

the equation

(*$</,, \y = o,

the roots whereof are

<^i = 12345 -24135, (/)4 = 21435 -13245,

(^=13425-32145, </>, = 31245- 1432.5,

^ = 14235-43125, ^, = 41325-12435.

As already remarked, the coefficients are seminvariants, and if the equation is in the

first instance calculated for the particular case /= 0, the terms in f can be separately

determined. -But putting /=0, one of the roots, say 5, becomes =0, and the remain-

ing roots 1, 2, 3, 4 are the roots of; the quartic equation {a, b, c, d, e^v, 1)^ = 0.

14. Writing for shortness

1234 = 12 + 23 + 34, &c.

and putting also

^=12 + 34,

5 = 13 + 42,

C = 14 + 23,

then we have

<^, = 1234 - 2413 = 12 + 23 + 34 - 24 - 41 - 13 = ^ - 5 + 23 - 14,

<f>„
= 1342 - 3214 = 13 + 34 + 42 - 32 - 21 - 14 = 5 - C + 34 - 12,

</)3 = 1423 - 4312 = 14 + 42 + 23 - 43 - 31 - 12 = (7 - ^ + 42 - 13,

<^, = 2143 - 1324 = 21 + 14 + 43 - 13 - 32 - 24 = ^ - £ - 23 + 14,

<>.= 3124 - 1423 = 31 + 12 + 24 - 14 - 42 - 23 = 5 - C - 34 + 12,

<f>,
= 4132 - 1243 = 41 + 13 + 32 - 12 - 24 - 43 = C - ^ - 42 + 13.

15. We have then

(<^ -</.,) (<^ - <^.) = (</>- ^ + i?)— (14 - 23)^

40—2
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where 1234 denotes the product of the four roots; the functions A, B, C, and the

product 1234, are each of the degree zero in the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e); and if we
put

b = - c,

then we in fact have

= — 4ae + hd,

d = 4ace — ad" - ¥e,

a tA = — b,

a? "LAB = c,

n?ABG = -d,

a. 1234= e.

But on the undei-standing that ^ is ultimately to be changed into a^, it is

allowable, and it will be convenient to write

•S.A = - b,

1AB = c,

ABC = - d,

1234 = ae.

16. I assume also

we have thus

B + G-A = a,

C + A-B=^,
A+B-C = y;

{<j) — (f>i) (0 — ^4) = (^ + a ) ((^ — /3) + 4-ae, and therefore also

(</> - .^,) (</. - <^,) = ((^ + /8) (0 - 7) + 4a«,

(^ - </)3) (<^ - </>«) = (<^ + 7 ) (<^ - a ) + iae,

so that the equation in <j) is

[{<f> + /9) (</> - 7) + 4ae] [(<ji + 7) (<^ _ a) + 4ae] [(</> + «) (^ - /?) + 4rte] = 0.

17. To obtain the symmetrical functions of a, 0, 7 it is only necessary to remark

that if in the identical equation

(1, b, c, d^^^, 1)^ = {e-A){d- B) {d - C),

we put ^ix +A+B + C), = i (x — b), in the place of 6, the equation becomes

(1, b, c, dlbc-b, 2f = (x + a)(x + /3)(x + 7).

so that we have

2a = — b = c,

2a/S = - b= + 4c = - IGae + 46d - c»,

ay37 = V - 4bc + 8d = 16ace - Md? - 86% + 46cd - c^.
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18. The developed expression for the equation in
<f>

is easily found to be

+ <^^-2a' +12ae

+
(fy"

. 2a-^j8- - 4 ae (la' + Sa^S) + 48 aV ^ = 0.

+ (^ .-iae(a-^){^-y){y-a)

+ - oe^'f + 4 ae a^7 2a - 16 aV 2a/3 + 64 a'e^
^

19. In this equation the coefficient of <^ is

-4 ae.S{B-A){C-B){A-C)

= 32 ae iA-B)(B- G) (G -A);

or, neglecting the multiplier a, it is

-32.1.2.3.4(l-2)(l-3)(l-4)(2-3)(2-4)(3-4X

which is the value for o = 0, of

-32(l-2)(l-3)(l-4)(l-5)(2-3)(2-4)(2-5)(3-4)(3-5)(4-5),

i.e. the coefficient in question is

- 32. 25 Vs Vay^ + &c. = - 800 Vs Va«/' + &c.,

where a*f* + Sic. denotes the discriminant of the denumerate form

(a, 6, c, d, e, f\v, If.

20. The remaining coefficients are rational functions of a, b, c, d, e, which have

to be completed by the introduction of the terms in /'. We have

Coeff.
<f>*

Coeflf. <^^

= - (Say

+ 2 2a;S

+ 12rte

(2a^)»

- 2 affy^a

— 4 ae (2o)'

+ 4ae(2a/3)

+ 48 aV

Coeff. ^°

- 0^/3=7"

+ 4 oc a|872a

-16aV2a;S

+ 64 aV.

+ 2 (- 16 ae + ibd- c')

+ 12ae.

= (- 16 ae + 4 6d - cj
- 2c (16 ace -8ad^ -8b'e + 4, bed - c')

- iac'e

+ 4 ae (- 16 ae + 4 6d - c=)

+ 48 aV.

= - (16 ace - 8 arf^ - 8 6=e + 4 6cd - c^y

+ 4 ace (16 ace - 8 ad^ - 8 ¥e + 4, bed- c')

- 16 aV (- 16 ae + 4:bd- c^)

+ 64 a'^.
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21. Effecting the developments, these are

<M -20 aV + 240 «•«« + 320
bd + 8 abde -112 a^bde'- 64

C« - 3 ac'e - 8 aVe" - 176
ac(P + 16 a^c(Pe + 224
A'ce + 16 a'tf' - 64
b^d' + 16 ab'cii' + 224
b<?d - 16 oi^rf-e- 128
c« + 3 abc'de -U2.

abed' + 64

^ ac*e + 28
ac»rf2 - 16
6V - 64
6»c£fe + 64
b-c'e - 16
bVcP - 16

6c^t^ + 8
c» - 1

the first of which is in fact complete; the others being completed, we obtain the

equation in <^, viz.

:

22. For the denumerate form (a, b, c, d, e, f ^v, 1)'' = 0, the equation in </> is

a»x a*x
I 9

ft X -80075aVox
^ j^

^
' t.

+ 1 ae- 20
bd+ 8

c' - 3

aV/ -400
aV + 240
abcf + 240
a6(fe -112
ac'e - 8

ac<?^ + 16

b'f - 64
6''C6 + 16

b^d" + 16

b^d - 16

c* + 3

+ 1 aV/^ + 4000
a^def - 1600
aV + 320
a'b^f - 1600
o'ice/ - 640
a%d'f+ 640
a»6eie» - 64
aVrf/" - 80
aVe» - 176
a=c(fe + 224
aH* - 64

o6V + 384
a6W/- 192
oAW + 224
ab^dJ'e - 128

abef + 48
«6c»rfe- 112
abcd^ + 64
ac*e + 28
a<?d:' - 16

6V - 64

l^cde + 64
6Ve - 16

iVd* - 16

bc*d + 8

c* - 1

1^,^, 1)''=0,

where D, =a*/* + &c., denotes the discriminant for the denumerate form.

I

I
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I proceed now to form the expression for 0i<^4 + ^2<^5 + ^3<^6 •

23. Writing for convenience x in the place of the root 5, we have

^i = ^-5+{23-14+a;(l+4-2-3)}

^4 = 4-5-{23-14 + a;(l + 4-2-3)},

or

^^4 = (^--B)'-{23-14 + a;(H-4-2-3)}^

The tei-ms without x ai-e, as before, (-4 — 5)^ — (? + 4 . 1234, or —a/3 + 4.1234, and we

have

,^,^,
= -0/3 + 4.12.34

+ 2a;(l + 4-2-.3)(14-23)

-a^'(l+4-2-3)2;

and in like manner

^4t /37 + 4.1234

+ 2a!(l + 2-3-4)(12-34)

-a^(l + 2-3-4)»,

and

<^<^, = -72 + 4. 12.34

+ 22c(l + 3-4-2)(13-42)

-«" (1 + 3-4-2)2.

24. The roots 1, 2, 3, 4, contained in these expressions explicitly, and in a, /3, 7,

are the roots of the equation (a, h, c, d, e, f\v, Vf = 0, or, what is the same
V ^~ *c

thing,

(a', b', c', d', ejv, 1)^ = 0,

where
a' — a,

b' = CUV + b,

c' = aa? + bx + c,

d'= aa? +ba^ + ex + d,

e' = aa^ + ba^ + cx^ + dx + e.

Omitting, as before, a power of a, which is ultimately restored, we have

<^i^4 + 4>i<f>i + <t>3<l>e
= - Sa/3 + 12a'e'

+ 2«S (1 + 4 - 2 - 3) (14 - 23)

-a;»S(l+4-2-3>',

where the S's in the second and third lines denote each of them the sum of the

three terms obtained by the cyclical permutations of 2, 3, 4.
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The first line is

(16 a'e' -ib'd' + </») + 12 a'e

= 28a'e'-ib'd' + lc\

The second line is 2a; into 21-2-32123,

= (-6'c' + 3a'd')+3a'd';

or it is

= 2x(6a'd'-lb'c');

and the third line is - ir" into 3 2 1= - 2 2 12,

= S{b''-2a'c')-2a'c';

or it is

= iii!'(8a'c'-Sb'-).

Hence, combining the three terms,

4>i<f>i + <^2^= + ^3<^6 = 28 a'e' - 4 b'd' + 1 c"

+ x (12 a'd' - 2 b'c)

+ a^(8a'c'-3b'%

or substituting for (a', b', c', d', e') their values, the right-hand side is

= (40a-, 32a6, 28ac-86», 44ad-86c, 28 ae - 4 6d + 1 c^^a;, 1)*,

where x stands for x^, and on the left-hand side the factor a' is to be restored.

25. Writing for shortness

(*^x, l)* = (40a», 32 at, 28ac-86^ 44 ad -8 6c, 28 ae - 4M -I- 1 c^'^a;, ly,

the equation is

a-(<lh(f)i + <l>j<f>!. + <l>3<t>6)
= (*\i«i, 1)*;

and the system of equations to which this belongs is

a^ (<}>,(}), + ^,4>, + <f>,4>,)
= (*'$_x„ ly,

a' (^,(/)2 -t- <p,<f>t + <f)4,)
= (*^x„, ly,

a'(4>,<}}, + <f,.<f),
+ <f>,^,)

= (*'^X3, ly,

a= (4>,<p, + 4>,<t>,
+

(f>,4>,)
= (*%v, , 1 y,

a= (<f>i<1>* + <^!^5 + 4>i4>>d = (*\x5, 1)*

;

80 that the roots Xi, a;,, x,, x^, x^ will be rational functions of the combinations

<f>i<f)e+ <f>'i<j>i + <p34>6, &c. respectively, of the equation in (p.

I
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26. Passing now to the standard form (a, b, c, d, e, f^v, If = 0, the equation in

<}) is

+ 1

-lOOa^x
I

ae + 1

bd — 4

(? + 3

2000 a^x - 800 a'Jb Ja X 40000 X

'' "S -' "^ *'

aHf - 2

aV + 3

abcf + 6

ahde - 14

+ 1 aV' + 1

a>de/ - 2

aV + 1

a'b^f - 1

a(?e - 2

accP + 8

bV - 4

b^ce + 10
b\P + 20

a^bce/ - 4

a'bO'/ + 8

a'bde- - 2

aVdf - 2

a^c^e' - 11

he'd - 40 aVt^e + 28

e" + 15 a'd* - 16

aiV + 6

ab^cdf ~ 12

a62ce^ + 35
ab-d'e - 40

abcY + 6

«6cWe - 70

abca> + 80
ac*e + 35

I
ac'(^ - 40

b'^ - 25

6We + 100
bVe - 50
iVcf^ -100
bc'd + 100
c« - 25

%<(>, ^r=o,

where D, =a*/*-|-&c., denotes the Discriminant for the Standard form.

27. And if we put

(m'^x, ly = 20 (2 a", 8 ab, 22 oc - 10 6^ 18 ad - 10 be, 7 ae - 10M + 5 c^^x, 1 )^

then we have

a'i<l>i(li, + 4>-4s + (l)i<f),)
= (*'$x,, ly,

a"-i<f>i<l>, + <i>4, + </).^«) = (*\x, , 1 y,

which lead to rational expressions for the roots «„ x.^, x^, Xt, a.', in terms of the com-

binations
<f)t<f)„

+ <f).,<f)t + 4>3<f>n, &c. respectively.

c. IV. 41
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28. Consider now the quintic function

U=(a, b, c, d, e,f\x, yj = a(x-ay){x- ^xj)(x -'^\j){x-ly){x-ey);

and treating the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as corresponding to a, (8, y, S, e respectively,

write

* = 12345

-

- 24135,

where

12345 = ]^ + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51, &c..

in which 12, &c. denote respectively

Then we have

1 1

y* x — ay ' x-

-xyl

where

(^=12345 - 24135,

and

12345 = 12 + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51 = 0^8 + ^87 + 78 + §6 + 63,

24135 = 24 + 41 + 13 + 35 + 52 = /3S + aa + 07 + 7€ + e^,

and where

X = (12345) -(24135),

and

(12345) = 123 + 234 + 345 + 451 + 512 = 0^87 + ^878 + 786 + 8ea + eo/3,

(24135) = 241 + 413 + 135 + 352 + 524 = /8Sa + 827 + 076 + 76/8 + e^h.

29. In fact,

<I> -
-^

1(12345) - (24135)1

,

where

(12345) =123 + 234 + 345 + 451 + .512,

('24135) = 241+413+135 + 352 + 524,

where 123, &c. denote respectively

-, (« - ay) (« - Py) (« - ly), &c.,

and (12345) -(24135) thus presents itself as a cubic function divided by if. But in

this cubic function the coefficients of a?, x'y vanish. For the coefficient of any power
of X will be

1 23 + 234 + 345 + 451 + 512 - 241 - 413 - 135 - 352 - 524,
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where, first, for a?, 123, &c. denote respectively unity; the coefficient of a? therefore

vanishes. Next, for a^y, 1 23, &c. denote respectively — (1 + 2 + 3), &c. (= a + /3 + 7),

and the coefficient of a?y also vanishes. But for xy-, 123, &c. denote respectively

12 + 23 + 31 (= a/3 + /Sy + 7a), &c. respectively ; the positive terms are

(12 + 23 + 31) + (23 + 34 + 42) + (34 + 45 + .53) + (45 + 51 + 14) + (51 + 12 + 25),

which aje

= 2 (12 + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51) + (24 + 41 + 13 + 35 + 52)

= 2.12345 + 241.53;

and the negative terms, taken positively, are

(24 + 41 + 12) + (41 + 13 + 34) + (13 + 35 + 51) + (35 + 52 + 23) + (52 + 24 + 45),

which are

= (12 + 23 + 34 + 45 + 51) + 2 (24 + 41 + 13 + 35 + 52)

= 12345 + 2.24135;

80 that the difference, or coeflBcient of xy^, is

= 12345 - 24135,

which is = ^.

And for y, 123, &c. denote respectively — 123 (= — a/37), &c., so that the coefficient

of y is =
"x^.

30. The cubic function is therefore = <l>xy- — x'f \ and dividing by 3/-, we have

^ = -^{^x-xy).

4> is thus a fractional covariantive function, the leading coefficient whereof is ^, and

the equation for the determination of ^ is consequently that deduced from the

equation for ^, by replacing therein the seminvariants by the corresponding covariants.

The equation [denoting the covariants as in 141 and 143, A the quintic itself, &c.] is

A\

0,

- lOOil'5,

0, \^, 1)^ = 0,

+ 2000 A-" (eB" - iH)

- 800 AWb Vdisct.,^'Q,

AJ—25D'',

where the coeflficients are in regard to (x, y) of the orders 30, —, 22, — , 14, 10, 6

41—2
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respectively. The last coefficient [now given in the form AJ—2oIfi\ being of the

degree 6 in the coefficients (a, h, c, d, e, /), is not given in the Tables ; it is there-

fore merely indicated by (31, 33, S, 2), 6, %, @%b, y)', the leading coefficient 21 being of

course the last coefficient in the equation for
<f>,

to the standard form.

I refrain from at present entering into the consideration of the values of the

expressions «I>j^ + <I>j^5 + <I'3<I>„ &c.

Addition, Nov. 10, 1862. [Originally printed in a later memoir "On Tschimhausen's

Transformation " post, 275.]

I take the opportunity of remarking, with reference to [the foregoing] memoir,

that I recently discovered that the auxiliary equation there considered is in fact due

to Jacobi, who, in his paper, " Observatiunculse ad theoriam sequationum pertinentes,"

Crelle, t. Xlli. (1835), pp. 340—352, under the heading " Observatio de sequatione sexti

gradus ad quam aequationes quinti gradus I'evocaii possunt," gives the theory, and

observes that the equation is of the form

<f>^
+ (h<f>* + a,(f)- + tte = 32 Vn^,

and mentions that the value of a^ is easily found to be (I adapt his notation to the

denumerate form (a, b, c, d, e, f^v, 1)° = 0)

= 40ae-166d + 6c=

(this ought, however, to be divided by —2), but that the values of «4, a« "paullo

ampliores calculos poscunt."

The value of the coefficient in question is correctly obtained (page 270 of my
memoir [as printed in the Philosophical Transactions]) in the form

-C
+ 2 (- 16ae + 46d - c=)

+ 12 ae;

but the reduced value is given in two places (page 271) as equal to

— 32 ae, this should be — 20 ae,

+ 8db, „ + 8bd,

"~ o C', „ ^ o c

.

The last-mentioned correct value was used in obtaining the coefficient for the standard

form, which coefficient is given con-ectly, page 274. [The correction here indicated —20
in place of — 32, is made ante p. 318.]
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269.

A SEVENTH MEMOIR ON QUANTICS.

[From the Phiiosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

year 1861), pp. 277—292. Received February 28,—Read March 14, 1861.]

The present memoir relates chiefly to the theory of ternary cubics. Since the date

of my Third Memoir on Quantics, (144], M. Aronhold has published the continuation of

his researches on ternary cubics, in the memoir " Theorie der homogenen Functionen

dritten Grades von drei Veranderlichen," Crelle, t. Lv. pp. 97—191 (1858). He there

considers two derived contravariants, linear functions of the fundamental ones, and

which occupy therein the position which the fundamental contravariants PU, QU do

in my Third Memoir; in the notation of the present memoir these derived contra-

variants are

YU= 2T.PU-^S.QU,
ZU =-488'.PU+ T.QU;

and for the canonical form ar" + y^ + ^^ + Qlxyz, they acquire respectively the factor

(1 + %¥f, viz. in this case

Ff7'=(H-8P)M I (f + 'j' + H- 3 ^7;^},

^17 = (1 + SIJ {(1 + 2P) (f + ij» + H + 18 HvK]-

The derived contravariants have with the covariants U, HU, even a more intimate

connexion than have the contravariants PU, QU; and the advantage of the employment

of TU, ZU fully appears by M. Aronhold's memoir.

But the conclusion is, not that the contravariants PU, QU are to be rejected,

but that the system is to be completed by the addition thereto of two derived cova-

riants, linear functions of U, HU; these derived covariants, suggested to me by

M. Aronhold's memoir-, are in the present memoir called GU, DU; their values are

CU= -T.U+2iS.HU,
DU= 8S'. U- ST.HU:
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and for the canonical form a^ + y' + 2* + Qlxyz, they acquire respectively, not indeed

(1 + 8Z»)», but the simple power (1 + 8i'), as a factor, viz. in this case

Ci7=(H-8Z»){ (-H-4P)(a^ + y' + ^»)+ I9>lxyz],

DU=(1+ Hl>) {P ( 5 + 4/») (.T' + if + z') + S(l- 101") xyz]
;

it was in fact by means of this condition as to the factor (l+8i'), that the foregoing

expressions for GU, DU were obtained (').

The formula; of my Third Memoir and those of M. Aronhold are by this means

brought into harmony and made parts of a whole ; instead of the two intermediates

aU+e^HU, QaPU + ^QU,

in Tables G8 and 69 of my Third Memoir, or of the intermediates

aU+G^HU, -2aYU+20ZU,

of M. Aronhold's theory, we have the four intermediates

aU+G^HU, -2aYU+2^ZU, 2aCU-2^DU, GaPU+^QU.

in Tables 74, 75, 76, and 77 of the present memoir. These four Tables embrace the

former results, and the new ones which relate to the covariants CU, DU; and they are

what is most important in the present memoir. I have, however, excluded from the

Tables, and I do not in the memoir consider (otherwise than incidentally) the covariaut

of the sixth order %U, or the contravariant (reciprocant) FU.

I have given in the memoir a comparison of my notation with that of M. Aronhold.

A short part of the memoir relates to the binary cubic and the binary quartic, viz.

each of these quantics has a covariant of its own order, forming with it an intermediate

all + ^W, the covariants whereof contain quantics in (a, ^), the coefficients of which are

invariants of the original quantic. The formulae which relate to these cases are in fact

given in my Fifth Memoir, [156], but they are reproduced here in order to show the relations

between the quantics in (a, /9) contained in the formulae. As regards the binary quartic,

these results are required for the discussion of the like question in regard to the ternary

ciibic, viz. that of finding the relations between the different quantics in (a, yS) contained

in the formula? relating to the ternary cubic. Some of these relations have been

obtained by M. Hemiite in the memoir " Sur les formes cubiques k trois ind^termindes,"

(Liouville, t. iii. pp. 37—40 (1858), and in that " Sur la Rdsolution des Equations du

quatrifeme degi-6," Comptes Rendus, XLVi. p. 715 (1858), and by M. Aronhold in his

memoir already refen-ed to; and in particular I reproduce and demonstrate some of the

results in the last-mentioned memoir of M. Hermite. But the relations in question

are in the present memoir exhibited in a more complete and systematic form.

' M. Aronhold, in a letter dated Berlin, 17 June 1861, has pointed out to me that the covariants CU, DU
are in his notation Pg., Py, and that they belong to the forms called Conjugate Forms, § 27 of his memoir.

But the explicit development of the properties of these covariants is not on this acoonnt the less interesting.

Added 20 Sept. 18C1.—A.C.
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The paragraphs and Tables of the present memoir are numbered consecutively with

those of my former memoirs on Quantics.

231. For the binary cubic (a, b, c, d'^x, yy, if U be the cubic itself, HU the

Hessian, <^U the cubicovariant, and D the discriminant (see Fifth Memoir, Nos. 115, 118),

then

Covaiiant and other Tables, No. 71.

n(afr+/3*t/)= (oe-^ufu,

80 that the quantics in (a, ^) all of them depend on a^ — ,3=0.

232. For the binary quartic (a, 6, c, d, e^x, y)*, if U be the quai-tic itself, HU
the Hessian, 4>{7 the cubicovariant, /, J, the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant, and

D (= /' - 27J-) the discriminant (see Fifth Memoir, Nos. 128, 134), then

Table No. 72.

* icLU+ 6^HU) = (1, 0, - 9/, - .54/'^a, ^y^U,

H (aU + 60HU) = - 1^ ^^ (1, 0, - 9/, - oiJ^a, /3)'. U

+ ^ 3.(1, 0, -9/, -.54/5a, 0y.HU,

r iaU+6^HU)= (I, 18J, 37%, ^y,

J {aU+6^HU)= (J, P, 9IJ, -P + oiJ'Ja, ^y,

D (aU+G0HU) =('){!, 0, -187,-108/, 817^ 9727J, 2916/=5a, /3)'

D

= [(1, 0, -97, -54J'5a. /SfJ^D.

233. Writing for the moment

O = (1, 0, - 97, - o4Jja, 0y,

then the Hessian, cubicovariant, and discriminant of this cubic function of (a, /3) are

respectively

HG = - S (7, 18J, 37%, I3y,

<DG = 54 (J, P, 9IJ, -P + oiP\a, ^y,

UG= -lOBD;

so that the covariants of the intermediate all +QI3HU are all of them expressible by

means of the cubic function G.

' The coefficient 2916.7^ is in the Fifth Memoir erroneously given as - 2916J'. [This correction should have

been made, vol. ii. p. 549.]
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It may be noticed that 6 is what the left-hand side of the equation

iiHuy-i/.HU.U' + JiP=-{<Puy

(see Fifth Memoir, No. 128) becomes on writing therein a, — 6y3, for U, HU respec-

tively, and throwing out the factor 4.

234. I take the opportunity of remarking \vith respect to a binary quartic

U=(a, b, c, d^x, yY, that the Hessian of the cubicovariant, to fix the numerical factor,

say -^ (9.= ^u.d,;"^u- {djd^ 4> uy], is

= PU'-S6J. U. HU+ 12 1 (HUy,
which is

= (lU - -^HUJ + ^(P- 27/=) (HUy
;

or if 7^ — 27/'' = 0, that is if the quartic has a pair of equal factors, the Hessian of

the cubicovariant is a perfect square.

235. Coming now to the ternary cubic U=(a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, l\x, y, zy, I

give in the first place the following comparison of my notation with that of

M. Aronhold.

Aronhold.

/
A/
8

T

R
Sf

Tf

J

H
F

Cayley.

U
-GHU
*S

- T

- R
GPU

-2QU
MS' H- T'

-2YU
2ZU

GU
DU

- FU
2(e„U-TU'+iSU.HU),

where the notations YU, ZU (to correspond to M. Aronhold's Pf, QJ) and the

notations GU, DU are first employed in the present memoir. I remark in regard to

Pf{= — 2YU), where, as already mentioned,

Ff7 = (1 + 8^0^ [I (^ + ^3 + ^) - ^r,^],
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that in my Memoir on Curves of the Third Order (Phil. Trans, t. CXLVII. (1857), see

p. 42Y), [146], I was led incidentally to the curve

and that I there gave the equation

:3T. PU-^S. QU= (1 + SIJ {I (^ + v'+^)- ^v^}-
But the curve

(1 + 21') (^ + 7)'+^) + IHl'^vi = 0,

which corresponds to (Q/=2ZU), does not occur in that memoir.

236. I remark, further, in regard to M. Aronhold's 0, H, that these are what

he calls " Zwischenformen," viz. they are covariants of the cubic and of the adjoint

linear form ^x + tjy + ^z, or as they might be termed Contracovariants. For the

canonical form (7=ar' + y + 2' + Glooyz, the value of ^© is

(yz - l^af, zx — Ihf, asy- Pz', Pyz - la?, Pzx - If; Pxy - lz%^, v, 0^

which is a form which occurs incidentally in my memoir last referred to (see p. 427).

The value of H in the same case is

(- 21 (1 + 2P) x'-6lyz,.,.,-(l + U') x'+2l{l + 2P) yz, . , .$f, v, 0^

which does not occur in that memoir. In my Third Memoir on Quantics I purposely

abstained from the consideration of any such forms.

237. My covariants &U and '€)^U involved unsymmetrically the cubic and its

Hessian, and it did not occur to me how a similar covariant, such as M. Aronhold's

1^, which involves the two functions symmetrically, was to be formed. Let (A, B, (J)

be the first derived functions, (a, b, c, f, g, h) the second derived functions of the cubic

U, and (A', B', C) the first derived functions, (a', 6', c', /', g', h') the second derived

functions of the Hessian HU, then disregarding numerical factors, we have

%U={hc -/^ ..,gh -af ,.. -^A', F. GJ,

%,U = (b'c -f\ ..,^h'-a'f,..1A,B,Gf,
and

^ = (he- + h'c - 2ff', . . ,
gh' + <fh- af -a'f,.. $^, B, C^A', B', C)

;

and considering E/" = as the equation of a curve of the third order, the equations

%U=0, f^,U=0, •^ = have the following significations, viz. ®U=0 is the locus of a

point, such that its second or line polar with respect to the Hessian touches its fii-st

or conic polar with respect to the cubic: &^U is the locus of a point such that its

second or line polar with respect to the cubic touches its first or conic polar with

respect to the Hessian: and i/r = is the locus of a point such that its second or

line polar with respect to the cubic, and its second or line polar with respect to the

Hessian are reciprocals (that is, each passes through the pole of the other of them)

with respect to the conic which is the envelope of a line cutting the first or conic

polar of the point with respect to the cubic, and the first or conic polar of the point

with respect to the Hessian, in two pairs of points which are harmonically related to

each other: such being in fact the immediate interpretation of the analytical formula.

But this in passing.

c. IV. 42
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238. The formulae (Tables 68 and 69 of my Third Memoir) for the discriminants

of the intermediates aU+G^HU and 6aFU+ 0QU respectively are

R( aU +6fiHU) = [(l, 0, -24,S,- Sf ,
- 48S» H^. ^YY R,

R{QaFU+ ^QU) =[(48S, 8T, -96S\ - 24TS, - T' - l6S'\a, ^yfR
In M. Hermite's paper in the Comptes Rendus, already referi'ed to, there are

given between these quantics in (a, /3) certain relations which (although less simple

than the relations that will afterwards be obtained) I now proceed to investigate.

Putting in the first formula a~- 8 = p, and in the second formula a -=- /3 = ^, we have

R(pU +6HU)=0, if (1, 0, -24/S, - HT , -48S^ '^^p, 1)^ = 0,

R(6dPU+ QU) = 0, if (4>8S, 8T, -96-SP, - 24^, -T'-US'^d, 1)^ = 0,

which equations in p, 6, are about to be considered in place of the quantics from

which they respectively arise.

239. It is convenient to write (*)

B=\^1^64,8'

(so that T'^A' + B' and, for the canonical form,

A = -4:l + U^ B = l + 8l*).

Making this change, and joining to the equation in p that derived from it by

writing q for p, and interchanging A, B, we have the three equations

(1, 0. -QA, -8T , - 3A' \p, ly = 0,

(1, 0,-65,-87' , -SB" ^q,iy = 0,

(12A, 8T, -QA\ -6TA, -T'-lA'\0, iy=0.

240. The signification of the equation in q is as follows, viz. if the quantic

U" =(#$«, y, zy

is transformed into the canonical form

X' + Y' + Z^ + 61XYZ

by means of the linear equations

(X, y, ^) = (A$Z, 7, Z),

" A is (Aronhold's and) Hermite's S, B is Hermite's Sj, and p, q, 8, A are Hermite's J, Sj, A, d: there is

a slight inaccuracy in three of his formulae, which should be

, 1 /^ S,=\ , 245^ , 24S--'

^=-HV^fj' «'=7T' ^=77«'

corresponding to formula in the present memoir.
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where A is a matrix, then using the same letter A to represent the determinant

formed out of this matrix, or determinant of substitution, we have

3

so that the equation in q is one that presents itself in the question of the reduction

of the cubic to its canonical form.

In fact the linear transformation gives

SA'=-l + l\

TA' = 1- 201' - 81',

and thence

(2^-64-S')A'^ = (l + 8Z»)',

which, writing B' in the place of 7^- — 64jSi', becomes

jS»A'= = (1 + 81% or

whence also

or, as this may be written.

BA* = 1 + 8Z» , or 8? = jBA* - 1,

STA" =8-20 (BA* - 1) - (BA* - 1)»

= 27-18 BA* -5»A»

81 54B 24r
A»- A^- A^-^^-^'

3
which, putting therein 5 = -r^ , becomes

(1, 0, -6B, -8T, -SB'^q, iy = 0,

the above-mentioned equation in q.

241. The relation between 6 and q is

^ A 2Aq

as may be verified without difficulty. That between and p is

as appears by the identical equation

(12^, 8T, -6A\ -6TA, - T^ - ^A'^Kp + ^), ly

= ~ (SA, 8T, -UA", -72TA, -4:(iA'-6iT', -72TA-, -12A*, 8TA', SA'^^^p, If
64p*^

= i(l. 0, -GA, -8T, -^A^\ih \y.{^A, 8T, QA\ 0, - A'\p, \)\
04p*

42—2
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where the second factor of the product on the right-hand side is

_£!(!, 0, -6^, -82', -3^=5-, ly.
A. p

The relation between p and q is then at once found to be

[269

2fi^

?
A~
A 2T'

P + — + T^ p A

or (since p, q and A, B may be simultaneously interchanged)

2A^

P
B

~ B 2T-
^^'q^ B

242. Let

then we have

the equations in p, q be represented

= p* - ^Ap-" - 8Tp -

by
<f>p

= 0,

-SA\

y!rq = respectively

;

and therefore

Wp-=lf-SAp -2T,
•

whence

Wp-=p*-SAp'-2Tp

: SAp' + 6Tp + SA^

and therefore

9-
2B^p 245^

~i^<t>'P <t>'p'

with a like formula for p, that is we have

n :

245^ 24^2
= —:

— r) = -.
—

which with the equation

6

<t>'P
' ^ t'3

-*("-?)

are the system of equations connecting 0, p, q.

243. As already remarked, we have to consider the two derived covariants

CU = -T.U+2iS .HU,

DU=8S'. U- 2T.HU,

and the two derived contravariants

7U= ST.PU-'iS.QU,

ZU =-48S'.PU+ T.QU,
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which for the canonical form a^ + i/^ + z^ + Qlxyz are as follows

:

Table No. 70 (addition to).

CU =(l + %l') [(- 1 + U^) {x' + y' + :^)+ ISl xi/z],

DU = i\+ B,¥) {P (.5 + iP) (a^ + ^ + 0^) + 3 (1 - 10^0 xyz],

YU = {\ + ^Pf[ l{^ + rf+t^) -S^Tjri

ZU =0- + spy [(1 + 2^0 (^ + rf + ^) + 18P^7,n-

244. We have conversely

SR. U=ST .CU + 24S.DU,

SR.HU=8S'.CU+ T.DU,

333

and

-'3R.PU= T .YU + iS.QU,

- 'iR.QU = 48<S> . YU + 3T.PU,

and also the following fomiulje, viz. if

2aCU-2^DU= a'U+60'HU;

then

which give, conversely,

a'= i-2Ta-16S'0,

/3'= 8Sa+ m

a=2^( Ta' + 168^0'),

and moreover, if

then

which give, conversely.

/3=^(-8Sa'- 2W);

- 2aYU+ 20ZU = Ga'PU + 0'QU,

a' = - ( Ttt+ IQS'0),

0= -(-SSa- 2m,

« =-^{-2Tu'-16S'-n

i8=-2^( 8Sa'+ W);

so that the relation between (a, 0) and (a', 0') in the present case is similar to that

between (a*, ff) and (a, /3) in the former case. It may be noticed that in all these

systems of linear equations, the determinant of transformation is a multiple of

64S»-2^(=ii).
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245. It will be convenient, before giving the Tables for the covariants of

aU+&^HU, laCU-WDU, QaPU + ^QU, 2aYU-WZU,

which replace Tables 68 and 69 of my Third Memoii-, to give the following separate

Table of the quantics in (a, /9) which enter into the expressions of the invariants in

Tables 68 and 69, and in these new Tables.

Table No. 73.

(1 , 0, - 24S , - 8T, - iSSf^oL, ^y,

(S, T, 245f, 4!T8, T" - 4>8S'\<x, ^)\

(T, 96S', 60ra, 202^, 2WTS', - iSl^S + 4-608S*, -ST' + olGTS'^a, /3)'.

(485, 87, -965f, -24^, -'P-WS^'^a, ^y.

T' +192S» ,'

128 TS",

18 T'S + 384 S* , 6tt, 0y,
I

T' + 64 7/8*,

oT^S' - 64 S» ,,

f -8T' + 4608 rS*,

1920 2^,Sf^ + 73728 S» ,

360 'PS + 38400 TS*
,

20 y + 8960 T^,S^

840 2^<S=+ 7680 r>S»,

36 T*S + 384 PS* + 24576 S',

IP - 4:0PS'+ 2560 TS', J

ia, ^y,

where the first part of the Table contains the quantics in (a, /3) which relate to the

forms all+Q^HU and 2aYV'-2^ZU, and the second part of the Table contains the

quantics in (a, /3) which relate to the forms 6aPU+ 0QU and - 2aGU+2fiDU.

The quantics in (a, y8) contained in the foregoing Table are in the sequel indicated

by means of their leading coefficients ; aa thus,

(1, 0, - 24S, . .5a, /3y, {S, T, . .\a, 0y, (T' + 192S>, . .^a, ^y, &c.

246. It is easy to see what transformations must be performed on the results in

Tables 68 and 69, in order to obtain the new Tables. Thus, in the formation of Table

74, Table 68 gives aU+Q^HU and H{aU+6^HV), and from these C(aU+6^HU),
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DiaU+Q^HLP) have to be found: the same Table gives also P(aU+60HU),

Q (aU+ Q^H LT), but the expressions of these quantities YU, ZU have to be intro-

duced in the place of PU, QU; and from the expressions so transformed are deduced

also the expressions for Y{aU+6l3HU), Z{aU+QkHU). Table 75 is to be deduced

from Table 69 by writing therein (a, ^'), for (a, /3), and then putting Qa'PU+^'QU
— ^lYU—IBZU, which, as is seen above, gives a', /8' as functions of a, /9 and of the

invariants S and T; but in some of the formulse YU, ZU, have to be introduced in

the place of PU, QU. And so for the Tables 76 and 77. The actual effectuation of

the transformations would, it is almost needless to remark, be very laborious, but the

forais of the results are easily foreseen, and the results can then be verified by means

of one or two coefficients only. The new Tables are

Table No. 74.

R(aU+ G^HU) = E X [(1 , 0, - 24S, . . ^a, ^yj,

S (aU+ 6^HU) = (8, T ,..^a, ^)\

T(aU+GBHU)= [{T, 96S' ,..\a, yS)]«.

{.

{.

(aU+6^HU)=- aU+6^HU,

HiaU+6^HU) = -^x f d^(l, 0, -2iS, . .^a, ^y . U

t - ea. (1, 0, - 24S, . . \a, 0y . hu,

C {aU+6BHU) = (1, 0, - 24S, . . ^a, ^y x

d,{S. T,..\a, ^y.U

-6d,(S, T,..^a, ^y.HU,

D (ttU+ 60HU) = Jj (1, 0, - 24S, . . \a, 0y x

d^{T, 966^..'5a, ^y.U

PiaU+ 6mU) = -^^.{ MS,T,..t^,fiy.YU
^^ \+d^{s, T,..\oi, ^y.zu,

Q (.U+6^HU)==' X f ^''<^' ''''• ^«' ^y- ^^
^^ \ + a. (T, 9QS\ . . \a, /3)' . ZU,

Y{aU + (5^HU)= [(1, 0, - 24fif, . . "ga, /3/j^ x

i-2aYU+2BZU),

Z(aU+ 6^HU) = i [(1, 0, - 24S, . . ^oi, m' x

f
d^(l,O,-2iS,..'$,a,0y.YU

\+dAho, -2is,..\a, ^y.zu.
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No. 75.

R (- 2aYU + 2^ZU) = - 4096if x [(S, T, . . \a, /3)«]^

S (- 2aFf/'+ 2^ZU)= - i? x (1, 0, - 24^, . . "^a, /9y,

T (- 2a Ff/" + 2I3ZU) = - 8i2^ x (r, 965^^ . . Ja, ^y.

-2aYU+ 20ZU = -2aYU+20ZU;

H(-2aYU+2^ZV) = - | jR x

C (- 2aFf7+ 20ZU) = -l6R'{S, T, . . l[a, ^y x

1+ a.(s, T,..l^a, ^/.ztr,

f
d,{l,0,-2iS,..'S_a,^y.YU

\+ 8.(1, 0, - 24<Sf, . . l^a, ^y.ZU

D (- 2aFf^ + 2^ZU) = -S^R>{S, T, . . \a, /3)* x

P(-2aYU+20ZU):=

Q (-2aYU+2^ZU)=^

Y{-2aYU+2^ZU) =

+ dAT, 9&S\..\a, ^y.ZU,

ilR'xf S^(l, 0, -24S, ..l^a, ySy. U

\ - 63. (1,0,- 24S, . . 5a, 0y . HU,

-
f R' X

f
d^ {T, 968", . . \a, /3)«. U

\ - 69. {T, 96S^ . . \<i, ^y . HU,

256R''[(S, r, ..l^a, /8)*p x

(aiZ + e/Sfi"?/),

Z (- 2aFCr+ 2^ZU) = - 7,\2RJ{{S, T, . . \a, 0yY x

f
a,(Sf, r.-.i^a, /sy. cr

\-6a.(s, T, . .\a, ^y . HU.
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No. 76.

R {2aCU- 20DU) = - 4096jR* x [(T" + 192S' , . . ^a, ^yf,

S {2aGU- 2i3DU)= - Br x (48S, 8T ,.. 3^a, /Sy,

T (2aCU- 2^DU) = -8R'x (- 87" + 4608^^ . . ^a, ^f.

2aCU -20DU =

Hi2aGU-2l3DU} =

C {2a.CU-2BDJT) =

D(2aCU-2BDU) =

P(2(xCU-2BDU) =

Q{2aCU-2BDU) =

2aCU-2fiDU,

'1.
d^{T'JrlQ2S\..\a, ^y.CU

- 1GR'(T'+192S', . . ^a, /3)* x

K j d^(*8S, 8T ,..\cL, ^y.GU

1+3.(485;, sr ,..5a, ^y.DU,

Si^&{T'+192S' ,..^a, ^yx

d^ (- 8T' + 460875', . . '^a, ^f . GU

+ a. (- 82" + 4608T>S», . . \a, /3)» . D U,

iR

{

:j Gdpi'iSS, 8T,..\a, ^y.PU

1- 3.(-82^ + .

fiJ X
f

69^ {-8T' + 4608T,SP, . . ^a, ^y.PU

-4608T/S», ..3[a, ^f.QU,

Y(2aCU- 2BDU) = 216E' [(2^ + 1925^, . . \a, /3)*P x

(6oiPU+/3QU),

Z {2aGU - 20DU) = - 512R' [(2^ + 192S», . . \a, ffy]' x

6dp ( T' + 192S\ . . "^a, ^y.PU

.- d,(T''+l92S\..^a, /3y.QU.{.

C. IV. 43
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No. 77.

R (6aPU+^QU) = R'x [(48&', 8T ,..^a, y3)«]',

S (GaPU + ^QU) = (2^ + 1925' . . . l^a, ffy,

T (6aPU+^QlT)= (- 8r> + 4608^S^ . . "ga, /S)".

6aPU + ^QU)= GaPU + ^QU,

H(6aPU+^QU) = -i^x j Gd^iiHS, 8T,..'$_<z, ^y.PU

[- a.(48S, 8T,..J_a, ^y.QU.

G (6aPU + ^QU)= - (48/Sf, ST, . . ^^a, /Sy x

1-69^(2^+ 192S*, . . "5a, ^8)* . PU
\ - 8, (T^ + 192S=, . . 5a, ^8/ . QU,

D (6aPU + ^QU)= ^ (48;S, 8T, . . l[a, yS^ x

• d, (- 82^ + 4608r,S^ . . Ja, y8)« . Q U,

1
^ f

a,(r^ + i92ss..i[a, /sy.ocr

^y.DU,

Y i6<iPU+ /3Q fT) = - i^ • [(48-Sf, 87, . . \a, yS/p x

(-2aCU+2^DU),

Z (GaPU + ^QV)= -{R [i4>8S, 8T, . . %a, 0yy x

3^(48^, 8T,..\a, ^y.CU

+ S.(48;S, 82', ..3^a, ^y.DU.{.
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247. It will be noticed how Tables 74 and 75 form a system involving only

the quantics in (a, /3) contained in the first part of Table 73, and how, in like

manner. Tables 76 and 77 form a system involving only the quantics in (a, /8) con-

tained in the second part of Table 73 ; and, moreover, how in each pair of Tables

the covariants, &c. correspond to each other as follows, viz.

R, S, T, I, H, C, D, P, Q, Y, Z to

S, R, T, Y, P, Z, Q, H, D,l, C.

Thus in Table 74,—the formula for H{aU +6^HV),

and in Table 75,—the formula for P(2aFfr-2/8Z[0.

each of them involve the same factor

{- 6d^il, 0,-2^S,..\a, ^y.HU,

and so in all the other cases.

248. The quantics in (a, /3) in each part of the foregoing Table 73 are

covariantively connected together. In fact, considering the function (1, 0, — 24'>Si, . . "^a, ;S)*,

which for shortness I call G, we have

G= (l; 0, -24fif,..$a, ^y,

IG= 0,

JG= 4(64,S»-2^) = 4E,

DG= (IGy -27(JGy = -^22R\

HG^-^{S,T,.. \oi,^y,

^G= 2 (T, 968", . . "^a, /3)».

The last-mentioned formulae, by the aid of Table 72, give rise to the following more

general system in which they are themselves included.

Table No. 78.

XG + GfiHG = \G + 6,iHG,

H{\G + &liHG)= mfj?G + \'HG,

<P {\G + 6fiHG) = (V - 216Rix') 2 (T, mS\ ...\a, ^y.

I (\G + b^^HG) = 72iev,

J (\G + 6fiHG) = 4:R (y + 216Rfi').

D {\G + GfiHG) = - iS2R' (V - 2lGR^L'y.

43—2
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The expression for H(\G + 6fiHG), putting therein \ — 0, shows that, to a numerical

factor pris, H . HO is equal to G, and hence, disregarding numerical factors, we may
say that each of the quartics (1, 0, 24S, . . \a, /3)*, {S, T, . . \a, /3)S is the Hessian of

the other of them, and that the sextic {T, 9G/Sr, . . "^a, /3)' is the cubicovariant of

each of them.

249. Similarly, if the function (4i8S, ST, . . ^a, yS)* is for shortness called 0, then

we have

IG = 0,

JG = i (645» - T'Y = 4i?,

D(? = (lOy - 27 (JOy = - 4S2R\

HG = -^{T^ + 192,SP, . . \a, 0)*,

^G = -2(- 8T-> + 4608rS^, . . 3j;a, /3y.

The last-mentioned formulae, by the aid of the same Table 72, give rise to the more

general system in which they are themselves included.

Table No. 79.

\G + 6fiHG = \G + 6tJ,HG,

H{\G + 6fiHG)= 36R'/j?G + \'HG,

^(\G + 6/iHG) = (\» - 2 16^V) X - 2 (- ST^ + 46087^, . . 5a, /9)«,

I (\G+ 6fiHG)= 72i?V.

J (XG + 6fJiHG) = 4if (V + 21 6i?/i»),

D (\G + 6fiHG) = - 432iJ^ (\' - 216iev»)'-

The expression for H (\G + GfiHG), putting therein \ = 0, shows that, to a numerical

factor pres, U . HG is equal to G\ so that, disregaixling numerical factors, we may say

that each of the quartics (48S, T, . .\a, ^)\ {T^-\-lQ2S', . .\a, /3)«, is the Hessian of

the other of them, and that the sextic (— 8T' + 46087/8', . . \aL, yS)' is the cubicovariant

of each of them.

2.50. But besides this, the quantics in (a, ;9) in the two parts of the Table 73

are linearly connected together: the linear relations in question are in fact the

equations whereon depend the expressions for the invariants in Tables 76 and 77 as

deduced from those in Tables 74 and 75 ; and in the order of proof, they precede

the formulae in these four Tables. The linear relations are
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(1, 0, - as, . .

(S, T,

.

.

{T, 9&S^,

.

.

Table No. 80.

'^-2Ta-lQS'0, 8S<x+ Tj3y =

\-2Ta-16S'^, 8Sa+ 7/3^ =

'^-2Ta-l6>90, 8Sa+ T^f =

-16E (r+i925f»,.. \i, &y,

R'i'iSS, 8T,.. \a, 0y,

- 8ii- (- ST" + iQ08TS', . . \a, /3)«.

(48,8, 8T,.. 1 Ta + 1QS% - 8Sa - 2T/3)^ = - 16R' (S, T, .

.

\a, ^y,

(T' + 192S>, . . \ Ta + 16S*/8, - 8Sa - 2Wy = - R' (1, 0, - 24,8, . . ^a, ^y,

(_ 873 + 4608r^', ..^ Ta + IQS'ff, - 8Sa - 27/3)" = - 8R (T, 96/8^, . . "$a, /9)'.

Hence, attending to the remarks on the Tables 78 and 79, we may say that the

qnartics

(1, 0, - 24,8, . . ^a, ^y,

(48S, T, . . \<x, ^y,

which belong to the two parts resjKctively of Table 73, and which are related, the

first of them to the discriminants of aU+6^HU and 2aYU—2^ZU, and the second

to the discriminants of QaPU + ^QU, —2aCU+2^DU, have these relations to each

other, viz. each is a lineai- transformation of the Hessian of the other of them, and

the cubicovariant of each is a lineai- transformation of the cubicovariant of the other.

I
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270.

ON THE DOUBLE TANGENTS OF A CURVE OF THE FOURTH
ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

year 1861), pp. 357—362. Received May 30,—Read June 20, 1861.]

The present memoir is intended to be supplementary to that " On the Double

Tangents of a Plane Curve {Phil. Tram., vol. CXLix. (1859), pp. 193—212) [260]." I

take the opportunity of correcting an error which I have there fallen into, and which

is rather a misleading one, viz. the emanants ?/,, U^, . . were numerically determined

in such manner as to become equal to U on putting {xi, y^, z,) equal to {x, y, z);

the numerical determination should have been (and in the latter part of the memoir

is assumed to be) such as to render Hi, H^, &c. equal to H, on making the substitu-

tion in question; that is, in the place of the formulae

Ui =

u.=
1

n (n — 1)

;
{^i^x + y^y + zA) U,

(a\dic + yid,j + 2id^)-U, &c..

there ought to have been

(n-2)

(n-2)(«-3)

(^A + yAj + zfii) U,

(^A + y^y + z^^ U, &C.

[this error is corrected ante p. 189].

The points of contact of the double tangents of the curve of the fourth order

or quartic U = 0, are given as the intersections of the curve with a curve of the

fourteenth order IT = ; the last-mentioned curve is not absolutely determinate, since

instead of 11 = 0, we may, it is clear, write 11 + MU = 0, where M is an arbitrary
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function of the tenth order. I have in the memoir spoken of Hesse's original form

(say III = 0) of the curve of the fourteenth order obtained by him in 18-50, and of

his transformed form (say 112 = 0) obtained in 1856. The method in the memoir itself

(Mr Salmon's method) gives, in the case in question of a quartic curve, a third form,

say 1X3=0. It appears by his paper "On the Determination of the Points of Contact

of Double Tangents to an Algebraic Curve (Quart. Math. Journ. vol. iii. p. 317

(1859))," that Mr Salmon has verified by algebraic transformations the equivalence

of the last-mentioned form with those of Hesse ; but the process is not given. The

object of the present memoir is to demonstrate the equivalence in question, viz.

that of the equation Hj = with the one or other of the equations H, = 0, 11., = 0,

in virtue of the equation U=0. The transformation depends, 1st, on a theorem used

by Hesse for the deduction of his second form Ha = from the original form Hi = 0,

which theorem Ls given in his paper " Transformation der Gleichung der Curven

14ten Grades welche eine gegebene Curve 4ten Grades in den Beriihrungspuncten

ihrer Doppeltangenten schneiden," Crelle, t. Lii. pp. 97—103 (1856), containing the

transformation in question ; I prove this theorem in a different and (as it appears

to me) more simple manner; 2nd, on a theorem relating to a cubic curve proved

incidentally in my memoir "On the Conic of Five-pointic Contact at any point of

a Plane Curve (Phil. Trans., vol. CXLix. (1859), see p. 385 [261])," the cubic curve

being in the present case any first emanent of the given quartic curve : the demon-

stration occupies only a single para^aph, and it is here reproduced; and I reproduce

also Hesse's demonstration of the equivalence of the two forms H, = and II.2 = 0.

Let ^7"= (•][«, y, zf be a quartic function of {x, y, z); (a, b, c, /, g, h) its second

differential coefficients
;

(A, B, c, F, G, h) the reciprocal system

(6c -/^ ca - gr, ah - h\ gh - of, hf- bg, fg - ch)
;

and let H be the Hessian of U, or determinant ahc — af — bg'— civ' + 2fgh (H is

of course a sextic function of x, y, z)
;

(a', b', c', /', g', h') the second differential

coefficients of H; (a', b', c', f', g', h') the reciprocal system

(iV -/". cV - ^», a'b' - h'\ ^h' - a'f, h'f - 6y , fcf - c'h').

Then U=0 being the equation of a quartic curve, the equation of the curve of

the fourteenth order which by its intersections determines the points of contact of the

double tangents of the quartic curve, may be taken to be (Hesse's original form)

n,= (A, B, C, F, O, H^d^H, dyH, d,ir)'-SH(A, B, C, F, G, H^^, d,j, d.YH= (').

Or it may be taken to be (Hesse's transformed form)

n, = 5(A, B, c, F, G. a^d^H, dyH, a,iO'-3(A', B', c', F', o', K'^^d^U, dyU, d,uy = Q.

And moreover, if Ui=\ {xfij^ + yfiy 4- ^A) U, and if H^ be the Hessian of U^ , and

{a", h", c", f", gf', h") the second differential coefficients of H — 3Hi, where in the

differentiations (x^, y„ ^,) are treated as constants but after the differentiations are

' In quoting this formnla in my former memoir, the numerical factor 3 is by mistake omitted. [This cor-

rection should have been made ante p. 187.]
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effected they are replaced by {x, y, z), and if (a", b", c", f", o", h") be the reciprocal

system

(h"c"-f"\ c"a"-g"\ a"h"-h"\ (/'h"-a"f", h"f" -h'Y, ff -c"h"),

then the equations of the curve of the fourteenth order may be taken to be (Salmon's

form)

n, = (A", B", c", F", G", n"^d,U, dyU, d,U)' = 0.

I have preferred to write the three equations in the foregoing forms; but it is clear

that the terms \

(A, B, C, F, G, H$a^, dy, d.fH ;
(A', B', C', F', G', H"$d^. dy, 9,)' U

might also have been written

(A, B, c, f, g, H$a', 6', c', 2/', 2g', 2h'); (a', b', c', f', g'. H'$a, b, c, 2/ 2g, 2h).

As already noticed, it has been shown by Hesse (and his demonstration is to be here

reproduced) that the two forms ni = and 112 = are equivalent to each other. And
the object of the memoir is to show that the thiixl form lis = is equivalent to the

other two. The equivalences in question subsist in virtue of the equation U=0, that

is, the functions 11,, IIj, IIj are not identical, but differ from each other by multiples

of U.

Demonstration of Hesse's Theorem.

Let (a, b, c, f, g, h), (a', b', c', f, g', K) be any systems of coeflficients of a ternary

quadratic function; (A, B, c, F, G, h), (a', b', c', f', g', h') the reciprocal systems as

above, {x, y, z) arbitrary quantities. Consider the fuuctiou

D =(a, b, c, f, g, /»$«, y, ^)^(A', b', c', f', g', H']J^a, b, c, 2/ 2g, 2h)

— (a', b', c', f', g', H'Jaa; + hy + gz, hx + by \-fz, gx +fy + c^)'.

The term involving A' is

a {a, b, c,f, g, h\x, y, zy -{ax + hy + gzf,

which is

= (at - A') y» + (ac - g') z'+2 (af- gh) yz,

= Cy^ + Bz'' - 2Fyz
;

and the term involving 2F' is

/(a, b, c, f, g, hjx, y, zy-{hx + by+fz)(gx+/y + cz),

which is

= (a/-gh) a? + {p- be) yz + {fg - ch) zx + {hf- bg) xy,

= -Fa?-Ayz + Hz.T + Oxy;
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and the entire expression for D is thus

A'(Cy' +Bz'-2Fyz)

+ R (Az' + Co? - 2Gzx)

+ C (Ba~'+Af-2Hxy)

+ 2F (- Fa? - Ayz + Ezx + Qxy)

+ 2G' (- Of - Bzx + Fxy + Hyz)

+ 2H' (- Hz^ - Cxy + Oyz + Fzx)
;

or, what is the same thing,

U={BC +BG- 2FF', CA' + C'A - 2GG', AB' + A'B - 2HH',

GH' + G'H-AF- A'F, HF + HF- BG' - B'G, FG' +FG- CH' - G'H\x, y, z)\

which is really the fundamental theorem. It is however used as follows ; viz. the

right-hand side being symmetrical in regard to the two systems

(a, h, c, f, g, h), (a, b', c', f, g', h'),

the left-hand side, which is not in form symmetrical as regards the two systems, must

be so in reality; or if D' is what D becomes by interchanging the two systems,

then D' = D ; or substituting for Q and D' their values, we have

(a, 6, c, / g, hjx, y, zf-ix', b', c', f', g', H'$a, b, c, 2/ 2g, 2h)

-(a', b', c', f', g', B''$ax + hy + gz, Jix + by+fz, gx+fy + czf

= (a', b', c'.f, g'. h'\x, y, zY.{k, B. c, F, a, nja', 6', c', 2/', 2^, 2h')

- (A, B, C, F, G, &\a'x + h'y + ^z, h'x + b'y +f'z, ^x +f'y + c'zf,

which is Hesse's theorem.

If in particular (a, 6, c, /, g, h) are the second differential coefficients of a function

u = {*^x, y, zY, and (a', b', c', f, g, h') the second differential coefficients of a function

u' ={*\x, y, zY, then the equation becomes

p(p-i)m.(a', b', c', f', g', H'$a„ ay, a^)=w-(p -i)Ha', b', c', f', g', h'p^m, s^m, a^wy

= y(p'-l)M'.(A, B, C, F, G, H^a,, "by, a^)" m' - (p' - 1)'(A , B, C, F, G, HJ^a^w', byU , d^uj;

and if for u, v! we take the quartic function f7 and the sextic function H, its

Hessian, we have

121/'. (A', B', (f, F', o', H'$a^, by, d,fU- 9 (A', B', c', f', G, n'^d^U, dyU, d,U)'

= 30Zr.(A, B, c, F, G, H$a^, dy, d,yH~25{A, b, c, f, g, Hja^iT, dyH, d,H)';

and if in this identical equation we write U=0, then from the resulting equation and

the equation

Ui = — 3H{&, B, c, f, g, n'^dx, dy, dzfH + iA, b, c, f, g, n^^H, dyH, diHy

C. IV. 44
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we may eliminate any one of the three terms

(A', B', C', F', G'. U'\d,U,dyU , d,U)\

H .{k, B, c, ¥, o, n\d^ , dy d^fH,

(A, B, c, F, G, li\?lxH, dyH, diHf\

and in particular if the second term be eliminated, we obtain the equation

n,=5(A, B, c, F, G, w^d^H, dyH, d.Hf-siA', B', c', F', o', n'^d^u, dyU, d^uy,

and the equivalence of the two forms IIi = and IIj = is thus established.

But Hesse's theorem leads also to the demonstration of the equivalence of the

third form Ila = 0. To use it for this purpose, I remark that if (a", b", c", /", g", h")

are the second differential coefficients of H — SH^, where after the differentiations (xi, y^, z^

are to be replaced by {x, y, z), then the theorem gives

uu.iA", B", c", F", G", H"$a^, dy, d,y u-9(x", b", c", f", g", n"-^d^u, dyU, d,uy

= (a", h", c",f", g", h"\x, y, z)K{x, B, c, F, G, H$a„ dy, d,y(H-3H,)

-(A, B, c, F, G, n'^a"x + h"y+g"z, h"x + b"y+f"z, g"x+/"y + &'zy.

But on putting (x, y, z) for (aij, y^, Zi) we have (since if is a homogeneous function

of the order 6, and H^ before the change is a homogeneous function of the order 3 in

(x, y, 2:)) a"x + h"y + g"z = 5dxH— Z.2dxHi = 5dxH— Sd^H (since, on making the substitution,

H, = H, but dxH^ = ^dxH) = 2dxH ; and thus

{a"x + h"y + g"z, h"x + b"y+f"z, g"x+f"y + c"z) = (2dxH, 2dyH, 2dxH);

and similarly, on making the substitution,

{a", b", c",/", f, h"\x, y, zy = 6.5H-S.S.2H, = {30-18)H=12H.

Hence writing therein U=0, the foregoing equation becomes

-9(x",B", c", F", G", H"-$jd^u,dyU,d,ny

= 12H.{A, B, c, F, G, R$dx , dy , d,y(H-3H,)

-4 (a, b, c, f, g, B^^dxU, dyU, diJiy,

which may also be written

-9 (A", B", c", F", g", u"\dxU, dyU, d,uy

= 12H.(a, b, c, f, g, Hja^: , dy , d,yH

-S6H.(A, b. c, f, g, H$a^ , dy , d^yHi

- 4 (A, b, c, f, g, a'^dxU, dyU, d^Uy,

where (a;,, y^, z^) are ultimately to be replaced by (x, y, z). The second line in fact

vanishes, which I show as follows

:
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Demonstration of my Theorem for a Cubic Curve.

Let U=(^*\x, y, zf be a cubic function; it may by a linear transformation of the

coordinates be reduced to the canonical form a? \- -^ -\- !? -Y Glxys, and we then have

(A, B, c, F, G, B.Jdx, dy, difH^G'

= (yz -faf).-6l^x

+ (zx -lY).-6l^y

+ {xy -l^z^j.-GPz

+ 2{Pyz-laf).(l+2l')x

+ 2(l''zx-lf).(l +2P)y

+ 2(l^xy-lz').(l + 2l')z

- -ISVxyz +QI* {a:? + y^-\-z^)

+ Gf (1 + 2f) xyz -2l{\+ 21') (a^ + f + ^)

= (- 1 21- + 121') xyz + (-21 + 21*) (a^ + y' + z')

= 2{-l + l*)(ofi+y' + 2'+6lxyz);

or since —l + l* is equal to the quartinvariant S, and the equation is an invariantive

one, we have for any cubic function whatever

(A, B, c, F, G, H$3^, dy, d^yH^6' = 28. U,

which is the theorem in question. There is a difference of notation, and consequently

a dififerent numerical factor, in the theorem as stated in the memoir on the conic of

five-pointic contact, referred to above.

If, as above, IT" is a quartic function {*\x, y, z)*, and Ui = ^{x$x + y^y + z^:d^'

then Ui is a cubic function, and we have

(A„ B,, C„ F„ G., U,\d^, dy, d,yH,^& = 2S,.U„

where it is to be noticed that 8^ denotes a quartic function in the coeflScients of U^,

and consequently a quartic function in {x^, 3/,, z^, the coefficients being quartic

functions of the coefficients of U. On wiiting {x, y, z) in the place of {x^, y^, z^), S^

becomes a quartic function of {x, y, z), which is in fact a quarticovariant quartic of U.

If in the foregoing equation we write {x, y, z) in the place of (a;,, y,, z^, then

t7i becomes equal to 2f/'; and consequently, if U = 0, the right-hand side of the equation

vanishes. Moreover (o,, b,, c,, /,, ffi, Ai)(the second differential coefficients of ?7,) become

44—2
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equal to (a, b, c, /, g, h), and consequently the coefficients (Aj, Bj, c,, f,, g,, Hj) become

equal to (a, b, c, f, g, h). Hence, assuming always that U = 0, the equation becomes

(A, B, c, F, G, n^dx, dy, d^yH^ = 0,

where after the differentiations (a^, yi, Zi) are replaced by (x, y, z). This is the form

which is required for the present purpose.

Returning to the foregoing expression of - 9 (a", b", c", f", g", u"\dxU, dyU, dtUy,

this now becomes

-on, = -9 (A", B", c", F", Q", R"'$d^U, dyU, d,Uf

= 4{3Jy.(A, B, c, F, G, H$8«, dy, d,yH-(A, B, c, F, G, n$d^U, dyU, d^Uf},

so that the equation Ila = gives

n, = (A, B, c, F, G, u^d^U, dyU, diUy-3H.(A, B, c, F, G, H$S^, dy, a^)»if = 0.

and the equivalence of the equations II, = and II3 = is thus established.
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271.

SUR L'INVARIANT LE PLUS SIMPLE D'UNE FONCTION QUAD-
RATIQUE BI-TERNAIRE, ET SUR LE RESULTANT DE TROIS

FONCTIONS QUADRATIQUES TERNAIRES.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LVli. (1860),

pp. 139—148.]

M. Sylvester a trouv^ depuis longtemps, pour le resultant des trois fonctions quad-

ratiques temaires

(a , b , c , f , g , h ) (x, y, zf,

(a', y, c',f',g',h'){x, y, zf,

(a", h'\ c", f", g", h") {X, y, zf,

une expression remarquable

12i2 = 160,„-(7,«,

oil C],, C, representent des fonctions donndes des coefficients qui sont non seulement

des invariants mais aussi des combinants des trois fonctions quadratiques (Voir le

m^moire de M. Sylvester, " On the Calculus of forms otherwise the theory of Invariants,"

§ VII. Camb. et Dub. Math. Joum., t. viii. pp. 256—269 annde 1853, Equation (A.),

p. 267). Pour expliquer la formation de la fonction C^, il convient de considerer la

fonction quadratique bi-temaire

U= { a , b , c , f , 9 .
h )(^, y, ^ni V. ?y

a' , b' , c' ,
/'. 9' .

h'

a", b", c"

,

/"> 9". h"

A, B
,

c

,

F, G , H
A', B', c. F

,
0', H'

A", B", C", F', G", H"
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cette notation repr«^ntant la fonction

(a ,b,c ,f,g , h )(x, y, zf.^

+ (a' , b'. c' ,f',g' ,h' ){x,y,zf.rf

+ (a", b", c",f",g", h" ){x,y,z)Kir

+ (A. B .C , F,G . H ){x,y, zy.2v^

+ (A'. F, C,F,0', H'){x, y, zf.^^

+ {A", R'. C", F", G", H") (x, y, zf . 2^r,>

ou, ce qui est la meme chose,

(a a?+h y''-irc z^ +2f yz+2g zx+lh xy) ^^

+ (a' a^+b' y^ + c' ii^ + 2f'yz + 2g' zx + 2h' xy) tf

+ (a" a? + 6" y" + c'V + 2/ "yz + 2g"zx + 2h" xy) ^

+ {Aa^ + B y^ + C i^+2F yz + 20 zx + 2H xy)2r}^

+ (^V + fi' y» + C a'' + 2F' yz + 20' zx + 2H'xy) 2^^

+ (A"a^ + ffy + C'z^ + 2F'yz + 2G"zx + 2E"xy) 2^-q.

Soit 123 le determinant

''its' '^Vi'

et 1'2'3' le determinant

9f.' ^1.. 9fi,

9f.' \.' Sf3

et soient [/i, TJ^, U^ ce que devient U lorsqu'on y ^crit a;,, y,, ^i, fj, »7i, i^i; x^, y„, z^,

^2. %) fs; «3, 2/3) 2s, ^3, '73. ^3 au lieu de x, y, z, f, 17, 2f; on a alors cet invariant (ana-

logue k l'invariant quadratique d'une fonction binaire d'ordre pair), savoir:

^^\2^ .V2'r U,UJ7,

oil comme a I'ordinaire les valeurs x, y, z, f, tj, f sont retablies apr^s les differentiations

au lieu de a;,, 2/1, 21, ?i, 171, ?i, etc.

Je reprdsente cet invariant par

a , b , c , f , g , h

a' , b' , c'
,

/', g'
, K

a", h" , c"

,

f", g" , h"

A , B , C

,

F
, G , H

A' , B', C, F', G' , H'

yA", B", C", F", G", H"
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on voit sans peine que l'invariant pent etre d^veloppe, et qu'alors il prend la forme

'a, b, c,f,g,h'
a', b'. c', /', g', h' -

.a", b", c", f", g", h"
,

oil le premier terme

denote la fonction

a, b ,

A, B,

A, B,

c,

C,

G.

f. 9. h ^

G,

G, H

'a, h', c', /', g', h'

-- A', F, C, F, G', H'

.A', B', C, F, G', H' )

a", b", c", f", g", h"
'

A", B", G", F', G", H" •

[A", B", G", F', G", H")

'A , B
,

G

,

F , G , H^
+ 2^ A'

,

B', G', F, G', IT

^A", B", C", F", G", H",

a , b , c , f , g , h ^

a', b\ c', f, g', h'

Ka", b", c", f", g", h" )

ab'c" + ab"c' + a'b"c + a'bc" + a"bc' + a"b'c

-2af'f"-^ci'fy-2a"f/'

-%g'g" -2b'g"g-2b"gg'

- 2ch'h" - 2c'h"h - 2c"hh'

+ 2fg'h" + 2fg"h' + 2f'g"h + 2f'gh" + 2f"gh' + 2rg'h

et de mSme pour las autres termes. L'invariant contient les termes

ab'c" + 2AEG" + 2fg'h" + ^FG'H"

- 2a/'/" - 2aBG + 2aF^

- \AFF" + 4:fAF- i/GH,
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et on d^uit de \k son expression complete en y dcrivant

ab'c" + ctb"c' + a'b"c + a'bc" + a"bc' + a"b'c

au lien de ab'c";

of7" + «'/"/+ O'"//' + ¥9" + b'9"9 + c"g(/' + ch'h" + ch"h + c"hh'

au lieu de af'f", et ainsi de suite ; la somme des coefficients est 6+2.6 + 2.6 + 4.6

+ 2.9 + 2.9 + 2.9 + 4.9 + 4.9 + 4.9 = 216, ce qui est exacte, car il n'y a pas de

X 3 #3

termes qui se d^truisent, et dans I'expression 5^123 1'2'3 fTiCTjf/,, le nombre des termes

qui composent le produit des deux determinants cairds est 36 x 36 = 1296, chacun de

ces termes est multipli^ par le facteur 8 x 8 = 64 introduit par la dififdrentiation, et

Ton a

^x 64x1296 = 216.
oo4

L'invariant qui vient d'etre donn^ est lie avee l'invariant T de M. Aronhold (lequel

se rapporte k une fonction temaire cubique). C'est pour cela que je le d&igne par la

meme lettre T, et pour fixer sa valeur j'^cris

2^= a6'c"+ etc.

Cela posd, je forme les deux combinants (7, et C^ de la manifere suivante.

Combinant du sixihme ordre Cg. Soient U, V, W les trois fonctions quadratiques

ternaires ; consid^rez la fonction syzygdtique \U+fj,V+vW, oil \, /*, v sont des quantit^s

arbitraires ; formez avec les variables f, rj, f le reciprocant (') (multiplid par 2) de cette

fonction, le rdsultat sera de I'ordre 2 par rapport aux coefficients de U, V, W, de

I'ordre 2 par rapport h \, n, v, et de I'ordre 2 par rapport ^ |, »?, ?; c. ^ d. ce

rdsultat sera une fonction quadratique bi-temaire de \, fi, v et f, 17, f dont l'invariant

2T (lequel sera par consequent de I'ordre 6 par rapport aux coefficients de U, V, W)
est le combinant Ce qu'il s'agissait de trouver.

Combinant du dovzieme ordre C^. Consid^rez comme auparavant la fonction syzygd-

tique \U + fjiV + vW, formez le discriminant (multiplid par 6) de cette fonction; le

r^sultat sera de I'ordi-e 3 par rapport aux coefficients de U, V, W, et de I'ordre 3 par

rapport a X, /i, v ; c. ^ d. il sera une fonction cubique ternaire de X, fi, v, dont

' Le r£oiprooant de (a, 6, c, /, g, h) (x, y, zf est

f- V, t

L a, h, g

71, h, b, f

i". 9, f, e

= -(a, SB, C, 8, ®, «)«, V, f)=.
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rinvariant S de M. Aronhold(') (lequel sera de I'ordre 12 par rapport aux coefficients

de U, V, W) est le combinant (7,3 qu'il s'agissait de trouver.

On pent exprimer ces rt^sultats d'une maniere abrdgde en disant que C^ est

rinvariant 2T de la fonction hi-temaire 2R et que G^^ est l'invariant S de la fonction

cubique temaire 6D, en d^signant par iJ et i) le reciprocant et le discriminant de la

fonction XU+iiV+vW.

Pour ddmontrer I'equation

12B=16G,,-Ce''

il suffit de faire voir que cette Equation est v4nMe lorsqu'au lieu des trois fonctions

donndes U, V, W on substitue trois fonctions de la forme lU+mV + nW, les

coefficients I, m, n ayant dtd choisis de maniere k simplifier autant que possible les

expressions des trois fonctions. II est facile de voir qu'il est permis de prendre pour

les trois fonctions les formes dont s'est servi M. Sylvester dans son mdmoire, savoir

p («= - f),

y^ + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy.

Mais il suit des recherches de M. !^esse, et M. Sylvester aussi a depuis reconnu, qu'on

peut prendre pour les trois fonctions les formes encore plus simples

a? + 2lyz,

y" + 2lzx,

z" + 2lxy,

qui se r^uisent aux fonctions d^riv^es de la fonction cubique a:^+y' + z' + Uxyz. Or,

en prenant «es valeurs de U, V, W, on obtient

\U + fiV + vW = (\, (I, V, \l, fil, vl)(x, y, zf.

> Poor la fonction cnbiqne temaire

l'invariant S eat

(0, 6, c, i,j, k, i,, ji, i,, (x, y, zf

I*

-2PUki + kii + iJi)

+ 31 {ijk + iJik^)

+ I (a/ij + frUi + citj)

- I abc

- ("iJifc+Jt;i*i' + **i'i?')

+ (j'V+*V+%')
+ [bcjik + cah^i + abi^j)

- (aPj + bfk + ckn + aii^fci + bi{h'i + ck^'Ji)-

C. IV. 45

I
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Le r^ciprocant (multipli^ par 2) est

= -2 ^, V . ^

f

,

X
,

d, fd

V, vl, IX ,
td

K, /^. '^^. "

lequel, en forme d^veloppde, donne le r^sultat

(-2PV . . +2/ii/ . . )P

+ ( . -2iV • . +2i/\ . )7f

+ ( . . -21?^ . . +2X/i )?>

+ (-2Z\» . . +2lyv . . )2l;r)

+ ( . -2^^" . . \-2Pv\ . )2f?

+ ( . . -2lv* . . +2l'\fi)2r,^,

que Ton peut aussi exprimer comma fonction quadratique bi-temaire, savoir:

[271

-2P . 1 • • ;

. -2^2 . 1 .

. - 21^ . . 1

-21 . I' . .

. -21 . . l" .

. . -21 . . I*

. )(x, M, «')Hf V, iy-

En repre'sentant I'invariant 2T par le d^veloppement incomplet donn^ ci-dessus,

on obtient dans le cas dont il s'agit

2T= (-21'

-21^

-2P

1

1

"1

1.

-

--2P , 1
*>

- - -21 f —etc. etc.

-21 l" • J

'-21 P \

+ 2 . --21

21

P

P
.

> )
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ce qui se r^duit k la valeur finale

- 8/" +

2

- (4i« + U' + 4i»)

- (U' + U^ + W)

- (W +W + W)

+ 2 (- 8/^ + 21')

= 2(1-201^-81').

Les invariants S et T de la fonction cubique ofi + y^ + z^+ Qlxyz sont

S = -l + l\

T =1-201' -HI';

I'invariant 2T de la fouction quadratique bi-ternaire est done precis^ment ^gal a 2T,

0X1 T est I'invariant qui vient d'etre donne, et on a

C, = 27.

Le discriminant (multipli^ par 6) de la fonction XU + iiV+vW est

= 6 A. , Iv, Ifx,

Ifl, Iv, V

= 6 {- P\' - l-fj? - ZV + (1 + 2V) Xfiv],

ou la fonction en parentheses est ce que devient le Hessien de la fonction cubique

id' + y' + z' + %lxyz, lorsqu'on y substitue \, ft,, v au lieu de x, y, z. Son invariant 8 est

= (l + 2Z»)216«« + (l + 2i'y

= 1 + 8i» + 240^" + 464i» + lUK

Cette quantity est en mSme temps un invariant de la fonction cubique

'J? \- y' -\- !? \- %lxyz,

et comme tel elle doit s'exprimer en fonction des deux invariants /S et T de cette

demifere : en effet elle se rdduit k

(1 - '20/= - 8¥f - 48 (- / + /*)» = r' - 48S*'.

Nous avons done
C',,= r^-485f»,

,

et comme nous venons de trouver

C, = 2T,

I'^uation 12R = 16C,s - C,^ se rMuit h.

12^ = 16(2'»-48S=)-4r=

= 12r^-768S*,

45—2
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ou enfin k
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R = T'- 64S»,

Equation qui fait voir que le resultant R dont il s'agit est effectivement ^gal k

R = (l+8l'y, c. k d. au discriminant de la fonction cubique

oc^ + y' + 2^ + Glxyz,

ce qui donne la verification du th^orfeme general. Je m'^tais servi d'abord d'une

analyse moina simple, en consid^rant le cas dans lequel on prend pour les trois

fonctions les formes

z^ - f,

ar! + 2/2 + 2» + 2lyz + 2mzx + 2nxy.

II vaut la peine, je crois, de donner les expressions correspondantes de (7,, (7,., R.

On a ici k consid^rer la fonction

\{sfi - y^)->r tji{a? + y'' + z- + 2lyz + 2mzx + 2nxy) + v(z^- y%
laquelle pent s'dcrire comme suit,

(/i + X, ,j.-X-v, ^L+v, 1(1, m/jL, rifi) {x, y, zf.

Le r^ciprocant (multipli^ par 2) est

=-2 ^ , ^ , %

f,
;lt + \, n/i , TW/U.

1], rifi , fi — X — V, Ifi

^, mfi , l/i , fJ' + v

et en ^crivant a, b, c, f, g, h au lieu de l — l^, 1 — m', 1 — n% mn — I, nl — m, Im — n, cette

fonction est

= (aa^* - 2\fj,
- 2vX - 21/=) ^^

+ (2V + 2V + 2^" + '^vX) if

+ (2c/i» - 2J//X - 2vX - 2\2) f=

+ (2//i2 - 2lX(i. ) 2i7|:

+ (2(/yu,2 + 2mXp. + 2WI/AI' ) 2f^

+ (2/t/i2 _ 2nvii. ) 21^17,

ou, ^crite en forme de fonction quadratique bi-temaire,

= ( 0, 2a, - 2, 0, 1,-1 )(X, M, ")•(?, »?, Kf-

0, 26, 0, 1, 1, 1

- 2, 2c, 0,-1,-1,

0, 2/. 0, 0, 0, -i

0, 2^, 0, ?)i, 0, «i

0, 2/i, 0,-n, 0,
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En exprimant comme anparavant I'invariant 2T par une somme de cinq termes, on trouve

sans peine que ces termes sont respectivement 18 — 4Z-— 4?w^ — 4n^ —4>l^, — 4m^ — 4?i-, 0;

I'invariant sera done —8(P + m'' + m?) + 18 ; et Ton a pour le combinant du sixieme

ordre

C'e=-8(Z» + TO2 + n=)+18.

Le discriminant (multiplie par 6) de la fonction \U + iiV+vW est

= 6 /J, + X, nfi , nifi

nfi , /J, —\— V, IfM

+ 6 (m» - n") fj?v - 6^^ - 6\> - 6^1-^ - &vX' + 6 (m^ - P) X/j? - QX/mv

= (0, 6(l-l''-m'-n' + 2lmn), 0, 2im''-n% -2,-2,-2,-2, 2{m'-l% -l)(X,
fj,, vf

= {a, b, c, i, j, k, I,, ji, h, 1){X, fi, vf,

ou Ton a pos^ a = 0, b = 6 (l — l^ — ni' — n^ + 21'nin), etc. L'invariant <S de cette dernifere

fonction est

1

- 2 (- 4 (in'' - «=) + 4 - 4 (m^ - n?))

-.3( 8{m^-n') +8{m'-l'))

-46

+ 16 (m» - »i^) - 16 (m^ - n=) (m^ - P) + 16 (m^ - f)

+ 16 (?»" - n^y + 16 + 16 (m^ - IJ

+ 166

= 9 + 126 + 16 (i* + TO* + n* - ni'it' - nH' - I'nf),

ou, si ron substitue la valeur de 6,

On = 16 {I* + m* + n*- mM - nH^ - I'-m^)

+ 144/mn - 72 (i= + m^ + n') + 81.

On vient de trouver

Equation qui donne

(7, =-8(f + 7ri'+ri')+l8,

C,^ = 64 (I* + 7n* + n* + 2ni'n' + 2nH^ + 21'm')

-288{l' + rn' + n') + S24,.
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De ces r^sultats combines on conclue

16(7,, - C,» = 192 (I* + m* + n*- 2m'n' - inH' - Si'm") + 2304/»m - 864 (I' + m? + n") + 972.

Evidemment I'expression du resultant est, h. un facteur num^rique prfes,

iZ = (3 + 2i + 2to + 2n) (3 + 2i - 2m - In) (3 - 2Z + 2m - 2n) (3 - 2i - 2m + 2n),

ou en r^uisant

i2 = 16 (/* + m« + n* - 2m'^'' - InH'' - 2l^m*) + 1 92/HWi -72{l^ + m' + n") + 81.

On retrouve done

12i?= 160,2 -0e^

Equation qu'il s'agissait de verifier.

En terminant je remarque que la plus grande partie de ce m^moire est tir^e d'un

manuscrit datd " Machynlleth, 13 Aout 1853."

Londres, 22 Mars 1859.
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272.

DEMONSTRATION D'UN THEOREME DE JACOBI PAR RAPPORT

AU PROBLEME DE PFAFF.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LVii. (1860),

pp. 273—277.]

Dans le m^moire de Jacobi "Theoria novi multiplicatoris etc." (t. xxix. de ce

Journal, 1845) on trouve p. 25.3 le passage que voici :
" Methodum ad solvendum

problema Pfaffianum ab ipso auctore adhibitam, data occasione observo per plures et

altiores procedere integrationes quam methodus vera et genuina poscat. Quam novam
methodum pro exemplo simplice explicabo. Ad aequationem differentialem

Xidxi + X^Xj + Xjticj + X,dxt =

per duas aequationes integrandam poscit Pfaffiana methodus...integrationem completam

systematis trium aequationum difFerentialium primi ordinis inter quatuor variabiles ac

deinde unius aequationis differentialis primi ordinis inter duas variabiles. lUius igitur

systematis integrali uno invento, secundum illam methodum restat integratio completa

duarum aequationum differentialium primi ordinis inter tres variabiles sive unius

aequationis differentialis secundi ordinis inter duas variabiles ac deinde aequationis

differentialis primi ordinis inter duas variabiles. At observo si integrali illo invento

exprimatur x, per a;,, x,, X3, aequationem differentialem propositam abire in aliam

linearem primi ordinis inter tres variabiles conditioni integrabilitatis satisfacientem

;

cujus integrationem vidimus (voir p. 246) absolvi posse per integrationes separatas

duarum aequationum differentialium primi ordinis inter duas variabiles. Undo in

locum aequationis differentialis secundi ordinis, tantum integrandae sunt duae aequationes

differentiales separatae primi ordinis, quae est reductio maxime insignis; integrationi

autem aequationis differentialis primi ordinis postremo praestandae omnino supersedetur.

Tractatio hujus rei gravissimae completa ac generalis alii commentationi reservanda
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est." Le th^orfeme dont il s'agit est ^nonc^ dans les mots "conditioni integrabilitatis

satisfacientem," mais j'ai cit^ le passage en entier pour montrer I'importance qu'^ bon

droit Jacobi attachait k la thdorie dont ce th^r^me fait partie. On salt que le

problfeme de la solution d'une Equation a diflKrences partielles du premier ordre n'est

qu'un cas particulier du probleme de Pfaff et que la solution des Equations diffi^rentielles

de la Dynamique et celle d'autres systemes est intimement li6e avec la question de

la solution de ce cas particulier : le probleme de Pfafif est ainsi de la plus haute

importance dans I'analyse. Jacobi a parl^ autre part d'un m^moire sur la m^canique

analytique dont il s'est beaucoup occup6, lequel aurait naturellement des rapports

avec celui-ltl; malheureusement ni I'un ni I'autre de ces m^moires n'ont paru.

Pour d^montrer le thdorfeme, considerons I'expression diffdrentielle

V = Xj dxi + Xi dx^ 4- X^ dx^ + X4 dx^.

En supposant que a = (^(a;,, x^, x,, Xt) soit une intdgrale des Equations difiP^rentielles de

Pfaff, si au moyen de cette Equation on exprime x^ en fonction de (a;,, x^, x,, a)

Texpression V prendra la forme

Vj = Yidxi+ F, dx^ + Y3 dxs + Ada

et il s'agit de faire voir que I'^quation

Fi dxi + Y„ dx^ + F, dx, =

k laquelle Vj = se r^duit, loi-squ'on fait a = constante, sera int^grable au moyen d'un

facteur, ou autrement dit, que I'expression Y^dxi + Y^x, + Y^^ sera de la forme Udu,

c. ^ d. qu'il existe une quantity u, fonction de «,, x^, x^, a, telle qu'en traitant a

comme une constante on a

Fi ctei + Fo dx^ + F3 dx^ — Udu.

Ainsi dans cette formule du denote , dxi + ^r- <^s + j— dx^, et si Ton veut regarder
ctei dXi dxa ^

du
a comme variable il faudrait y dcrire du— -r- da au lieu de du ; on aurait ainsi

Vi= U (du — -J- da) + Ada, ou en changeant la signification de A,

V = Xi dxi + Xi dx^ + X3 dx3 + Xf dxt = Udu + Ada,

ou u, a, et de meme U, A, seront des fonctions donndes de x^, x^, x,, x^ ; c'est en

effet la forme k laquelle dans le probleme de Pfaff il s'agit de r^duire I'expression

diff^rentielle V.

Or les ^nations diff^rentielles de Pfaff sont le syst^me que voici, savoii- en

^crivant

12 = ^'-^>, etc.,
(tog aXi
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ce qtii implique 12 = — 21, 11=0, etc., et en introduisant la variable auxiliaire t, qui

doit etre ^limin^e, le systeme est

= Xidx-i + X^x.2 + X^dxs + XidXi,

X4t= * \2.dx., + \Mx3 + l^dx^,

X4t = 21(fei * + 2Zdx3 + 24>dXi

,

X4t = ^IdXi + 32da;j * + Mdx^

,

Xtdt = 4>ldxi + 4'2dx^ + 43d«3 * ,

lequel ne contient que quatre equations ind^pendantes. On donne a ce systeme une

forme plus sym^trique en ^crivant x„ au lieu de t, et en y mettant de plus

Zi = 01=-10, etc.

les Equations deviennent par ce moyen

= * Oldx, + 02dx^ + OSdx^ + Oidx,,

= lOdxo * + I2dx^ + ISdx.^ + I'idXi,

= 20dx„+21dx^ * +2Sdx, + 24:dx„

= SOdx, + 31dx, + S2dx„ * + Sidx,
,

= Wdxo + 4l£i»i + 4!2dx^ + ^3dx * ,

et on d^duit de\k

dx, : da^ : dx, : dx, : da:^= 1234, : 2340 : 3401 : 4012 : 0123,

oil 1234, etc. sont les fonctions de Jacobi que j'ai nommdes " Pfaffiens," savoir on a

12.34 = 12 . 34 + 13 . 42 + 14 . 23,

2340 = 23 . 40 + 24 . 03 + 20 . 34, = * - XS4, - Z342 - Z,23,

3401 = 34 . 01 + 30 . 14 + 31 . 40, = Z,34 * + Z34I + Z^IS,

4012 = 40 . 12 + 41 . 20 + 42 . 01, = -X,24- - Z,41 * - Z,12,

0123 = 01.23 + 02.31 + 03.12,= Zi23 + Z^Sl + Z3I2 * .

Cette transformation se trouve en effet dans le m^moire de Jacobi " Ueber die

Pfaffsche Methode etc." (t. II. de ce Journal p. 347 et suivantes, 1827), ou cependant

Jacobi ne s'est pas servi de I'algorithme Z, = 01 = — 10 etc. au moyen duquel la

forme de la solution devient si simple.

Faisons attention k present a ce que 1'Equation

a = ^(xi, x^, X3, Xi)

eat supposde Stre une int^grale des Equations difiP^rentielles. On en d^duit d'abord

a;4 = fonc. (a;,, x^, Xj, a), et de la en traitant a comme constante

, dxi J dXi J dxi ,

dxi = T— dxi + -p ax^ + T- da.3,

CLXi 0/0^2 CLiC^

C, IV. 46
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Equation qui doit dtre satisfaite paV les valeurs qu'on vient de trouver pour

dic, : dxj : dx^ : dxt, et qui par consequent donne

:

= 0123-^* 2340 -J'^ 3401-^* 4012.
dxj 0X3 dXi

En y substituant pour 0123, etc. leurs valeurs, modifi^es en sorte que tous les termea

deviennent positife (ce qui se fait k I'aide des relations 12 = — 21 etc.), on trouve

dx^

dxi

dxt

( Xs34 + Z,42 + Jr4 23)

+ g(Z,43 * +Z,14 + Z,31)

+ ^*(Z,24 + Z,41 * +Z4I2)

+ (Z,32 + Zjl3 + Z3 21 )

y =0.

^nation aux differences partielles k laquelle satisfait la variable ast, lorsqu'au moyen

de r^quation a = <f){xi, x^, a;,, Xt) (qui est une int^grale des ^nations diff^rentielles de

Pfaff) elle est donnde en fonction de Xi, x^, X3. Nous allons voir que c'est cette

demifere Equation, dans laquelle est contenu le th^orfeme dont la demonstration fait

I'objet de cette note. En effet I'expression diff^rentielle

V = Z, ctej + Z2 dx.2 + Zj dxs + Xt dx^

ayant ^te transformee en

V, = Y^dxi + F3 dx-i + F3 dxs + Ada

par la substitution de a au lieu de Xt, il s'en suit qu'on a les relations

:

dx^
7, = X, + X,

dxi'

Y, = X, + X,.^

A =

la variable x^ contenue dans les (luantit^s Zj, Zo, Z3, Z4 doit etre remplacde par son

expression en fonction de ^i, Cj, a;,, a,

Cela pos^, la condition pour que I'^quation

F, dxi + Fj tir^ + F3 c^s =

soit int^grable par un facteur ^tant ddsign^e par

Z= 0,
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'
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Mais d'apres les relations que Ton vient detablir on a

dY« _ dX^ dX^ dxi ,
/dX^ dX^ dxA dx^ „ cZX

dx^ dx3 dxi dx3 Xdx^ dx^ dxj dx^ * \]btAj^uLX^

dYs _ (ZZ3 dX^ dxi /dXi dX^ dajA dx^ „ d'xt

dx-i dxi dXi dx2 \ dx^ dx^ dxJ dx^ * dx^x^ '

d'oii Ton tire

et on trouve de meme

0X3 aXi 0x3 dXi

dY, d7i dxi dxi
~j J— = Ol + O* -7 + 41 -j—

,

dxi dx, dxi ttej

^>_^^=12 + 14^^ + 42f^^ax, dXi otej ctej

done en ajoutant ces Equations aprfes les avoir multiplides par X^ + X^ j-*
, X^+ X^-^—

,

X3 + Xi j-^ , les termes qui contiennent les produits ^ - ,— , etc. se ddtruisent, et Ton

obtient I'^uation finale

J*(
* Z,34 + Z342 + Z,23)'

+ ^*(X,43 * +Z3I4 + X43I)
Z=

+ ^*(Z.24 + Z,41 * +Z4I2)

+ (Z,32 + Zjl3 + Z3 21 )J

dont la seconde partie s'^vanouit comme il a ^t^ d^montr^ ci-dessus. Par consequent

la condition d'int^grabilitd Z= se trouve remplie, ce qu'il s'agissait de prouver.

Londrea, 3 Septevibre 1859

46—2
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273.

NOTE SUE LA TRANSFORMATION DE TSCHIRNHAUSEN.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LViii. (1861),

pp. 259—262.]

On trouve dans le mdmoire de M. Hermite " Sur quelques th^oremes d'alg^bre et

la r&olution de I'dquation du quatrifeme degr^ " {Comptes Rendus, t. XLVi. p. 961, 1858)

un thdoreme trfes-important relatif a la transformation de Tschirnhausen, a I'aide de

laquelle line Equation f{x) = est transform^e en une autre du m^me degrt^ en y
par la. substitution y = <f}X, oh. <f)x d^signe une fonction rationnelle. En considerant pour

fixer les iddes une Equation du quatrifeme degrd

(a, b, c, c^, e'^x, 1)* = 0,

M. Hermite donne k I'dquation y=cf>x la forme que voici,

y = aT+(ax + 46) T, + {aa^ + 46a; + 6c) T,+ {ax'+ 4:bx' + 6cx + id) T„

et il fait voir que les coefficients de la transform^e en y ont la propridtd suivante

:

toute fonction de ces coefficients, laquelle exprimde en fonction de a, b, c, d, e, T, To, Tj, T^

ne contient pas T, est un invariant, c. a d. un invai'iant des deux fonctions

(a, b, c, d, e^l vY, {To. T„ T.-^r,, - ^Y-

Cela revient k dire qu'en supposant la valeur de T determin^e de maniere k faire

^vanouir dans I'equation en y le coefficient du second terme (de y^), les autres coefficients

seront des invariants, de sorte que, si dans le polynome en y qui est dga^ a zdro on

considfere y comme une constante absolue, le polynome tout entier sera un invariant des

deux fonctions ci-dessus mentionndes. On trouve sans peine la valeur que doit avoir

T, elle est donnde par I'equation

= aT-+SbTo + 3cT, + dT,,
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ce qui conduit pour y a la valeur

y={ax + b)Z + (ax'+ iba; + 3c) T,+{a^+ ^bx" + Qcx + dd) T„

et en meme temps la transformee en y aura la propri^td dont il s'agit.

Par rapport h la forme de I'expression que Ton vient de trouver pour y il est

bon de remarquer que les coefficients numdriques qu'on y rencontre, hormis ceux du

terme en of, ou de bT^ + ScTi + SdT^, sont les coeflBcients de la puissance (1, 1)*, taudis

que les coefficients qui ont et^ designds comme faisant exception sont ceux de la

puissance (1, 1)'. Une remarque pareille s'applique au cas general. Pour demontrer

le th^orfeme ^noncd, je represente I'^quation qui vient d'etre ^crite par y=V, la

transformee en y sera done

iy-V,){y-V,){y-V,){y-V,)=0,

oh Vi, V^, Fj, Fj sont ce que devient V lorequ'on y substitue successivement pour x

les quatre racines de I'^quation (a, b, c, d, e\x, Vf = 0. Or, en considerant y comme
une constante, pour que I'expression qui forme la premiere partie de I'dquation que Ton

vient d'^crire soit un invariant, les conditions k remplir consistent en ce que cette

expression se reduise k z^ro au moyen de I'un et I'autre des operateurs

adt + 2bdc + Scda + 4d9, - ( T, dr, + 2T, Bt,),

ma + Scd, + 2dd,+ edd-(2ZdT,+ T,dT,).

Ces conditions seront satisfaites si chacun des facteurs y — Vi, etc. est dou6 de cette

meme propri^te, c. ^ d. si y — V, ou plus simplement si V, en y faisant x ^gal k Tune

des racines de I'^quation en x, se rdduit k zero au moyen de I'un et I'autre des deux

operateurs ci-dessus Merits. Je considere le premier des deux operateurs et pour abrdger

je le d&igne par

A-{T,dT, + 2T,dT.).

Pour avoir AV, il faut d'abord former la valeur de Aa;. On I'obtient en operant avec

A sur r^uation (a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)^ = 0, ce qui donne

(a, b, c, d\x, l)»Aa; + (a, b, c, d'^x, lf = 0, ou Aa; = -1.

La partie de AF qui depend de la variation de x est par consequent

- ar„ + {-2ax- 46) T, + (- Soar" - 86a; - 6c) Tj.

Pour I'autre partie de AF on trouve ais^ment

aT, + (4aa; + 66) T, + (4aa;» + 1 26a; + 9c) T,, •

et de \k en ajoutant

AF= 2 (aa; + 6) I*, + (oar' + 46a; + 3c) T^

ce qui est precis^ment ^gal k
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Done V se r^uit k z4ro par I'opdrateur

De mSme en repr^sentant le second op^rateur par

on trouve d'abord

(a, b, c, d'^x, iyVx + x.{b, c, d, e^x, 1)' = 0,

mais en ayant 6gard k I'^quation (a, b, c, d. e^x, 1)* = la valeur de Vx se r^uit k

Aa; = a^. La partie de V F due k la variation de x est par consequent

aa^T„ + (2aa^ + 46a^) T, + (Saai* + 86a!» + Qca?) T,.

L'autre partie de VF est

(46a; + 3c) T„ + {4ba^+ 12cx + 6d) T, + (46a^ +12ca^+l2dx + 3c) T,.

En les ajoutant, le coefficient de T^ s'dvancuit en vertu de I'^quation en x, et Ton

trouve

VV = {aai' + 4-bx + Sc)To + 2iax? + 'i>ba^ + 6cx + Sd)Tu

ce qui est prdcis^ment ^gal k

{2T,dT, + TfiT)V.

V se rdduit done a zdro au moyen de I'opt^rateur

ce qui acheve la demonstration dont il s'agissait. II va sans dire que la demonstration

serait conduite d'une manifere semblable pour une equation de degre quelconque. Pour

avoir I'exemple le plus simple, je prends les equations

(a, b, c, d^x, ly = 0,

y = (ax + b)T„ + (aa^ + Sbx + 2c) T„

et pour effectuer I'eiimination j'ecris

yx ={aa^+bx) To+(-cx-d) T^,

yx' = (-2bx'-3cx- d) To + (-caf- dx) T,

.

Maintenant on a les trois equations

= bT„+2cT,-y + x(aT„ + SbT,) +a?.aT„

0= - dT, +x{bT,- cTi-y) + a^.aTo,

0= - dTo +x(-ScTo-dT,) + x'{-2bTo- cT,-y).

done requation en y est

y-bT„- 2cT, , -aZ-SbT,, -aT,

dT, , y-bT,+ cT„ -aT,

dT, , ScT,+ dT„ y + 2bTo + cTr

= 0.
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En ordonnant ce determinant suivant les puissances de y, les coefficients de y^, y^, y, y"

deviennent des formes binaires en To. ^i. des ordres 0, 1, 2, 3. En calculant les

valeurs de ces quatre coefficients on les trouve respectivement

= 1,

= 0,

= 3(ac-6^ ad -he, hd-(f§_T„ T^f,

= (a'd-3a6c + 26», ^abd - Qad" + Wc, - 3acd + 66=ci - 36c^ -ad^ + Zbcd-2&^To, T^y,

c'est-^-dire que I'dquation en y est celle-ci:

y>+ 3y(ac-V, ad- he, hd - c'^T„ , T.f

+ (a'd - Sahc + 26*, Sahd - 6ac» + Sl^c, - Sacd + 6b-d - ShcP, - ad" + ^hcd - 20^$ To, ^0' = 0,

equation qui remplit en etfet la condition ci-dessus mentionn^e, d'avoir pour coefficients

des invariants des deux formes

:

(a, h, c, dll rif, (To, T,lv, -
1).

Dans le cas particulier dont 11 s'agit, la fonction {T„, T^t), — f) est lindaire, et I'on pent

meme dire que les coefficients sont des covariants de la seule fonction (a, h, c, d^T„, T,y

en y consid^rant T^, T, comme les variables.

J'ai cru qu'il y avait de I'int^ret de donner cette v&ification. D'ailleurs je re-

marque qu'au moyen du th^oreme meme on aurait pu trouver tout de suite I'^quation

en y, en dcrivant d'abord T^ = 0, ce qui donne le systfeme

(a, h, c, d\x, 1)'= 0,

y = {ax + b)T„

et de \k

-(a, b, c, d-^y-hT,, aT,f =Q
a

ou enfin

2/»+ 3y (6» - ac) To' + {aH - 3a6c + 26') T,'' = 0.

Les valeurs des coefficients peuvent etre compl^tdes, eu dgard h ce qu'ils doivent 6tre

des invariants de (a, h, c, d^^, rif, (T„, T^^r), — ^) (ou, comme on vient de le dii-e, des

covariants de (a, h, c, d^T„, T^Y). Mais ce n'est que dans le cas particulier, oil les

coefficients To, T^ sont au nombre de deux, que Ton pent rdduire la seconde equation

h, une equation lin^aire.

Londrea, 18 Avril 1860.
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274.

DEUXIEME NOTE SUE LA TRANSFORMATION DE
TSCHIRNHAUSEN.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LVIII. (1861),

pp. 263—269.]

A LA fin de ma premiere note sur ce sujet j'ai appliqud la transformation de
Tschimhausen a I'dquation du troisi^me degrd mise sous la fonne

aa?+^bx' + ^cx + d = {a, h, c, d\x, iy = 0.

En y substituant ^h, |c au lieu de b, c, cette Equation se change en

ax' + bar' + cw + d = (a, b, c, cT^x, 1)' = 0,

et en mfeme temps le rdsultat obtenu dans ma premiere note s'^nonce de la manifere

suivante

:

En calculant pour I'^quation

la transform^e en

on obtient

(a, b, c, d\x, ly = 0,

y = {ax + 16) T,-\-{aa?-irbx-¥ |c) T,

,

f

+ *y

+ ir\

' Ti (3ac -¥)

+ Tj:^ (9ad - 6c) \

^+T,' (36d-c^)j

( r„» ( 27a»d- 9a6c + 26')

+ To'Tj ( 21abd - 1 8ac= + 36^c)

+ T,T,^ (- 27acd + \md - 3ic=)

+ r,' (- 21ad-' + %cd - 2c» ) J

= 0.
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Je vais me servir de cette formule, pour en deduire I'^quation qui d'une maniere

analogue est la transform^e de I'^quation du quatri^me ordre

(«, b, c, d, e\x, 1)* = 0.

J'ecris d'abord

(a, 6, c, d, e'^x, 1)* = 0,

y= (aa;+ \b) Z + (aaf + bx + ^c) T, + (aa^ + bx" + ex + fd) T^,

et je remarque qu'en faisant e = 0, le systfeme propose se partage en deux, dont le

premier est

:

x = 0,

y=i{bT, + 2cT, + SdT,),

et le second

:

(a, b, c, d\x, iy = 0,

y = (ax + ib) T, + (aa^+bx + Jc) T, - idT, ;

ou, ce qui est la mSme chose,

(«, b, c, d'^x, 1)'' = 0,

y + ^{bT, + 2cT, + UT,) = {ax + \b) T, + {aa? +bx + §c) T,

.

Une circonstance analogue a lieu dans I'^quation en y, rdsultat de I'eliminatiou du
systfeme proposd Pour e = son premier membre se rdsout de meme en deux facteurs

qui ^galds k zdro sont les r^sultats de I'e'Iimination du premier et du second systfeme

ci-dessus ecrits. Le premier de ces deux facteurs est done

y-i(bTo + 2cZ + SdT,);

et le second (en vertu'de la formule donnee antdrieurement)

{y + ^ibT, + 2cT, + 3dT,)Y

+ i [(Sac - b') T„= + etc.] \y +^ (bT, + 2cT, + 3dT,)}

+^ [{27a'd - 9abc + 26') T,^ + etc.]

;

done en multipliant les deux facteurs, et en ^galant a z^ro leur produit, on a la

transform^e en y de la forme (a, b, c, d, Oi\x, 1)*. Or dans le cas g^n^ral, oil e est

different de zdro, les coeflBcients de la transformee en y sont des invariants des deux

formes

(a, b, c, d, e\l vY, (To, T„ T.Jr,, -^f.

Cette propridt^ permet de ddduire leurs valeurs gdndrales des valeurs particuliferes

qu'ils ont pour e = 0. Je formerai de cette maniere la transformee en y pour la

forme (o, b, c, d, OiJ^x, ly, je passerai de 1^ a la forme (a, b, c, d, Q^x, 1)* (ce qui

se fait en ^rivant 46, 6c, 4d au lieu de 6, c, d), et enfin je completerai les valeurs

des coefficients en y introduisant e au moyen de la propridtd que doivent possdder les

coefficients d'etre des invariants des deux formes

(a, 6, c, d, e-^l vY, (n, T„ T.:^rj, - ^y.

On obtient d'abord I'^quation en y sous la forme

(1, 0, g, 15, {i\y, \y = o,

C. IV. 47
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86= r„'( 8ac-36>)

+ To^i ( 24ad - 46c)

+ r,» ( 8bd - 4c»)

+ TJ, (- 2bd)

+ T,T, (- 4cd)

83) = To'

+ T,^T,

+ Tori'

+ r,»

+ r„r,r,

+ T,^T,

+ r/

256e= To*

+ VT,

+ n^i'

+ T,*

+ To'T'^

+ Trr.T,

+ y.^r^

+ T,'T.^

+ Torir,"

+ T,^T^

+ Tor^'

+ r/

8a='d-4a6c + 16»)

4a6d - Sac'' + 2b''c)

- Uacd + 46»d)

- Sad')

- 400^ + 16"^)

- I2ad?)

- 4bd^)

- Ibd")

- 2cd')

- Id').

Qia'bd + IGab'c - 36*)

- 128a'cd - 80ab'd + 64o6c^ - 86'c)

- I28abcd + 6400^ - 486'd + 86=c^)

64a6d2 + Qiad'd - \2mcd + 326c')

128acd=-646c=d+16c*)

- 192a=d=' + 32a6cd - 46'd!)

- 288a6d'' + UacFd + 8¥cd)

- 1606-(Z= + 486c=d)

+ 192ad» - 1286cd» + 32c'd)

- 48acd= + 146^^0

-144rtc^^ +86c#)

- 486d^ +8c'd')

- 46d»)

- led')

(- 8d*).

Ce calcul achev^ et substituant la forme (a, 6, c, d, O]^^, ij)* au lieu de (a, 6, c, d, O'J^, 17)'

(ovi 46, 6c, 4;d au lieu de 6, c, d) on obtient tons les termes de I'^uation cherch^e,

hormis ceux qui contiennent e: et ces demiers s'obtiennent au moyen de ce que les

coefficients des difFerentes puissances de y se r^duisent k zt^ro par I'op^rateur

adi + 2bdc + Scda + *dde - T.dr, -2T, Br,.

J
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Cela ne prdsente pas de difficulte, je supprime done les calculs interm^diaires et je

donne le r^sultat final que voici: les Equations

(a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)^ = 0,

y = (ax+ b)T„ + {ax'+ ^hx + 3c) T, + (aa^ + ^ba? + Qcx + M) T„,

conduisent k la transformde

:

(1, 0, e, D, 6%, iy = o,

oil Ton a

e=2

772 T,T^ nn rj,2
T^T., Ti

ae +3
6= -3

ad+ 6

6c -6
ae + 2

bd~2
ae + \

bd+8
c'' -9

be +G
cd-6

ce + 3

d? -3

3)=4

Ti T,^T, n'^'s T,T,' T,T,T, r,» nn' Ti'T^ r.r^^ r/

aM-^ 1

abc- 3
6^+2

a^e + 1

abd-^ 2

ac^ -9
6»c + 6

abe + \

acd- 3

Vd + 2

abe+ 4
acc^-12
b^d+ 8

ad-'-G
b'e + 6

ooP - 4

6^e + 4

ade — 1

6ce + 3

bd'-2

ade— 4

bee + 12

6rf»- 8

ae' - 1

bde-2
c'e + 9

cd? -G

6e» -1
cde + 3

d' -2

e=

To' To^T, VT, T.^Ti' T-T^T^ T,T,' T.'T-' T,T,'T,

a'e + 1 a^be+ 8 a^ce + 12 a^ce - 6 ahce + 60 a'de - 4 a^e^ + 2 aV - 4
a'bd - 4 aW-12 o'f/" - 12 ai'^e + 30 o6(/=' - 72 abce- 12 a6c?e — 16 a6(^e+ 20
a6»c + 6 ab^d - 20 ab''e - 8 abed - 48 ac=</ + 36 a6c^+ 16 ne'e + 36 ac^e + 36
b* -3 a6c=+ 36 abcd+ 12 ac^ + 54 b\ - 36 ac2ci+ 36 acff - 18 6W - 160

bfc -12 6»rf + 4 bH -48
6V + 18

6W + 12 b'e + 48

6W- 192

be? + 108

b^ce - 18

6W + 14

6c^(Z + 108

J'^cris

7V TJ.T,' T,^T„ T,T^ T'^T^ T.T," T,^

oV + 1 acde + 60 abe^ - 4 ace' + 12 ace' - 6 ade' + 8 a^ + 1

abde- 16 odP -36 accfe- 12 0^^6-8 arf'e + 30 bee'' - 12 bde^ - 4

ac='e - 18 6='rfe - 72 ad' + 48 6V - 12 bcde - 48 bd'e - 20 crf^'e + 6

accP+ 48 ic'e + 36 6Ve+ 16 bcde + 12 6(^» - 48 c''de + 36 d* - 3

6Ve + 48 bed' + 12 bc'e + 36 hd' - 4 c'e + 54 c(Z' - 12

he'd - 144 icrf"- 192 c'ic^ + 18

c* + 81 c-W + 108

U' = oTo' + 4:brj, + c (2TJ, + 47',') + MT.T, + eT.?,

H'=(ac- If) r„' + 2 (ad- be) TJ, + (ae - 2bd + c') TJ, + 4>(bd- c') T,"

+ 2 (be- cd) T,T. + (ce - d') T?,

47—2
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et je repr&ente par 4<I>' la valeur qui vient d'etre trouvde pour 3). Ces expressions

W, H', 4>' sont des invariants des deux formes (a, h, c, d, e$f, »;)*, (T^, T,, Tt'$^r), - f)^

on a de plus les invariants

ae-4'bd+ 3c=, ace -ad?- b'e + 2bcd - c?,

que je repr^sente comme a I'ordinaire par /, J, et I'invariant T^T^ — T{- que je

repr^sente par 6'. Cela pos6 on a

ig=&H' - 2/0',

3) = 4.4)',

g = lU'^ - SH'-' + r-^'- + \2J&U' + 2I&H'.

La demifere de ces ecjuations peut etre vdrifi^e aisement, pour cela on a seulement

besoin de remarquer qu'en posant a = e=l, b = d = 0, c = 6, elle devient

(1 + 3^-) {T,' + d {2T,T, + 4^,=^) + T.'y

- 3 {0T,? + (1 + 6"-) T„T., - 4(9=r,^ + BT^y

+ {\ + ^&'f{T,T,-T,J

+ 12(6-6') (TJ, - r.O (n^ + ^ (2^07, + 4rr) + T,")

+ 2(1 + 56") {T,T, - T,-) {6T„' + (1 + ^) ToT, - 4^ Tf + 6T.f)

_ T*

+ To''T,( 126)

+ 2'„>r,»(-6^ + 54^')

+ To'T,^ (2 + 36^)

+ TX'T,{-4> + SQ6')

+ Ti*0--18&' + 81d*)

+ T.»2;H-6^ + 540O

+ ToT," ( 12^)

equation qui est identique. L'expression de I'invariant / (quadrinvariant) de la fonction

(1, 0, e, 2), (&'^, ly est ($ + 3(^(5)^ ou (S + S(H'-:^I&y, c'est-a-dire

/ U'' - SH'^ + P&' + 12/0' U' + 2/0'iir'

+ SH'' + ^/=0'^ - 2I&H',

ou enfin

IU' + ^P&' + 12J@'U',
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ce qui est ^gal a

J
[{IW + QJ@y + !(/'- 27 J=) 0'-].

La condition k remplii" pour que cet invariant se reduise h z^ro peut done ^tre

pr^sentf?e sous la forme

IU' + [6J± 2V-i(P-27J0] 0' = 0,

ce qui s'accorde avec un r^sultat trouvd par M. Hermite.

II doit y avoir, ce me semble, une Equation identique de la forme

JW^- IU"-H' + m'^ + MW = - ^'^

qui servirait a exprimer le carr^ de $' au moyen des autres invariants Tf, H', 0', /, J,

raais en supposant que cette Equation existe, la forme du facteur M, que je n'ai

pas encore cherchee, reste a determiner; I'invariant J (cubinvariant) de la forme

(1, 0, G, D, ^\y, V)* contient <1>'^ et il faudrait employer I'identitd dont je viens

de parler pour rdduire a sa forme la plus simple cet invariant; dans I'^tat actuel de la

question je ne m'occupe done pas de I'expression du cubinvariant de (1, 0, S, 2), Sl[y, 1)^.

Pour passer au cas d'une Equation du cinquifeme ordre, on devra faire usage de

la formule qui se rapporte a la forme (a, h, c, d, e^x, 1)*. En faisant la substitution

n^cessaire on arrive k ce resultat que pour I'equation

(a, b, c, d, e^x, iy =

la transformde en

y = iaa; + ^b) T, + (aaP + bx + ^c) T, + (ao^ + ba^ + ex + ^) T^

est la suivante

(1, 0, 6, D, (£%, 1)* = 0.

ou

e=i

n' T,T, T,T, y,^ T,T, Ti

ac + 8

b' - 3

ad + 2i

be - i

ae +32
bd - 2

ae + 16

bd + 8

c' - 4:

be + 24

ed - i
ee + 8

d? - 3

t: T^T^ t:-t, rjw T,T,T,
1

y/ T,T.} T^T^ rii rn 2 T„'

2)=i a'd+8
abc— 4

b" + 1

o'e + 32
o6rf+ 4
ai? - 8

b-'c + 2

abe +8
acd - 4m + 1

a6e+32
acfZ- 16

b^d+ 4

a<?-12
6»e +12

ad^-8
Ve +8

ode - 8

bee + 4

bd'- 1

ade-32
bee +16
bd^- i

ae^-32
bde- 4
c^e + 8

cc^- 2

be- -8
ccfe + 4

dP - 1

i
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G = dhr

t: T*T, T,'T, T^'T^' T^T^T^ TJ,- T^T^ T,T,^T,

a'e + 256 a^be +512 a'ee + 512 a'ce - 256 ahce + 640 a'de - 256 oV +512 aV -1024
a?bd- 64 o'cd - 128 a'cP - 192 ai^e + 480 airf' - 288 «6ce- 128 aWe-256 a6flfe+ 320
aH'c + 16 ah'd- 80 ab'e - 128 abed- 128 a(?d+ 64 airf'+ 64 oc'e + 256 ac'e + 256
6« - 3 abc' + 64 aJcd+ 32 0(^ + 64 6»e - 144 oc'c/ + 64 acd^- 48 b^d'- 160

6'c - 8 6'rf - 4 6»(Z - 48

6V + 8
¥cd + 8 6V + 192

6W-128
h<? + 32

6«ce - 48
WcP + 14

6c=d+ 48

T^* T,T,T^' r.'r. T,T,» T.'Ti T,T} r,'

a'tr + 256 acde+ 640 ofte' - 256 ace' + 512 ace' - 256 ode' + 512 a*" + 256
aide- 256 a<i» -144 acde- 128 aO'e- 128 a«^e + 480 ba? - 128 bd>r- 64
ae'e - 128 6=(^e - 288 a<? + 192 6V - 192 bcde- 128 M?'e- 80 ccfe + 16
««;<?+ 128 bc'e + 64 b\le+ 64 bcde + 32 6(?' - 48 <r=rfe + 64 (^ - 3
b'ce + 128 6cci^+ 8 ic^e + 64 6<^ - 4 c'« + 64 (^ - 8
«w»rf-. 64 bcdP - 128 c^'cf + 8
c* + 16 c»d + 32

En m'appuyant sur ce rdsultat j'espere etre h, meme de trouver la formule pour

r^quation du cinqui^me ordre.

Londres, 11 Mai 1860.
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275.

ON TSCHIRNHAUSEN'S TRANSFORMATION.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLi. (for the

year 1861), pp. 561—578. Received November 7,—Read December 5, 1861.]

The memoir of M. Hei-mite, "Sur quelques thdorfemes d'algebre et la resolution

de I'equation du quatrifeme degr^," Comptes Rendus, t. XLVi. p. 961 (1858), contains

a very important theorem in relation to Tschimhausen's Transformation of an equation

f(x) = into another of the same degree in y, by means of the substitution y = <f)X,

where ^ is a rational and integral function of x. In fact, considering for greater sim-

plicity a quartic equation,

(a, b, c, d, e'^so, 1)* = 0,

M. Hermite gives to the equation y = (f>x the following form,

y = aT+ (cw; + 46) £ + (flwr" + ibx + 6c) 0+ (aar' + ^ha? + Qcx + 4d) D,

(I write B, C, D in the place of his T^, 'A, T.^), and he shows that the transformed

equation in y has the following property : viz., every function of the coefficients which,

expressed as a function of a, b, c, d, e, T, B, G, D, does not contain T, is an invariant,

that is, an invariant of the two quantics

(a, b, c, d, e\X, Y)\ (B, G, D^Y, - Xy.

This comes to saying that if T be so determined that in the equation for y the

coefficient of the second term (y^) shall vanish, the other coefficients will be invariants

;

or if, in the function of y which is equated to zero, we consider y as an absolute

constant, the function of y will be an invariant of the two quantics. It is easy to

find the value of T; this is in fact given by the equation

= aT + 3bB + ficC + dB;
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and we have thence for the value of y,

y = (aa; + b)B + (aa-' + 46a; + 3c) + (aa» + 46a~' + 6cx + Sd)D;

so that for this value of y the function of y which equated to zero gives the trans-

formed equation vnll be an invariant of the two quantics. It is proper to notice that

in the last-mentioned expression for y, all the coefficients except those of the term in

of, or bB + ScG+3dB, are those of the binomial (1, 1)^ whereas the excepted coefficients

are those of the binomial (1, 1)'; this suffices to show what the expression for y is

in the general case.

I have in the two papers, " Note sur la Transformation de Tschimhausen," and
" Deuxieme Note sur la Transformation de Tschimhausen," Crelle, t. LViii. pp. 259 and

263 (1861), [273 and 274], obtained the transformed equations for the cubic and quartic

equations ; and by means of a grant from the Government Grant Fund, I have been

enabled to procure the calculation, by Messrs Davis and Otter, under my superintend-

ence, of the transformed equation for the quintic equation. The several results are

given in the present memoir; and for greater completeness, I reproduce the demonstra-

tion which I have given in the former of the above-mentioned two Notes, of the

general property, that the function of y is an invariant. At the end of the memoir
I consider the problem of the reduction of the general quintic equation to Mr Jerrard's

form sc^ + aa; + b = 0.

Considering for simplicity the foregoing two equations

(a, b, c, d, e^x, 1)^ = 0,

y = {ax + b) B + {aa? + ^bx + ^c) G+ {aa? + ^ba? + &CX + M) D

;

let the second of these be represented by y=V, the ti-ansformed equation in y is

(y-^i)(2/-T^.)(y-F,)(y-F,) = 0,

where Fj, Fo, F), F4 are what F becomes upon substituting therein for x the roots

a\, x^, X3, X, of the quartic equation respectively. Considering y as a constant, the

conditions to be satisfied in order that the function in y may be an invariant are

that this function shall be reduced to zero by each of the two operators

adb + 2bd, + 3cda + 4^9. - { Bd, + 209J,

4ibd„ + Scdi, + 2dd, + eda - (2Cd„ + Bd,).

These conditions will be satisfied if each of the factors y—V^, &c. has the property

in question ; that is, if y—V, or (what is the same thing) if F, supposing that x
denotes therein a root of the quartic equation, is reduced to zero by each of the two
operators. Considering the first operator, which for shortne&s I represent by

A-{Dd, + 2Cd,),

in order to obtain AF we require the value of Ax. To find it, operating with A on

the quartic equation, we have

(a, b, c, djx, If Ax + {a, b, c, d'^x, iy = 0,

n
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or Aa; = — 1. In AF, the part which depends on the variation of Ax then is

- aB + {- 2aa; - ib) C + (- 3aa? - 8bx-6c)D,

and the other part of AF is at once found to be

+ aB + ( 4'ax+6b)C + ( 4aa^+ 126a; + 9c)Z);

whence, adding,

AF=2(aa;+ b)C + ( ax^ + 46«+3c)i),

and this is precisely equal to

iDd, + 2Gd,)V;

so that F is reduced to zero by the operator A — {Dd„ + 2Gdg).

Similarly, if the second operator is represented by

V-{2Gd, + Bd,),

then we have

(a, b, c, d'^x, \'fVx + x{b, c, d, e^x, 1)^=0,

which by means of the equation

(a, h, c, d, e'^x, iy =

is reduced to Vx = ar*. Hence in VF the part depending on the variation of x is

(a«* ) B + (2aaf> + 46a^ )G + (Sax* + 8ba^ + 6caf ) D,

and the other part of VF is at once found to be

(46a;+ 3c) 5 + {Aha? + 12ca; + 6d) C + (46«» + 12ca;= +I2dx + 3e) D
;

and, adding, the coefficient of D vanishes on account of the quartic equation, and we
have

'^V={aa? + ^bx + Sc)B+2{aa?+^ba? + GcxJr2d)C,

which is precisely equal to

{2Cdn + Bb,)V,

so that F is reduced to zero by the operator

^-{2Cd, + Ed,),

which completes the demonstration; and the demonstration in the general case is

precisely similar.

In the case of the cubic equation we have

(a, b, c, d'^x, 1)'' = 0,

y = {ax + b)B-\-{aa? + Ux+2c)C;
c. IV. 48
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and writing the second equation in the form

(y-bB-2cC)+x( -aB-SbCf) + !t'( -aG) = 0,

multiplying by x and reducing by the cubic equation, we have

dC +x(y-bB+ cCTf + cc'i - aB) =0,

and repeating the process,

dB +x{ ZcB+ dG)+a?{y + 2hB + cC) = 0\

or, what is the same thing, we have the system of equations

( y-bB-2cG, - aB-ZbG, -cG "^l, x, a?) = 0,

dG, y- bB+ cG , - aB

dB , ZcB+ dG, y + 2bB + cG

and the resulting equation in y is of course that formed by equating to zero the

determinant formed out of the matrix in this equation. The developed expression is

where

iS =

(1, 0, g, 'Sf^, iy = o,

B' BC (P

ac
! + 1

6» 1-1
ad
be

+ 1

-1
bd + 1

-1

±1 + 1 + 1

2) =

J» E'G BC^ (P

abc
6»

+ 1

-3
+ 2

abd
ac''

b^c

+ 3
-6
+ 3

aed
bH
be'

-3
+ 6
-3

ad^

bed

-1
+ 3
-2

±3 ±6 ±6 ±3

The sum of the coefficients in each column should here and elsewhere in the

present memoir be equal to zero, and I have by way of verification annexed to each

column the sums (+ a number) of the positive and negative coefficients. The

coefficients S, 2), and therefore the function in y, are invariants of the two forms,

{a, b, c, dlX, Yy, (B, C$F, -Z);

or in the present case, where there are only two coefficients B, C, the coefficients S, 2),

and therefore also the fimction in y, are covariants of the single form (a, 6, c, d^B, Gf,

considering therein (5, C) as the facients.
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It may be remarked that in the present case, assuming the invariance of the

function in y, we may obtain the transformed equation in a very simple manner by

writing in the first instance (7 = 0, this gives

{a, b, c, d'^x, 1)^ = 0,

y = (ax + b)B,

and thence

or developing.

(a, b, c, d?^y-bB, aBf = 0,

f+Sy (ac - 60 -B" + (a=d - Sabc + 2¥) B" = 0,

where the expressions for the coefficients are to be completed by the consideration

that these coefficients are covariants of the form {a, b, c, d^B, Cy. But it is only in

the case in hand of a cubic equation that the transformed equation can be obtained

in this manner.

In the case of a quartic equation, we have

(a, b, c, d, e^x, If = 0,

y = {ax + b)B + {aa? + ^bx-\-Zc)G-ir{aoi? + '^b!ii? + &cx + M)D,

and these give the system of equations

{y-bB-ZcC-MD, - aB-ibC-6cD, - aC-ibD, -aD'^l, x, a?, a?) = Q,

eD, y- bB-BcC+ dD, - aB-^bC
,

- aC

eC , 4d(7+ eD, y- bB+ScC+ dD, - aB

eB , 4:dB+ eC , 6cB+^dC+ eD, y+SbB + ScC+ dD

and the transformed equation is therefore found by equating to zero the determinant

formed out of the matrix contained in this equation.

The developed result, which was obtained by a different process in the 'Deuxi^me

Note' above referred to, is

where

ie =

(1, 0, g, D, ©52/, iy=o.

IP BC BD'' c CD
\

Z>=

ac + 3
-3

ad
he

+ 6
-6

as

bd
+ 2
_ 2

+ 1

+ 8
-9

he

cd
+ 6

-6
ce

d^

+ 3

-3

±3 ±6 ±2 ±9 ±6 ± 3

48—2
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i2) =

J5» ffC mn BC^ BCD C BD-- CD CD' /)>

cu*

a'd + 1 a'e + 1 abe + 1 + 4 acP -6 -4 ode -1 - 4 ae« -1 W -1
abc -3 ahd + 2 acd -3 - 12 ¥e + 6 + 4 bed + 3 + 12 bde -2 c«fe + 3
6> + 2 -9

+ 6

b'd + 2 + 8 bed bd^

<?d

-2 - 8 + 9
-6

d" -2

+ 3 + 9 + 3 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 3 + 12
' +9 + 3

1

~

and

(S =

B* 5»C E'D B'C E'CD BC^ B'D^ BCD C

a'e + 1 o'ie + 8 a'ce + 12 - 6 a'de - 4 aV + 2 - 4 + 1

a'bd -4 aW -12 a'd' -12 > • > abce + 60 - 12 abde -16 + 20 - 16

aV oi=d! -20 ahh - 8 + 30 abd" - 72 + 16 ac^e + 36 + 36 - 18

ab^c + 6 oic'' + 36 abed + 12 -48 ac'd + 36 + 36 acd" -18 • . > + 48

b* -3 6»c -12 ad' • • • + 54 We -36 + 48 b'ce -18 + 48
b'd - 4 -48 b'cd + 12 -192 b'(P + 14 -160
b'<? + 18 b(? + 108 b<?d

1 + 108 -144
+ 81

+ 7 + 44 + 24 + 102 + 108 + 208 + 52 + 164 + 178
1

BCD^ CD BL^ CD' CD" D*

abe' - 4 ace' + 12 - 6 ode' + 8 oe" + 1

a^de + 60 - 12 ad?e - 8 + 30 bee' -12 bde' -4
ad? -36 + 48 1 6V - 12 bd?e -20 cV
b'de -72 + 16 bede + 12 - 48 c'de + 36 cd'e + 6

bc^e + 36 + 36 bd? - 4 -48 ed" - 12 d* -3
bed? + 12 -192

,
<?e + 54

<?d + 108 c'cP + 18

+ 108 + 208 + 24 + 102 + 44 + 7

I write

U' = aB' + 4,bBG+c{2BD + 4<C) + 'idCB + eB-',

H'={ac -h')& + 2{ad - bc)BC+{ae - 2bd + c')BD + 4(6fZ - c-) (7- + 2(6e

-

cd)GD +(ce

-

d?)]>;

and I represent by 4>' the expression which has just been found for J3). These

functions, JT, H', ^', are invariants of the two forms

{a, b, c, d, e'$_X, Yy, (B, G, D^Y, -X)';

we have, moreover, the invariants

ae - 4bd + 3c^ ace - ad' - b'e + 2bcd - c^
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which I represent as usual by /, J, and the invariant BD — G% which I represent by
0'. This being so, we have

g = 6ir' - 2/0',

D = 4*',

(i=IU'^- SH'^ + 1^@'^ + 12J&' U' + 2/0'if',

the last of which may be verified as follows:—viz. writing a = e=l, b = d=0, c = d, it

becomes

(1 + ^6") [B + e {2BD + 4(7=) + D'Y

- 3 i^^'' + (1 + 0')BD- ier-C- + OD'Y

-^{l + ^e^fiBD-Of

+ \2{e- e^){BD-0)[ B'+ e(2BB+ 4(70+ ^'1

+ 2 (1 + 3^) {BD - C') [dB" + (1 + 6^) BD - 4:ff'G' + OB'}

= B*

+ B'D ( 120)

+ £'0 ( - Gd +54^)

+ B'D' ( 2 +36^)

+ BCW{ - 4 +36^)

+ (1 - 180^ + 810*)

+ CD* ( - 66 + 540»)

+ BD> ( 120)

+ />,

which is an identical equation. [This is in effect the identity of the " Deuxifeme Note "

see ante p. 372, but the left-hand side was in the original printed incorrectly, with four

lines only instead of five.]

The expression for the invariant / (quadrinvariant) of the function (1, 0, S, 2), @5y, 1)*

is (S+SQ^y, or Q + S{H'-iI&y, viz. it is

or, finally, it is

which is equal to

lU'^- SH'^ + Pe'" + 1 2/0' U' + 21%'
H'

+ 9H'^+ lPW^ -2I&H',

IU'' + ^P&' + 12J&U',

1
[(/ u' + ej'ey + j (/' - 27j^ ©'»]

;

so that the condition in order that this invariant may be equal to zero is

IU' + [QJ±2^-jf (/' - 27/«)] 0' = 0,

which agrees with a result of M. Hermite's.
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There should, I think, be an identical equation of the form

JIT^ - IU''H' + 4^'» +M& = - «!)'»,

which would serve to express the square of the invariant <I>' in terms of the other

invariants V, H', 0', /, J; but assuming that such an equation exists, the form of

the factor M remains to be ascertained. The invariant J (cabinvariant) of the form

(1, 0, S, 3), @3^, 1)* contains <!>''', and it would be necessary to make use of the identical

equation just referred to in order to reduce it to its simplest form ; and (this being so)

I have not sought for the expression of the cubinvariant of (1, 0, @, 3), @5y, 1)*.

For the quintic we have the equations

(a, h, c, d, e, f\x, 1)» = 0,

y= (cue + 6) 5

+ {aa? + hhx + 4c) G

+ (aa^ + hha? + lOca; + Gd) B

+ {oaf' + hhx^ + \^co? + 10(fe + 4e) E,

and this leads to the system of equations

( y-iB-4:cG- 6dD - 4:eE, -aB- 5bC -lOcD- lOdE,

M
fD

fC

fB

- aC- obD-lOcE,

y -bB-4cC- 6cD+ eE, - aB- 5bC - lOcD

5eD+ fE, y - bB- icG + MD+ eE,

5eG+ fD ,
10dG+ 5eD+ fE,

5eB+ /G , 10dB+ 5eG+ fD

- aD-5bE,

- aG-obD ,
- aD

- aB- 5bG ,
- aG

y - bB+ 6cG+^dD+ eE, - aB

lOcB +lOdG+ 5eD + fE, y + ^bB + 6cC +UD + eE

-aE $1, X, a?, a?, a*)=0.

and the transformed equation is obtained by equating to zero the determinant formed

out of the matrix contained in this equation.
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The determinant in question was calculated by the formula

•
Div.

n=-12.345 1

+ 13 . 245 2

-14.235 3

• +15.234 4

- 23 . 145 6

+ 24 . 135 6

-25.134 7

-34.125 8

+ 35.124 9

-45.123 10,

where the duadic symbols refer to the first and fifth columns, viz. 12 is the deter-

minant formed out of the lines 1 and 2 of these columns, and so for the other like

symbols; and the triadic symbols refer to the second, third, and fourth columns,

viz. 345 is the determinant formed out of the lines 3, 4, 5 of these columns, and so

for the other like symbols. ;

The ten divisions were separately calculated. It is to be noticed that these

divisions other than 4 and 6 correspond to each other in pairs, while each of the

divisions 4 and 6 corresponds to itself, as thus

:

Div. 1, -10

2, - 9

3, - 7

.
5.- - 8

4, - 4

6, - 6,

viz. if in the place of

we write

y; a,h, c, d, e, f; B, G, D, E,

-y\ f, e, d, c, b, a; E, D, G, B,

then division 1 becomes division 10 with its sign reversed, and so for divisions

2 and 9, 3 and 7, 5 and 8 ; while each of the divisions 4 and 6 is unaltered, except

that the sign is reversed. But the corresponding divisions were each of them calculated,

and the property in question was used as a verification. Another very convenient

verification, which was employed for the several divisions, was obtained by putting

a = b = c = d = e=f=B=:G= D = E = l,
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upon which supposition the determinant becomes

y-15,5, -26, -16. - 6, - 1

1, y-10, -16, - 6, - 1

1, 6, y >
- 6, - 1

1. 6, 16, 2/ + 10, - 1

1, 6, 16, 16,. y + 15

and the values of the ten divisions respectively are

y', y*, y . r y

1, 0,

6, -288, + 4608, - 24576

16, -576, + 6144, - 16384

26, -544, + 3584, - 24576

96, ,
- 28672,

,

,

26, + 544, + 3584, + 24576

,

16, + 576, + 6144, + 16384

6, + 288, + 4608, + 24576

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1,0, 0, , ,

• A verification similar to this was in fact employed at each step of the calculation

of a division: viz. in forming a product such as (XX + /iF+ &c.)(\'X+ /u.'F+&c.), where

\, fi, &c., \', fi, . . &c. are numerical coefficients, and X, Y, &c. are monomial products

of a, b, c, d, e, f and B, C, D, E, the sum of the numerical coefficients of the product

is (\ + /i + &c.) (\' +/ + &c.).

It was of course necessary to employ such verifications, as a test of the correct-

ness of the several divisions, before proceeding to collect them together, but the

collection itself affords an exceedingly good ultimate verification. The following is an

exemplification : the terms in y which involve the product BGDE are obtained by

the collection of the corresponding terms in the ten divisions, as follows

:

123 4 567 8 9 10

BODE.- 5 a'/' + 1 - 2 - 2 + 1 + 1 - 2 - 2 + 1 - 2 + 1

+ 30 abef + 49 - 16 - 20 + 4
!

- 25 + 50 - 20 - 25 - 16 + 49

+ 980 acdf + 80 + 200 + 184 -148 + 100 + 184 + 100 + 200 + 80
- 280 ace' + 80 + 80 -440
- 180 a(Pe - 60 - 60 - 60
- 280 b'df -440 + 80 + 80
- 825 b'e' -825
- 180 bc'f - 60 - 60 - 60
+ 740 bcde + 740

b(P

<?e

c'd'

± 1750 = + 210 + 122 + 182 -1228 + 76 + 48 + 182 + 76 + 122 + 210 = +1228
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where it may be remarked that the greater part, but not all, of the component

coefiScients are divisible by 5. I soon observed in the process of summing the ten

divisions that all the resulting coefficients should be divisible by 5 (the only exception

is as to the terms in if which contain £', (7°, Z)', and E^ respectively), and the

circumstance that they are so in each particular instance is as far as it goes

a verification, which, however, only applies to those of the component coefficients which

are not themselves divisible by 5. But it was known A 'priori (I will pi'esently show

how this is so) that the sum of the resulting coefficients should be equal to zero,

and that they are so in fact is a verification as to all the coefficients. The foregoing

specimen term BCDE is one which remains unaltered when B, G, B, E are changed

into E, D, C, B; and on making the further change a, b, c, d, e, f into f, e, d, c, b, a,

the coefficient of BCDE remains, as it should do, unaltered; this is a verification of

the coefficients of the terms ace^, b'df; ad?e, b&f, which are respectively interchanged

by the substitution in question, but not of the other terms (^f, abef, acdf, 6V, bcdf,

which are respectively unaltered by the substitution. I did not employ what would

have been another convenient verification of the several divisions, viz. the comparison

of their values on putting therein a = b = c = d = e=f=l, with the corresponding

values as calculated independently from the determinant

y-B-^C-QD-E, - B - 5C -lOD -lOE, - C- oD - lOE,

E, y- B-4:C- 6D+ E, - B- 5G-10D

D , 5D+ E, y- B- 40+ 4D + E,

C , oC+ D , 100+ oD+ E,

B , oB+ 'iC , 10B+ 5C'+ D

D - bE,

- C-oD
- B- 5C

y- B+ 6C+4Z)+ E,

10B + 10C + 5D+ E,

-E
- D

- C

- B

2/ + 45 + 6C + 4i) + £-

the calculation of the ten divisions of this determinant would however itself have

been a work of some labour.

The last-mentioned determinant is =y'; in fact, equating it to zero, we have the

transformed equation corresponding to the system of equations

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, Jx, 1)' = 0,

y = {x+\)B-\-{a?+5x + ^)C + {a? + ba?+\0x-\-&)D + {a* + ba? + \0!)? + l0x->r^)E.

But the first of these equations is (a;+l)» = 0, and the second is

y = («+ 1) {5 + (a; + 4) C + (ar^ + 4a; + 6) D + (a^ + 4a;2 + 6a; + 4) E],

so that for each of the five equal roots x = —\, we have y = 0, or the transformed

equation in y is y = 0.

C. IV. 49
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And since upon writing a = b = c = d = e=/= 1 the transformed equation becomes

y* = 0, it is clear that in the coefficient of any monomial product of B, C, D, E, the

sum of the numerical coefficients of the several monomial products of a, b, c, d, e, f
must be = 0, which is the property above referred to as affording a verification of the

calculated expression of the transformed equation.

The final result is that the equations

(a, h, c, d, e, fT^x, 1)» = 0,

y = {ax + b) B

+ (oaf + obx + 4c) C

+ (aa^ + Sbaf + lOcx + 6d) D
+ {aai^ + bbx? + lOca^ + lOdx + 4e)E

give for the transformed equation in y

(1, 0, e, 2), e, siiy, i)'=o,

where

*e=

B" BC BD C» BE CD CE jy

cf
de

DE

+ 6
-6

±6

E^

ac + 2
-2

ah

6c

+ 6
-6

ae

hd
+ 4
-4

+ 2

+ 10
-12

«/
be

cd

+ 1

-1
+ 1

+ 15
-16

¥
ee

d'

+ 4
-4

+ 2

+ 10
-12

df + 2
-2

±2 ±6 ±4 + 12 ±1 + 16 ±4 + 12 ±2

i2)
=

B' IPC B^D BC"
:

B'E BCD C" BCE BD" C"D

ahc

+ 2

-6
+ 4

a'e

abd
ac"

b'c

+ 4

+ 2
-24
+ 18

ay
abe

acd
b^d

be"

+ 1

+ 3

-4

+ 1

+ 19

-52
+ 20
+ 12

abf
ace

acP

b"e

bed

+ 1

-4

+ 3

+ 10
- 8

-48
+ 30
+ 16

+ 3
- 4
-20
+ 25
-20
+ 16

ac/
ade

b"f
bee

bd"

c"d

-12
+ 8

+ 4

+ 6

-22
+ 4

+ 20
- 8

+ 4
- 46
+ 20
+ 70
- 80
+ 32

1

1

'±6 + 24 ±4 + 52 ± + + 56 + 44 + 12 + 30 + 126

adf

BDE O'E CD" BE" CDE D' CE" D"E DE" E>

- 6 - 4 oe/ -1 -10 - 3 o-r -1 - 1 bf" - 4 cP -2
oe» - 8 - 4 - 20 bdf + 4 + 8 + 4 bef -3 -19 cef - 2 def + 6

bcf + 12 + 22 + 46 6e» -3 -30 -25 cdf + 52 d'f + 24 e» -4
bde - 4 -20 - 70 <?f + 48 + 20 ce" + 4 -20 d^ -18
c"e + 8 + 80 cde - 16 + 20 d"e -12
cd? - 32 d? -16

+ 12 + 30 + 126 + 4 + 56 + 44 + 4 + 52 + 24 + 6'-
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4g=

£* B^C h E'D BT-C^ EfiE B^CD BC B'CE B'D^ BCD C

a'e + 1 ay + 1 a'bf + 2 + 9 oV + 6 + 10 - 2 aHf + 12 - 6 - 4

a'bd -4 a%e + 7 axe + 20 - 22 aMe - 6 - 18 - 10 ah-" -12 + 10 - 20 + 5

a^c' ... a'cd -16 aW -24 aWf - 5 + 17 ' + 29 abcf + 28 + 38 + 48 + 6

ah\ + 6 ab'd -22 ab''e -18 + 31 abee + 8 + 96 - 92 abde -36 - 86 - 8 - 50
b* -3 abc^ + 48 abed + 32 -56 ahd? -144 + 40 ac^e + 32 + 100 + 72 - 64

b'c -18 ac^ t . + 96 aeH » • • + 128 + 128 aecP • • * - 24 + 144 + 160
Vd -12 -70 We - 3 -105 + 75 jy -28 - 14 + 60 + 25
6V + 12 b-'cd

b<?

+ 16 -360
+ 192

b'ee

b'cP

be'd

e*

+ 4 - 70

+ 52

-240
-440
+ 384

+ 50

-320
+ 192

+ 7 + 56 +54 + 148 + 14 + 267 1 + 464 + 76 + 200 + 708 + 438
ii'

1
-

1 1
'

1
1

'

^BE

+ 5
- 8
-29

a\f
abdj
abe'

a&f
I

+ 60
acde -12
ad'

I

...

Vcf
I

- 42

Vde +26
We
bed*

B(PE

5

92

67

12

36

54
110
96

+ 91 +236

BCD'] CD

- 7

- 8

+ 15

+ 72

+ 196
- 72

+ 78
-510
- 60
+ 296

+ 657

+ 1

- 36
- 25
- 20
+ 28
+ 240
+ 190
- 50
-280
-560
+ 512

+ 971

B'E^ BCDE

a'f
abef
acd/'

ace*

ad'e

bUf
6V
6cy
bede

bd^

<?e

+ 1

- 5

+ 20
-14

-14
+ 12

+ 33

- 1

+ 6

+ 196
- 56
- 36
- 56
-165
- 36
+ 148

+ 350

BD^

- 1

- 4

+ 28
+ 100
- 68
- 28
- 75
+ 60
-140
+ 128

CE

+ 316

- 1

- 4

+ 28
- 28
+ 60
+ 100
- 75
- 68
-140

+ 128

CD"

+ 316

+ 1

- 25
- 80
+ 10

+ 336
+ 10

+ 336
- 940
- 120
- 120
+ 592

+ 1285

BCW BD-'E CDE CZ>'

abf + 5 - 5 - 7 + 1

acef - 8 + 92 - 8 - 36

o^f + 60 + 12 + 72 - 20
ad^ -42 - 54 + 78 + 190
Wef - 29 - 67 + 15 - 25

bcdf -12 + 36 + 196 + 28
bee^ + 26 -110 -510 - 50
bd'e + 96 - 60 -280
cV - 72 + 240
<?de + 296 -560
cd? + 512

+ 91 + 236 + 657 + 971

acf
adef
ae'

iy
1 beef

b>Pf
bd^
(^df
<?^

cd?e

BDE" CE"
1

CD'E D*

adf"
ae'f

bcf
bdef
be>

c"ef

cd^f
cd^
d?e

Bh? CDE" D'E CE" D^E' DE" E*

+ 12
+ 28
-28
-12
-36
+ 32

+ 4

- 6

+ 38
- 14

+ 10
- 86
+ 100
- 70
- 24
+ 52

+ 48
+ 60
- 20
- 8

+ 72
-240
+ 144
-440
+ 384

- 4

+ 6

+ 25

+ 5
- 50
- 64
+ 50
+ 160

-320
+ 192

+ 6
- 5
- 6

+ 8
- 3

+ 10

+ 17
- 18

+ 96
-105
-144
+ 128
+ 16

- 2

+ 29
- 10
- 92

+ 75
+ 40
+ 128
-360
+ 192

a^f"

bdf"

b^f
c"f"

cdef

d?f

+ 2

+ 20
-18
-24
+ 32
-12

+ 9
- 22

\^
- 56
- 70
+ 96

+ 12

bpf"

edp
ce"f

dJ'ef

de'

+ 1

+ 7

-16
-22
+ 48
-18

bf
cef"

cPf"

de"f
e*

+ 1

-4

+ 6
-3

+ 76 + 200 + 708 + 438 + 14 + 267 + 464 + 54 + 148 + 56 ±7

49—2
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8 =

B> B*C B*D B'C* B*E BCD J9»(7»

«y + 1 a'6/ + 15 aV + 30 _ 10 «v/ + 20 - 10

a'6« - 5 rt*ce - 20 c^ck - 30 aV - 20 ...

a*ed ... a'd* • a^h^ - 15 + 100 a^bcf -30 + 320 - 60

o«6W + 10 aVe - 55 a'bce -100 — 190 a'bde + 30 - 360 + 50

a*bi? a'bcd + 80 a'bcP + 120 oVe - 400 + 120
cdfc -10 aV ... a^c'd + 160 a''cd' • • • + 480 • • •

6» + 4 ab'd + 70 o6»e + 55 — 260 ai?f + 15 - 140 + 340
ah't? -120 aH'cd - 80 + 540 ah'^ce -20 - 440 -1020
b'c + 30 abd" * . •

— 480 ab^dJ' + 960 - 100
h*d + 20 + 200 abc'd ... - 640 + 960
b'c' 60 ac*

b*e

b'cd

+"'5
+ "300

- 80

- 640
- 500
+ 1900
- 1040

+ 15 + 195 + 225 + 1000 + 70 + 2060 + 3370

&CE B'D^ B^CW EC* I^DE E^CE B'CI}' BC^D C7»

a'ef + 10 - 20 + 5 a?/' + 5 5 - 5 + 5 - 1

a^bdf + 240 - 40 + 20 - 80 d?bef - 30 + 30 + 60 - 130 + 25

a'be^ -240 - 50 + 100 - 25 a?cdf + 220 - 40 + 380 - 380 + 80

a'cY -120 + 300 + 20 - 40 d'ce' -400 + 40 - 200 + 400 - 100
a'cde + 120 - 600 + 60 + 200 a'd^e + 180 - 180 + 300
a'd' + 360 ahMf - 40 + 1070 - 640 + 380 - 250
ab'cf -140 - 220 + iigo + 20 ab"-^ + 185 -1145 + 25 + 125 ...

ah-'de + 240 + 540 -1980 + 250 abcY -300 - 940 + 1640 + 940 - 360
ah(?e -160 - 500 -3160 + 320 abode + 60 + 1020 -4380 - 1140 + 1000
abed' • •. + 120 + 4080 - 800 abd' + 3960 - 1200
a^d . t . -1280 - 320 ac^e - 320 - 2000 - 2080 + 960

h*f + 80 + 40 - 400 + 500 ac'd' + 480 + 960 -1600
l^ce - 20 + 200 + 850 -2750 ¥cf + 120 + 160 - 620 + 800 + 750
¥0" - 160 + 2600 Pde - 80 + 650 + 2900 - 3500
b'c^d -2080 + 5600 bVe - 520 - 100 - 2600 - 300
be* -2800 bhcP

b(^d

-1320 + 14800
- 7680 + 4800

-2304

+ 680 + 1570 + 8920 + 6895 + 810 + 2970 + 9445 + 18710 + 7615~
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E^E^ B^CDE E'D'

aW + 5 + 15 - 10

a^cef - 70 - 60 + 200

a'd'f + 100 + 240 + 100
a>de» - 40 - 240 - 300

(O'ef + 30 - 30 - 90
abed/ -100 + 1380 - 640
abe^ + 70 -2820 - 500
ahipe • • . + 1980 + 1540

(U?f -1200 + 1000
ac'de + 240 -3000
aed? + 1440

mf + 40 + 240 + 120
¥e- - 35 + 975 + 500
bVf - 60 - 400
¥cde - 660 + 600
b'd" - 560
bc'e

bc^d"

e*d

+ 245 + 5070 + 5500

BC'E

+
25

80
- 200
+ 200
+ 70
+ 260
- 360
- 300
- 560
+ 240

+ 2000
-2125
-1060
+ 3700

- 1920

B(T-D

+ 6550

- 210
- 180
+ 600

+ 1920
+ 450
- 3180
+ 1080
- 8160
+ 5040
- 1800

+ 1620
+ 2700
+ 9600
- 5400
- 4080

C^D

+ 5

+ 30
+ 120
- 150
- 125
- 1180
+ 500
+ 1500
- 240
+ 3120
- 4800
+ 500

+ 2100
- 6500

- 4800
+17600
- 7680

+23010 + 25475

a\p
ardef

mCE'

abcef

abdy
abde'

(u?df

w?e^

accPe

ad'

b'ef

Vcdf
b'^ce'

b-'d'e

bcY
bc'de

bed'

c*e

- 50

+ 110
- 80
+ 80
- 520
+ 700
- 190
- 400
+ 280

+ 160
- 20
- 70

+1330

B'D'E BCPBE

+ 70
+ 80
- 200
- 70
- 460
+ 460
+ 620
+ 200
-2000
+1080

+ 430
- 440
+ 650
- 420

+ 3590

+ 10
- 340
+ 400
- 40
+ 620
+ 1240
- 2140
- 1720
- 2240
+ 2520

- "200

+ 5320
- 2950

+ 4800
- 3240
- 2040

+ 14910

BOiy

- 50
+ 160

+ "20

+ 380
- 760
- 200
+ 2840
- 2000
- 6440
+ 4320
- 500
- 2240
+ 2750
+ 7400
+ 1800
-10200
+ 2720

+ 22390

C'E C'D'

- 10

+ 130
- 100
- 25
- 20
-1000
+ 1000
- 80
+ 880
-1200

+ 125
+ 3000
-3500

- i680
+ 4400

-1920

20
30

- 500
+ 540
+ 750
- 880
+ 1400
- 120
- 3600

- "700

- 3000
+ 3960
- 5600
+20400
- 7200
- 5440

+ 9535 +27070

B'DE'

a^d_P

d?^f
ahcp
dbdef

ah<?

a<?ef

acdPf
cuidi?

ad?e

Vm/
lfd?f

V'd^

h<?df

h?^
bed's

bd*

«y
c«de

+ 50
- 80
- 110

+ 520
- 160
- 700
+ 400

+ 20

+
"'80

+ 190
- 280
+ 70

+ 1330

BCPE' BCl^E

- 70
+ 70
- 80
+ 460
- 430
-.460
- 200
+ 440

+ 200
- 620
+2000
- 650
-1080
+ 420

+ 3590

10

40
340
620
200
1240
1720
6320
3240
400

2140
2240
2950
2520
4800
2040

+14910

BD*

+ 10

+ 25
- 130
+ 20
- 125
+ 1000
+ 80
- 3000
+ 1680
+ 100
- 1000
- 880

+ 3500
+ 1200

- 4400
+ 1920

C^DE

+ 50
- 20
- 160
- 380
+ 500
+ 760
- 2840
+ 2240
- 1800

+ 200
+ 2000
- 2750
+ 6440
- 7400
+10200

- 4320
- 2720

+ 9535 +22390

(PD^

- 20

30
500

- 540
+ 880
+ 700
- 3960

- 750
- 1400

+ i20
+ 3000
+ 5600
+ 7200
+ 3600
-20400
+ 5440

+27070

B^W

a?ef' - 5

abdf' + 70
ofieV] - 30
a-y'p

I

- 100

acdef + 100
ace?

ad?f

Vdef
bV
bc'ef

bed"/

bcde-

c'dJ'e

cd*

40

40
70
35

+ 245

BCDE^

- 15

+ 60

+ 30
- 240
-1380
- 240
+ 1200
+ 60
+ 240
+ 2820
- 975
-1980
- 240
+ 660

+ 5070

BB'E I C'E"-

+ 25
- 80
- 70
+ 200
- 260
-2000
+ 560
+ 1060
- 200
+ 360
+ 2125
+ 300
- 240
-3700
+ 1920

+ 10
- 200
+ 90
- 100

+ 640
- 120
-1000
+ 400
+ 300
+ 500
- 500
-1540
+ 3000
- 600

-i440
+ 560

+ 6550 + 5500

C'^B'E

+ 210

+ ISO
- 1920
+ 1800
- 1080
- 1620
- 600
- 450

+ si 80
+ 8160
- 2700
+ 5400
- 5040
- 9600
+ 4080

+ 23010

CD*

- o
- 30

+ 125
- 120

+ 1180
- 500

+ 240
- 2100
- 150
- 500

+ 1500
- 3120
+ 6500
+ 4800
+ 4800

-17600
+ 7680

+25475
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BCJP BI>'£' CB'E' cjyE /)• BDE» (PE> CJyE' D*E

aV - 5 + 5 + 5 6 + 1 ab/' - 10 + 20 - 5

aheP + 30 - 30 - 60 + 130 - 25 acef -240 + 40 - 20 + 80

acdp -220 + 40 - 380 + 380 - 80 adT + 120 - 300 - 20 + 40

ace'/ - 40 -1070 + 640 - 380 + 250 ade'/ + 140 + 220 -1190 - 20'

ad*e/ + 300 + 940 -1640 - 940 + 360 ae* - 80 - 40 + 400 - 500
ade' -120 - 160 + 620 - 800 - 750 6V/» + 240 + 50 - 100 + 25

bW + 400 - 40 + 200 - 400 + 100 bed/" -120 + 600 - 60 - 200
b'e'/ -185 + 1145 - 25 - 125 bcf?/ -240 - 540 + 1980 - 250

be'/* -180 + 180 - 300 bd^e/ + 160 + 500 + 3160 - 320

bcdef - 60 -ib20 + 4380 + 1140 -1000 bde'^ + 20 - 200 - 850 + 2750
bee' + 80 - 650 -2900 + 3500 <?r - 360 • . •

brP/ + 320 + 2000 + 2080 - 960 c^def - 120 - 4080 + 800
bd'e? + 520 + 100 + 2600 + 3000 c^e» + 160 -2600

1 cV -3960 + 1200 «^/ + 1280 + 320

1

c^<P/ - 480 - 960 + ieoo cdV + 2080 -5600
cHe' + 1320 - 14800 d*e + 2880
ccPe + 7680 -4800
d' + 2304

+ 810 + 2970 + 9445 + 18710 + 7615 + 680 + 1570 + 8920 + 6895

i

!

BE' CBE' lyE*
1

CE* B^E' DE* E'

acp -20 + 10 «f'/' - 30 + 10 aef - 15 af* - 1

adef + 30 - 320 + 60 aey + 15 - 100 bdp + 20 bef + 5

aeY -15 + 140 - 340 be/' + 30 be'f + 55 cdr
' by + 20 hdef + 100 + 190 cV ceT -10
1 beef -30 + 360 - 50 be'/ - 55 + 260 cdef - 80 d?e/* ...

bcP/' + 400 - 120 cV -120 ce'/ - 70 de'/ + 10

1

bde^ + 20 + 440 + 1020
!

crfy - 160 d'P e» - 4

,
be' - 5 - 300 + 500 cdeY + 80 - 540 rfv/ + 120

i

c'dr - 480 ce* - 20 - 200 de* - 30
! c'ey - 960 + 100 d^ef + 480
ed'e/ + 640 - 960 '

d'e' + 60
cde" + 80 -1900

,

d*/ + 640
i d»e» + 1040

+ 70 + 2060 + 3370 + 225 + 1000 + 195 + 15
1

_

Upon writing {B, C, D, E) = (af, xy"^, xy"-, y'), the foregoing values of S, 3), @, g
become covariants of the quintic {a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf. In fact [using for the covariants

of the quintic the notation of 141 and 143, A the quintic itself, &c.], we have

iS = 20,

i® = 2F,

g = A'E-WF.
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This [the circumstance that the values thus become covariants of the quintic] is a

further verification of the foregoinsr result.

I will conclude by showing how the formula may be applied to the reduction of

the general quintic equation to Mr Jerrard's form af' + aa; + b = 0. It was long ago

remarked by Professor Sylvester that Tschirnhausen's Transformation, in its original

form, gave the means of effecting this reduction. In fact, if the transforming equation be

y = a + ^x + ya^ + Sx' + ex*,

then the equation in ?/ is of the form

(21, SB, 6, 3), e, g$y, 1)» = 0,

where 33, S, 2), <S, % are, in regard to a, /8, y, B, e, of the degrees 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

respectively. And by assuming, say a a linear function of /3, 7, S, e, we may make

B—0, and we have then S, D, (S, % functions of the degrees 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively

of the quantities /3, 7, 8, e : and these can be determined by means of a quadric

equation and a cubic equation in such manner that S = 0, 2) = 0, in which case the

equation in y will be of the required form. For considering yS, 7, h, e as the

coordinates of a point in space, the equations S = 0, 2) = will be the equations of

a quadric surface and a cubic surface respectively, and if /3, 7, S, e be the coordinates

of a point on the curve of intersection, the requii-ed conditions will be satisfied. And
by combining with the equation of the quadric surface, the equation of any tangent

plane thereto (or by the different process which is made use of in the sequel), we

may, by means of a quadric equation, find a generating line of the quadric sur-

face, and then, by means of a cubic equation, a point of intersection of this line

with the cubic surface, i.e. a point the coordinates whereof give the required values

yS, 7, S, e. And similarly for the new form of Tschirnhausen's Transformation ; the only

difference being that, starting with an equation in y which contains the four arbitraiy

quantities B, C, D, E, we obtain in the first instance an equation

(1, 0, e, 2), e, %\y,iy = o

wanting the second term. And then B, C, D, E are to be so determined that S = 0,

2) = 0.

To proceed with the reduction, I write the foregoing value of (5 in the form

16 = ( 4ac — 46* , 6ad — 66c , 4ae — 46d , af— be \B, G, D, Ef,

6ad - 66c , 4ae + 20hd - 24c= , af+ lobe - Wed, ibf- ice

4oe - 46d, af + lobe - Wed, ^bf + 20ce - 2W , <ocf- Me

af- be, ibf- 4-ce , 6c/- Qde , 4df-4>^

hich for shortness may be represented by

f6 = (a, h, g, 1 $5, G.D.Ef.

h, b, f, m

g, f , c , n

1, m, n, p
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or say

§6 = (fi$fi, G, D, Ey.

Now, by a formula in my memoir "On the Automorphic Linear Transformation of a

Bipartite Quadric Function," Phil. Trans., vol. CXLVIII. (1858), see p. 44, [153], if T
denote any skew symmetric matrix of the order 4, then if

(B, c, D, .&)=(n-'(n-T)(n+T)-'n$B'. c, u, E),

in which foi-mula fl"', fl — T, (fl + T)-', O are all matrices which are to be com-

pounded together into a single matrix, we have identically

{D.\B, 0, D, Ef = {n\F, C, ly, EJ.

Let Q denote the determinant | fl + T
|

, then the terms of the matrix (fi + T)~' are

respectively divided by Q, and we may write

(n + T)- = ^.Q(n + T)-',

where Q (fl + T)~' is the matrix obtained from the matrix (fl + T)~' by multiplying

each term by Q, the terms of Q (fl + T)~' being thus rational and integral functions

of the terms of the matrix (fl + T). Hence if, instead of the before-mentioned relation

between (5, C, B, E) and {B, C, D', E), we assume

{B, c, D. E) = (n-« {n-r)Q{n + t)-' a^B, c, u, e'),

we find

(n^B, c, D, Ey = Q^n'^B', c, d', Ey.

If here the matrix T is such that we have Q=0, i.e. Det. (n-|-T) = (which is a

quadric relation between the terms of the skew matrix, that is, each term is contained

therein in the first and second powers only), then the equation becomes

(n$5, C, D, Ef = 0.

It is clear that this can only be the case in consequence of the coefficients of trans-

formation in the equation

(£, C, D, E) = (n-' (n - T) Q (n -f T)-' ft$5', C, D', E')

being such that ' there shall exist at least two linear relations between the quantities

(B, C, D, E), and I assume (without stopping to prove it) that they are such that

the number of such linear relations is in fact two. That is, the last-mentioned

equation establishes between the quantities {B, G, D, E) two linear relations, in virtue

whereof 6 = 0. And this being so, we may, mthout loss of generality, write D' = 0,

E = 0, or put

{B, C, D, E) = (n- (n - T) Q (n -h T)- W^B', C, O, O)
;
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so that B, C, D, E are linear functions of £', C, such that S = 0. And then sub-

stituting these values for {B, G, D, E), we find 2) a cubic function of B', C ; so

that, putting 2) = 0, we have a cubic equation to determine the ratio B' : C.

The foregoing reasoning presents no real diflSculty, but it is expressed by means

of a very condensed notation, and it may be proper to illustrate it by the case of

the quadric function af + y' + z'. Considering the equations

x = (l + \'-/j.'-v')x'+ 2(\/M-v)y'+ 2(\v + fi)z',

y= 2{\ii + v)x' + {\-X- + fi'^-v'yy + 2(fj.v-\)z',

z= 2(j;X-/i)a;'-l- 2 (yiti/ + \) y' + (1 - X.^ _ ^2 + 1,2) /_

these equations, if the expressions for x, y, z had been divided by 1 + \- + /u.^ + 1'-, would

have given

;»= + ^'^ + ^= = «'= + y"" + z"".

Hence they actually do give

a^ + y= + ^' = (1 + \- + /i- + vj («'" + y"" + z"")
;

or if

they give

But if

then

1 + X^ + ^'^ + 1/= = 0,

a;» + y + 2' = 0.

l-l-V+/i^-|-i^=0,

1 + x^ - m'

= 2 (X/i + v)

= 2 (i/X - /i)

2 (X/t - v)

1 - X'' + /4= - 1'='

2 (^tiv + X)

2 (Xi; + yt)

2 {iLV - X)

1 - X=i - m' + J^

;

BO that we have

X : y : z = l +X' - fjp - t^ : 2 (X/i + v) : 2 (j/X - ^),

which is the same result as would have been found by writing y' = z' = 0, and which

comes to saying that x, y, z are not independent, but are connected by two linear

relations.

The equation Det. (ft + T) = 0, written at length, will be

a , h — T, g + <r, I + X =0,

h + T, b , { - p, rn + fi

g-a-, { + p, c , n + V

1— X, m — ^, n — V, p

C. IV. 50
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where X, /*, v, p, a, r are the arbitrary constituents of the skew matrix ; or developing,

this is

a,

h,

h,

b,

g.

f.

1

m

g, f , c, n

1, m, n, p

+ ( be -f ,
fg -ch. hf-bg. mg - nh

,

fm — bn
,
— fn + cm

fg -ch. ca -g=. gh - af , -gl +an. nh - If , gn-cl

hf -bg, gh -af. ab - h»
,

hi — am. -hm + bl , If -mg

mg — nh

,

fm — bn, —fh + cm, ap -1» , ph — Im

,

pg-ln

- gl + an ,
nh - If

,
gn -cl

,
ph — Im, bp - m^ pf — mn

hi —am, -hm + bl ,
If -mg. Pg - In

,
pf — mn. cp — n''

the first term whereof, substituting for (a, b, c, f, g, h, 1, m, n, p) their values, is in

fact equal to the discriminant a*f* + &c. of the quintic (a, b, c, d, e, f\X, 7)°. There

is no loss of generality in putting all but two of the quantities (\, p., v, p, a, t)

equal to zero; in fact this leaves in the formulae a single arbitrary quantity, which

is the right number, since the ratios B : G : D : E have to satisfy only the two

conditions 6 = 0, 2) = 0.

[An Addition of a half page, dated Nov. 10, 1862, and referring to the Memoir

"On a New Auxiliary Equation in the Theory of Equations of the Fifth Order",

268, is printed at the end of that paper, ante p. 324.]
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276.

ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLII. (for the

year 1862), pp. 639—662. Received May 8,—Read May 15, 1862.]

The decomposition into its linear factore of a decomposable quadric function cannot

be effected in a s^nnmetrical manner otherwise than by formulae containing super-

numerary arbitrary quantities ; thus, for a binary quadric (which of course is always

decomposable) we have I

(a, h, c^x, yf =
^^j^^ c\x',yj

^^^- ^^"' ^' ^'^^' ^^"^^ ^') ± Vac - 6^^^' - a'V)} J

or the expression for a linear factor is

V(a. 6, c\x', yj
^^°' *' ''^*' ^^*'' 2/') ± V«c-6'(a;y' -a;'y)},

which involves the arbitrary quantities (a?', y). And this appears to be the reason why,

in the analytical theory of the conic, the questions which involve the decomposition of

a decomposable ternary quadric have been little or scarcely at all considered : thus, for

instance, the expressions for the coordinates of the points of intersection of a conic by a

line (or say the line-equations of the two ineunts), and the equations for the tangents

(separate each from the other) drawn from a given point not on the conic, do not

appear to have been obtained. These questions depend on the decomposition of a

decomposable ternary quadric, which decomposition itself depends on that for the simplest

case, when the quadric is a perfect square. Or we may say that in the first instance

they depend on the transformation of a given quadric function U — (*'^x, y, zf into the

form TF' 4- V, where TT is a linear function, given save as to a constant factor (that is,

TT = is the equation of a given line), and F is a decomposable quadric function, which

is ultimately decomposed into its linear factors, = Qii, so that we have fT= TF^ + QiJ.

50—2
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The formula for this purpose, which is exhibited in the eight different forms I, II, III,

IV, I (bis), II (bis), III (bis), IV (bis), is the analytical basis of the whole theory ; and

the greater part of the memoir relates to the establishment of these forms.

The solution of the geometrical questions above referred to is (as shown in the

memoir) involved in and given immediately by these forms. It is also shown that the

formulae are greatly simplified in the case e.g. of tangents drawn to a conic from a

point in a conic having double contact with the first-mentioned conic, and that in this

case they lead to the linear Automorphic Transformation of the ternary quadric. The

memoir concludes with some formulae relating to the case of two conies, which however

is treated of in only a cursory manner.

Article Nos. 1—17, relating to a single conic.

1. The point-equation of the conic is

(a, b, c, /, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

which expresses that the point (x, y, z) is an ineunt of the conic.

The line-equation of the same conic is

f n, r =0,

?, a, K g

V, K b, f
?, g, f,

or putting

{A, B, C, F. Q, H) = {bc-f\ ca-g\ ab-h\ gh-af, hf-bg,fg-ch),

the line-equation is

(A, B, G, F, G, H^l V. r)^ = 0,

which expresses that the line (^, rj, f) (that is, the line the point-equation whereof is

^x+riy+^z = 0) is a tangent of the conic. We are thus in the analytical theory of the

conic concerned with the quadrics (a, b, c, /, g, h^x, y, zf and (4, B, G, F, G, H^^, t), f)',

which are the characteristics or nilfactums of these equations respectively.

2. I put also

or, what is the same thing.

K = a, h, g

h, b, f

K = abc- ap - bg^ - c/i^ + 2fgh.
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3. It may be convenient to notice that when {a, . . '^x, y, zf breaks up into factors,

the conic the equation whereof is (a, . . '^x, y, zf = 0, becomes a pair of lines ; and that

when {a,..\x, y, zf is a perfect square, the conic becomes a pair of coincident lines,

or say a twofold line. But a pair of lines, distinct or coincident, cannot be represented

by a line-equation. The analytical formulae presently given show that in the former

case {A, . .'^^, t;, ^f is the square of a linear function, which equated to zero gives the

line-equation of the point of intersection of the two lines, or node of the conic; and

the equation (A,..^^, ij, ^f=0 accordingly represents such point considered as a pair

of coincident points, or say a twofold point. But in the latter case, where the conic

is a twofold line, (A, . .^^, rj, ^f is identically equal to zero, and the line-equation

(A,..^^, ^, ?)°=0 is a mere identity = 0, thus ceasing to have any signification at

all. And the like remarks apply to the conic as represented by the line-equation

(A,..^^, T), ^f = 0, the conic here breaking up into a pair of distinct or coincident

points, &c.

4. It is proper to remark also that

(a, ...$«', y', z'^x, y, z)=0

is the equation of the polar of the point (x', y, s^) in regard to the conic, and that

(4,..$f, r,', i^llr,, 0=0

is the line-equation of the pole of the line (J^, r)', f); or, what is the same thing, the

point-coordinates of the pole are

A^ + Hrt' + G^' : H^ + Bv' + F^' : 0^' + Frj' + C^.

o. The inverse matrix is

( a, h, g)-\ =^{A, H, G );

h, b. f
9. /. c

K
S, B, F

G, F, C

but it is convenient to disregard the factor -^, and speak of (.^l, B, C, F, G, H) as

the inverse or reciprocal coefficients. The equation just written down implies the

relations Aa + Hh + Gg = K, Ah + Hb + Gf=0, &c., which may be arranged in two

different ways as a system of nine equations.

6. We have also

{BG-F^, CA-G", AB-H\ GH~AF, HF-BG, FG-CH) = K(a, 6, c, f g, h),

and

ABC - AF-- - BG^ - GH' + 2FGH= K\

which are well-known theorems.
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7. I notice also the theorem

(a,..$a;, y, zy.(a,..\x', y', zj -[{a, . .\x, y, z\a!, y', /)]'

= (4, . . \yz' - j/z, zaf -sfx, an/- a!yf,

which is much used in the sequel: it may be mentioned, in passing, that this is

included in the more general theorem

(a, . . \x, y, 2^/ , m , n ), (a, . . \x', y', z'\l, m, n)

(a, . . $a;, y, zjl', m\ n'), (a, . . $«', y', z'\l, to, n)

= {A, . . '(lyzi' — y'z, zx' — z'x, ocy' — x'y\mn' — m'n, nV —n'l, Vm' — I'm),

which is at once deducible from i,

LI + Mm + Nn , L'l + M'm + N'n

Ll' + Mm' + Nn', L'l' + M'm' + N'n'

= {MN' - M'N) {mn' - m'n) + {NL - NL) {nV - n'l) + {LM - L'M) (Im' - I'm),

by writing therein

{L , M, N) = {ax +hy + gz, lix +by -vfz, gx +fy +cz),

(L', M', N') = (oar' + hy' + g/, hx' + by' +//, gx' +fy' + of).

8. Suppose now that

(a, h, c, f, g, K^x, y, zf

breaks up into factors, or say that we have

(o, 6, c, /, g, h\x, y, zy=2 (ax + ^y +yz)(a'x+ ^'y+y'z),

the values of the coefficients (a, . .) then are

(a, b, c,/, g, /i) = (2aa', 2^/3', 277', /3y' + 0'^ yc^ + y'a, a^S' + o'^),

and forming from these the inverse coefficients (A, . .) and the discriminant K, we find

{A, B, C, F, 0, H) = -{By'-^y, ja.' -y'a, a^'-a'^y.

K = 0.

9. The last-mentioned equation, K = 0, is the condition in order that (a, . . '^x, y, zf
may break up into factors; and when it does so, we have

{A,..\l V, r)= = -[(^7'-/8'7. 7«'-7'a, «y8'-a'/9][?, v. ?)?,

that is, (a, . . ][«, y, z^ breaking up into factors, {A, . . ][f, t), ^y is a perfect square ; and

equating it to zero, we have

[(^7' - /3'7, y</ - y'a, a^ - a'B\l v. ?)]' = ;

which, (f, 17, ?) being line-coordinates, gives (as a two-fold point) the point of intersection

of the lines (a, /3, 7), (a', /8', 7'), that is, the lines ax + By + yz=0, a'x + 0'y + y'z = O.
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10. If (a, . . 5^a;, y, zf is a perfect square, then a' : /3' : 7' = a : /3 : 7 ; whence not only,

as before, K=0, but the coefficients {A, B, G, F, G, H) all vanish (this implies the

first-mentioned condition, ^=0); and the line-equation {A,..~^^, rj, ^^=0 becomes the

mere identity = 0.

11. Conversely if K = 0, then {a,..'^x, y, zf breaks up into factors; and if

{A, B, G, F, G, H) all vanish, then (a, . . \x, y, zf is a perfect square. The conclusions

stated ante, No. 3, are thus sustained.

12. I assume, first, that {a,..\x, y, zf is a perfect square (No. 13); and secondly,

that it breaks up into factors (No. 14) ; and I proceed to inquire how in the one

case the root, and in the other case the factors, can be determined in a symmetrical

form.

13. Considering the before-mentioned identical equation

{a, . .$a;, y, zf. (a, . .$»', y', z'f - [{a, . .^x, y, z\x', y', z')J = {A, . .'^yz' - i/z, zx' - z'x, xxf - x'yf,

if (a, . . \x, y, zf is a perfect square, then by what precedes, the right-hand side of

the equation vanishes, and we have

(a, .
.
$., y, zf=

^l..i,',y'Jf
'

and the root of (a, . . ~^x, y, zf is thus seen to be

- 'f(a...-$_x'.y^, ^f '

an expression which involves the quantities («', y', z'), the values whereof may be

assumed at pleasure without altering the value of the expression. For instance, assuming

for {x, y', z') the values (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) successively, the different values of

the expression are

ax + hy+gz hx + by +/z gx +fy + cz

s/a ' '/b ' Vc '

But if, as assumed, (a,..^x, y, zf be a perfect square = (ax + ^y + yzf, then

(a, b, c,f, g, A) = (a», ^, 7>, /S7, ya, o,/3),

and each of the foregoing values becomes equal to the root ax + ^y + 7^. It is some-

what singular that it is not possible to obtain symmetrical formulae without employing

in this manner supernumerary arbitrary quantities such as («', y', z').

14. Next, if (a, ...Ja;, y, zf, instead of being a perfect square, only breaks up

into factors, then in the foregoing identical equation the right-hand side is a perfect

.square, and by the formula just obtained its value is

{{A,.. -gZ, r. Z\y^ - y'z, zx' - z'x, xy' - x'y)f

{A, . . IX, Y, Zf
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where (X, Y, Z) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities. The identical equation then

gives

and consequently

ia,..i.,y.zy =^^—^^-^-^ Product of

\(a, .

.

$.., y, zla>', y', /) + (^. • $^. ^. Hyl-yz ŝ.v' -

z

'a=, xy'-afy ))

a formula which exhibits the decomposition of (a, . . $«, y, ^y assumed to be a
function which breaks up into factors ; the formula contains the two sets of super-

numerary arbitrary quantities (x', y", z') and (X, Y, Z). It will be remembered that

{A, . .) denotes the system of inverse or reciprocal coefficients (be —f^, . . ).

15. Consider the formula

(a, b, c,f, g, hlvt-v% W-K'l IV -f'?)— (a, b, c, f g, h^f, ,;', O',

which gives

a = cr,^ +h^ - 2/77?,

b = ai:' +c^ - 2g^^,

c = b^- +av' - 2h^r],

i=-av^-f^ +g^r, + h^^,

g = -b^^ +f^ - grj"- + hv^,

h— c^v +M+9v^-h^;
and from these we deduce

(a, h, g ^^, V, = (0, 0, 0),

h, b, f

viz. a,^ + hT) + g^ = 0, &c.

Also

(bc-f». ca-g^ ab-h=, gh-af, hf-bg, fg-ch) = (f v, ^Y-iA, B, C, F, G, H^^, r,, ^y,

that is

bc-f^ = r(^. B, C, F, G, H~^l V. r)^ &c.

Hence also

(be - f», . . $;, m, nf = (l^ + mv + n^' (A,., ^f r,, 0'.

and
(be -P,.. ^l, m, n^r, mf, n') = (l^ + mv + «f) (l'^ + m'v + n'^) (A,.. $f, ,,, {)»

;

and moreover

abc - af= - bg'' - ch« + 2fgh = 0.
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16. The last equation shows that (a, . . ^i;^ - V?, ?f - ?"f ^V - ^'vY, considered

as a function of (f', t)', ^'), breaks up into factoi-s. Or since the expression is not

altered by interchanging (f, ij', f) and (f, 17, f), the same expression, considered as a

function of (f, rj, f), breaks up into factors. It is in fact easy to see that any quantic

whatever, (•$1?^ — V?. f^ — T^, ^v' — ^'v)^, considered as a function of (^, tj, ^), breaks up
into linear fiactors ; for in virtue of the equation f (7/f' - tj'^) + 7)' (f^' - f'^) + ^' (^t)' - ^'t)) = 0,

any one of the quantities v^' — r]'^, ^^'—^'^, tn' — ^'v can be expressed as a linear

function of the other two ; so that the quantic can be expressed as a linear function of

any two of the three quantities ; and quel homogeneous function of two quantities, it

of course breaks up into factors, linear functions of these two quantities.

We may in all the formulae interchange («', y', z') and {x, y, z), writing (a', b', c', f
,
g', h')

in the place of (a, b, c, f, g, h).

17. Putting, in like manner,

{A, B, G, F, G, H\yz'-y'z, zx'-z'x, xy' - x'yj-

= (2l, S3, g, % ®, mj^\y,zy.
so that

we obtain

VIZ.

Also

that is

21 = Gf ^- Bz^ - IFyz,

SB = Az-" +Ga? - 2Gzx,

K = Bx' +Ay^- IHxy,

g = - Ayz - Fa? + Gxy + Hzx,

@ = - Bzx + Fxy - Gy"^ + Hyz,

^ = - Gxy + Fzx + Gyz - Hz^,

( 81, ^, ® $^, y, z) = {Q, 0. 0),

^, S3, 8

@, g, a

^ + ^y + @z = 0, &c.

(33e - 8', 621 - @^, 21S3 - ^\ ®^ - 2ig, ^5 - 33®, ^® - g@)

= {x, y, zy.K(a, b, c, /, g, IC^x, y, zf;

S3g- 8^ = «;=-«' (a, b, c,f, g, hlx, y, z)\ &c.

;

whence also

(Se - g', . . $\, M, vf =(\x + ^iy + vzf .K{a,.. ^x, y, z)\

(336 - g', . . $X, /x, v\l^, /, v') = {\x + M^ + vz) (\'x + fi'y + v'z) . K {a, . . \x, y, zf

;

and moreover

2t33g - 2(g^ - S3@= - g§' + 2g@^ = 0.

C. IV. 51
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The last equation shows that {A, . .'^yz —y'z, zx' — z'x, xy' — x'yy, considered as a

function of {af, y', /), breaks up into factors, or (what is the same thing) this

expression, considered as a function of {x, y, z), breaks up into factors; we may in all

the formulae interchange (x, y, z) and {of, x/ , /), writing (21', 23', g', g', ®', ^') in the

place of (81, S3, % g, @, ^).

Article Nos. 18 to 28, relating to a single conic in conneonon tvith a point or line.

18. I apply the decomposition formula to the function {A, . .\yz' —'t/z,. .f, which,

considered as a function of (a;, y, z), breaks up into factors. We have

(A, .
.
$y/

-

y\ ..y = (21', . . -^x, y, zY

^ -^ .
X

. y. / - V - (SB'S' - %'\ . . $\, M, vf

But we have

(21', . . \l, m, nf = (^, . . \mz' - ny', . . )^

(21',.. 5^, TO, n'^x, y, z) = {A,..\mz'-nyi,..\y^~y'z,..),

(SB'S' - g", ..1ma-ny,.. \\, /., v)

= [af(mz-ny) + y'(nx-lz) + z'(ly-mxy](\x' + fiy' + vz') K{a,..\x', y', /)^

(SB'S' - g", . .W fi, vf = {\x' + ix^j' + vzj K{a,.. \x', y\ zj,

and thence

(23'6' - g'', ..^mz- ny, . . $\. ^, v)

V-(q3'S'-g'»,..$X, /*, vy
">> y> ^ ^-K{a,..\x', y', z')\

«', y', z

I , TO, n

whence we have

(A,.. "5y/ - y'z, . .y = -ta—sr—; 7^ Product of

{A, . . '^mz'-ny',

.

. $y/ - t/z, . .) + a:, y. z

X', y\ z'

I, m, n

^ -K{a,..\x\ y', zy;

and the identical equation

(,a,..Jx, y, zy.{a,..l^af, y', zJ - [{a, . .Jx, y, z\x', y\ z')f = {A,..\yz'-y'z,..y
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now gives

(a, . . '^x, y, zf = Quotient by (a, . . \x', y', sff of ~]

[{a,..\x, y, z^a^, ^, /)p

+ Quotient by {A,.. \mz' - ny, . .y of Product

I. {(A,., ^mz' - ny', . . ^ysf -y'z,..)± «. y , z

CO', y', z'

I , m, n

^-K(a,..\x',y\ z'f

where the Product part may also be written

(a,...\l , m, nja/, y', z') .(a,. .'$^x, y, zjx, y', z')

-(a,...\x', y, z'f .{a,..'^x, y, zjl , m. n)

OS, y , z±^-K{a,..\x, y', zf

no, y , z

I , in, n

19. Writing in the formula I.

(a, h, g '$^af, y', z')={^', v, n,

h, h, f
9> f, c

we have

and thence

Assume

^ H, B, F

0. F, C

K{a,..\x',^,/) ={A,..t^',-n',n'

(a, . . Ja; , y, z \x
,

y', /) = fa; + riy + t,'z.

{I, m, n) = {vr,' - /*?'. H' " "?', ^f - ^v'l

then from the foregoing values of (a/, y', /)

m!f-ny=y. |(\r - v^') (Gf + Fv' + C?') - (/^f - \v) (J^f + Br,' + F^')

= 1
J\
[r(^r

+

Hr,' + GO + v (H^ + Bv' + Fn + %' {g^ + f.{ + c%')-\

- \r (^f + i/v

+

OK') - ^r (^r +w + ^r) - ^r (g^' + ^v + cro}

.

51—2
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and similarly

and thence

with the like equations, writing H, B, F and G, F, G in the place of A, H, G
successively: and we then have

{A,..llmz'-ny;..y

= ^\ (^.••$'^. M. v-^mz-7iy',..).{A...'^^',r,',^'y

-(A,.. $r, n', K'\mz' -ny,..).{A,- 1^', v', ^'l\ t^, «<)} •

But the foregoing values of mz' — ny', iix' — W, ly' — maf give also

(^,..5^X, fi, v^mii — mf, . .^

=1 1(^,..$\, M. "ir. V, n-{A,..-u', V, r?-(4,..$r. v, 0'u.-i\ /*, "^r. v. r)}=o;

so that

{A,..\m2f -ny',..y

= -i (^. . . $r, V. ?? . (a, . . $.v - /.r, .
.)"
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Similarly,

(A,.. \m2^ - ny', . .$y/ - ^z, .

.

)

-(^,..5r, v', r%/-A..)-(^,.-$r. v, ^'i\ t^, ")}

But

(^,..$\, II, vlyz'-y'z,..)

= (A\ +Hfj.+ Gv) {yz' - y'z)

+ {H\ + Bfi + Fv) (zx' - z'x)

+ (G\ + 2^^ + Cv ) {xy' - «»,

= Xy (GX + JP/x + Cp) - z' (HX + £m + Fv)]

+ y [/ (4X + Hfi + Gv) -x'(GX+Ffi + Cv)]

+ z \x' {Ex + 5/i + Fv) - y' {AX + H,i^- Gv)],

which, substituting for x', y', z' theii- values

i
H, B, F

0. F. G

becomes

X [{BC -F- ){w'- Mf) + (FO - CH) (\?' - i/f) + {HF - BG) (/^f - X,;')]

+ y[{FG -CH){vv'-H-n + iCA -G' ){X^ -v^) + {GH-AF){,x^' -Xv')]

+ z [{HF - BG) {v-n - /if) + {GE - AF) (\?' - v^') + {AB - E"- ) {/m^' - Xr,')]

which is

= (a, . . ^x, y, z'$vri' - /*?', . .)

;

and by merely writing (f, ?;', f) in the place of (\, fi, v), we have

(4,..$r, ^', tlyz'-y'z,..) = 0;

so that we find

{A, . .Jmz' -ni/,.. 5yy -j/z,..)

= ]^{A,..\^', V. l;j.{a,..\x, y, z^vv'-f^^', X^'-v^', /xf-W)-

405
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Now, Moiting the formula I. in the form

(a, ..Ja;, y, «)• = Quotient by K(a,..'$a;', y', s^f oi ^

[276

+ Quotient by K(A,. .^mz' — ny', . .)» of

K* {[(A, . Jmz' - ny', . Jyz' - y'z, . .)]" + x, V' z

a>'.
T/> z'

I, m, n

K{a,..\x, y, zf].

the right-hand side is

= Quotient by (^,..$f, V. ?')" of]

Ki^'x + vy + K'^r

+ Quotient by (a,..$i'7?'-/:t?',..)^(4, ..$f, V. K'f of

.{[(a,..\v7^'-,i^',..\x, y, ^).(^,..$r, v'. ?')T+n'(^,..$r, V, n%
where

U =K X
, y> z

x', 2/- z'

I. m n

or, what is the same thing.

n = a; , y , z

Ka/, Ky', Kz'

I , m , n

X y z

A^' + Hv' + O^', H^ + Bv' + F^', G^ + Fv' + G^'

vr}'-fi^' , Xf'-i/f , ix^'-\ij'.

More simply, the right-hand side is

= Quotient by {A,..\^\ r,', ^J of

K^^'x + Ti'y+^'zy

+ Quotient by (a, . .'^vr)' — /af', .
.

)" of

{\[{a,..lvri'-,,K',..1'c, y. ^)]^(^,..$r> V, O' + n^l;

or restoring the left-hand side, and resolving into its linear factors the function in

j }, we have

{a,..\x, y, ^)^ = Quotient by (^,..$f, v', ?? of
^

\K{^'x + r,'y + tzr
^^-

\ + Quotient by (a, .

.

\vr)' - fi^', ..) of Product
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where IT has the value given above, which may also be written

n = (A,.. ]ir, n', r]l\ /M, v) {^'x + r,'y + t^z)

-{A,.. ][f , ,,', l;'f (\x + ,j,y + vz).

20. We deduce at once the inverse or reciprocal formulae

{A, . .11 v,Kr = Quotient by {A, . .$f, r,', l;'f of
]

,
J

[{A,..J_l r,, f][r, V, DP
+ Quotient by {a, . .\v7)' — fi}^', . .y of K into Product

m. 1 (a, . . \vr,' - ;.?', . . $1,?' -r,%..)± ^ - {A, . .^^', r,', r)»

407

X, 11, V

where the Product part may also be written

Product [^i(^,..5f, V, K'lK M, v).{A,..\^', ^', rm ^, r)

-^(^,. ][r. v, ?? .(^,..5;\, /*, v\i V,

21. And also

{A,..\l V, 0= = Quotient by (a,..][< y', zj of >

J

rv.

where

K{^af-^r,y'+i;zy

+ Quotient by K{A,.. ~^ny' — mz, ..f of Product

[K^±^-K{a,.. -^x', y', zJ {A,.. \ny' - mz' , . . \l n, f),

aaf + h!/-\- gzf, hx' + hy' +fz', gx' +fy' + c/

ny' — mz' , Iz' — nx' , mx — ly

which may also be written

= (a, . .$< y', z'^l, m, n) (x'^ + y'v + z'O

-{a,..-^x', y', z'f . {l^ +mv + nO.

22. The geometrical signification is obvious. The formulae I. and II. each of

them show that the equation

(«,..$«, y, zy = o
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of the conic may be written in the form

[276

where Q = 0, R = are any two tangents of the conic, and W = is the line joining

the points of contact, or chord of contact corresponding to the two tangents ; viz., in

the formula I. we have

W =(a,..'$^a/, y', if'^x, y, z),

jl = {A, . .\mzf - ny', . .Jyzf - y'z, . .) ± ^ -K{a,..\x, y, zf X, y , z

x\ y\ z'

I , m, n

(or for a different form of Q, R see the formula). The quantities («', y', /) are the

coordinates of the point of intersection of the two tangents, or pole of the chord of

contact : (l, m, n) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities, the values whereof do not

affect the result ('). And in the formula II. we have

W =^'x + r,'y+^'z,

Q
R

(for the value of 11 see the formula). The quantities (f, t}', f) are the line-

coordinates of the chord of contact (viz. the point-equation of this line is ^'x + rj'y + ^'z = 0)

;

(\, fi, v) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.

23. In the like manner the formulae III. and IV. each of them show that the

line-equation

{A,..11 V, 0^ =

of the conic may be written in the form

W' + ^QR = 0,

where Q = 0, R = are any two ineunts of the conic, and W=0 is the point of

intersection of the corresponding tangents; viz. in the formula III. we have

=(a,...$^v-Mr,..)±v-(^,..$r. V. r?0]

\, fJ., V

(for another form of Q, R see the formula).

' In a different point of view, viz. if we consider the formula I. as a transformation of the function

(a, ...Jx, y, if, then (x', y', z') and (l, m, n) would be each of them supernumerary arbitrary quantities

:

and 80 in the other like cases.
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The quantities f, 17', ?" are the line-coordinates of the line through the two

ineunts, or chord of contact
; (\, fi, v) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities ; and so

in the formula IV. we have

J
= iir* ± 'J-K{a,..-laf. y',^y {A, ..Jny'- mz, . .$?, v,

Q
R

(for the value of <I> see the formula), where af, y, zf are the point-coordinates of the

intersection of tangents at the two ineunts, or pole of the chord of contact; {I, m, n)

are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.

24. We may, instead of the supernumerary arbitrary quantities {I, m, n) of the

formula I., introduce the quantities (\, /i, v), where

1( ^, H, G$\, /., V).
(I, m, n) =

j^ f-^ H, B, F
G, F, C

This gives

(A. H, Olm/-ny'...)

= A (w£ - ni/ ) + H {naf - Iz' ) + G {ly' - mx')

^a! {En- Gm) + y' {Gl - An) + z' (Am - HI)

= ^. af[H{G\ + F^, +Cv)-G (H\ + Bfj, + Fp)]

+ y'[G(Ax + Hfi.+ Gv)-A (Gx +F^,.-hCv)]

+ z' [A (HX+B/i + Fv) -H(HX + Bfj. + Fv)]

x {gti -hv) + y' (ffi - bv) + z' (cfi -fv)

M (Sra;' +/;/ + cz') - v (lix' + by' -J-//) ;

we have thus the system

{A , H, G-^mz' -«/,..) = ^ (go/ +fy' + cz') -v{hx' + by' +fz'),

(H, 5, FJm/ -ny',..) = v (ax' + hy -t- gz') - X (gaf +fy' + czf),

(0 , F, CJim/ -ny'...)^X(ha/ + by' +fz') -^(ax' + hy' + gz').

and thence

(.4, . .$to/ - ny, . .$y/ - r/z, . .)

yzf — y'z , zaf — /« , an/ — x'y

ax' + hy' + gz', ha/ + by" + fz', gx +/y' + en!

X , /I
, V

or observing that the term in \ is

- (zx' - z'x) (go/ +fy' + cz!) -I- (xy - x'y) (hx -\- by' +fz:),

C. IV. 52

\
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which is
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= X {af {aa^ + hy' + gz) + 1/ {ha' +/y' +fz') + / (gx' +/y' + ciT))

— x.x' (ax' + hy' + gz')

-y.x'(hx' + by'+fz')

- z . a/ (gx' +/y' + c/)

= -a/(a,..^a;, y, zj^x', y', z') + x(a,..$_x', y', zj,

with similar expressions for the terms in /*, p, we have

(A, . .Jrmf - ny', . .Jlyz' - y'z, .
.

)

= -(Xa!' + /Ay' + i;y).(a,..$a;, y, zj^x', y', z') + (\x + ny + vz).(a,..'$_x', y', z!f\

and so also \

{A,..\mz' -n]f,..'f

= — (Xa^ + /ty* + 1/2') . (a, . .$Z, m, rC^a!, 1/, z') + (\Z 4- fim + vn) . (a, . .$«', y", oTf,

where
(a, . .Ji, w, n$a;', y', z') = Xa;' + /;ty' + vz',

\l + fim + vn =j^(A,..^\, fi, vy,

so that

(A,..~$mz'-ny',..y = -{\x' + fjLy' + vs^y+^(A,..^\, fi, vy.{a,..\x, /, /)».

Moreover,

= -^ \iAX^-Hfi-\-Gv){yz'-y'z)^-{H\+BiJi-irFv){zx'-z'x)+{G\-\-Fii.-\-Cv)(,xy'-x'y'^ ,

X, y

,

z

x', yf, z

I , m, 71

which is

and hence instead of the formula I. we have

(a,..'^x, y, z)' = Quotient by (a,..'$x', y', z'y of]

I. (bis)

\{a,..\x, y, z\ai, y, /)]'

+ Quotient hy{A,. .$\, /x, vy{a, . .'^x', y, z'y - K{\x' + ny' + vsiy of K into Product

{ (Xx' + /ly' + vz') . (a, .

.

'^x, y, z^x', y', z')-(\x + fiy + vz) .(a,.. Jx', y', z'y
'

± 1 '^-K{a,..\x','!/,zy {A. . . 1\, n, vjyzf - i/z,

.

. ).

25. If, in like manner, in the formula II. we introduce, instead of (X, /i, v), the

new quantities {I, m, n), where

(\, 11, v) = ( a, h, g \l, m, n),

'

h, h, f
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or, what is the same thing,

{I, m, 71) = ^ ^ ^
K H, B, F

G, F, G

then we have

(a, h, g\vri' - ^r, ) = n (H^' + Br,' + F^') - m (0^' + F^' + Of'),

(h. b, fivr,' - ^r. )=i ((?r + Fv + CD - n (^r

+

Hr,' + on.

(9. /. c -^Lvv'
-

M?'. ..) = m(A^'+ Hv' + (??') - I (W + Br,' + F^')
;

and thence

(a, . .\v7f - /if, . .'^x, y, z) =

A^^^H-n'^G^;, H^'-¥Br,' + F^', G^' + Fv' + C^'

I , m , n

= (A, . .'$inz - ny, . .][f , t)', ?"),

(a,..iv^'-ij.t,..r=\.kA,..\\, M, vf.i^A,..^^', V, Kj-\.{A,..i\, fi, vi^', V, nij

= {a,..\l, m. ny.{A,..\^', t?', i;'Y - K {l^' + mn' + n^J

;

\

r= X , y >
^

A^'+Hv' + G^', H^' + Bv' + F^', G^' + Fv' + G^

= iyn' - fio y (»r + ^v' +cn-^ {s? + Br,' +Fn
{x^-vn-^i^i'+^v'+Gn-xiG^'+Fr,' + c^')

(^r -\v')-x {H^' + Bv +F^')-y{A^'+ Hr{ + G^

)

= X {(fa; + riy+ (T^) {A^ +W + »?') - ^ (^, • -^f. '?', fOI

+ M {(r^ + ^'2/ + Kz) (^r + fiT,' + Fi!) -y(A,. .1^', r,', ?')»}

+ V {(r^

+

v'y + r^) (Gf + Fv' + CD - ^ (^ , .
. $f, v', ??}

and the formula II. thus becomes

(a,..$ar, y, ^)» = Quotient by (-4,..$f, V. ?')' of]

+ Quotient by (a, . .$Z, m, nf . {A, . .$f, v', ^'T - K{1^' + mr,' + n?')' of Product

{K{i^' + vir,'-^nK').{^'x + v'y+K'z)-i(i>--V' ^' ^J?^' y. ^).(^,..$r,V>r)^l
II. (bis) .

{\±'j-{A...\^, v'. ??(^,..$m^-ny,..$r. v', n-

52—2
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26. And from these we at once deduce the inverse or reciprocal formulae

(A,..l^, V. ?)' = Quotient by (^,..$r, V, r? of

j

+ Quotient by (a. . .$^, m, n)» . (A,. .$f',77',H' - K'(^f + mv + n^J otK into Product
III. (bis) -

'(Zf+ 7nV + «n(^.--$r. V. f$r. V, n-(l^ + rnrt + nO.(A,..-$^^', v', ?')'

[ ± V-(^,..$r, V, ?')' (a.
•
-j^Z, m, n$,r - V?, . .). j

27. And

(^,..$f, '7, ?)^= Quotient by (a,..$< y', /)= of
^

IV (bis) J
*" Q"°*^®°' hy (A,.. '$X,fi,vy. (a,.. $«', y', z'f-K {\x' + /xy ' + 1'^')' of Product

I ± V-;r(a,..$a;', y', /f (a, . .J^x', y', /J/t?- vv,..),
J

These four formulae have the same geometrical significations with the original four

formulae to which they correspond respectively.

28. The eight formulae become all of them the same or very similar for the quadric

form (a,..$«, y, zf = (i? + y^-\-z^, which of course implies (^,..5^, t], Ky = ^ + V^+^-
Thus selecting any one of them at pleasure, e.g. the formula II. (bis), this becomes

{{a? + y' + z') (p + 7,'^ + r) - {^'x + r,'y + ^'z)']

X {{P + m' + n') (p + ri"- + f'=) - (l^' + mv' + wDI

= \(l^' + 7m,' + n?') (a;f' + mr,' + «?') - (Ix + my + nz) (f- + v' + Hi'

+(f^+»/»+n r>
/

V , r
a;, y. z

I. m, n

where the terms independent of ^ 4- rj'- + 5"^ destroy each other. Omitting these terms,

and dividing by p + r)"' + f'^ the resulting equation is found to be

P + 7;'^ + ^'^ ^'x + i?'y + t^ . F^ + v'ln + ?'w

^f' + yv + ^?"
.

^'^ + 2/^ + •2^^ ^"^ + y* + '"'"'

l^' + mi] + n,f '
, ia; + my + nz , l'+ w" + n^

which is a well-known identical equation.

r. '/', r 3 _

a;, y> 2:

^ m, n
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Article ^os. 29 to 33, relating to a single conic in connexion with an ineunt or a tangent

of a conic of double contact.

29. The formulae assume a very simple form when the point of intersection of

the two tangents, or the line of junction of the two ineunts of the conic, is an

ineunt or a tangent of a conic having double contact with the first-mentioned conic.

Thus, if to the conic

(a,..$a;, y, zf =

tangents ai'e drawn from a point («', y', /) of the conic

(a, . . $a;, y, zf + {^'x + r(y + f'^)' = 0,

then we have

(a, . .\af, y', zj = - {^'a! + riy' + fV)'

;

and using the form I. (bis), and putting therein {1^' , t{, f) in the place of the

ai-bitrary quantities (X, fi, v), the equation of the tangent divides out by ^V + r/'y' + fV,
and omitting this factor it becomes

(a,..$a;', y', /^x, y, z) + (^'a;' + r,'y + ^'/)i^'x + v'y + ^'z)

which is of the form

where the matrix

a + ^'

I

( a
, $ , 7 ^sc^, y", ^\x, y, z) = 0,

a", /3", 7"

( a
, /3 , 7 ) is =

a', yS-, 7'

a", ^", 7"

.f^ +Sv+^ (Gf + Fv + CK' ),9 + rr - ^^{H^' + B^'+FO

h + i'v -^ (^f' + ^^t' + ^'?')' ^ + "l'" ,f+vr+~(A^'+sv+Gn

g

+

rr

+

^^(Hr

+

w

+

rn, /+ »?'?' -^ (^r+^'7'+ «?'), c + r.

30. But instead of further developing these formulae, I prefer to consider the

formulae which give the points of contact of the tangents in question, viz. the ineunts

of the conic (a, ..$«, y, zy=0, or the tangents through the point («', y', z') of the

conic (a,..^x, y, zy + (^'x + 7i'y + ^'zy = 0.
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We have as before

(o...$a;'. y', /)»= - (fa;' +^y + T^)".

and using the formula IV. (bis) and writing therein (^, 17', f) in the place of the

arbitrary quantities (\, /*, v), the equation contains the factor fV + i;y + fV, and

dividing by this factor, and by K, the line-equation of the ineunt is

Selecting the positive sign, the coordinates of the corresponding ineunt are

<^' +^ (^T + y'v + ^T) (^r + Br,' + GO +
Jj^

\n' (^af +fy' + c/) - ?' (^' + by' + //)|

,

y'
+ ^ (^T + y'V + ^'Om' + ^'z' + ^?') +^ {?' (ooj'+W + 5'^') - r (.9^ +/y' + c/

)}

,

and taking (X, Y, Z) for the coordinates of the ineunt in question, and putting for

shortness

we may write

(i+p)z=(2-a)^' - ^ y'- 7 ^+;^(^r+^'7'+<?r)(r^'+'/y+rA

(1 + P) F = - a' aj' + (2 - ^') / - 7' ^ +^ (^f + 5'?' + ^D (f^^' + vV + f^),

(1 + P) Z = a" x" - /3" y' + (2 - 7") z' + ^{G^' +Fv' + C?') (f^' + V^ + fV),

where P, which is arbitrary, may be put
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31. These equations then give

{w', y',z') = { a, ^ , 7 \X, T, Z),

a", /8", 7"

which can be verified without difficulty by reversing the process ; and we have thus

the coordinates {X, T, Z) in terms of (x', y', /), and reciprocally.

32. If (X,, F„ Z) are the coordinates of the other ineunt, we have, it is clear,

{x', y'. /) = ( 2-a , -/3 , -7 ][Z„ Y„ Z);

-d, 2-/3', -7'

-a , -/3 , 2-7

or substituting for («', y', z') their values in terms of {X, Y, Z),

(2X„ 27„ 2Z) = {a
, . 7 ^X + X,, Y+Y„ Z+ Z,),

a', /3', 7'

a", /9", 7"

so that (X + X^, Y+Y„ Z+Z,) are the same lineai- functions of 2X,, 2Y„ 2Z, that

{X, Y, Z) are of {x', y', z') ; that is, we have

i(l+P)(Z + Z,) = (2-a)X,- ^ Y,- 7 Z, + j^{A^'+Hv' + OK'){^x' + r,'y'+tz'),

Hi+p)(z+xj= -a' z,+(2-^')F,- 7' ^,+-^(^r+w+J^o(r«''+vy'+rv),

HI + P) (Z + Z,) = - a" Z, - ^' F, + (2 - 7") Z, + ^{G^'+ Fr,' + G^ (f^' + 'jY + ?V),

which equations may be written

(1+P)(Z, F, Z) = ( a , b
,

c $Z„ Y„ Z,),

a', b', c'

a", b", c"

where the values of the coefficients are

-^ {cv' -ff)+lt (^r +Hv

+

Gn

(ar-<;f')+|i'(Hf +BV + n') . i--^(Af'-/i7')+;| (B/^-cr-20f'f-4n. -^(?r-ci')+|r(^«'+^v+^n

(/if-ail') + ^r(0{' +i^';' + Cf) - -^(6?' -AV) + |V(<?f' +i^V + Cf) i-^(yi' -3';')+;^ (cr»-4r^-2Hiv-BV').
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and considering (X, Y, Z) and (X„ Y,, Z,) as quantities connected by the foregoing

linear relations, we have identically

(a,..$Z. Y,Zy = (a...lX„ Y„ Z^y.

The investigation leads thus to the automorphic transformation of the quadric function,

a transformation first effected by M, Hermite(').

33. It is to be remarked that the foregoing formulae show that {of, y', s^) being

the coordinates of a point on the conic (a, ..Ja;, y, zf + (^'x + rfy + ^'zy=(i, from which

point tangents are drawn to the conic («,..$«, y, zf = ii, then the coordinates {x', y', z)

enter linearly into the equations of the tangents, the ineunts (or points of contact),

and the polar. And it may be added that the equation of the conic enveloped by

the polar (that is, the polar conic of (ct, ..$«, y, zy+(^'x + 7)'y + ^'zy = 0) has for its

equation

{K + (A,. .$r, 7?', ?')^! («. • • $^, y,^y-K i^'x + v'y + K'zJ = o,

and that the coordinates of the point of contact of the polar with this conic are

a;' + i (^r +W + GK') (?V + ,y + K'z),

y' + j^(H^' + Bv' + Ft) (?V + V'y' + ?V),

z'+l- {Gi' + Fr,' + or ) (fV + v'y' + rV)

;

80 that {x', y', z') also enter linearly into the expressions for the coordinates of the

last-mentioned point.

AHicle Nos. 34 to 37, relating to two conies.

34. Considering now the two conies

U =(a, b, c, f, g, hjx, y, zy = 0,

U' = {a, b', c', f, g', h'^x, y, zf^O;
suppose that the conic

eU+ ffU' = {da + ffa!,.. Jx, y, zy=
represents a pair of lines.

The condition for this is

Biact. (ea + e'a',..Jx, y, zy = 0,

which is

(21, 33, 6, 2)5^, 6?'y = 0,

where

^ = Aa' + Bh' + Cc + 2Ff'+ 20g' + 2Hh',

6 = ^'a + Fb + Cc + 2F'f+ 2G'g + 2H'h,

3) = K'

' See my '"Memoir on the Automorphic Transformation of a Bipartite Qnadrio Function," Phil. Truiit.

vol. cxLvin. (1858), pp. 39—46, [153].
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(the significations of K', A', B", C, F, G', H' being of course analogous to those of

K, A, B, C, F, G, H). The three roots 6 :
6' con-espond, it is clear, to the three

pairs of lines which can be drawn through the intersections of the two conies.

35. The equation

Disct. {% 33, g, 'S)\e, d'y=o,

which is of the fourth order in 2(, S, S, 2), and of the sixth order as regards

(a, b, c, f, g, h) and (a', h', c', /', g', h') respectively, is the condition in order that the

two conies may touch each other. Assuming that it is satisfied, the cubic equation

in ^ : ^ has a pair of equal roots; or say there is a twofold root and a onefold

root; the twofold root gives the pair of lines drawn from the point of contact to

the other two points of intersection, the onefold root gives the pair made up of the

common tangent and the line joining the other two points of intersection.

36. In particular, suppose that the two conies are

2 {px + cry + Tz) (p'x + ay + t'z) = 0,

2{\a! + fiy +vz)(\'x + fj.'y + v'z) = 0;
so that

{a,b,c,f,ff,h)= (2pp', 2a-cr', 2tt', o-t + a'r, rp' + rp, pa +p'(r),

{a! , b' , c , /', g' , h' )= (2XX', 2/i/t', 2vv', fiv + /I'v, v\' + v'\, \/j.' + X'/j.),

(A, B, G, F. 0, H) = -{a-/-a'T, rp'-r'p, pa'-paf,

(A', R, C, F, G', H')=-(fiv'-fip, vX'-vX X/*'-\»»;

and thence also

^=K =0,

8=-4a' + &c. = -2 X, fi, V X', n', v

T

/

T

6 =^'a + &c. =-2

X, M. V V,

P' <r

,

T P' O",

p.
/ /

T
t

P '
«'"',

p' 0-. T P,
/

X, M. V X, H"

V, /. l/ X', /*.

T

V

/

V

and the equation in (d, ff) is

= 0;

93^ + g^ = 0;

hence writing ^ = 6, ^ = — 33, the equation of the pair of lines is

X,

X'.

a, r p, <r. r'

X,/*, V

Xf f /

C. IV.

(px+ay+TzXp'x+a'y+Tz)— X , fi , V

p ,a-,T

p , a, T
I / f

p , a- ,T

{Xx+p,y+vz)(X'x+ij,'y+p'z)=0;

53
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and it is easy to see that the left-hand side does in fact break up into factors, and

that the equation is

X , y ,
z

fir' — va, vp — \t', Xo-' — up

ffv — T/jL , t\ — pv , pfi ~ cr^

x , y , z

liT — va
,

vp —\r
,

\(r — ftp

II II i\ I II II i\/
a-v—r/M, T\—pv, pfi—<7\

= 0,

then, putting as before,

we have

where

which of course might have been obtained at once by means of the four points which

are the intereection of each component line of the first conic by each component line

of the second conic.

37. Suppose that the first conic is

(a, b, c,f, g, h\x, y, z'f = Q,

while the second conic is the pair of lines

2 {\x + fiy+ vz) {\'x + fj/y + v'z) = ;

(da + & . 2\X', .

.

$«, y, zy=0,

(21, 23, 6, 2)K ej = 0,

21= ^,

33 = 2 (A, B, C, F, G, ^$X, /*, v^W fi', v'),

6 = — (a, 6, c, /, g, K^/iv' — p!v, vX' — ;''\, \^' — \'p.y,

D = ;

and the equation in (0, ff) is

K&' + 2{A,..'^\, p,, v'^X', p.', v) 66' - (a, . . ^p,v - p'v, .

.

)- 6'^- = 0,

which may be written

[K6 + {A,..\X, p, v^X', pf, v')6'Y = \[(A,..^X, p, vJX', p, v')f + Kia,..~$^pu'-ti'v,..y]6\

= (^,..$X, ^, vy.(A,..^X', p!, vj.ff\
that is

K6 = [± V(^,..^\, p,, vy V(^,..$\', p', vj - (^ , .

.
$\, p, v\X', p', v'W

;

we may assume

6=± \/(^,..$X, ^, vY V(4,..$X', p.', vJ - {A, . .\X, n, viX', p', v), 0" = K,

so that the conic

{±V(4,..5;x, p,, py>/{A,..;$X', /, vy-{A,..lX, p, v-^X', p.', v)]{a,...^x, y, zf

+ 2K(Xx + p,y + vz) (X'x+ pfy + v'z) =
breaks up into a pair of lines.

Putting for shortness

± V(^,..$x, p, vf V(^,..5x', p', v'Y -(A,..\x, p,, v\x', p.', v) = n
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the coefficients on the left-hand side of the equation are

{na + 2K\\', . . nf+K (fiv + fi'v), . .),

whence, after all reductions, the inverse function is

{{A...ji\, M, vi^, V, '/(A,..i\',^L',v'y+(A,..j\', /.', v'-^i r,, r) V(i::j\:7riot.

and the remainder of the process of decomposition is effected without difficulty.

Addition, 18 December, 1862.

The formulae II. and II. (bis) each of them give the tangents of the conic

(a, ...][a;, y, zf = at the ineunts of intersection with the line ^'x + Tj'y + ^'z = 0. A
very elegant formula for these ineunts themselves was communicated to me by

Mr Spottiswoode, and I have since found that the same or an equivalent formula is

made use of by M. Aronhold in his recent valuable memoir, "Ueber eine neue

algebraische Behandlungsweise der Integrale irrationaler Differentiale, &c.," Grelle, t. LXli.

pp. 95—145 (1862). The fonnula is as follows, viz. for the conic and line,

(a, b, c, f, g, K^x, y, zf = 0,

^x + Tj'y + t;z = 0,

then

X : y : z=

(if + rm,' + n?')^^' + v' {gl +fm + ct?) - ?' (hi + bm+fy)+l V^,

: {It +m + "D 2^ ^ + ^ ("^ + ^"^ +^'') ~ ^' ^^^+> + cv) + m V^,

: (?f + 77M7'+ nf) 2J^ ^t + f' (M + bm +fy )

-

1}' (al + hm + gn)-Vn'J^;

where

*= f, V, ^'=-{A,B,C,F,Q,H\t,'n',i;y,

f, a, h, g

i{, h, b
, f

80 that i ^w , i , , , i Ji, are respectively

= - (^r + Hr,' + 0O> - (^r + Br,' + F^'), - (Gf + Ft,' + C?'),

and where I, m, n are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.

53—2
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277.

ON THE WAVE SURFACE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. in. (1860),

pp. 16—22.]

Some very beautiful results in relation to the Wave Surface have been recently

obtained by Herr Zech, in the Memoirs " Die Eigenschaften der Wellenflachen der zwei-

axigen Krystalle mittels der hohern Geometrie abgeleitet," Crelle, t. Lii. pp. 24.3—254' (1856),

and "Die Kriimmungslinien der Wellenflache zweiaxiger Krystalle," Crelle, t. Liv. pp.

72—77 (1857). According to the former of Fresnel's two modes of generation, the

wave surface is the envelope of a plane whose perpendicular distance ?) is a certain

given function of the direction cosines I, m, n. For the same system of direction

cosines, there are in fact two values of the perpendicular distance : call these v and w,

and let the corresponding planes (parallel of course to each other) be called P and Q.

Then the entire system of the planes P and Q envelope the wave surface, viz. the

planes P may be considered as enveloping one sheet and the planes Q the other

sheet of the surface. But if instead of considering the entire system of planes we

consider only the planes P and the parallel planes Q, for which the perpendicular on

the plane P has a given constant value v, then the planes P will envelope a

developable F, and the planes Q will envelope a developable G, these two developables

being, it is to be observed, distinct surfaces, not sheets of one and the same surface.

Or, what is the same thing, the planes P for which the perpendicular distance has

a given constant value v will envelope a developable F, and the planes P for which

the perpendicular distance of the parallel planes Q has a given constant value w, will

envelope a developable 0. And it is obvious that the developables F and G touch

the wave surface along curves. The equation of the developable F contains of course

the arbitrary parameter v, and the equation of the developable G contains in like

manner the arbitrary parameter w, so that we in fact have two series of developables
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F and G respectively touching the wave surface along two series of curves. And it

is shown in the second of the Memoirs above referred to that these curves are the

curves of curvature of the wave surface.

The developable F is obtained as the envelope of the plane P, whose equation is

Ix + my + nz = v,

where v has a given constant value and I, m, n are parameters which vary, subject to

the two conditions

P +m^ + n^ =1,

P m' n^

o}-xF li'-i? &-'\?'

And in like manner the developable G is obtained as the envelope of the plane Q,

whose equation is

, .
ahc (f m? n^\

Ix + my + nz= — */H, + -t7+— ,

where w has a given constant value and I, m, n are parameters which vary, subject

to the two conditions

P + m- + )i^ = 1,

P m^ »'

a'>-u/''^ l^-zif'^ (f-vf'~

{It is hardly necessary to remark that if in the last-mentioned system of

equations, the parameter w is also treated as variable, we obtain the wave surface

:

in fact «*, v/' being the roots of the equation

l' m" n=

a*-d ¥-e <?-e'

we have, attending to the condition i' + m' + n-=l, the identical equation

p Qj" - Q) {(^ - B) ^- m^ {&-e) {0^-0)^71^ {a? -e){}i'-e)^{v-'-e){v?-e),

and thence

vw-

which shows that the system of equations for the plane Q (w being treated as

variable) is in fact identical with the system of equations for the plane P.}

The form of the equationa of the planes P and Q respectively shows that each

of these planes is parallel to a tangent plane of the cone

a» - i;a ^ 62 - 1)2
^

C^ - 1)2
'
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or in other words, that the planes P and Q are respectively tangents to the conic or

infinitely thin surface of the second order, which is the second of the last-mentioned

cone by the plane at infinity. Moreover it is obvious from the same equations that

the plane P is a tangent plane of the sphere whose equation is

and that the plane Q is a tangent plane of the ellipsoid whose equation is

a»6VaV + 6y + c=z»= -

if

Hence each of the developables F and G is the envelope of a plane which is

the common tangent plane of two surfaces of the second order; such developables are

in general of the eighth order, see my paper "On the Developable Surfaces which

arise from Two Surfaces of the Second Order," Camb. and Dubl. Math. Joum., t. V.

pp. 46—57 (1850), [84], and it will be presently seen that this is in fact the order of

the developables F and G respectively.

The before-mentioned cone

l' Is .S~ -1 ..!!
"'

(Zech's cone iT) is a cone having for its focal lines the optic axes (or normals to the

circular sections) of the ellipsoid a'a? + h-y^ 4- c'^z'' = 1 (Zech's ellipsoid E) which is used

in the theory of the Wave Surface in the place of Fresnel's Surface of Elasticity.

The complementary cone

(a^-v^)x' + {¥ - 1;=) y»+ (c* - v^) z^ = 0,

(Zech's cone (7) meets the last-mentioned ellipsoid in a curve lying on the sphere

whose equation is a^ + y^ + z^ = -
, a. property which may be considered as affording the

geometrical construction of the magnitude v, bj' means of the cone K. The ellipsoid

lue of

a'b'c'

whose equation is a^ + y^ + z^ = -
, a. property which may be considered as affording the

m of th(

a^b'd'
a^aF + 6y -f- (?z^ =—J— is obviously an ellipsoid similar to the ellipsoid E, and the value of

V being determined as above, the sphere a?-\-y^+z^=iJ^ and the ellipsoid a^a?+l^y'^-\-<?z''= -

(which are used in the preceding geometrical construction of the developables F and

respectively) may be considered as given by construction.

To find the equation of the developable F, we have, from the equations

Ix + my + nz = v,

I- + m^ + ft* =1,

a^ _ t,!
+ JS _ 1,2

+
C'i _ j;3

- "'
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treating them by the method of arbitrary multipliers in the usual manner, we obtain

e

V a" — V-)

y+[p +
e

b'U"-"-

equations which give in the first instance v + p = or p = — v, and then substituting this

value for p,

^ xjv'- g') ^ y (i>'-fr') z(if-c^)

and thence
a." (yf - g') y^jf-b") z^v'-c')

af(v'-a') y^rf-b"-) z^ifi-c^ _
[v{v'-a')+ef '^[v{v-b')+ ey'^ [v(if - c^ + ef •

the latter of which is the derived equation of the former with respect to the para-

meter 0, hence writing the former equation under the forni

{0+v(v'-a*)} [e + v(if-b')} [e + viifi-i?)}

- &c. = 0,

or what is the same thing

(A, B, C, D)(0, 1)3 = 0,

where

A = Si/',

B = (»» -a?) (f-a*) + (i/'-f)(ii'-bl') + (i:^-z^) («» -c»),

C = (v'-y'-z')(v'- 6») (v'-c?) + {f -z'-a?) {f - &) {x? - a") + (f - x^ - y") (li^ - a») (v» - h'),

the equation of the developable F is

{AD - BCf - 4 {AG-B") (BD - C^) = 0.

The investigation for the developable G is very similar to the preceding. Write for

shortness

then the system of equations is

te -I- my + nz A = 0,w

I'' + m? + n^ =1,

a'-vj'
. 1 ::: =o
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and we then have

^^."^ l+(p+ v^>=0,

abc I \ ^

equations which give p = 0, and substituting this value, we obtain

I
x{vfl- a")

wa?A

n =

Substituting these values in the equations

^. +
J7

+ ,T =A',

I TO" W
r3"'"«/i2_ M '«#.»_/.! 'w'-a" w^-h" v?—&

we find

a?
-M-o^'f ^{^-n ${'^-<^r

+ („!._ ^2 ~ •'•'

iS<«'--)^4 {S*"'-'")*^^ {S<"'->^M^

and multiplying the first equation by — and the second equation by A^ and adding,

we obtain

;c'(w'-o') y^jw^-b') z^ (vfi - (?) _abc

of which equation the latter of the foregoing two equations is the derived equation

with respect to the parameter A^.
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Comparing this with the foregoing equation

we see that it is deduced from it by writing

aV, 6y, c-.-, --1, ^-1, --1, ^,Ae

in the place of

ar=, y^, z^, if — a'', if — b', v^— <f, v , 6

respectively, and the equation of the developable G is therefore

{A'U - RCy - 4 (A'C - B'") (B'D' - C'^) = 0,

where A', B, C, U are what A, B, G, B become when

of, 2/^ z\ if-a\ v^-Jf, V--C', V ,

are replaced by

a^af, Iff, ,fz', --1,^,-1,^-1.-.

The equations of the developables F and G, although radically distinct from each

other, are consequently similar in form, and each is at once deducible from the other.

H

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, 9th March, 1858.

C. IV. 54
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278.

NOTE ON THE SINGULAR SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iii. (1860),

pp. 36, 37.]

The following investigation (which has been in my possession for a good many
years) affords I think a simple explanation of the theoiy of the singular solutions of

differential equations.

Let the primitive equation be

c" + Pc»-i + Qc»-» + . . . = 0,

where c is the arbitrary constant and P, Q ... are any functions of «, y; then the

differential equation is obtained by eliminating c from the foregoing equation and the

derived equation
P'c"-i + Q'c''-^+... = 0,

and the result may be represented by

FiP, Q,..., P',Q',...) = 0.

Assume now
c" + Pc»-' + Qc"-= + ... =(c + Z)(c+ Y){c + Z)...,

then we have
P =X+Y+Z + &c.,

Q==XY+XZ+YZ+&c.,
&c.,

and consequently
F=x' + r+z'+&ic.,

Q' = (Y+Z + &e.)X' + &c.,

&c.,
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and substituting these values in the function F{P, Q,... P', Q',-..) it is clear that we

shall have F(P, Q,..., P", Q', ...)= UX'Y'Z'... where U is a symmetrical function of

X, T, Z, &c., and therefore a function of P, Q,...; and this equation will be identically

true whatever values we attribute to X', Y', Z',..., hence putting these quantities

respectively equal to unity, we have

P'=«,

Q'=(7l-l)P.

R' = (n-2)Q,

&c.,

and with these values

u^FiP, q,...,F, q,...),

that is V = \s the result obtained by eliminating c from the primitive equation and

the equation

wc"-' + (n - 1) Pc"-' + ... = 0,

which is the equation obtained by differentiating the primitive equation with respect

to the arbitrary constant c: that is, U=0 being the singular solution, the differential

equation is

UX'Y'Z'... = Q.

It is to be remarked that (P, Q, &a being rational and integral functions) then

if the roots X, Y, Z, &c. are aJso rational and integral functions, the differential

equation contains fT" as a separable rational and integral factor, but if the roots are

irrational then the differential equation does not really contain the rational and integral

factor U, but X'Y'Z'... is here a rational fraction containing U in the denominator

and UX'Y'Z'... is an indecomposable rational and integral function. This is easily

verified d posteriori for a quadratic equation.

2, Stoixe Buildings, W.C, 28<A January, 1858.

54—2
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279.

ON A THEOREM RELATING TO SPHERICAL CONICS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. m. (1860), p. 53.]

The following theorem was given by Prof. MaccuUagh :
" If three lines at right

angles to each other pass through a fixed point so that two of them are confined

to given planes: the third line traces out a cone of the second order whose sections

parallel to the given planes are circles, and the plane containing the other two lines

envelopes a cone of the second order whose sections by planes parallel to the given

planes are parabolas."

Referring the figure to the sphere we have a trirectangular triangle XYZ, of which

two angles X, Y lie on fixed arcs A, B. The angle Z generates a spherical conic U'

having A, B for its cyclic arcs. The side XY envelopes a spherical conic TJ touched

by the arcs A, B. The conic W is evidently the supplementary conic of U, hence

the poles of -4, B are the foci of U. We maj' drop altogether the consideration of

the triangle XYZ and consider only the side XY, we have then the theorem

:

If a quadrantal arc XY slides between the two fixed arcs A, B, the envelope of

XF is a spherical conic U touched by the fixed arcs A, B, and which has for its

foci the poles of these same arcs A, B.

It is worth while to notice the great reduction of order which takes place in

consequence of the arc XY being a quadrant. If XY had been an arc of a given

magnitude 0, the envelope would have been a spherical curve of an order certainly

higher than 6. For considering the corresponding problem in piano, the envelope in

the particular case where the fixed lines A, B are at right angles to each other

is a curve of the sixth order, and in the general case where the two fixed lines are

not at right angles the order is higher: the problem in piano corresponds of course,

not to the general problem on the sphere, but to that in which is indefinitely small.
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280.

ON THE CONICS WHICH TOUCH FOUR GIVEN LINES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. lu. (1860),

pp. 94—96.

There are considerable practical difficulties in dramng a figure of the system of

conies which touch four given lines, but a notion of the figure of the system may be

obtained as follows:
i

Figure 20 may be taken to represent any quadrilateral whatever, having all its

sides real ; and if we attend only to the unshaded spaces, it will be seen that there

are five regions which are called the inner, upper, lower, right-hand, and left-hand

regions respectively. The inner diagonals are AG the vertical diagonal and BD the

horizontal diagonal ; the former of these traverses the inner, upper, and lower regions

;

the latter the inner, right-hand, and left-hand regions ; the outer diagonal is EF
which traverses the upper region and the right-hand and left-hand regions. The

inner or vertical and horizontal diagonals meet in the inner region, the vertical and

outer diagonals meet in the upper region, the horizontal and outer diagonals meet in
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the left-hand region. No conic touching the four lines lies wholly or in part in the

shaded regions, and every conic touching the four lines lies wholly in the inner region

or wholly in the upper region, or partly in the upper and partly in the lower region,

or partly in the right-hand and partly in the left-hand region. It will be convenient

to consider, 1°. the conies which lie in the inner region ;
2°. the conies which lie in

the upper and lower regions, or in the upper region only ; 3°. the conies which lie

in the right-hand and left-hand regions.

1°. The conies in the inner region are obviously ellipses ; an extreme term is the

finite right line BD, considered as an indefinitely thin ellipse; this gradually broadens

out and there is (as a mean term) an ellipse which touches the four lines in the

points in which they are intersected two and two by the lines joining the points E, F
with the point of intersection of the diagonals AC and BD, the ellipse then narrows

in the transverse direction and at length reduces itself to the finite line AC considered

as an indefinitely thin ellipse.

2°. Considering first the conies which lie in the upper and lower regions, these

are of course hyperbolas, an extreme term is the infinite portions A oo and Con of

the line AC, considered as an indefinitely thin hyperbola: we have then hyperbolas

such that for each of them, one branch lies in the lower region and touches the two

lines through A, while the other branch lies in the upper region and touches the

two lines through C; the points of contact of the lower branch with the lines through

A giadually recede from A, but the point of contact on the line AD, which adjoins

the left-hand region, recedes with the greater rapidity, and it at last becomes infinite

while the point of contact with the line AB which adjoins the right-hand region

remains finite : we have thus a hyperbola having the line AD for its asj-mptote ; the

point at infinity of this line belongs of course indifferently to the upper and lower

regions; and we may therefore consider one branch as lying in the lower region and

touching AB and (at infinity) AD; the other branch as lying in the upper region

and touching the two lines through C, and besides (at infinity) the line AD. We have

next a series of hyperbolas such that for each of them, one branch lies in the lower

region and touches only the line AB, the other branch lies in the upper region and

touches the two lines through C and besides the line AD. We arrive again at a

limiting case when the point of contact on the line AB passes off to infinity, or AB
becomes an asymptote ; we have here in the lower region a branch touching (at infinity)

AB and in the upper region a branch touching the two lines through G, the line AD,
and besides (at infinity) the line AB. To this succeeds a series of hyperbolas such

that for each of them, one branch lies in the lower region but does not touch either

of the lines through A, the other branch lies in the upper region and touches as well

the two lines through G as also the two lines through A. Finally the branch in the

lower region passes off to infinity, or the conic becomes a parabola lying wholly in

the upper region.

We have thus arrived at the conies which lie wholly in the upper region, the

extreme term being a parabola: this passes into an ellipse touching of course the

four lines, and gradually reducing itself to the finite line EF considered as an inde-

finitely thin ellipse.
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3°. We come now to the conies which lie in the right-hand and left-hand regions

;

an extreme term is the conic composed of the infinite portions E oo and ^ oo of the

line EF, considered as an indefinitely thin hyperbola ; we have then a series of

hyperbolas such that for each of them the branch in the right-hand region touches

the two lines through E, and the branch in the left-hand region the two lines through

F; we then arrive at a limiting case where the branch in the right-hand region

touches the line EG the upper boundary of the right-hand region at oo , or where EG
is an asymptote ; we may say that the branch in the right-hand region touches the

line EB and (at infinity) the line EC, while the branch in the left-hand region

touches not only the two lines through F but also (at infinity) the line EG; we have

next a series of hyperbolas such that for each of them the branch in the right-hand

region touches only the line EB while the branch in the left-hand region touches as

well the two lines through F as the line EC; we have then again a limiting case,

viz. the branch in the right-hand region touches the line BG at infinity, or BG is an

as3Tnptote ; we may here say that the branch in the right-hand region touches the

line BE and (at infinity) the line BG, while the branch in the left-hand region

touches the lines through D and (at infinity) the line BG ; and to this succeeds a

series of hyperbolas such that for each of them the branch in the right-hand region

touches the two lines through B while the branch in the left-hand region touches

the two lines through D ; the hyperbola finally becomes the infinite portions B oo and

i) 00 of the line BD, considered as an indefinitely thin hyperbola.

It is to be noticed that the entire system commences with the finite line BD
considered as an indefinitely thin ellipse and passes on continuously to the infinite

portions B « and Z) » of the same line, considered as an indefinitely thin hyperbola

:

it is therefore a cyclical series, and any term whatever might have been taken for

the commencement of the series.
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281.
s

NOTE ON THE WAVE SURFACE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. HI. (1860),

pp. 142—144.]

In the paper "On the Wave Surface" in the last Number of the Journal,

[277], I stated that it was shown in the second of Zech's Memoii's that the curves of

contact of the developables F and with the wave surface were the curves of curvature

of the wave surface. I had not examined the demonstration of this theorem, and I

had overlooked the author's note " Die Kriimmungslinien der Wellenflache zweiaxiger

Krystalle, &c.," Crelle, t. Liv. p. 94 (Feb. 1858), where he jjoints out that in a phrase

which he quotes, he had assumed without demonstration a theorem which was in fact

erroneous, and that he retracted all that he had said in No. 11 of his Memoir (the

portion which contains the theorem as to the curves of curvature of the wave surface).

M. Bertrand in a note in the Comptes Rendus, t. XLVii. pp. 817—819 (Nov. 1858), after

referring to my paper, remarks that the theorem as to the curves of curvature of the

wave surface appeared to him so remarkable that he hastened to investigate a proof

of it, but that he very soon discovered that the theorem was unfortunately eiToneous;

and he proceeds to show why the theorem cannot be true. M. Bertrand's demonstration

is as follows

:

Theorem I. If fi-om a point 0, we let fall perpendiculars on the tangent planes

of a surface, the locus of their feet is a new surface. Let P be a point of this

surface corresponding to the point M of the first surface, the normal at P passes

through the middle point of OM.

Theorem II. If the curve of curvature of a surface is such that the tancrent

planes at the several points of the curve are equidistant from a point 0, the curve

of curvature is situate on a sphere having the point for its centre.

For suppose that we let fall from the point perpendiculai-s on the tangent

planes to the surface at the several points of the curve of curvature in question. The
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locus of the feet will be a spherical curve, a normal at any point P of the curve

will it is clear pass through the point ; besides, in virtue of the first theorem, another

normal will pass through the middle point of the radius OM drawn to the con-esponding

point M of the surface ; the tangent to the curve which is the locus of the points

P is therefore perpendicular to the plane MOP, and consequently to the line MP.
But when a developable surface is circumscribed about a sphere, the pei-pendiculars let

fall from the centre of the sphere on the tangent planes of the developable surface

have their feet on the generating lines ; and consequently the curve which is the locus

of the points P is situate on the developable surface (viz., the developable surface

enveloped by the tangent planes at the several points of the curve of curvature of

the given surface) and cuts the generating lines at right angles. But the curve, the

locus of the point M, being by hypothesis a curve of curvature of the given surface,

also cuts at right angles the generating lines of the developable surface, the two curves

are therefore equidistant curves on the developable surface, viz. MP is constant, and

since by hj^thesis OP is constant, OM is also constant, which proves the second

theorem.

This being premised, it is to be recollected that the wave surface may be gene-

rated in two different ways ;
1''. it is the locus of the extremities of the central

perpendiculars to the diametral sections of an ellipsoid E, equal to the axes of these

sections; 2°. it is the envelope of planes parallel to the diametral sections of a second

ellipsoid E" at distances inversely proportional to the axes of the sections. To obtain

all the tangent planes of the wave surface situate at a distance h from the centre, it

is necessary to find in the ellipsoid the diametral sections which have an axis equal

to J ; for this, we may cut the ellipsoid by a concentric sphere of the radius r , and

draw tangent planes to the cone having for its vertex the centre of the ellipsoid and

passing through the curve of intersection with the sphere. The tangent planes of the

wave surface respectively parallel to the tangent planes of the cone will be at the

distance h from the centre, and, if they touched the wave surface along a curve of

curvature, it would follow from the foregoing theorem II. that their points of contact

would be all at the same distance from the centre ; but the distance of the centre

of the wave surface from the point of contact of a tangent plane is inversely pro-

portional to the perpendicular let fall from the centre of the ellipsoid E' on the

tangent plane at the corresponding point of this ellipsoid : it follows that the curve of

intersection of an ellipsoid with a concentric sphere is not such that the tangent planes

of the ellipsoid at the several points of the curve are at the same distance from the

centre, and consequently the tangent planes which were under consideration do not

determine by their points of contact a curve of curvature of the wave surface.

I remark in relation to M. Bertrand's theorem I. that it is immediately connected

with a well-known theorem which occurs in optics—viz., if rays proceeding from a

point are reflected at a surface, and if from the radiant point to the surface and thence

along the reflected ray, we measure off a constant distance, the surface which is the

locus of the point so obtained (the secondary focal surface of Dandelin and Quetelet)

C. IV. 55
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is an orthogonal trajectory of the reflected rays. In fact, if be the radiant point,

and OM' the incident ray, and if firom M' we measure off on the reflected ray a

distance = — OM', that is, on the reflected ray produced backwards, a distance M'P — OM',

then the whole distance from is OM' — OM' = 0, and the surface which is the locus

of the point P is consequently an orthogonal trajectory to the reflected rays. But the

point P may, it is clear, be constructed as follows : viz., on the tangent plane at M'

let fall the perpendicular OP", and produce it to a point P such that OP" = P'P.

And if we produce OM' to M so that OM' = M'M, then it is clear that the locus of

Jlf is a surface similar and similarly situated with the original 8urfe.ce, but of double

the magnitude, and that OP is the perpendicular from upon the tangent plane at

M of the last-mentioned surface. And, by what precedes, the line PM' from P to

the middle point of OM is a noi-mal of the surface which is the locus of P: the

corresponding theorem in piano is in fact actually given by Dandelin.

SUt Dec, 1858.

i
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282.

ON A PARTICULAR CASE OF CASTILLON'S PROBLEM.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. III. (1860),

pp. 157—164.

The problem referred to as Castillon's problem, being itself a particular case of

the problem of the in-and-circumscribed triangle, is as follows : viz. " In a circle to

inscribe a triangle the sides of which pass through three given points," and the reci-

procal problem of course presents itself "about a circle to circumscribe a triangle, the

angles of which lie in given lines." If in Castillon's problem the three given points

are the angles of a triangle circumscribed about the circle, or if in the reciprocal

problem the three given lines are the sides of a triangle circumscribed about the

circle, we have a circle and an inscribed and circumscribed triangle, such that the

sides of the inscribed triangle pass through the angles of the circumscribed triangle,

and the problem arises " given one of the triangles to determine the other triangle."

The problem, so far as I am aware, was first proposed by Clausen, who has given,

Crelle, t. ly. (1829), p. 391, a very elegant solution, which I propose to reproduce here.

Let the angle of a point be defined as the inclination to a fixed radius, of the

line from the centre through the given point.

Let a, /3 , y , be the angles of the points of contact of the sides of the circum-

scribed triangle.

«', fff l', the angles of the angular points of the circumscribed triangle.

a , h , c , the angles of the angular points of the inscribed triangle.

a', h', c', the angles of the intersections of the perpendiculars from the centre

on the sides of the inscribed triangle.

Therefore

2a' = h+c, 2a'=/3-l-7,

26' = c + a, 2B' = y + a,

2c' = a+b, 2y' =a+ /9.

55—2
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Hence observing that the distance of one of the angles of the circumscribed triangle

is sec i (/8 — 7), and that the projection of this line perpendicular to the corresponding

side of the inscribed triangle is equal to sec i (/3 — 7) cos (a' — a'), which is equal to the

projection of the radius perpendicular to the same side, or to cos i (6 — c), we have

cos (a' — a') = cos i (/3 — 7) cos \(b — c),

cos ($'—b') = cos i (7 — a) cos i (c — a),

cos (7' — c') = cos i (a — /3) cos ^ (a — 6 ).

Write

6 — c = 4/, b + c —2a=4ix,

c —a= 4eg, c + a — 2y3 = 4y,

a—h = 4eh, a + 6 — 27 = 4^
;

therefore

cos(y + z + (j — h) = cos 2fcos{f+y — z),

cos {z -^x + h —f) = cos 2g cos (g + z — x),

cos {x + y +/— g) = cos 2h cos (h + x — y),

or, since /+ g + h = 0,

cos {{y - h) + (^ + (jr)} = cos 2/cos [{y - h) -(z + g)},

cos {(z —f) + {x + h)] = cos 2(7 cos {{z —f ) — (a; + A)},

cos {{x -g) + (y +/)} = cos 2h cos {(« -g)-(y +/)},

or

Put

We have then

or, what is the same thing,

tan-/ = tan (y — h) tan (z + g),

tan- g = tan (^ —/) tan (x + h),

tan'^ h = tan (a; — g) tan (y +/).

x+h='r), x-g = ^i,

tan/ = i , tan f = x, tan ^1 = x,,

tan 5r = m, tanj; = y, tan7;i=yi,

tan h = n , tan ? = z , tan ?, = Zj.

tan'/= tan f tan fi,

tan'' ^r = tan t) tan 171

,

tan' h = tan ? tan fi,

i^ = xx,, m' = yyi, «' = zz,.
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But to obtain equations involving only one of the sets (x, y, z), (xi, y,, Zj), it is proper

to write

tan"/ = tan (^ + g) tan ^ = tan fi tan (fi — h),

tan'' g = tan (^ + h) tan t) = tan 171 tan (f1 —/),
tan^ h = tan (t) +/)tan ^= tan fj tan(7;i — ,7)

;

taking the first set of equations, we have

X (z + m)
l^ =

1 — mz

therefore

therefore

therefore

therefore

1 — nx

zO^M).

_ Z" — mx _ OT- (1 — nx)
~ X + Ihn ' ^~ x+n '

y+l : 1 —ly = nv'+ ln + {l — m-n) x : ?i — Im- + (1 + Im^n) x
;

w" [n - Irti' + (1 + Irti'n) x} (i=»i + x) = (i- - mx) [m? + in + {l- m-n) x]

;

(l^'m" + l^n - Pni'n? + Pm^n?)

+ X (- n' + Zm2«= - Pmn? - PmV - m^ - Imii +P- Pm-n)

+ x' (- Im + m'n - n^ - ImV) = 0.

Now i + m + « = Imn, and by means of this relation we find

Coef. x° = I {Im'' + Pn -v?(l + m+ n) +m{l + m + nf],

Coef. X = — n' + mn (I + m + ft) — ift (i + ??i + »i) — (i + ?w + ft)^ — ??t'

— imft + i' — ??rt {I + ?ft + M ),

or, reducing,

Coef. x^=^\-Pm + m^{l + m + n)-ln'-n{l-\-m + nf] ;

-T coef. x= (m' + 2m'n - «') + I (3m'' + 27ft>i - if) + Z'' («i + n)

= (m + ft) {(m' + mn - n") + 1 (Sm - n) + P]

= {m +n){(l + my + (l + m)(l + n)-(l + ny},

-^ coef. X = m^ +m^ + mn'' + n'+2l(m^+2mn + n'')+2l'(m + n)

= (m +n){m''+ n' + 2l(m + n) + 2P}

= (m + n) {(I + my + (l+ ny},

I coef. x» = (m' - 2m'n} -rv>)+l (»i= - 2mn - Sn^)-P(m + n)

= (ni + n) {(m» -mn- n-) + l{m-3n)- P}

= {m + n) {(I + my-{l + m){l + n)-{l + «)'}

;
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and the equation becomes

P {(I +my + (l + m)(l+ n) -(1 + ny]

-2lx{{l + my + (l + ny}

+ \- {(I + my -{1 + m) (l + n)-(l + n)»l = 0,

which may be written

[l{(l + my-{l + m)(l + n)-(l + ny}-{(l + my + (l + ny}V=5(l + my{l + ny,

and we have therefore

X ^ (I+ my + V(5) (l + m)(l+n) + (l + liy

I {l + my-(l+m)(l + n)-{l + ny '

or, reducing and observing also that i- = xxi, we have

x^l ^ l + m +^{1+ V(5){ (I + w)

i~x.~(i + m)-i{l+V(5)}(/ + »0"

The values of (I, m, n) axe

I = tan ^{b — c), m = tan \{c — a), n = tan \{a — b),

and those of (x, y, z), (xj, yi, z,) are

X =ta,ni(b + c- 27), y = tan J (c + a - 2a), z = tan ^ (a + 6 - 2/3),

X, = tan i (6 + c - 2/8), yj = tan i (c + a - 2/3), z, = tan J (a + 6 - 2a), '

and the foregoing result shows that the values of

X I y m z n
7 or -

; ^ or ; - or -
I Xi m yi n z,

are

sin ^ (g - 6) + ^ (1 + V(5)! sin |(c - a )

sin ^(a-b)-^{l + ^/(o)} sin \(c — a)'

sin ^(b-c) + ^[l+ V(5)| sin ^ (a - 6 )

sin^(6-c)-^{l + V(5)}sini(a-6)'

sin ^ (c - g) + ^ {1 4- \/(5)l sin ^ (6 - c)

sin ^ (c — g) — I jl + ^(5)! sin ^ (7> — c)

'

X i

Write for a moment y = — = ^' ; therefore

= 8ini(6-c).^^^^ if^ = ^;

and taking P, Q for the numerator and the denominator respectively of the foregoing

fractional expression for k, we find
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P" - Q= = 2 {1 + V(5)l sin i (a - b) sin ^(c- a),

•2PQ = 2 [sin= |(a - 6) _ i {1 + V(5)}^ sin^ He - a)]

= -{1 + V(5)} [i {1 - V(5)} sin^ i (a - 6) + HI + V(5)} sin^ i (c - a)]

;

also

^ ^ = tan^(/3-7),
1 + xx,

we have therefore

- . _ — 2 sin i (& — c) sin He — a) sin H^* ~ ^)
tan i (^ - y) _ ^ , J _ ^^ .^j

^.-^^
^ („ _ ^,) + ^ }1 + ^(5)} giQ2 ^ (c-a)

, , , _ — 2 sin ^ (6 — c) sin ^ (c — a) sin ^ (a — b)
tan i (7 - a) -

^ j^ _ ^^^^^ ^.^^
^ (j _ p) ^ ^ jl + ^(5)j sji,. ^ (a - 6)

'

tiin Ua a\=
- 2 sin ^ (6 - c) sin ^ (c - a) sin jja-b)

^ tK P) ^{i_v(5)}sinH(c-a) + i{l + V(o)}sinH(6-c)'

equations which determine the circumscribed triangle when the insci'ibed triangle is

given.

The more general problem, for a conic and an inscribed and circumscribed triangle

such that the sides of the inscribed triangle pass through the angles of the circum-

scribed triangle, " given one of the triangles to determine the other " is solved by

Mobius, Crelle, t. v. (18.30), p. 103, by means of his Baryeentric Calculus, which is

in fact the method of trilinear coordinates. The solution is in effect as follows:

Let f=0, J7=0, ? = be the equations of the sides of the inscribed triangle,

f, 1], f may be considered as containing each of them an implicit constant factor, and

the equation of the conic may be taken to be

moreover, if x — 0, y = 0, z = be the equations of the sides of the circumscribed

triangle, then considering x, y, z as also containing each of them an implicit constant

factor, the equation of the conic may be taken to be

a? + y- + z"- 2yz - Izx — Ixy = 0.

Suppose now the sides of the inscribed triangle pass through the angles of the circum-

scribed triangle, we have equations such as

^=b'y + cz, 7i
= c'z+ ax, ^= a'x +by;

substituting these values we must have identically

V^+ ^^+^V + m{a^+f + z^- 2yz--2zx-2xy) = 0,

or

aa' + m = 0, be + be' + b'c = 2m,

bb' +m = 0, ca + ca' + c'a = 2m,

cc' +m = 0, ab + ah' + a'b = 2m,
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and, substituting for a', V, d their values,

(m — hcf = mlr, (to — cay = m&, {m — abY = ma*,

or, if TO = w',

n-—bc = nb, n- — ca = nc, n^ — ab = na,

{the signs on the second side must be all + or all — and the — sign maj- be omitted

without loss of generality].

Hence
a=b=c=— ^{1+ \/(5)} n, V(5) being WTitten for + V(5).

a' = b' = c' = = — ^ (1 — */(o)] n= — va,

if for shortness

and V having this value, the equations give

^=vy-z, T)=vz-x, ^=vx-y,
whence also

4(2r-l)2/ = (3i;-l)f+ vr,+ ?,

4(2«/-l)^= f+(3i.-l)^+ vt

Each side of the circumscribed triangle has on it four points, viz. two angles of the

circumscribed triangle, a point of contact with the conic, and an intereection with the

corresponding side of the inscribed triangle. Thus for the side x = 0, the four points

are given as the intersections of x = 0, with

2/ = 0, z = 0, y — z = 0, vy +z = 0,

and the anharmonic mtio of the four points is therefore a given quantity.'*'

Again, each side of the inscribed triangle has on it four points, viz. two angles

of the inscribed triangle, a point of intersection with the tangent at the opposite

angle of the inscribed conic, and a point of intersection with the corresponding side of

the circumscribed triangle.

Thus for the side ^ = 0, the four points are given as the points of intersection

of f= with the lines

17=0, ? = 0, v+^=0, 77+(3r-l)? = 0,

and the anharmonic ratio of the four points is therefore a given quantity.'*'

If we draw tangents at the angles of the inscribed triangle, we have a new

triangle, the sides of which are 17+^ = 0, ?+^ = 0, '7 + ^=0, and joining the angles of

this triangle with the points of contact of the opposite sides (i.e. the angles of the
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inscribed triangle), we have three lines 7; — f = 0, ?— ^ = 0, f — '^ = meeting in a point

f= 17 = f , which is ob%"iously the same as the point x = y = z, which is the point of

intersection of the lines joining the angles of the cii-cumscribed triangle with the points

of contact of the opposite sides. '*'

The coordinates of the points of contact of the sides of the circumscribed triangle

are given by (a; = 0, 3/
— z = 0), (i/=0, z — x=0), (z=0, x — y= 0), these points form

therefore an inscribed triangle the sides of which are

y + z — x = 0, z + x — y=Q, x + y — z = 0.

Again, the tangents at the angles of the inscribed triangle form a circumscribed

triangle the sides of which are

therefore

{^+^)-v(^ + v)={l-v)^-i'V+?=2vx(l~v + v')y-(l-v + v')z=^-2v{y+z-x),

and we thus have

^ + ^-v(^+r,) = -2v{y + z-x),

^ + jj-p(rj + ^ = -2v{z+x-y),

V + ^-v{^+^)=-2v{x+y-z),

equations which show that the sidefit of the second inscribed triangle pass through the

angles of the second circumscribed triangle, and that the two systems are consequently

reciprocal. '*'

The four theorems marked '*' are all of them contained in the paper by Mobius.

C. IV. 56
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283.

ON A THEOREM RELATING TO HOMOGRAPHIC FIGURES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. ill. (1860),

pp. 177—180.]

The following theorem is not new, but I do not remember where to find it:

Given any two homographic figures; there exists in the first figure a point S,

which is the focus of an (ellipse or hyperbola, say an) ellipse 2 ; and in the second

figure a point S', which is the focus of a (hyperbola or ellipse, say a) hyperbola 2',

such that the points S, S' and the conies 2, 2' correspond to each other, and the

conies 2, 2' are so related that the foci and vertices of the one may be superimposed

upon the vertices and foci of the other. Moreover the perpendiculai-s from S, S' upon

corresponding tangents of 2, 2' will be equal.

Write

X : y : l=af+ /377 + 7 : a'^ + ^'ij + y' : a"^ + 0"r] + y",

then I, m, X, fi may be so determined that (a; — l) + i(y — m) shall vanish with

(f — \) + 1 (t; — /t), for if we wi-ite

J = a — Iol" , J' =0.' — ma"

,

L = y — ly" , L' = y — my"

,

we have

{X l) + i(y m)-
a"^^^'v + y"

and therefore

K + iK' = i{J+iJ'),

L + iL' = (
J" + iJ') (\ + i/x),
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that is

or

K /, K' = J,

W + ma." = a' + /3,

• loi' + m^" = _ a + /3',

whence also

I (a"^ + y3"0 = a'yS" - a"/3' + aa" + /3y8",

m (a"= + /3"») = a"^ - a0" + aa' + ^^',

which determine I, m; and then X, /* are given by

but more simply as follows, viz. remarking that if c = 0'y" — ^"y, &c., so that

f : i; : I = ax + a'y + a" : hx + h'y + h" : ca; + c'y + c",

then we have
X (c^ + c'*) = 6c' - b'c + ac + a'c',

At (c* + c'=) = ca' - c'a + 6c + 6'c'

;

the equations x = l, y = m give the point S and ^ = X, »; = /i the point S'. The
values of J, J' are

I

and therefore

if

we have therefore

T- -cg"-c'y3" _ -c'a" + c^"

Jit rs _ J'^jt^^ _ ^

^ = V (c» + c'^), K=^J (a"^ + /S"0

:

Consider now the expression

(a; — ^ cos 5- + (y — m) sin ^ — w,

which made equal to would be the equation of a line the perpendicular distance

of which from S is or, and which distance is inclined at an angle ^ to the axis of x;

then

(a; — cos S- + (y - 7n) sin ^ = J [(cos ^ — t sin &) {{x — l) + i{y — m)]

+ (cos^ + i sin ^) {(« — l) — i{y — ')n)}\

=
2 {a"P + ^"t; + 7") K^*'^ ^ ~ * ™^ ^) {^^ - X) + 1 (77 - ^)} (J + iJ')

+ (cos ^ + i sin ^) {(f
- X) - i {tj - /i)} (J- iJ')]

56—2
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+ {cos (^ - ^.) + i sin (S- - %)} {(f-\)-i(v- h-)}]

=
^c^'^ + ^l, + ry")K Kf -M COS (^ - ^o) + (,?-/.) sin (^-^o)}.

where J, J have been replaced by

J=-^cos^o, J' = -^8in^o-

And putting besides

we have more simply

Ic

(x - I) cos^ + (y - m) sin ^ = .,,^^0" ^ "w ii^-'^) cos 5 + (i; - ^) sin 6],

whence

(a; — I) cos 9- + (y — m) sin ^ — or

Write now

a" = Zcosi, fi" =Ksmj; a = ^,, b = i(a"\ + /3'V + 7");

we have

(a;-Ocos^ + (y-m)sin^ -ct

that is

(a; — l) cos ^ + (»/ — to) sin ^ — sr (*)

/Tb=
v^eX7F^:rr:7"' Kf

- '^) cos <^ + (»7 - /i) sin (^ - or},

where it will be noticed that

(x — l)cos'^ + (y — to) sin ^ — w = 0,

and

(f
— \) cos </> + (>?— ^ ) sin — or = 0,
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are lines in the first figure and in the second figure, con-esponding to each other

and at the same distance or from the points S, S' respectively. Call these lines

T and T'.

But the relations between 0,
<f>,

-a are given by

w cosJ = a cos ^ — b cos <^,

BT sin^' = a sin ^ — b sin ^,

or, by changing the fixed axes from which 9, <fi are respectively measured,

w = a cos 6 — h cos <^,

= a sia ^ — b sin ^.

Now in these equations lu- is the perpendicular distance from S upon the line

(«— i) cos ^ + (y — m) sin ^ — BT = and 6 (which only differs from ^ by a constant

angle) is the inclination of this perpendicular to a certain fixed line ; in- is also the

perpendicular distance of the line (f— \) cos i^ + (17 — /i) sin <^ — ra- = from the point S',

and ^ is the inclination of this perpendicular to a fixed line. Eliminating successively

<j> and 6, we have

CT = a cos ^ - V (V - a= sin» 6),

or = - b cos (^ + V (a" - b« sin'' <^),

or, as these equations may also be yfritten,

or» - 2ora cos ^ + a^ - b^ = 0,

vs' + 2iirb cos <^ + b- — a^ = 0.

Suppose a > b, the former equation shows that the line T is a tangent to a certain

hyperbola, and the latter equation shows that the line T' is a tangent to a certain

ellipse, and it is easily seen that, taking for the transverse axes the lines from which

the angles^ and ^ are respectively measured, the equation of the hyperbola is

and that of the ellipse is

b» a» - b» '

a»^a»-b» '

which are the conies 2, S' referred to in the enunciation. And if the second conic

is superimposed upon the first in such manner that the coordinates f, t] may belong

to the same axes with x, y, then the two conies will have the assumed relation,

viz. the foci of either conic will coincide with the vertices of the other conic.
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284

ON A NEW ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF CURVES IN

SPACE.

[From the Quaiierly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. in. (1860),

pp. 225—236.]

The ordinary analytical representation of a curve in space by the equations of

two surfaces passing through the curve is, even in the case where the curve is the

complete intersection of the two surfaces, inappropriate as involving the consideration

of surfaces which are extraneous to the curve ; and the objection becomes more serious

when the curve is not the complete intersection of any two surfaces ; for in this case

the curve can only be represented in conjunction mth a curve or curves extraneous

to itself A curve in space can be in a mode represented by means of the equation

of the developable surface having the curve for its edge of regi-ession; but this corre-

sponds to the representation of a plane curve by means of its equation in line

coordinates ; a representation which is very useful in addition to, but which is not to

be substituted for, the equation in point coordinates. It occurred to me some years

ago that it might be advantageous to represent a curve in space by means of the

cone passing through the curve and having for its vertex an arbitrary point(') ; and

although I have not advanced beyond the first steps of the theory, the results which

I have obtained may, I think, be interesting to geometers. The conclusion is that

a curve in space may be represented by a homogeneous equation V=0 between six

coordinates {p, q, r, s, t, u) such that ps + qt + ru = 0; the function Fis moreover such

that in virtue of this relation between the coordinates, and of the equation V=0 itself,

we have

dpV.d,V+ d,V.dtV + drV.d„V = 0,

' See my paper "On the cones which pass through a curve of the third order in space," Phil. Mag.,

t. XII. (1856), p. 20, [200], where a curve of the third order in space is in effect so represented.
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or what is the same thing we have identically

dj,V. d,V+dgV. dtV+ d^V. duV=LV + M(ps + qt + ru),

where L and M are functions of p, q, r, s, t, u. But the converse proposition, viz. any

equation whatever F= 0, where V satisfies the condition just referred to represents

a curve in space, is not true ; it would obviously be an important point in the theory

to ascertain what further conditions must be satisfied by the function V.

The establishment of the foregoing results is very easy ; in fact if x, y, z, w are

current coordinates of the ordinary kind (point-coordinates) and a, /3, 7, S the coordi-

nates of an ai-bitrary point; the equation of any cone whatever having for its vertex

the point (a, yS, 7, B) may be represented by a homogeneous equation between the six

determinants of the matrix

( w, y, z, w )

I

a, ^, 7. S
I

or if we write

p = yy — fiz, s =Bx — atu

,

q= az —yx, t =By — /Sw,

r=^x— ay, u = 8z—yw,

values which it is well kno\vn give identically

ps + qt + ru = 0,

then the cone will be represented by a homogeneous equation

F =

between the six coordinates (p, q, r, s, t, u). It remains to find the conditions in order

that all the cones so represented, viz. the cones obtained by giving any values whatever

to the arbitrary quantities a, /3, 7, 8 which enter implicitly into the coordinates

p, q, r, 8, t, u, pass through one and the same curve ;
' for when this is the case, the

equation F= may be properly considered as the equation of the curve.

Assume then rhat all the cones pass through the same curve; if we give to one

of the arbitrary quantities a, /3, 7, S, say a, the infinitesimal variation dct, then the

function V becomes V+daV.di, and each of the equations V=0, V+daV.da =
belongs to a cone pa.ssing through the curve; the equation daV=0 is therefore the

equation of a surface pa-ssing through the curve ; and in like manner the four equations

d.F = 0, d^F=0, dyV=0, dsV=^0

are each of them the equation of a surface passing through the curve, or these

equations must be simultaneously satisfied for all the points of the curve, they must
consequently reduce themselves to two independent relations. But F is given as a
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function of p, q, r, s, t, ti, through which quantities it is a function of a, /3, 7, 8; the

last-mentioned four equations become therefore

0= . -drV.y + dqV.z-dtV.w,

0= drV.x . -dpV.z-dfV .w,

0=:-d,V.x+ dpV.y . -duV.w,

0= dgV.x+dtV.y+duV.z . ,

and from the first, second, and third equation, or any other combination of three

equations, we obtain at once the condition

dpV. dsV+ dgV. dtV+drV. d„F= 0,

so that if this condition is satisfied, the four equations do in fact reduce themselves

to two independent equations ; the condition in question is thus shown to be necessary.

But the condition only implies that all the cones having theii" vertices in the neigh-

bourhood of the point (a, ^, 7, 3) pass through one and the same curve ; this will be

the case for instance for a series of cones all of them circumscribed about one and

the same surface, those having theii- vertices in the neighbourhood of the point

(a, (8, 7, 8) will all pass through the curve of contact with the surface of the cone

having for its vertex the point in question. But the curve of contact is not a fixed

curve for all positions of the vertex, and the condition before referred to is consequently

insufficient.

It may be noticed that the systems p, q, r and s, t, u are not similar to each

other and that the six coordinates cannot be in any way divided into two systems

which are similar to each other : the symmetry of the coordinates is in fact that of

the vertices (or sides) of a complete quadrilateral (or quadrangle) ; thus we may divide

the coordinates into two sets in a fourfold manner as follows:

w> t, p; r, q, s
,

s, q, It; p, t, r,

r, t, s
;

u, q, p,

p, q, r; s, t, u,

where each left-hand set corresponds to three vertices forming a triangle and each

right-hand set to the remaining three vertices in lineo. It may be noticed also that

if in the equation F = of any curve in space we substitute for p, q, r, s, t, u, their

values, and equate to zero the coefficients of the different powers and products of

a, j8, 7, 8, each of the equations so obtained will belong to a surface passing through

the curve, and the entire system of these equations will be equivalent to two relations

only between the coordinates a; y, z, w. But any two of these surfaces will not in

general intersect only in the curve, i.e. the curve will not be the complete intersection

of any two of the surfaces. It may be added that the equation of any other surface

whatever through the curve will be obtained by equating to zero a syzygetic function

of the functions which equated to zero give the surfaces first referred to.
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As an example of the theory, the equation, in the new coordinates, of a line in

space will be

Ap + Bq + Cr + Fs + Ot+Hu = 0,

where the constants are such that

AF + BG + CH=0.

This may be verified as follows: suppose that the line in question is given as the

line of junction of the points (a', ^, 7', S') and (a", /9", 7", 8"); then the cone through

the line and the arbitrary point (a, /8, 7, Z) is nothing else than the plane through

the three points ; its equation is therefore

X
, y , z , w =0,

a
, yS

, 7 . ^

a', ^', 7. S'

a", ^", 7". S"

which may be written

Ap + Bq+Cr + Fs + Ot + Hu=0,

the values of A, &c. being

A = a'8" - a"S', i?" = /Sy - ^S'V,

fi = /S'S" - /3"S', G = 7'a" - 7"a',

C = 7'S" - 7"a', if = a'^" - a"^',

which in fact satisfy the relation

AF+BG + GH = 0.

So again if the line is given as the intersection of the planes

ax +hy +CZ +dw =0,

a'x + h'y + dz + d'w = 0,

then the equation of the cone (plane) through this line and the arbitrary point

(a, y3, 7, S) is

{ax + 6y + w + dw) (a'a+ 6'/3 + c'7 + dIZ) — {a'x + h'y + c'z + d'lt;) (aat + 6/3 + 07 + c?8) = 0,

which is

the values of A, &c. being

Ap + Bq + Or + F8 + Gt + Hu = 0,

A=bc' -b'c, F = ad' - a'd,

B=ca'-c'a, G=bd'-b'd,

C = ab'-a'b, H = cd'-c'd,

which also satisfy the relation

AF+BG + CH=^0.

C. IV. 57
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I annex the followng further investigation: let p', q, r', s', t', u' and p", q", r", s", t'', u"

be what p, q, r, a, t, u become when a, /3, 7, 8 are changed into a', $', 7', 8' and

a", /9", 7", 6" respectively : the line represented by the equation

Ap +Bq + Cr +Fs +Gt + Hu = 0,

is also represented by the equations

Ap' + Bq' + Cr' + Fs' + Gt' + Hu' = 0,

Ap" + Bq" + Cr" + Fs" + Gt" + Hu" = 0,

which, reverting to the coordinates x, y, z, w, may be written

Sl"a; + a3"y + e"^ + !D"w = 0,

where

21' = . CB'- Bi + Fi'

,

35' Ca' . +Ay' + GB',

6' = Bol'-AQ' : +H8',

'S)' = -Fa'-G0'-Hy' .
,

21" = . Cfi"-By'+FB",

SB" = - Ca" . + Ay" + GB",

g" = Bcl" - A&" . + HB",

^" = -Fa"-G&'-Hy" . ,

in which form the equations represent two planes each of them through the given

line : the equation of the cone (plane) through the given line and the arbitrary point

(a, ^, 7, B) is

(Wx + 33'2/ + ^'z + 2)'w) (2l"a + Wl3 + (i'y + 2)"S)

- (Sl'a + 33'/3 + e'7 + 2)'S) (Wx + sB"y + ^"z + 2)"w) = 0,

or, developing,

(SB'S" - S3"S')iJ + (S'2l" - g"2l') q + (2l'SB" - 21"©') r

+ (2l'D" - 2t"2)') s + (33'2)" - 33"S)') t + (g'D" - S"D') u = 0.

Now
33'g" - a3"(E' = (- Ca' + ^7' + G8') (5a" - A0' + HB")

- (- Ca" + Ay" + GB") {Bol' - A^ + HS),

which putting
^'y"-^"y'=p, Cl'B"-a"B'=8,

y'a" -y"a' =q, ffB"-^"B'=t,

a'0" - a"^ = r, y'B" - y" B' = u,

become
A% + ABq, + A Cr, - (BG + CH) s, + AGt, + A Hu,

,

or as it may be written

A (Ap, + Bq, + Cr, + Fs, + Gt, + Hu,) -(AF + BG + CH)s,.

Instead of writing at once AF+BG + CH = 0, I denote it by V and I \vrite also

Ap, + Bq, + Cr, + Fs, + Gt, + Hu, = SI.
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The series of coefficients S'S" - 33"(S", &c. is

^n-vsi, Bn-vt„ CD. -Vif,,

Fn -Vp,, on- Vq^, Hii

-

Vn,

and the required equation, restoring for fl, V their values, is

(Ap +Bq + Cr + Fs+Gt+ Hit) {Ap, + Bq, + Cr, +A + Gh + H^)

- (AF + BG + CH) {ps-, + p,s + qti+ q^t + ruj + ?-j«) = 0,

which in virtue of AF+ BG+CH=0 becomes

{Ap + Bq + Cr + Fs+Gt + Hu) {Ap, + Bq, + Ci\ + Fs, + GU + Hu,) = 0.

The equation

Ap, + Bq, + Cy\ + Fsi + Gt, + fTitj =

would imply that the two points (a', /9', 7', S'), (a", /8", 7", S") are in the same plane

with the line

Ap +Bq +Cr +Fs +Gt + Hu = 0,

(or, what is the same thing, that this line is intei-sected by the line through the two

points); in this exceptional case, the planes determined by the given line and the two

points respectively are one and the same plane, and they do not by their intersection deter-

mine the given line. But in every other case the factor Aj), + Bq, + Cr, + Fs, + Gt, + Hu^

is not equal to zero, and the foregoing equation becomes

Ap +Bq + Cr + Fs + Gt + Hu = 0,

which is as it should be.

In what precedes it has been shown that the equation of the line through the

points (a', /S', 7', 5') and (a", /3", 7", S") is

Ap + Bq + Cr -^ Fs + Gt + Hu = 0,

where

A = a'S" - a"«' , F = yS'7" - /S'V.

B = ^h" - /3"S', G = 7'a" - i'a'

,

C = 7'S" - 7"8' , H = a'ff' - a"13'
,

and that the equation of the line of intersection of the planes ax + by + cz + div = 0,

a'x+ b'y + c'z + d'w = is

Ap + Bq + Cr + F8+ Gt + Hu = 0,

where

A=bc' -b'c, F = ad' - a'd,

B = ca' — c'a, G =bd' — b'd,

C = ab'-a'b, H=cd'-c'd.

57—2
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It may be added that the condition of intersection of the two lines

A'p + Eq + C'r + r8+ G't +Hu = 0,

is

AF' + A'F + BG' + B'Q + C^ + C'H = 0,

and any other problems in relation to the line, for instance to find the condition that

a line may pass through a given point or lie in a given plane, &c. may also be

solved by means of the new coordinates.

A curve of the second order in space is either a paii- of lines or a plane conic,

each of which species may degenerate into a pair of intersecting lines. If we write

W =Ap+Bq + Gr + Fs+Gt + Hu,

W'=A'p + B'q + C'r+ F'a + G't+ H'u,

then the equation of the pair of lines will be V=WW'=0, and it is worth while to show

that this value of V satisfies the fundamental equation dpF. d,F+djF. dtF+d,F. c^F=0
;

we have in fact dpV=AW'+A'W, &c. and thence the left-hand side is

W'^{AF-¥BG + CH) + WW' {AF' + A'F+BG' + FG-^CH' + G'H)^W-{A'F' + FG'-{-G'H'),

which in &ct vanishes in virtue of the relations

AF+BG->rGH = 0, A'F + B'G'+CH' = 0, WW = 0.

The like proof applies to any curve made up of two or more curves.

Consider in the next place the plane conic given by the equations

ax+by+c2 + dw = 0,

a? +f +z- + 'u/' =0.

To find the equation of the cone having for its vertex the point (a, j3, y, S) and

passing through the conic we must, according to Joachimsthal's method, substitute in

the two equations for x, y, z, w the values "Kx + fio., \y + fi^, Xz + fj/y, \w + fiS, and from

the resulting equations eliminate \, fi. The two equations become

V (a.'= + f- + z^ + w^ + 2\fjL (ax + ^y + yz + Sw) + /x= (a» + ^- + 7" + 8= ) = 0,

\ {ax +by + cz + dw) + /* (aa; + ^y +yz + Sw) = 0,

and thence eliminating X, fi we find

(aa + h^ + cy + dB f {of +y- +z^ +w- )

-2(a<x + b^ + cy + dB) {aa; + hy + cz + dw) {ax + ^y + yz+ Bw)

+ {ax + by -\-cz -f-du;)«(a» +^= +7- +h- ) = 0,
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where the left-hand side is as it should be a function of p, q, r, s, t, u; the equation

may in fact be written

a^. f/ + »-^ + s-)'|

+ b'ip' . +7^ + 1°)

+ c- {p^ + q' . 4- W)

+ d'i^ +t- + u^ . )

+ 26c (- qr + tu)

+ 2ca (— rp + us)

+ 2ab(-pq+st)

+ 2ad{ qu—rt)

+ 2hd ( rs —pit)

+ 2cd ( pt-qs)

which treated as a quadric in (a, b, c, d) may be written

^ = 0,

j' + r' + g' — pq + 8t — rp + us qu - rt

-pq + 8t f + l^ + f — qr + tu rs — pu

— rp + us — qr + tu pi' + q'+ u^ pt-qs

qu — rt rs - pu pt-qs sF + fi + u^

)(«, b, c, d)'=0,

or treated as a quadric in (p, q, r, Si t, m), in the form

6» + c» -ab -ac cd -bd

-ba e' + a' -be -cd ad

- ca -cb o» + 6» bd -ad

-cd bd a' + d' ab ac

ed • -ad ba V + d' be

-bd ad ca cb e' + d^

)(p, q, r, s, t, uy = o.

Or again, in a form which is one of a system of four forms,

(b'+<f, C* + a', o»-l-6», -be, -ca, -ab)(p, q, ry + (ii' + d\ ¥ + d\ c'' + d\ be, ca, ab) (s, t, uY

+ 2{
p

s t u

cd -bd

9 -cd ad

r bd — ad

} = 0.
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Representing the equation by V=0, the function V should verify the fundamental

equation dj,V .d,V+dgV .dtV+drV.d,V=0, and we in fact have

dpV = (6' + c'}p- ubq - acr + cdt — bdu.

d,F = — cdq + hdr + (a' + cP) s + a6< + acu.

and thence forming the product dpV.d,V, and from it the two analogous products, we

find

d,V.d.V= rf,r.rf,F= drV.d,V =

^ -s

p" — ahcd + abed

9' + ahcd — abed

r» - abed + ahcd
«» — ahcd + abed
<« + abed — abed

w' - abed + abed

/^ -cd(l^ + (?) + cd{c' + a') - ed {a" - b')

9r -ad{b^-c') -ad{c^ + a^) + ad (a- + 6^)

rp + bd{b^ + (r) - bd (> - a») - bd (a* + ¥)
«M -bd{a^+(P) + bd (c^ + (P) -bd{(f- a')

ut - ad (6- - (?) - ad (c= + d') + ad{b"-+ d')

ts + ed {a- + d^) - ed{a--cP) -ed{b^+d-)
ps + (a- + (P) (b' + c^) -a'b'-c-d' - a-c' - bhP
pt + ab{b^ + C-) -ab{b^+d^) — ab (c- — d-)

- ac (c- + d')pu + ac (b- + C-) - ae (6= - <f

)

g» - ab (a^ + d") + ab (c^ + rt') -ah{e-d')
qt -a^b'-c^d' + (b- + d'){c' + a^) - bV-aW
qu -bc(a^-d') + be (c- + a^) - be (c^ + rf--)

rs - ac (a' + (P) -ac (b--d') + ac (a' + 6')

rt -bcia^-d') - be (6= + cP) + be {a^ + 6^)

ru - a\^ - 6W - bV- - a°d- + {c- + d'){d' -^^ b^)

by which the equation is verified.

I conclude with some remarks relating to a different part of the subject. It is

shown by M. E. de Jonquieres in his " Essai sur la generation des courbes geome-

triques, &c." Mem. Pris. d I'Acad, de Paris, t. xvi. (1858), that the equation U = of

any geometrical plane curve can be presented in a variety of different ways in the form

P, Q =0,

P', Q'

this being in fact the fundamental theorem of his very beautiful investigations. I am
not aware that it has ever been considered whether the equation U=0 of a plane

curve can in general be represented in the form

P , Q , R =0,

P', Q', R'

P", Q", R"
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or in the analogous forms where the left-hand side is a determinant of a higher

order. As regards surfaces, the equation U=0 of a geometrical surface cannot in

general be presented in the fonn

P, Q = 0.

nor in the similai- forms where the left-hand side is a determinant of a higher order.

We may consequently classify surfaces of a given order according to the forms of this

nature by which they can be represented, or as I propose to term it, according to

their " fi-angibility." It is obvious that this question is immediately connected with that

of the representation of curves in space by means of the ordinary coordinates of

analytical geometry; for instance if we have a surface 11=0, which can be represented

in the form

P, Q, R
F, Q'. R'

P", Q", R"

= 0,

then we can describe upon the surface curves such as

P', Q', r:

P", <2", R"

= 0,

viz. the curve so represented is ^he curve which in conjunction with the curve

(R = 0, R" = 0) makes up the complete intersection of the two surfaces P'R" — P"R' = 0,

QR" — Qf'R' = : the curve in question is not in general the complete intersection of

any two surfaces. If the surface ^7=0 can be represented in the form P, Q j

= 0,

P', Q'\

then we can describe upon the surface, curves such as the curve (P = 0, Q = 0) which,

although it is the complete intersection of two surfaces, is not the complete intersection

of the given surface U=0 hy any other surface. But if the surface 17=0 cannot be

represented in any such form, or as we may express it, if the surface is infrangible, then

it would appear that the only curves which can be described upon the surface are those

which are the complete intersection of the given surface by some other surface. The

question is, I think, an interesting one in the theory of surfaces, but I doubt whether

much will be done in this manner as regards the theory of curves in space, and it

appeai-s to me that there is more to be hoped for from the theory previously explained

in the present paper.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., June 2, 1859.
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285.

ON THE SYSTEM OF CONICS HAVING DOUBLE CONTACT

WITH EACH OTHER.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. in. (1860),

pp. 246—250.]

Consider the conies which pass through four points coinciding two and two

together; the two points of each pair of coincident points are to be regarded as lying in

a line which will be a tangent to the conic, and the system is thus a system of conies

touching the same two lines at the same two points : or if we replace the two lines by a

conic of the system, it is the system of conies having double contact with a given conic

at the same two points. The lines may be spoken of as the tangents, and the points

as the ineunts of the system ; the line joining the two points is the axis, and the

point of intersection of the two lines, the pole. It is assumed that the system contains

real conies; the pole and axis must consequently be real, but the tangents and ineunts

may be either all of them real or else all of them imaginary—we may for shortness

say that in the former case the double contact is real, and that in the latter case it

is imaginary. Consider first the case of a real double contact, the system of conies

commences with an ellipse differing only slightly from the finite portion of the axis

included between the ineunts, this ellipse being the first of a series of ellipses the last

of which only slightly differs from a parabola, we have then a parabola, then a

hyperbola differing only slightly from the parabola, and which is the first of a series

of hyperbolas of which the last differs only slightly from the two tangents: all the

before-mentioned conies are included within the angles at the pole or vertex of the

triangle, viz. the ellipses and parabola within the angle towards the axis or base, and

the hyperbolas, one branch of each of them within this angle and the other branch

within the opposite angle. And it will be convenient to term these conies the " Multi-

form Series." Passing over the intermediate case, we come to a hyperbola differing

only slightly from the two tangents, the first of a series of hyperbolas of which the
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last differs only slightly from the infinite portions, not included between the ineunts,

of the axis; all these hyperbolas lying without the angles at the pole or vertex of

the triangle. The last-mentioned hyperbolas may be termed the " Uniform Series."

Passing over another intemiediate case we return to the multiform series, the entu-e

system of conies forming in fact a complete cycle. The intermediate case forming the

transition from the multiform to the uniform series is a conic which considered as

generated by a point is the paii- of tangents, but which considered as enveloped by

a line is a pair of points coincident with the pole. The intermediate case forming the

transition from the uniform series to the multiform series is a conic which considered

as generated by a point is a pair of lines coincident with the axis, but considered

as enveloped by a line is the paii- of ineunts.

When the double contact is imaginary, the conies of the system may still be con-

sidered as forming a multiform and a uniform series, but the uniform series consists

entirely of imaginary' conies. The multiform series commences with an ellipse differing

only slightly from the pole; this is the fii-st of a series of ellipses of which the last

differs only slightly from a parabola, we have next the parabola, and then a series of

hyperbolas, the first of which differs only slightly from the parabola, and the last of

which differs only slightly from the axis. The ellipses and parabolas lie all of them

on the same side of the axis ; the hyperbolas lie, one branch of each on the one side

of the axis, and the other branch on the other side. The uniform series (being

imaginary) of course does not admit of description. The intermediate or transition

cases are the same as for a real double contact, with only the variation occasioned

by the tangents and ineunts being imaginary. The conies of the entire system are

considered (as in the case of a reai double contact) to form a cycle, but here part

of the cycle, viz. the uniform series, is imaginaiy.

Suppose that M and U stand for the multiform and uniform series, MU for the

transition form from the multiform to the uniform series, and UM for the transition

form from the uniform to the multiform series. The cycle may be represented as in

the figure.

MV

M

Call either of the conies MU, UM the centre of the cycle, and say that the

cycle is arranged line-wise when MU is considered as the centre, and point-wise when
UM is considered as the centre. We may pass from one conic of the cycle to another

incentrically or excentrically, i.e. by passing towards the centre or away from the

centre. The intermediates of two conies are the conies passed through in going from

the first to the second incentrically, the extramediates are those passed through in

going from the first to the second excentrically. In speaking of the extramediates or

the intermediates of a single conic, such conic is considered as the first conic and

c. IV.
*

58
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the second conic is understood to be the centre. The nearer extramediates are those

passed through previous to reaching an extremity of the cycle, the further extramediates

are those passed through subsequent to reaching an extremity of the cycle. It is clear

that the intermediates and the nearer extramediates make up the series multiform or

uniform to which the conic belongs, and that the further extramediates are the other

series; and moreover that if the cycle be arranged line-\vise and point-wise successively,

the intermediates of the one arrangement are the nearer extramediates of the other

arrangement and vice versd; the further extramediates of each arrangement being the

same.

Two points of a conic may be said to be conjunctive with respect to a given

line when it is possible to pass from the one to the other along the curve without

crossing the line and disjunctive in the contrary case—it being undei-stood that both

the parabola and the hyperbola are to be treated as closed curves, viz. the points at

infinity of the parabola are to be considered as one and the same point, and so the

points at each extremity of either asymptote of the hyperbola are to be considered

as one and the same point—and in like manner two tangents of a conic are said to

be conjunctive with respect to a given point, when it is possible by the revolution of

the one tangent to anive at the other tangent without sweeping through the point

in question, and disjunctive in the contrary case.

Consider now any conic of the series, and call this simply the conic. Take upon

the conic any two points a, a' and joining these with a valuable point in the axis,

let the lines so obtained meet the conic in the points b', b (so that ab' and a'b meet

on the axis). We have thus on the conic a series of points a, b, c, . . . and a second

series a', b', c', . . . which are homographically related to each other, and which possess

the property that taking any two points b, c of the first series and the corresponding

points b', c' of the second series, the lines be', b'c meet on the axis. It is immaterial

how the point a is chosen, but a being chosen at pleasure, the system will obviously

depend on the way in which the point a' is chosen ; so that the points of a conic

may be considered as homographically related to each other in an infinity of different

ways. The reciprocal construction of course applies to the tangents of a conic, so that

the tangents of a conic may be considered as homographically related to each other

in an infinity of different ways : and not only this, but it is clear that the tangents

at points homographically related to each other ai-e also homogi-aphically related to

each other, and vice versd.

The line joining con-esponding points envelopes a conic, one of the conies of the

system, and which may for shortness be spoken of simply as the envelope. The point

of intersection of coiresponding tangents generates a conic, one of the conies of a

system, and which may in like manner be spoken of simply as the locus.

We may now enunciate the following theorem : Let the system be an-anged line-

wise, the envelope is an extramediate of the conic ; viz. if a pair of corresponding

points of the conic (all paii-s have in this respect the same property) be conjunctive

Avith respect to the axis, a nearer extramediate, but if disjunctive, then a further

extmmediate.
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And again

:

Let the system be an-anged point-wise, the locus is an extramediate of the conic

;

viz. if a pair of corresponding tangents of the conic (all pairs have in this respect the

same property) be conjunctive with respect to the pole, a neai*er extramediate, but if

disjunctive, then a further extramediate.

It is however proper to remark that when the double contact is imaginary, the

pair of corresponding points or tangents (in fact any pair of points or tangents) is

necessarily conjunctive, so that in this case the second alternatives in the two theorems

have no application, and the envelope or locus is always a nearer extramediate. When
the double contact is real, the paii- of con-esponding points or tangents may be either

conjunctive or disjunctive, and the character (nearer or further) of the extramediate is

determined accordingly.

The double contact being either real or imaginary, we may as a limiting case

assume that the corresponding points or tangents coincide, the envelope or locus is in

this case the conic itself. Suppose that the double contact is real, we have here two

other limiting cases, viz. first, one of a pair (and therefore of each pair) of corre-

sponding points or tangents may be situate in the axis or pass through the pole

;

this is the limit between the two cases of the pair of corresponding points or tangents

being conjunctive and disjunctive, and therefore the envelope or locus must be the

conic which is the limit between the nearer extramediates and the further extra-

mediates, i.e. the envelope is the pair of ineunts and the locus is the pair of tangents.

Secondly, the line through a pair of corresponding points may pass through the

pole, or the point of intersection of a pair of corresponding tangents may lie in the

axis ; the envelope or locus is here the furthest of the extramediates, viz. the envelope

is the pair of points coincident with the pole, the locus is the pair of lines coincident

with the axis. If considering one of the pair of coiresponding points or lines as fixed,

the other point or line passes through the last-mentioned limiting position, the envelope

or locus returns back through the series of further extramediates.

In the statement of the preceding theorems, the envelope and locus have been

considered separately, but we may if we please consider the locus as generated by the

point of intersection of the tangents at the corresponding points : the locus and envelope

are in this case reciprocal polars with respect to the conic ; it should be noticed that

the pair of corresponding points and the pair of corresponding tangents are either both

conjunctive, or else both disjunctive.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., Srd June, 1859.
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286.

NOTE ON THE VALUE OF CERTAIN DETERMINANTS, THE TERMS
OF WHICH ARE THE SQUARED DISTANCES OF POINTS IN

A PLANE OR IN SPACE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. in. (1860),

pp. 275—277.]

The values of the several determinants mentioned in my paper " On a Certain

Theorem in the Geometry of Position," Canibridge Mathematical Journal, Old Series,

t. n. (1842), p. 267, [1], are as follows

:

(1) 0, 12S 13S 1

2P, 0, 23"S 1

3P, 32^, 0,1

]
,

1
, 1,0

= 212= 2P-212= 23^

where the 2, 2 contain 3 and 6 terms respectively.

(2) , \2\ 13S lis 1

2P, , 23S 24S 1

3P, 32"S 0, M\ 1

4P, 4F», 4P, 0,1

1, 1, 1, 1,

where the 2, 2, 2 contain 24, 12 and 8 terms respectively.

= 2 12= 23= 34= - 2 12-' 34= 43= - 2 12= 23= 31=,
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- 2 12= 23^ 3¥- 45=

- S 12= 2P 34= 43=

= +212=23=45= 54=

+ 212=23= 34= 41=

+ 212=23= 31= 45=

(3) 0, 12"=, 13"=, 14"=, 15"=, 1

2r=, 0, 23=, 24=, 25=, 1

3P, 32"=, 0, 34=, 35"=, 1

4l=, 42=, 43=, 0, 45=, 1

3r=, 52=, 53=, 5r=, 0,1

1, 1, 1, 1, 1,0

where the 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 contain 120, 15, 60, 30, and 40 terms respectively.

(4) 0, 12^, 13=, 14"=

21=, 0, 23=, 24

3r=, 32=, 0, 34-

4r=, 42^, 43=,

where the 2, 2 contain 3 and 6 terms respectively.

= 212= 21= 34= 43= - 2 12= 23= 34= 41=,

2 12= 23= 34= 45= 51=

-212=23= 3r= 45= 54=

(5) 0, 12=, 13=, 14=, 15=

2P, 0, 23=, 24=, 25=

3r=, 32=, 0, 34=, 35=

41=, 42=, 43=, 0,' 45=

5P, 52=, 53=, 54=,

where the 2, 2 contain 24 and 20 terms respectively.

And it is proper to remark that it is not in the preceding fonmiliE (as in the

memoir above referred to in which 12 denotes a distance between two points 1 and 2)

assumed that 12 and 21 are equal.

The formul£e (1) gives, if a, b, c represent the sides, the well-known expression for

the area of a triangle

(area)= = -^ (26=c= + 2c=a= + 2a=6= -a*-b'- c*).

Similarly the formula (2), if a, b, c, f, (j, h represent the edges, viz. 23 = a, 31=6,

12 = c, 14=/, 2i-ff, 34 = A, gives for the volume of a tetrahedron

(volume)= = -ri, { 6=c= ((7= + A=) + c-a' (h" +/=) + a=6= (/= + £r=)

+ <7=A= (6= + c=) + h'p (c= + a=) +fg' (a= + 6=)

- a=/= (a= +/=) - 6=fif=
(6= + 9') - c'h' (c= + A=)

-ayh' -b^h"/' -C'fY -a=6=c=},

=j^W suppose.
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Now
4 X surface

= ^2/1^ + 2g''a' + 2u»/t» -a*-h*-g*

+ V2/'A'' + 2A»6«+ 26»/' -h*-b^ -/*

+ ^2g*p + 2/»c' + 2c?f - g* -f* - c*

+ V26=c^ + 2c^a» + 2a«6» - o* - 6* - c*,

= a; + y + 2+w suppose,

and the norm of this is

(a;* + y* + «*+ w*- 2yV - 2^V - 2arf - 2ar^ - 21/V- 2^^)= - 64a?y'2=4</',

which is of the sixteenth order, and must be of the form WQ where Q is a function

of a, h, c, f, g, h of the tenth order. The expression of this function is given by
Prof Sylvester in his paper " On the Relation between the Volume of a Tetrahedron

&c.," Camh. and Dvbl. Math. Jour., t. vill. (1853), pp. 171—178, viz. the value is

Q= a»6»c={/«+5r« + A*+5f=/i» + /t=/''+/y+6V + c»a= + a=6=-(/^ + ^= + A'')(a''+ 6» + c')}

+ ayA= {/« + 6* + c^ + h-c- + c»/" +^1^ + g'k" + AW+a^ - (/»+ 6» + c») (a» +g'+ h")]

+ ^"W {fir* + c* + a* + cW + ay + g''c' +11'/" +f"h' + M" -(g'+<f+ a") (6^+ h" +p)]

+ (f/y {h* + a* + b* + a'6= + 6* + /(W +fY+ g-c- + d'f- -{h- + a- + b') (c= +/» + ^'')!,

and, as there remarked, the equation Q = expresses the condition that the radius

of the inscribed sphere may be infinite.

2, Stme Buildings, W.C, June 10th, 1859.
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287.

NOTE ON THE EQUATION FOR THE SQUARED DIFFERENCES
OF THE ROOTS OF A CUBIC EQUATION.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iii. (1860),

pp. 307—309.]
i

The question of finding the equation for the squared differences of the roots,

presents, in the case of a cubic equation, a peculiarity which does not occur for

equations of a higher order, viz. we may in the first instance form the equation for

the differences of the roots taken in a given cyclical order, and thence deduce the

equation for the squared differences of the roots. Let the cubic equation be

U=(a, b, c, d^x, If = a(x- a) (x- 0)(x - y)= 0,

the function

n{d-(^-y)],

which efjuated to zero gives for the values /9 — 7, 7 — a, a — /3, which are the differences

of the roots taken in a given circular order, has for any interchanges whatever of

the roots, two values only, viz. that just wiitten down, and the value n{^ — (7 — /3)},

which may be deduced therefrom by changing first the sign of and then the sign

of the entire expression (or what is the same thing, by changing the signs of the

terms containing the even powers of 0); we may consequently write

U{0-{0-y)}=P-Q^i{ci, A 7),

which P, Q are symmetrical functions of the roots, and fi (a, /3, 7) or (a — ^)(0 — 7) (7 — a)

is a function the square of which is a symmetrical function of the roots, and such
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symmetrical functions of the roots can of course be expressed as functions of the

coefficients. We have in fact

P = ff'+0 (2/37 - So') = o-* {a'0' + 9(ac- 6») 0],

Q = l.

and

where D is the discriminant of the cubic function,

= a-d- - 6abcd + 4ac» + ibH - SbV.

Consequently

n {6 - (/3 - 7)j = a-' {a^e^ + 9(ac- b°-) 6 - \/-27Dj,

and forming the similar equation

n {^ + (/9 - 7)) = 0-= {a-e^ j^Q{ac-¥)e + 'J - 270),

multiplying the two equations together and writing u in the place of 6^, we find

n {m - (/3 - 7)''} = or* [{a'u + 9 (oc - 6^)]» m + 27D },

and the equation for the squared differences of the roots is thus seen to be

\a-u + 9 (ac - 6=)p t< + 270 = 0,

or what is the same thing

a<M'+ 1 8a= {ac - 6=) «= + 81 {ac - b'f « + 27D = 0.

I remark that if w is an imaginary cube root of unity (so that (w — a-y = — 3, w — <a^

being thus only another form of v— 3) then if in the expression for Il{6 — {^ — 'y)]

we write ,- — in the place of 6, the equation assumes the more simple form
(<B — m") a ^ '^

n {0 - ^a {co -o}'){0 -y)} = 6' -S {ac -¥) - a-^D,

which if U be the cubic function, H the Hessian = {ac — b", ad — be, bd — c-\x, yf,

and n the disciiminant as before, is a particular case (obtained by \vriting x=l, y =0)
of the equation

n{0- ia (o) - wO {x - ay)} =6'- SH0 - Us/U,

which equation can be at once obtained from the equation (where ^ is the cubi-

covariant of the cubic function)

v/i(*+t/"VD)-\/i((^-£/'\/D)=ia(a>-6)-)(/3-7)(a;-a3/),
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given in my Fifth Memoir on Quantics, Phil. Trans., t. CXLViii. (1858), [156]. For

writing for a moment

we find

or

e' + S\^XY0-(X-Y) = O,

where yXY=V'i{^—U'D), which by the equation

(given in the Memoir) is = — H, and (X — F) is = [/"VD, so that the equation in 6 is,

as above, ff' — SHB— U'JCl =0, an equation which is satisfied by 6= ^a (m — (o-)(^—j){x—ay);

and the other two roots being of course of the like form, the cubic function in 6 is

equal to IT {^ — ^a (w — at'') (y9 — 7) (« — ay)] which proves the theorem.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, Nov. 3rd, 1859.

c. IV. 59
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288.

NOTE ON THE CURVATURE OF A PLANE CURVE AT A DOUBLE
POINT, AND ON THE CURVATURE OF SURFACES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iii. (1860),

pp. 322—326.]

The radius of curvature of a plane curve at a double point is most readily

determined as follows : viz. if x, y be the coordinates of the double point, 6 the

inclination to the axis of x of the tangent to the branch under consideration, and

w, V the coordinates measured from the double point as origin, parallel and perpen-

dicular to the tangent, of the consecutive point on such branch, then the radius of

curvature for the branch in question is

~2t)'

the coordinates of the consecutive point are

x-\-u cos 6 — vsm 6,

y + u&md-'rv cos 8,

and the value of w" -;- 2v is to be found by substituting these expressions for x, y in

the equation of the curve. Let U=0 be the equation of the curve; then at the

double point, U and the differential coefficients of the first oi*der vanish, let those of

the second order be (a, b, c) and those of the third order (a, b, c, d), then substituting

we have

i (a, b, c) (m cos ^ — t; sin d, uaiud + v cos 6y

+ ^ (a, b, c, d) {u cos — i; sin 0, u sin ^ + 1; cos df = 0.

The coefficient of m' is

\{a, b, c)(cos6, sin^)-.
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which vanishes, since it is by putting this function equal to zero that we find the

direction of the tangents at the double point. For the present purpose we are con-

cerned with one of the two branches only, and in all that follows the ratio cos : sinO

will denote a determinate root of the quadratic equation ; viz. the root which corresponds

to the branch in question.

The equation takes therefore the form

Buv+ iCif + iDu^ + &c. = 0,

which might be satisfied by assuming Buv + ^Cv'^ = 0, but the values so obtained belong

to the branch which does not touch the tangent ; the proper solution is

Buv + ^2)?<' = 0,

and thence

2v~ D'

or substituting for B, D their values, the radius of curvature is

_ 3 (a, b, c) (cos 6, sin 6) (— sin 6, cos 6)

(a, b, c, d) (cos 6, sin df
'

where the expression in the numerator is

= {—a-\-c) sin'.^ cos6 + h (cos- 6 — sin'' 6),

= i l(c - a) sin 29 + 26 cos 26].

The curvature, at the point of contact, of the curve in which any surface is inter-

sected by a tangent plane cannot be found by the ordinary theory of the curvature

of surfaces, being (by reason that the point of contact is a double point on the curve)

a case of exception from that theoi-y. The foregoing method may be applied to the

solution of the question as follows: Let U=0 be the equation of the surface, and

suppose that {x, y, z) refer to the point of contact of the tangent plane. Let L, M, N
be the first differential coefficients of U at this point, (a, h, c, f, g, h) the second

differential coefficients, (a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1) the third differential coefficients. Let

X, fi, V be proportional to the cosines of the inclinations to the axis of the tangent

to one of the two branches through the double point; the ratios \ : fi : v are

determined by

(i, M, iVO(\, fi, p) =0,

(a, b, c,/, g. h)(\, fi, vr = 0.

Let u, V be proportional to the coordinates of a consecutive point measured, from the

point of contact as origin, in the direction of the tangent and in the perpendicular

direction in the tangent plane. The cosines of the inclinations of u to the axes are

as X : fi : v; th().se for the inclinations of the normal to the axes are as L : M : N;
hence for the coordinate v which is pei-pendicular to the plane of the last-mentioned

• 59—2
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two lines, the cosines of the inclinations to the axes are as Njjl — Mv : Lv —N\ : M\ — L/i,

and the coordinates of the consecutive point may be taken to be

x + \u + {Nfi — Mv) V,

y + fiu + (Lv —N\)v,

z+ vu + (M\ — L/m) v.

Substituting these values in the equation of the surface, the terms involving the first

powers of u, v vanish, and the term involving u' also vanishes in virtue of the relation

(a, b, c, /, g, h) (\, II, v)' = 0. The equation consequently becomes

Buv + ^Ci/' + ^Dii? + ... = 0,

and we have as before for the branch in question,

2v £>'

In the pi'esent case u, v have been taken, not as before equal, but only pro-

portional, to the coordinates of the consecutive point measured from the point of

contact pai-allel and pei-pendicular to the tangent, the values of the coordinates are in

fact

V\- + /u,- + 1/=* u, "JlF+lP + N^ VvTaiM^ V,

and the expression for the radius of curvature is

v? SB
or substituting for ^ the value j=r and for B, D their values, the radius of

curvature is

3V\' + yu," + y' (g, h, c, /, g, h) (X, ^, v) {Nfi - Mv, Lv - iV\, M\ - Ljj.)

'^L'+ M' + N" (fi> t), c, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1) (\, fi, vf

where, as already noticed, the ratios \ : fi : v are determined by the equations

(L, M, N)(\, /., v) =0,

(a, b, c, f, g, h) (\, fi, p)- = 0,

the system of roots selected being that which corresponds to the branch under con-

sideration. It may be noticed that these two equations give

(21, SB, 6, g, @, Jo)(L, M. N)\{a, b, c, /, g, h){\, /., vy-K[{L, M, N){\, /., i/)P = 0,

where as usual

(21, 33, 6, g, @. ^) = (6c-A ca-g\ ab-h\ gh-af, hf-bg,fg-ch\

K — abc — af- — bg- — ch- + 2fgh,
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and the expression on the left-hand side considered as a function of (\, /i, v) is

decomposable into a pair of factors. Selecting the proper factor and equating it to

zero, we have in addition to the linear equation

(Z, M, N){\, M, v) = 0,

a new linear equation; these two equations determine the ratios \ : fi : v.

P.S.—I remark that the process adopted for finding the radius of curvature at a

double point of a plane curve is the most simple one for the case of an ordinary

point on the cui-ve. In fact let U = be the curve, (x, y) the coordinates of the

point in question, L, M the con-esponding values of the first differential coefficients,

(a, 6, c) those of the second differential coefficients. The coordinates of the consecutive

point are

a; + it cos ^ — u sin 0,

y + iismd + V cos 0.

Substituting these in the equation of the curve, we have

L(uco3ff — v sin 0) + M(usiad + vcosO)+^ (a, b, c) (u cos ^ — u sin 0, u sin ^ + w cos 0y = 0,

the coefficient of u must be zero, or we have

i cos ^ -I- ilf sin ^ = 0,

giving

sin p =
. , cos = -

s/L' + AP' y/L' + M''

and the equation may be reduced to

^/L' + M'v + ^ia, b, a) (003 0, sin^)'i«' = 0,

or what is the same thing

(X»+ M')* V + i (a, b, c) (M. - Lf v? = 0,

whence the radius of curvature

_ it' (g, b, c) (if, - Lf
^v (L> + i/»)«

which is the ordinary form for the radius of curvature at any point of a curve

represented by the equation {7=0.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., October 2nd, 18.59.
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289.

ON SOME NUMERICAL EXPANSIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iii. (1860),

pp. 366—369.]

There are in the theory of series and the calculus of finite differences and the

differential calculus, various sets of numbers, such for instance as Bernoulli's Numbers,

or the successive differences of 0"', which from their more or less frequent occurrence

and the complexity of their law it is desirable to tabulate. To these belong, I think,

the coefficients of the successive powers of x in the expansion of a given power of

°
-, or when the index of the power of the function is an indeterminate

sC

quantity r, then the coefficients of the several terms of the rational and integral

functions of r which form the coefficients of the successive powei-s of x in the

expansion in question. We have

logMl±f) = _ ^^. +^^ _ ^^ +^^^ _ ^9^^ +^^^ _ &c.,

which is most easily verified by differentiating and multiplying by log (1 + x), which

gives on the left-hand side ;, and on the right-hand side the expansion

\ — x + a? — &c. And from the above, multiplying each side by r, and taking the

exponential, we find

((logl-ha;)]-- ^

-(Jsr).x

-(A^ + A'^ +H^

+ &C.

which may be verified by writing r = l.
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As an instance of the use of the preceding table, let it be required to find

expressions for the combinations without repetitions of the series of natural numbers

1, 2, 3, ...(«— 1), or what is the same thing for the coefficients of the powers of k in

k(k-l)(k-2)...(k-n + l). We have

k(k-l)(k-2)...{k-n + l)

= ^•" - ^i" A;"-i + ^,'' k"-' - &c.

= n?; coefficient a;" in (1 +xf;
whence

(-)M,"= riM coefficient x"k"-'' in (1 +«)*

= Un coefficient a;"A;"-' in e*'°«'i+*'

Tin
~ n( — -1

^'^^^^^^^ *" ill [l^^g (1 + «)}""'

= f^-^ r coefficient of in -^
-^-^^ -[

II (n — r)
I *' J

^" = n{Hn-l)},

4," = « (n - 1) {H« - 2)= + ^ (/I - 2)}.

^,» = n(n-l)(n-2){;^(«-3y + ;^(ft-3)= + H«-3)},

and so on, as far as the expansion has been effected. It may be remarked that the

general expression for the algebraical transcendent Ar" is ^iven in Dr Schlafli's paper,

"Sur les coefficients du d^veloppement du product (l+x)(l + 2x) ... [l + (n — l)a;]

suivant les puissances asceudantes de x." Grelle, t. XLIII. [1852], pp. 1—22, but the law

is a very complicated one.

We have
log {\+x)-x-^x' + ^oi^-\x' + i;a?- ^a;« + ix' - &c.

and dividing by x, and taking the logarithm, we have as before

>og fj log (1 + X)) = - i^ +^^ - i^ +^^^ _ ^^a- + ^i^of - &c.

which may be considered as the fii^st of a series of logarithmic derivatives, viz.,

dividing by — ^x and taking the logarithm we have

log(-^log(J \og(l + x)j) = -^x + ^^a--^^^x^ + ^i^x*-S^x- + S,c.,

and by the like process

and so on.
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Suppose in general that

<f>x = x + B^a? + C^a^ + . .
.

,

and let it be required to find the r"' function (^"x. It is easy to see that the

successive coefficients are rational and integral functions of r of the degrees 1, 2, 3, &c.

respectively ; we have in fact

^^x = ^"x

+
j

{<f>'x-<f>'x)

+ '''j^~
(4>^x-24>'x + <f>'>x)

+ ^--~ g'g~^ (<}>'x - S<j>'x + S4>'x - 4>''x),

&c.,

and by successive substitutions,

^"x = X,

<f>^x = x+ Bia^ + Cix' + Dia^+...,

<j^x = x + 2B,a~'+(2B,^ + 2C^)a^ + ( B,' + 55A + 2A)«*+ •,

<j>^x = x + SB.x' + {QB," + 3<7,) a^ + (9B/ + 15BA + 3A) «*+....

Whence
^^x = x

+ rBia^

+ {(r'-r)Bi' + rC,}a^

+ {(^ -^r^ + fr) Bi> + (|7^ - fr) Bfii + rD,\ x*

+ &c.

It would, I think, be worth while to continue the expansion some steps further.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, Oct. 2nd, 1859.
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290.

A DISCUSSION OF THE STURMIAN CONSTANTS FOR CUBIC

AND QUARTIC EQUATIONS.

I

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iv. (1861),

pp. 7-12.]

For the cubic equation

(a, b, c, d)(x, 1)' = 0,

the Sturmian Constants (or leading coefficients of the Sturmian functions) are

a, a, b--ac, - a^d- + 6abcd - 4:ac' - 4:b'd + Sb^c^.

If the signs of

the constants,

that is, of the
fonctions for

then the signs

of the func-

tions for -00

+ 00, are are

+ + + + - + - +
+ + — + - + + +
+ + + - — + - —
+ + - - — + + -

three real roots.

case caunot occur.

rone real root.

The second case would give a loss of variations of sign in passing from cc to — x

,

which is inconsistent with Sturm's theorem. To show a, posteriori that the case cannot

occur, we may form the identical equation

(a^d - 3abc + 21/y = - a^ (- a^d- + 6abcd - 4ac^ - 4:lfd + SbV) + 4 (b- - acf,

and, this being so, then in the ca.se in question, the right-hand side would consist of

two terms, each of them negative, while the left-hand side is essentially positive.

C. IV. 60
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In the particular case where the third constant vanishes, or

we have
- a»d» + 6abcd -4>a<f-4W + 36-c''

= -(ad- bey + 4 (6» - ac) (c" - bd)

= — (ad — bey, is negative

;

hence, regarding the evanescent term as being at pleasure positive or negative, we

have in each case a combination of signs corresponding to one real root.

The general result (which is well known) is, that there are three real roots or

one real root according as

- d'd^ + Gabcd - 4>ac> - 4-^d + 36V

is positive or negative.

For the quartic equation

(a, b, c, d, e){x, iy = 0,

the Sturmian constants are

a, a, b'-ac, SoJ+ 2 (6' - ac) /, P-11J\
if, as usual,

I = ae-'^bd + fi&,

J= ace — ad^ — b-e + 2bcd — c'.

If the signs of the
constants, that is,

of the functions for

then the

functions

signs of the

for - X
+ 00, are are

+ + + + + + — + — + 4

+ + - + + 2 + - + 2

+ + + - + 2 + - + + + 2

+ + + 2 + + + 2

+ + + + - 1 + - + _ _ 3

+ + - + - 3 + 1

4- + + 1 + - + + - 3 1

+ + — — — 1 + - — + — 3
1

4 real roots.

no real root.

2 real roots.

- 2, cannot occur.

- 2 real roots.

The non-existing combination of signs is

P-27J' =-,

3a/+2(6=-ac)/ = + ,

b--ac =-.

To show d posteriori that this case cannot occur, wi-ite

^ =a'd- Sabc + 2b\

X = SaJ+2{b'-ac)I,
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then we have identically

9 (3a-J- + X"-) ^' = - 4a»X' + 36 (6^ - acY X" - 4-a^ (f - acf (/' - 27/^.

which is impossible under the given combination of signs, since the left-hand side

would be positive, and the right-hand side negative.

To prove the above identity—the relation JU^ - lU^H+iH^ + (i>- = 0, between the

covariants of the quartic, gives

a»J+ a^(¥ - ac) /-

4

(¥-acy 4- ^= = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

^2 = _ a^J - a^ (6» _ ac) / + 4 (6= - acf.

But

X =SaJ+2(1f-ac)I,
and thence

3^2 -1- a'X = - a^ (¥ -ac) I +12 (fr- - acf,

or

3^» = - a'Z - a^ {Jf -ac)I+l2{h^- acf,

and the identity will be true, if

(3Z» -I- 9a»J») |-Z - (t» - ac) /-I- 12
^^~"°^

]

= - 4Z» -I- 36 (^IzM'^2 _ 4 (^,2 _ ac)3 (/s _ 27/').

This gives

(3Z2 + 9aV») [- Z - (6= - ac) /j = - 4Z» - 4 (6» - acf P,

or, what is the same thing,

(3Z» -f- 9a*J') { Z -h (6^ - ac) /} = 4 { Z» -f (b' - acf 1%

or, dividing by X + {¥-ac)I,

3X' + 9a*J' = 4 {Z« -Z (b* -ac)I + (b" - acf P},

and reducing

X' - 4Z (6= - ac)I- 9a^J^ 4- 4 (6= - ac) /'^ = 0.

or finally

{Z - 3aJ" - 2 (6» - ac) /} {Z -f 3aJ"- 2 (6= - ac) /} = 0,

which is true in virtue of

Z = 3aJ'-f-2(6»-ac)/,

and the identity is thus proved.

60—2
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The general conclusion ia,

if /' — 27/' is positive, the four roots are all real or all imaginary,

viz., all real if 6" — etc and SaJ+2{¥ — ac) I are both positive, imaginary if other>vise.

But if /' — 27J^ is negative, the roots are two of them real, and the other two imaginary.

The following special cases may be noticed,

1°. 6' - ac = 0,

here

9 (Sa^J^ + X^)^ = - ia-X\ or X = HaJ +2(bfi-ac)I = SaJ, is negative,

so that,

if /' — 27J^ is +, the roots are all imaginary

;

if P — 27J'' is — , the roots are two real and two imaginary.

2°. X = SaJ+2ib^-ac) I =0,

here

27«^J'^= = - 4a^ (6= - acy {P - 27J%

or h- — ac, P — 27J^ are of opposite signs, and if

i)2 — ac = — , P — 27J^ = +, the roots are all imaginary,

]fi — ac = + , P — 27J^ = —, the roots are two real and two imaginary.

3°. b--ac = 0, X = 9aJ+2{b'-ac)I=0,

here J=0, that is,

2bcd-ad'-<^ = 0, or (ad - 6c)^ + c-= (etc - 6-) = 0, or ad-bc = 0, and P-27J' = P,

b* b* b* 1
7 = oe - 46d + 3c^ = ae - 4 - + 3 , = ae -„ = -„ {a'e - ¥),

d' »•* a" a"

whence / = +, the roots are all imaginary.

/=— , the roots are two real and two imaginary.

This is easily verified, in fact ac — b^ = 0, ad — bc = 0, give c =— , d = - = - , and the
Ct (Ju Qi

equation becomes

a a?

or, which is the same thing,

{ax + by + (a'e - b') = 0,

so that the roots are all imaginary, or two real and two imaginary, according to the

sign of a'e — 6* as above.
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It may be noticed that for a quintic equation

(a, h, c, d, e, f) («, 1)»,

if the Sturmian Constants are

a, a, C, D, E, F,

where as before a is positive, then the roots are real or imaginary as follows : viz.,

G,D,E, F
+ + + +,5 real roots.

- + +^

477

+ - +

+

+ + -

+

+, 1 real root, 4 imaginary roots.

+ + +^

+ + -

+
— , 3 real roots, 2 imaginary roots.

H +, case which does not occur.

- + +^

+ - +

+

- + -j

cases which do not occur.

The values of C, D, E, and F are given in my "Tables of the Sturmian Functions

for Equations of the Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Degrees," Phil. Trans., t. 147

(18.57), pp. 733—736, [151], but I have not further examined this case.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., September 29, 1859.
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291.

ON THE DEMONSTKATION OF A THEOEEM RELATING TO THE
MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF A SOLID BODY.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iv. (1861),

pp. 25—27.]

Considering in the first instance the analogous question in piano, let a=-jj?dm,

h=jy^dm, h=Jxydm, where the integration extends over any closed figure whatever,

then it is to be shown that the equations

(a, h, b)(p, qy=l, and (a + b) (p' + q') - (a, h, b){p, qy=l,

represent respectively ellipses.

If in the first case, by a transformation of coordinates,

(a, /(, b){p, qy = aipi' + hq,',

then Oi, 6i are the roots of the quadratic equations,

a-p, h
1

= 0,

h , b—p
I

and if in the second case,

{a + b){p^ + q')-(a, h, b)(p, qY = a^pi' + b,q,",

then Oi, bi are the roots of

] b — p, —h =0,

I

—h, a — p I

the two equations being in fact the same equation,

p--{a + b)p + ah- It' = 0,
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and the conditions that the curve may be an ellipse, are

a + 6 = +,

the former of which requires no demonsti-ation ; to prove the latter, changing merely

the variables under the integi-al sign, I write

a = jx'^dm', h' = /y'^'dm', h' = jx'y'dm',

these quantities being of course respectively equal to a, b, h, we have then

ab' + ah - 2hh' = jj(xy' - x'yf dmdm' = 2 (a6 - h'),

or since the quantity under the integral sign is a square, ab — h- is positive.

For the analogous problem in solido, we have

a = jx'd/m, b=jy^dm, c=fz-dm, /=fyzdm, g = fza;dm, h=Jxydm,

and it is to be shown that the equations

(a, b, c, f, g, h) {p, q, rf = 1,

{a + b + c)(p' + q' + r^)-(a, b, c, f, g, h)(p, q, r^^l,

represent respectively ellipsoids.

The conditions in the first problem are

a + b +c =+,

bc+ca + ab -/ -g''-h- = +,

abc — of- — bg- — ch- + 2fgh = +

,

the first of which is obviously true: as regai-ds the second, the theorem in piano shows

that each of the quantities be —f, ca — g-, ab — h"^ is positive, or merely reproducing

the investigation, we find

2 (6c + ca + at -p -g"- h^) =
jj

[(yz" - y'zf + {zvi - z'xj + {xy' - x'yY\ dmdm,

which proves the theorem, and where it is to be observed that the integral may also

be written

\\[{x' + y" + z') (x''^ + y"' + z'') - (xx + yy' + zz'Y\ dmdm'

;

and for the third, we find in a precisely similar manner,

6 {abc - ap - bg^ - ch- + 2fgh) = jj
x , y , z = dmdm',X , y

,

z

^'. 2/'- z

a^". y"> z"
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which proves the theorem. The integral may also be written

[291

//
a.^ + y* + ^°

. xx' + yy' + zz' , axe" + yy" + z£'

afx + y'y + z'z , af^ + y"" + «'»
, a;V' + yy" + //'

a/'a, + y"j, + y'^, x"x' + y'^ + z"z', a;"' +y"' +/'»

dmdm.

The conditions in the second problem are

(6 + c) + (c + a) + (a + 6) = +,

(c +a){a + b) + (a + b){b + c) + (b + c)(c + a)-f'-g--h^ =+,

(a + b)(b + c)(c + a) - (6 + c)/'-(c + a)g'-(a + b)h'-2fgh =+,

the first and second of which are respectively equivalent to

a + b + c =+,

(a + b + cy + bc+ca + ab -p - g" - h^ = +,

which are already proved. The last may be written

(a + b+ c) (be + ca + ab -p-g- - h-) - {abc - af- - bg- - ch^ + 2/gh) = +,

which, putting for shortness,

A=x' + y2 +z^ , B =x^ + y- +z"' , G = x"- + y"^ + z"\

F = x'x" + y'y" + z'z", O = x"x + y"y + z"z, H = xx'+ yy' + zz',

is by what precedes expressible in the form

ijj {A {BG -F') + B{GA-CP)+CiAB- H') -(ABC- AF'- - BG'- - CH' + 2FGH)} dmdm'

= ifjiABC- FGH) dmdm',

or, since 'JBG>F, 'JGA>G, ^TB>H, we have ABG>FGH, or ABG-FGH=+,
and therefore the value of the integral is also positive.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., 6th March, 1860.
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292.

A THEOREM IN CONICS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iv. (1861),

pp. 131—133.]

The follomng theorem is given in Todhunter's Conic Sections, [Ed. 7, p. 304], " If

ellipses be inscribed in a triangle, each with one focus in a fixed straight line, the

locus of the other focus is a conic s^tion through the angular points of the triangle."

A focus is the intersection of tangents to the conic from the circular points at infinity

;

and instead of the circular points at infinity we may substitute any two points whatever.

This being so, let the equations of the sides of the triangle be a? = 0, y = 0, z = 0, and

let a pair of tangents to the curve from the points (a, /8, 7), («', /3', 7') meet in the

point (f, 17, f), and the other pair of tangents from the same two points meet in the

point (X, Y, Z). I find that we have the veiy simple relation

Zf : Ft; : Z? = aa' : /3;S' : 77',

and consequently, when the locus of the point (^, 17, f) is given, that of the point

{X, Y, Z) is at once determined by substituting in the equation of the first-mentioned

aa' BB' 77'
locus, in the place of f, 17, f, the values -^ ,

^—
, -y- , or as we may express it, the

second locus is derived from the first by the method of reciprocal trilinear substitutions.

And, in particular, when the first locus is a line, the second locus is a conic through

the angular points of the triangle, which is Mr Todhunter's theorem. I have con-

sidered some of the properties of this substitution in a Memoir "Sur quelques

transmutations des Courbes," Liouville, t. xiv. (1849), pp. 40—46 and t. xv. (I80O), pp.

351—356, [80 and 81].

To demonstrate the theorem, I take for the equation of the conic

V'(^) + '^{my) + »Jinz) = 0,

c. IV. 61
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and I write for shortness

^K- yn. 7f- a?, CT?- i3^ = A. B, C,

^^-y'v, 7'f-«'?. a'7,-;8'f = 2l', R, C,

H0y-^y)+ v(y<=^'-y'<^)+ ?(a;8'-a'^) = A.

V^aa' ($y' - ^y) + ?f/3/S' (7a' - 7'a) + ^w' («/3' - «'/3) = D,

[292

so that in fact

A=
a, /3. 7

a'
,

/S', 7'

, n=a,37a'/3Y^7?
Ill
Ill
ol' ^' 7

a /3 7

and we have
BC'-FG = ^X CA'-C'A=v^, AB'-A'B=^A,

^y'BC - 0yFG = ya'CA' - y'aC'A = a0AB' - a'^A'B = Q-

The conditions in order that the conic

^/{Ix) + V(»»y) + V(«^) =

may touch the line through (a, 0, 7) and (f, 77, f) is

I m 11 .

A^B + C = '''

and the condition in order that it may touch the line through (a', /3', 7') and (f, ij, f) is

I m n
^, + ^ + ^-0,

and we thus have

1 1_ J 1_ 1 1_
I

:
m

:
n-^^ £-0 ' CA' C'A ' AE TB'

or, what is the same thing,

I : m : n= AA'^ : BB'v : CC^,

which determine the constants in the equation of the conic.

Consider now the tangents to the conic from the point (a, /3, 7); if the equation

of the tangent is assumed to be

px + qy + r2 = 0,

then we have
pa + q^ + ry = 0,

I m n n- +- +- =0,
p q r
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and these equations are of course satisfied hy j) : q : r — A : B : C, since the line

through {^, 7], f) is a tangent. They are also satisfied by

_ I m n

as is obvious by substitution, we have therefore

or more simply

I m n ^

A'^ B'v C'i; ^

for the equation of the other tangent through (a, /3, 7), and we have in like manner

^^ Bv C^ n
a ^ y

for the equation of the other tangent through (a, yS', 7'); the last-mentioned two lines

intersect in the point X, T, Z, that is we have

or attending to an above-mentioned eqpation, we have

Zf : Yv : Z^= aa' j3^' 77',

which is the property in question. In the particular case, where the points (a, /3, 7),

(a', ^, y) are the foci, the theorem is an immediate consequence of the well-known

proposition that the product of the perpendiculars let fall from the two foci upon

any tangent of the conic is a constant.

2, Sbme Buildings, W.C, Vlth March, 1860.

61—2
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293.

ON A CERTAIN SYSTEM OF FUNCTIONAL SYMBOLS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. iv. (1861),

pp. 225—230.]

M. Hermite, in the Memoir "Sur la Resolution de I'dquation du cinquifeme

degi'e," Comptes Rendus, t, xlvi., (1858), p. 508, has given for equations of the fifth

degi-ee a solution by means of elliptic functions, analogous to the well-known

trigonometrical solution of (the irreducible case of) the cubic equation. He has for

this purpose to consider the effect of transforming certain functions </)a), x^w, connected

with the elliptic functions, by replacing therein the argument co by a linear fraction

of the form =— , where a, h, c, d are integer numbers satisfying the condition

ad — hc = 1,

and he finds for <^ (— r )
(and the like would apply to -^ i

TTi^'
^^^ different

expressions according to the evenness, or values in relation to the modulus 2, of the

coefficients a, b, c, d, viz., the congruence

ad — bc= 1 (mod. 2)

admits of the six solutions shown by the table

abed
I. 1 1

II. 1 1

III. 1 1 1

IV. 1 1 1

V.

VI.

1 1 1

1 1 1
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(where or 1 denotes that the coefficient to which it refers is even or odd), and

to each solution there corresponds a distinct value of <h ( r^l or yjr { r ).^ ^ Va + iw/ \a + b(oJ

It appeared to me that the formulae in question were not only of the highest

importance in the theory of elliptic functions, but that they were very remarkable in

and for themselves, and that the question might be looked at in the following

manner.

Suppose that A, B are functional symbols, or, so to term them, substitutions, the

laws of operation being

A{x, Y) = {e^, A),

B{X, F)= (F, X),

where ^ is a constant. The equations mean that the effect of A is to change X
X 1

into B-y, and Y into p., and the effect of B to change X into F, and F into X.

We have

A'X^A.e-^=e-^=e.e^^^=^^'

and so

^'^=^ 7= ZF=

B'X^X, &Y=Y,

l^p=F, or A^{X, F) = (^X, F),

or £«(Z, F) = (Z, F);

thus B is periodic of the second order; and in the particular case ^ = 1, A is also

periodic of the second order.

This being so, let K denote any one of the compound symbols Ap, BAp, A^B,

A''BAp, &c. ; I say that the species of K is determined by connecting with each of the

symbols in question, a certain continued fraction as follows:

with A, p + (o,

BAP.p-l,

BAiBAP, p-
1-

A'BAiBAP, p -
1-

1 '

&c..

ApB, -

BApB, -

p-¥w'

1

P-

A9BAPB, --

P-
q + m

&c..
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and when the continued fraction is reduced to the form , , where, of course,
a + 00)

ad — bc = l, then, that the corresponding symbol K is of the species I. if

a, h, c, d= 1, 0, 0, 1 (mod. 2), and in like manner, that the species is II., III., IV.,

v., or VI., according as a, h, c, d are in regard to the modulus 2 of the form specified

in the second, third, fourth, fifth, or sixth line of the foregoing table.

We have then a system of equations which I write in the form

for K of the species

I.

II.

K{X. Y) =

X. Y

T. X
1 Y
X' X
1 X
Y' Y

X 1

¥' Y

Y 1

{X' X

III.

IV.

VI.

viz., the first line denotes that K (X, Y) = {0''X, O'-'Y), and so for the other lines, the

values of the indices x, y, being different in the several cases, but I have written

the system in the above form, to put in evidence more distinctly the theorem as

applied to the most simple case, where = \.

It will be sufficient to indicate how the theorem is proved in this particular case:

I will suppose that for

K = BAiBAP...,
we have

for K of the species

L

II.

K{X, Y) =

X
, Y

Y, X
1 Y
X' X
1 X
Y' Y

X 1

Y' X
Y 1

X ' X

III.

IV.

VI.

and let it be inquired what is the effect of the sj-mbol K' =:A''BAiBA^..., which,

since A''{X, F) = (Z, Y), is equivalent to AK or K, according as r is odd or even.
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Let 0= i— be the continued fraction which corresponds to K, and @' = ~,— ,7—
a + 0(0

^ a +oca
the continued fraction which coiTesponds to K', then @' is deduced from by putting

therein r + <» for w, or we have

c + cZ (to + r) _ c' + d'w

a + 6 (ft) + r)
~

a' + h'w
'

or

c' = c + dr, d' = d,

a' = a + 6r, 6' = 6,

and therefore when r is even, or = (mod. 2), then

c' = c, d' = rf, (mod. 2),

a =a, b' = b,

or iT' is of the same species as K. But in this case since A'{X, Y) = (X, Y) and

/• is even, we ought to have K' equivalent to K ; and hence r being even, the

theorem, assumed to be true for K, is also true for K'.

But if r be odd, or s 1 (mod. 2), then

c' = c + 1, d' = d, (mod. 2),

a' = a+l, b' = b,

whence, accoi-ding as

if is of species' I., II., Ill, IV., V., VI., so

K' v., IV., VI., II., I., III.

But if from K(X, Y) we derive AK{X, Y), we find that of whatever species K may
be, the species of AK is identical with the corresponding species of K', and in the

case in question, where r is odd, it is clear that we ought to have K' equivalent to

AK. Hence in this case also, and therefore generally, if the theorem be true for K
it will be also true for K',

In a very similar manner it may be shown that if the theorem is true for

K' = A''BA'>BA'>..., it will be tme for BA'BAiBA"..., and the foregoing cases include

the case where the symbol is of the form BA'BA''B or A^'BA'^B (terminating in a B),

for it is only necessary to assume that the last index of .4 is zero ; hence the

theorem, if true in any case, as it obviously is for A''{X, Y) = {X, Y), is true

universally.

When 6 is not equal 1, the only diiference is that the terms of K{X, Y) are

respectively multiplied by certain powera 0", 0" of 6, and it is not difficult to see that

for K^A'BA'iBA''... the indices x, y are of the forms

jc = cr + bf/ + ap + ...,

y = c'r + b'(/ + a'/j + . . .,
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where c, b, a, ,
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c', b', a',... have only the values 0, +1, —1, the values of

c, c' depending on the species of BA^BA^...,

[293

b, b'

a, a'

&c..

BA^.

in a manner which can easily be determined. In the particular case, where ^* = 1

(as it is in M. Hermite's problem), it is only necessary to know the values of x, y
in regard to the modulus 16, and these values can be expressed in terms of the

numbers (a, h, c, d) which correspond to the symbol K (this is in itself a remark-

able theorem), and I find that (to modulus 16)

x= J

for K of the species

d{c+d)-\ ' a{a-h)-\ I.

c (c - d) - 1 6 (a + 6) - 1 II.

d(d-c)-l
>

c(d-c) + l

y = -

ah

-ah

III.

IV.

cd a(6-«) + l V.

cd . hQ)-a)-\ VI.

This may be shown by induction in like manner as the theorem in regard to the

parts independent of 0. Thus K, K' as before, let K be of the species I., and
assume that K{X, F) = (^X, evY) where

x^d{c + d) — \, y = a(a — h)-l (mod. 16),

then if r be even, since A^X, 7) = (0'X, F), we ought to have K'(X, F)=(^+»-Z, ^F).
But in this case K' is of the same species with K, viz., of the species I., and by
the theorem, K'(X, F) = (^X, &'•'' F) where

af = d' (c' + d') -1, y' = a' (a' -h')-l (mod. 16)

;

and we ought to have

that is

x^ = x + r, y' = y (mod. 16),

d'(c' + d')-l = d(c + d)-l+ r, (mod. 16),

a'{a'-h')-l = a{a-b)-l

or substituting for a', b', c', d' their values a + hr, h, c + dr, d, these become

d{c + d + dr) = d(c +d) + r, (mod. 16),

{a + br)(a-b + br) = a(a-h)
m

id'-l)r = 0, (mod. 16).
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But r being even, these become

d:'-l = 0, 2ab - 6= + 6V = (mod. 8)

;

or, since in the case under consideration, a, b, c, d=l, 0, 0, 1 (mod. 2), and therefore

¥r=0 (mod. 8), the two congruences become

d^-l=0, a^-(a-by=0 (mod. 8),

which are satisfied since d, a, and a — b are all odd. And in a similar way the

theorem is proved for all the other cases.

In M. Hermite's problem, Z, F aie replaced by (fxo, yjro), AX, AY are (j)(w + l),

i/r(«a + l), and BX, BY are tf>( j, \}r( j, the properties of the functions 0, yjr

being such that, as in the preceding investigation,

A (X, Y)
=(0Y' t)' ^ ^^' ^'^ = ^

^^' ^>'

where 6 (=6^*") is a sixteenth root of unity, and KX, KY are respectively equal to

( , j , V^ ( . j , and the formulae are precisely similar to those of the present

paper.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., 5 ilfay,'. 1860.

I

c. IV. 62
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294.

ON A NEW ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF CURVES IN

SPACE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. v. (1862),

pp. 81—86.]

The employment of a new kind of coordinates foi- the analytical representation

of curves in space is suggested in my former paper under the same title Journal,

t. III., pp. 225—236 (1859). The idea was as follows: viz. if (x, y, z, w) are cun-ent

coordinates of a point in space (ordinai-y point coordinates), and (a, yS, y, 8) the

cooi'dinates of a particular point, then taking (p, q, r, s, t, u) to represent the minor

detemiinants formed out of the matrix

( X, y, r, w )

\

a, ^, y, S
\

viz.

p = ryy — j32^ s = Bx — aw

,

q =az — yx, t = By — /9w,

r = /3a; — ay, u = Sz — yiu,

values which satisfy identically

ps + qt + ru = 0,

then the equation of a cone passing through a given curve and having for its vertex

the arbitrary point (a, /3, y, S), is of the form

V = 0.

V being a homogeneous function of the six new coordinates (p, q, r, s, t, u). And
it was proposed to consider F=0 as the equation of the curve.

But as remarked in the paper, it is not every function V of the coordinates

(p, q, r, 8, t, u) which equated to zero, does in fact represent a curve. In oi-der that
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the equation V=0 may represent a curve, it is necessary, that when any infinitesimal

variations whatever are given to the constants (a, /3, 7, 8), thus converting the equation

into V+BV=0, the two equations V=0, 8V= (considered as equations in ordinary

point coordinates) shall represent one and the same curve, whatever the system of

infinitesimal variations attributed to a, /3, 7, S may be. Let P, Q, R, S, T, U denote

the differential coefficients of V in regard to p, q, r, s, t, u respectively, then the

equation 8F = 0, breaks up into the equations

. -Ry + Qz -Sw =0,

Rx . -Pz -Tw = 0,

-Qx + Py . -Uw=0,
Sx + Ty + Uz . = 0,

and the system composed of these four equations and the equation V= (considered

as equations in ordinary point coordinates) must belong to one and the same curve.

The four equations gave
P8 + QT + RU=0,

a relation between the differential coefiScients of V which must be satisfied either

identically or in virtue of the equation F= 0. And this relation existing, any two

of the four equations lead to the other two. Attending exclusively to the coordinates

{p, q, r, 8, t, u) and considering {x, y, z, w) as mere arbitrary multipliers, the above

equation

PS^QT+RU=0

is the only relation between the differential coefiicients of V which is deducible from

the four equations.

But it was noticed that the equation F=0, even when F is a function such that

we have (identically or in virtue of the equation F=0) the equation PS+QT+RU = 0,

does not of necessity represent a curve. Some further relation or relations between

the differential coefiicients of F must therefore exist, either identically or in virtue of

the equation' F=0; and such relations can be found by resorting to the second

differential 8*F of the function F. In fact not only the equation 8F=0 but the

entire series of relations S^F=0, 8'F=0,... should be satisfied by the coordinates of

any point of the curve. I find by means of the equation h^V= a plexus of

equations, which are consequently necessary, and I am inclined to believe sufficient,

in order that the equation F=0 may in fact represent a curve; the equations of

the plexus are, it will be seen, very numerous, and certainly only a small number of

them are independent, but this is a question which I have not as yet investigated.

Attending to the expressions for p, q, r, s, t, u, we have

da= - ydr + zdg - wdg = (1),

dfi = xdr . — zdp — wdi = (2),

dy = — xdq + ydp . — wdu = (3),

di = xd, + ydt + zdu . = (4),

62—2
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and writing for convenience a, b, c, d instead of d,, d^, dy, ds, we have

d = (l)a + (2)b + (3)c + (4)d.

It was in effect by operating on V with this symbol and equating to zero the

coefficients of a, b, c, d, that the before-mentioned equations

. - Ry +Qz -Sw ==0,

Rx . -Pz -Tw = 0,

-Qx+ Py . -Uw = 0,

Sx+ Ty +Uz . =0,

were found.

If to these equations we join the equation

Ax+ By + Cz+ Dw = 0,

where A, B, C, D are arbitrary multipliers, we can express x, y, z, w in terms of

A, B, G, D in such manner as to satisfy the four equations, viz. we have

x= . BU-CT + DP,

y=-AU . +CS+DQ,
z= AT-BS . +DR,

w = -AP-BQ -OR

and if in the expressions for (1), (2), (3), (4) we substitute for x, y, z, w these values,

and form therewith the value of d, which value I will for distinction call 2), we have

2) = ( Udr + Tdg + Pd„ Qds-Sd^ , Rd,-Sdr , Rd^-Qd, )

Pdt - Tdj, , Udr + Qdt + Sdj,, Rdt - Tdr , Pdr - Rdp

Pdu-Udp ,
Qdu-Ud^ , Rdu + Sdp + Td^, Qdp-Pd,

Td„ - Udt , Ud,-8du . Sdt - Tds , Pds + Qdt + Rd„

(A, B, G, D) (a, b, c, d),

viz. I) is a lineo-linear function of the two sets of indeterminate quantities

{A, B, C, D), (a, b, c, d), the coefficients thereof being the operators

Udr + Td, + Pd„ Qd, - Sd„ &c.

It may be remarked that we have identically

S)F= {PS + QT + RU) (Aa + Bh + Cc + Bd),

since obviously each term such as (Qd, — Sdq) V, which is equal to QS — SQ, vanishes

identically. The equation 2) F" = gives therefore only the before-mentioned equation

PS + QT+RU=0, which is as it should be.
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cd ,

bd ,
— ad ,

bd , a'^+ d\ ab ,

— ad , ha , ¥ + d\

, ca , cb ,

-bd ) (p, q, r, s, t, uy.

ad

ac

be

c^ + d'

The equation 1)^V=0, is then to be satisfied independently of the values of

(A, B, G, D) and (a, b, c, d), and as X* contains 16 distinct terms, 5)- will contain in

all il6.l7 or 136 distinct terais. The equation 2)-F=0 gives therefore a plexus of

136 equations, and the equations in each succeeding plexus, involved in 2)'F=0,

J)^F=0, &c. \vill, of course, be still be more numerous.

If F= be the plane conic which is the intersection of the surfaces

a? +f +z- + w- = 0,

ax + by + cz + dw == 0,

then we have

F=( fr' + c", -ab , -ac , . ,

— ba, c^ + o^ —be , —cd ,

— ca , —cb , a^ + b^,

— cd ,

cd

,

. ,

— bd , ad
,

The values of P, Q, R, S, T, U (omitting a common factor 2) are

P = (6* + c", — ah, — ac, . , +cd, — bd) (p, q, r, s, t, u),

&c.,

and if we proceed to form a term in 1)^F, say the coefficient of A'ar, this is

(Udr+Td, + Pd,y- V, or

(a' + fr", c»^-a^ a^ + d\ - cd, +bd, -cb){U, T, P)\

The coefficient therein of ^ is

(a» + 6", c* + a\ a" + d^ - cd, + bd, - cb) (- bd, cd, If + (i')\

that is, it is

(a» + 6^ ) 6»(Z= -2cd. cd(¥ + (f)

+ (d' + a^)c'd' +2bd.-bd(b' + c')

+ (a» + d') (b- + cy -2cb.-bd. cd,

where the terms in which (fr' + c^) does not appear as a factor are together equal to

a^d' {¥ + <^) + d^U" + c'f,

the entire expression thus divides by fr' + c^ the quotient being

(a' + d') (If + (f)- id'd' - 2¥d^ + a^'d" + d'' (¥ + c-),

which is equal to a* (6' + 0" + d^), or restoring the factor b- + c^, we see that in 25=F
the coefficient of .4=a' is

a' {¥ + d' + d') (¥ + c'}^ + kc.
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The complete value must, it is clear, be of the form

a*(b' + d' + cf)V+k(p8 + qt + ru),

vanishing in virtue of the equations F= 0, ps + qt + ni = 0, and this being so, observing

that V contains no term in ps, we have k = coefficient ps in

that is

or

(a>4-6», c= + a', a^ + (P, -cd, +bd, -cb)(U, T, Py,

k = 2(a^ + b\ c' + a\ a' + d^ -cd, +bd, -cb){-bd, cd, ¥ + d')(ca, ba, 0),

^k= (a? + ¥).-bd.ca - cd [cd . + (¥ + (^) ba]

+ (d' + (v'). cd.ba + bd {{¥ + d") ca - bd . 0}

+ (a= + d*). - cb {-bd.ba + cd.ca],

which is

= abed f - (a» + 6") - (6= + c^ "l , = 0.

l+(d'+a-) + (b' + (^) -

I +(6°--c=).

The coefficient k consequently vanishes, and therefore in 1)'V the coefficient of ^*a-

is a- (b'' + c" + d") V, but I have not worked out the coefficients of the other terms.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., SOth October, 1860.
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295.

ON THE CONSTEUCTION OF THE NINTH POINT OF INTER-

SECTION OF THE CUBICS WHICH PASS THROUGH EIGHT
GIVEN POINTS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. v. (1862),

pp. 222—233.]

I REPRODUCE with additional developments the solution which has been given of

this interesting problem.

The equation of a given cubic may be written

qU-pV=Q,

where U=0, F=0 are any two conies meeting the cubic in the same four points;

p = is the line joining the remaining two points of intersection of the cubic with

the conic U=0; and ^ = is the line joining the remaining two points of inter-

section of the cubic with the conic V= ; the relation between the arbitrary constant

factors implicitly contained in the functions qU and pF is assumed to be properly

determined.

The form is employed by Plucker, Theorie der algehraischen Curven, p. 56 (1839),

and in connexion therewith he gives some geometrical considerations which, he remarks,

contain implicitly the solution of the above-mentioned problem.

The form is also the analytical basis of the investigations of M. Chasles,

"Construction de la courbe du troisifeme ordre par neuf points," Comptes Rendus,

t. XXXVI. (18.53), pp. 942—952. In fact calling to mind the theorem that in the

pencil of conies U— aV=Q (where a is an arbitrary multiplier) the anharmonic ratio

of the multipliers a is equal to the anharmonic ratio of the tangents at any one of

the points of intersection, or (what is the same thing) to the anharmonic ratio of
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the polars of any point whatever in regard to the conies, and recollecting that the

anharmonic ratio in question is said to be the anharmonic ratio of the conies them-

selves; then since the equation qU—pV = is satisfied by the system

U-aV= 0, p-aq = 0,

(where a is arbitrary) we have at once the theorem, p. 949, viz. that if there be a

pencil of lines through a point, and corresponding anharmonically thereto, a pencil of

conies through the same four points ; the locus of the intereections of a line by the

corresponding conic is a cubic through the five points: and, conversely, that a given

cubic may be so generated, the point of the pencil of lines, and the four points of

the pencil of conies being any five points whatever of the cubic.

This gives at once the construction (M. Chasles' first construction) for the cubic

through nine given points. In fact if the points are called 1, 2, 3, 4, h, 6, 7, 8, 9

;

then grouping the points in any manner, it is only necessaiy to find a point x such

that

«(!, 2, 3, 4, 5) = 6789 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),

that is, such that the pencil of lines xl, x2, xS, xi, x5 shall correspond anharmonically

to the pencil of conies 67891, 67892, 67893, 67894, 67895. The foregoing notation is

that employed in M. de Jonquieres' " Essai sur la g^n^ration des Courbes gdom^triques,

&c.," M^m. Sav. Strang. , t. xvi. (1858), which I take the opportunity of referring to.

In fact, if X satisfies the foregoing condition, then taking through the point x an)'

other line, and corresponding anharmonically thereto a conic through the points

6, 7, 8, 9, the locus of the intersections of the line and conic will be a cubic through

the nine points. But the condition in question gives

x{l, 2, 3, 4) = 6789(1, 2, 3, 4),

xi\, 2, 3, 5) = 6789(1, 2, 3, 5),

which (by the anharmonic property of the points of a conic) show, the first that x

is in a certain conic passing through 1, 2, 3, 4, and the second that x is in a certain

eonic passing through 1, 2, 3, 5 ; the two conies intersect in the points 1, 2, 3, and

in a fourth point which is the required point x. Or we may say that x is given by

the condition that the pencils x{l, 2, 3, 4) and a;(l, 2, 3, 5) shall have given

anharmonic ratios. It will presently be seen how x can be determined by the ruler

alone.

Suppose now that the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are the points of intersection

of two cubics; the construction should become indeterminate; this is only the ease

when the two conies which by their intersection should determine x become one and

the same conic. This implies that the eonic a;(l, 2, 3, 4) passes through 5, or that

X, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are points of the same conic. And then since by the anharmonic

property of the points of a conic x (1, 2, 3, 4) = 5 (1, 2, 3, 4), we have

5(1, 2, 3, 4) = 6789(1, 2, 3, 4).
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The groupiDg of the nine points is altogether arbitrary, hence there are in all

(9 X 70 = ) 630 such equations, which are really equivalent to only two equations, and
which when eight of the points are given, determine the ninth point. Supposing that

the given points are 1, 2, 3, 4, .5, 6, 7, 8, the equations for the determination of the

remaining point 9 may be taken to be

9 (5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

9 (4, 6, 7, 8) = 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8),

which (it is to be remarked) determine 9 in a similar way to that in which x is

given in the construction of the cubic through nine points ; viz. 9 is the fourth

intersection of two conies which pass through the points 5, 6, 7, 8 and the points

4, 6, 7, 8 respectively. Or we may say that 9 is given by the conditions that the

pencils 9 (5, 6, 7, 8) and 9 (4, 6, 7, 8) shall have given anharmonic ratios.

The foregoing equations

9 (5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

9 (4, 6, 7, 8) =1235 (4, 6, 7, 8),

are equivalent to and constitute the geometrical interpretation of the equations obtained

(previous to M. Chasles' Memoir) by Weddle in the paper "On the construction of

the ninth point of intersection of two curves of the third degree when the other

eight points are given," Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, t. vi., pp. 83—86

(1851). In fact, reproducing his analysis with only a slight change of notation, let

012 denote the determinant

<«
, y , z

so that 012 = is the equation of the line through the points 1 and 2; and in like

manner let 012345 denote the determinant

a?, y', «', yz, zx, xy

x^, &c.

so that 012345 = is the equation of the conic through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Of course 123, 123456, &c. will denote given functions of the coordinates of the points

1, 2, 3, the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. This being so

012345 . 078 = \ . 012347 . 058

is the equation of a particular cubic passing through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and

which if we properly determine X, viz. if we write

612345 678
''

612347 . 658

will also pass through the point 6.

C. IV. 63
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And similarly

012345 . 076 = M . 012347 . 056

is the equation of a particular cubic curve passing through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

and which if we properly determine /i, viz. if we write

_ 812345 . 876
^ ~ 8123477856

will also pass through the point 8. Hence the two curves, each of them passing

through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 will intersect in the remaining point 9; and

writing 9 for 0, and combining the two equations, we have

978 956 _ X ^ 612345 812347

958 . 976 ~ M
~ 612347 812345

'

or, what is the same thing,

956. 978 _ 123456 .123478

958. 967 "123458. 123467'

which is Weddle's equation, and is equivalent to the above-mentioned equation

9 (5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8).

To prove this I remark that we have identically

012 . 034 . 514 . 523 - 014 . 023 . 512 . 534 = 012345.

In fact the left-hand side equated to zero is the equation of the conic through

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and such left-hand side must therefore, save to a mere numerical factor,

be equal to 012345. And to determine this factor it is to be observed that 012345

contains the term

-t- «„' . y,» . z.? . y^s • S'*^! • x^i,

but that there is no such term in 012.034.514.523, and that there is in -014.023.512.534

the equivalent term

so that the numerical factor is rightly determined.

The foregoing identity written under the form

012.034 512.534 012345

014.023 514.523 014.023.514.523

shows that, when 012345 = 0, i. e. if be a point of the conic through 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

then we have

(1, 2, 3, 4) = 5 (1, 2, 3, 4),

which is in fact the anharmonic property of the points of a conic. And observing

that 012345 = 051234, and substituting 5, 6, for 0, 5 respectively, the identity becomes

512.534 612.634 561234

514.523 614.623 514.523.614,623"
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The equation 01234'5 = may be written

012 . 034 - ^^|4|| 014 . 023 = 0,
ol4 . o23

and hence the anharmonic ratio of the conies

012345 = 0, 012346 = 0, 012347 = 0, 012348 =

is equal to that of the quantities

512 534 612 . 634 712.734 812 . 834

514.523' 614.623' 714.723' 814.823'

or calling these quantities for a moment a, /8, 7, S, it is

_ (a-yg)(7-g)

(a-8)(/8-7)'

where

512.534 612.634 561234
a-/9=-

514.523 614.623 514.523.614.623'

and forming in this manner the expressions of each of the four factors a — yS, 7 — S,

a — 8, /9 — 7, we have

(a-;3)(7-S) 561234 . 781234

so that in the equation

the right-hand side is

(a-8)(/3-7) 581234.671234'

i956 978 _ 561234 . 781234

958.967 "581234.671234'

= 1234(5, 6, 7, 8),

and' since by what precedes the left-hand side is =9(5, 6, 7, 8), the equation is

9(5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

which is the transformation in question.

Now resuming the two equations

9 (5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

9 (4, 6, 7, 8) = 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8),

the right-hand sides are given anharmonic ratios, and as we have seen the question

is to find 9 so that the anharmonic ratios 9 (5, 6, 7, 8), 9 (4, 6, 7, 8) shall have given

values. But for the geometrical solution by the ruler alone, we have the preliminary

question, from the given eight points, without the assistance of the before-mentioned

conies, to construct the given anharmonic ratios 1234(5, 6, 7, 8) and 1235(4, 6, 7, 8).

The solution of both questions is given in Dr Hart's paper, "Construction by the

ruler alone to determine the ninth point of intersection of two curves of the third

degree," Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, t. VI., pp. 181, 182 (1851).

63—2
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The Preliminary Question. The anharmonic ratio 1234(5, 6, 7, 8) is equal to that

of the polars of an arbitrary point X in regard to the conies 12345, 12346, 12347,

12348 respectively (these polars all pass through one and the same point). Now to

construct the polars of X in regard to these conies, and first in regard to the conic

12345 : the fourth harmonics of X in regard to the lines 12, 34, in regard to the lines

13, 42, and in regard to the lines 14, 23, meet in a point; and considering the several

combinations 1234, 1235, 1245, 1345, 2345 we have thus five points; these lie on a

line which is the required polar of X in regard to the conic 12345. The polars in

regard to the other conies are obtained in the same manner; and it is clear that the

first above-mentioned point (viz. that deduced from the points 1, 2, 3, 4) is in fact

the point of intersection of the four polars, or point of the pencil formed by the polars.

The Principal Question then is, given the points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 to find the point 9,

such that

9 (5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

9(4, 6, 7, 8) = 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8),

where the right-hand sides represent given anharmonic ratios.

For this, let 65, 74 (see the figure) meet in M, and on 74 find a point Q such

that the anharmonic ratio of the points (4, M, 7, Q) may be equal to the given

ratio 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8), say

(4, M, 7, Q) = 1235(4, 6, 7, 8),

and let 64, 85 meet in N and on 85 find a point R, such that the anharmonic

ratio of the points 5, N, R, 8 is equal to the given anharmonic ratio 1234(5, 6, 7, 8),

say

(5, N, R, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8).

Join QR meeting 65 in K and 64 in i; then 7K and 8L will meet in the required

point 9.

In fact taking Y as the intersection of the lines 6oKM and 8L, and Z as the

intersection of the lines 64iVZ and 7K; then, as is clear from the figure, first, the
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anharmonic ratio 9(4, 6, 7, 8) is equal to that of the points (4, 6, Z, L) on the line

46Zi, that is

9 (4, 6. 7, 8) = (4, 6, Z, L),

which is

= (4, M, 7, Q),

since the lines 6if, Zl, LQ meet in the point K ; but by the construction

(4, M, 7, Q) = 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8), that is, we have

9 (4, 6, 7, 8) = 1235 (4, 6, 7, 8)

;

and, secondly, the anharmonic ratio 9 (5, 6, 7, 8) is equal to that of the points

(5, 6, K, Y) on the line 56KY, that is

9(5, 6, 7, 8) = (5, 6, K, Y).

which is

= (5, i\r, R, 8),

since the lines 6iV, KR, Y8 meet in the same point L ; but by the construction

(5, iV, R, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8), that is, we have

9(5, 6, 7, 8) = 1234 (5, 6, 7, 8),

so that the point 9 satisfies the required conditions.

It has been already remarked that the point x in M. Chasles' theorem for the

construction of the cubic through nine points is determined by precisely similar

conditions to those which determine the ninth intersection of the two cubics ; that is,

the foregoing construction by the ruler alone is applicable to the determination of the

point X; and when this is once obtained, the remainder of the construction, giving

the points of the cubic through the nine given points, can obviously be performed

by the ruler alone. The construction for the cubic through nine points gives implicitly

the relation between ten points of the cubic and such relation is accordingly expressed

bv the equation

x(l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10) = 6789(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10),

which is one out of 210 similar forms. But it is possible that some more convenient

form of the relation between the ten points may yet be found.

I proceed to further develope the analytical theory. Writing for convenience w
in the place of 10, we have

x(l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = 789a) (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),

or, what is the same thing,

x{l, 2, 3, 4) = 789«(1, 2, 3, 4),

x(l, 2, 3, 5) = 789<a(l, 2, 3, 5),

x(l, 2, 3, 6) = 789<a(l, 2, 3, 6),
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which belong to three conies each of them passing through 1, 2, 3, and which must
have a remaining fourth point of intersection.

The equation of the first conic is

012.034 = -014.023,
M

where

\ = 789ft.l2 . 789w34,

fi = 789q)14 . 7890)23,

and thence, in vii-tue of an identical equation already referred to,

- \ - /u = 789(b13 . 789(b24.

But we have identically

123 . Opq = \pq . 023 + 2pq . 031 + Zpq . 012,

and thence in particular

123.034 = 134.023 + 234.031,

123 . 014 = 214 . 031 + 314 . 012,

and the equation of the conic may therefore be written

012 (134 . 023 + 234 . 031) /x - 023 (214 . 031 + 314 . 012) X = 0,

that is

031.012.234.ya + 012.023.314(-X-/ti) + 023.031.124.X, = 0,

or, substituting for /i, — \ — /x, \, their values, this is

031 . 012 . 234 . 789<al4 . 789<»23

+ 012 . 023 . 314 . 789a)13 . 789w42

+ 023 . 031 . 124 . 789<al2 . 789a)34 = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

234 . 789wl4 . 789w23 314. 789<»13. 789<»24 124.789a)12. 789«34

023
^

031 012

or, making a slight change of form, the equation of the conic is

= 0,

423 . 7890)41 . 789&)23 431 . 789a)42 . 789a)31 412. 789&)43. 789a)12 ^
023

"^
031

"•"

012

The equations of the other two conies are deduced by writing successively 5 and 6

in the place of 4 ; and the condition in order that the conies may have a remaining

fourth point of intersection is

423 . 789w41, 431 . 789a)42, 412 . 789a)43

523 . 7890)51, 531 . 789o)52, 512 . 789q)53

623 . 789o)61, 631 . 789ct)62, 612 . 789o)63

= 0.
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This equation, say 0=0, expresses the relation between the coordinates of the ten

points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, w, of the cubic. Hence if 123456789a) denote the

determinant

ai', yi\ z-?, yi%, Zi^x,, x^%, y^z^, z^x^, x^y^, x^^z^

xi, &c.

1234567896) must be a factor of D, and a little consideration shows that the other

factor which is of the order one as regards the coordinates of each of the points

1, 2, 3, and of the order three as regards the coordinates of each of the points

7, 8, 9, o), must be of the form 123 . 789 . 78ft) . 79a) . 89a). We must therefore have

D = 6 . 123 . 789 . 78a) . 79a) . 89a) . 123456789a),

where the merely numerical factor e is, I believe, equal to +1 or else to — 1.

In order to verify the factor 123. 789. 78a). 79a) . 89a), observing that the points

7, 8, 9, o) enter symmetrically, it will be sufficient to show that 123, 789 are each

of them factors of D, or, what is the same thing, that if 123 = 0, or if 789 = 0, then

in either case D = 0.

First, if 123=0, we may write

Xi=-\Xi + fJ^o,

,
y3 = '>^yi + M'y-2,

Z3=\Z, + flZ^

equations which give

423 = X. 421, 431 =\. 421, &c.,

and the equation D = 0, thus becomes

7890)41, 7890)42, 789a)43

789a)51, 7890)52, 789o)53

789o)61, 7890)62, 789a)63

= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

789o)14, 7890)24, 789a)34 =0.

789a)15, 789o)25, 789a)35

789o)16, 789o)27, 789o)36

Now if the terms in the same column are multiplied by 789o)56, 789a)64, 789a)45

respectively and added, then for the first column the sum is

789o)14 . 789o)56 + 789a)15 . 789o)64 + 789o)16 . 789o)45,

which is = 0, and the sums for the second and third columns are each = in the

same manner: wherefore the determinant vanishes as it should do.
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Next, if 789 = 0, we have identically

789to41 = 789 , 741 . a)81 . o)94 + 781 . 794 . «89 . m41,

which when 789 = gives

and in like manner.

789w41 = 781 . 794 . a,89 . w41,

789ffl42 = 782 . 794 . 0)89 . «»42,

789o)43 = 783 . 794 . a)89 . a»43,

= 0,

in which three equations 4 may be changed into 5 and 6 successively. The equation

D = thus becomes

423 . w41, 431 . 0)42, 412 . 0)43

523 . 0)51, 531 . 0)52, 512 . o)53

623.0)61, 631.0)62, 612 . o)63

or, what is the same thing,

423.410), 421.4o)3, 42o).431 =0,

523 . 51o), 521 . 5o)3, 52o> . 531

623.610), 621.60)3, 69o) . 631

and since the sum of the terms in each line of the determinant is =0, the deter-

minant is as it should be = 0.

The foregoing equation

412.7890)43, 423.789o)41, 43I.789o)42

ol2.789o)53, 523.7890)51, 531 . 789o)52

612 . 789o)63, 623 . 789o)61, 631 . 789o,62

= e . 123 . 789 . 78o) . 79o) . 89o) . 123456789o),

(since 412, 789o)43, &c. are interpretable functions of the coordinates) affords a

geometrical intei-pretation of the equation

1234567890) =

between the coordinates of the ten points of the cubic ; but it would be more

satisfactory if a similar identical equation could be found, having on the right-hand

side the function 123456789o) without the irrelevant factor

123.789.78o).79o).89o).

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., 6th March, 1862.
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296.

ON THE CONICS WHICH PASS THROUGH THE FOUR FOCI
OF A GIVEN CONIC.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. v. (1862),

pp. 275—280.]

The foci of a conic are the points of intersection of the tangents through the

circular points at infinity ; the pair of tangents through each of the circular points

at infinity is a conic through the four foci ; and we have thus two conies P = 0, Q =
passing through the four foci ; the equation of any other conic through the four foci

is of course P + \Q = ; and in particular if \ be suitably determined this equation

gives the axes of the conic.

I was led to develope the solution, in seeking to obtain the elegant formulae

given in Mr P. J. Hensley's paper "Determination of the foci of the conic section

expressed by trilinear coordinates," Journal, t. v., pp. 177—18.3, (March, 1862).

I take the coordinates to be proportionate to the perpendicular distances of the

point from the sides of the fundamental triangle, each distance divided by the perpen-

dicular distance of the side from the opposite angle. This being so, the equation of

the line infinity is

and, a, /3, 7 denoting the sides of the fundamental triangle, the equation of the circle

circumscribed about the triangle is

^+^+:^=o.
X y z

The foregoing two equations determine the circular points at infinity; and if {x^, y^, z^)

are the coordinates, there is no difficulty in obtaining the system of values

= o (cos C —i sin (7)

= a (^cos B + i sin B)

/3(co8 0+t8in(7)

^{coaA — isin .4)

7(cos jB +isin£)

7(008.4 \-imxA)

-1
C. IV. 64
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where as usual i = V(— 1). and where A, B, C denote the angles of the triangle, so

that the cosines and sines of these angles denote given functions of a, /8, 7. The

coordinates (x,, y,, Zj) of the other circular point at infinity are of course obtained

by merely writing —i for i. We find also

<r,ar, : y.y., : z^z., : yiZi + y^i : z^Xt + z^^ : x,yt + x^i

= -a» : -0^ : -rf : /3» + 7«-a'' : V + a'-/?^ : a^ + fi''
-

-f,

which are the fonnula chiefly made use of in the sequel.

Suppose now that the equation of the conic is

U = (a, b, c.f, g, h)(x, y, zy = 0;

then putting for a moment

U, =(a, b, c, /, g, h){xi, y„ z^)',

Fi = (a, b, c, f, g, h)(x, y, z){xu y^, z^),

and the like as regards Ut and W^; the tangents fiom the points («,, yi, Zj) and

(Xf, Wj, Zi) respectively are

UU, - F,= = 0,

UU, - W," = 0,

which ai'e respectively pairs of lines intersecting in the four foci. And it is moreover

clear that the equation of the axes is

U,W{'-U,W,' = 0.

The foregoing equations may be written

{% 33, e, %, ®, JQ)(yZi-yiZ, zx,-z,x, xy^-x^yf^O,

(21, 35, e, g, @, ^) {yz^-y^z, zx^-z.x, xy^-x^f^O,

where (SI, S3, S, 8, @, <§) are the inverse system of coefficients.

These may be written

(a, b, c, f, g, h)(a;„ y,, 2;,)' = 0,

(a, b, c, f, g, h ){x^, yj, z.^^ = Q,

where a, b, c, f, g, h are quadric functions of x, y, z, viz.

a = 332-^ + %" - 2^yz

,

b= 6a? +2b^ -2®zx,

c = %" + 33a;'' - 2^xy,

f = — ^yz — ga? + @xy + ^xz,

. g = -'?dzx-®y^ + ^yz 'r'^yx,

h = - ^xy - i^z^ + %zx + @xy,
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and this being so, I combine the two equations as follows:

X.:? (a, ...)(a?i, yi, Zi)- + a;i^ (a, ...)(«2, 2/2, ^-2)' = 0,

y-.' ,. +yi' „ =0,

y^^{a., ...){xu yi, 2,)^ + yi^r, (a, ...)(a;2, y„, 2,)==0,

Zja-'a » + ZiOCi „ = 0,

^2^2 ,, +«l2/l „ =0,

any one of which is the equation of a conic passing through the four foci; the

current coordinates being always {x, y, z).

The first of these equations is

a (- 2a;,»a;,») + b (a;,^ + ^iV) + c {x^W + x.^zi)

+ 2f (^^y^i + x^^y^^) + 2g (a;j*^,a:i + iTi'^^a;.,) + 2h {x^x^y^ + V^s^/a) = 0,

where the quantities multiplied by a, b, &c. are all of them easily expressible in

terms of x^x^, y^.„ ZiZ^, yiZ-^ + y^i, z^Xj + z^i, Xiy.2 + x^i, which are respectively pro-

portional to given functions of (a, /3, 7); and replacing for a, b, &c. their values, the

equation is

( ^z- + Qx' - 2^yz ) . 2a*

- a? (7- + OL' - /3=)

+ ( 6a? + %» - 2@2a;)

+ ( %'+33.c=-2^a:y)

+ 2(-%2-gar' + ®3y + Jr,xz).

+ 2{-^zx-®y'+ ^yz+%yz).

+ 2 (- iS.xy — ^z^ + gza; 4- Qizy)

.

Now putting for shortness

D=a« + /8* + y- 2;8'7" - 27»a» - 2a?^,

so that — D is equal to sixteen times the square of the area of the fundamental

triangle, the coefficient of sfi is

= 53 (D + 2aV) + 6( +2aW - 25 {- D - a^ (/3^ + 7= - a=)},

which is

= (33 + e + 2g) D + 2a» {Sr" + 6/3^ + g (/8-^ + 7' - «=)}.

And reducing in a similar manner the other coefficients, the equation is

D {(33 + 6 + 2g) a:" + 21 (y + 2)' - 2 (^ + @) a: {y + z)} + 2a^Q = 0,

where for shortness

e= a.'^ . ^-f -irii ^ + % i^ + i" -a?)

+f . 6a= + SI 7^ + @ (y* + a= - /3=)

+ Z' . 21/3^ + 33 a=+^(a=' -h/S^-f)

+ yz.- 2ga= + ?l {^ + 7= - a=i) - § {rf + 3= _ ^2) _ @ (a^ +^ _ rf)

+ 2a;.-2@/S=-^(/3'' +7— a^)+33(7»+a=-/3"-)-g {a.' + ^ - rf)

+ a;y .- 2^7= - ® (y3'' + 7'-^ - a-)-% (y +«='- ^S^) + 6 (a= + /9' -7''),

64—2
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or, what is the same thing, the equation is

n{(Sl + S + e + 2g + 2® + 2J&)a^-2(2l + ^ + ®)a;(a;+ y+ ^) + a(a; + y + ^)'}+ 2a»0 = 0,

or putting for shortness

2l+33 + g + 2g + 2@ + 2^ = *^,

21 + ^ + ® =8,

^ + 35+8 =m
® + g+6 =91,

so that in fact

the equation is

The equation with y^,, y^z^ is in a similar manner found to be

a {^a/'-{(§, + @)y'-{^+^)z' + in + 2^ + ® + JQ)yz +{-^-^ + ^)zx + (-(l-@ + %)xy]

or, what is the same thing,

D[(2l + S3 + e + 2g+2@ + 2^)7/^-{(@ + g + g)y + (^ + S3 + g)^J(A- + y+^) + g(a; + y + ^)']

- i^' + y'-ar)e = 0,

or, finally,

D {%z-{'^y + ^yilz)(x + y + z) + %(x + y + zy] - (^ + rf - ct')® = 0.

Hence the entire system of equations is

D (*4?a?' -2ix {x + y + z) + ^(x + y + zfl + 2o''0 = 0,

D {%' -2''% {x + y + z)+^(x + y + zf}+2^-& = 0,

D 1*^2' -2'^z ix + y + z) + (S.{x + y + zf] + 2'f& = 0,

D ['':^yz - {3ly + mz){x + y + z) + ^ (x + y + z)-} - (yQ-- + f - or") = 0,

D{^zx-(iz + ^x)(x + y + z) + ®{x + y + zy}-{r+a''-^)& = 0,

D {']ixy-(mx+ iy)ix + y + z)+^(x + y + zy]-{a'+^-r)@ = 0,

which are the equations of six conies, each of them passing through the four foci.

From the firat three of these, we have

-\ {^a^-2ix {x + y + z) + ^(x + y + zf]

= L{W-2my{x + y + z) + ^(x + y + zy]

= -. {"^z' -2'Slz (x + y + z) + (E(x + y + zf],
T
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which, allo\ving for the diflference of notation, are Mr Hensley's equations: it appears

by his investigation that their geometrical signification is as follows; viz. if for

shortness we denote the equations by

then if we consider the tangents parallel to the .'e-side of the fundamental triangle, and

the tangents parallel to the y-side of the fundamental triangle, the equation A=B is

the locus of a point such that the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from it on the

four tangents lie in a circle. And similarly for the equations A=C, B= C.

If we multiply the six equations by 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2 and add, we obtain the

identical equation = 0; if we multiply them by a, b, c, 2/, 2g, 2h and add, then

after some easy reductions, we obtain for the equation of a new conic passing through

the four foci

D {^V + K{x+y + zy]+2S<d = 0,

where

U={a, b, c, f, g, h)(x, y^ zf,

K is the discriminant ahc — af"^ — bg^— ch? + %fgh, and

S=(w? + b^-ir(yf-f{^ + 'f-a?)-g{'f + a^-^')-h{(e + ^''-rf),

or, what is the same thing,

8 = if+a-h-g)o? + {3-h + b-f)^- + {h-g-f+c)i'.

It would be interesting to ascertain the geometrical signification of the six conies and

of the last-mentioned new conic.

2, SUme Buildinqs, W.G., March 13th, 1862.
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297.

ON SOME FORMULAE RELATING TO THE DISTANCES OF A
POINT FROM THE VERTICES OF A TRIANGLE, AND TO THE
PROBLEM OF TACTIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. v. (1862),

pp. 381—384.]

The relation between the distances of four points 1, 2, 3, 4 in a plane is

0, 12», \Z\ l4', 1 =0,

2P, 0, 23"S 24% 1 I

STs M\ 0, 34% 1.

42% 42% 43"% 0, 1

1 , 1, 1, 1,0
where, see ray paper "Note on the value of certain Determinants the terms of which

are the squared distances of Points in a plane or in space," Quarterly Journal of

Mathematics, t. iii., p. 275 (1859), [286], the determinant is

= 2l2=. 23"'.34"^-2l2=. 34^. 43=-2l2». 23». 31%

an identity which subsists without the aid of the relations 12 = 21, &c., and in which

the S, S, S contain 24, 12, and 8 terms respectively.

Writing 23=/, 31 = 5', 12 = A, 14 = a, 24 = 6, 34 = c, the determinant is

= 2
{ s-* (6= + C-) + /i-/= {c- + a-) +fY- (a- + f)

+ b^c^ {g^ + A») + d'a;' (a» +/») + a^b^ {f + ^r')

- d'f-ia^ +f) - by (6» + g'-) - c^A' (c» + /»')

- 6V/= - c-ay - «=Wt^ -fyh' ]

= -2D,
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if D denote the function in { j
with the signs reversed. The function D may be

expressed in the form

+ {ap + b^c') if - g" - h')

+ (6^5r^ + c-V)(sr^-A»-/»)

+ (<f h^ + a'¥) (h' -p - g%
and also in the form

if for shortness

= U-' + (f+g + h)V,

!/= a?f + h-'g + c'h +fgh,

V= (ap + bV)(/-g-h)

+ {Vg' + d'a')(g-h-f)

+ (d'h' + a'b'')(h-f-g);

and it may be remarked that since D is an even function of /, g, h, we may in this

last formula change at pleasure the signs of these quantities ; we thus obtain in all

four similar forms of the function D.

It ia clear that considering a triangle, and any point in the plane of the triangle,

/, g, h may be taken to denote the sides of the triangle, and a, b, c the distances

of the point from the vertices

:

and the equation D = is the relation connecting

the sides and distances.

The equation /+ g + k = denotes that the vertices are in lined, and when this

equation is satisfied we have
[/= a»y+ bfg + &h +fgh = 0,

which is in fact, as it is easy to see, the relation connecting the distances of a point

from any three points in lined.

For a, b, c write a + x, b + x, c + x; x will be the radius of a circle touching the

circles, radii a, b, c, described about the vertices as centres. The equation D =
becomes after all reductions

U-^-i/+g + h)V

+ x [ 4iU (af+ bg + ch)

-2{f+g + h){{ap + bcib+c))(f-g-h)

+ {bg' + ca(c+a))(g-h-f)

+ lch' + ab(a + b))ih-f-g)]]

+ ^[ /»{-*«' + 6a (6 + c)- 66c}

+ gi {- 46" + 66 (c + a) - 6caj

+ k' {- 4c" + 6c (a + 6 ) - 6a6}] = 0,

which is a quadratic equation only: the two circles thus obtained are those which

touch the given circles all three externally or all three internally. But by changing

in every possible manner the signs of a, 6, c we obtain in all four equations giving

the eight tangent circles. It may be noticed that if as before f+g + h = 0, 17=0,
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then not only the constant tenn vanishes, but the coeflScient of x also vanishes or

the equation becomes simply a* = 0.

In particular, suppose f=h + c, g = c + a, h = a + b; developing this de novo, and

putting for shortness

a +b +c =p,

bc + ca + ab = q,

abc =r,
we find

U=2[pa? + 1qx +l)q- 2r},

V=2 {px* + 4:qa^ + (2pq + 12r) ir» + 4iq'x +pq'- 4qr],

and then the equation \J = U^ — 2pV=0 gives

JD = (px' + 2qx+pq - 2rf -p {pa^ + ^qo^ + i^pq + 12r) a? + ^(^x-\-p(f - ^r\

= 4 \{<f
- ^pr) ofi - 2qrx + r»},

so that we have
^D = {q^ — ipr) a? - 2qrx + r^ = (qx- r)' - 4iprx = 0,

and thence

qx — r=±x *Jpr, or a; =— ,

which gives the radii of the circles inscribed in and circumscribed about the three

circles radii a, b, c, whereof each touches the two othera: a formula given by Descartes,

Epistolw (Ed. 2, Franc. 1792), Pars ill,, p. 261, in a letter to the Princess Elizabeth, viz.

Descartes has

(dV + (Pp + e-p - 2def- - 2dHf- 2de^f) a? -2 {de^ + d-ef- + d^e-f) x + dr&'p = 0,

which putting a, b, c for his d, e, f, becomes ut supra

a? (q^ - 4pr) - 2qrx 4- r^ = 0.

In conclusion I notice the following formula which is obtained without difficult}-,

viz. if as before we have a triangle the sides whereof are /, g, h, and if a, b, c are

the distances of a point from the vertices (so that as before D = 0) then the perpen-

diculai- distances of the point from the sides, each perpendicular distance divided by

the perpendicular distance of the opposite vertex from the same side, are as follows:

viz. the quotient for the side / is

= j^. [{b' - c=) (g' - /i=) +/= (i= + c= + £r= + A« - 2a=) -/*],

where A is the area of the triangle. It is clear that we ought to have

2 [{b^

-

c=) ig" - A=) +/= (b^ + cP + g^ + h''- 2a») -/*} = 16A=,

and this equation in fact reduces itself to

2g^h^ + 2Ay» + 2/y -/* -g*-h* = 16A»,

which is right.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, nth Septejiiher, 1862.
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298.

REPORT ON THE PROGRESS OF THE SOLUTION OF CERTAIN

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF DYNAMICS.

[From the Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1862,

pp. 184—252.]

My " Report on the Recent Progress of Theoretical Dynamics " was published in the

Report of the British Association for the year 1857, [195]. The present Report (which is

in some measure supplemental thereto) relates to the Special Problems of Dynamics : to

give a general idea of the contents, I will at once mention the heads under which

these problems are considered; viz., relating to the motion of a particle or system of

particles, we have

Rectilinear Motion
;

Central Forces, and in particular

Elliptic Motion

;

The Problem of two Centres

;

The Spherical Pendulum

;

Motion as affected by the Rotation of the Earth, and Relative Motion in general;

Miscellaneous Problems

;

The Problem of three bodies.

And relating to the motion of a solid body, we have

The Transformation of Coordinates

;

Principal Axes, and Moments of Inertia;

Rotation of a Solid Body

;

Kinematics of a Solid Body

;

MLscelianeous Problems,

c. IV. 65
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As regards the first divLsion of the subject, I remark that the lunar aud planetary

theories, as usually treated, do not (properly speaking) relate to the problem of three

bodies, but to that of disturbed elliptic motion—a problem which is not considered in

the present Report. The problem of the spherical pendulum is that of a pai'ticle

moving on a spherical surface ; but, with this exception, I do not much consider the

motion of a particle on a given curve or surface, nor the motion in a resisting medium

;

what is said on these subjects is included under the head Miscellaneous Problems.

The first six heads relate exclusively, and the head Miscellaneous Problems relates

principally, to the motion of a single particle. As regards the second division of the

subject, I will only remark that, from its intimate connexion with the theory of the

motion of a solid body, I have been induced to make a separate head of the

geometrical subject, " Transformation of Coordinates," and to treat of it in considerable

detail.

I have inserted at the end of the present Report a list of the memoirs and

works referred to, arranged (not, as in the former Report, in chronological order, but)

alphabetically according to the authors' names : those referred to in the former Report

formed for the purpose thereof a single series, which is not here the case. The dates

specified are for the most part those on the title-page of the volume, being intended

to show approximately the date of the researches to which they refer, but in some

instances a more particular specification is made.

I take the opportunity of noticing a serious omission in my former Report, viz.,

I have not made mention of the elaborate memoir, Ostrogradsky "M^moii-e sur les

^nations difi"^rentielles relatives au probleme des Isopdrimetres," Mdm. de St Pdt, t. iv.

(6 s^r.) pp. 385—517, 1850, which among other researches contains, and that in ths

most general form, the transformation of the equations of motion from the Lagrangian

to the Hamiltonian form, and indeed the transformation of the general isoperimetric

system (that is, the system arising from any problem in the calculus of variations)

to the Hamiltonian form. I remark also, as regards the memoir of Cauchy referred to

in the note p. 12 as an unpublished memoir of 1831, there is an " Extrait du Memoire

present^ k I'Acad^mie de Turin le 11 Oct. 1831," published in lithograph under the

date Turin, 1832, with an addition dated 6 Mar. 1833. The Extract begins thus :

—

"§ I. Variation des Constantes Arbitraires. Soient donn^es entre la variable t,...

n fonctions de t designees par x, y, z .. et n autres fonctions de t designees par u, v, w,.

.

2n equations differentielles du premier ordre et de la forme

dx_ dQ
dt du'

dy dQ
dt dv'

dz_ dQ
dt dw'

du dQ
di~ dx'

dv_ dQ
dt~ dy'

dw dQ „ „

dt
—

Tz'
®°-

without any explanation as to the origin of these equations ; and the formulae are

then given for the variations of the constants in the integrals of the foregoing system

;

this seems sufficient to establish that Cauchy in the year 1831 was familiar with the

Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion.
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Bour's "M^moire sur rintegration des Equations differentielles de la M^canique,"

as published, Mem. pres. a I'lnst, t. xiv. pp. 792—821, is substantially the same as

the extract thereof in Liouville's Journal, referred to in my former Report ; but since

the date of that Report there have been published in the Comptes Rendus, 1861 and

1862, several short papers by the same author ; also Jacobi's great memoir, see list,

Jacobi, Nova Methodus &c., 1862, edited after his decease by Clebsch ; some valuable

memoirs by Natani and Clebsch (Crelle, 1861 and 1862) relating to the Pfaffian system

of equations (which includes those of Dynamics), and Boole "On Simultaneous Diffe-

rential Equations of the Fu-st Order, in which the number of the Variables exceeds by

more than one the number of the Equations," Phil. Trans., t. CLII. (1862), pp. 437—454.

Rectilinear Motion. Article Nos. 1 to .5.

1. The determination of the motion of a falling body, which is the case of a

constant force, is due to Galileo.

2. A variable force, assumed to be a force depending only on the position of the

particle, may be considered as a function of the distance from any point in the line,

selected at pleasure as a centre of force ; but if, as usual, the force is given as a

function of the distance from a certain point, it is natural to take that point for the

centre of force. The problem thus becomes a particular case of that of central forces

;

and it is so treated in the Principia, Book I. § 7 ; the method has the advantage of

explaining the pai-adoxical result which presents itself in the case Force « (Dist.)"'', and

in some other cases where the force becomes infinite. According to theory, the velocity

becomes infinite at the centre, but the direction of the motion is there abruptly

reversed; so that the body in its motion does not pass through the centre, but on

arriving there, forthwith returns towards its original position ; of course such a motion

cannot occur in nature, where neither a force nor a velocity ever is actually infinite.

3. Analytically the problem may be treated separately by means of the equation

j^ = X, which is at once integrable in the form f-j-j =C+2JXda;.

4. The following cases may be mentioned:

Force oc Dist. The law of motion is well known, being in fact the same as for

the cycloidal pendulum.

Force « (Dist.)-^, = ^ , which is the case above alluded to.

Assuming that the body falls from rest at a distance a, we have

x = a{l — cos
<f>},

where, if ?i = - ,
<f>

is given in terms of the time by means of the equation

nt = (f)— sin
<f>.

65—2
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If the body had initially a small transverse velocity, the motion would be in a very

eccentric ellipse, and the formulae are in fact the limiting form of those for elliptic

motion.

5. There are various laws of force for which the motion may be determined. In

particular it can be determined by means of Elliptic Integrals, in the case of a body

attracted to two centres, force a (dist.)"* : see Legendre, Exercices de Cal. InUg., t. ii.

pp. 502—512, and Thdorie des Fond. Ellip., t. i. pp. 531—538.

Central Forces, Article Nos. 6 to 26.

6. The theory of the motion of a body under the action of a given central force

was first established in the Frincipia, Book I. §§ 2 and 3 : viz. Prop. I. the areas

are proportional to the times, that is (using the ordinaiy analytical notation), r^dd = hdt,

and Prop. VI. Cor. 3, Pec = h^w' 1-^^ + uj , so that

dhi P ^

7. It is to be noticed that, given the orbit, the law of force is at once determined

;

and § 2 contains several instances of such determination; thus.

Prop. VII. If a body revolve in a circle, the law of force to a point S is force

oc (P the body, PV the chord through S).

Prop. IX. If a body move in a logarithmic spiral, force o:(dist.)~'.

Prop. X. If a body move in an ellipse, force to centre ocdist., and as a particular

case, if the body move in a parabola under the action of a force parallel to the axis,

the force is constant. The particular case of motion in a parabola had been obtained by

Galileo.

And § 3, Props. XI. XII. XIII. If a body move in an ellipse, hyperbola, or

parabola under the action of a force tending to the focus, force « (dist.)""*.

8. But Newton had no direct method of solving the inverse problem (which depends

on the solution of the differential equation), " Given the force to find the orbit." Thus
force oc (dist.)~=, after it has been shown that an ellipse, a hyperbola, and a parabola

may each of them be described under the action of such a force, the remainder of

the solution consists in showing that, given the initial circumstances of the motion, a

conic section (ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, as the case may be) can be constructed,

passing through the point of projection, having its tangent in the direction of the

initial motion, and such that the velocity of the body describing the conic section under

the action of the given central force is equal to the velocity of projection ; w^hich being

so, the orbit will be the conic section so constructed. This is what is done, Prop.

XVII. ; it may be observed that the latus rectum is constructed not very elegantly by
means of the latus rectum of an auxiliary orbit.
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9. A more elegant construction was obtained by Cotes (see the Harmonia Mensurarum,

pp. 103—105, and demonstration from the author's papers in the Notes by R. Smith,

pp. 124, 125), depending on the position of a point C, such that the velocity acquired

in falling under the action of the central force from G directly or through infinity (')

to P the point of projection, is equal to the given velocity of projection.

10. But Newton's original construction is now usually replaced by a construction

which employs the space due to the velocity of projection considered as produced by

a constant force equal to the central force at the point of projection.

11. § 9 of Book I. relates to revolving orbits, viz., it is shown that a body may
be made to move in an orbit revolving round the centre of force, by adding to

the central force required to make the body move in the same orbit at rest, a force

oc(dist.)~'. This appears very readily by means of the differential equation {ant^, No. 6),

viz. writing therein P + cu^ for P, and then ff, h' in the place of ^ V 1 — -r„, /* V 1— p;

respectively, the equation retains its original form, with ff, h' in the place of 6, h

respectively.

12. It may be remarked that when the original central force vanishes, the fixed

orbit is a right line (not passing through the centre of force). It thus appears by

§ 9 that the curve u = A cos (nd + B) may be described under the action of a force

a: (dist.)""', A proposition in § 2, already referred to, shows that a logarithmic spiral

may be described under the action of such a force.

13. But the case of a force oc(dist.)~' was first completely discussed by Cotes in

the Harmonia Mensurarum, pp. 31—35, 98—104, and Notes, pp. 117—173. There are

in all five ca-ses, according as the velocity of projection is

1. Less than that acquired in falling from infinity, or say equal to that acquired

in falling from a point G to P, the point of projection.

' In the Becond case C lies on the radius vector prodaced beyond the centre, and the body is supposed

to fall from rest at C (under the action of the central force considered as repulsive) to infinity, and then

from the opposite infinity (with an initial velocity equal to the velocity so acquired) to P.
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2. Equal to that acquired in falling from infinity.

3, 4, 5. Greater than that acquired in falling from infinity, or say equal to that

acquired in falling from a point C, through infinity, to P ; viz. PQ being the

direction of projection, and SQ, G'T perpendiculars thereon from S and C
respectively,

3. SQkTQ;

4. SQ = TQ;

5. SQ>TQ;

the equations of the orbits being

1. u = Ae'^+ Be""^, A and B same sign, so that rad. vector is never infinite.

2. M = Ae^ or JBe~"*, logarithmic spiral.

3. u = Ae'^ + Be~^^, A and B opposite signs, so that rad. vector becomes infinite.

4. u = Ad+B, m^O, reciprocal spiral.

5. u = A cos (lid + B), m = ?^ V — 1.

14. The before-mentioned equation,

d-u P ^

is in eflfect given (but the equation is encumbered with a tangential force) in

Clairaut's Theorie de la Lune, 1765. It is given in its actual form, and extensively

used (in particular for obtaining the above-mentioned equations for Cotes' spirals) in

Whewell's Dynamics, 1823. The equation appears to be but little known to continental

writers, and (under the form w" + m — aViJ = 0) it is given as new by Schellbach as

late as 1853. The formulae used in place of it are those which give t and 6 each of

them in terms of r ; viz.

rdr
dt =

d0 = -

{-h- + r^iC-2JPdr)\i'

hdr

h'+r'{G-2JPdr)}i'

which, however, assume that P is a function of r only.

15. Force a(di8t.)~'. The law of motion in the conic sections is implicitly given

by Newton's theorem for the equable description of the areas. For the parabola, if

a denote the pericentric distance, and / the angle from pericentre or true anomaly,

we have

«=-^(^tani/-f-|tan4/j.
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For the ellipse we have an angle g, the mean anomaly varying directly as the time

{g = nt if n = —j); an auxiliary angle u, the eccentric anomaly, connected with g by the

equation

g = u — e sin it,

;

and then the radius vector r and the true anomaly / are given in terms of u by the

equations r = a(l —e cos u), and

. cos M— e . . Vl — e= sin !t , ^, „ , , ,. /l + e , ,

cosf=z , smA=—

5

, and therefore tan*/=A/:; ta.n -ku.
' 1—ecosu •' 1 — e cos M ^•' V 1 — e

^

r
16. It is very convenient to have a notation for - and / considered as functions

of e, g, and I have elsewhere proposed to write

r = a elqr (e, g), /= elta (e, g),

read elqr elliptic quotient radius, and elta elliptic true anomaly.

17. The formulae for the hyperbola correspond to those for the ellipse, but they

contain exponential in the place of circular functions (see post. Elliptic Motion).

18. Euler, in the memoir " Determinatio Orbitse CometjB Anni 1742," (1743),

p. \C> et seq., obtained an expression for the time of describing a parabolic arc in terms

of the i-adius vectors and the chord ; viz. these being /, g, and k, the expression is

'^^"^^=6^{(/+^+^-)*-(^+^-^y}'

which, however, as remarked by Lagrange, Mec. Anal., t. ii. (3rd edit. p. 28), is deducible

from Lemma X. of the third book of the Principia. But the theorem in its actual form

is due to Euler.

19. Lambert, in the Proprietates Insigniores <fec. (1761), Theorem VII. Cor. 2,

obtained the same theorem, and in section 4 he obtained the cori-esponding theorem

for elliptic motion; viz. the expression for the time is

= ^\<l>-(f>'- (sin - sin ^')i

,

if

The form of the formula is, it will be observed, similar to that for motion in a

straight line (ante. No. 4), and in fact the motion in the ellipse is, by an ingenious

geometrical transformation, made to depemd upon that in the straight line. The
geometrical theorems upon which the transformation depends are stated, Cayley " On
Lambert's Theorem &c." (1861).
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20. The theorem was also obtained by Lagrange in the memoir "Recherches &c."

(1767) as a corollary to his solution of the problem of two centres ; viz. upon making

the attractive force of one of the centres equal to zero, and assuming that such centre

is situate on the curve, the expression for the time presents itself in the form given

by Lambert's theorem.

21. Two other demonstrations of the theorem ai-e given by Lagrange in the memoir

"Sur une manifere particulifere d'exprimer le temps &c." (1778), reproduced in Note V.

of the second volume of the last edition (Bertrand's) of the Mecanique Analytique. As

M. Bertrand remarks, these demonstrations are very complete, very elegant, and very

natural, assuming that the theorem is known beforehand.

Demonstrations were also given by Gauss, "Theoria Motus" (1809), p. 119 et seq.\

Pagaiii, " D<^monstration d'un th^oreme &c." (ISS-i) ; and (in connexion with Hamilton's

Principal Function) by Sir W. R. Hamilton, " On a General Method &c." (1834), p. 282

;

Jacobi, "Zur Theorie &c." (1837), p. 122; Cayley, "Note on the Theory of Elliptic

Motion" (1856).

22. Connected with the problem of central forces, we have Sir W. R. Hamilton's

" Hodograph," which in the paper (Proc. R. Irish Acad. 1847) is defined, and the

fundamental properties thereof are stated ; viz. if in an orbit round a centre of force

there be taken on the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent at each point, a

length equal to the velocity at that point of the orbit, the extremities of these lengths

will trace out a curve which is the hodograph. As the product of the velocity into

the perpendicular on the tangent is equal to twice the area swept out in a unit of

time (vp = h), the hodograph is the reciprocal polar of the orbit with respect to a

circle described about the centre of force, radius = VA. Whence also the tangent at

any point of the hodograph is perpendicular to the radius vector through the corre-

sponding point of the orbit, and the product of the perpendicular on the tangent into

the corresponding radius vector is =/(.

If force oc (dist.)"', the hodograph, qiiA reciprocal polar of a conic section ^vith

respect to a circle described about the focus, is a circle.

23. The following theorem is also given without demonstration ; viz. if two circular

hodographs, which have a common chord passing or tending through a common centre

of force, be both cut at right angles by a third circle, the times of hodogi'aphically

describing the intercepted arcs (that is, the times of describing the corresponding elliptic

arcs) will be equal.

24. Droop, " On the Isochronism &c." (1856), shows geometrically that the last-

mentioned property is equivalent to Lambert's theorem ; and an analytical demonstration

is also given, Cayley, "A demonstration of Sir W. R. Hamilton's Theorem &c." (1857).

See also Sir W. R. Hamilton's Lectures on Quaternions (1853), p. 614.

25. The laws of central force which have been thus far refen-ed to are force11 C
oc r, oc— , oc -

; and it has been seen that the case of a force P + i, depends upon that
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C B C
of a force P, so that the motions for the forces Ar + —, and -r+ „ are deducible from

B A
those for the forces Ar and -^ respectively. Some other laws of force, e.g. —±Br,

A B C D— + _^ + — + — , are considered by Legendre, " Th^orie des Fonctions EUiptiques " (1825),

M
being such as lead to results expressible by elliptic integrals, and also the law —

,

for which the result involves a peculiar logarithmic integral. But the most elaborate

examination of the different cases in which the solution can be worked out by elliptic

integrals or otherwise is given in Stader's memoir " De Orbitis &c." (18.52), where the

investigation is conducted by means of the fonnulse which give t and 6 in terms of r*

{ante, No. 14).

26. In speaking of a central force, it is for the most part implied that the force

is a function of the distance: for some problems in which this is not the case, see

post, Miscellaneous Problems, Nos. 86 and 87. •

It Ls to be noticed that, although the problem of central forces may be (as it has

so far been) considered as a problem in piano (viz. the plane of the motion has been

made the plane of reference), yet that it is also interesting to consider it as a problem

in space ; in fact, in this case the integrals, though of course involved in those which

belong to the plane problem, present themselves under very distinct forms, and afford

interesting applications of the theory of canonical integrals, of the derivation of the

successive integrals by Poisson's method, and of other general dynamical theories. More-

over, in the lunar and planetary theories, the problem must of necessity be so treated.

Without going into any details on this point, I will refer to Bertrand's memoir, " Sur

les Equations differentielles de la M^canique " (1852), Donkin's memoir " On a Class

of Differential Equations &c." (1855), and Jacobi's posthumous memoir, " Nova Methodus

&c." (1862).

Elliptic Motion, Article Nos. 27—40.

27. The question of the development of the true anomaly in terms of the mean
anomaly (Kepler's problem), and of the other developments which present themselves

in the theory of elliptic motion, is one that has very much occupied the attention of

geometers. The formulae on which it depends are mentioned ante, No. 15 ; they involve

as an auxiliary quantity the eccentric anomaly u.

28. Consider first the equation

g = u — e sin u,

which connects the mean anomaly g with the eccentric anomaly u.

cos
Any function of u, and in particular u itself, and the functions nu may be

expanded in terms of g by means of Lagrange's theorem (Lagrange, 3I^m. de Berlin,

1768—1769, "Th^orie des Fonctions," chap. 16, and "Trait*^ de la R&olution des

Equations Num^riques," Note 11).

c. IV. 66
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29. Considering next the equation

tan y= /y/ YZTg *^° i"'

which gives the true anomaly in terms of the eccentric anomaly, then, by replacing

the circular functions by their exponential values (a process employed by Lagrange,

Mem. de Berlin, 1776),/ can be expressed in terms of u; viz. the result is

/= u + 2Xsin w + 2X» . i sin 2w + 2X.» . J sin 3u + &c.,

where \= |
=

.— - ). Hence if «, sin m, sin 2w, &c. are expressed in terms
e V 1 + Vl-W ^

of the mean anomaly, f will be obtained in the form /=(/ + & series of multiple

sines of g, the coefficients of the different terms being given in the first instance as

functions of e and \; and to complete the development \ and its powers have to be

developed in powers of e. The solution is carried thus far in the M4canique Anali/tique

(1788), and in the M6canique Celeste (1799).

30. We have next Bessel's investigations in the Berlin Memoii-s for 1816, 1818,

and 1824, and which are carried on mainly by means of the integral

/•air

27r/i'' = I cos {hu — k&mu) du,
Jo

and various properties are there obtained and applications made of this important

transcendant.

31. Relating to this integral we have Jacobi's memoir, "Formulae transformationis

&c." (1836), Liouville, "Sur I'int^gi-ale I cob i (u — x sin u)du" (IS-il), and Hansen's
Jo

" Ermittelung der absoluten Storungen " (1843) ; the researches of Poisson in the Con-

naissance des Temps for 1825 and 1836 are closely connected with those of Bessel.

32. A very elegant formula, giving the actual expression of the coefficients con-

sidered as functions of e and X, is given by Greatheed in the paper " Investigation of

the General Term &c." (1838) ; viz. this is

f=g + 2SX'-
j

ei'-'
"^+^"'> + X-^ e-4(*+^-')l ?^5^

,

where, after developing in powers of X, the negative powere of X must be rejected,

and the term independent of X divided by 2. This result is extended to other functions

of/, Cayley "On certain Expansions &c." (1842).

33. An expression for the coefficient of the general term as a function of e only

is obtained, Lefort, " Expression Numerique &c." (1846). The expression, which, from

the nature of the case, is a very complicated one, is obtained by means of Bessel's

integral. This is an indirect process which really comes to the combination of the

developments of / in terms of u, and u in terms of g ; and an equivalent result is

obtained directly in this manner, Greedy, " General and Practical Solution &c." (185-5).
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34. We have also on the subject of these developments the very valuable and
interesting researches of Hansen, contained in his Fundavienta Nova dx. (1838), in

the memoir " Ermittelung der absoluten Stbrungen &c." (1845), and in particular in the

memoir " Entwickelung des Products &c." (1853).

• COS
35. But the expression for the coefficient of the general term . rg in any of

these expansions is so complicated that it was desirable to have for the coefficients

corresponding to the values r = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . the finally reduced expressions in which

the coefficient of each power of e is given as a numerical fraction. Such formulae for

(V \"* cos
1 1 jf, where j is a general symbol, the expansion being

carried as far as e^, were given, Leverrier, Annates de I'Observatoire de Paris, t. i. (1855).

36. And starting from these I deduced the results given in my " Tables of the

Developments &c." (1861); viz. these tables give (x = Ij,

{^ ^),

bill

= 7,

all carried to e'.

37. The true anomaly / has been repeatedly calculated to a much greater extent,

in particular by Schubert (Ast. Theorique, St Pet. 1822), as far as e^". The expression for

- as far as e" is given in the same work, and that for log— as far as e^ was

calculated by Oriani, see Introd. to Delambre's Tables du Soleil, Paris (1806).

38. It may be remarked that when the motion of a body is referred to a plane

which is not the plane of the elliptic orbit, then we have questions of development

similar in some measure to those which regard the motion in the orbit; if, for instance,

z be the distance from node,
<f>

the inclination, and sc the reduced distance from node,

then cos ^ = cos ^ cos x, from which we may derive z=x+ series of multiple sines of x.

And there are, moreover, the questions connected with the development of the reciprocal

distance of two particles—say (a» + a'- - 2aa cos ^)~*—which present themselves in the

planetaiy theory; but this last is a wide subject, which I do not here enter upon.

I will, however, just refer to Hansen's memoir, "Ueber die Entwickelung der negativen

und ungeraden Potenzen &c." (1854).

66—2
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39, The question of the convergence of the series is treated in Laplace's memoir

of 1823, where he shows that in the series which express r and / in multiple cosines

cos
or sines of g, the coefficient of a term . ig, where i is very great, is at most equal

sm
A. /e\'

in absolute value to a quantity of the form =—t-. I:^ , -A. and \ being finite quantities

independent of i, whence he concludes that, in order to the convergency of the series,

the limiting value of the eccentricity is e = \, the numerical value being e = 0'66195.

40. The following important theorem was established by Cauchy, as part of a

theory of the convergence of series in general ; viz. so long as e is less than 06627432,

which is the least modulus of e for which the equations

= =u — e sm M, 1 — e cos u = 0,

can be satisfied, the development of the true anomaly and other developments in the

theory of elliptic motion will be convergent. This was first given in the " Mdmoire sur

la M^canique Celeste," read at Turin in 1831, but it is reproduced in the memoir

"Considerations nouvelles sur les suites &c.," Mem. d'Anal. et de Phys. Math. t. I. (1840);

and see also the memoirs in Liouville's Journal by Puiseux, and his Note i. to vol. ii.

of the 3rd ed. of the M6canique Analytique (185.5). There are on this subject, and on

subjects connected with it, several papers by Cauchy in the Comptes Rendus, 1840 et seq.,

which need not be particularly referred to.

The Problem of two Centres, Article Nos. 41 to 64.

41. The original problem is that of the motion of a body acted upon by forces

tending to two centres, and varying inversely as the squares of the distances ; but, as

will be noticed, the solutions apply with but little variation to more general laws of

force.

42. It may be convenient to notice that the coordinates made use of (in the

several solutions) for determining the position of the body, are either the sum and

difiference of the two radius vectors, or else quantities which are respectively functions

of the sum and the difference of these radius vectors ('). If the plane of the motion

is not given, then there is a third coordinate, which is the inclination of the plane

through the body and the two centres to a fixed plane through the two centres, or

say the azimuth of the axial plane, or simply the azimuth.

' If V, u are the distances of the body P from the centres A and B, a the distance AB, f, 17 the angles

at A and B respectively, and p=tan Jf tan Jt;, 5 = tan Jf^tan Jt;, then, as may be shown without difficulty,

1+P 1 -9
» +M=o J— , v-u= a-—=, so that p and q are functions of v + u and v — u respectively; these quantities

p and q are Euler's original coordinates.
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43. Calling the fii-st-mentioned two coordinates r and s, and the azimuth y^, the

solution of the problem leads ultimately to equations of the form

dr _ ds , "Xdr /ids » _ pdr crds

where R and S are rational and integral functions (of the third or fourth degree, in

the case of forces varying as (dist.)~-) of r, s respectively (but they are not in general

the same functions of r, s respectively) ; X and p are simple rational functions of r,

and fi and a simple rational functions of s; so that the equations give by quadratures,

the fu-st of them the curve described in the axial plane, the second the position of

the body in this curve at a given time, and the third of them the position of the

axial plane. In the ordinary case, where R and S are each of them of the third or

the fourth order, the quadratures depend on elliptic integrals (') ; but on account of the

presence in the formulae of the two distinct radicals Vii, V>S, it would appear that

the solution is not susceptible of an ulterior development by means of elliptic and

Jacobian functions (') similar to those obtained in the problems of Rotation and the

Spherical Pendulum.

44, It has just been noticed that when R, S are each of them of the fourth

order, the quadratures depend on elliptic integrals ; in the particular cases in which

Tihdir Tids
the relation between r, 8 is of the form —~ = -^ , R and S being the same functions

of r, 8 respectively, and m and n being integers (or more generally for other relations

between the forms of R, S given by the theory of elliptic integrals), the equation admits

of algebraical integration ; but as the relations in question do not in general hold good,

the theory of the algebraical integration of the equations plays only a secondary part

in the solution of the problem. It is, however, proper to remark that Euler, when
he wrote his first two memoirs " On the Problem of the two Centres " {post, Nos. 45

and 46), had already discovered and was acquainted with the theory of the algebraic

integration of the equation ~rn = —Tq (^' ^' ^' '"'> "* supra), although his memoir,

" Integratio sequationis

dx ^ dy „

'</A+Bx+ Cx' + Da^+Ex" ^A+By + Cf~+ Dy^ + Ey*
'

N. Comm. Petrop. t. Xll. 1766—1767 ?, bears in fact a somewhat later date.

4.5. Having made these preliminary remarks, I come to the history of the problem.

It is I think clear that Euler's earliest memoir is the one " De Motu Corporis &c."

in the Petersburg Memoirs for 1764 (piinted 1766). In this memoir the forces vary

' The elliptic integrals are Legendre's functions F, E, Tl ; the elliptic and Jacobian functions are sinam,

cosam, Aam, and the higher trauscendants, 6, H.
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as (dist.)"*, and the body moves in a given plane. The equations of motion are

taken to be
d^x I Ax B{a— x)\<vx - / Ax B(a— x)\

dt^ ^\ v' u'J'

which, if f, rj are the inclinations of the distances v, u to the axis respectively (see

foot-note to No. 42), lead to

d^ + v'-dt- = igdt^ (^ + f +"^^ .

iW d^ drj = 2gadt' (A coa^+B cos t? + B),

where D, E are constants of integi-ation. Substituting for v, u their values in terms

of 7}, f and eliminating dt, Euler obtains

dv sin f Q
'

where
A cos 11 + B cos ^ + D cos f cos 77 + £" sin f sin t; = P,

A cos^ + Bcosr] + D =Q.

And he then enters into a very interesting discussion of the particular case ^ = or

B=0 (viz. the case where one of the attracting masses vanishes, which was of course

known to be integrable); and after arriving at some paradoxical conclusions which he

does not completely explain, although he remarks that the explanation depends on the

circumstance that the integral found is a singular solution of a derivative equation',

and as such does not satisfy the original equations of motion,—he proceeds to notice

that an inquiry into the cause of the difficulty led him to a substitution by which

the variables were separated.

46. But in the memoir " Problfeme, un Corps &c." in the Berlin Memoirs for

1760 (printed 1767), after obtaining the last-mentioned formulae, he gives at once,

without explaining bow he was led to it, the analytical investigation of the substitution

in question, viz. in each of the two memoirs he in fact writes

/P+Q
y p-Q'

dfsin r)+ df] sin f

d^sin r] — dr)sm^ V P— Q

f
tanif=/, ta.n^r]=g, fg = p, •^ = 9,

that is

p =tan^f tan^i;; 5 = tan^5^H-tan^;

and in tenns of these quantities p, q, the equation becomes

dp _ dq

VP"VQ'
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where
P = ( A+B+D)p + 2Ep''+(-A-B + I>)p',

Q = {-A+B-D)q+2Ef + { A-B-D)q\

so that P and Q are cubic functions (not the same functions) of p and q respectively

and the equation for the time is found to be

dt 'Jig _ pdp qdq

a'/a ~(l-p)WP (1 + qf s/Q

'

which are the formulae for the solution of the problem, as obtained in Euler's first

and second memoirs.

47. In his third memoir, viz. that " De Motu Coi-poris &c." in the Petersburg

Memoirs for 1765 (printed 1767), Euler considers the body as moving in space, the

forces being as before as (dist.)~^. Assuming that the coordinates _y, z are in the plane

d^ du
perpendicular to the axis, there is in this case the equation of areas y -n.

— z-t7= const.

;

and writing y = y' sin i/r, z = y' cos i^, that is, y' = Vy^ + z'^, and i|r the azimuth, the integral

equations for the motion in the variable plane (coordinates x, y') are not materially

different in form from those which belong to the motion in a fixed plane, coordinates

X, y (see post. No. -56, Jacobi); and the last-mentioned equation, which reduces itself to

the form y'" -^ = const., gives at once di^ in a form such as that above alluded to

{anti. No. 43), and therefore ^ by quadratures. The variables employed by Euler in the

memoir in question are

v + M, v — u, (say r, s), and i^,

V, u being, as above, the distances from the two centres, and yjr the azimuth of the

axial plane. The functions of r, s under the radical signs are of the fourth order;

this is so, with these variables, even if the motion is in a fixed plane ; but this is no

disadvantage, since, as is well known, the case of a quartic i-adical is not really more

complicated than that of a cubic radical, the two forms being immediately convertible

the one into the other.

48. Lagrange's first memoir (Turin Memoirs, 1766—1769) refers to Euler's three

memoirs, but the author mentions that it was composed in 1767 without the knowledge

of Euler's third memoir. The coordinates ultimately made use of are v + u, v — u, (say r, s),

and 1^, the same as in Euler's third memoii-, and the results consequently present

themselves in the like form.

49. If the attractive force of one of the centres is taken equal to zero, then the

position of such centre is arbitrary, and it may be assumed that the centre lies on

the curve, which is in this case an ellipse (conic section) ; the expression of the time

presents itself as a function of the focal radius vectors and the chord of the arc

described; which, as remarked, ante. No. 20, leads to Lambert's theorem for elliptic

motion.
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50. The case presents itself of an ellipse or hyperbola described under the action

dv ds
of the two forces, viz. the equation -r= = -j= will be satisfied by r — a = 0, if r — a be

a double factor of R, or by s - /9 = 0, if s — /9 be a double factor of S, a ca.se which

is also considered in the Micanique Analytique ; and see in regard to the analytical

theory, t. il. 3rd ed. Note III. by M. Serret, and "These," Liouv. 1848. It is remarked

by M. Bonnet, Note IV. and Liouv. t. IX. p. 113, (1844), that the result is a mere

corollary of a general theorem, which is in effect as follows, viz. if a particle under

the separate actions of the forces F, F, ... starting in each case from the same point

in the same direction but with the initial velocities v, v', &c. respectively, describe the

same curve, then such curve will also be described under the conjoint action of all the

forces, provided the body start from the same point in the same direction, with the

initial velocity F=v'«» + v'" + . . .

51. Lagrange's second memoir (same volume of the Turin Memoirs) contains an

exceedingly interesting discussion as to the laws of force for which the problem can

be solved. Writing U, V, u, v in the place of Lagrange's P, Q, p, q, the equations of

motion are
d'-v (x-a)U (x-a)V ^
-jr. + ^ — +- '— = 0,

d'y
^

{y-h)U
^

{y-^)V
_Q^

dt^ u V

where

d?z
,

{z-c)U
, (^-001 _

dt^^ u ^ V

u = ^(a; - of + {y- hf + {z- cf,

V = ^{x-af + {y-0f+{z-r^f,

and putting also f{='^(a — ay + (b — ^y + {z — y)-) the distance of the centres, and then

U V
u^=pa;, tt^=:f^y, — = X, — = F(a;, y are of coui-se not to be confounded with the

coordinates originally so represented), Lagrange obtains the equations

which he represents by

if;+i./-o,

and he then inquires as to the conditions of integrability of these equations, for which

purpose he assumes that the equations multiplied by mdx + ndy and fidx + vdy

respectively and added, give an integrable equation.
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52. A case satisfj-ing the required conditions is found to be

x y X y \y
or, what is the same thing,

U=2au +^, V=2cLv+'^;

that is, besides the forces ^y- ,
^

, which vary as (dist.)"^, there are the forces 2au, 2^,

varying directly as the distance, and of the same amount at equal distances ; or, what

is the same thing, there is, besides the forces varying as (dist.)"", a force varying

directly as the distance, tending to a third centre midway between the other two, a

case which is specially considered in the memoir ; it is found that the functions in

r, 8 under the radicals (instead of rising only to the order 4) rise in this case to the

order 6.

53. Among other cases are found the following, viz.

:

1. U=au+j^u^+-7^u\

2'. U= ^au+^u\

V^hv + j-^if,

where /3 = e, or else ae = ySS = 2y9e.

In regard to the subject of this second memoir of Lagrange, see post, Miscellaneous

Problems, Liouville's Memoirs, Nos. 100 to 105.

54. In the Mecanique Analytique (1st ed. 1788, and 2nd ed. t. il. 1813), Lagrange

in effect reproduces his solution for the above-mentioned law of force (say U = -^+ 2ju,

V=—+2yv).Q) There are even in the third edition a few trifling errors of work to

be corrected. The remarks above referred to, as made by Lagrange in his first memoir,

are also reproduced (see ante, Nos. 49 and 50).

55. Legendre, Exercices de Calcul Integral, t. ii. (1817), and Theorie des Fonctions

EUiptiques, t. i. (1825), uses j^ and ^ in the place of Euler's p, q; the forces

are assumed to vary as (dist.)"', and in consequence of the change Euler's cubic

radicals are replaced by quartic radicals involving only even powers of p) and q

' In the Micanique Analytique, Lagrange's letters are r, q for the distances r + q = s, r-q=u: the change

in the present Report was occasioned by the retention of Euler's variables jj, q.

C. IV. ^1
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respectively ; that is, the radicals are in a fonn adapted for the transformation to elliptic

integmls; in certain cases, however, it becomes necessai-y to attribute to Legendre's

variables p and q imaginary valuea The various cases of the motion are elaborately

discussed by means of the elliptic integrals ; in particular Legendre notices certain cases

in which the motion is oscillatory, and which, as he remarks, seem to furnish the

first instance of the description by a free particle of only a finite portion of the curve

which is analytically the orbit of the particle ; there is, however, nothing surprising

in this kind of motion, although its existence might easily not have been anticipated.

56. § 26 of Jacobi's memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris «Src." (184.5) is entitled

" Motus puncti versus duo centra secundum legem Neutonianum attracti." The equations

for the motion in space are by a general theorem given in the memoir " De Motu
puncti singularis " (1842), reduced to the case of motion in a plane : viz. if x, y are

the coordinates, the centre point of the axis being the origin, and y being at right

angles to the axis, and if the distance of the centres is 2a; then the only difference is

that to the expression for ,^ there is added a term -, which arises from the rotation
"^

at- y^

about the axis. Two integrals are obtained, one the integral of Vis Viva, and the other

of them an integral similar to one of those of Euler's or Lagrange's. And then «', y"

being the differential coefficients of x, y with regard to the time, the remaining equation

may be taken to be y'dx — x'dy = 0, where x', y' are to be expressed as functions of x, y
by means of the two given integrals. This being so, the principle of the Ultimate

Multiplier () furnishes a multiplier of this differential equation, and the integral is found

to be
y'dx — x'dy

I :>
= ^>

xy (x'^ - y'-) ir{a^-a? + y^) xy

the quantity under the integral sign being a complete differential. To verify d posteriori

that this is so, Jaeobi introduces the auxiliary quantities X', X" defined as the roots

of the equation X' + X.(a? + y'— a") — ay =0, which in fact, if as before u, v are the

distances from the centres, leads to

M + « = 2 Va^^^, u-v=2 Va^-\",

so that \', X" are functions of u + v, u — v respectively ; and the formulse, as ultimately

expressed in terms of \', X", are substantially of the same form with those of Euler

and Lagi'ange.

57. The investigations contained in Liouville's three memoii-s "Sur quelques cas

pai'ticuliers &c." (1846), find their chief application in the problem of two centres, and

by leading in the most direct and natural manner to the general law of force for

which the integration is possible, they not only give some important extension of the

problem, but they in fact exhibit the problem itself and the preceding solutions of it

in their true light. But as they do not relate to this problem exclusively, it will be

convenient to consider them separately under the head Miscellaneous Problems.

' Explained in Jacobi'B memoir "Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris &c.," Crelle, tt. xxvii., xxviii., xxiz. 1814-45.
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58. In Serret's "These sur le Mouvement &c." (1848), the problem is very elegantly

worked out according to the principles of Liouville's memoirs as follows : viz. assuming

that the expression of the distance between two consecutive positions of the body is

ds- = \ (mdfi^ + ndv-) + \"dy^,

where m, n are functions of /j., v respectively, and if the forces can be represented by

means of a force-function U, then the motion can be determined, provided only

\"
X, \U, — are of the forms

j^,
= w/A - Up,

where the functional symbols
<f),

<I>, &c. denote any arbitrary functions whatever.

59. It is then assumed that fi, v are the parameters of the confocal ellipses and

h}-perbolas situate in the moveable plane through the axis, viz. that we have

^^ b' - v^
^'

(the origin is midway between the two centres, 26 being their distance;, ^fi, ^v are in

fact equal to the sum and difference u + v, u—v of the two centres respectively) ; and

that the position of the moveable plane is determined by means of 7, the inclination

to a fixed plane through the axis, or say, as before, its azimuth. In fact, with these

values of the coordinates, the expression of ds^ is

which is of the required form. And moreover if the forces to the two centres vary

as (dist.)"", and there is besides a force to the middle point varying as the distance, then

whence (observing that \=fx-—v') XfT is of the required form. The equations obtained

by siibstituting for U the above value give the ordinary solution of the problem.

60. Liouville's note to the last-mentioned memoir (1848) contains the demonstration

of a theorem obtained by a different process in his second memoir, but which is in

the present note, starting from Serret's formula?, demonstrated by the more simple

method of the first memoir, viz., it is shown that the motion can be obtained if the

two centres, instead of being fixed, revolve about the point midway between them in

67—2
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a circle in such manner that the diameter through the two centres always passes

through the projection of the body on the plane of the circle. It will be observed

that the circular motion of the two centres is neither a uniform nor a given motion,

but that they are, as it were, carried along with the moving body.

61. In Desboves's memoir "Sur le Mouvement d'un point materiel &c." (1848), the

author developes the solution of the foregoing problem of moving centres, chiefly by

the aid of the method employed in Liouville's second memoir. And he shows also that

the methods of Euler and Lagrange for the case of two fixed centres apply with modi-

fication to the more complicated problem of the moving centres.

62. The problem of two centres is considered in Bertrand's "M^moire sur les

Equations diff^rentielles &c." (1852), by means of Jacobi's form of the equations of

motion, viz., the problem is reduced to a plane one by means of the addition of a

force « — (anti, No, 56).

if

6.3. Cayley's " Note on Lagrange's Solution &c." (1857) is merely a reproduction

of the investigation in the Mecanique Analytique ; the object was partly to correct

some slight errors of work, and partly to show what were the combinations of the

differential equations, which give at once the integi-als of the problem.

64. In § II. of Bertrand's " M^moire sur quelques unes des formes &c." (1857),

the following question is considered, viz., assuming that the dynamical equations

(Px_dU <Py_dU
dt^~ dx' dt^

~ dy '

have an integral of the form

a = Px'' + Qx'y' + Rxj" + 8y' +Tx' + K

(where a is the arbitrary constant, and P, Q, ... K are functions of x and y), it is

required to find the form of the force-function U. It is found that U must satisfy

a certain partial differential equation of the second order, the general solution of which

is not known ; but taking f/ to be a function of the distance from any fixed point (or

rather the sum of any number of such functions), it is showoi that the only case in

which the differential equations for the motion of a point attracted to a fixed centre

of forces have an integral of the foi"m in question is the above-mentioned one of two

centres, each attracting according to the inverse square of the distance, and a third

centre midway between them, attracting as the distance.

The Spherical Pendulum, Ai-ticle Nos. 65 to 73.

65. The problem is obviously the same as that of a heavy particle on the surface

of a sphere.

I have not ascertained whether the problem was considered by Euler. Lagrange

refers to a solution by Clairaut, Mem. de I'Acad., 1735.
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The question was considered by Lagrange, Mec. Anal., 1st edit. p. 283. The angles

which detei-mine the position are i|r the inclination of the string to the horizon, ^ the

inclination of the vertical plane through the string to a fixed vertical plane, or say

the azimuth. And then forming the equations of motion, two integrals are at once

obtained ; these ai-e the integrals of Vis Viva, and an integral of areas. And these give

equations of the form dt = funct. (i/r) d-^, d<f> = funct. (-ylr) dyjr ; so that t,
<f>

are each of

them given by a quadrature in terms of yjr, which is the point to which the solution

is carried. It is noticed that yjr may have a constant value, which is the case of the

conical pendulum.

66. In the second edition, t. xi. p. 197 (181.5), the solution is reproduced; only,

what is obviously more convenient, the angles are taken to be

^, the inclination to the vertical,

<f>,
the azimuth.

It is remarked that -^ will always lie between a greatest value a and a least value

,5, and the integrals are transformed by introducing therein instead of -v/r the angle a-,

which is such that

cos 1^ = cos o sin' a + cos /8 cos" a,

by which substitution they assume a more elegant form, involving only the radical

Vl + A;^ (cos /3 — cos a) cos 2<7,

where ^ is a constant depending on cos a, cos /3 ; and the integration is effected

approximately in the case where cos /3 — cos a is small.

il. Bravais has noticed, however, that by reason of some errors in the working

out, Lagrange has arrived at an incon-ect value for the angle <i», which is the apsidal

angle, or difference of the azimuths for the inclinations a and ;S: see the 3rd edition

(18.5.5), Note VII., where M. Bravais resumes the calculation, and he arrives at the

value <I> = iTr(l +|a/3), a and being small.

Lagrange considers also the case where the motion takes place in a resisting

medium, the resistance varying as velocity squared.

67. A similar solution to Lagrange's, not carried quite so far, is given in Poisson's

M4canuiue, t. I. pp. 38.5 et seq. (2nd ed. 1833).

A short paper by Puiseux, "Note sur le Mouvement d'un point materiel sur une

sphere " (1842), shows merely that the angle <I> is > ^tt.

68. The ulterior development of the solution consists in the effectuation of the

integrations by the elliptic and Jacobian functions. It is proper to remark that the

dynamical problem the solution whereof by such functions was first fairly worked out.
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is the more difficult one of the rotation of a solid body, as solved by Jacobi (1839), in

completion of Rueb's solution (1834), post, Nos. 186 and 197.

69. In relation to the present problem we have Gudermann's memoir " De pen-

dulis sphsericis &c." (1849), who, however, does not arrive at the actual expressions of

the coordinates in terms of the time ; and the perusal of the memoir is rendered

difficult by the author's peculiar notations for the elliptic functions (').

70. It would appear that a solution involving the Jacobian fimctions was obtained

by Durege, in a memoir completed in 1849, but which is still unpublished ; see § XX.

of his Theorie der elliptischen Functionen (1861), where the memoir is in part reproduced.

It is referred to by Richelot in the Note presently mentioned.

71. We have next Tissot's Tlvese de M^canique, 1852, where the expressions for the

variables in terms of the time are completely obtained by means of the Jacobian

functions H, 0, and which appears to be the earliest published one containing a com-

plete solution and discussion of the problem.

72. Richelot, in the Note " Bemerkungen zur Theorie dos Raumpendels " (1853),

gives also, but without demonstration, the final expressions for the coordinates in terms

of the time.

Donkin's memoir "On a Class of Differential Equations &c." (1855) contains (No. 59)

an application to the case of the spherical pendulum.

73. The first part of the memoir by Dumas, " Ueber die Bewegung des Raum-

pendels, &c." (1855), comprises a very elegant solution of the problem of the spherical

pendulum based upon Jacobi's theorem of the Principal Function (1837), and which is

completely developed by the elliptic and Jacobian functions. The latter part of the

memoir relates to the effect of the rotation of the Earth ; and we thus arrive at the

next division of the general subject.

Motimi as affected hy the Rotation of the Earth, and Relative Motion in general.

Article Nos, 74 to 85.

74. Laplace {Mic. Cileste, Book X. c. 5) investigates the equations for the motion

of a ten-estrial body, taking account of the rotation of the Earth (and also of the

resistance of the air), and he applies them to the determination of the deviations of

falling bodies, &c. He does not, however, apply them to the case of the pendulum.

75. We have also the memoir of Gauss, " Fundamental-gleichungen &c." (1804) :

the equations ultimately obtained are similar to those of Poisson. I have not had the

opportunity of consulting this memoii'.

' The mere nse of sn, en, dn as an abbreviation of the somewhat cumbrous sinam, cosam, Aam of the

Fundamenta Nova is decidedly convenient.
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76. Poisson, in the " Memoire sur le mouvement des Projectiles &c." (1838), also

obtains the general equations of motion, viz. (omitting terms involving n^), these may
be taken to be

(see p. 20), where the axes of x, y, z are fixed on the Earth and moveable with it

:

viz., z is in the direction of gravity; x, y in the directions perpendicular to gravity,

viz., y in the plane of the meridian northwards, x westwards
; g is the actual force of

gravity as affected by the resolved part of the centrifugal force
; /8 is the latitude.

There are some niceties of definition which are carefully given by Poisson, but which

need not be noticed here.

77. Poisson applies his formulae incidentally to the motion of a pendulum, which

he considers as vibrating in a plane; and after showing that the time of oscillation

is not sensibly affected, he remarks that upon calculating the force perpendicular to

the plane of oscillation, arising from the rotation of the Earth, it is found to be too

small sensibly to displace the plane of oscillation or to have any appreciable influence

on the motion—a conclusion which, as is well known, is erroneous. He considers also

the motion of falling bodies, but the memoir relates principally to the theory of

projectiles.

78. That the motion of the spherical pendulum is sensibly affected by the rotation

of the Earth is the well-known discovery of Foucault; it appears by his paper,

"Demonstration Physique &c.," Gomptes Rendus, t. xxxii. 1851, that he was led to it

by considering the case of a pendulum oscillating at the pole; the plane of oscillation,

if actually fixed in space, will by the rotation of the Earth appear to rotate with the

same velocity in the contrary dii-ection ; and he remarks that although the case of a

different latitude is more complicated, yet the result of an apparent rotation of the

plane of oscillation, diminishing to zero at the equator, may be obtained either from

analytical or from mechanical and geometrical considerations. Some other Notes by

Foucault on the subject are given, Gomptes Rendus, t. xxxv. (18-53).

79. An analytical demonstration of the theorem was given by Binet, Gomptes

liendus, t. xxxil. (18.51), and by Baehr (1853). Various short papers on the subject

will be found in the Philosophical Magazine, and elsewhere.

80. In regard to the above-mentioned problem of falling bodies, we have a Note

by W. S., Camb. and Dubl. Math. Journ. t. ill. (1848), containing some en-ors which are

rectified in a subsequent paper, "Remarks on the Deviation of Falling bodies, &c."

t. IV. (1849), by Dr Hart and Professor W. Thomson.
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81. The theory of relative motion is considered in a very general manner in

M. Quel's memoir, " Des Mouvements relatifs en general &c." (1853). Suppose that

X, y, z are the coordinates of a particle in relation to a set of moveable axes ; let

f, J], f be the coordinates of the moveable origin in reference to a fixed set of axes,

and treating the accelerations ~ , -4^ , } as if they were coordinates, let these,

when resolved along the moveable axes, give «', v, w' : suppose, moreover, that p, q, r

denote the angular velocities of the system of the moveable axes (or axes of x, y, z)

round the axes of x, y, and z respectively ; u , v', w, p, q, r are considered as given

functions of the time, and then, if

d'x / d^ dy\ dq dr

"=d*'+2

dhj ^ / dx d2\ dr dn , > , , ,

''=di^^\!'it-PTt)^'"dt-'dt^''^'i'-'^^-^^^y-^''^^''

d^z n f dy dx\ dn dq , . - , ,

it is shown that the equations of motion are to be obtained from the equation

tm [(m - A') a* + {v-Y)Zy + (w -Z)Bz] = 0,

where Sx, Sy, Sz are the virtual velocities of the particle m in the directions of the

moveable axes. This equation is in fiict obtained as a transformation of the equation

.™[(^f.x)8f.(5-r)a,

which belongs to a set of fixed axes of f,
rj, t

^i§-')'^ = 0,

82. The equations for the motion of a free particle are of course u — X, v=Y, w = Z.

In the case where the moveable axes are fixed on the Earth, and moveable with it

(the diurnal motion being alone attended to), these lead to equations for the motion

of a particle in reference to the Earth, similar to those obtained by Gauss and Poisson.

The formulae are applied to the case of the spherical pendulum, which is developed

with some cai'e ; and Foucault's theorem of the rotation of the plane of oscillation

very readily presents itself. The general formulae are applied to the relative motion

of a solid body, and in particular to the question of the gyi-oscope ; the memoir con-

tains other interesting results.

83. The principal memoirs on the motion of the spherical pendulum, as aflfected

by the rotation of the Earth, are those of Hansen, "Theorie der Pendelbewegung &c."

(1853), which contains an elaborate investigation of all the physical circumstances

(resistance of the air, torsion of the string, &c.) which can affect the actual motion,

and the before-mentioned memoir by Dumas, " Ueber der Bewegung des Raumpendels

&c." (1855). The investigation is conducted by means of the vaiiation of the constants j
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the integrals for the undisturbed problem were, as already noticed, obtained by means
of Jacobi's Principal Function, that is, in a form which leads at once to the expressions

for the variation of the constants; and the investigation appears to be carried out in

a most elaborate and complete manner.

84. In concluding this part of the subject I refer to Mr Worm's work, TJie

Rotation of the Earth (1862), where the last-mentioned questions (falling bodies, the

pendulum, and the gyroscope) are, in reference to the proofs they afford of the

rotation of the Earth, considered as well in an experimental as in a mathematical

point of view. The second part of the volume contains the theory (after Laplace and

Gauss) of falling bodies, that of the pendulum (after Hansen), and that of the gyroscope

(after Yvon Villarceau); and the whole appears to be a complete and satisfactory

resumi of the experimental and mathematical theories to which it relates.

85. We have also Cohen "On the Differential Coefficients and Determinants of

Lines &c." (1862), where the equations for relative motion are obtained in a very

elegant manner. The fundamental notion of the memoir may be considered to be the

dealing directly with lines, velocities, &c., which are variable in direction as well as

in magnitude, instead of referring them, as in the ordinary analytical method, to axes

fixed in space. The memoir is a highly interesting and valuable one, and the results

are brought out with great facility ; but I cannot but think that the gi-eat care required

to apply the method correctly is an objection to it, if used otherwise than by way of

interpretation of previously obtained results, and that the ordinary method is preferable.

I may remark that the theory of relative motion connects itself with the lunar

and planetary theories as regards the reference of the plane of the orbit to the variable

ecliptic, and as regards the variations of the position of the orbit ; but this is a

subject which I have abstained from entering upon.

Miscellaneous Problems. Articles Nos. 86 to 111 (several subheadings).

Motion of a single particle.

86. Jacobi, in the memoir "De Motu puncti singularis" (1842), notices (§ 5) the

case of a body acted on by a central force which is any homogeneous function of the

degree — 2 of the coordinates ; or representing these by r cos <^, r sin <^, then the force

is = — , where 4> is any fimction of the angle 0. In fact, after integrating by a

process different from the ordinary one the case of a central force °= ^ , he remarks

that the method in fact applies to the more general law of force just mentioned.

87. Jacobi, in the memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris &c." (1845), considers (§ 25)

the case of a body acted on by a central force P a function of the distance, and

c. TV. 68

L
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besides by forces X and Y, which are homogeneous functions of the degree -3 of the

coordinates (a?, y) ; viz. the equations of motion are in this case

d^_ Pji, Y

and there is an integral

i (xy' - afyf - f a^ {xY- yX) d ^ = const.

(the function under the integral sign is obviously a function of the degree in {x, y),

that is, it is a function of -). If X, Y are the derived functions of a force-function
X

U of the degree — 2 in (x, y), then there is, besides, the integral of Vis Viva, and

thence a third integral is obtained by means of the theorem of the Ultimate Multiplier.

It may be noticed that in the last-mentioned case the force-function is of the form

— , so that if we represent also the central force by means of a force-function R

(= function of r), then the entire force-function is -K -f- -^ . The case is a very mterestmg

one ; it includes that considered § iv. of Bertrand's " Memoire sur les Equations diflR^ren-

tielles de la M^canique" (1852), where the force-function is of the form =-5.

Motion of three mutually attracting bodies in a right line.

88. The problem is considered by Euler in the memoir " De Motu rectilinco &c."

(1765), the forces being as the inverse squai'e of the distance; and a solution is obtained

for an interesting particular case. Let A, B, C he the masses, and suppose that at

the commencement of the motion the distances CB, BA ai-e in the ratio a : 1, and

that the velocities (assumed to be in the same sense) are proportional to the distances

from a fixed point. Then, if a be the real root (there is only one) of the equation

of the fifth order

C(H- 3a -I- 3a=) =Aa?(<x^ -|- 3a + 3) -1- £ (a -I- 1») {a? - 1),

the distances CB, BA will always continue in the ratio a : 1. It may be added that

the distances CB, BA each of them vary as r" — a^, where a is a constant, and r is,

according to the initial circumstances, a function of t defined by one or the other of

the two equations

, r + Vr* — a'
t = nV Vr» - a" - nW log ,

CL

t = nh- Va^ - r^ + w'u» sin-' -

.

a
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89. The bodies are considered as restricted to move in a given line ; but it is

clear that if the bodies, considered as free points in space, are initially in a line, and

the initial velocities are also in this line, then the bodies will always continue in

this line, which will be a fixed line in space. But if the distances and velocities are

as above, except only that the velocities, instead of being along the line, are parallel

to each other in any direction whatever, then the bodies ^vill always continue in a

line, which is in this case a moveable line in space (see post. No. 93).

90. Euler resumes the problem in the memoir of 1776 in the Nova Acta Petrop.

The distances AB, BC being p and q, then

d'p^ A + B C C
dt^ p^ ^ q^ {p + qf
d'q_A A B + G
dt'~f {p + qy q' '

and in particular he considei-s the before-mentioned case of a solution of the form

p = nq; and also the particular problem where one of the masses vanishes, C = ; in

this case, introducing (instead of p, q), the new variables u, s, where q = up, dq = sdj)

(a transformation suggested by the homogeneity of the equations), and making, moreover,

the particular supposition that the integi-al of the first equation is (-^j =— ^

(viz. making the constant of integration to vanish), he obtains between s and w the

equation of the first order

2(A+B/£is-u) = iA^B)s + A-^^f^-§,,

which, however, he is not able to integrate.

91. Jacobi has given in the memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris &c." (1845) (§ 28,

entitled " De Problemate trium corporum in eadem rectfi, motorum. Substitutio Euleriana.

Theoremata de viribus homogeneis ") a very symmetrical and elegant investigation of

the same problem. The centre of gravity being assumed to be at rest, the coordinates

«, a;,, x.^ of the three bodies are in the first instance expressed as linear functions of

the two variables u, v (being, as Jacobi remarks, the transformation employed in his

dhi d^v
memoir "Sur I'elimination des Nceuds " (184.3), jMst, No. 114), -j- and -y- come out

respectively equal to homogeneous functions of the degree — 2 of these variables u and v,

and the integral of Vis Viva exists. The subsequent ti-ansformation consists in the

introduction of the variables r, ^, s, i;, where m = r cos (^, i; = r sin </>, s = 'Jr -j- , 77 = Vr^ ~
;

etc 0/t

this gives a system of equations independent of r ; viz.,

d<j> : ds : dr) = 7} : ^s' + ?;= - * : - ^stj + *',

where <l> is a given function of
(f>,

and <&' is the derived function. If these equations

were integrated, the equation of Vis Viva gives at once r = % {^-^(s^ + rf)) ; and

68—2
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finally the time t would be given by a quadrature. The system of three equations

has the multinlier i^f= —— hence if one integral were known the other

would be at once furnished by the general theory. There is a simplification in the

form of the solution if h (the constant of Vis Viva) = 0. It is remarked that the

method is equally applicable when the force varies as any power of the distance ; and

moreover that when the force varies as (dist.)"', then the solution depends upon one

quadrature only.

92. The concluding part of the section relates to the very general problem of a

system of n particles acted on by any forces homogeneous functions of the coordinates

(this includes the case of n particles mutually attracting each other according to a

power of the distance), and this more general investigation illustrates the method employed

in regard to the three bodies in a line. It may be remaiked that in the general

theorem for the n particles " sint vires &c.," the constant of Vis Viva is supposed to

vanish.

Particular cases of the motion of three bodies.

93. In the case of three bodies attracting each other accoi-ding to the inverse

square of the distance, the bodies may move in such manner as to be constantly in

a line (a moveable line in space) ; this appeai-s by the memoir, Euler, " Considerations

g^n^rales &c." (1764), in which memoir, however (which it will be observed precedes

the memoir " De Motu rectilineo &c." (1765), referred to No. 88), Euler assumes that

the mass of one of the bodies is so small as not to affect the relative motion of the

other two. Calling the bodies the Sun, Earth, and Moon, and taking the masses to

be 1, m, 0, then a result obtained is, that in order that the Moon may be perpetually in

conjunction, its distance must be to that of the Sun as a : 1, where m{\ — a)^ = Zo? —Za^ + o^,

or 7.=U\in nearly. It appears, however {anth, No. 88), that the foregoing restriction

as to the masses is unnecessary, and, as will be mentioned, the problem has since

been treated without such restriction. Euler investigates the motion in the case where

the initial circumstances are nearly but not exactly as originally supposed ; this assumes,

however, that the motion is stable— i.e. that the bodies will continue to move nearly,

but not exactly as originally supposed, which is at variance with the conclusions of

Liouville's memoir, post, No. 9.5. I have not examined the cause of this discrepancy.

94. In the M^canique Celeste (1799), Book X. c. 6, Laplace considers two cases

where the motion can be exactly determined.

1°. Force varies as any fxmction of the distance. It is shown that the motion

may be such that the bodies form always an equilateral triangle of variable magnitude

—

the motion of each body about the centre of gi-avity being the same as if that point

were a centre of force attracting the body according to a similar law.

2°. Force cc(dist.)". The motion may be such that the three bodies are always

in a right line (moveable in space), the relative distances being in fixed ratios to each
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other. In particulai-, if force oc (dist.)~^, then m, m', m" being the masses, the quantity

z which determines the ratio of the distances m"m', mm is given by

= mz' [(1 +zy-l]- m' {\ + zf{l- z') - m" [(1 + zf - z'] = 0,

which is, in fact, the formula in Euler's memoir- " De Motu rectilineo &c."

95. Liouville's memoir " Sur un cas paiticulier iSc." (1842) has for its object to

show that if the initial circumstances are not precisely as supposed in the second of

the two cases considered by Laplace, or, what is the same thing, in Euler's memoir
" Considerations gen^rales &c.," then the motion is unstable ; the instability manifests

itself in the usual manner, viz. the expressions for the deviations from the normal

positions are found to contain real exponentials which increase indefinitely with the time.

96. It may be proper to refer here to Jacobi's theorem, Comptes Rendus, t. ill. p. 61

(1836), quoted in the foot-note to No. 31 of my Report of 1857, [195], which relates to

the motion of a point vnthout mass revolving round the Sun, and disturbed by a planet

moving in a circular orbit, and properly belongs (as I have there remarked) to the

problem of two centres, one of them moveable and the other revolving round it in

a circle with unifonn velocity. The theorem (given without demonstration by Jacobi)

is proved by Liouville in his last-mentioned memoir, and he remarks that the theorem

follows very simply as a corollary of the theorem by Coriolis, " Memoire sur le principe

des forces vives dans les mouvemens relatifs des Machines," Journ. de I'Ecole Polyt.

t. xni. pp. 268—302 (1832). There is, however, no difficulty in proving the theorem;

another proof is given, Cayley, " Note on a Theorem of Jacobi's &c." (1862).
i

Motion in a resisting medium.

97. I do not consider the various integi'able cases of the motion of a particle in

a resisting medium, the resistance varying with the velocity according to some assumed

law, the particle being either not acted on by any force, or acted upon by gravity only.

Some interesting cases are considered in Jacobi's memoir " De Motu puncti singularis

"

(1842), ^ 6 ,and 7 (see post, No. 108).

98. In the case of a central force varying as (dist.)~^, the effect of a resisting

medium {R'xif) is considei'ed in reference to the lunai- theory, in the Mecanique Cdeste,

Book VII. c. 6. Formulae for the vai-iations of the elliptic elements are given in the

Mecanique Analytique, t. II. (2nd edition). But the variations of the elliptic elements

are fully worked out by means of elliptic and Jacobian functions in Sohncke's valuable

memoir " Motus Corpoi-um &c." (1833).

99. The effect of the resistance of the air on a pendulum has been elaborately

considered by Poisson, Bessel, Stokes, and others ; as the dimensions of the ball are

attended to, the problem is in fact a hydrodynamical one.

The effect on the spherical pendulum is considered in Hansen's memoir " Theorie

der Pendelbewegung &c. (1853).

The effect on the motion of a projectile is considered in Poisson's memoirs "Sur

le Mouvement des Projectiles &c." (1838).
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Liouville's memoirs " Sur quelques Cas particidiers ou les equations du mouvement (Tun

point mat^i-iel peuvmt s'int4grer " (1846—49).

100. In the first memoir (§ 1) the author considers a point moving in a plane

or on a given surface, where the principle of Vis Viva holds good (or say where there

is a force-function V). The coordinates of the point, and the function U, may be

expressed in tenns of two variables a, /9, and it is assumed that these ai-e such that

ds' = \ (da" + d^),

where X is a function of a and /3. That is, we have T = ^X (a'" + ^^) ; and the equations

of motion are

One integral of these is

X(a'^ + /9'-) = 2tr + C;

and by means of it the equations take the form

dt -2xd^^^^^^'^d0-

These equations, it is easy to show, may be integrated if

and they then in fact give

where A is an arbitrary constant. And we then have

da ^ _ rf/3

•Jfa^A VJ. - F^

'

which gives the path, and the expression for the time is easily obtained by means of
a quadrature.

It is not more general, but it is frequently convenient to employ instead of a, /8,

two variables
fj.

and v, such that

ds' = X {mdfi? + ndv%
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where m is a function of fi only and n of v only, while \ contains /j, and v. The

geometrical signification of the equation ds'^ = X (da^ + d/?'),' or of the last-mentioned

equivalent form, is that the curves

a or X = const., /S or /a = const,

intersect at right angles.

The foregoing differential equation of the path, writing ffi, Fv in the place of

fa, F^ respectively, may be expressed in the form

ffi cos^ i + Fv sin^ i = A,

where i, 90° — i are the inclinations of the path at the point (X, fi) to the two ortho-

tomic curves through this point.

101. The before-mentioned equation

(217+ C)X=/a- ^73

may be satisfied independently of C, or else only for a particular value of G. In the

former case the law of force is much more restricted, but on the other hand there is

no restriction as regards the initial circumstances of the motion ; it is the more

important one, and is alone attended to in the sequel of the memoir. In the case

in question (changing the functional symbols) we must have

X = <^a-w;S, \U=fa-F^;

so that the functions denoted above by fa, F^ now are 2/a + C^a, 2F^ + Cot/S ; the

equation of the trajectory is
'•

da d/S

V2/a + C^a-A ^A- 2F^ + (7w/3

and for the time the formula is

J <^da yr^ dl3
~

V2/a + C^ai^rA VA-2Ffi+d^'

It is noticed also that taking B, e to denote two new arbitrary constants, and writing

ejda ^2fa + C(f>a-A + jd^ ^A - 2F^ + C^A

the equation of the trajectory and the expression for the time assume the forms

dA=^' ' = ^70 + ^'

as is known d priori by a theorem of Jacobi's.

If the forces vanish, the path is a geodesic line; and denoting by a the ratio

of the constants A, C, we have
da ^ d^

.

V<^a — a Va — -sr/S

and moreover

ds=da V(^a — a + d^'^a — (p/3,

which are geometrical properties relating to the geodesic line.
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102. Passing to the applications: in the first place, if a, are rectangular coordi-

nates of a point in piano, then writing instead of them x, y, we have ds'^da^ + dy^,

which is of the required form ; but the result obtained is the self-evident one, that

the equations may be integrated by quadratures when U is of the form funct. x — funct. y.

But taking instead the elliptic coordinates /*, v, of a point in piano—viz., as employed

by the author, these are the semiaxes of the confocal ellipse and hj-perbola represented

by the equations

—very interesting results are obtained. The equations give

6V = /xV, 6y = (/!= - b") (b- - ^P),

and thence

which is of the proper form, and the corresponding expression of XI is

jj,- — V-

so that the force-function having this value (//i, Fv being arbitrary functions of /*

and V respectively), the equations of motion may be integrated by quadratures.

103. In particular, if

Fv=gv-g'v +k{ii* - 6V),

then

fl + V fl— V

But fi+v, fi—v are the distances of the point from the two foci, and n^+ir'—b'{—a?+y^)

is the square of the distance from the centre, so that the expression for U is

U = ^+^, + kB?;
r r

and the case is that of forces to the foci varying inversely as the squares of the

distances, and a force to the centre varying directly as the distance—the case con-

sidered by Lagrange in the problem of two centres. But this is merely one particular

case of those given by the general formula.

The cases g = 0, g' = 0, k = (no forces), and ^r = 0, ^f' = (a force to the centre)

lead to some interesting results ; it is noticed also that the expression for the force-

... , .^^ „ funct. (r -f r') — funct. (r — r') i ,, , •, , .i i
function may be written U = ^^ —

;

^= ^ , and that it may be thereby

ascertained (without transforming to elliptic coordinates) whether a given value of the

force-function is of the fonn considered in the theory.
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In § 3 the author considere the expression dM? + dy" = X {da- + d^), \ being in the

first instance any function whatever of a and /3 ; and he shows that the expressions

of X, y are given by the equation

a; + 2/ V^^ = i/r (a + /3 V^,
i/r being any real function. If, however, it is besides assumed that \ is of the required

form =fa—F^, then he shows that the system of elliptic coordinates is the only one

for which the conditions are satisfied. §| 4, 5, 6 and 7 relate to the motion of a point

on a sphere, an ellipsoid, a surface of revolution, and the skew helicoid respectively ; and

the concluding § 8 contains only a brief reference to the author's second memoir.

104. Liouville's second and third memoirs may be more briefly noticed. In the

second memoir the author starts from Jacobi's theorem of the V function, viz., assuming

that there is a force-function U independent of the time, then in order to integrate

^, . » ^. (d-'x dU d'y dU d'z dU\ „ ,, , . • j • .
the equations oi motion I -j- = -5—

, -t~ = -j— , t^ = -r- I , all that is required is to

find a function of x, y, z containing three arbitrary constants A, B, C (distinct from

the constant attached to €> by mere addition) satisfying the differential equation

(d%\- /d&y /d&Y ^^rr ^

for then the required integrals of the equations of motion are

d&_ c«e_ <^_f^r'
dA~ ' dB~^' dG~^^^''

A', R, C being new arbitrary constants. Liouville introduces in place of x, y, z, the

elliptic coordinates p, p., v, which are such that

or, what is the same thing,

a? y'-

p'-^p'-b^ ^^-c"
= 1,

a? z"
= 1,

f^' c' -H-'

a? t z-
= 1,

v" c- -V-

x =
ppv

'

be
'

b Vc^- 6'

^ _ Vp" - c' Vc" - /i' Vc» - v"

c Vc= - h'

c. IV. 69
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and he then finds that the resulting partial differential equation in p, fi, v may be

integrated provided that U is of the form

/, F, w being any functional symbols whatever : viz., the expression for B is

^ r, /2/p + A + Bp' + 2Gp*

f , /2Ffi + A +Bp? + ICp*

/• , /2wv + A -^ 81^ + 2Cu*

In the case where Z7=0 we have a particle not acted on by any forces, and the

path is of course a straight line. The peculiar form in which these equations are

obtained leads to very interesting results in regard to the theory of Abelian integrals,

and to that of the geodesic lines of an ellipsoid.

The formulae require to be modified in certain cases, such as c = b or b = 0. The

case 6=0 leads to the theory developed in the fii-st memoir in relation to the problem

of two centres. The case is indicated where 6 = 0, c = 0, the ratio 6 : c remaining finite.

The case is briefly considered of a particle moving on a given surface.

105. The third memoir purports to relate to a system of particles, but the

formulae are exhibited under a purely analytical point of view ; so much so, that the

coordinates of the points (3 for each point) ai-e considered as forming a single system

of variables Xj, x^, ... xi. The partial differential equation is

/d0V /d^Y fd@Y ^,7r l^

which is transfoi-med by introducing therein the new variables /j, , p«,...pi analogous to

the elliptic coordinates of the second memoir. The memoir really belongs rather to the

theory of the Abelian integrals (in regard to which it appears to be a veiy valuable

one) than to dynamics.

Memoirs by Jacobi, Bertrand, and Donkin, relating to various Special Problems.

106. I have inserted this heading for the sake of showing at a single view what

are the special problems incidentally considered in the undermentioned memoirs which

are referred to in several places in the present Report.
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107. Jacobi, " De Motu puncti singularis " (1842).—I call to mind that the memoir
chiefly depends on the theorem of the Ultimate Multiplier (the theory in its generality

being developed in the later memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris &c.," 1844—45).

§ 4 is entitled " The motion of a point on the surface of revolution," which, the

principle of the conservation of areas holding good, is reduced to the problem of the

motion on the meridian curve, and thus depends upon quadratures only. § 5 is entitled

" On the motion of a point about a fixed centre attracted according to a certain law

more general than the Newtonian one " {ant^, No. 85). § 6, " On the motion of a

point on a given curve and in a resisting medium " (resistance =a + be""', or = a + bv")
;

and § 7, " On the Ballistic Curve," viz., the forces are gravity and a resistance =a + bv\

108. In Jacobi's memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris &c." (1845), § 25 is entitled

" On the motion of a point attracted towai-ds a fixed centre " (see ante, No 87)

;

§ 26, " On the motion of a point attracted towards two fixed centres according to the

Newtonian law " (ante, No. 56) ; § 27, " On the rotation of a solid body about a fixed

point " (post. No. 193) ; § 28, " On the problem of three bodies moving in a right line

;

the Eulerian substitution ; theorems on homogeneous forces " (ante. No. 91) ; and § 29,

" The principle of the ultimate multiplier applied to a free system of material points

moving in a resisting medium ; on the motion of a comet in a resisting medium about

the sun."

109. And in Jacobi's memoir " Nova Methodus &c." (1802), besides § 64 and § 65,

which are applications of the method to general dynamical theorems, we have § 66,

containing a simultaneous solution ot the problem of the motion of a point attracted

to a fixed centre and of that of the rotation of a solid body (post. No. 206) and

§ 67, relating to the motion of a point attracted to a fixed centre according to the

Newtonian law.

110. Bertrand's "Memoire sur les integrates diff^rentielles de la M^canique " (1852).

—

§ III. relates to the motion of a point attracted to a fixed centre by a force varying

as a function of the distance
; § IV. to the case where the forces arise from a force-

function. U=— i^(~) \^^' what is the same thing, =-5] (anth. No. 87); § V. to the

problem of two centres (anth. No. 62), and § VI. to the pi'oblem of three bodies (post.

No. 117).

111. Donkin's memoir "On a Class of Differential Equations &c." (1855). Part I.

Nos. 27 to 30 relate to the problem of central forces (in space), No. 31 to the rotation

of a solid body, and § III. to the same subject, viz. Nos. 40 and 41 to the general

case, Nos. 42 to 44 to the particular case A =B; and Nos. 45 to 48 to the reduction

thereto of the general case by treating the forces which arise from the inequality of

A and jB as disturbing forces. Part II. Nos. 59 and 60 relate to the spherical

pendulum ; Nos. 72 and 73 to " Transformation from fixed to moving axes of coordi-

nates," say to Relative Motion ; and Nos. 84 to 96 to the problem of three bodies

(post. No. 120).

69—2

»
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The Problem of Three Bodies, Article Nos. 112 to 123.

112. A system of differeutial equations, such as

dxi _ dXi _ dxn^i

(n equations between n + 1 variables), may be termed a system of the nth order, or

more simply a system of ?i equations. Let (mj, 1I2— Wn+i) be any functions of the

original variables (a^, oJj . . . . a;„+,), the system may be transformed into the similar system

Ui L\"' Un+i'

and if it happens that we have e.g. Ui identically equal to zero, then the system becomes

fdui du3 diin.

so that we have an integral iii = c, and then in the remaining equations substituting

this value, or treating it, as constant, the system is reduced to one of m — 1 equations.

Or again, if it happen that we have in the transformed system m equations (m < n), say

dui _ du, _ dum+i

which are such that Uj, U^ ... Um+i are functions of only the m+ 1 variables u^, u^... ttm+i,

then the integration of the proposed system of n equations depends on the integration

in the first instance of a system of m equations. It is to be observed that if the

system of m equations can be integrated, then the completion of the integration of

the original system depends on the integration of a system of n — m equations, and in

this sense the original system of n equations may be said to be broken up into two

systems of m equations and n — m equations respectively : but won constat that the

system of m equations admits of integration; and it is therefore more correct to say

that, from the original system of the n equations, there has been separated off a system

of m equations.

113. The beai-ing of the foregoing remarks on the problem of three bodies will

presently appear. It will be seen that whereas the problem as it stood before Jacobi

depends on a system of seven equations, it has been shown by him that there may
be separated off from this a system of six equations.

114. Jacobi's memoir " Sur I'^limination des Noeuds &c." (184.3).—The problem of

the motion of three mutually attracting bodies is in the first instance reduced to that

of the motion of two fictitious bodies (which may be considered as mutually attracting

bodies, attracted by a fixed centre of force) ('). In fact, in the original problem the

' This is the effect of Jacobi's reduction ; but the explicit statement of the theorem, and actual replace-

ment of the problem of the three bodies by that of the two bodies attracted to a fixed centre, is due to

Bertrand {post, No. 117).
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centre of gi-avity of the three bodies moves uniformly in a right line, and it may
without any real loss of generality be taken to be at rest ; that is, if the ^.'-coordinates

of the three bodies are fi, fo, f,, then »ni^, + m^f., + ^3^3 = 0, or fi, ^„, ^3 may be taken

to be linear functions of two quantities cc^ and x^. And similarly for the y-coordinates

and the ^-coordinates respectively. And (xi, y,, z^), (x^, y^, z.^ may be regarded as the

coordinates of two bodies revolving about a fixed centre of force. Hence representing

the differential coefficients in regard to the time by a;,', &c., and treating these as new

variables, the equations of motion will assume the form

dx^ _ dyi _ dzi _ dae^ _ dy^ _ dz., _ dx/ _ dy/ _ dzi _ dx^ _ dy^ _ dz.! ,

where X„ F,, Z^, X„, F,, Z„ are forces capable of representation by means of a force-

function JJ. This is a system of twelve equations; but since X-^, F, Z^, X«, Fj, Z.^

are independent of the time, we may omit the equation {=dt), and treat the system

as one of eleven equations between the variables «,, y^, z^, x^, y^, ^3, a;,', y/, z/, «/, y^', z^':

if this system were integrated, the determination of the time would then depend on

a quadrature only. But for the system of eleven equations we have four integrals, viz.,

the integral of Vis Viva and the three integrals of areas, and the system is thus

reducible to one of (11—4=) seven equations. This preliminary transformation in

Jacobi's memoir explains the remark that the problem, as it stood before him, depended

on a system of seven equations.

115. Jacobi remarks that in the transformed problem the three integi-als of areas

show (1) that the intereection of the planes of the orbits of the two bodies lie in a

fixed plane, the invariable plane of i the system
; (2) that the inclinations of the planes

of the two orbits to this fixed plane, and the parameters of the two orbits considered

as variable ellipses, are four elements any two of which rigorously determine the two

others.

And then choosing for variables the inclinations of the two orbits to the invariable

plane, the two radius vectors, the angles which they form with the intersection of the

planes of the two orbits, and lastly the angle between this intersection (being as already

mentioned a line in the invariable plane) with a fixed line in the invariable plane, he

finds that the last-mentioned angle entirely disappears from the system of differential

equations, and is determined after their integration by a quadrature. In this new form of

the difierential equations there is no trace of the nodes. The differential equations

which determine the relative motion of the three bodies are reduced to five equations of

the first order and one of the second order. The equations in question are the equations

I. to VI. given at the end of the memoir. It is to be remarked that the differential

. d^
dt is not eliminated from these equations; the last of them is ,'{fir'+iJ^r^) = 2U—'2h;

and if to reduce them to a system of equations of the first order we write

-j-(jir^+ (^^1')= 0, and therefore -j- = 2U — 2h, the system may be presented in the

form

du _ dui _di _dix _dr _ dr, _ dO ._ ,

.
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which if we do, and then omit the equation (=dt), we have a system of six equations

between the seven quantities u, «i, i, t, , r, rj, ff; when this is integrated, the equation

(= dt) gives the time by a quadrature ; and finally, Jacobi's equation VIL (dfl = tan u t .)

gives by a quadrature the angle before referred to as disappearing from the system of

equations I. to VI.

116. But when Jacobi says, "Par suite on a fait cinq inte'grations. Les intdgi-ales

connues n'^tant qu'au nombre de quatre, on pourra done dire que Ton a fait une

integration de plus dans le systeme du monde. Je dis dans le syst^me du monde

puisque la meme m^thode s'applique k un nombre quelconque de corps," the language

used is not, I think, quite accurate. It in fact appears from the memoir that it is

only on the assumption of the integration of the system of six equations that, besides

the integral of Vis Viva and the integrals of areas, the remaining two integi-als ai"e

known; in fact after, but not before, the system of the order six has been integrated,

the time t and the angle fl ai-e each of them given by a quadrature.

117. Bertrand's " Mdmoire sur I'integration des Equations dififdrentielles de la

Mecanique " (1852).—I have spoken of this memoir in No. 56 of my former Report.

The course of investigation is the inquiry as to the integrals, which, combined according

to Poisson's theorem with the integral of Vis Viva or any other given integral, give rLse

to an illusory result. But as regards the application made to the problem of three

bodies, it will be more convenient to state from a different point of view the con-

clusions aiiived at : and I may mention that when the author says " Je parviens .

.

k reduire la question a I'integration de six equations toutes du premier ordre, c'est-a-dire

que j'effectue une intf^gration de plus que ne I'avait fait Jacobi," he seems to have

overlooked that Jacobi's system of five equations of the first order and one of the

second order really is, as above noticed, a system of the six equations with another

equation which then gives the time by a quadrature, and that, at least as appears to

me, he has not advanced the solution beyond the point to which it had been carried

by Jacobi (')•

118. Presenting Bertrand's results in the slightly different notation in which they

are reproduced in Bour's memoir (post. No. 122), then if (x, y, z), (xi, y^, z,) are the

coordinates of the two bodies (the problem actually considered being, as with Jacobi,

that of the motion of two bodies about a fixed centre of force), and representing the

functions a^ + y'' + z\ a^^+ yi' + Zi\ in' {x^ + y''' + z'% m," (x/'' + y/« + .?,''), m{xx' +yy' + zz'),

i)h {x-^xi + ^1?/,' + z^z^), m {x^x' + yiy' + z-fi), Dh {xxi + yy^ + zzi), {xx^ + yy^ + zz^,

mnii (x'xi + y'yi + z'z^') by u, t<,, v, Vi, w, Wi, r, Vi, q, s respectively, then the last-

mentioned quantities are connected by a single geometrical relation, so that any one

of them, say s, may be considered as a given function of the remaining nine. And

the author in effect shows that the equations of motion give a system

du _ dill _dv _ dvi _dw _ dwi _ dr _ dr^ _dq _ ,

,

U ~ 1J[~ V ~ V,~ W ~ W,~ R~ lti~ 'Q~ ^ ''

' These remarks were communicated by me to M. Bertrand—see my letter " Sur I'integration des (Equations

diflirentielles de la Mecanique," Comptea liendus (1863)—and, in the answer he kindly sent me, he agrees that

they are correct.
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where U, Ui, &c. axe functions of the quantities u, it-^, v, &c. Omitting from the

system the equation (= dt), there are eight equations between nine quantities ; but

there are two known integrals, viz., the integral of Vis Viva and the integral of

pnncipal moment (or sum of the squares of the integrals of areas) ; that is to say,

the system is really a system of six equations.

119. Painvin, "Recherche du dernier Multiplicateur &c." (1854).—The author

investigates the ultimate multiplier for two systems of differential equations:

1°. The system of the equations I. to VI. in Jacobi's memoir " Sur I'elimination

des Noeuds &c." (ant^, No. 114). Writing in the equations ,.=r', ^r=?'/, and treating

r', r,' as new variables, the system may be written in the form

du _ dui _ di _dii_dr _ dr^ _ dr' _ d7\' ._ ,

.

which, omitting the equation {=dt), is a system of seven equations between eight

variables; and it is for this form of the system that the value of M is determined,

SlU 1 SID %
the result obtained being the simple and elegant one, M =——- . '. The system of

seven equations has an integral which is in fact the equation V. of the system in

Jacobi's form, so that it is really a system of six equations (ant^, No. 115).

2°. The system secondly discussed is Bertrand's system of nine equations (ante, No. 118).

The multiplier M is obtained under four different forms, M= ,
= ,= = -r-^—j- =—

'JB'-AG -^aa, AZ +B mn
(I do not stop to explain the notation), the last of them being referred to as a result

announced by M. Bertrand in his course. But it is shown by M. Bour in the memoir

next referred to {post. No. 122), that the multiplier for the system in question can

be obtained in a very much more simple manner, almost without calculation.

120. In connexion with Jacobi's theory of the elimination of the Nodes, I may
refer to the investigations " Application to the Problem of three Bodies," Nos. 84 to

96 of Donkin's memoir "On a Class of Differential Equations &c." Part II. The author

remarks that his difiFerential equations No. 93 afford an example of the so-called

elimination of the Nodes, quite different however (in that they are merely transfor-

mations of the original differential equations of the problem without any integrations)

from that effected by Jacobi.

121. It may be right to refer again in this place to the concluding part of

§ 28 of Jacobi's memoir " Nova Theoria Multiplicatoris &c." {ante. No. 92), as bearing

on the problem of three bodies.

122. Bour's "M^moire sur le Probleme des Trois Coi-ps " (1856).—The author

remarks that Bertrand's system of equations have lost the remarkable form and the

properties which characterize the ordinary equations for the solution of a dynamical
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problem. But by selecting eight new variables, functions of Bertrand's variables, the

system may be brought back to the standard Hamiltonian form

dqi _ dH dpi dH
dt dpi ' ~dt

~
dqi

'

or to the form adopted by M. Bour, of a partial differential equation

2 /dH d^ _dH dC\^Q.
\dqi dpi dpi dqj '

and guiding himself by a theorem in relation to canonical integrals obtained in his

memoir of 1855 (see No. 66 of my former Report), he finds by a somewhat intricate

analysis the expressions of the eight new variables pi, p^, p,, jh, <lu Qi, <lz, q*- The
results ultimately obtained are of a very remarkable and interesting form, viz. ^ =
funct. (^1, Pi, ps, Pi, qi, q,, qs, q^) is equal to the value it would have for motion in a

plane, pltts a term admitting of a simple geometrical interpretation ; and he thus

arrives at the following theorem as a rdsumd of the whole memoir, viz.,

"In order to integrate in the general case the problem of three bodies, it is

suflficient to solve the case of motion in a plane, and then to take account of a

disturbing function equal to the product of a constant depending on the areas by the

sum of the moments of inertia of the bodies round a certain axis, divided by the

square of the triangle formed by the three bodies."

123. It may be remarked that the only given integral of the system of eight

equations is the integial of Vis Viva, H = const., and that using this equation to

eliminate one of the variables, and omitting the equation {=dt\ we have, as in the

solutions of Jacobi and Bertrand, a system of six equations between seven variables.

As the equations are in the standard dynamical form, no investigation is needed of

the multiplier M, which is given by Jacobi's general theory, and consequently when

any five integrals of the six equations are given, the remaining integral can be

obtained by a quadrature.

In the case of three bodies moving in a plane, the solution takes a very simple

form, which is given in the concluding paragraph of the memoii-.

Transformation of Coordinates, Article Nos. 124 to 141.

124. It may be convenient to remark at once that two sets of rectangular

coordinates may be related to each other properly or improperly, viz., the axes to which

they belong (considered as drawn from the origin in the positive directions) may be

either capable, or else incapable, of being brought into coincidence. The latter relation,

although of equal generality with the former one, may for the most part be disregai-ded

;

for by merely reversing the directions of the one .set of axes, the improper is converted

into the proper relation.
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125. In the memoir "Problema Algebraicum &c." (1770) Euler proposes to himself

the question "Invenire novem numeros ita in quadratum disponendos

A, B, G

D, E, F
G, H, I

ut satisfiat duodecem sequentibus conditionibus &c.", viz., substituting for A, B, C, &c.

the ordinary letters

a
, /9 , 7 .

a', 0', 7.
a", 0", 7".

the twelve conditions are

a^ + a'2 + a" " = 1, a^ + d^ + oi'ff' = 0,

^ + /S"-* + ^"» = 1, ;87 + y9V + /3"7" = 0,

r + 7'' + i'- =1, 72 + 7'a' + 7"a" = 0,

a= +/3^+7'=l. aa'+/9^'+77' =0,

«'» + /8'» + 7^ = 1, o'a"+ (S'yS" + 7V' = 0,

o"» + yS"' + 7"^ = 1

,

aa" + y3"/3 +W = 0.

And he remarks that this is in fact the problem of the transformation of coordinates,

viz., if we have
Xyaa;+/3^ + 7 z,

Y=dx + ffy +i z,

Z=ai'x + 0"y + i'z,

then the first equations are such as to give identically

Z=+ P + -?= = a^ + 2/''+«'.

126. Assuming the first six equations, he shows by a direct analytical process that

0= = {ffff" — yS'Y)*, or a = + (/SV' — /9"7') ; ^i" taking the positive sign (for, as the numbers

may be taken as well positively as negatively, there is nothing lost by doing so)

a = ySy — /S'Y, which gives the system

a =/3'7"-/3"7'. /9 =7'a"-7"a', 7 =a'0"-a"0',

0' =/8"7 -fiy", /3' =7"a -70", 7' =a"0 - a /3",

o"=/9 7'-/S'7 ,
^"=7a'-7'a, i'^a^'-a'^',

and from these he deduces the second system of six equations. The inverse system of

equations
Z=aa;+ a!y +0." z,

Y=0x+0'y + 0"z,

Z = 7a; + 7'2/ + 7"^

is not explicitly referred to.

c. IV. 70
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127. He then satisfies the equations by means of trigonometrical substitutions, viz,,

assuming a = cos if, then a'' + a"' = sin" f, which is satisfied by a' = sin fcos ?;, a" = sin fsin »;,

&c., and he thus obtains for the coefficients a set of values involving the angles

f, ri, 6, which are the same as those mentioned post, No. 130. And he shows how

these formulae may be obtained geometrically by three successive transformations of two

coordinates only. The remainder of the memoir relates to the analogous problem of

the transformation of four or more coordinates.

128. I have analysed so much of Euler's memoir in order to show that it con-

tains nearly the whole of the ordinary theory of the transformation of coordinates

;

the only addition required is the equation

7

7

7

= ±1.

where the sign + gives a = /S'y" — ^"<y', &c. {ut supra), but the sign — would give

a = -(/3'7"-/8"7'). &c.

129. The distinction of the ambiguous sign is in fact the above-mentioned one

of the proper and improper transformations ; viz., for the sign + the two sets of axes

can, for the sign — they cannot, be brought into coincidence : this very important

remai'k was, I believe, first made by Jacobi in one of his early memoirs in Crelle's

Journal, but I have lost the reference. As already mentioned, it is allowable to attend

only to the proper transformation, and to consider the value of the determinant as

being = + 1 ; and this is in fact almost always done.

130. Euler's formulae involving the three angles are those which are ordinarily made

use of in the problem of rotation and the problems of physical astronomy generally.

It is convenient to take them as in the figure, viz., 6, the longitude of node,
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<f>,
the inclination, t, the angular distance of X from node, and the formulae of trans-

formation then are

X Y Z

X cos T COS 6 — sin t sin 6 cos <j> — sin T cos 6 — cos t sin cos <^ sin 6 sin <^

y cos T sin ^ + sin T cos 5 cos <^ - sin T sin 6 + cos T cos 6 cos <^ — cos 6 sin <^

z sin T sin <^ cos r sin <^ cos <^

The foregoing very convenient algorithm, viz., the employment of

X Y Z

X a P y

y a' ^ i

z a" P'
ft

y

to denote the system of equations

is due to M. Lamd
z=ci'X + ^"Y-\-i'Z,

131. But previously to the foregoing investigations, viz., in the memoir "Du
Mouvement de Rotation &c.," Mem. de Berlin for 1758 (pr. 1765), Euler had obtained

incidentally a very elegant solution of the problem of the transformation of coordinates

;

this is in feet identical with the next mentioned one, the letters I, m, n ; \, ft, v

being used in the place of f, f, f" ; 17, 7?', rj".

132. In the memoir " Formulae generales pro translatione &c." (1775), Euler gives

the following formulae for the transformation of coordinates, viz., if the position of the

set of axes XYZ in reference to the set xyz is determined by

xX, yX, zX = W-^, 90'-?', 90'-?", ^'YXx, YXy, YXz = 7,, v, v">

then the formulae of transformation are

X Y Z

X sin f cos {[ sinij cos f cos 1)

y sin^ cos 4' sin 17' COS ^' COS -q

z sin^;" cos C" sin -q" cos C COS 17"

70—2
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with the following equations connecting the six angles, viz., if

- A» = cos (ji'
- 17") cos (1;" — 17) cos (77 — i7')i

then

tan if=
-A

^ ^ -A
-jr., tanr=-

cos(i7'-V')' cos {yi"
— t))

, tan ?" = -A
cos {t) — t)')

'

133. It is right to notice that these values of ^, f, ^' give the twelve equations

a'' + ;S^ + 7"= 1, &c., but they do not give definitely a=^ffy" — 0"y', &c., but only

a=± i^y" — ^"y) ; that is, in the formulae in question the two sets of axes ai-e not

of necessity displacements the one of the other. In the same memoir Euler considers

two sets of rectangular axes, and assuming that they are displacements the one of the

other (this assumption is not made as explicitly as it should have been), he remarks

that the one set may be made to coincide with the other set by means of a finite

rotation about a certain axis (which may conveniently be termed the Resultant Axis).

This consideration leads him to an equation which ought to be satisfied by the coefficients

of transformation, but which he is not able to verify by means of the foregoing

expressions in terms of f, f, f", t), r)', 77".

134. I remark that Euler's equation in fact is

a-1, /8 ,7
a'

, /3'-l, 7'

a"
,

/3" , 7"-l

= 0,

or, as it may be written,

a
, ^ , 7 -iffi'- /3'V) - (7"a - Y^") - («/S' - a'^) + « + /9' + 7" - 1 = 0,

a', yS', 7'

a", /3", 7"

in which form it is an immediate consequence of the equations

a
, /S

, 7 = 1, a = ^y" - /3"7', &c.,

«', /8', 7'

«", r, 7"

which are true for the proper, but not for the improper transformation.
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135. In the undated addition to the memoir, Euler states the theorem of the

resultant axis as follows :
—

" Theorema, Quomodocunque sphsera circa centrum suum con-

vertatur, semper assignari potest diameter cujus directio in situ translate conveniat cum
situ originali ;" and he again endeavours to obtain a verification of the foregoing

analytical theorem.

13G. The theory of the Resultant Axis was further developed by Euler in the

memoir "Nova Methodus Motum &c." (1775), and by Lexell in the memoir "Nonnulla

theoremata generalia &c." (1775) : the geometrical investigations are given more com-

pletely and in greater detail in Lexell's memoir. The result is contained in the following

system of formulae for the transformation of coordinates, viz., if a, y8, y are the incli-

nations of the resultant axis to the original set, and if
<f>

is the rotation about the

resultant axis, or say the resultant rotation, then we have

X Y Z

X cos" a + sin' a cos <j> cos o cos ;8 (1 — cos ^) + cos y sin ^ cos a cos y (1 — cos <^) — cos ^ sin ^

y cos/8co8o(l —cos ^) — cosy sin <^ cos' /8 + sin' ;8 cos <^ cos /3 cos y (1 —cos ^) + cos a sin ^

1 z cos y cos a (1 — cos ^) + cos /3sin <^ cos y cos yS (1 - cos ^)— cos o sin <j> cos* y + sin' y cos <^

Euler attempts, but not very successfully, to apply the formulss to the dynamical

problem of the rotation of a solid body : he does not introduce them into the diiferential

equations, but only into the integi-al ones, and his results are complicated and inelegant.

The further simplification effected by Rodrigues was in fact required.

137. Jacobi's paper, " Euleri formulaB &c." (1827), merely cites the last-mentioned

result.

138. I find it stated in Lacroix's Differential Calculus, t. I. p. 533, that the

following system for the transformation of coordinates was obtained by Monge (no

reference is given in Lacroix), viz., the system being as above,

a
, ^ , 7.

a', /3', 7',

0", /3", 7".

and the quantities a, yS', 7" being arbitrary, then putting

l + a +^ + y" = M,

l + a-^'-y" = N,

l-a + ^'-y" = P,

l-ct-^' + y" = Q,

80 that

i/ + iV + P+Q = 4,
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we have

2^^^/Nt + ^MQ, 2y' =-/PQ+'JMN, 2a" = -JQN + ^/MP,

2o^ = ^WP-'s/MQ, 2^"=\/PQ-^MF, 27 =^fQN-'JMP.

These are formulae very closely connected with those of Rodrigues.

139. The theory was perfected by Rodrigues in the valuable memoir " Des lois

gdom^triques &c." (1840). Using for greater convenience \, /i, v in the place of his

i^m, ^n, i^p, he in effect writes

tan ^(^cos a =\,

tan J^^cos/3 = /x,

tan J^ cos 7 = 1*,

and this being so, the coeflficients of transformation are

l+X=-/x=-i/^ 2(V+i') , 2{\v-iJ.)

2(/*\-i/) , l-\=^-/i^-J/^ 2(^i/+\)

2(i/\ +/i) , 2vix-\ , l-X'-iJ.- + v\

all divided by the common denominator 1 +V + /x- + v^. Conversely, if the coefficients

of transformation are as usual represented by

a
, ^ , 7.

«', /S'. 7'.

a", /3", 7",

then V, /^^ v", X, fi, v are respectively equal to

l + a-y3'-7", l-a + ^'-7", l-a-ff+y",

7-/3" , a"-^
,

/9-a'

each of them divided by 1 + a + /S' + 7".

The memoir contains very elegant formulae for the composition of finite rotations,

and it will be again referred to in speaking of the kinematics of a solid body.

140. Sir W. R. Hamilton's first papers on the theoiy of quaternions were published

in the years 1843 and 1844 : the fundamental idea consists in the employment of the

imaginaries i, j, k, which are such that

i*=_y'» = A;» = — 1, jk=—kj = i, ki = —ik=j, ij = —ji = k,

whence also

(w + ix+ jy + kz) {w' + ix' +ji/' + kz")

= wu/ — om/ — yy'— z£

+ i {waf + w'x+ yz' — y'z)

+J ('^ + ^V + 2x' — z'x)

+ k iwz' + w'z + xy'— X y)

;

i
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SO that representing the right-hand side by

W + iX+jY+kZ,
we have identically

W^ + X-'+Y'- + Z' = {vfl + a? + y^ + z^) (w'" + w"- + y'" + z'").

It is hardly necessary to remark that Sir W. R. Hamilton in his various publications

on the subject, and in the Lectures on Qiiaternio7is, Dublin, 1853, has developed the

theory in detail, and has made the most interesting applications of it to geometrical

and dynamical questions ; and although the first explicit application of it to the

present question may have been made in my own paper next referred to, it seems

clear that the whole theory was in its original conception intimately connected with

the notion of rotation.

141. Cayley, " On certain Results relating to Quaternions " (1845).—It is shown

that Rodrigiies' transformation formula may be expressed in a very simple manner by

means of quaternions ; viz., we have

ix+jy + kz = {l +{\+jfi + kv)-^(iX+jY+kZ)(l +i\+jfj, + ku),

where developing the function on the right-hand side, and equating the coefficients of

i, j, k, we obtain the formulae in question. A subsequent paper, Cayley, " On the

application of Quaternions to the Theory of Rotation " (1848), relates to the composition

of rotations.

I

Principal Axes, and Moments of Inertia. Article Nos. 142—163.

142. The theorem of principal axes consists herein, that at any point of a solid

body there exists a system of axes Ox, Oy, Oz, such that

I yzdm = 0, I zxdm = 0, / xydm = 0.

But this, the original form of the theorem, is a mere deduction from a general theory

of the representation of the integrals

I a?dm, I y^m, I z^dm, I yzdm, I zxdm., I xydm

for any axes through the given origin by means of an ellipsoid depending on the

values of these integrals corresponding to a given set of rectangular axes through the

same origin.

143. If, for convenience, we write as follows, M = / dm the mass of the body, and

A' — I a^dm, F = I y^dm, C = I zHlm, F' = I yzdm, G' - I zxdm, H' = I xydm,
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and moreover

A=j(f + z^)dm, B = j(i^ + a^)dm, C = j (x'+ y^) dvi,

F= —
j
yzdvi, G = — I zxdm, H=— j aydm,{^)

so that

A = F + C', B = C'+ A', C = A' + B', F=-F, G = -0', H = -H'.

then the ellipsoid which in the first instance presents itself for this purpose, and which

Prof. Price has termed the Ellipsoid of Principal Axes, but which I would rather term

the "Comomental Ellipsoid," is the ellipsoid

(A', F, C, r, G', H'^^x, y. zf^Mk*,

where k is arbitrary, so that the absolute magnitude is not determined. But it is

more usual, and in some respects better to consider in place thereof the * Momental

Ellipsoid" (Cauchy, "Sur les Moments d'lnertie," Exercices de MatMmatique, t. II.

pp. 93—103, 1827),

{A, B, C,F, G, H\x, y, zf = Mt,

or as it may also be written,

{A' +F + C')(x' +f + z"-) - (A', B'. C, F', G', HJx, y, zj = Ml^,

which shows that the two ellipsoids have their axes, and also their circular sections,

coincident in direction.

144. And there is besides this a thii-d ellipsoid, the " Ellipsoid of Gyration," which

is the reciprocal of the momental ellipsoid in regard to the concentric sphere, radius k.

The last-mentioned ellipsoid is given in magnitude, viz., if the body is referred to its

principal axes, then putting A = Ma?, B = MlP, C = Mc", the equation of the ellipsoid of

gyration is

The axes of any one of the foregoing ellipsoids coincide in direction with the principal

axes of the body, and the magnitudes of the axes lead very simply to the values of

the principal moments A, B, C.

145. The origin has so far been left arbitrary: in the dynamical applications, this

origin is in the case of a solid body rotating about a fixed point, the fixed point; and

in the case of a firee body, the centre of gravity. But the values of the coefficients

(A, B, C, F, G, H), or {A', B', C, F', G', H'), corresponding to any given origin what-

ever, are very easily expressed in terms of the coordinates of this origin, and the values

of the con-esponding coefficients for the centre of gravity as origin; or, what is the

same thing, any one of the ellipsoids for the given origin may be geometrically con-

' I have ventured to make this change instead of writing as usnal F= jyzdm, &e.; as in most cases

F=O=H=0, the formals9 affected by the alteration are not numerous.
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structed by means of the ellipsoid for the centre of gi-avity. The geometrical theory,

as regards the magnitudes of the axes, does not appear to have been anywhere explicitly

enunciated ; as regards their direction, it is comprised in the theorem that the directions

at any point are the three rectangular directions at that point in regard to the ellipsoid

of gyration for the centre of gravity('), post, No. 159. The notion of the ellipsoids,

and of the relation between the ellipsoids at a given point and those at the centre

of gravity, once established, the theory of principal axes and moments of inertia becomes

a purely geometrical one.

146. The existence of principal axes was first established by Segner in the work

Specimen Theoriw Turhinum, Halle (1755), where, however, it is remarked that Euler had

said something on the subject in the {Berlin} Memoirs for 1749 and 1750 {post. No.

167), and had constructed a new mechanical principle, but without pursuing the question.

Segner's course of investigation is in principle the same as that now made use of, viz.

a principal axis is defined to be an axis such that when a body revolves round it

the forces arising fi:om the rotation have no tendency to alter the position of the axes.

It is first shown that there are systems of axes x, y, z such that I xzdm = 0, and then,

in reference to such a set of axes, the position of a principal axis, say the axis of X,

is determined by the conditions \ XTdm = Q, jXZdm = 0, viz. the unknown quantities

being taken to be t = , t= (a, ;S, y being the inclinations of the principal

axis to those of x, y, z), and then putting A = I ay'dm, &c. {F = Q by hypothesis),

Segner's equations for the determination of t, t, are

G'f + (C -A')t-G'- H't = 0,

{C'-F)T-G'tr+H't = 0,

the second of which gives

H't
T = E-C'+GV

and by means of it the first gives

G'H" - G' {A' - B') f + {{F - C") iC' - A') - G'" - If^} t+G'(B- C") = 0,

which being a cubic equation shows that there are three principal axes; and it is

afterwards proved that these are at right angles to each other.

147. To show the equivalence of Segner's solution to the modern one, I remark

that if M =
I
X'dm, we have

{A'-u)t+H' r + G' =0,

B' t + (B'-u)T + F' =0,

G' t+ F' T+C"-w = 0,

' The rectangular directions at a point in regard to an ellipsoid are the directions of the axes of the

circumscribed cone, or, what is the same thing, they are the directions of the normals to the three quadric

surfaces, confocal with the given ellipsoid, which pass through the given point. The theory of confocal

surfaces appears to have been first given by Chasles, Note XXXI. of the Aper(^ Historique (1837).

c. IV. 71
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t' : r^ : 1 : T : t : tr= RC - F'" - (R + C')u +u'

C'A'-G''-(G' + A')u + u'

A'B'-H'^-(A'+F)u + u^

G'lr-A'F' +F' u

H'F-FG' +G' u

F'G' - C'H' + H' u.

[298

or putting therein F' = 0,

f : t" -.1 t : tT = FC -(F + C')u + u^

CA'-G'^-(a' + A')u + u'

A'£'-H''-(A'+B')u + u'

G'H'

-FG'

-C'H'

+ G' u

+ H'u,

by means of which Segner's equations may be verified. I have given this analysis, as

the first solution of such a problem is a matter of interest.

148. There is little if anything added to Segner's results by the memoir, Euler,

" Recherches sur la Connaissance Mdcanique des Corps " (1758), which is introductory to

the immediately following one on Rotation.

149. Relating to the theory of principal axes we have Binet's " M^moire sur les

axes conjugu^s &c.," (1813). The author proposes to make known the new systems of

axes which he calls conjugate axes, which, when they are at right angles to each other,

coincide with the principal axes ; viz. considering the sum of the molecules each into

its distance from a plane, such distance being measured in the direction of a line,

then (the direction of the line being given) of all the planes which pass through a

given point, there is one for which the sum in question is a minimum, and this plane

is said to be conjugate to the given line, and from the notion of a line and conjugate

plane he passes to that of a system of conjugate axes. The investigation (which is

throughout an elegant one) is conducted analytically ; the coordinates made use of are

oblique ones, and the formulae are thus rendered more complicated than they would

have been ; in referring to them it will be convenient to make the axes rectangular.

150. One of the results is the well-known equation

(,A' -@){F- 0) {C - 6) - F'^ {A' - 0) - G'^ (F -&)- H'- (C - 0) + 2FG'H' = ;

which, if Xi, 2/i, Zi are the principal axes, has for its roots I x^dm, I y'dm,
j
z^dm.
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And the equations (1), p. 49, taking therein the original axes as rectangular, are

[2l'-TT-,]cosa+ ^' cos/S-i- ©' cos 7 = 0,

+ ^' cosa+(^33'- J^)cos/9+ r cos7 = 0,

+ ®' cosa+ 5' cosyS+fS'- ;jcos7=0,

where 21', 35', g', g', @', & denote the reciprocal coefficients, W^B'd-F'"- &c., and K'

is the discriminant =A'RC'-A'F'^-RG''-G'H'''+2F'G'H': this is a symmetrical

system of equations for finding cos a : cos /3 : cos 7, less simple however than the

modern form (post, No. 154), the identity of which with Binet's may be shown without

difficulty.

151. Another result (p. 57) is that if the original axes are principal axes, and

if Ox, Oy, Oz are the principal axes through a point the coordinates whereof are

/, g, h, and if 0/ = (say) I x^dm, then we have

/' g' A' _ 1

e/-^'"*" 0/-
£'

"^ 0,'- (7'~ M '

(in which I have restored the mass M, which is put equal to unity), so that if 0/ have

a given constant value, the locus of the point is a quadric surface, the nature whereof

will depend on the value of 0,. The surfaces in question are confocal with each other

/^ yi
Z^ \

{and with the imaginary surface —J^+ d/^ n'~lir' '^hich is similar to the ellipsoid

a? tfl z"^ 1
-j; + ^/ + TT/ = T?, which is the reciprocal of the comomental ellipsoid A'a?-^ By^ + G's^ = Mlt^

in regard to a concentric sphere, radius k}. The author mentions the ellipsoid

^a y2 ^2 2
-p + Tw + p-, = T> (see p. 64), and he remarks that his conjugate axes are in fact con-

jugate axes in respect to this ellipsoid, and consequently that the principal axes are

in direction, the principal axes of this ellipsoid : it is noticeable that the ellipsoid thus

incidentally considered is not the comomental ellipsoid itself, but, as just remarked, its

reciprocal in regard to a concentric sphere.

152. Poisson, MScanique (1st ed. 1811, and indeed 2nd ed. 1833), gives the theory

of principal axes in a less complete form than in Binet's memoir; for the directions

of the principal axes are obtained in anything but an elegant form.

153. Ampere's Memoir (1823).—The expression permanent axis is used in the place

of principal axis, which is employed to designate a principal axis through the centre

of gravity. The memoir contains a variety of veiy interesting geometrical theorems,

which however, as no ellipsoid is made use of, can hardly be considered as exhibited

in their proper connexion. The author arrives incidentally at certain conies, which are

/af 1/^ z^ 1 \
in fact the focal conies of the ellipsoid of gyration [-j + n+ p= TTr) for tlie centre of

gravity.

71—2
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154. Cauchy, in the memoir " Sur les Momens d'lnertie " (1827), considers the

momental ellipsoid (A, B, C, F, G, H~$^x, y, zf = 1, and employs it as well to prove

the existence of the principal axes as to determine their direction, and also the

magnitudes of the principal moments ; the results are obtained in the simplest and

best forms ; viz. the direction cosines are given by

{A — ®)co3a +H cos^+G cos 7 = 0,

H co9a + {B -&)co&^ + F cos 7 = 0,

G cosa+i?' cosy9 + (C-0)cos7 = O,

where

(A-&)iB-@)(C-&)-(A-&)F^-(B-&)G'-{G-@)H^ + 2FGH=0.

being one of the principal moments.

155. Poinsot, "M^moire sur la Rotation" (1834), defines the "Central Ellipsoid" as

an ellipsoid having for its axes the principal axes through the centre of gravity, the

squares of the lengths being reciprocally proportional to the principal moments; and

he remarks in passing that the moment ahout any diameter of the ellipsoid is inversely

proportional to the square of this diameter. It is to be noticed that Poinsot speaks

only of the ellipsoid having its centre at the centre of gravity, but that such ellipsoid

may be constructed about any point whatever as centre, and that so generalized it

is in fact the momental ellipsoid Aa? + By^ + Gz' = Mk^ ; and moreover that Poinsot

defines his ellipsoid by reference to the principal axes.

156. Pirie, "On the Principal Axes &c." (1837), obtained anal3i;ically in a very

elegant manner equations for determining the positions of the principal axes ; viz.

these are

{A' - &) cos a + H' cos /3 + G' cos 7 = 0,

H' cosa4-(5'-0')cosy8 + J^' cos7=0,

G' cosa+J?" cos/3 + (C"-0')cos7 = O,

where

(A' - &) (B' - ©') (C - ©') - (A' - 0') F'' - (B' - 0') (?'» - {C - &) F'' + 2F'G'H' = ;

viz. these are similar to those of Cauchy, only they belong to the comomental instead

of the momental ellipsoid.

157. Maccullagh, in his Lectures of 1844 (see Haughton), considers the momental

ellipsoid

{A, B, G, F, G, H\x, y. zy = Mk*

{A, B, C, F, 6, H vt suprd), which is such that the moment of inertia of the body

with respect to any axis passing through the origin is proportional to the square of

the radius vector of the ellipsoid ; and from the geometrical theorem of the ellipsoid

having principal axes he obtained the mechanical theorem of the existence of principal

axes of the body ; at least I infer that he did so, although the conclusion is not
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explicitly stated in Haughton's account ; but in all this he had been anticipated by

Cauchy. And afterwards, referring the ellipsoid to its principal axes, so that the equation

is Aa? + By- + Cz- = Mk*; he writes A^Ma", B = Mb"-, G=Md', which reduces the equation
ga yi ^2

to a^j^ + ^y'+ c^z" = k*, and he considers the reciprocal ellipsoid ^2''"fi+ ;5~-^' ^'^' '^^^^

a? 'ifi z"^ \
is the same thing, -. +^ + v^ = t? . which is the ellipsoid of gyration.

158. Thomson, " On the Principal Axes of a Solid Body " (1846), shows analytically

that the principal axes coincide in direction with the axes of the momental ellipsoid

{A, B, C, F, G, HJx, y, zy = Mk*;

but the geometrical theorem might have been assumed : the investigation is really

an investigation of the axes of this ellipsoid. And he remarks that the ellipsoid

{A', R, C, F, G', If^x, y, zf = Mk^ (the comomental ellipsoid) might equally well have

been used for the purpose.

159. He obtains the before-mentioned theorem that the directions of the principal

axes at any point are the rectangular directions in regard to the ellipsoid of gyration

a? iP z^ \\
-J + %j + ^ = -T> ) for the centre of gravity. And for determining the moments of inertia

at the given point (say its coordinates are f, 77, ?") he obtains the equation

^ + -^-r^^ ^ . „ = 1.

p+'T'+r+^j^ ?+T+r=+^- r+7?^+?=+^

where the three roots of the cubic in P are the required moments. Analytically

nothing can be more elegant, but, as already remarked, a geometrical construction for

the magnitudes of these moments appears to be required.

160. Some very interesting geometrical results are obtained by considering the

" equimomental surface", the locus of the points for which one of the moments of

inertia is equal to a given quantity 11 ; the equation is of course

— 1 3. =1
.4 — 11 B — Yi (7—

n

a:. + y« + 2a +___ a?+ ya+^ +__ a^+2,2+ 2»+ __

which includes Fresnel's wave-surface. In particular it is shown that the equimo-

mental surface cuts any surface

a^
. y' ^ ^ _ 1

A+^ B+@^G+% M

confocal with the ellipsoid of gyration in a spherical conic and a curve of curvature
;

a theorem which is also demonstrated, Cayley, "Note on a Geometrical Theorem &c."

(1846).
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161. Townsend, " On principal Axes &c." (1846).—This elaborate paper is con-

temporaneous, or nearly so, with Thomson's, and several of the conclusions are common

to the two. From the character of the paper, I find it difficult to give an account

of it; and I remark that, the theory of principal axes once brought into connexion

with that of confocal surfaces, all ulterior developments belong more properly to the

latter theory.

162. Haton de la Goupillifere's two memoirs, " Sur la Th^orie Nouvelle de la

G^m^trie des Masses" (18.58), relate in a great measure to the theory of the integral

xydm, and its variations according to the different positions of the two planes x=

and y = 0; the geometrical interpretations of the several results appear to be given

with much care and completeness, but I have not examined them in detail. The

author refers to the researches of Thomson and Townsend.

163. I had intended to show (but the paper has not been completed for publi-

cation) how the momental ellipsoid for any point of the body may be obtained from

that for the centre of gi-avity by a construction depending on the " square potency

"

of a point in regard to the last-mentioned ellipsoid.

The Rotation of a solid body. Article Nos. 164—207.

164. It will be recollected that the problem is the same for a body rotating

about a fixed point, and for the rotation of a free body about the centre of gravity;

the case considered is that of a body not acted on by any forces. According to the

ordinary analytical mode of treatment, the problem depends upon Euler's equations

Adp + {G-B)qrdt=0,

Bdq + (J. - C) rpdt = 0,

Cdr+(B-A)pqdt = 0,

for the determination of p, q, r, the angular velocities about the principal axes ; con-

sidering p, q, r as known, we obtain by merely geometrical considerations a system of

three differential equations of the fii-st oi-der for the determination of the position in

space of the principal axes.

165. The solution of these, which constitutes the chief difficulty of the problem,

is usually effected by referring the body to a set of axes fixed in space, the position

whereof is not arbitrary, but depends on the initial circumstances of the motion ; viz.

the axis of z is taken to be perpendicular to the so-called invariable plane. The

solution is obtained without this assumption both by Euler and Lagrange, although, as

remarked by them, the formulae are greatly simplified by making it; it is, on the

other hand, made in the solution (which may be considered as the received one) by

Poisson ; and the results depending on it are the starting-point of the ulterior analytical

developments of Rueb and Jacobi ; the method of Poinsot is also based upon the con-

sideration of the invariable plane.
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166. D'Alembert's Principle, which affords a direct and general method for obtaining

the equations of motion in any dynamical problem whatever, was given in his " Traits

de Dynamique" (1743); and in his memoir of 1749 he applied it to the physical

problem of the Precession of the Equinoxes, which is a special ease of the problem of

Rotation, the motion of rotation about the centre of gravity being in fact similar to

that about a fixed point. But, as might be expected in the first attempt at the

analj-tical treatment of so difficult a problem, the equations of motion are obtained in

a cumbrous and unmanageable form.

167. They are obtained by Euler in the memoir " Ddcouverte d'un Nouveau
Principe de Mdcanique," Berlin Memoirs for 1750 (1752) (written before the establish-

ment of the theory of principal axes), in a perfectly elegant form, including the

ordinary one already mentioned, and, in fact, reducible to it by merely putting the

quantities F, G, H (which denote the integrals I yzdm, &c.) equal to zero. But Euler

does not in this memoir enter into the question of the integration of the equations.

168. The notion of principal axes having been suggested by Euler, and their

existence demonstrated by Segner, we come to Euler's investigations contained in the

memoirs " Du Mouvement de Rotation &c.," Berlin Memoirs for 1758 (printed 1765) and

for 1760 (printed 1767), and the "Theoria Motus Corporum Solidorum &c." (1765). In

the memoir of 1760, and in the "Theoria Motus," Euler employs 8, the angular

velocity round the instantaneous axis, but not the resolved velocities 8 cos a, 8 cos /3,

8cos7(=jj, q, r): these quantities (there called x, y, z) are however employed in the

memoir, Berlin Memoirs (1758), whifeh must, I apprehend, have been written after the

other, and in which at any rate the solution is developed with much gi'eater complete-

ness. It is in fact carried further thaa the ordinary solutions, and after the angular

velocities p, q, r have been found, the remaining investigation for the position in space

of the principal axes, conducted, (as above remarked), without the aid of the invariable

plane, is one of great elegance.

169. In the last-mentioned memoir Euler starts from the equations given by

d'Alembert's principle; vi2. the impressed forces being put equal to zero, these are

Sdm(
d^'z d^y\ ^ .

or, what is the same thing, using u, v, w to denote the velocities of an element in

the directions of the axes fixed in space, these are

^dm(y^^-z^)=0,

_., / du dw\ .2dm^.^-.^j = 0,
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It is assumed that at any moment the body revolves round an instantaneous axis,

inclinations a; /8, 7, with an angular velocity H; this gives

u = ii{z cos ^ — y cos 7) = 5^ — ry,

V =ii{x cos 7 — « cos a) = ra; —pz,

w = S(y cos a — x cos ^)=px — qy,

if bcoso, Scos/S, 8 cos 7 are denoted by p, q, r. The values of du, dv, dw are obtained

by differentiating these formulae, treating p, q, r, x, y, z as variable, and replacing

dx, dy, dz by udt, vdt, wdt respectively ; in the resulting formulae for ydw — zdv, &c.,

X, y, z are considered as denoting the coordinates of the element in regard to axes

fixed in the body and moveable with it, but which at the moment under consideration

coincide in position with the axes fixed in space. The expressions for 2 (ydw — zdv) dm

involve the integrals A =
j
(y'+ z*) dm, &c., where the coordinates refer to axes fixed in

the body; and if these are taken to be principal axes, the expression for "2, (ydw — zdv) dm
is =Adp + (G— B)qrdt, which gives the three equations

Adp + (G-B) qrdt = 0,

Bdq+(A-C)rpdt=0,

Cdr + {B-A)pqdt = Q.

already referred to as Euler's equations.

170. Next, as regards the determination of the position in space of the principal

axes : if about the fixed point we describe a sphere meeting the principal axes in

Xi, yi, Zi, and if P be an arbitrary point on the sphere and PQ an ai-bitrary direction

through P, the quantities used to determine the positions of x^, y^, z^ are the distances

flqP, yiP, ZjP (= I, m, n) and the inclinations x^PQ, yiPQ, ZiPQ(=X, ft, v) of these arcs

to the fixed direction PQ (it is to be observed that the sines and cosines of the

differences of \, fj,,
v are given functions of the sines and cosines of I, m, n, and,

moreover, that cos^i + cos^m+cos"?! = 1, so that the number of independent parameters

is three). The above is Euler's definition ; but if we consider a set of axes fixed in

space meeting the sphere in the points X, Y, Z, then if the point X be taken for P,

and the arc XY for PQ, it is at once seen that the angles used for determining the

relative positions of the two sets of axes are the same as in Euler's memoir "Formula

Generales &c.," 1775 {ante, No. 132), where the formulas for this transformation of

coordinates are considered apart fi-om the dynamical theory.

Euler expresses the quantities p, q, r in terms of an auxiliary variable u, which is

such that du = pqrdt
; p, q, r are at once obtained in terms of u, and then t is given

in terms of u by a quadrature. Euler employs also an auxiliary angle U, given in terms

of w by a quadrature. And he obtains finite algebraical expressions in u, cos U, sin U
for the cosines or sines of I, m, n; s (the angular distance IP, if / denote the point

in which the instantaneous axis meets the sphere),
(f>

(the angle IPQ) and \ —
<f),

/u, — (j>, v —
(J3.

The formulae, although complicated, are extremely elegant, and they appeal- to have

been altogether overlooked by subsequent writers.
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171. Euler remarks, however, that the complexity of his solution is owing to the

circumstance that the fixed point P is left arbitrary, and that they may be simplified

by taking this point so that a certain relation (? — 2)- = may be satisfied between

the constants of the solution ; and he gives the far more simple formulae corresponding

to this assumption. This amounts to taking the point P in the normal of the invariable

plane, and the resulting formulae are in fact identical with the ordinary formulae for

the solution of the problem. The expression invariable plane is not used by Euler,

and seems to have been first employed in Lagrange's memoir " Essai sur le Probleme

de Trois Corps," Prix de I'Acad. de Berlin, t. ix. (1772) : the theory in reference to

the solar system has been studied by Laplace, Poinsot, and others.

172. Lagrange's solution in the memoir of 1778 is substantially the same with

that in the Mecanique Analytique. Only he starts from the integi-al equations of areas

and of Vis Viva, but in the last-mentioned work from the equations of motion as ex-

pressed in the Lagrangian form by means of the Vis Viva function T {=^X(x'^+y'^+z'^)dm).

The distinctive feature is that he does not refer the body to the principal axes but

to any rectangular ajces whatever fixed in the body : the expression for T consequently

is T=^(A, B, C, F, G, H^J), q, rf, instead of the more simple form

T = ^{Ap- + Bq^ + Ci%

which it assumes when the body is referred to its principal axes. And Lagrange effects

the integration as well with this more general form of T, as without the simplification

aiforded by the invariable plane ; the employment, however, of the more general form

of T seems an unnecessary complication of the problem, and the formulae are not worked

out nearly so completely as in Eulpr's memoir. It may be observed that p, q, r are

expressed as functions of the instantaneous velocity « (= '^p' + q^ + r"), and thence t

obtained by a quadrature as a function of a.

173. Poisson's Memoir of 1809.—The problem is only treated incidentally for the

sake of obtaining the expressions for the variations of the arbitrary constants ; the

results (depending, as already remarked, on the consideration of the invai'iable plane)

are obtained and exhibited in a very compact form, and they have served as a basis

for further developments; it will be proper to refer to them somewhat particularly.

The Eulerian equations give, in the first place, the integrals

Ajf + Bq^ + C'r'^^h,

AY + -B'S' + CV = A;'

;

and then by means of these, p, q being expressed in terms of r, we have t in terms

of r by a quadrature.

174. The position in space of the principal axes is determined by referring them,

by means of the angles 6, (p, t, to axes Ox, Oy, Oz fixed in space ; if, to fix the

ideas, we call the plane of xy the ecliptic {Ox being the origin of longitudes), and

the plane of the two principal axes x^yi the equator, then we have

d, the longitude of node,

<f),
the inclination,

T, the hour-angle, or angular distance of Ox^ from the node,

c. IV. 72
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and a, /3, 7 the cosine inclinations of Oa:,, a', yS', y those of Oy,, and a", ff", 7" those of

Ozi to Ox, Oy, Oz respectively are given functions of 0, <}>, t (the values of a", /3", 7"

depending upon 0, <j) only), we have

pdt = sin T sin <^d0 \- cos t d^,

(/(ii = cos T sin <f>d0 — sin t d^,

7-dt =dT + cos <^ d^.

175. A set of integrals is

Apa. + Bq^ + Cry = k cos \,

Apa^ + Bq^' + Cry = k cos /*,

Apai' + Bq^" + Cry" = kcmv,

equivalent to two independent equations, the values of \, fi, v being such that

cos' X + cos' fi + cos' J' = 1 ; but the position of the axis of z may be chosen so that

the values on the right-hand sides become 0, 0, k; the axis of z is then perpen-

dicular to the invariable plane, the condition in question serving as a definition. And
the three equations then give

Ap = koL", Bq = k^", Cr = ky",

where the values of a", /S", 7" in fact are

a" = sin T sin
(f),

/8" = cos t sin
<f),

y" = cos </>

;

we have thus t,
<f)

in terms of r. And the equation rdt = dr + cos <f)d0 then leads to

the value of d0, or is determined as a function of r by a quadrature.

176. The constants of integration are h, k, I (the constant attached to t), g (the

constant attached to 0) ; and two constants, say a the longitude of the node, and 7
the inclination of the invariable plane in reference to an arbitrary plane of xy and

origin x of longitudes therein. I remark in passing that Poisson obtains an elegant

set of formulae for the variations of the constants h, k, g, I, a, 7, not actually in the

canonical form, but which may by a slight change be reduced to it.

177. Legendre considers the problem of Rotation in the Exercices de Calcul

Intigral, t. 11. (1817), and the TMorie des Fonctions Elliptiques, t. I. pp. 366—410

(1826). He does not employ the quantities p, q, r, but obtains de novo a set of

differential equations of the second order involving the angles which determine the

position of the principal axes with regard to the axes fixed in space : these angles are

in fact (calling the plane of the fixed axes x, y the ecliptic) the longitude and latitude

of one of the principal axes, and the azimuth from the meridian through such

principal axis of an arbitrary axis fixed in the body and moveable with it. The
solution is developed by means of the elliptic integrals. From the peculiar choice of

variables there would, it would seem, be considerable labour in comparing the results

with those of other writers, and there would be but little use in doing so.
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178. Poinsot's "The'orie Nouvelle de la Rotation des Corps."—The 'Extrait' of the

memoir was published in 1834, but the memoir itself was not published in extenso

until the year 1851. The ' Extrait ' contains, however, not only the fundamental theorem

of the representation of the motion of a body about a fixed point by means of the

momental ellipsoid rolling on a fixed tangent plane, but also the geometrical and

mechanical reasonings by which this theorem is demonstrated; it establishes also the

notions of the Peloid and Serpoloid curves ; and it contains incidentally, and without

any developments, a very important remark as to the representation of the motion by

means of the rolling and sliding motion of an elliptic cone. The whole theory

(including that of the last-mentioned representation of the motion) is in the memoir

itself also analytically developed, but without the introduction of the elliptic and Jacobian

functions : to form a complete theory, it would be necessary to incorporate the memoir

with that of Jacobi.

179. The following is an outline of the ' Extrait '

:

The instantaneous motion of a body about a fixed point is a motion of rotation

about an axis (the instantaneous axis) ; and hence the finite motion is as if there

were a cone fixed in the body which rolls (without sliding) upon another cone fixed

in space.

The instantaneous motion of a body in space is a motion of rotation about an

axis combined with a translation in the direction of this axis: this remark is hardly

required for Poinsot's purpose, and he does not further develope the theory of the

motion of a body in space. The effect of a couple in a plane perpendicular to a

principal axis is to turn the body about this axis with an angular velocity proportional

to the moment of the couple divided by the moment of inertia about the axis.

And hence by resolving any couple into couples perpendicular to the principal axes,

the effect of such couple may be calculated ; but more simply by means of the

central ellipsoid (momental ellipsoid aW + 6y + c=2= = A-*, if J., B, G == Ma", Mb-, Mc"), viz.,

if the body is acted on by a couple in a tangent plane of the ellipsoid, the instan-

taneous axis passes through the point of contact ; and reciprocally, given the instantaneous

axis, the couple must act in the tangent plane.

180. Considering now a body rotating about a fixed point, and taking as the

plane of the couple of impulsion a tangent plane of the ellipsoid, the instantaneous

axis is initially the diameter through the point of contact ; the centrifugal forces

arising from the rotation produce however an accelerating couple, the effect whereof is

continually to impress on the body a rotation which is compounded with that about

the instantaneous axis, and thus to cause a variation in the position of this axis and

in the angular velocity round it. The axis of the accelerating couple is always situate

in the plane of the couple of impulsion.

181. Hence also

V. Throughout the motion the angular velocity is proportional to the length of

the instantaneous axis considered as a radius vector of the ellipsoid.

72—2
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2°. The distance of the tangent plane from the centre is constant; that is, the

tangent plane to the ellipsoid at the extremity of the instantaneous axis is a fixed

plane in space.

Or, what is the same thing, the motion is such that the ellipsoid remains always

in contact \nth a fixed plane, viz., the body revolves round the radius vector through

the point of contact, the angular velocity being always proportional to the length of

this radius vector.

It is right to remark that in Poinsot's theory the distance of this plane from

the centre depends on the arbitrarily assumed magnitude of the central ellipsoid ; the

parallel plane through the centre is the invariable plane of the motion.

182. The motion is best understood by the consideration that it is implied in

the theorem that the pole of the instantaneous axis describes on the ellipsoid a certain

curve, " the Poloid," which is the locus of all the points for which the perpendicular

on the tangent plane has a given constant value (the curve in question is easily seen

to be the intersection of the ellipsoid by a concentric cone of the second order) ; and

that the instantaneous axis describes on the fixed tangent plane a curve called " the

Serpoloid," which is the locus of the points with which the several points of the poloid

come successively in contact with the tangent plane, and is a species of undulating

curve, viz., the radius vector as it moves through the angles ^ to ^i + 211, 6^ + 211 to

0i + 4;I\, &c. assumes continually the same series of values. This is in fact evident

from the mode of generation ; and it is moreover clear that the serpoloid is an algebraical

or else a transcendental curve according as 11 is or is not commensurable with ir.

{Treating the poloid and serpoloid as cones instead of curves, the motion of the

body is the rolling motion of the former upon the latter cone, which agrees with a

previous remark.}

There is a very interesting special case where the perpendicular distance from the

tangent plane is equal to the mean axis of the ellipse.

183. Poinsot remarks that the motion is such that {considering the plane of the

couple of impulsion as drawn through the centre of the ellipsoid} the section of the

ellipsoid is an ellipse variable in form but of constant magnitude, and that this leads

to a new representation of the motion, viz., that it may be regarded as the motion

of an elliptic cone which rolls on the plane of ike couple {the invariable plane} rvith a

variable velocity, and which slides on this plane with a uniform velocity.

184. The theory of the last-mentioned cone, say the " rolling and sliding cone," is

developed in the memoir, Liouville, t. xvi. p. 303, in the chapter entitled " Nouvelle Image
de la Rotation des Corps." If a, b, c signify as before (viz.. A, B, C = Ma^, M¥, M<f),

and if h be the distance of the centre from Poinsot's fixed tangent plane (h<a> c),

then the invariable axis describes in the body a cone the equation whereof is

(a= - h^)af' + (b^-h') y- + {c^- h'')z^=0

;

the cone reciprocal to this, viz. the cone the equation whereof is

a'-h^ ^ h'-h' ^ c'-k'
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is the "rolling and sliding cone." The generating line OT of this cone is perpendicular

to the plane of the instantaneous axis 01, and of the invariable axis OG ; and the

analytical expressions for the rolling and sliding velocities follow from the geometrical

consideration that the motion at any instant is a rotation round the instantaneous

axis 01: that for the sliding velocity is the instantaneous angular velocity into the

cosine of the angle lOG, which is in fact constant ; that for the rolling velocity is

given, but a further explanation of the geometrical signification is perhaps desirable.

185. I may in this place again refer to Cohen's memoir " On the Differential

Coefficients and Determinants of Lines &c." (1862), the latter part of which contains

an application of the method to finding Euler's equations for the motion of a rotating

body.

186. Rueb in his memoir (1834) first applied the elliptic and Jacobian functions

to the present problem. Starting from the equations

Aj^+Bq^ + Cr'^h,

AY + -ffY + (^'^ = ^'. C)
and

-Bdq
dt =

{A-C)rp'

it is easy to perceive that by assuming q = a, proper multiple of sin ^, the expression

for dt takes the form ndt = =— , so that writing f = am m, the integral equation
vl — Ji? sin^ f

is nt — e = u, or u is an angle varying directly as the time (and corresponding to the

mean longitude, or, if we please, to the mean anomaly in the problem of elliptic

motion). And then p, q, r are expressed as elliptic functions of u. The value of the

modulus k, and that of n(nt — e = u ut suprcb) are

(A - B) {P - Ch)

ABC
and then

- r^y B.B

{B - C) (- l^ + Ah)
ABC

-Ch .

^ sin am u,

/- I'' + Ah .

' / 18 PoiBBon'a *, the constant of the principal area ; it ia the letter afterwards used by Jacobi ; Rueb's

letter is g. In quoting (infrh) the expressions for p, ij, r, I have given them with Rueb's signs, but it would

be too long to explain how the signs of the radicals are determined.
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187. Substituting for p, q, r their values in terms of u, we have dff, and thence

(the longitude of the node of the equator on the invariable plane) in the form

d= --^-u + iU{u, ia) (i=:V^l),

which by Jacobi's formulae for the transformation of the elliptic integral of the third

class becomes

^ = ( - -j- + i^ (at) \u +h log S-) 4

.

\ An ^ ') ^ *'©(«+ ai)

which Rueb reduces to the real form

e=-n'u + tan-> W,

W being given in the form of a fraction, the numerator and denominator whereof are

series in multiple sines and multiple cosines respectively of ^^.

188. Rueb investigates also the values in terms of u of the cosine inclinations

of the instantaneous axis to the axes fixed in space ; and he obtains a very elegant

expression for the angle f, which is the angular distance from x of the projection on

the plane of xy (the invariable plane) of the instantaneous axis ; viz., this is

?= t-- (- r/^7 •

^'"" -)

-

e,
\ {A — B)L sin am u cos am u)

and there is throughout a careful discussion of the geometrical signification of the results.

189. The advance made was enormous ; the result is that we have in terms of

the time sin r sin <^, cos t sin </>, cos ^ (the cosine inclinations of the invariable axis to

the principal axes), and also 6, the longitude of the node. The cosine inclinations of

the axes of x and y to the principal axes could of course be obtained from these,

but they would be of a very complicated and unmanageable form ; the reason of this

is the presence in the expression for 6 of the non-periodic term — n'u. It will presently

be seen how this difficulty was got over by Jacobi.

190. Briot's paper of 1842 contains an analytical demonstration of some of the

theorems given in the 'Extrait' of Poinsot's memoir of 1834.

191. In Maccullagh's Lectures of 1844 (see Haughton, 1849; MaccuUagh, 1847)

the problem of the rotation of a solid body is treated in a mode somewhat similar to

that of Poinsot ; only the ellipsoid of gyration (^ +
1' + j' = 1, if A, B, C=Ma?, M¥, M(ij

is used instead of the momental ellipsoid. Thus, reciprocal to the peloid curve on the

momental ellipsoid we have on the ellipsoid of gyration a curve all the points whereof

are equidistant from the centre ; such curve is of course the intersection of the

ellipsoid by a concentric sphere, that is, it is a spherical conic ; and the points of

this spherical conic come successively to coincide with a fixed point on the invariable

axis. This is a theorem stated in Art. VI. of Haughton 's memoir: it may be added
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that the several tangent planes of the ellipsoid of gyration at the points of the

spherical conic as they come to coincide with the fixed point, form a cone reciprocal

to Poinsot's serpoloid cone. It is clear that every theorem in the one theory has its

reciprocal in the other theory ; I have not particularly examined as to how far the

reciprocal theorems have been stated in the two theories.

192. Cayley, "On the Motion of Rotation of a Solid Body" (1843).—The object was

to apply to the solution of the problem Rodrigues' formulae for the resultant rotation ; viz.,

if the principal axes, considered as originally coinciding with the axes of x, y, z, can be

brought into their actual position at the end of the time < by a rotation 6 round an axis

inclined at angles /, g, h to the axes of x, y, z, and if \ = tan^0cos/, /u. = tan^^cos5',

j' = tan ^^cos A, then the principal axes are referred to the axes fixed in space by means
of the quantities X, /t, v. And these are to be obtained from the equations

icpdt = 2 ( dX, + vdfL — yidv),

K qdt = 2 (— vdX + dii + Xdv),

K rdt = 2 ( fjd\ — Xd/j, + dv),

where « = 1 + X= + ^" + z^, and p, q, r are to be considered as given functions of t, or

of other the variable selected as the independent one. But for effecting the integration

it was found necessary to take the axis of ^ as the invariable axis.

193. The solution by Jacobi, § 27 of the memoir " Theoria Novi Multiplicatoris

"

(1845), is given as an application of the general theory, the author remai-king that,

as well in this question as in the problem of the two fixed centres, he purposely

employed a somewhat inartificial analysis, in order to show that the principle (of the

Ultimate Multiplier) would lead to the result without any special artifices. The

principal axes are referred to the axes fixed in space by the ordinary three angles (here

called qi, q.^, q^), and the solution is carried so far as to give the integral equations,

mthout any reduction of the integrals contained in them to elliptic integrals. The

solution is, however, in so far remarkable that the integrations are effected without the

aid of the invariable plane.

194. Cayley, "On the Rotation of a Solid Body &c." (1846).—It appeared desirable

to obtain the solution by means of the quantities \, /j,, v, without the assistance of the

invariable plane, and Jacobi's discovery of the theorem of the Ultimate Multiplier induced

me to resume the problem, and at least attempt to bring it so far as to obtain a

differential equation of the first order between two variables only, the multiplier of

which could be obtained theoretically by Jacobi's discovery. The choice of two new
variables to which the equations of the problem led me, enabled me to effect this in

a simple manner ; and the differential equation which I finally obtained turned out

to be integrable per se, so that the laborious process of finding the multiplier became

unnecessary.

195. The new variables il, v have the following geometrical significations: I2=Ztan J^cos/,

where I is the principal moment {A'^jf + B'q^ + Or" = P), 6 (as before) the angle of resultant
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rotation, and I is the inclination of the resultant axis to the invariable axis ; and

v = l*co&^^J, where if we imagine a line AQ having the same position relatively to

the axes fixed in space that the invariable axis has to the principal axes of the body,

then J is the inclination of this line to the invariable axis. It is found that p, q, r

are functions of v only, whereas X, /i, v contain besides the variable fi. In obtaining

these relations, there occurs a singular relation 12" = /cu — 1\ which may also be written

1 + tan' i^ cos'/ =800=^^008' ^/, where the geometrical significations of the quantities

/, J have just been explained. The final results are that the time t, and the arc

tan"'
-J

are each of them expressible as the integials of certain algebraical functions

of V. There might be some interest in comparing the results with those of Euler's

memoir of 1758, where the principal axes are also referred to an arbitrary system of

axes fixed in space ; but I was not then acquainted with Euler's memoir.

The concluding part of the paper relates to the determination of the variations

of the constants in the disturbed problem.

196. Cayley, "Note on the Rotation of a Solid of Revolution" (1849), shows the

simplification produced in the formulae of the last-mentioned memoir in the case where

two of the moments of inertia are equal, say A=B.

197. Jacobi's final solution of the problem of Rotation was given without demon-

stration in the letter to the Academy of Sciences at Paris; the demonstration is added

in the memoir, Crelle, t. xxxix. (1849). The fundamental idea consists in taking in

the invariable plane, instead of the fixed axes xy, a set of axes xy revolving with

uniform velocity, such that the angular distance of the axis of x from its initial

position is precisely = — n'u ; and consequently if 6' be the longitude of the node of

the equator on the invariable plane, measured from the moveable axis of a; as the

origin of longitude, we have

^=^-Kn. = 2^.1og^A_^, (^ = V-l);

and in consequence of this form of the expression for ^'
(= „-. into a logarithmic function]

in passing to the trigonometrical functions sin ff, cos & the logarithm disappears altogether

;

and we have in a simple form the expressions for the actual functions sin ff, cos ff

,

through which & enters into the formulae, and thus, Jacobi remarks, the barrier is

cleared which stands in the way when the expression of an angle is reduced to an

elliptic integral of the third class.

198. For the better expression of the results, Jacobi joins to the functions H, 0,

considered in the "Fundamenta Nova," the fiinctions %{ui,= %(K—v), H^{u) = H{K—u);
so that

jY . Hu Ih H{ii 1 . ©iMVKsmamM = 7-—
, a / r? cosamM = -pr- , --= A am m = 7=.—

,

and then considering the cosine inclinations of the principal axes to the invariable

axis and the revolving axes in the invariable plane, these are all fractions which,
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neglecting constant factors, have the common denominator 0m ; a", /3", 7" (as shown by

Rueb's formula) have the numerators Hiu, Hu, and ©jM respectively ; and a, a! have

the numerators H{u + ia)±H{u — ia), yS, /3' the numei-ators Hi(u — ia)±IIi(u + ia), 7, 7'

the numerators .@ (u + ia) + ® (m — ia) respectively : there are also expressions of a similar

form for the angular velocities about the axis of x and y ; that about the axis of z (the

invariable axis) having, as was known, the constant value y . The memoir is also very-

valuable analytically, as completing the systems of formulae given in the Fundamenta

Nova in reference to elliptic integi-als of the third class.

199. It is worth noticing how the results connect themselves with Poinsot's theorem

of the rolling and sliding cone : the velocity of the rolling motion depends only upon

the position, on the cone, of the line of contact, so that the same series of velocities

recur after any number of complete revolutions of the cone ; that is, the total angle

described by the line of contact in consequence of the rolling motion, consists of a part

varying directly with the time (or say varying as m) and a periodic part ; the former

part combines with the similar term arising from the sliding motion; and the two

together give Jacobi's term n'u.

200. SomofFs memoir (18.51), written after Jacobi's Note in the Gomptes Rendus,

but before the appearance of the memoir in Crelle, gives the demonstration of the

greater part of Jacobi's results.

201. Booth's Theory of Elliptic Integrals &c. (1851) (contemporaneous with the

publication of Poinsot's memoir of 1834) contains various interesting analytical develop-

ments, and, as an interpretation of tnem, the author obtains (p. 93) the theorem of

the rolling and sliding cone. The investigations involve the elliptic integrals, but not

the elliptic or Jacobian functions.

202. Richelot's two Notes {Crelle, tt. XLii. and xliv.) relate to the solution of

the problem of rotation given in his memoir "Eine neue Losung &c." (1851). This is

an application of Jacobi's theorem for the integration of a system of dynamical equations

by means of the principal function 6' (see my " Report " of 1857, art. 34). Retaining

Richelot's letters <\>, y^, 6, which signify

1^, the longitude of the node,

d , the inclination,

^, the hour-angle,

the question is to find a complete solution of the partial differential equation

«= 2ZiU^'^^^ + S^jsin^-d^^«^'^.

1 (fdV . dV\ cosd) dV . )'

1 (dVv dV
*"2C [d<f,)

"^
dt'

c. IV, 73
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that is, a solution involving (besides the constant attached to F by a mere addition)

three arbitrary constants; these are ti, ^,, p. Writing in the first place V= W+tti+ •<jnfri,

the resulting equation for W may be satisfied by taking W, a function of
<f>

and 6,

without yfr or t; and it is sufficient to have a solution involving only a single arbitrary

constant. This leads to a solution which is as follows:

+ ty.-V', n -j:^-^^^^ pjan _-^-=_^_^+ n _-^---__==j

-(^2,,)J

«/>.'d«^i

<''^-<^'V(5-^)('^''-5 + 2^)((5-z)'^' + Z+2^)'

where ^ and 6^ are certain given functions of <,, i/^j, p, and of 6 and <^. The solution

of the dynamical problem is then obtained by putting the differential coefficients

-^- , j-y- , -T- equal to arbitrary constants L, a, G respectively ; the results are some-

what more simple than might be expected from the very complicated form of the

function V. The foregoing results (although not by themselves very intelligible) will

give an idea of the form in which the analytical solution in the first instance presents

itself

203. Richelot proceeds to remai-k that the solution in question, and the resulting

integral equations of the problem, may be simplified in a peculiar manner by the

method which he calls "the integration by the spherical triangle." For this pui-pose

he introduces a spherical triangle, the sides and angles whereof are

V, \, fi,; N, A, M,
and then assuming

N constant, M = tt — ^

(^- 2) sin» (<!> + «/) sin» A + (^
- i) cos^ (0 + .;) sin= A =

J
+ ?|

,

where p and t^ are constant, the solution is

V= tit- p {ylr - \) cos N -pM + pjcosAd((f> + v);

and that this expression leads to all the results almost without calculation.

204. I have quoted the foregoing results from the Note (Crelle, t. XLii.), having

seen, but without having studied, the Memoir itself: the results appear veiy interesting

and valuable ones; but they seem to require a more complete geometrical develop-

ment than they have received in the Memoir ; and I am not able to bring them

into connexion with the other researches on the subject.

205. The solution, § 3 of Donkin's memoii" "On a Class of Differential Equations

&C." (part I. 1854), is given as an illustration of the general theory to which the

memoir relates ; it contains, however, some interesting geometrical developments in regard

to the case (A = B) of two equal moments of inertia. I have not compaied the results

with those in my Note of 1849.
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206. The solution of the rotation problem, § 66 of Jacobi's memoir " Nova
Methodus &c." (1862), has for its object to show the complete analogy which exists

between this problem and the problem of a body attracted to a fixed centre. The

section is in fact headed " Solutio simultanea problematis de motu puncti versus cen-

trum attracti atque problematis de rotatione &c." ; and Jacobi, after noticing that

Poisson, in his memoir of 1816 (M^m. de I'Inst. t. i.), had shown that the expressions

for the variations of the elements in the two problems could be investigated by a

common analysis, remarks, " Sed ipsa problemata duo imperturbata hie primum, quantum

credo, amplexus sum." The solution is in fact as follows:—Suppose that in the one

problem the position of the point in space, and in the other problem the position of

the body in regard to the fixed axes, is determined in any manner by the quantities

91, 22. 93- Let

dq,_, dq,_ , dq,_

dt"^" di~^" dt~^"

and expressing the Vis Viva function T in terms of q^, q«, q,, q^', q,, qa, let

dT _ dT _ dT _
dq,'~P" d^'~P" dq;~P"

and let H be the value of T expressed in terms of q^, q.., q,, p^, p„, 2h, so that

H=a ia the integral of Vis Viva (this is merely the transformation to the Hamiltonian

form). And let Hi=ai,
<f)
= a^', i^ = a," be the three integrals of areas {H, Hi, <j), ^jr

are functions of the variables only, not containing the arbitrary constants a, a^, a/, a").

Then, expressing

in terms of p,, p,, p,, q^, q.,, q,, and by means of the equations

H = a, Hi=ai, H.i = ai

(where a, = Va,' + Oi'" + a"^ ) expressing j^i, p^, p, in terms of q^, q^, q,, we have

Pidqi+p^j+ p^q, a complete differential; and putting

/(
Pidqi + p^dq, H-iJsf^^s) = V,

then (a, a,, Oj, b, h^, 6, being arbitrary constants) we have

H= a. Hi = Oi , Hi = a.j

,

dai~ J\da.i ^* da^ ^^ da, J ''

73—2
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tis the complete integrals of either problem, the last three of them being the final

integrals.

And it is added that if in either problem we have H+Q instead of H, the expressions

for the variations of the elements assume the canonical forms ,^
= n" > tt =t > &c-

at do at da

The solution is not further developed as regards the rotation problem, but it is

so (§ 67) as regards the other problem.

207, It must, I think, be considered that a comprehensive memoir on the Problem

of Kotation, embracing and incorporating all that has been done on the subject, is

greatly needed.

Kinematics of a solid body. Article Nos. 208 to 215.

208. The general theorem in regard to the infinitesimal motions (rotations and

translations) of a solid body is that these are compounded and resolved in the same

way as if they were single forces and couples respectively. Thus any infinitesimal

rotations and translations are resolvable into a rotation and a translation ; the rotation

is given as to its magnitude and as to the direction of its axis, but not as to the

position of the axis (which may be any line in the given dii'ection): the magnitude

and direction of the translation depend on the assumed position of the axis of rotation

;

in particular this may be taken so that the translation shall be in the direction of

the axis of rotation; and the magnitude of the rotation is then a minimum. I remark

that the theorem as above stated presupposes the establishment of the theory of couples

(of forces) which was first accomplished by Poinsot in his ' Elemens de Statique,' 1st edit.

1804 ; it must have been, the whole or nearly the whole of it, familiar to Chasles at

the date of his paper of 1830 next referred to (see also Note XXXIV. of the Aperfu

Historique, 1837) ; and it is nearly the whole of it stated in the ' Extrait ' of Poinsot's

memoir on Rotation, 1834.
«

209. Chasles' paper in the Bulletin Univ. des Sciences for 1830.—The con-esponding

theorem is here given for the finite motions (rotations and translations) of a solid

body as follows : viz. if any finite displacement be given to a free solid body in space,

there exists always in the body a certain indefinite line which after the displacement

remains in its original situation. The theorem is deduced from a more general one

relating to two similar bodies. It may be otherwise stated thus : viz., any motions may
be represented by a translation and a rotation (the order of the two being indifferent);

the rotation is given as regards its magnitude and the direction of its axis, but not

as to the position of the axis (which may be any line in the given direction) ; the

magnitude and direction of the translation depend on the assumed position of the axis

of rotation ; in particular this may be taken so that the translation shall be in the

direction of the axis of rotation ; the magnitude of the translation is then a minimum.

It may be noticed that a translation may be represented as a couple of rotations;

that is, two equal and opposite rotations about parallel axes.
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210. It is part of the general theorem that any number of rotations about axes

passing through one and the same point may be compounded into a single rotation

about an axis through that point ; this is, in fact, the theory of the " Resultant Axis

"

developed in Euler's and Lexell's memoirs of 1775.

211. The following properties are also given, viz., considering two similar solid

bodies (or in particular any two positions of a solid body) and joining the corresponding

points, the lines which pass through one and the same point form a cone of the

second order; and the points of either body form on this cone a curve of the third

order (skew cubic). And, reciprocally, the lines, intersections of corresponding planes,

which lie in one and the same plane envelope a conic, and such planes of either body

envelope a developable surface, which is such that any one of these planes meets it

in a conic {or, what is the same thing, the planes envelope a developable surface of

the fourth order}.

And also, given in space two equal bodies situate in any manner in respect to

each other, then joining the points of the first body to the homologous points of the

second body, the middle points of these lines form a body capable of an infinitesimal

motion, each point of it along the line on which the same is situate.

212. The entire theory, as well of the infinitesimal as of the finite motions of

a solid body, is carefully and successfully treated in Kodrigues' memoir " Des lois

geometriques &c." (1840). It may be remarked that for the purpose of compounding

together any rotations and translations, each rotation may be resolved into a rotation

about a parallel axis and a couple of rotations, that is, a translation ; the rotations

are thus converted into rotations about axes through one and the same point, and

these give rise to a single resultant rotation given as to its magnitude and the

direction of the axis, but not as to the position of the axis (which is an arbitrary

line in the given direction); the translations are then compounded together into a

single translation, and finally the position of the axis of rotation is so determined

that the translation shall be in the direction of this axis ; the entire system is thus

compounded (in accordance with Chasles' theorem) into a rotation and a translation in

the direction of the axis of the rotation. The problem of the composition depends

therefore on the composition of rotations about axes through one and the same point

;

that is, upon Euler's and Lexell's theoi-y of the resultant axis. But, as already noticed,

the analytical theory of the resultant axis was perfected by Rodrigues in the present

memoir (.see ante, ' Transformation of Coordinates,' Nos. 139

—

141, as to this memoir and

the quaternion representation of the formulae contained in it.

213. It wa.s remarked in Poinsot's memoir of 1834 that every continuous motion

of a solid body about a fixed point is the motion of a cone fixed in the body rolling

upon another cone fixed in space. The corre.sponding theorem for the motion of a

solid body in space is given

Cayley, "On the Geometrical Representation &c." (1846): viz. premising that a

skew surface is said to be " deformed "
if, considering the elements between consecutive

generating lines as rigid, these elements be made in any manner to turn round and
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slide along the successive generating lines :—and that two skew surfaces can be made

to roll and slide one upon the other, only if the one is a deformation of the other

—

and that then the rolling and sliding motions are perfectly determined—and that such

a motion may be said to be a " gliding " motion : the theorem is that any motion

whatever of a solid body in space may be represented as the gliding motion of one

skew surface upon another skew surface of which it is the deformation.

214. The same paper contains the enunciation and analytical proof of the following

theorem supplementary to that of Poinsot just referred to, viz. that when the motion

of a solid body round a fixed point is represented as the rolling motion of one cone

on another, then " the angular velocity round the line of contact (the instantaneous

axis) is to the angular velocity of this line as the difference of the curvatures of

the two cones at any point in this line is to the reciprocal of the distance of the point

from the vertex."

215. There are a gi-eat number of theorems relating to the composition of forces

and force-couples, which consequently relate also to infinitesimal rotations and translations.

See, for instance, Chasles, " Theoremes g^ndraux &c." (1847), Mobius, " Lehrbuch der

Statik" (1837), Steichen's Memoirs of 1853 and 1854, &c. Aiising out of some

theorems of Mobius in the " Statik," we have Sylvester's theory of the involution of

six lines: viz. six lines (given in position) may be such that properly selected forces

along them (or if we please, properly selected infinitesimal rotations round them) will

counterbalance each other; or, what is the same thing, the six lines may be such

that a system of forces, although satisfying for each of the six lines the condition

moment = 0, will not of necessity be in equilibrium ; such six lines are said to be in

involution, and the geometrical theory is a very extensive and interesting one.

Miscellaneous Problems. Article Nos. 216 to 223.

216. As under the foregoing head, " Rotation round a fixed point," I have con-

sidered only the case of a body not acted upon by any forces, the case where the

body is acted upon by any forces comes under the present head. The forces, whatever

they are, may be considered as disturbing forces, and the problem be treated by the

method of the variation of the elements ; this is at any rate a separate part of the theory

of rotation round a fixed point, and I have found it convenient to include it under

the present head ; the only case in which the forces have been treated as principal

ones, seems to be that of a heavy body (a solid of revolution) rotating about a point

not its centre of gravity. The case of a body suspended by a thread or resting on

a plane comes under the present head, as also would (in some at least of the questions

comiected with it) the gyroscope. But none of these questions are here considered in

any detail.

Rotation round a fixed point— Variation of the elements.

217. The forces acting on the body are treated as disturbing forces. Formulae for

the variations of the elements were fii-st obtained by Poisson in the memoir " Sur la

Variation des Constantes Arbitraires &c." (1809). The variations are expressed in terms
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of the differential coefficients of the disturbing function in regard to the elements, and,

as the author remarks, they are very similar in their form to, and can be rendered

identical with, those for the variations of the elements in the theory of elliptic motion.

218. Cayley, " On the Rotation &c." (1846).—The latter part of the paper relates

to the variations of the elements therein made use of, which are different from the

ordinary ones.

219. Richelot, " Eine neue Losung «&c." (1851).—The form in which the integrals

are obtained by means of a function V, satisfying a partial differential equation, leads

at once to a canonical system for the variations of the elements; these formulae are

referred to in the introduction to the memoir, but they are not afterwards considered.

220. Cayley, "On the Rotation of a Solid Body" (I860).—The elements are those

ordinarily made use of, with only a slight variation occasioned by the employment of

the " departure " of the node. The course of the investigation consists in obtaining

the variations in terms of the differential coefficients of the disturbing function in

regard to the coordinates (formulae which were thought interesting for their own sake),

and in deducing therefrom those in terms of the differential coefficients in terms of

the elements.

Other cases of the motion of a solid body.

221. In regard to a heavy soljd of revolution rotating about a fixed point not

its centre of gravity, we have

Poisson, " Mdmoire sur un cas particulier &c." (1831), and the elaborate memoir

Lottner, " Reduction der Bewegung &c." (1855), where the solution is worked out

by means of the Elliptic and Jacobian functions.

222. As regards a heavy solid suspended by a string,

Pagani, " M^moire sur I'^quilibre &c." (1839).

223. As regards the motion of a body resting on a fixed plane,

Coumot, "Mdmoire sur le Mouvement &c." (1830 and 1832).

PuLseux, "Du Mouvement &c." (1848).

To these several others might doubtless be added ; but the problems are so difficult,

that the solutions cannot, it is probable, be obtained in any very complete foi-m.

In conclusion, I can only regret that, notwithstanding the time which has elapsed

since the present Report was undertaken, it is still—both as regards the omission of

memoirs and works which should have been noticed, and the merely cursory examination

of some of those which are mentioned—far from being as complete as I should have

wished to make it. To have reproduced, to any much gi-eater extent than has been
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done, the various mathematical investigations, would not have been proper, nor indeed

practicable ; at the same time, more especially as regards the subjects treated of in the

second part of this Report, or say the kinematics and dynamics of a solid body, such

a reproduction, incorporating and to some extent harmonizing the original researches,

but without ignoring the points of view and methods of investigation of the several

authors, would be a work which would well repay the labour of its accomplishment.
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299.

MATHEMATICS, RECENT TERMINOLOGY IN.

[From the English Cyclopoedia, vol. v. (1860), pp. 534—542.]

The terms intended to be explained in the present article relate to subjects

distinct indeed, but intimately connected together, as well logically as historically.

Determinants were devised as a means to the solution of a system of simple equations,

but the principle of their constn,iction is contained in the rule of signs which belongs

to the theory of arrangements (or permutations) : this theory has been studied, as well

for its own sake, as in reference to the theory of equations, and in it originated the

notion of a group, the most outlying term of those which are here explained. More-

over, in a system of simple equations, if the coefficients arranged in the natural square

order are considered apart by themselves, this leads to the theory of matrices, a theory

which indeed might have preceded that of determinants ; the matiix, is, so to speak,

the matter of a determinant ; the rule of signs giving the form. But when the rule

of signs is applied to other matter, this leads to the function called perviutants ; these

include commutants and intermutants, and also Pfafians, which however were not originally

so arrived at. The theory of elimination (according to one of the two ways in which

it may be treated) is essentially dependent upon systems of linear equations, and is

thus also connected with determinants. And all, or nearly all, the before-mentioned

theories have an application to the theory of rational and integral homogeneous

functions, or, as they have been termed, forms or quantics; they are thus connected

with the " Calculus of Forms," and with " Quantics " ; the last-mentioned expression

(used as a singular), has been defined to denote the entire subject of rational and

integral functions, and of the equations and loci to which those give rise. The theory

of rational and integral functions was first studied in a general manner in the question

of linear transformations, and it was this question which led to the discovery of the

ftmctions, called originally hyperdeterminants, but afterwards invariants, and of the more

general functions called covariants : the theory of covariants is indeed the part which

has been chiefly attended to of the Calculus of forms, or of Quantics.
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The following list of terms may be convenient

:

Rule of signs.

Group.

Determinant.

Minor,

Symmetric, skew, skew symmetric.

Commutant.

Pfaffian.

Permutant.

Intermutant.

Cumulant.

Matrix.

Resultant.

Discriminant.

Plexus.

Rational and integral functions (notation and nomenclature of).

Quantic, quadric, cubic, &c., binary, ternary, &c., facient, tantipartite, lineo-linear.

Emanant.

Linear transformations.

Modulus of transformation, unimodular.

Hyperdeterminant.

Invariant.

Covariant.

Contravariant, peninvariant, senijnvariant, quadrinvariant, quadricovariant, &c., cata-

lecticant, canonisant.

Canonical form.

Bezoutic matrix, &c.

Tactinvariant, reciprocant.

Functional determinant, Jacobian, Hessian.

Concomitant, cogredient, contragredient.

Combinant.

Rule of Signs.—Any arrangement of a series of terms may be derived (and that in

a variety of ways) from any other arrangement by successive interchanges of two tei-ms;

but in whatever way this is done, the number of interchanges will be constantly even or

constantly odd ; and the two arrangements are said to be of the same sign or of contrary

signs accordingly. In particular, if any arrangement is selected as the primitive arrange-

ment, and taken to be positive, then any other arrangement will be positive or negative

according as it is derivable from the primitive arrangement by an even or an odd

number of interchanges. The definition leads to the following theorem : any arrange-

ment is positive or negative, according as the total number of times in which the

several elements respectively precede (mediately or immediately) elements posterior to

them in the primitive arrangement, is even or odd : it may be added, that the positive

and negative arrangements are equal in number. Thus in the case of three terms,

the primitive arrangement being 123 ; the positive arrangements are 123, 231, 312, the

75—2
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negative arrangements, 132, 213, 321 : in the case of four terms, the primitive arrange-

ment being 1234, the arrangements 1234, 2341, 3412, 4123 are respectively positive,

negative, positive, negative; there are in all twelve positive and twelve negative arrange-

ments.

Group.—The term was originally used as applied to substitutions only, but the

more general use of the term is a.s follows: let ^ be a symbol operating on any

number of terms x, y, z, . . and producing as the result of the operation the same

number of new terms X, Y, Z, . . (where X, Y, Z ... may be each of them functions

of all or any of the set, x, y, z,..\ if X, Y, Z,.. are merely the terms, x, y, x,.. in

a different order, then ^ is a substitution, which explains in what sense that term

has just been used). Imagine a set of operative symbols 1, ^, <^, ;^ . . (1, as an operative

symbol denotes, of course, a symbol which leaves the operand unaltered) such that the

result of the operation of any two symbols 6, <l>
(the same or different, and if different,

then in either order) is identical with that of the operation of some symbol x of the

set; as thus, d(f>(x, y, z..)=6(X, Y, Z,..) = (X', T, .?',..) = ^ («, y, z--), say, d<f>=x;

then the symbols 1, 0, <j>, X'-- form a group. It is to be remarked that 1 belongs to

every group, and moreover, that if d be any symbol of the group, then 6*, ff', &*, .

.

belong to the group : the most simple form of a group (and when the number of terms

is prime, the only form) is 1, 0, d',... ^"~'[^" = lj. More generally, if there are n terms

in the group, then every symbol of the group is an operation periodic of the order

n (if not of an order a submultiple of n) and thus satisfies the symbolic equation

^ = 1. The symbols of the group are, so to speak, the symbolic n-th roots of unity,

and as in the above-mentioned example, they may, whether ti is prime or composite,

form a system precisely analogous to that of the ordinary n-th roots of unity ; but

when n is composite, then upon two gi-ounds this is not of necessity the case.

1°. The symbols of a group need not be convertible (thus n = 6, there is a group,

1, /9, ^, a, a/3, o/3^[a==l, j8»=l, 0a=a^ and .-. /3^a = a/3, this is in fact, the group of

the substitutions of three things). 2°. There may be distinct n-th roots, thus n = 4,

there is a group, 1, o, /S, afi[a^ = l, ^^=1, a^ = l3a], in which a, /3 are distinct square

roots of (the symbolical) unity, and which is thus wholly different fi"om the group,

1, a, 0=, a'[a» = l].

The combination of a series of terms in the way of addition or subtraction,

according to the rule of signs, gives rise to the class of functions called permutants,

which include as a particular but the earliest discovered and most important case, the

determinant

:

Determinant.—Imagine a square arrangement of terms, for example

a , b , c

a , b' , c'

a", b", c"

and taking this as the primitive arrangement, permute in every possible way entire

columns (or, what would give the same results, entire lines) and for each such arrange-
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ment form the product of the terms in the dexter diagonal (N.W. to S.E.) of the

square, giving to such product the sign which beluugs to the arrangement of the

columns (or lines). The algebraical sum of these products is a determinant, and such

determinant is or may be represented as above, by enclosing the terms within two

vertical lines. Thus the developed value of the determinant in question is

ab'c" - ab"c' + a'b"c + a"bc' - a"b'c - a'b"c.

The rule may be otherwise stated as follows : a determinant is the sum of a

series of products each with its proper sign, such that in each product the factors are

taken out of each line and out of each column, and if the factors are arranged

according to the primitive arrangement of the columns in which they occur, then the

sign is that corresponding to the resulting arrangement of the lines (or vice versd):

thus in the product —ab"c', the factors n., b", c' occur in the columns 1, 2, 3 (they

are therefore arranged according to the primitive arrangement of the columns) and in

the lines 1, 3, 2 ; such arrangement of the lines considered as derived from the

primitive arrangement 1 2 3 is negative, and the product has therefore the sign —
. A

generalisation of this construction will be mentioned under the term commutant.

The word resultant was formerly used as synonymous with determinant, but it is

now employed and is here explained in a more extended signification. The new

synonym diminant seems unnecessary.

A few of the numerous properties of determinants may be stated.

A determinant is a linear function (without constant term) of the terms in each

of its columns, and also of the terms in each of its lines, or, more briefly expressed,

it is a linear function of each column, and also of each line. Moreover, without

altering the value of the determinant, the lines may be made columns, and the columns

lines, and all the properties of the function exist equally with respect to the lines and

to the columns. The absolute value of the detenninant is not altered, but the sign is

reversed, by an interchange of two columns, hence also if two columns become identical,

the determinant vanishes. Moreover when the columns are permuted in any manner

whatever, the absolute value is not altered, but the sign will be that corresponding

to the arrangement of the columns. A determinant may be developed as a linear

function of the terms in any line, thus

a. b = a\ b'l — a' b\,

a'. b'

a , b, c = a b', c + b c'. a + c a'

,

b'

a', b', c' b". c" c", a" a". b"

a", b", c"

the signs being alternately positive and negative or else all positive, according as the

number of columns is even or odd.
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The square arrangement of terms out of which a determinant is formed, and

generally any square or rectangular arrangement of terms, is called a matrix. Consider

a determinant

a , b , c ,
d

a', b' , c', d'

a", b", c". d"

a'", b'", c'", d"

and partitioning the lines in any manner, form with them the matrices

a, b , c, d

a', b', c', d'

„'' /," ^" J"a , , c , a
^iit rif/ Iff ^iff

a , , c , a

and out of these matrices, with complementary columns thereof, a sum of products

2 +
a, b

a', b'

c", d"

c"', d'"

(the sign + being that corresponding to the product ab'c"d"' of the terms in the

dexter diagonals of the factor determinants, considered as a term of the original deter-

minant), the sum of all the products so obtained in the original determinant.

It has been mentioned that the determinant is a linear function of each column

;

hence if the terms of any column are pa, p'a, . . the determinant is equal to p times

a determinant in which the corresponding column is a, a', ... and similarly if the

column is a + b, a' + b', . . then the determinant is the sum of two other determinants

in which the coiTCsponding columns are a, a', ... and b, b', ... respectively. This property,

in combination with some of those already mentioned, leads very simply to the rule

for the multiplication of determinants ; for example we have

pa +<T^
,

p'a + <t'^

pa' + a-^', pV + cr'/3'

from which the law is obvious. The product might also be expressed, and although

it appears less simple, there is an advantage in expressing it, in the form

pa + o-a', p0 + a^'

p'a + a'a', p'/3 + a-'^

If we omit simultaneously any line and any column of a determinant, and with

the terms which are left form a determinant, the determinants so obtained are the

first minors of the given determinant. A similar process, but omitting pairs, triads, «Sz;c.

of lines and columns, gives the second minors, third minors, &c. of the given deter-

minant. But the first minors are the most important, and are sometimes spoken of

simply as the minors.

p. °-

p', cr' a', 0'
=
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A determinant

a, h, g,-- 11, 12,

h, b. f or 21, 22

ff> f. c •

where the corresponding terms on opposite sides of the dexter diagonal are equal to

each other (say rs = sr) is said to be symmetrical.

But if the terms are equal in magnitude only, but have opposite signs (say

rs= — sr, this relation not extending to the terms in the diagonal, for which s = r)

the determinant is said to be skew ; and if the relation extends to the case s=r, or

what is the same thing, if the terms in the diagonal vanish, the determinant is said

to be skew symmetrical. Skew determinants have an intimate connection with the

functions called Pfaffians.

CoMMTTTANT.—The second rule for the construction of a determinant might have

been thus stated, viz. for the determinant

11, 12,.. In

21, 22

ml

write down the expression

11

22

nn

and permute in every possible way the numbers in the first column, prefixing in each

case the sign of the arrangement. Then reading off

+ rl

as meamng
±yl .s2 ... zn

the sum of all the terms so obtained is in fact the determinant in question. The same

result would be obtained by permuting the numbei-s in the second column instead of

those in the first column. And moreover, if the numbers in both columns are permuted,

the sign being the sign + + compounded of the signs corresponding to the separate

arrangements, the only difference is, that the determinant will be multiplied by the

numerical factor 1 .2.3 ...n.
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If instead of two we have three or more cohimns, the resulting function is a

commutant. But a distinction is to be made according as the number of columns is

even or odd. In the former case we may permute all but one of the columns, and it

is indifferent which column is left unpermuted ; and if all the columns are permuted,

the effect is merely to introduce the numerical factor 1.2.3.... n. In the latter case,

if all the columns are pemiuted, the result is zero, and it is therefore essential that

one column should remain unpermuted ; moreover, different results are obtained according

to the column which is left unpermuted, and such column must therefore be distinguished;

this is done by placing above it the mark f.

Pfaffian.—Suppose that the terms 12, 13, 21, &c., are such that 21= — 12, and

generally that sr = — rs, then the Pfaffians 1234, 123456, &c., are defined by means of

the equations

1234=12.34+13.42 + 14.23,

123456 = 12 . 3456 + 13 . 4562 + 14 . 5623 + 15 . 6234 + 16 . 2345,

(where of course 3456 = 34 . 56 + 35 . 64 + 36 . 45, and so for 4562, &c.)

and so on. The functions in question occur in the solution of an important problem

(including that of partial differential equations of the first order and of any degree)

known as Pfaff's problem, and were named accordingly.

It may be noticed that a skew symmetrical determinant of any odd order is equal

to zero ; but that a skew symmetrical determinant of any even order is the square of

a Pfaffian, e.g. if 12 = — 21, &c., as above, then

0, 12, 13, 14 = (12. 34 + 13. 42 + 14. 23)^

21, 0, 2.3, 24

31, 32, 0, 34

41, 42, 43,

Permutant.—A very simple instance of a permutant is as follows, viz.: Fi^, F,,3,

&c. being any quautities whatever, then the permutant ((^,23)) denotes the sum

'123+ '231*1 'S12 ' 132"" '213 '321

and in like manner for any number of permutable suffixes, or if instead of a single

set of pennutable suffixes we have two or more sets of such suffixes. It will be at

once obvious how a permutant includes a determinant, commutant, or Pfaffian ; thus,

if F,.a denotes a,/3273 and therefore Fj,, = 00/8173, &c., then we have a determinant, so if

F]j24 denotes a,„.aj, where a.j, = — a,2, we have a Pfaffian.

Intermutant is a special fomi of permutant which need not be here further

explained.

CuMULANT.—The name has been given to the function which is the numerator or

denominator of a continued fraction. Such function may be exhibited (and indeed
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naturally presents itself) in the form of a determinant, thus the cumulant (abed) or

numerator of the fi-actions a+ ^ - -, isb+c +d

a, 1, • 3 .

-1, b, 1, .

• )
-1, c, 1

' ) • >
-1, d

and so for a greater number of terms. The developed expression is abed + ab +bc + bc + l

which is formed from the product abed by successively omitting each product {cd, be, ab),

or set of products (ed, ab) of two consecutive letters ; in like manner the cumulant

(abede) is abcde + abe + abe + a+c+ e.

Matrix.—The term might be used to denote any arrangement of terms, but in

a restricted sense it denotes a square or rectangular arrangement of terms, and it is

thus employed in the theory of determinants.

To show further how the notion of a matrix is made use of, it may be remarked

that a system of linear equations

^ = a x+ b y + ez,

7] = a' x + b' y+ cz,

^=a"x + b"y + c"z

is in the notation of matrices represented by

(f '7. = ( « . b , e ) (x, y, z).

a! , b' , c

a", b". c"

The corresponding set of equations which give {x, y, z) in terms of (^, t/, 5") is repre-

sented by
{X, y, z) = [{a, b , e ))-' (f, v, 0,

a', b' , c'

a , c , c

and we have thus the definition of the inverse or reciproeal matrix : it follows from

the theory of determinants that the terms of the reciprocal matrix are the first minor

determinants formed out of the original matrix, each of them divided by the deter-

minant formed out of the original matrix ; but in writing down the expression some

attention is required with respect to the arrangement and signs of the terms.

Similar considerations lead to the notion of midtiplying or eompounding together

two or more matrices. As an instance of such composition, take

{ p, a ) ( a, /3 ) = ( pa + <7a'
, p^ +<r'^' )

\ p 0-'
I I

a', /3'
I I

p'a + a'a', p'/3 + <t'/3
|

c. IV. 76
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where it is to be observed that the lines of the first or further component matrix

are compounded with the columns of the second or nearer component matrix to form

the lines of the compound matrix. The words further, nearer, are used in reference

to a set (x, y) which is, or may be considered to be, understood at the right of each

side of the equation. A matrix may be compounded with itself once or oftener,

giving rise to a positive power of such matrix : the notion of the negative powers is

deducible from that of the inverse or reciprocal matrix, and the same process of

generalisation as is employed for powers of a single quantity leads to the notion of

the fractional powers of a matrix. As a definition of addition, matrices are added

together by the addition of their corresponding terms, and as a particular case of the

multiplication or composition of matrices we have the multiplication of a matrix by a

single quantity, effected by multiplying by such quantity each term of the matrix

;

all these notions together lead to the notion oi functions of a matrix.

take

As an instance of the employment of the notation of matrices for another purpose,

( a , h , c ){x, y, z) (?, tj, ?)

a , h' , c'

which includes

a", b", c"

used to denote the lineo-linear function

{ax + by + cz)^

(a X + b' y + c z) i)

+ (a"x + b"y + c"z)^

( a, h, g ) {x, y, zf,

h, b, f
g> f> c

used to denote the quadric function

aa?-\-by''^ cz- + 2fyz + 2gzx + Ihxy.

The last preceding notation is an instance of a symmetrical matrix : the terms skew,

skew symmetrical, already explained with respect to determinants, apply also to matrices.

Resultant.—If there be a system of equations between the same number of

unknown quantities (it is assumed that the several equations are of the form U = 0,

where iT" is a rational and integral homogeneous function), then the function of the

coefficients which equated to zero expresses the result of the elimination of the unknown

quantities from the several equations, or (what is the same thing) gives the condition

for the existence of a set of values satisfying the equations simultaneously—is the

Resultant of the equations, or of the functions which are thereby put equal to zero.

In the case of two (non-homogeneous) equations involving a single unknown quantity.
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we may say more briefly that the resultant is the function which equated to zero

gives the condition for the existence of a common root. In the particular case of a

system of linear equations between as many unknown quantities, the resultant is the

determinant formed with the coefficients of the equations.

Discriminant.—If in a system of equations the functions equated to zero are the

derived functions of a single rational and integral homogeneous function with respect

to each of the variables thereof, the resultant of the system is said to be the dis-

criminant of the single function. The definition is easily made applicable to the case

of a non-homogeneous function, the functions equated to zero are here the function

itself and its derived functions with respect to each of the several variables. For a

single ftinction, it may be said that the discriminant is the function which equated to

zero gives the condition for a pair of equal roots of the equation obtained by putting

the function equal to zero.

To fix the precise value of the discriminant of a given function, it is assumed

that the coefficient of some one selected term is +1. Thus, the discriminant of

aa^ + 2 bxy + cy^ is ac — IP- : that of

a^ + S ba?y + 3 cxf + df is a'd" - 6 ahcd + 4 ac' + 4 6»c? - 3 6V.

In quadratic forms (in the theory of numbers) the expression b^ — ac, which is the

a, 6 .
.

determinant with the sign reversed, is called the determinant of the form
6, c

aa?+ 2 bxy + cy^. And in like manner for ternary quadratic forms, there is the same

reversal of sign. It may be said ae a convenient definition, that the determinant is

the discriminant taken negatively.

Plexus.—It frequently happens, in problems of elimination and in other problems,

that a given number of relations existing between a system of quantities can only be

completely expressed by means of a greater number of equations. Thus, to take a very

simple instance, if the unknown quantities x, y, are to be eliminated between the

three equations ax + by=Q, a'x + b'y = 0, a"x + b"y = : this implies two relations between

the coefficients a, b, a', b', a", b" ; but these relations cannot be completely expressed

otherwise than by means of the three equations ab' — a'b = 0, a'b" — a"b' = 0, a"b — ah" = ;

for taking any two of these equations, e.g. the first and second, these would be satisfied

by a' = 0, 6' = 0, which however do not satisfy the third equation and are not a solution.

Such a system of equations, or generally the system of equations required for the

complete expression of the relations existing between a set of quantities (and which

are in general more numerous than the relations themselves) is said to be a Pleoous.

Rational and Integral Functions {Notation and Nomenclature of).—A rational

and integral homogeneous function, such as the function aa? -f- 2bxy -f- cy'' is denoted by

where the coefficients are only indicated by the asterisk, but are not expressed. A
non-homogeneous rational and integral function is considered as derived from a homo-

76—2

I
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geneous function by putting one of the variables thereof equal to unity, and is

represented accordingly : thus aa? + 2bx + c is denoted by

But it is often proper to express the coefficients, and in regard to this the following

distinction is made, namely

(a, h, c) (x, yY

denotes aa? + 2hooy + cy' ; and in like manner (a, h, c, d) (x, yf denotes aa? + Sba?y + Scxy^+ dy',

&c., the numerical coeflficients being those of the successive powers of a binomial.

But when such numerical coefficients are not to be inserted, this is denoted by an

arrowhead, or other distinctive mark ; thus (a, b, c)f (x, yY denotes ax' + bxy + cy\ A
rational and integral function of any order is termed a quantic, and a function of the

orders two, three, four, five, &c., is termed a quadric, cubic, qiiartic, quintic, &c.

respectively. The number of variables (the function being homogeneous) is denoted by

the words binary, ternary, &c. As a correlative term to coefficients, the variables have

been termed facients. A function which is linear in respect to several distinct sets of

variables separately is said to be tantipartite : or, when there are two sets only, lineo-

linear. Thus a determinant is a tantipartite function of the lines or of the columns

;

the function aoox' + bxy' + cx'y + dyy is a lineo-linear function of (x, y) and {x', y') ; a

notation for it is

(a, 6 ){x.y){x',y')

\
a , \

such as has been spoken of in regard to matrices.

Emanant.—The development of an e.xpression such as

(*) {\x + fix, \y + (ly'y*

is naturally written under the form

{*){x, y)"^ X-"

+ y(»)(^> y)"^'{^'> y')'>^'^>

+ («)(a/y')'» /*»

and the coefficients of the successive terms X"", V"'/!, &c. are said to be the emanants

of the quantic (•) (x, y)'". The coefficients of X", or 0-th emanant, is the quantic itself,

and the coefficient of fi"', or ultimate emanant, is the quantic with (x', y') in the

place of (x, y); but the inteimediate emanants are functions of {x, y) and («', y'),

homogeneous in respect to the two sets separately. The coefficients may of course be

expressed thus, the emanant (first emanant) of (a, b, c) (x y)" is (a, b, c) (x, y) (x', y)
which stands for axx' + b (xy' + a-'y) + cyy'.
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LiNEAE Transformations.—In this theory the variables of a function are supposed

to be respectively linear functions of a new set of variables, so that the function is

transformed into a similar function of these new variables, with of course altered values

of the coefficients, and the question was to find the relations which existed between

the original and new coefficients and the coefficients of the lineai* equations. The
determinant composed of the coefficients of the linear equations is said to be the

modulus of transformation, and when this determinant is unity the transformation is

said to be unimodular. It was observed that a certain function of the coefficients,

namely, the discriminant, possessed a remarkable property, found afterwards to belong

to it as one of a class of functions called originally hyperdeterminants, but now invariants,

and it was in this manner that the problem of linear transformation led to the

general theory of covariants.

Invariants.—An invariant is a function of the coefficients of a rational and integral

homogeneous function or quantic, the characteristic property whereof is as follows

:

namely, if a linear transformation is effected on the quantic, then the new value of

the invariant is to a factor pres equal to the original value ; the factor in question

(or quotient of the two values) being a power of the modulus of transformation, and

the two values being thus equal when the transformation is unimodular. The easiest

example is affiarded by the quadric function (a, b, c) {x, y)- ; efifecting upon it a linear

transformation, suppose that we have identically

(a, h, c){ax-+Py', yx' + ByJ ^ (a , b', c')(x', yj

then it may be easily verified that a'c — b"^ = (aS — ^87)" {ac — ¥). The invariant ac — b^

is however in this case nothing else, than the discriminant ; as another example take

the quartic (a, b, c, d, e) {x, y)*, for which ae — ibd + 3c^ ace —ad^ — b'd + 2bcd — (f are

functions possessed of the like property of remaining to a factor pres unaltered by the

transformation, and are consequently invariants ; it may be added that calling them

/, /, respectively, the discriminant is here =P — 27J-, a rational and integral function

of invariants of a lower degree.

Covabiant.—Instead of a function of the coefficients only, we may have a function

of the coefficients and variables, possessed of the like property of remaining unaltered

to a factor pres by the linear transformation : such function is termed a covariant.

Thus, a covariant (the Hessian) of the quartic (a, b, c, d, e) (x, y)* is

(ac - ¥, 2ad - 2bc, ae + 2bd - 3c', 2be - 2cd, ce - d") (x, y)\

The quantic itself is one of its own covariants. The term covariant may be used in

contradistinction to, or as including, invariant. The terms invariant, covariant, have

been explained in reference to the simple case of a single quantic containing but one

set of variables, but they apply equally to the case of a system of quantics, and to

quantics which are homogeneous fnnctions of two or more distinct sets of variables.

There is one case which it is proper to mention ; if in conjunction with a quantic

(•) {x, y, z,

.

.)'" we consider a linear function ^x + rjy ^z + .
.

, the invariants of the

system are functions of the coefficients of the quantic, and of the coefficients f, j), f,...

of the linear function ; and treating these as facients, the invariant is said to be a

contravariant of the given quantic.
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The foregoing definition gives the characteristic property of a covariant, but it does

not directly show how the covariants of a given qviantic are to be investigated.

This is supplied as follows:—For any quantic with arbitrary coefl&cients, for example

(a, b, c, d) («, y)*, there exist operators involving differentiations in respect to the

coeflScients, tantamount to the operators xdy and yd,, in respect to the variables ; thus

the operator adb + 2bdc+'^cdd is tantamount to ydx, and Sbd^ + 2bdc + cda is tantamount

to ady. Or what is the same thing, denoting for shortness these operators by {ydx},

[xdy} respectively, the quantic is reduced to zero by each of the operators {ydx}—ydx,

[xdyl — xdy. Any function of the coefficients and the variables which, in like manner

with the quantic itself, is reduced to zero by these two operators respectively, is said

to be a covariant ; or, if it contains the coefficients only, an invai~iant of the quantic.

That the two definitions lead to the same result is of course a theorem to be proved.

The leading coefficient of a covariant, say the coefficient of a;™ in any covariant

of a binary quantic (»)(.«, y)"*, possesses the property of being reduced to zero by the

operator [yd^i, and has been termed a peninvariant but a more appropriate term is

seminvariant. An invariant is a function of a given degree in the coefficients, and a

covariant is a function of a given degree in the coefficients and order in the variables,

and they may be and are designated accordingly ; thus, the above-mentioned invariants

I, J of a binary quartic are called respectively the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant,

and the covariant of the same quartic is termed the quadricovariant, or if the dis-

tinction were required it would be termed the quadricovariant quartic. In these cases

the designations are sufficient, but it is to be noticed that in general there is more

than one invariant or covariant of the same degree or of the same degree and order,

and that any such designation is only a generic, not a specific, name. An invariant

or covariant may also be designated by a name referring to the mode of generation

—

for example, the discriminant. The name catalecticant denotes a certain invariant of a

binary quantic of an even order: namely, it is a determinant, which, for the above-

mentioned function, is

a, b, c

b, c, d

c, d, e

(being in this particular case the cubinvariant), and the name canonisant denotes a

certain covariant of a binary quantic of an odd order, namely, it is a determinant

the terms whereof are linear functions of the coefficients, and which for the cubic

(a, b, c, d) (x, yf is

ax + by, bx + cy

bx + cy, ex + dy

(being for the particular case the Hessian or quadricovariant).

Canonical Forms.—A binary quantic of an odd order 2wi + 1 admits of being

expressed as a sum of (m + 1) powers of linear functions, for example, the cubic

(a, b, c, d){x, yf can be expressed in the form (lx + viyy + {l'x + m'yy—this is the
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canonical form of a binary function of an odd order. And there is in like manner

a form (not admitting, however, of a simple definition) which is taken as the canonical

form of a binary quantic of an even order. The catalecticant and the canonisant

present themselves in the problem of the reduction of a binary quantic to the canonical

form.

Bezoutic Matrix.—If V, W are any two binary quantics of the same order m,

and V, W are what V, W become when the variables (x, y) of the two quantics are

changed into {x', y') ; then (VW — VW) -r- {xy' — x'y) is a rational and integral homo-

geneous fimction of the degree m— 1 in each of the two sets {x, y) (x', y'), and the

coetEcients taken in their natural square arrangement constitute the Bezoutic matrix.

The determinant formed out of this matrix is in fact the resultant of the two functions,

or equated to zero it is the equation obtained by the elimination of the variables

from the two equations V={), W = 0. li V, W are the derived functions of one and

the same binary quantic of the order m, then the corresponding matrix, being of

course of the order m — 2, is the Bezoutoidal matrix, and the determinant is then

the discriminant of the single quantic.

It would be too long to explain the allied terms Bezoutiant, Cobezoutiants, Bezoutoid,

Cobezoutoids.

Tacinvariant, Reciprocant.—A definition in the language of analytical geometry

will be the most easily intelligible, and it can readily be converted into an analytical

form and made applicable to any number of variables. The function of the coefficients

which equated to zero expresses that the two curves U=0, V=0, touch each other,

is an invariant, namely, it is the tacinvariant of the two functions U, V. And in

particular, if, instead of the curve F = 0, we have the line ^x + r}y + \z = 0, then the

function which equated to zero expresses that this line touches the curve U=Q, is a

contravariant, namely, it is the reciprocant of the function U.

Functional determinant, Jacobian, Hessian.—If V, W be quantics, then the

determinant

—

d,V, dyV,..

d^W, dyW,

is the functional determinant, or Jacobian, of the quantics V, W... And if F, IT, .

.

are the derived functions of dxU, dylJ,.. of one and the same quantic U, then the

determinant in question is the Hessian of the single quantic : the Hessian is in fact

to the Jacobian what the discriminant is to the resultant.

Concomitant, Cogredient, Contragredient.—The theory of linear transformations

has been considered from a different point of view ; instead of the variables of a

function being put equal to the linear functions of a new set of variables, they are

considered as being replaced by a new set of variables, linear functions of the original

variables. Two sets of variables may be so related that when the first set is thus

replaced by a set of linear functions of themselves, the second set is also replaced by
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a set of linear functions of themselves, the coefficients of the two sets of linear

functions being related together in a definite manner ; this is concoviitance, or rather

it is (what is alone here spoken of) simple concomitance. The two most important

kinds of concomitance are, Ist. Congrediency, that is, when the substitution on the

second set of variables is identical with that upon the first set; 2nd. Contragrediency,

that is, when the substitution on the second set of variables is the inverse or reciprocal

one to that on the first set; it will make the notion of contragrediency clearer to

remark that if the variables x, y,.. and f, t),... are contragredients, then x, y'. . . (which

are linear functions of ^, rj. .) are so related that fV + 7]'y' + .. is = ^x+tjy + ... It

was from the consideration of contragredient variables that the notion of a contra-

variant was first derived, but as above remarked, the notion is really included in that

of a covariant. ".

CoMBlNANT.—A combinant is a covariant (or invariant) of a set of quantics of the

same order, which, besides being a covariant in the ordinary sense of the word, is, so

to speak, a covariant quoad the system, that is, it remains to a factor pres unaltered,

when the quantics of the system are replaced by linear functions of themselves ; the

factor in question being a power of the determinant formed with the coefficients of

the linear functions. For instance, if Z7 = {a, b, c) (x, y)' and IT = (a', b', c') (x, y)-,

then ac — 266' + ca' is a function which, when for the original coefficients are substituted

those o{ \V' + ftU', vU + pW, is merely changed into (Xp — /jlv)' (ac' — 2bb' + ca'), and it

is therefore a combinant. It would appear that the notion of a combinant might be

extended to the case of a system of quantics not of the same order, and that the

resultant of the system of quantics could be brought under the extended definition of

a combinant, but this is a point which has not been considered.

The principal text-books on the foregoing subjects, are—on determinants:—Spottis-

woode's Elementary Theorems relating to Determinants, 4to. London, 1851 ; Brioschi,

Teorica dei Determinanti, 4to. Pavia, 1854, translated into French by Combescure and

into German by Schellbach ; Baltzer, Ueber die Determinanten, Svo. Leipzig, 1857

(especially valuable for its references to the original sources). On elimination: Fak de

Bruno, TMorie genirale de Velimination, Svo. Paris, 1859. And extending to nearly all

the subjects: Salmon, Lessons introductory to the modern higher Algebra, Svo. Dublin,

1S5S. The memoirs on the different subjects are very numerous, and it was not

thought expedient to give a list of them.
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NOTES AND EEFEEENCES.

235. Contains the demonstration and I think the first publication (1858) of

Hermite's formula alluded to 135, for the reduction of an elliptic differential to the form

dr

'J-J-^zI- 4^'

'

which is in fact the Weierstrassian form, the theory of which has been of late so

extensively developed.

241, 242. Figures of Poinsot's stellated Polyhedra are given, Fouch^ et Combe-
rousse, Trait4 de Geometrie Elementaire, 8vo. Paris, 1866, and Dostor, " Propri^t^s g^n^-

rales des polyfedres reguliers etoil^," Liouv. t. v. (1879), pp. 209—226.

246. In connexion with this pt^per, On Contour and Slope Lines (1859), I refer

to the earlier paper, Reech, "Demonstration d'une propriety gdnerale des surfaces ferm^es,"

Jaur. Ecole Polyt. Cah. 37 (1858), pp. 169—178: the contour lines are here con-

sidered with reference to a closed surface ; the special object is the demonstration of

the formula I\-S=M +2, where / is the number of summits, S the number of imits

(the letters /, 8 being thus interchanged) and M the number of coLs. I refer also

to the paper, Maxwell, "On Hills and Dales," Phil. Mag. t. XL. (1870), pp. 421—427,

and Works (4to. Cambridge, 1890), t. ii. No. xuii.

259. It would have been proper to distinguish between ah and ha, and thus for

instance to have presented the face-symbols of the polyhedron considered in the form

ahcd, aefh, hfge, dcgh, adhe, ehgf (read ab, he, cd, da, &c.) so as to obtain therein each

duad (rnce in each of its two forms ab and ba, &c. : and the like as regards the

vertex-symbols. And so as to the edge-sjTnbols, instead of ab = KL, it would have

been better to write aKbL, to be read, in like manner right-handedly, as a face- or

vertex-symboL

264. See the paper, Jenkins, " On Professor Cayley's Extension of Arbogast's Method

of Derivations," Amer. Math. Jour. t. x. (1888), pp. 29—41.

268. In connexion herewith I refer to the memoirs Mc Clintock, " On the reso-

lution of equations of the fifth degree," Amer. Math. Jour. t. vi. (1884), pp. 301—314,

and " Analysis of Quintic Equations," Amer. Math. Jour. t. viii. (1886), pp. 45—84 : the

author considers the dexter resolvent equation, which as he remarks is my equation

c. IV. 77
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in
<f>,

ante, p. 321 ; the sinister resolvent equation deduced fi-om it by reversing the

order of the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, /), this is in fact the equation in x obtained

from my covariant equation, p. 323, for ^ = ji(<i>^— XU) ^y writing therein x = Q (viz.

^, Mc Clintock = x> Cayley), but he afterwai-ds modifies the foi-m of this sinister

resolvent; and a central resolvent equation for t (=T, Mc Clintock] = ^ , Cayley.

We obtain this equation by writing in the equation for *, a; =
;)^, y = (f>,

whence 4> = 0,

that is the equation becomes simply AJ —2^iy = 0, where in the covariants A, D, J
the original variables x, y are to be replaced by ;^, <^ respectively: viz. the equation

thus is

(o. h. c, d, e,/5x. <i>r-iJo^ /i$X, </>)-25KA, A, A, D,\x' «/>)'r = 0,

or what is the same thing

(a, b, c, d, e.f-^T, !)».(/„, J,\t, 1)-2o{(A, A, A, A^t. l)t = 0,

which is the central resolvent equation for t.

It is proper to remark that the foregoing expression AJ — 25A for the last

coefficient of the equation in O, which as appears p. 324 was not given in my original

memoir, was in fact suggested to me by Mc Cliutock's formula.

The equation in is

<^^ - 100 B<\>* + 2000 i^B" - 'iH)4>-- 8,00 A 'JbQ'<i> +AJ- 2b]> =0,

viz. getting rid of the radical, we have

{4)« - 100 B<\>* + 2000 {ZR - 4~H) 4>^ + AJ- 2oI>Y - 320000 AQ'<f>^ = 0,

a rational sextic equation in 0- ; and we infer that <^^ is expressible as a rational

function of t. But the actual expression is obtained by Mc Clintock, and constitutes

a very important and remarkable theorem ; viz. we have

.^' _ (A, A, A, A'^T, ly (/o, J,\t, 1)

.500 (a, b, c, d, e, f^r, 1)»

'

25 (A, A, A. A^r, If
'

the two expressions in t being equal to each other in virtue of the foregoing equation

in T.

I verify this result in the case of the special quintic (a, 0, 0, 0, e, f\ic, yf.

Writing with Mc Clintock (^^ = w, the equation in 0", or w, here is

{vfi - 100 aeur' + 6000 a'e»w + 40000 a^^f - 320000 {a^f* + 256 a»e») w = ;

and it is to be shown that, assuming as a definition of w the foregoing expressions in

terms of t, viz. for the fomi in question the expressions

w aeH _ aer — of
500 ~ ar' + oer +/' 25t" '

(implying of course (ar^ + oeT +/)(eT—/) — 25eV = for the sextic equation in t) the

elimination of t from these equations leads to the just mentioned sextic equation in w.
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The two equations are

awT^ + oe{w- 100 ae) t + wf= 0, r {w - 20 ae) + 20 a/= 0,

or, if for greater convenience we write 20 ae = 6, then

avn'^-be{w-e)T +ivf=0, T{iv-e) +20a/=0,
we have

and thence

that is

20 a/
^~ w-e'

- 3200000 a'/' 100 ae/(w- 5^) , ^

{w — ay w — d •'

w(w- ey -50 (w- 50) (w - ey - 3200000 ««/% = 0,

which should be identical with the before mentioned equation in w, that is with

(«;» - 50t(f' + lo0'iv + 50'y - (3200000 + 256 ^) w = 0,

and it is in fact at once seen that each of these equations is

0= w"

+ W'.- 10

+ w*. 55 0^

+ m;'.-140^»

+ W'. 175^

+ w .-106 0'- 3200000 a'/'

+ W. 25^;

which completes the proof The proof for the general form (a, b, c, d, e, f^x, yy is

similar in principle, viz. treating for the moment <^' or w as a constant, we have

in T a quintic equation and a cubic equation, in each of which the coefficients con-

tain w linearly; and the elimination of t leads to the required sextic equation in w,

but there would probably be considerable difficulty in effecting the calculations.

It thus appears that a.ssuming the solution of the central resolvent equation

for T, = ? , we also know ^ : I recall that for the quintic equation whose roots are

^i *a. ^». ^4. *s, the significations of these quantities are

X _ (12345) -(24135) _ _'^-^-
"12345-24135 '

<?- l^'^*^ - 241.3o,

where

12345 = 12+ 23+ 34+ 45+ 51, meaning thereby ^la^ +«A +x^i + x^x^ +WgXi ,

(1234.5)= 123+ 234 + 345 + 451 + 512 „ „ XiX.;^3 + x^^i + x^iXs + XtX^i + X!iXiXt,

77—2
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viz. from the values just written down, we obtain by permutation of the roots the six

values of each of the functions t and <^.

By means of these data, or say of t, =r + a~% and v, = ^ ,. (I write v instead

of his Vt)) Mc Clintock completes in a very elegant manner the determination of the

roots «,, Xj, Xt, o!,, .Tj of the quintic equation: the solution contains also the coefficients

7, S, e, f which belong to the equation deprived of its second term, viz. for the

definition of these, we have

(a, b, c, d, e.f^x, l)» = a(l, 0, 7, B, e, ^'$_x + a-% 1)' = 0.

I reproduce this solution : writing as usual

OM, = Xi + a)X.2 + u>-Xj + at'x^ + a>*Xt,

5Ui =Xi + ay'Xi + (o^x^ + (o Xi+ m^x^

,

5ih = Xi-\- ca'Xi + o) ajj + a)*Xi + a^x,,

5Ui = Xi + (o^Xi + (0^X3 + (o'^Xt + oj a;,,

(ft) an imaginary fifth root of unity), we find the four " Eulerian " equations

— 27 = W1W4 + MjM,

— 28 = «,»Ms + M^^Uj + Uj'Wi + Ui'Ui

-€ + 4ff'— StliU^U^Ut = tti'Mj + Ut^Uj + U^Ui + U^Ui

— f— 2O78 = t<i°+ ?<„' + U-i + U^ — 1 {u^^U^Ui + ii/^jW, + U^UiUi + U^UiU.^,

from which itj, it^. «3. «<4 are to be obtained.

It is found that the fii-st and second equations may be replaced by the two pairs

of equations

UiUi = —y— V

,

u^Us = — J + V

Uihts + Uthl^ = — 8 — tV, Mj^Mi + MjX = — B + tv.

As to the first of these pairs, we find

25tt,!<4 = Xi^ + x^- + X3- + a;/ + x^^

+ (a> + ft)*) {x^x^ + X3X3 + x^i + Xtpc^ + iCyTi)

+ (ft)' + ft)') (X1X3 + X^i 4- X3XS + X^Xi + XsX^),

say this is

25!t,M4 = lx' + (co + ft)*) 12345 + {a>' + ft)') 13524
;

and then similarly

25mjMs = Ix' + (to- + ft)') 12345 + (o) + ft)*) 13524

;

whence

25 (UiUt - itiU,) = (ft) + o)* - m- - ft)') (12345 - 13524), = Vs ^, = 50 v,
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if as above v = -^7= ; that is

lOVo
u-iUi — UM3 = 2v,

and combining herewith the equation

UiUt + U.2U3 = — 27,

we have the fii-st pair of equations. The second pair of equations is obtained by a

similar process, but the work is longer. We have

125 ui^3=F+ Am + Bco^ + Ca>^ + Bo)*

125 ^(^''Ui = F+ Aa>- + B(o* + Cm +Da)^

125 uM = F+Aq)' + B(o +Cq)* + Dm'

125 tt>2= F+Am* + Bm^ + Gm''+ Dm
where

where

and as before

Hence

F= "Xx^ + 2'^XiXji;3

A = {241.35} + 2 [12345) + 2 (24135)

B = {54321J + 2 {24135} + 2 (54321)

C = {12345} + 2 {53142} + 2 (12345)

i)= {53142} + 2 {54321} + 2 (53142)

{24135} = x-i^Xi -¥:Xi% + x^x-i + x^x^ + x^x.^, &c.

:

(24135) =x^^ + xfi^x^ + x^X:^i + x^^^ + x^^^i , &c.

125 (m,«m,+ m^'m, - ii,X - Mi'Mi) = (m + m* - m- - m')(A + D - B -C) = \/5 (A + D - B - C).

Here
^ + i) _ 5_ C= {12345} - {24135} - {53142} + {54321}

- 2 [(12345) - (24135) - (53142) + (54123)],

where, substituting the values, the first line is

iCj' {Xt — Xj- x, + Xi) + x^ (iC3 — Xi—x^ + a^) + x^ (xi — x, — x^ + x._) + x^ {x^ — Xi — x., + Xs) +
^'(^i—i^i — Xt + ^4), =2' suppose: and the second line observing that (54123) and (53142)

are equal to (12345) and (24135) respectively, is =- 4 [(12345) -(24135)], =-4!x:
hence

A+D-B-C = t'-'ix-

But from the equations

a~'^ = 1 2345 — 241 35, = x^x^ + x.^3 + x-^i + x^^ + x,^i — x^i —x^ — x^x^ — XjX^ — x^„

,

and

— 56 =Xi + x-i + X3 + Xt + «„
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we easily obtain

and the last result thus is

A + D-B-C = - 5a-^b<l> - o^, = - na-^b<f> - o<f)r, =-5(f> (a-'6 + t),

or substituting for
<f)

and a~% + r their values 10 Vo v, and t, this is = — 50 Vs tv.

Hence the value of 125(m,*«3 + «4'm3 — i/j'w, — Wj^Mj) is = — 250 to, that is we have

ttl'Mj + «4'«.. — ll/lli — Mj't*! = — 2tv,

and combining herewith

Mi»«3 + Uthi., + «/m4 + mA<i = - 2S,

we have the second pair of equations.

We next write

2v^hi3 = -S-tv + 27i,,

2u^^Ui = — B — tv — 2hi,

2UiHi, = -S + tv + 27i^,

2u3hit = -S + tv-2n.„

whence

4/i,= = (S + tvY + 4 (7* - v') (7 + v),

4w./ = (S - to)2 + 4 (y - v^) (7 - v),

which equations determine Wi, n-j, so that Wj^i/a, w^^Wj, t<2^i and «3'«« are now known;

and we then have

«4» = (u,%,y (xii'u,) -- (m,m,)=,

A'
A"

which determine ttj, w„ U3, M4. (Compare herewith the fomiulse, A=—^— , &c. p. 54 of

my paper "On a solvible quintic Equation," Amer. Math. Jour. t. xiii. (1890), pp.

63—58.)

But, as Mc Clintock remarks, it is possible to obtain better formulae : viz. these are

Wi' = in + J?-.> + Vs, + So,

Wa° = in — in + V's, - Sa,

«.' = i»'i-in- A-S2,

"4° = i»'i + i»"2 - '^«i + «».
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where
r\ = -^+20tvP,

-; + {Be + 2'fS + (- 276 + 8- + 47=) t + yBt'} v"

i + {7=Se-7S^}

«i = tV''i' + -h^^- + y + ioy«= + 57^*,

«2 = i^i**!! — 57*y — 107='«)' — j/'.

To prove these results write for shortness

2«ii = — B — tv, 2mj = — h-\-tv, and (as above) 2ni = u^v^ — Mj^u,, 2n2 = !(„"«, — Ws^Mi,

then

!ti'«3 = m, + Til , W4°(«2 = ^'^ — '»] > M2^«i = J'l-j + "i , M3X = Wj — Jij

;

we have MiWoHs;*^ = m,!<4 . t^.f/j = (— 7 + 1^) (- 7 - u), = t - «»', and the third Eulerian equation

thus becomes

€ = y + Sl^* + (if" — y)~' {MiX" WsW* + M/M3'' !tiM2 + Wa^Ms' M1M2 + U^U\ MaWj.

The terms within the
{ } are equal to

(TO, + n,)(mj+ n5)(-7+t(), (m, - n,) (wij - w^) (- 7 + u), (»»i - n^) (m^ + m^) (- 7 - w),

(wti + rii) (m., - Ma) (- 7 - y),

respectively, and their sum is = — 4777ii7re3 + 4»nin3.

Hence putting for shortness p'=4i;«,7i2, = 4t; (Vs — w/'^s) ("a'^i — i^sX), the third

equation becomes
e = 72 + 3t, + (»a _ 7a)-i (r^th^ - 78» + p),

or, what is the same thing,

^ = 782- 7(V + (w'^ _ 7=) (e - 72 _ 3t)).

Again, writing the fourth Eulerian equation in the form

Sm' = — f— 2O78 + 10 {(rwi + nj) «!«, + (mil — 'ii) '*i«i + (wia + "a) m^A + hn^. — >h} u^u,},

the term in
{ } is 2miUiUt + 2m,rtiU3, =(— B —tv)(—y + v)+ {—B + tv)(—y — v), =2yB—2tv\

so that writing 2«'=r,, the equation becomes

r, = -^-20tv',

viz. this is the above-mentioned value of r,.

We then have r^ = «i' + »'/ — 1*2° — Ut', and for calculating this, we have

(73 _ ^)J
,(j5 = (nil + n,Y ()ih + /i,) (7 - vy,

(7» _ ,;»)» M,» = (mi - nO^ (»ia - na) (7 - «)»,

(7" - vfy vi = (m, + «,)» (mi - n,) (7 + v)',

{f - V^) It,' = (fflj- «a)= (»i, + Hi) (7 + «)',
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and thence, instead of 4v»,7i, which occurs on the right-haud side wiiting its value

=p, we find

(t*
— v'f Vi = (»n, + in^ r-' {p {'f+iP) — 4ni,ni,7}

+ 2 (W, - m,) {»Hi7?ls {rf + 1;«) _ ^}

+ 2 (n,"^ - n,«TO,) (7= + «*)

— 4 (Wi^i + n^i) yv.

We have

4n,» = (S + fvy + 4 (7= - 1^=) (7 - 1;), 4«,'' = (S - <t))= + 4(7=- v") (7 + v),

p is given as above, and moreover 7)ii + TO; = — 3, »«, — m2 = — <v, m,7?i2 = J (S* — (V).

Substituting these values and dividing out by (7^ — v^y, we find after some reductions

the value given above for r,.
'

Finally we have

4 (7 _!,)» = - 4 (iHU,y =(ih' +<y- 4 (u,u,y -i (r,+r,) «+M/) = («,» - <y-i (n +r,) (w/ +«/),

that is

4 (7 -'')' = 4 (s, + s,) - i (r, + »-,)»,

or say

s,+s, = (in + ir,y + {y-vy,

and similarly

Sr-S, = i\l\-ir,y+(y+vy

which equations give the above-mentioned values of s, and s...

As to Jacobi's Memoir spoken of in the Addition, I refer to the paper Kronecker,

" Ueber eine stelle in Jacobi's Aufsatz, Observatiunculae ad theoriam sequationum perti-

nentes," Crelle, t. CVII. (1891), pp. 349—352, which incorporates some remarks of mine

in regard thereto.

284, 294. The fundamental idea of these two papers is not that of " the six

coordinates of a line," but (as indeed appears from the title) a somewhat different one,

viz. I say that a curve in space may be represented by a homogeneous equation V—0
between six coordinates (j), q, r, s, t, u) such that ps+ qt + ru = 0; this equation being

the equation of a cone of arbitrary vertex passing through the curve in question

:

taking x, y, z, w to be current point-coordinates and a, /8, 7, S to be the point-

coordinates of the arbitrary vertex, then p, q, r, s, t, u are the six determinants of

the matrix

{ X, y, z, w

I

a, /3, 7, S

or, what is the same thing, we have

p = yy — ^z, s = Bx—aw,

q = az — ya; t = Sy — ffiv,

r =^x — ay, u = Bz — yw ,
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values which satisfy ps + qt + ru = 0. And I accordingly say that the equation of a line

in space is

Aj) + Bq + Cr + Fs+Gt + Hit = 0,

viz. this is the equation of the cone of arbitrary vertex (a, /9, y, 8) (that is, of the

plane through the point (a, /3, y, 8)) which passes through the line in question. But

I go on to say that if («', 0', y, B"), (a", /3", y", B") are the coordinates of any two

points on the given line, or if the line be given as the intersection of the two planes

ax+by + CZ + dw = 0, a'x + b'y + c'z + d'w = 0, then in the first case

A = a'6" - a"B' . F = 0'y" - /3'V.

B = ^B" - /3"S', G = 7V' - i'a'

,

C = y'B" - y"B', H = ol';3" - a"/3',

A=bc' -b'c , F = ad' - a'd,

B = ca' — c'a , G =bd' — b'd,

C=ab' -a'b , H =cd' -c'd,

so that in each case AF + BG + CH=0. I thus in effect, although not quite explicitly,

define (.4, B, C, F, G, H) as the "six coordinates of a line"; and after giving in terms

of these quantities for any two lines the condition of the intersection of the two lines

I say that any other problems in 'relation to the line, for instance... &c., may also be

solved "by means of the new coordinates."

Pliicker's Memoir " On a New Geometry of Space " is published Phil. Trans, t. CLV.

(for 1865), pp. 72.5—791, the paper being received Dec. 22, 1864, and the Additional

Note appended thereto, Dec. 11, 1865. My two papers are refeiTed to in the foot-note

p. 784, belonging to this additional note as follows :
" In two remarkable papers ' On

a New Analytical Representation of Curves in Space ' published in the third and fifth

volumes of the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Professor Cayley employed before me
in order to represent cones the six coordinates of a right line depending upon any two

of its points. Having lately only seen the papers I hasten to mention it now. But

besides the coincidence referred to the leading views of Professor Cayley's paper and

mine have nothing in common. On this occasion I may state that the principles upon

which my paper is based were advanced by me nearly twenty years ago (Geometry

of Space, No. 258), but this had entirely escaped my memoiy when I recurred to

Geometry some time since."

In the work referred to, " System der Geometrie des Raumes u. s. w." (4to. Diissel-

dorf, 1846), No. 258, Pliicker remarks that a straight line depends upon four constants,

viz. its equations in point-coordinates being x = kz -'r\ y = fJtz + v, or in line-coordinates

being t = kv-^- \w, u = fiv + vw, then in either case the constants are k, X, fi, v; and he

defines these four quantities as the " four coordinates of a line."

C. IV. 78
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The leading idea of Plucker's memoii- appears in the first words thereof, "I. On
linear Complexes of Right lines." He works at first with the four coordinates of a

line; as long as these are arbitrary the line is any line whatever; but considering them

^us connected by a single equation, then there is he says "a Ck>mplex," considering

them as connected by two equations " a Congruency ", and considering them as con-

nected by three equations "a Configuration" or ruled surface. The establishment of

these notions of a Complex and a Congruency, and the general idea of regarding

the line as an element in the Geometry of Space are absolutely Plucker's, there is

no anticipation of them in my two papers. Later on five coordinates r, s, a, p, sp — ra

are introduced, but the six coordinates are first used in the Additional Note, viz. here

instead of a non-homogeneous equation or equations between four coordinates we have

a homogeneous equation or equations between six quantities connected by a homo-

geneous quadric equation. It is hardly necessary to refer to the posthumous work

Neiie Geometrie des Raumes gegrilndet auf die Betrachtung der geraden Liiiie als

MaumeleTnent, Leipzig, 1868 and 1869, or to later developments of the theory.
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